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draft, and to Jennifer Crewe, publisher for the humanities, Columbia 
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P R E F A C E

This book, in its first form, was written between 1951 and 1955. Since 

then many works in Chinese, Japanese, and Western languages have 

appeared on the subject I treat here as well as on other topics bearing 

on the complicated history of Buddhism in China. The contributions 

made by these writers would have greatly enriched the present work 

and doubtless caused me to modify certain of my positions. If more 

time had been spent on this work, a richer crop of relevant Chinese 

sources could have been gathered: there are assuredly more such texts 

that remain to be discovered and exploited.

But in the admirable translation by Franciscus Verellen, this is no 

longer the same book that was published in Saigon in 1956. He has 

added to it new and valuable references, some useful additional data, 

a much richer, up-to-date bibliography, and an exhaustive index. Fur

thermore, and most important, he has worked with such care that he 

was able to clear up many inaccuracies and doubtful points that 

marred the original.

The translation of this book was planned following a symposium 

held at Columbia University on exchanges between Europe and the 

United States in the field of Bast Asian studies, an initiative launched 

by Wm. Theodore de Bary. The aim was to make selected works of 

European sinology more accessible to English-speaking researchers. 

Les aspects economiques du bouddhisme dans la societe chinoise du
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ve au Xe siecle was deemed worthy of inclusion in the projected 

series.
Although the book does take up the technical question of the eco

nomic aspects of Buddhism in China—the subject of many significant 

publications in Japanese since as early as the 1930s—~I thought it even 

more important to set these questions into the general framework of 

the vast phenomenon constituted by the Buddhist faith at the time of 

its highest development in China. This phenomenon, in all its diver

sity, seemed to me the real issue: economics are only one aspect of the 

whole social system. Account had to be taken of social and political 

organization, the types of cult associations inherited from the distant 

past, Chinese concepts of saintliness, aesthetic criteria, private and 

imperial cults, and even the legal system. The subject of this book, 

then, reaching beyond matters touching strictly on the economy, 

comprises the particular characteristics of Chinese society that 

emerged from an indigenous substratum and evolved under the influ

ence of the spread of Buddhism. The project was clearly too ambitious 

to be realized in all its ramifications, but its primary aim was to open 

new perspectives rather than contribute to the always inexhaustible 

domain of pure scholarship.

My thanks go； once again； to Franciscus Verelle^ along with my 

admiration for the precision and the excellence of his work, which has 

enriched and improved my own. I also thank Zhang Guangda； who 

provided various references； as well as Kuo Li-ying, who kindly 

revised the bibliography.



I N T R O D U C T I O N

At the beginning of the sixth century, a Parthian merchant was ply

ing his trade along the Yangtze, between Szechwan and the East 

China Sea. He had accumulated pearls and jewels, anĉ  the goods he 

had acquired through commerce filled two junks. According to some, 

the total value amounted to several thousand strings of cash.t How- 

ever, the more treasure he amassed, the greedier he became for riches, 

and distressed not to possess' more. In the course of his travels he 

came to Mount Niu-t7ou in Hsin-ch'eng commandery where he 

encountered the Dhyana monk Ta; who preached Buddhism to Him. 

"The best thing to do/' said the merchant to himself, "would be to 

throw my treasures into the river and to enter into religion in order to 

deliver myself from my attachments. To live simply and without a 

care, is that not happiness?" And forthwith he sank one of his junks 

into the river, where it was dee^^st. He 'was about to sink the other 

when a troop of monks arrived on the scene and implored him to use 

the remainder of his possessions for pious works.1

An authentic scene—and many like it can be found~which at the 

outset w ill illustrate the concrete nature of this study, its particular 

object and orientation. In (truth, the incident is scandalous: it can be 

explained neither by the pursuit of profit nor by material needs, the 

motivations expected to drive every economy. Yet our Parthian 

knows what he is doing, and the idea of spoiling a fortune accumu
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lated at great pains is not mere personal fantasy. Examples of analo

gous conduct can be found all around him. On the whole, the ele

ments considered here are related to phenomena of collective psy

chology that can be historically situated. It is this relationship and the 

often intimate connections between economy, law, social structures, 

and customary practices and behavior that I have set out to analyze； 

and, finally, I have attempted to suggest the systematic nature of this 

complex.

The available evidence leaves no doubt as to the broad scope of the 

phenomenon. Nevertheless, its importance has not always been fully 

recognized. This is due to the usual choice of sources and, to an even 

greater extent, to the dispersal of the evidence. The official historians 

remained faithful to a narrow conception of their role, which consisted 

in noting events and deeds pertaining to the emperor and in tracing the 

careers of great courtiers. Religious movements were of no concern to 

them as such, nor were the details of daily life or technical matters. 

Moreover, their business was not so much to write as to orient history, 

to bring the authority of precedents to bear upon imperial decision 

making. Ill-disposed to Buddhism by education, they had no desire to 

concede it its rightful place, for that would have meant approving its 

future importance. And yet the silence is not as complete as these 

masters of China's history may have wished. The religious movement 

had such serious consequences for the finances of the empire that his

torians were compelled to give an account of the numerous criticisms 

and the various measures of control and rehabilitation and to provide； 

despite themselves, a certain amount of general information.

Invaluable details that are generally absent from the official record, 

information about the sanctuaries' wealth' the clergy's activities, and 

lay practices, are found, furthermore, in sources of Buddhist origin— 

histories of Buddhism in China and biographies of monks. I have 

given priority, however, to firsthand sources: stele inscriptions and 

manuscripts. The documents on paper recovered in Chinese 

Turkestan and, principally, in Tun-huang2 constitute, by virtue of 

their precision and authenticity, a source of exceptional value that 

has hardly begun to be exploited as a whole. They comprise accoun

tancy records； manageinent reports, lists of offerings, loan and rental 

contracts, as well as various official documents: passports for monks, 

certificates, census fragments. Some of these texts have been studied 

by Japanese scholars, others have remained unpublished: they form an 

integral part of the present study.
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Comparing the diverse sources with one another already brings a 

heterogeneous set of facts to light. From an early date, the movement 

was remarkable for the enormous material and human expenditures 

to which it gave rise over a period of three centuries. There was1 an 

overabundant monastic community, incessant construction work, a 

prodigious consumption of metals, wood, and cloth. This passion for 

spending manifested itself in tfee early fifth century, and reached its 

apogee during the sixth and seventh; it gave a new and lasting impulse 

to artistic activities, to the development of crafts and comifierce. At 

the same time, phenomena of another order also made their appear

ance: the enrichment of the sanctuaries, the appropriation of lands, 

the formation of a class of monastic dependents, the engagement of 

Buddhist monks in commercial practices. Legal and technical notions 

entered into each of these developments. Some of the notions- and 

techniques were of Indian provenance； their adaptation to the Chi

nese world calls for examination. Hence the need to ertiploy another 

type of source material: the treatises on monastic discipline.

While all of the elements considered here are of an economic nature, 

it is understood that economic activity is manifold: gifts and offerings 

are not in the same category as usurious practices. In Buddhism, a reli

gion that eniphasizes the importance of giving, mercantile thinking 

paradoxically occupies a prominent place. This contradiction needs to 

be resolved, acknowledging the unity of the system as a whole.

I have deliberately adopted a particular point of view here by deter

mining to consider the subject from an economic angle. In  so doing, 

however, I recognize that the implications are multifarious.

Buddhism in medieval China was a religious movement. That was 

its essential characteristic. I allow that the better educated milieus 

attached some importance to Buddhist doctrine and cultivated doc

trine for its own sake. At the same time, I reject the approach that vir

tually restricts its terms of reference to doctrinal aspects. The classic 

thesis runs like this: there were three great religions in China~Con

fucianism, Taoism, and Buddhism； the latter two are said to have con

fronted each other in a struggle that exhausted both.3 What we mean 

by Confucianism is clear enough: the tradition of the literati and thre 

ceremonies of an official cult of Chinese origin. Confucianism is to a 

much greater extent an attachment to a mode of thinking and tradi

tional rites than a religion. As for the terrible conflicts in which Bud

dhism and Taoism allegedly engaged, I find no trace of them:4 they
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were no more than squabbles between monks—spiteful, no doubt, but 

of little consequence. One finds as much w ithin Buddhism itself 

between rival schools. At the end of the day, such disputes profit more 

than harm the vitality of doctrines and the health of religions. There 

were also quarrels over precedence, but that precedence pertained 

only to court ceremonies. How then did such conceptions about the 

relationship between Buddhism and Taoism, and that between Bud

dhism and Confucianism,5 impose themselves on Western histori

ans? If they are not founded on the Chinese evidence, then the mem

ory, of the religious struggles in the West, and the need to feel as if one 

stands on familiar ground, must have prevailed over the evidence. I 

can only suppose that that exclusive passion—the absolute belief in 

dogmatic truths peculiar to Western religion_ was also ascribed to 

the Chinese, and that the attribution of such a disposition to them 

sprang from a desire to consider as "religious" only those narrowly 

defined, interior aspects that are not open to analysis.

In broad terms, it might be said that the religion found expression 

in a reorganization of the social sphere. Buddhism in China had its 

faithful, its debtors and its dependents； for the laity, the monasteries 

were at once granaries, treasuries； sanctuaries, and places from which 

religious power emanated. This linkage between the most heteroge

neous aspects of Buddhism in China, between the religious and the 

commercial, was concretely realized within those urban and village 

communities that were the parishes of Buddhism.

Particular conditions for the formation of these groups of faithful 

and clients were rooted in indigenous tradition. The Buddhist monks 

maintained relations with various milieus of Chinese society, and 

each of these was characterized by its own needs, economic levels, 

and traditions. The movement was universal, but each social class 

was affected differently.

In the outskirts of towns, in the thriving commercial districts, in 

the villages, and in the mountains rose a multitude of small sanctu- 

aries where ordinary people gathered on festival days. Primary sources 

permit us to form a fairly precise image of this local religious life. 

Communal meals and contributions constituted the fundamental 

practices of such groups: they readily evoke ancient peasant realities.

In a very different milieu, that of the upper-class laity, it seems that 

the passion for Buddhism was assimilated to a tradition of splendor 

and an inclination to extravagant spending, especially on behalf of 

ancestors. Political and economic interests, religious customs, and
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aesthetic tastes all converged in these prodigal displays. In the com

plex interplay of such dispositions we can glimpse the reasons for the 

iaity's passionate adherence to Buddhism.

What emerges from the analysis is the essentially malleable nature 

of these customary modes of behavior and traditional relationships. 

On the level of offerings and peasant contributions to banquets as 

well as other types of expenditure_ all of which defy the laws of a 

rational economy—the economic is inseparable from the religious.

In the end, we find a general disposition to spend and to hoard, and 

the appearance of new needs—aesthetic, social, economic~with 

implications beyond the religious domain. The ruling class, preoccu

pied by the ever precarious equilibrium between the production of 

primary goods and their consumption, had ulterior motives for lend

ing their support to Buddhism, which were quite foreign to their true 

inclinations. Their efforts were consequently aimed at directing the 

movement toward their own ends. The ad hoc nature of their response 

is evident in the alternation of political favors granted Buddhism on 

the one hand with repressions designed to weaken it on the other.

The question of decadence must be addressed. During the centuries 

when religious fervor was most intense, the great festivals united dis

parate social classes. Great families and commoners alike joined in 

the lay associations. Undoubtedly it was this network of personal 

relationships that accounted for the universality of the Buddhist 

movement. Under the T'ang, however, a new mentality, which can be 

qualified as commercial, began to gain ground. It made its appearance 

precisely in those milieus that had shown greatest fervor: among 

monks and the families of wealthy lay followers. Avarice broke down 

the old systems of relationships, led to the isolation of the social 

-classes, and hence undermined the very foundations of the religious 

movement.

For the realization of this study I am indebted to the teaching and 

advice of Paul Demieville (1894-1979), one of the great masters of the 

history of Buddhism in China； who moreover generously gave me 

access to his rich library and had the excellent idea of engaging me for 

the compilation of the first volume of the Catalogue of Chinese man

uscripts from Tun-huang held in the Bibliotheque Nationale.
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I M M E D I A T E  F A C T S

C H A P T E R  O N E

Numbers of Sanctuaries and Monks

It is useful to visualize the imprint of Buddhism on Chinese soil in 

concrete terms. According to the texts, the skylines of certain great 

cities and rural landscapes start to crowd at an early stage-^but espe- 

cially from the end of the fifth century onward~with large and small 

monasteries, rising towers, sanctuaries, chapels, and hermitages. Bud

dhist constructions and monastic populations are denser in-some 

places than in others. The capitals of the northern and southern dynas

ties, Lo-yang, Yeh,1 Ch'ang-an, Chien-k'ang (modern Nanking), and 

their environs are completely invaded. Then there are the pilgrimage 

centers—sacred mountains of Buddhism in China-^-where temple con- 

structions mushroom and throngs of monks and nuns reside. But 

places of worship are encountered everywhere, and some villages have 

their own chapels (fo-t'ang) or hermitages [lan~jo). One of the most 

obvious features of the imprint of religion on Chinese soil is the diver- 

sity: a salutary caution against the uniform and schematic view sug

gested by the official statistics concerning die numbers of monasteries 

and monks. The great monastery that permanently houses dozens of 

monks and the little village chapel or mountain hermitage inhabited 

by one or two have little in common. This sense of diversity only 

increases with any attempt to specify it. The monasticism of the great 

Buddhist centers differs in its way of life from that of the small sane-
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tuaries: One would think that the former was more stable, more disci

plined, and more orthodox than the latter, and the texts confirni this 

supposition. A further feature distinguishing different kinds of Bud

dhist establishments relates not to size but to status. Some monaster

ies are official places of worship and are recognized as such. They have 

received their name (o) by imperial bestowal as well as gifts of land, 

funds, servants, allotments of local families, and certain privileges. 

They are entitled to annual subventions from the court. Their monks 

have been selected and ordained by the emperor and are supervised by 

officially appointed clergy who are held accountable for their conduct. 

The other kind of establishments are merely tolerated and are always 

the first to fall victim to repressions. These are private places of wor

ship； serving the great families as well as the people. Even if the term 

private does not appear in the texts, such was in fact their status.

Viewed from above, the situation seems clear enough. One could 

say, subject to qualifications, that there were three kinds of Chinese 

monks: the official monk, maintained at state expense and responsible 

for the performance of the ceremonies of the imperial cult, the private 

monk, fed and clothed by the great families, and, finally, the common 

monk who lived in the country side, either in isolation or as a mem

ber of a small group. It is evident that the influence of Buddhism 

extended not only across the empire but was also felt throughout soci

ety and at all levels of society. There were monks in the imperial 

palace, as there were monks in the forests and hamlets. Hence the pro

foundly distinct directions, tendencies, and characteristics exhibited 

by the religious phenomenon, depending on place and social group.

Fa-lin (5 72-640), whose Pien-cheng lun documents with figures the 

development of Buddhism under each dynasty, in two instances care

fully distinguishes between three types of religious houses-along the 

lines suggested above. This confirms the validity of the distinction 

and also gives an indication of the relative size of each category.

At the time of the Northern Wei (386-534) there were, according to 

Fa-lin,2

• 47 great state monasteries；

• 839 monasteries of princes, dukes, eminent families； 

nobles of the Five Degrees, and marquises；

• 30,000 or more monasteries built by commoners.

Under the Ch'en (557-589)/ there were

• 17 new state monasteries and
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• 68 monasteries constructed by officials, out of a total of 1,232 

monasteries.

[The remaining] 1,147 religious houses had been built by 

private individuals.3

TJie distinction between the two forms of Buddhism that could with 

some justification, if elliptically, be termed private and official, is sig

nificant, rich in implications, and very useful when it comes to dis

entangling the complex history of the relations between the imperial 

state and religion, a history that this distinction allows to appear in 

its true light.4 The court, which was not hostile to Buddhism but was 

itself Buddhist after a fashion, with its own monks and sanctuaries, 

was obliged to resist two kinds of uncontrolled expansion of monas- 

ticism and religious constructions: the first, perpetrated by imperial 

relatives and high officials, was near at hand, highly visible, and thus 

would appear to have been liable to restraint, yet its patrons were 

often too influential to be effectively controlled. The second form of 

expansion was more diffuse and intangible. It operated through an 

anonymous and less known variety of Buddhism that developed at the 

popular level, though at times undoubtedly with the connivance of 

the upper classes and local administrations.

It had always been the ambition of great families favorably dis

posed toward Buddhism, and of eminent monks connected to the 

court, to secure the conversion of monasteries founded on their own 

initiative into official establishments. To this end they exercised all 

their influence. Thus a great number of Buddhist constructions that 

had not been undertaken at imperial behest came to enjoy the title 

and privileges of official monasteries.5 Similarly, monks and nuns 

who had not been regularly ordained could from time to time benefit 

from a decree promulgating imperial ordinations.6 This amounted to 

a steady and highly effective pressure exerted upon the religious pol

icy of the court, tending to favor a development of Buddhism in China 

well beyond the bounds that governments might have reasonably 

wished to impose on it.

• Here, then, are two important facts that may be helpful for the 

interpretation of the recorded and estimated numbers of religious and 

monasteries: large and medium-sized establishments were much less 

numerous than the small sanctuaries in the villages and towns and 

the total number of religious exceeded the regular census figures.

The following figures emerge from various sources:



Chin
Years

307-312

316

317-320

Clergy

3,700

24,000 

Nan-pei Ch'ao:

Monasteries 
42 in Lo-yang；7 

182 [20]8 
in the two capitals 

1,768 [14]

South

420^79 36,000 1,913 [19T

479-502 31,500 2,015 [16]

502-557 82,700

*100;0009

2,846 [29]

557-587 32,000 1,232 [26]11

Nan-pei Ch'ao: North

476 2,000 100 [20]12 (Loyang)

512-515 77,258 6,478 [11.3]13

534 13,72714

550-574 *2,000,000 30,886 [66]15

*3,000,000

Sui

40,000 [75]16

590-604 230,000 3,792 [60.5]17

590 *500,000

590-617 236,00019 3,985 [59]20

Tang •

624 50,000 (?)21 
*200,00022

648 3J1623

650-683 60,000 4,000 [15]24

713-755 126,100 5,358 [23.5]M

830 700,00026

842-845 360,000:
100,000 in 40,000

small establishments and

260,000 4,600 monasteries [56]27 

Wu-tai

955 61,000

Sung

6,03028

998-1022 458,85529

Yiian

1

H O  01 o fcl301291 213,148 42,318 [5]30

Note: Average numbers of religious per establishment are indicated in brackets. 
Figures preceded by an asterisk are estimates.
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This table would be of little use without an attempt at interpretation. 

Assuming that the figures in fact correspond to the numbers of reli

gious and of monasteries under each period, the explanation for the 

considerable fluctuation in the size of the monastic community and 

the construction of religious houses must be political: the favors 

細 nted Buddhism by certain emperors are the only cause, for the 

increase in monasteries and monks and persecutions the one and only 

reason for their decrease. Indeed, the general remarks made above 

concerning the density of the monastic community, and of religious 

buildings and the nature of Buddhist constructions, may be useful to 

explain the apparent variations and to suggest certain constants.

It is evident that up to the Sui dynasty all Buddhist establishments, 

regardless of their size and number of resident clergy, were designated 

as monasteries (ssu). This was a generic terai applied, by long-standing 

convention, to any building inhabited by monks. "Today," reads an 

official text of the year 509/1 "there is no place without a monastery

___Three to five shavelings constitute at times [the entire population

of] a monastery (ssuj.〃 The 30,000 to 40,000 monasteries mentioned 

for the middle of the sixth century, therefore, must have been for the 

most part small sanctuaries in which only a few religious resided. The 

censuses carried out during the years 842-845 yielded the figure of one 

hundred thousand religious in 40,000 hermitages [lan-jo)% Thus there 

were two or three monks in each of these small places of worship, a 

number that approximately corresponds to the average indicated by 

the text of 509 for small Buddhist establishments in Lo-yang. This, 

then, yields two consistent indications, spanning a period of more than 

three centuries. Furthermore, the total number of great and minor 

Buddhist establishments remained almost constant across widely sep

arated periods: between 30,000 and 40,000 in the middle of the sixth 

century, 44,600 in 845, and much later, in 1291, 42,31s.32
From the Sui onward, however, censuses are representative of the 

great monasteries only. Their number^ remained roughly constant— 

around 4,000~for more than three centuries: 3,792 or 3,985 under the 

Sui, 3,716 in 648, 4,000 at the time ©f a cdnsus covering the years 

650-683, 5,358 during 713—755,33 and 4,600 in 845.34 It is therefore 

impossible to draw any conclusions regarding the growth of the num

ber of religious houses from the Chin to the end of the T'ang, unless 

the figures for the period before the Sui are considered separately from 

those available for the Sui and the T'ang. The total number of buil|l- 

ings, which stood at 1,768 at the beginning of the fifth century,



increased to 8,391 (1,913 in the South and 6,478 in the North) around 

476, to 15,000 or 16,000 at the beginning of the sixth century, and 

finally to close to 40,000 in the second half of that century. Thus, after 

a period of steady growth during the first three quarters of the fifth 

century, the number of Buddhist establishments rose suddenly at the 

end of that century. The greatest expansion of construction in North 

China fell under the first thirty years of the sixth century. In the 

South, too, the reign of Emperor Wu (502-549) was a period in which 

religious houses multiplied； the figures for the Sung, Ch% and Liang 

indicate a development that was analogous to that in the North, if on 

a lesser scale.35
The Tang, it may be surmised, was another period of increased 

construction: there had been 3,716 official monasteries in 648, 4,000 

in the second half of the seventh century, and 5,358 at the beginning 

of the reign of Hsiian-tsung.36

It should be remembered, however, that the number of official 

monasteries for which the historians provide figures corresponds to a 

contingent determined by the emperor, a situation that undoubtedly 

already obtained in Sui times. Thus it has to be recognized that the 

proportion of these establishments is to a certain extent independent 

of the total number of religious buildings.

"The number of monasteries was fixed, 〃 says the "Monograph on 

Officials" in the Chiu Tang shu. "For each of the religious houses three 

supervisory members [san-kang]37 were appointed [by the emperor]； 

monks of high moral standing were selected for these offices."

The full extent of religious construction and the ratio of small 

sanctuaries to large establishments appear to have remained approxi

mately constant, throughout history: it seems that a state of equilib

rium or saturation had been attained when the number of great 

monasteries reached four to five thousand and that of the small, 

inhabited sanctuaries thirty to forty thousand. The extent of the 

destruction carried out by Emperor Wu of the Chou between 574 and 

577 is unknown.38 But however serious the effects of the repression 

may have been, the Buddhist patrimony in buildings had already been 

reconstituted by the beginning of the T'ang.39

The size of the clergy housed by chapels, sanctuaries, and hermitages 

is known. The censuses carried out in the middle of the ninth century 

assigned to these a population of 100,000. But what was the propor

tion of monks and nuns living in actual monasteries?

8 PART ONE
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Lung-hsing 40 monks44 20 novices Total:

K/ai-yiian 24 u 14 〃 "

Ch'ien-yiian 26 " 16 〃 "

Yang-an 24 〃 14 〃 "

Chin-kuang 39 u 23 u u

Convents, on the other hand, housed larger communities~a fact that 

may be peculiar to Tun-huang:

Ta-ch7eng 60 nuns46

An-kuo 42 “ 47

P;u-kuang 127 " 48

Other ssu 49 " 49

The average ratio of clergy per establishment for the sample of monas

teries mentioned here is 45. A meeting that seems to have comprised 

nearly the entire religious population Qf Tun-huang included 1,086 
persons, among them 852 monks and nuns and 234 novices.50 This 

produces an average of at most 50 clergy per monastery at Tun-huang.

Buddhist monasteries and hermitages never seem to have housed 

more than a limited number of religious； the average for Tun-huang~ 

an important Buddhist centerwas undoubtedly among the highest. 

Thus the figures for the middle of the sixth century, under the Sui.

Some monasteries were well-populated. In the year 434, under the 

Liu Sung dynasty, 323 nuns lived at the Ying-fu ssu in Yang-tu.40 

Under the Sui, another monastery housed, more or less constantly, 

300 monks.41 In the second quarter of the ninth century, the Japanese 

pilgrim Ennin also reported communities numbering more than 300 

religious, beside virtually uninhabited establishments. At the Kuo- 

ch'ing monastery of Mount Tien-t'ai there were 150 monks perma

nently in residence, and during the summer retreat more than 300 

came to stay there.42

These, however, were exceptions. The ordinary monastery had no 

more than twenty to fifty religious at most. Precise information con

cerning the numbers of monks, nuns, and novices in the monasteries 

of Tun-huang during the ninth and tenth centuries is available. The 

town had seventeen large Buddhist establishments in all. A Paris 

manuscript gives the following figures for five of them:43
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and for the year 845 (namely 66 in 534, 75 after 550, 60.5 and 59 under 

the Sui, and 56 in 845 for the great monasteries) probably do not cor

respond to overall averages.

Given the considerable variations of the averages of clergy per 

monastery, it may not in all casesjbe justifiable to place the census fig

ures for religious side by side with those provided by the monasteries 

themselves. The available figures for the fourth and fifth centuries are 

very likely correct: 20 religious per establishment in 316 in the two 

capitals, counting the small sanctuaries, 14 under the Chin dynasty, 

in 317—320, 20 in 476 at Lo-yang, 11.3 in the same year under the 

Wei.51 However, a number of religious who did not reside in monas

teries must have been included in the census records under the Sui 

and in 845. It is known, in fact, that in the monasteries' nominal reg

isters [ssu-chi) figured the names of monks who had no more than a 

purely formal affiliation with their institution. A monk named Fa- 

ch;ung who lived at the time of the Chou (557-580) had long refused 

to be enrolled in the official register [kuan-kuan). Yet after finally con

senting to this formality, having almost reached the age of fifty [chih- 
ming)f he preferred to live among the "springs and rocks" rather than 

at the Fa-chi monastery of Li-chou were he was officially registered as 

a resident monk.52

Name rolls of religious were moreover frequently falsified. The 

import of the following decree by Emperor Hsiian-tsung to this effect 

undoubtedly applies to other periods as well:

It has come to Our attention that there are numerous monks and 
nuns, both Buddhist and Taoist, who are falsely enrolled on the nom
inal registers [for religious]. Either they have arranged to be attached 
to another monastery； or they maintain a private group of disciples 
{yang ssu-men) [the existence of which they dissemble].53

It is therefore necessary to take fraudulent registrations into account. 

The actual resident population of the monasteries may have been 

larger or smaller than the census figures indicate.54 Furthermore^ the 

sources account only for those religious who were officially registered 

and, in principle, regularly ordained.55 Generally, official ordina

tions~which rarely benefited laymen~did not increase the actual 

numbers of monks and nuns； rather, they allowed certain religious to 

regularize their status. It was thus that tfie monk Fa-ch7ung received 

his belated ordination, availing himself of an imperial proclamation
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of ordinations to join the ranks. And his case is not unique. "During 

Chen-kuan (627-650), official ordinations were conferred.56 Since the 

monk P'u-chi had not yet been registered,57 he took the opportunity 

to enroll in the official registers of the monastic community."58

It could therefore be assumed that the number of regular monks 

aBd nuns was, generally speaking, inversely proportional to that of 

uEnregistered religious. Imperial policy had at any rate less of an effect 

on the real number of religious than one might think. It is possible 

that, underlying the variations emphasized by the censuses of differ

ent ̂ periods, much slower and less pronounced variations took place 

with respect to the overall number of religious.

When the official figures account only for regular monks residing in 

state monasteries, as was the case during the first half of the T;ang, it 

is necessary to add the itinerant monks and the entire population of 

the small sanctuaries to their numbers. As a ̂ result, the number of 

monks according to the census may at times have to be doubled to 

obtain the effective total. This was the view expressed by Su Kuei at 

the beginning of the eighth century: 〃In the whole empire/7 he memo

rialized the emperor, "fraudulent monks (wei-lan seng)59 constitute 

approximately half the number of all the religious,60 Thus the num

ber of monks and nuns at that time would not have been 126,000 as 

indicated by the census, but rather 250,000 to 300,000. Already at the 

beginning of the Tang dynasty, Fu I estimated the number of adult 

monks and nuns as 200,000, whereas the author of a refutation to that 

great official's projects, the monk Ming-kai, could justly rejoin: 

"Under the present dynasty, according to the monastic registers (ssu- 

chi)f the two communities, Buddhist and Taoist, do not exceed 70/000. 

How could you have the impudence to deceive the emperor by claim

ing that there were 200,000 Buddhist monks and nuns?7/61

Political conditions permitting, particularly around the middle of 

the sixth century and during the second half of the T'ang, a purely 

nominal growth of monasticism can be observed due to those for 

whom the tonsure or the acquisition of a religious title represented a 

means to escape taxation or corvee services owed to the state. This 

explains the two most extreme figures provided by the sources: 2 to 3 

m illion religious between the years 534 and 574, and 700,000 in 830. 

The increase of the monastic community is in both cases only appar

ent: in the sixth century, this includes tonsured and frocked peasants, 

in 830, farmers who had purchased official ordination certificates. 

The laicizations undertaken by Emperor Wu of the Chou were there
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fore not as appalling as Buddhist sources were wont to make out, just 

as between 830 and 845 the number of monks and nuns did not melt 

away miraculously. For how else can the decline of their numbers 

from 700,000 to 360,000 between those two dates be explained?

If the two figures showing an extraordinary, increase in the monas

tic community, which invite skepticism a priori, are not relied on, it 

is found on the contrary that the proportion of religious relative to the 

total population of China remained remarkably constant. At the very 

moment when the North witnessed such an unusual development of 

monasticism, the Liang dynasty had no more than 100,000 Buddhist 

monks and nuns, corresponding to .7 percent of a population of 13 

million, despite the fact that Buddhism flourished in that kingdom, 

ruled by one of the most devout sovereigns in Chinese history. Simi

larly, under the T'ang, the Buddhist clergy amounted to .35 percent of 

the population of China in 624, and.58 percent at the beginning of the 

eighth century, if the very reasonable corrections by Fu I and Su Kuei 

are accepted. The highest percentage was reached around 845 with a 

little over 1 percent.62
A farther consideration accords with our view that the real monas

tic community, i.e., the totality of those who actually lived on the 

trade of the religious, never constituted more than a small fraction of 

the Chinese population, remaining mostly； with slight variations, 

below 1 percent: that is, the feeble resources of the Chinese economy. 

Modern states dispose of means unknown to those whose economy 

remained essentially agricultural and where technical development 

was still rudimentary. It is a fact that the cultivation of the soil in 

"medieval" China scarcely assured the subsistence of the population 

as a whole, and that this precarious equilibrium was upset whenever 

a natural catastrophe occurred in a given region. However small the 

increase in the number of unproductive mouths that accompanied the 

development of Buddhism, it was enough to cause a serious problem. 

The monastic community was, by and large, of peasant origin and 

with it a part of the peasantry was withdrawn from agricultural labor.

Certain officials leveled their criticism against the general diminu

tion of consumer goods due to Buddhism: "Monks eat without having 

to work the land and are clothed without having to weave/7 As far as 

the construction of religious buildings was concerned, they were use

less to the well-being of men.
If Buddhism made China poorer, it is equally possible, given the 

rigidity of the Chinese economy, that it merely had the effect of
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absorbing a surplus of wealth: its introduction to China would hardly 

seem to have been possible without improvements in agricultural 

methods and the expansion of land under cultivation. It w ill be seen, 

first, that Buddhism itself contributed to bringing new land into cul

tivation in the Northwest, and, throughout the country, to develop， 

ilg  land neglected by traditional agriculture. As for improvements in 

agricultural methods, they are by no means inconceivable.63 Con

trary to widespread opinion, the Chinese were not indifferent to 

technical progress, as the development of automatic mills from the 

Chin to the T'ang illustrates.64 One thing is certain: the number of 

"idle eaters" [yu-shih] and, generally speaking, the size of the non

farming population increased greatly from the Six Dynasties to the 

T'ang. Indirectly, the development of commerce from the Tang 

onward also suggests increased returns from agriculture. As Han Yu 

wrote in 819/5

In antiquity66 there were four social classes [officials and nobles, peas- 
ants, craftsmen, and merchants]. Today there are six [with the addi
tion of the clergy and the military]. In antiquity there was only one 
doctrine. Today there are three. For every farmer there are six con
sumers； for every craftsman, six persons who profit from his products； 

for every merchant, six persons t6 take advantage of his profits. Under 
such conditions, how could the people not become impoverished and 
turn to brigandage?

At about the same time, Li Chi-fu, for his part, estimated that three 

peasants fed seven idlers (sinecures, soldiers, and monks)；67 Tu Mu 

attributed the following words to Emperor Wen-tsung (r. 827-840);

In the past, three people lived on the labor of one farmer. Today, the 
soldier and the monk have been added to these so that one farmer sup
ports five persons. Among these, it is the Buddhists who cause great
est harm to our people.68

It goes without saying that these different testimonies given by per- 

sonalities well placed to evaluate the Chinese economy, one of 

whom, Li Clii-fu, surely had accurate data at his disposal, do not indi

cate that 70-80 percent of the population were not employed working 

the soil. For it is of course inconceivable that at the beginning of the 

ninth century only 20-30 percent of the Chinese population were 

farmers. What Han Yii, Li Chi-fu, and Emperor Wen-tsung intended to
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convey is that the nonagricultural proportion of the population had 

increased dangerously.69 •
The development of Buddhism in China, then, poses two distinct 

but related problems: one concerns the general effects of that religion 

on the Chinese economy, the other, the finances of the empire.70

General Effects on the Chinese Economy
If it is impossible to determine the global cost of Buddhism to China 

during the period of its greatest flourishing, that is, from the end of 

the fifth century to the second half of the Tang, some .questions at 

least can be identified.

One of the surest economic effects of the great Buddhist construc

tions was, frequently, an appalling misery for the peasant class. Taste 

for extravagant expenditure on the part of the wealthy faithful pre

vailed over their respect for Buddhist charity. The construction of a 

sumptuous monastery in Chien-k'ang (modern Nanking) under Em

peror Ming of the Sung (r. 465-472), which had necessitated exhaust

ing corvee services, reduced the common people to selling their wives 

and children.71 Men and animals died in large numbers in the under

taking； allusions to peasant suffering made by authors not normally 

prone to pity deserve added credence. But not only were there con

structions； other causes had the same effect. The frequent appropria

tion of goods by the religious and the usury practiced by the large 

monasteries were at the heart of many tragedies among the humble.72

The maintenance of an abundant monastic community and the 

construction of often sumptuous buildings could only have been 

assured by a sizeable levy imposed on the available wealth. How

ever, the influence of Buddhism was not lim ited to this purely neg

ative effect on the Chinese economy: its arrival also led to an 

increase in commercial and manufacturing activity at the expense of 

agriculture. The needs of the Buddhist communities and laity 

favored certain businesses—especially those related to construction, 

the timber trade, dyeing products, and others—and gave rise to or 

developed certain trades: builders, architects, sculptors, painters, 

goldsmiths, and copyists all benefited from the religious movement 

at .the same time that agriculture suffered from the requisitioning or 

hiring of peasants for the great Buddhist construction works. One 

can go a step further: in a more general way, the success of Buddhism 

in China had the effect of developing consumption and distribution
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or, as some modern economists would say, of developing the ^ter

tiary sector" at the expense of the production and other activities of 

the "primary sector" (agriculture and textiles). The monks them

selves were a luxury. This change in the Chinese economy is so evi

dent that one might be tempted to see in it not only one of the con

sequences of the religious movement but perhaps also one of its 

deepest psychological motivations. For an inclination to luxury, 

artistic pleasure in some/3 prodigality, and religious needs as such 

accord with one another and respond to a general tendency that is, 

in a sense, economic in nature.

The examination of the census concerning the number of monks 

and of monasteries enables us to trace the overall development of 

Buddhism in China: the monastic community, maintained by t^e 

faithful and by the state, was no doubt a constant burden for the Chi

nese economy. But it does not appear, as has been seen, that the num

ber of those who lived the trade* of the religious74 varied significantly 

after the end of the Northern Wei. The existence of this monastic 

community posed above all a fiscal problem for China, Both with 

respect to the number of religious who were maintained at state 

expense and to the size of the fictitious monastic community con

sisting of laymen who profited illicitly from the fiscal privileges of the 

regular clergy. On the other hand, the passion that the Chinese 

invested into building, sculpting, and casting, which was to lend a 

new vigor and inspiration to Chinese art, was not continuous, or at 

least went through periods of particular intensity.

The first criticisms directed against the luxury and number of Bud

dhist constructions date from the beginning of the fifth century. In 

435； under the Sung, Governor Hsiao Mu-chih of Tan-yang declared 

that Buddhist stupa, monasteries, paintings, and statues numbered in 

the thousands and requested that all constructions and all castings of 

statues be subject to prior governmental authorization.7? It was espe

cially after 465, in North China, that unrestrained expenditure for the 

benefit of Ejuddhism began to assume proportions dangerous for the 

Chinese economy. Colossal proportions were in fashion. The famous 

statues carved into the rock at Yun-kang in the north of modern 

Shansi and those at Lung-men, to the south of Lo-yang, date from that 

period. From 500 to 523, the construction of an additional grotto at 

Yiin-kang in honor of Emperor Shih-tsung cost 802,366 cash.76

In Lo-yang itself, there were only some one hundred Buddhist 

establishments in 476.77 When Ts'ui Hsiao-fen was dispatched to that
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city by the controller of Buddhist clergy [sha-men tfung) on a tour of 

inspection in 509, he counted more than five hundred.78 At the end of 

the Northern Wei, around 534, the large and small monasteries of Lo- 

yang numbered The notes that Yang Hsuan-chih devoted to

the monasteries of Lo-yang depict the extreme luxury of the most cel

ebrated ones:

Within [the precincts of the Yung-ning monastery] stood a nine-sto
ried stupa. Built with wooden framework^it rose to a height of ninety 
chang. With its pinnacle {chfar Skr. chattra) adding another ten chang, 
its total elevation amounted to one thousand feet (sic: nearly 300 m).
[This tower] could be seen at a distance of a hundred li (50 km) from 
the capital. When its foundations were excavated, they reached the 
underworld. Thirty golden statues were discovered there. Because the 
empress regarded these as confirmation of her faith in Buddhism, the 
construction exceeded all measure. On top of the pinnacle was a pre
cious golden jar with a capacity of twenty-five bushels. Beneath the 
precious vase were 30 golden plates for collecting dew. All around
them hung small golden bells___Golden bells were also attached to
each corner of the reliquary tower, 120 of them in all. On each side of 
the four-sided stupa; there were three doors and siic windows. The 
doors were lacquered vermilion. On their leaves； each bore five rows 
of golden studs, in all 5,400___To the north of the stupa stood a Bud
dha Hall that was modeled on the Tai-chi Hall [in the palace]. It con
tained an eighteen-foot golden statue, ten medium-sized statues— 
also in gold—three embroidered images studded with pearls, and five 
of woven materials. The artistry was extraordinary.... There was also 
a storied pavilion for the monks' cells measuring more than a thou
sand bays (jian). The perfection of the carved beams, painted walls 
and doors, and latticed windows was indescribable.80

If the richest monasteries and the biggest architectural complexes 

were constructed at state expense, members ©f the aristocracy and 

great officials were extensively patronizing constructions at the end 

of the Northern Wei period as well: according to Fa-li^ against 47 • 

large state monasteries, 839 monasteries had been founded by great . 

families at that time.81 As Yang Hsuan-chih indicates, consortia w e re 、 

occasionally formed to defray the cost of construction. Thus the stele 

of the Cheng-shih monastery recorded that it had been built thanks to 

a common fund td which the president of the imperial chancellery 

Ts'ui Kuang contributed four hundred thousand cash, the marquis of 

Ch'en-liu, Li Ch'ung, two hundred thousand cash, and various other 

officials smaller amounts of not less than five thousand cash.82 In the
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period approaching the end of the Northern Wei dynasty, an increas

ing number of restrictions against private construction were intro

duced. Already in 472, Emperor Kao-tsu warned the faithful against 

excesses of fervor detrimental to their patrimony and the common 

good.83 A succession of prohibitions followed at the beginning of the 

sixth century, in 506, 509, 519, and in 5 3 8； the last pages of the "Mono

graph on Buddhism" in the Wei shu are almost entirely devoted to 

sumptuary edicts.84

The first great period of construction is thus situated at the end of 

the Northern Wei dynasty. Gigantic proportions in sculpture and 

architecture are indeed a characteristic feature of Buddhist art from 

this period to the T'ang. According to the decree of 472, the faithful 

vied with one another to build "higher and bigger/785 a revealing state

ment both with regard to the artistic tastes of the period and to the 

psychological motivations for prodigality.86

The material effects of this building passion may be imagined. 

They stem from the construction methods themselves: wood and 

brick were the two most common materials； the use of stone was rare. 

The construction during the Huang-hsing period (467-471) of a three- 

storied reliquary tower, apparently modeled on the wooden stupa, yet 

built entirely of stone, is mentioned as a curiosity.87 The production 

of bricks and tiles supplied a favorite argument to the partisans of 

sumptuary regulations, and one they borrowed from Buddhism itself: 

the earthwork and especially the firing caused the death of worms, 

ants, and subterranean insects. The construction of monasteries also 

had consequences other than of a moral order. One of these； the defor

estation of certain regions, became perceptible only with time and did 

not give rise to undue concern. The demand for metals for ornaments 

and for the casting of bells and statues, on the other hand, quickly led 

to scarcities of gold, silver, and especially copper, posing serious diffi

culties for the imperial government.88 Finally, since manpower for the 

earthworks and for transportation was drawn from the peasantry, 

agricultural production suffered whenever the works extended into 

the tilling season.

The most precise information available about the costs of con

struction concerns the T'ang period.

The erection of the Hsi-ming monastery in 657 and that of the 

Ching-ai ssu at Lo-yang each cost 210,000 strings of cash.8? In the 

third year of Chin-lung (709), Wei Ssu-li memorialized Emperor 

Chung-tsung:
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I observe that Buddhist and Taoist monastery constructions have 
been very numerous in recent times. . . • The cost of the large ones 
amounts to tens and hundreds of myriads of strings of cash, of the 
smaller ones, from thirty to fifty thousand strings of cash. The total 
amount for these constructions exceeds ten million strings of cash.90 
When beams and blocks of stone are transported, there is no respite 
for men and oxen. For the sake of these constructions, all [other] work 
is suspended, to the grave detriment of agriculture.91

One of these extravagant expenditures was notorious: Under the reign 

of Tai-tsung (763-779), the Chin-ko monastery at Mount Wu-t'ai was 

tiled with gold-plated copper.92

In the collection of petitions and official acts concerning the monk 

Pu-k'ung (Amoghavajra), figures an account of the expenditures 

incurred in the construction of a pavilion dedicated to the bodhisattva 

Manjusri. It is dated fifth day, fourth month of Ta-li 10 (7 75 ). The 

total expenditure amounted to 22,487 strings (of 1,000 cash each) and 

950 cash.

Following are the details (in cash):

4,542,545 for the purchase of 610 and a half square beams； 

974,8x0 for the purchase of 804 acacia columns；

1,491,170 for the purchase of 55,698 bricks；

2i4；500 for the purchase of 700 bundles of laths；

746,225 for the purchase of pine wood (doors and windows)；

764.000 for the purchase and transport of quarry stones；

116,425 for the purchase of m a-fao (?)；

339,591 for the purchase of nails；

80.000 to have feng-cheng9$ made for the two stories；

85,288 for the purchase of color products (lime, red soil,

black wax)；

2,478,946 for manufacture of gold and copper nails, 

and of animal figures for the doors；

694,550 hire for earthworks； masons for the foundations； 

2,288,300 wages for carpenters；

800.000 for the purchase of fabrics, embroideries； 

wages for artisans；

1,051,296 wages for squarers (?)；

350.000 wages for roofers；

1,518,900 Wages for door and window makers；

330.000 wages for plasterers；
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257,000 wages for draughtsmen and for the 

purchase of ornaments；

595,687 hire of coolies, carts, and boats for transportation； 

357,700 wages for brickmakers；

162,548 for the purchase of bamboo objects, mats, paper, oil etc.； 

-100,982 wages for builders (?)；

52,516 for the purchase of glue, hemp, ropes etc.；

312,790 hire of temporary laborers；

873,250 for the purchase of four carts and six oxen；

682,087 for fodder and cures for the oxen, 

and wages for cart-drivers.94

As w ill be noted from this list, the cost of unskilled labor~for earth

works and transportation~was relatively low, whereas specialists 

commanded high wages. The two principal items of expenditure^ fur

thermore, were timber and metals.

Peasant labor was hired or, in the case of official constructions, req

uisitioned as for public works. A report by Wei Ts'ou95 addresses the 

construction of two Taoist monasteries,96 the Chin-hsien kuan and the 

Yii-chen kuan, at the expense of an imperial princess. Work began in 

the spring of the third year of Ching-lung (707). According to Wei Ts'ou, 

"Laborers were hired at inflated rates. Peasants from the three support

ing prefectures97 rushed to take advantage of the offer, and abandoned 

their fields to seek employment as laborers. They relinquished the 

essential (pen, i.e., agriculture) to run after the accessory }
In fact, whenever earthworks were extensive or heavy timber was 

used, the building sites thronged with laborers. A story relates that 

when Hsiieh Huai-i, the Lo-yang drug merchant who became the 

lover of Empress Wu, was in charge of the construction of an immense 

palace, he organized his laborers into groups of one thousand persons, 

under the direction of a foreman, to  haul the heaviest pieces.98

The second major period of constructiori, which began under the 

T'ang with the foundation of the Hsi-ming monastery in 657" and 

ended at the beginning of the reign of Emperor Hsi^an-tsung, had 

indeed the effects on the Chinese economy already attributed^to the 

construction of the great sanctuaries: increase of peasant corvees； 

depletion of metals, and deforestation. Early in the eighth century the 

taste for wasteful expenditure seems to have been most pronounced, 

particularly among members of the imperial family. Jn a memorial 

dated 707,100 Hsin T'iJp'i complained that the defenders of the empire
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could no longer be recompensed for their pains and that supplies 

could no longer be sent to the armies. "Extensive constructions of 

monasteries are undertaken/7 he wrote, .

and large mansions are built. Even though for such works trees are 
felled to the point of stripping the mountains, it does not suffice to 
supply all the beams and all the columns required. Though earth is 
moved to the point of obstructing the roads, it does not suffice for the 
[production of bricks required for] walls and partitions. • . . Today 
there are countless Buddhist monasteries in the empire. The main 
hall of any of them is twice the size of the halls in the imperial palace； 

their extravagance is beyond measure. Indeed, out of the wealth of the 
whole empire, Buddhism possesses seven- or eight-tenths.

What is to be made of that last assertion? If not only the lands and 

commodities that were in the hands of monks and their communities 

but also the unproductive capital that the buildings of worship, the 

ornaments, and the statues represented are taken into account, Hsin 

T'i-p'i's estimate is perhaps less exaggerated than it at first appears. Of 

all the goods that were swallowed by Buddhist constructions, pre

cious metals and copper constituted the core of this fixed and unpro

ductive capital.

In addition to the produce and miscellaneous goods stored in their 

treasuries and granaries, the great Buddhist establishments owned 

monetary holdings that must often have been considerable, especially 

when they acted as pawnbrokers [chih-ch'ien), since for such loans 

the redemption of the pledge and the payment of interests were regu

larly transacted in cash.101

In one case, at least, the monetary holdings of a Buddhist monastery 

can be evaluated. Unfortunately, it appears to have been a small estab

lishment. In the fragments of the accounts from the monastery of 

Mazar-tagh dating around the year 720/02 all expenditures are in cash. 

This was the usual method of payment wherever there was a sufficient 

supply of copper coins to cover current transactions. According to 

these accounts, the monastery spent:

• From the twenty^sixth day of the tenth month to the thir

teenth day of the eleventh month: 16,055 cash；

• From tKe twenty-seventh day of the eleventh month to the 

fifteenth day of the twelfth month: 6,465 cash;



• From the thirtieth day of the twelfth month to the twenty- 

second day of the first month: 4,934 cash.

This amounts to an outlay of more than 2,7,454 cash in a period of 

sixty days, or an annual expenditure of 200,000 cash. The monetary 

reserves of such a small Buddhist establishment can be estimated on 

the basis of the ratio known for Tun-huang: the annual expenditures 

of large monasteries there amounted to only one-third or one-quarter 

of their liquid assets.103

By setting up shops in the markets, large monasteries were also 

able to turn to profit a significant part of the total volume of cash in 

circulation. More than 100,000 strings of cash annually left the pawn- 

broking shops and counters, which had been established by the monk 

Ch'ang-yen (d. 816) at the Fu-t7ien monastery.104-The imperial gov

ernment was thus induced to curtail the cash holdings of these bank

ing establishments: a decree of the first month of the twelfth year of 

Yiian-ho (817) prohibited officials of all ranks~the nobility, com

moners, merchants, and also Buddhist and Taoist monasteries and 

ward markets~from keeping more than 5,000 strings of cash.105 The 

custom among the great Buddhist families of transporting cart loads 

of cash to the Inexhaustible Treasuries of the Hua-tu and Fu-hsien 

monasteries at the beginning of the year was no doubt one of the rea

sons for the confiscation of the goods of these treasuries in 713.106

It w ill further be noted that the circulation of cash was restricted 

to large urban centers and certain regions, notably the Yangtze valley, 

which seems to have become a major artery of commence from the 

sixth century onward.107 Elsewhere； transactions were carried out in 

cloth and in grain.

Overall, however, the cash reserves of large Buddhist monasteries 

constituted only a small part of their holdings in metals: the bulk 

were ritual objects and ornaments. The great repression白 of Buddhism 

under the Chou emperor Wu between 574 and 577, under Wu-tsung 

in 842-845, and finally in 955, presented themselves primarily as 

measures of economic recovery: each of them provided an opportu

nity for the imperial government to procure the necessary copper for 

the minting of new coins. Though there is no proof of this, the monks 

themselves may have melted down devotional objects in copper to 

convert them into cash.108 The reverse operation' however, the melt

ing ot cash for casting statues, seems to have been practiced fre

quently. A petition of the year 825 recommended treating the private
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casting of Buddhist statues in the same category of offenses as coun

terfeiting: "In the tenth month of the first year of Pao-li, the governor 

of Honan, Wang C h i, presented a memorial to the emperor in which 

he proposed that those who melted down cash in order to make Bud

dhist statues be liable to the same punishment as counterfeiters./; 109

Wang Tse (502-549), governor of Lo-yang under th^ Eastern Wei in 

538, had the Buddhist,statues of that city,destroyed in order to found 

copper coins. They were called "Ho-yang cash/7110 Under Emperor 

Ming of the Chou (r. 557-560)； too, coins were founded from confis

cated Buddhist statues.111

In 845 the Imperial Secretariat presented a memorial to the emperor 

requesting that

the statues, bells, and copper chimes of the destroyed monasteries 
should be made over to the Salt{ and Iron Commission {yen-fieh 
shih) for founding to coin money. Iron statues were to be transferred 
to the prefectures to be transformed into agricultural implements. 
Statues made of gold, silver, and brass would be melted down and 
made over to the Board of Finance. . . .  As for statues of clay, wood, 
and stone, it was stipulated that they be left in the [remaining] 

monasteries.112

The following year (the eighth month of the sixth year of Hui-ch'ang)/ 

it was decreed that only clay dr woo^ could be used aŝ  materials for 

Buddhistjstatues: this would be sufficient to demonstrate religious 

veneration； the use of gold,,silver, copper, iron, or precious metals and 

rare stones of any kind was prohibited.113” t
The anti-Buddhist measures of 955 were;also' accompanied by col

lections of metals. According to the Fo-tsu fung-chi:

ninth month of the second year of Hsien-te, it w^s decreed that； 
since no money had been coined in a long time, within fifty days all 
Buddhist utensils and s|atues made of copper in the possession of the 
population were to be made over to the government, which would 
reimburse their value. Exempted were objects off public utility and 
afms in the possession the administration as well as bell《, chimes, 
cymbals, and handbells in-Buddhist and Taoist monasteries/ which 
these were permitted to retain. Failure [by any household] (tcr supply 
five pounds (!) of copper within the appointed period,was punishable 
by death.,.That same year, the impropriated mon^sterips numbered 
3,336, and from the statues [of these sanctuaries] that had been 
destroyed, coins were minted、114 ^
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For a long time, until the scarcity of metals became acute around the 

middle of the Tang dynasty, the court itself had been primarily 

responsible for the depletion of metal reserves and their transfer to 

places of worship. A memorial presented to the emperor of the Wei at 

the beginning of the sixth century read,

Empress Ling had a passion for building. At the capital, she had the 
Yung-ning and the T'ai-shang kung monasteries erected at great 
expense, and in each of the outer prefectures, five-storied stupa. Many 
were the great banquets for monks and laymen [i-chrieh chai-hui). 
The goods presented as offerings were reckoned in the millions. The 
common people were exhausted by corvee for the [transport of] earth 
and timber, and the price of metals [lit. of gold and silver, but 
undoubtedly including copper as well] had soared as a result of these 
constructions.115

The "Shih-Lao chih" reports that the construction of the statue in the 

T'ien-kung monastery in the year 467~which stood forty-three feet 

high—swallowed 100,000 pounds116 of copper and 600 pounds of 

gold.117 That same year, at the monastery Wu-chi t'ai ssu, Emperor 

Hsien-wen had five statues of Sakyamuni cast in honor of the five 

emperors who had succeeded T;ai-tsu (Wu-ti; Ming-ti, Tai-wu ti, 

Wen-ti, and himself): 250,000 pounds of copper were said to have been 

consumed.118

In the South, at the time of Emperor Wu of the Liang, a reserve of 

copper had been established for the official founding of devotional 

objects, known as "copper for good works" [kung-te t'ung). The biog

raphy of an eminent monk in the Kao-seng chuan reveals the follow

ing incidentally:

In the eighth year of T7ien-chien (509)； a statue was cast at the small 
Chuang-yen ssu. The artisans had at first calculated that forty thou
sand pounds of copper would be required, but this sufficed merely to 
reach the Buddha's chest. The common people [po-hsing] then came 
to offer incalculable quantities of copper. It was still not enough. In 
addition, the government supplied more than three thousand pounds 
of "copper for good works. " 119

During the fifth and sixth centuries, in particular, very large statues 

were in fashion. If the castings required large amounts of metal, they 

cannot have been very numerous, and examples of private castings are 

rare. The Fa-hua chuan-chi120 cites the case of a monk named Seng-
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hung who had made a statue six chang high (ca. 15 m). It was still in 

its mold when, in the twelfth year of I-hsi (416), a general prohibition 

of metal casting was decreed. Seng-hung was arrested and condemned 

to death.121

From the beginning of the Tang dynasty, a new practice seems to 

have been followed by the faithful: they had statues cast that they 

purchased not for use in public places of worship but in their own 

dwellings. From this 'custom sprang a new trade in small devotional 

objects that seems to have flourished during the seventh and eighth 

centuries and continued in later times. This indicates an appreciable 

change in religious sentiments and artistic tastes: the fashion for 

colossal statues that had been one of the most remarkable features of 

the SL%t of the Northern Wei abated； the empress Wu Tse-t'ien was vir_ 

tually alone in remaining faithful to these megalomaniac tastes. The 

depletion of metals was not the only cause of this: even in rock and 

clay, fewer giant statues were created. The most significant factor, 

however, was that both the wealthy and ordinary people wanted to 

have their own statues at home.122 A decree of Emperor T'ai-tsung (r. 

626-649) reads,

Families of skilled artisans frequently cast statues. Those wishing to 
do homage to the Buddha come vying with one another to buy these. 
They assess by touch the artistry or clumsiness of the work and try to 
estimate its weight. The buyers are scarcely concerned with accom
plishing an act of merit,123 but only seek to obtain the object at the 
lowest price. As for the sellers, who from the outset had no other aim 
but to enrich themselves, they think only of selling as dearly as pos
sible. The accumulation of sins [resulting from this'mertantile spirit 
applied to religious objects] is such that the merit acquired by these 
acts is reduced to nothing.124 Since the teachings of the sacred texts 
are thereby violated； We have decided to prohibit such dealings. From 
now on, artisans are no longer. permittpd to fabricate Buddhist or 
Taoist statues for-sale. However, those that have already been com
pleted at the present time shall not be refounded: they are to be dis
tributed to the Buddhist and, Taoist monasteries, thê  communities of 
which shall pay their price. The administrators of each prefecture and 
county shall see to the implementation of this order, which is to be 
carried out within ten days.125

It is evident here how artistic and commercial activities may con

tinue an independent existence even .after their underlying religious 

sentiments have fallen away.
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An apocryphal sutra dating from perhaps the eighth or ninth cen

tury recalls and condemns this commercial exploitation of Buddhist 

piety, assigning the following words to the Buddha:

Sons of good family, in times to come evil persons will appear among 
the religious and the laymen, and they will make statues in my image 
and in that of the bodhisattva and will sell them for profit.. . . Buyers 
and sellers shall all atone for this sin: They themselves shall be end
lessly resold by others [as slaves or animals] for a duration of five him- 
dred existences.126

Undoubtedly, the connoisseurs to whom the decree of Emperor T'ai- 

tsung refers belonged to the upper classes of Chinese society: the 

humble manifested greater religious fervor. A decree of the seventh 

month, second year of K'ai-yiian (714) drew attention to the fact that 

commoners {po-hsing) would go to such extremes as to reduce them- 

selves to suffering hunger and cold in their desire to obtain blessings. 

That decree aimed precisely at prohibiting the fabrication of and trade 

in devotional objects as well as the copying of Buddhist sutra:

It has come to Our attention that shops are opened in the streets 
where sutra are copied and Buddhist statues are cast in broad daylight. 
Alcohol and meat are consumed in these places. _ •. From now on； in 
the village127 streets and markets, it shall be forbidden to do business 
casting statues and copying sacred texts.128

There is evidence that the practice of privately casting statuettes was 

still alive three centuries later. As the decree of 955 cited above (p. 22) 

indicated, laymen kept them in their dwellings. At the beginning of 

the Sung dynasty, on the day ting-yu, first month, fifth year of K'ai- 

pao (972), the emperor, "distressed because ignorant peasants destroyed 

their farming implements in order to obtain blessings, prohibited the 

casting of iron [representations of] stiipa, Buddha images, and other 

objects useless to men."129
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C H A P T E R  TW O

S E C O N D A R Y  F A C T S ： 

T H E  F I S C A L  D E F I C I T

I may note from the outset the imbalance between production and 

consumption caused by the Buddhist movement, the growth of sub

sidiary activities related to the construction of sanctuaries and the
i *

organization of festivals； as well as the diversion of commercial 

wealth toward the monasteries. The ruling class was aware of these 

general modifications of the economy. More than any other,social 

group they were alert to the new evolution'孕nd history records that 

they reacted vigorously against it. From the beginning of the fifth cen

tury they sought to slow the development of construction work； they 

repeatedly attempted laicizations with the principal aim of returning 

monks of peasant origin to their former occupations. But despite con

tinuous and at times violent efforts to return to an earlier state of 

affairs, to a more exclusively agricultural economy, the new develop

ments appear to have been irresistible.

Examination of the fiscal problems caused by Buddhism allows us 

to verify this general statement within a particular domain and to 

emphasize the progressive aggravation of the imbalance. The harm 

appears still more acute when to the diminution of the number of pro

ducers are added the effects of the de jure or de facto immunities 

enjoyed by the clergy and, to a lesser extent, by the assets of the Bud- 

dhist communities. Far from remedying this situation, the sale of 

ordination certificates from the middle of the eighth century onward
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a period that was evolving increasingly toward monetary taxation— 

further aggravated the damage.

The Fiscal Status of the Monks
Of all the evils that Buddhism is accused of having brought to China, 

none was felt more strongly by the ruling class than the diminution 

of corvees and taxes. In principle, monks and nuns were exempted 

from all taxes； in no case did they provide corvee services. There were 

religious considerations behind this special status—it would have 

been unworthy of a saint to perform corvee labor with the common 

people—but there were also more immediate reasons. Producing 

nothing and, theoretically, owning nothing, monks could not be 

taxed. Having left their families [ch'u-chia], they were not entitled to 

the allotments of land received by ordinary people. Taxation applied 

to households and commercial transactions. The monk stood outside 

of all the traditional categories of taxable persons. Furthermore, it 

seems to have been accepted since the beginning of Buddhism in 

China tfiat the act of entering info religious life freed an individual 

from his duties as a layman. When Tse Jung built a Buddhist temple 

in the "king(iom of Wu (220-280) and authorizedJthe local peasants to 

enter into religion (literally^ to ^receive the doctrine/7 ^hou-tao)f he 

exempted them from all impositions.1 The,principle of the monks' 

immunity was rarely ciiallenged in the coixrse of history: it was" the 

validity of their religious state tliat was called into question. Nor

mally, thdre was no silggestion that monks should pay taxes or, even 

less, be required to perform corv6es, which were.considered ignomin

ious. Rather, tt^ey were returned to lay life. Emperors dpprehensive 

about the expansion of Buddhism and the growing number of monks 

and nuns had no other recourse than to radical pleasures: spoliation, 

the weeding out of monks of bad conduct, qualifying examinations, 

and massive laicizations.

For emperors; however, the justification for exemptions was by no 

means an abstract or general rule. The granting of privileges consti- 

tufed a means of recognizing the particular merit of a sutiject, just as 

the bestowal of appanages and of lands and gift含 of cloth of money. In 

contrast lo this policy, whicfi aimed to favor only thp best among the 

religious—those who knew the scriptures and led a life in accordance 

with the discipliriary rules—the exemptions d6creed by Tse Jung 

look like demagogic measures. As the absolute master of his
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province, it was in the interest of Tse Jung to win the loyalty of the 

local peasantry, and Buddhism offered him  the means and a pretext 

for doing so. If the principle of exemption could be turned to profit by 

private persons, it was in fact intended by the emperor to work only 

in the interest of the central government, and to apply only to those 

religious who were fully devoted to him. As a commentator of Huai- 

hai put it,

The emperor has especially exempted our disciples from taxes and 
corvee duties so that in the tranquillity of their residences they may 
apply all their efforts to religious cultivation. Consequently, they 
should devote themselves to understanding the Buddha nature, 
observe the precepts, and morning and evening pronounce their good 
wishes for the well-being of the empire.2

I-jun lists ten great benefactions granted to Buddhism by emperors:

1. The great esteem in which were held the Three Jewels；

2. the official construction of monasteries；

3. the printing of the Buddhist canon [at state expense]；3

4- the issuing of certificates of the [reception of the] precepts；

5. the bestowal of ordination certificates on monks which 

exempted them from all impositions；

6. gifts of imperial calligraphy [mo-pao)}4
7- the conferral of titles of nobility and of appanages to members 

of the clergy；

8. the annual donations of incense and lamps；

9. the special institution of monastic officials, thanks to which 

religious could not be humiliated by laym en；5

10. exemption from corvee duties.6

The monks' immunity from taxation, however, was less absolute 

than it might be thought. There are indications that exemption from 

corv6e duties in the sixth century was not universal, and that it 

entailed the payment of a compensatory tax.

According to a stele inscription/ the Wan-shou monastery in 

Ch'ang-an was enlarged by imperial order under the Chou (550-581). 

It then disposed of 197 bays [chien], woods in the vicinity of the courts 

to the right and left, more than 2 ch'ing and 60 mou (i.ev more than 

14 ha) of "land for [buying] incense" [hsiang-ti). More than 120 monks 

were ordained by imperial order, and they received certificates
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exempting them from "detaching personnel" [to perform corvee duty] 

(mien ch?ai-jen).
From this text it can be concluded that under the Chou, at least, 

monks were obliged to supply lay substitutes, chosen perhaps among 

the dependents of their establishments, in compensation for the 

corvee duties from which their condition precluded them to submit 

in person. Possibly, as the memorial presented in 567 by Wei Yuan- 

sung to Emperor Wu of the Chou suggests, they even paid a tax:

I request that the deserving poor may be exempted from the corvee 
duties imposed on adults lmien-ting)s against the payment of a tax 
[shu-k'o), and that this favor be no longer extended to rich monks. 
Granted to rich monks, it encourages avarice and self-interest among 
the clergy hoping to obtain an exemption from labor services [by accu
mulating the amount necessary for this tax】. If, on the other hand, the 
poor were exempted [for their merits], then all would devote them
selves zealously to loyalty and obedience, in the hope of being freed 

from corvee duties.9

Tax exemptions were absolute for only certain monks who had been 

granted official certificates by the emperor. Since the state's need for 

corvee labor was immense, especially in times of trouble, monks were 

liable to a special tax as a result of the very immunity they enjoyed in 

principle.
The fiscal obligations of monks, however, were limited to that sim

ple tax. A ll attempts to subject them to regular taxation or to actual 

corvee duty failed.
In the year 577, under the Ch'en, all monks wer^ required by impe

rial order to perform military corvees because of the continuous fight

ing along the Huai anci the Fei rivers (in modern Honan and Anhwei) 

at that time.10 In a memorial to the throne, the Vinaya master Chih- 

\yen enquired how the emperor, knowing the transgression commit

ted by Emperor Wu of the Chou in proscribing Buddhism in his state 

(ca. 574-577), could accept to transform the glorious field of merit of 

the samgha into something as vile and vulgar as a pool of corvee labor. 

This was not, he concluded, a way to oppose the enemy effectively； it 

was to be feared, on the contrary； that such an act of impiety would 

bring great calamity upon the nation.11

Until the so-called m ilitia system of pnlisted peasants [fu-ping] was 

abolished under the T7ang dynasty in -]%%, its implementation having 

become increasingly difficult, the imperial government was short of



soldiers for campaigns and for guarding the frontiers. The reluctance 

of the Chinese peasantry to submit to the rigors and dangers of m ili

tary service undoubtedly explains in part the great number of entries 

into religious orders during the sixth century.

In the founding years of the T;ang; there had been a great demand 

for troops.12 Thus Fu I ventured to propose the obligatory recruitment 

of monks, requesting, among other things,

that the number of monasteries and stupa be reduced. Then the peo
ple would be at peace and the government well regulated. With their 
superstitions and their twaddle, the monks persuade the people that 
[religious] constructions would procure blessings for them. The com
mon people believe them and vie with one another in building monas
teries and stupa. Small monasteries comprise one hundred monks, 
large ones, two hundred.13 By rounding up the monks, one could form 
a solid battalion14 from the population of five monasteries. Counting 
all the monasteries in the empire, they would be more than sufficient 
to create six armies.15

Moreover, Fu I looked further, and evaluated the situation as a demog

rapher. Monasticism not only deprived the state of part of the taxes it 

could levy on the peasantry, since 〃the Buddhists were for the most 

part of peasant origin, 〃16 but also deprived it of future subjects liable 

to taxation and corvee duties:

Under the great T;ang, the number of adult monks and nuns amounts 
to two hundred thousand. They unite their efforts to sow confusion 
in people's minds. Could this not be remedied? I request that they all 
be married. Within a year, they would give birth to one hundred thou
sand children.17

After 722, when on the initiative of Chang Yueh a professional army 

was formed, the number of mercenaries grew rapidly. Less than sixty 

years later they numbered 768,000, and in 821-824, nearly i 'ooo,。。。.18 

The government's priority therefore shifted from recruiting men for 

an already abundant army to raising fiscal revenues.

At a council convened by Emperor Te-tsung at the end of the Ta-li 

era (766-780), the undersecretary of the Criminal Administration 

Bureau, P'eng Yen, declared,
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Vagrancy and idleness were prohibited by the sovereigns of antiquity. 
In their system, men of talent [yu-tsfai) received titles and appanages.



while those who were good for nothing [pu-hsiao] produced taxes and 
corvees. This has been the constant principle since antiquity. . . • I 
respectfully request that Buddhist and Taoist monks less than fifty 
years of age supply four bolts of silk per annum, and nuns under fifty, 
two bolts； that with regard to the various corvee duties they be treated 
the same as commoners [po-hsing)} that those with intellectual abili
ties be made officials； and that those who wish to return to private lay 
status be permitted to do so. If they were merely bound to perform 
their labor services and pay their taxes, why should this be harmful to 
the monks? In my estimation, their dues would yield no less than 
one-third of the current revenue from taxes.19 Under such conditions, 

the empire would be well-off!20

The emperor is said to have much commended these words, but in fact 

no measures of the kind proposed by Feng Yen were implemented.

Twice under the Sung, between the beginnings of the Hsi-ning and 

the Yuan-yu periods (1068-1086) and again after the fifteenth year of 

Chao-hsing (1145), monks were obliged to pay an annual corvee 

exemption tax analogous to that attested in the third quarter of the 

sixth century for the Chou. This tax was variously called chu-i ch'ien^1 
mien^ting ch'ien, or ch,ing-hsien ch’ien. It amounted to a maximum 

of 15 strings of cash per annum.22 Under this system, the clergy were 

grouped by the cloisters {yiianj23 to which they were attached, and 

ranked in six classes according to their positions w ithin the monastic 

hierarchy. Monks who were over sixty years of age or infirm were 

exempted from this tax. According to the Chien-yen i-lai c^ao-yeh 
tsa-chi, the chfing-hsien ch’ien yielded a revenue of approximately 

5 OO/OOO strings of cash annually for the state. But there were exemp

tions: one granted to the 6uddtist and Taoist monks of the Ssu-ming 

region (in modern Chekiang) cost the state i o ; i i 6  strings and 600 

cash in revenues.24
Based on indications in the Sung hui-yao, Tsukamoto Zenryu was 

able to compile the following table showing the amount of mien-ting 
ch'ien payable by the different classes of monks:25

Monks of the Monks of the Taoist

cloisters of Vinaya, Dhyana26 Monks

Preaching, and

Recitation __________________

Ordinary

Monks

527 2 2
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Monks of the Monks of the Taoist 

cloisters of Vinaya, Dhyana26 Monks 

Preaching, and 

______________ Recitation_________________________

Monks of 6 3 3
tKe purple robe

without honorary
name； monks with
religious name of
two characters

Monks of 8 5 4
the purple robe 

and religious name 
of four characters

Monks of 9 6 5
the purple robe 

and religious name 
of six characters

Supervisiors 8 5 5
(chien-ssul
bursars, and

chih-sui28

Abbots and 15 10 8
Reverends

Imperial patronage of the regular forms of Buddhism was not ejitirely 

passive in nature. For the state not only renounced some of( its fiscal 

revenues in their favor~through frequent gî ts andJarge donations, 

emperors and their kin also actively subsidized officially recognized 

monasteries, especially those that had been founded for the felicity of 

their dead.29 It is difficult to give an accurate estimation of the burden 

that the mere existence of the monastic community, represented for 

the economy as a whole. However, the evidence suggests that this 

burden grew incessantly until it became insupportable during the first 

half of the ninth century/ It is precisely the excessive numbers of 

clergy at a time of widespread fiscal evasion following the An Lu-shan 

rebellion in 755-763 that explains the severity of the measures of lai- 

cization carried out in 843-845. Assuming, as is legitimate, that the 

census figures under the T'ang represent only the regular clergy,30 

their number can be estimated as close to 200,000 at the end of the
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eighth century. They had increased steadily since the beginning of the 

T'ang: nearly 50,000 in 624, 6o;ooo in 650-683, 126,100 under the 

reign of Hsuan-tsung in the first half of the eighth century, and

260,000 before the laicizations of the years 843-845.

According to the monks themselves, the maintenance of the clergy 

was not very costly. "Monks and nuns spend little," declared Ming- 

kai in his refutation of the anti-Buddhist proposals by Fu I, ca. 624.31 

The real culprits were those great officials who lived in luxury yet 

complained of the detrimental effect the monastic community had on 

the financial equilibrium of the state:

What harm have the monks done the state by exchanging the plough 
for the bowl?.. . Do they [i.e., the enemies of Buddhism] not consider 
the embroidered garments of their wives? Do they not see their 
kitchen stoves? The amount their wives spend on "peach and plum 
tree powder" for a single day's makeup would suffice to feed a monk 
or a nun for ten days. As for the glittering, precious garments they 
wear, selling them would support a monk for a lifetime.32

Certain officials, however, were on the contrary deeply concerned 
about the deficit caused by the tax and labor service exemptions 
enjoyed by the monks. In 780, P'eng Yen wrote,

Today the Buddhist and Taoist clergy throughout the empire eat but 
do not till； clothe themselves but do not weave. They disseminate 
dangerous talk and harmful theories with which to deceive the igno
rant. The annual cost of food and clothing for a single monk 
amounts to some thirty thousand cash. Tlie taxes，supplied by five 
adults do not equal that amount. On the basis of [the cost for] one 
monk, one can reckon the global expense [entailed by the whole 

monastic community].33

The estimate of Sun Ch'iao in 851 seems even more exaggerated. Sun 

reckoned that the taxes* of ten households scarcely sufficed to support 

one monk!-

In the sixth month [of the fifth year of Ta-chung, the presented scholar 
[chin-shih] Sun Ch;iao of the capital submitted a letter to the emperor 
in which he said: "The common people (po-hsing), though their men 
till and their women weave, do not attain sufficiency in clothing and 
food. Meanwhile, throngs of monks sit and do nothing. They enjoy 
richly decorated dwellings and choibe^shes ln  overabundance. As a 
general rule, ten lay households are unable io supply the goods nec-
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essary for the maintenance of a single monk./; Emperor Wu-tsung was 
angered by this situation and returned 270,000 Buddhist religious to 
lay life.34 Henceforth 2,700,000 persons within the empire shall at last 
know some respite.

Next in his letter, Sun Ch'iao requested a prohibition of those reli

gious who had already been defrocked from the resumption of monas

tic life and a stop to all reconstructions of monasteries. The emperor 

did not adopt his counsel.35

In the course of the T'ang dynasty, the fiscal deficit caused by the 

overgrown monastic community became increasingly acute. While 

the number of officially registered religious rose steadily betw,een 

624 and 845,36 that of taxable peasants declined sharply in the course 

of the eighth century. The majority became either farmers or agri

cultural laborers, constituting a stable population that no longer 

depended on the state, but rather on its patrons, and an instable one 

that escaped controls because it was not sedentary. According to Lu 

Chih,37 by the end of the eighth century, the households of free peas

ants constituted no more than 4-5 percent of the entire population. 

A report by Yang Yen dating from the year 780 gives the same fig

ures.38 But, undoubtedly, not all peasants who had been driven from 

their lands or had left them voluntarily were farmers: there were also 

monks and perhaps a fair number of small officials who had pur

chased their titles when the sale of public offices was instituted after 

the debacle of 756-757.39 It was the sale of ordination certificates 

that permitted such an extraordinary increase in the number of reg

ular monks after the An Lu-shan rebellion. At that time, the standard 

of the monks recruited by the large establishments had fallen lower 

than ever. However, besides the monks and nuns who had official 

diplomas and were in good standing with the imperial administra

tion' a large number of persons had false ordination certificates. In 

8 30, the latter were found to number three hundred thousand.40 It is 

certain that the majority of these were not, properly speaking, reli

gious, but laymen.

In the course of history, the imperial government had to struggle 

incessantly against the abusive extension of the clergy's privileges to 

the laity. Since the decrees ordering purges of the monastic commu

nity often aimed simultaneously at regular monks of ill conduct, 

irregular monks, and lay persons who had illegitimately assumed 

clerical status, it is difficult to distinguish between these different
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groups of religious or would-be religious. Yet it is useful to make the 

distinction here in order to clarify a rather confused story.

As early as the tenth year of T'ai-huo (486), an official presented a 
memorial to the emperor: We previously received a decree stating that 
since the beginning of the institution of [monastic] registers, the com
mon (lit. "ignorant" 1 people [yii-min) had availed themselves of a 
crooked means of tax evasion by assuming the title "entered into reli- 
gion" [ju-tao). Therefore, those monks and nuns who do not figure in 
the census registers shall be returned to lay life.41

It is undoubtedly to this form of lay monasticism that the controller 

of Buddhist clergy Hui-shen referred in his report of 509: "The laws 

instituted for monks and nuns may not be applied by the laity to their 

own advantage. Offenders shall be returned to the administration of 

their original [places of registration] .〃42

To a large extent, the official class seems to have relied upon the 

stringency of the monastic precepts and on the repugnance of their 

subjects for celibacy and the tonsure to discourage ordinations. That 

is why tliey attached such importance to adherence to the basic pre

scriptions of Buddhism and were so iriteresteH in the teachings of the 

Vinaya. However, the Greater Vehicle had introduced a much broader 

conception of religious life to China that accepted the possibility of 

seeking one's salvation in this world.43 Thus the struggle of the lay 

authorities against fraudulent monks, which answered to a fiscal pre

occupation, reflected at the same time the antagonism between two 

different conceptions of the religious life: that of the ruling class and 

tlie emperor's religious advisors and that of the people at large.

The same term ju-tao is found at the end of the "Monograph on 

buddhism" by Wei Shou:

After the Cheng-kuang era (520-525), the empire knew many hard- 
ships and corvee duties multiplied. Therefore registered subjects 
[pien^min] took to "entering into religion" [ju-tao) under the pretext 
of their affinity for the sramana, but in reality to evade taxes and 
corvees. This abuse [wei-lan)44 reached an extent never before 
attained in the history of-Buddhism in China.45

It is significant that Wei Shou does not employ the usual expression 

chru-chia ("to leave the family") here, which one would expect in the 

case of authentic clergy. The only possible explanation for the extra

ordinary increase in monks and nuns during the fifth century is this:
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if the number of bona fide monks did grow significantly, that of lay 

people "entered upon the path" was much greater still.

Subsequently, the term ju-tao, with the denotation suggested 

above, seems to have fallen into disuse. It may be noted, however, that 

in thirteenth-century Japan it precisely designated lay persons who 

plofited from clerical status.46 The nyo do are the equivalent of the po- 
hsing seng (peasant-monks) at Tun-huang.47 The confusion between 

monks and laity so prevalent in China leads to frequent uncertainty as 

to which kind of fraudulent monk one is dealing with: irregular monks 

engaged in lay activities or laymen having assumed the title of monk. 

For the lay authorities, the two groups merged and were the object of 

the same measures of repression. However, in contrast to irregular 

monks, who were itinerant or mixed with regular religious, the "peas- 

ant-monks" remained on their lands: "At the time of Chung-tsung (r. 

705-7I。),48 it was decreed that fraudulent monks [seng wei-lan) would 

be investigated. Those who had kept their hair and were engaged as 

farmers [were found to] number twelve thousand,49

Similarly, prior to the laicizations of 845, Li Te-yii discovered an 

entire village of peasant-monks in Szechwan:

In Shu, beside the sanctuary of the first ruler of Shu,50 there is the 
hamlet named Nao-ts;un. Its inhabitants were tonsured like Bud； 

dhists, [yet] they had kept their wives and children. [Li] Te-yii issued 
an order prohibiting this. How greatly morals have changed in Shu!51

A decree of the Sung period52 recalls that the tonsure was indispens

able for claiming clerical status:

Certain individuals seeking to evade corvee duties become Buddhists 
in name and pretend to be monks. It is decreed that the religious 
lch’u_chia che) must be tonsured to be [recognized as] monks； only if 
this condition is met will they be granted tax exemption.

The spread of clerical status was checked only by the efficacy of the 

controls. In North China, from the end of the Wei to the laicizations 

around the year 5 74,53 the limitations that the Northern Wei imposed 

on ordinations were no longer respected,54 and the troubles of that 

period rendered all measures of correction impracticable. It may be 

assumed that 5-6 percent of the lay population evaded their obliga

tions toward the imperial government in this way. Under the T;ang7 

finally, thanks to official and private sales of ordination certificates



from the year 705 onward, it became a simple matter for reasonably 

well-to-do peasant families to shelter their adult members from all 

kinds of requisitioning.55 During these two periods are witnessed an 

abnormal increase in the fictitious monastic community and, in the 

end, the two most terrible repressions of the history of Buddhism in 

China. Not even the communities of the great sanctuaries—already 

corrupt and permeated by a large proportion of irregular religious— 

escaped proscription.

However, registrations and controls were only feasible as applied to 

the resident monks in the great monasteries. In each of these estab

lishments, monastic dignitaries (abbot, dean, and overseer, wei-na)56 
were responsible for the monks placed under their authority. By con

trast, one cannot assume that a similar organization existed in small 

places of worship, hermitages and sanctuaries, where only a very 

restricted number of monks resided. By political necessity, govern- 

ments were therefore induced, on the one hand, to regulate the monks 

and subject their movements to administrative formalities and, on 

the other, to select monks and resettle them in large monasteries as 

necessary.

"To found a new monastery/7 read a Northern Wei decree of 509, "it 

is necessary to assemble a minimum of fifty m onks,57 Not that there 

was a shortage of monks at that period or a surplus of buildings to 

receive them. On the contrary, the aim of the policy was to resettle a 

monastic community that was dispersed in many small sanctuaries. 

The purges always aimed at constituting larger communities in fewer 

official monasteries while at the same time eliminating undesirable 

monks. A decree, which was not put into effect, announced in 626:58

Those who conduct themselves with zeal and in conformity with the 
disciplinary rules should be accommodated in large monasteries (Bud
dhist ssu and Taoist kuan). They shall be supplied with clothing and 
food and it is to be ensured that they lack nothing. But those who are 
unable to apply themselves to the observance of the precepts or who 
are rendered unworthy by misconduct shall be returned to their 
places of origin [sang-tzu). The officials concerned shall pass clear reg
ulations to that effect, striving to conform to the teachings of the Two 
Religions, while [also] putting an end to all infringements of the [sec
ular] law.
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At the time of the laicizations of 845, .the monks who were allowed 

to remain were resettled in large monasteries:



We have ascertained that the living quarters in the large monasteries 
are half empty. As for small monasteries within the [city] wards, they 
are either in severely reduced circumstances or their buildings are 
falling to ruin.59 Since the number of [resident] monks and nuns is 
insufficient to ensure the functioning of these establishments, they 
should live together [in the large monasteries]. . . . Monks and nuns 
from the destroyed monasteries who are not of irreproachable con
duct or are unfaithful to the precepts of their religion shall be returned 
to lay life--The others shall be ordered to enter nearby large monas
teries that have lodgings to receive them.60

Generally speaking, the monks seem to have loathed the sedentary 

life in the large establishments that the secular authorities wished to 

impose on them. Many were itinerant and had no fixed place of resi

dence. Some were veritable vagrants. These wandering monks, in par

ticular, were a source of concern to the imperial government. More

over, the common people readily lodged and concealed them. A decree 

of the fourth month of the second year of Yen-hsing (472) states that:61

Certain bhiksu do not live in monasteries but have for many years 
been wandering from village to village, committing all kinds of illegal 
and reprehensible acts. It is ordered that groups of five [households] 
shall be formed among the people, who shall be held mutually respon- 
sible [hsiang-pao) and are forbidden to lodge unregistered monks (wu- 
chi chih seng). Let efforts be redoubled to discover offenders. When 
discovered； they shall be handed over to the prefectural offices and 
garrisons or, in the capital territory, to the local administration. In the 
case of religious, however, who go among the people to convert them 
to the Three Jewels, those from outlying areas shall be issued with 
papers [wen~i] by the overseer of monks (wei-na) of their prefecture or 
garrison while those from the metropolitan territory shall bear the 
stamped certificate {yin-tieh) of the overseer of monks in the capital 
[tu wei-na) or other [ecclesiastical authorities]. They shall only be per
mitted to travel after having been issued with these authorizations. 
Offenders shall be punished.62

Apart from these itinerant monks whom the peasants willingly con

cealed, and from the irregular monks in the small sanctuaries, there 

existed a small number of religious who were patronized by rich lay

men. In the fifth year of T'ai-p'ing chen-chiin (444), on the wu-shen 
day of the first month, Emperor Shih-tsu of the Northern Wei decreed 

that "all from princes and dukes down to commoners who privately 

maintain sramana or magicians must make these over to the imper
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ial authorities. It is prohibited to conceal them."63 At the end of the 

Northern Wei dynasty, the chief minister, Yii-wen T7ai, permanently 

kept more than a hundred masters of the law in his mansion.64 

Around the year 600, the prince of Chin and future emperor Yang-ti of 

the Sui founded the Hui-jih sanctuary at Chiang-tu and recruited emi

nent monks everywhere. The monk Hui-ch'eng was ordered to reside 

there and received the title of "family monk."65

On the day wu-shen； the seventli month of the second year of K'ai- 

yuan (714), Emperor Hsuan-tsung promulgated the following decree: 

"It has come to Our attention that many families of officials have 

Buddhist or Taoist monks and nuns as clients [men-t'u) who openly 

frequent their wives and children. 〃66

Itiherant monks and those lodged by the laity thus constituted part 

of the irregular monastic community. But the monasteries themselves 

housed the largest number of fraudulent monks [wei-lan seng).67 From 

the beginning of the fifth century, there were complaints at court that 

the monasteries served as subterfuges^for peasants wanting to evade 

their corvde duties as well as for convicts and fugitive slaves:68

Many are those who evade their corvee duties in the country [by 
becoming monksj. Buddhist monasteries and temples are filled with 
fugitives. This has reached the point where the thousands of good-for- 
nothings thus gathered within a county could form [whole] villages 
and where the assembled idlers [yu~shih) are as numerous as the pop
ulation of an entire town.

Such was the criticism expressed by Huan Hsiian in a report of the 

twelfth month, first year of Yung-shih (404).69 At the beginning of the 

sixth century, a sizeable proportion of the population in the monas

teries of the South were tonsured laymen, and private ordinations of 

slaves were widespread in the North/0 A decree of the second month, 

tenth year of K;ai-yiian (722), indicated that monks maintained pri

vate groups of disciples [yang ssu-men).71 In 731, despite the fact that 

ordinations had been suspended since 712, the emperor was informed 

that outside the capital territory there were young monks and nuns 

less than thirty years of-age.72

It is by means of "private ordinations" (ssu-tu), carried out on the 

monks' own initiative, that the irregular monastib corfimunity was 

for the most part recruited. The decree of indicating the existence 

of private groups of disciples explains the formation of this unofficial 

monastic community.
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The Chinese clergy seems to have been comprised of a multitude 
of small, independent groups headed by religious whose influence or 
teaching attracted a greater or lesser number of monks and laymen. 
Thus there could be several—sometimes several hundred~disciples 
m the following of one master. The monasteries, on the other hand, 
otily constituted rather loose administrative units, which, if large, 
could be organized within their different cloisters {yuan) into schools 
specialized in specific disciplines (Vinaya, recitation, translation, 
Dhyana, and others). It can be imagined how, under these conditions 
the group formed by the master and his disciples, which constituted 
a unit analogous to that of the lay family, could assume the character 
of a private organization that more or less eluded the authority of the 
san-kang (dean, abbot, and overseer). What the texts designate as pri
vate ordinations alludes precisely to entries into religion within 
groups of disciples and outside the control of the administrative heads 
of the establishments and lay officials.

The Fiscal Status of the Communities7 Assets

For the religious, the common possessions of the samgha constituted 
a sacred and inalienable property.73 According to a widespread belief 
among the monks and the people at large, the appropriation of such 
goods caused torments in hell and, at the time of the nekt rebirth, a fall 
to the state of an animal or a slave.74 Nevertheless, the assets 6i Bud
dhist communities were never entirely tax-exempt. The state levied 
taxes on Buddhist Church properties, as did certain officials on their 
own account. This undoubtedly confirms'a rather marked propensity 
to unbelief among the ruling classes. By contrast, the anecdotes illus
trating the fearsome consequences of the diversioh of the "permanent 
assets" [ch'ang-chu wu or seng-wu) are clearly popular in origin.

Even if there seem to have been numerous* Exemptions, these 
always remained exceptional. The assets of eafch community and 
even their dependents had a variety of different statutes.75 Underlying 
this diversity, however, was a basic division between officially recog
nized establishments and those whose existence was merely toler
ated. It was of paramount importance for the monasteries to obtain 
imperial patronage, marked by the bestowal of an official name-panel 
(o). This was the safeguard against all future confiscations and even 
the destruction of the sanctuary. Since the Northern Wei period, a 
panel above the main entrance, bearing the name the monastery had
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been formally granted, displayed its status as an officially recognized 
sanctuary. Later, such panels formed part of the regular allocations 
bestowed on state monasteries.76 When Emperor Wen of the Sui 
removed his capital, he had a hundred panels bearing the names of 
monasteries exhibited beneath the steps of the main hall of the 
palace. An edict proclaimed that those with the means to repair or 
construct a religious establishment could take the panels.77 Several 
other cases are known in which emperors decreed the bestowal of offi
cial names. In 690, Empress Wu Tse-t/ien ordered the establishment 
of a monastery bearing the name Ta-yiin ssu in every prefecture.78 In 
705, a monastery in each prefecture was named Lung-hsing ssu in 
commemoration of the founding of the T;ang.79 On the first day of the 
sixth month in the twenty-sixth year of K'ai-yuan (738), each prefec
ture was authorized to have a K^i-yiian ssu.80

The distinction between official Buddhism and irregular Buddhism 
became more sharply delineated under the Sui, when state control 
became more stringent. From that period onward； the distinction 
became normative of the court's religious policy. Previously, all sanc
tuaries were included in census registrations and indiscriminately 
entitled, it seems, to imperial patronage. Likewise, they suffered the 
effects of the anti-Buddhist measures decreed by Emperor Wu-ti of the 
Chou at the end of the sixth century indiscriminately. The TTang, sub
sequently, applied a stricter differentiation: just as the religious who 
had been privately ordained (ssn-tu) were the first to fall victim  to the 
laicizations—the examinations designed to purge the monastic com
munity of its less educated members were especially instituted for 
these—so the sanctuaries that had not received official recognition 
were the first to be closed or destroyed under emperors who were less 
disposed to favor the growth of Buddhism. Most frequently, the small 
sanctuaries, chapels, and hermitages, which were numerous in the 
countryside and in the more popular city wards, were affected.

In the second year of Hsien-t'ien (713), Hsiian-tsung81 ordered the 
civil inspecting commissioner [tsTai-fang shih) Wang Chih-yin to 
destroy all Buddhist establishments in the prefectures that had not 
received deeds of official recognition from the emperor [wu-chrih ssu 
yuan).sl This order does not appear to have been carried out, but four
teen years later an analogous measure was executed:

In the fifteenth year of K'ai-yiian (727), an imperial edict ordered the 
destruction of all small chapels in the villages and city wards (ts'zm
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fang fo-t’ang). Their devotional objects I?)83 were to be transferred to 
the nearest monasteries. As for large chapels, they were to have their 
doors barred. This caused a great stir everywhere, both in official and 
in private circles.

It is told that Li Hsil, the magistrate of Hsin-hsi in Yii-chou prefec

ture, was drunk when the imperial order reached him. In a fit of rage； 

he killed all those who ventured to demolish the chapels, with the 
result that most of them remained intact in the territory under his 
administration. According to the legend, this fine act of faith earned 
Li Hsii attenuation of the punishment in hell he had to undergo for his 
cruelty.84

At the end of the Ta-li era, in 778, Li Shu-ming proposed to destroy 
those hermitages [lan-jo] and sanctuaries {tao-ch'ang) that did not 

have official designations [wu-ming).S5
During the great repressions of the years 843-845, mountain plat

forms [shan-t'ai], rustic establishments [yeh-i)f and again, according 

to most of the sources, the hermitages [lan-jo], were the first to be 

destroyed.86 The emperor determined to destroy the great monaster
ies last, and even then he preserved a small number of them for cele
bration of the official Buddhist cult.

Under the Later Chou, finally, in 955, at the time of the last of the 
most famous official reforms of Buddhism, a decree promulgated:

The true teaching of Buddhism promotes the good in the world. But if 
one wishes to exalt this excellent doctrine, it is necessary to distin
guish between good and evil elements. Henceforth the private ordi
nation of monks and nuns is prohibited. Those whose parents have no 
support [from other family members] are not permitted to enter into 
religion. As for the monasteries that have not been recognized by the 
emperor [wu-chfih ssu), all shall be closed down.87

A fuller version of this decree elaborates that all monasteries and 
establishments in the villages and city wards of the various regions of 
the empire that had received official recognition through the bestowal 
of a name (yu ch?ih-o) were to be preserved, while all those that had 

not received a name from the emperor {wu chrih-o) were to be 

destroyed or closed down. Any devotional objects [kung-te ?)88 and 

Buddhist statues housed by them were to be removed, along with 
their monks and nuns, to the remaining monasteries that were 
instructed to receive them.89
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An anecdote recounted in the Fo-tsu t'ung-chi90 illustrates how in 

practice the privilege of inscription in the list of official monasteries 
was acquired by certain establishments. Since some monks enter

tained contacts with well-placed personages in the offices of the cen

tral administration, gifts could be used to great effect.

The monk Fa-hsiang of Ling-yen monastery in Ch'i-chou had trav
eled to the capital to request the bestowal of an official name (o) for 
the monastery in which he resided. In his train, he had brought one 
hundred bolts of silk and two donkeys intended for the official who 
would be able to obtain this favor for him. Most fortunately, however, 
he encountered at the palace one of the titular benefactors [fan-yiieh, 
Skr. danapati) of his monastery who, as secretarial receptionist [t'ung- 
shih she-jen) responsible for introducing petitioners to imperial audi

ences enabled him  to obtain the official name without spending a 

penny. Fa-hsiang took advantage of this windfall to buy himself silk, 
incense, and medicines on the market with thirty out of the one hun
dred bolts of silk entrusted to him.

A text of this kind informs us only incidentally about customs that 
were prevalent in the offices of the imperial government； the author's 
purpose was not to disclose a practice so common as to be scarcely 
worth mentioning but to prove that infernal torments awaited those 
who diverted Church property: Fa-hsiang died a violent death and was 
cast into hell.

Thus it cannot be said that there existed an absolute principle that 
accorded well-established privileges to Buddhist institutions. In gen
eral, the great monks who lived in the imperial entourage did much 
to increase the number of monasteries with official designations and 
tax exemptions. In a petition presented in the second year of Kuang- 
te (764), Pu-k'ung, the monk of Ceylonese origin who was so influen
tial at the T 'ang court under the reigns of Su-tsung and Tai-tsung, 
requested that forty-nine monks from different monasteries be 
appointed to the Ta hsing-shan ssu91, and, citing the poverty of that 
establishment, he asked the emperor for the beneficence of exempt

ing it from its various taxes and impositions [fang chu-tsa ch'ai-k'o).91
The fact alone that the texts mention particular exemptions applied 

to specific monastic assets proves that fiscal immunity was not the 
rule. Moreover, there is nothing surprising in the diversity of their fis

cal status given the diverse modes of acquisition by which the Bud

dhist Church was able to assemble its rich patrimony. Some proper

ties derived from imperial gifts, others were received as offerings from
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private individuals, others again were acquired by purchase, yet oth
ers were appropriated by the monks and communities through irreg
ular means. In practice, the immunity to which the "permanent 
assets"93 were entitled—as consecrated property—was only selec
tively applied to official establishments, to imperial gifts, and to 
assets having received tax-exempt status after their acquisition. The 
lands, various dependents, commercial real estate, and industrial 
installations belonging to the monasteries remained, for the most 
part, subject to taxation.

The A-yii wang monastery, founded in the first year of I-hsi under 

the Eastern Chin (405), received its official designation only in the 

third year of P'u-t/ung (522). On that occasion, no doubt, Emperor Wu 

of the Liang exempted the monastery from impositions in cereals [fu) 
and taxes paid in cloth [tiao}.94 Similarly； before Pu-k/ung/s petition； 

cited above, had been approved by Tai-tsung, the Ta hsing-shan ssu 

was liable to diverse taxes that must have been identical to those 

levied on secular properties. Ownership of slaves and employment of 

agricultural laborers were taxable.95 The Central Asian monastery, for 

which fragments of accounts were recovered at Mazar-tagh,96 paid 

heavy taxes on its staff of domestic servants [chia-jen): "1,730 strings 

of cash made over to a hua-p'an97 named Ch'ih-yao-yao of Cheng- 

sheng ward in repayment of the tax collected for the domestic servant 
Hsi-mo-cheng and for the price of the straw and two straps [for mak
ing straw sandals] (?).〃

The same formulae appear, under different names, in other account 
fragments of the same monastery_ the tax amounts to, successively, 
1,730, 200, 200, 550, and 800 strings of cash. It is probable that sums 
of that order were paid annually and, as indicated by the date of the 
payments, at the beginning or end of the year.98

In addition to dependents, the shops, loan agencies, and industrial 
installations seem to have formed a category of assets over which the 
government was reluctant to relinquish control.9̂  The request made 
in 8 11 by the monks of the capital that the m ills in their domains be 
tax-exempt had been categorically rejected.100

Finally, although the extant documents scarcely shed any light on 
the fact, it is probable that local officials frequently overstepped their 
rights and derived considerable benefits from taxation, which they 
imposed, on their own authority, on the assets of Buddhist communi
ties. At times, the property of deceased monks was confiscated by the 
administration. An edict by Te-tsung recalled that, according to an old
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rule, the possessions of deceased monks were to be passed on to the 
community.101 For some time, however, such properties had been 
confiscated by local officials, ostensibly because of legal disputes.102

An apocryphal sutra, probably of T'ang date, devotes several lines 
to this abuse of authority:103

Sons of good families, in times to come secular officials； not believing 
in the retribution for good and evil deeds, will snatch away the pos- 
sessions of the samgha by means of taxation. Either they will impose 
taxes； down to the last blade of grass [lit. "down to a h a ir ' on the ani
mals and grain belonging to the saxngha； or they will employ the 
slaves of the Three Jewels for their personal useor  again, they will 
ride in carts drawn by the oxen and horses of the Three Jewels. And 
yet, no secular official is permitted to benefit104 from the slaves and 
animals of the Three Jewels； a slave of the Three Jewels is not even 
obliged to greet kim. . . . Wherever there are strict prohibitions con
cerning the imposition of taxes,1051 proclaim to secular officials that 
they take care not to tax the bhiksu. For those who tax the clergy 

commit an immeasurable sin_

Government policy, which only granted favors to the official forms of 
Buddhism, was not initially bound by the Buddhist notion that the 
belongings of the samgha, its so-called permanent assets [ch'ang-chu), 
constituted an unalienable property that should ipso facto be exempted 
from all impositions by the secular authorities. Ttie latters7 differentia
tion of the fiscal status applied to Church property was in contradiction 
to a religious concept that, in principle, claimed universality.

Forms of Indirect Taxation
t

To mortgage away the future is a tempting solution for governments 
in times pi financial difficulties、The sale of titles and offices that 
granted fiscal immunity to the holder was a procedure to which the 
imperial government took frequent recourse. The objects of this com
merce were not only official ranks and titles of nobility, but also, with 
the introduction of Buddhism； high ecclesiastical offices. Though the 
immediate beneficiary was the imperial government, in the^ong term 
it was wealthy private individuals who benefited from this practice, 
which was periodically reinstated in China.

A passage in the "Monograph on the Economy" of the Wei shu 
reports the sale of offices and titles at the end of the Northern Wei.
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The wars and budget deficit of the period sufficiently explain the 
adoption of this expedient at that time. The same text describes the 
recruitment of the great dignitaries of the Buddhist "clergy" of the 
period.106 After the battle of Ho-yin (in modern Honanand the dis

turbances brought about by Erh-chu Jung, Emperor Chuang (r. 52 8-5 29) 

put into effect a scheme for the sale of offices:

For a payment of eight thousand shih of grain, one was made a nomi
nal (san)107 marquis； for six thousand, a nominal count； for four thou
sand, a nominal viscount； and for three thousand, a nominal baron.
Officials who paid seven hundred shih were promoted one rank--A
sramana who paid four thousand shih into the metropolitan granaries 
was awarded the controllership [of Buddhist clergy] [[sha-men] t'ung) 
in his prefecture. If there was no vacancy in that prefecture, he was 
given the post in a superior prefecture or in a commandery. If the mil
let was not entered into metropolitan granaries but into those of an 
outlying prefecture or commandery, for three thousand shih [the sra- 
mana] was made controller general [of Buddhist clergy] [[sha-men] tu- 
fung) in the metropolitan commanderies, but in accordance with the 
regulations in force in the prefectures.108 For five hundred shih paid 
into the metropolitan granaries, [a sramana] was made a karmadana 
overseer [of monks] [wei-na] in his own commandery or, if there was 
no vacancy, overseer in an outlying commandery. Those who paid 
seven hundred shih into the granaries of outlying prefectures or com- 
manderies； or three hundred shih into a metropolitan granary, were 
made overseers of a county.109

It does not appear that simple ordinations were traded at the end of 
the Northern Wei. Corruption is primarily in evidence among the 
upper levels of the monastic community, the ecclesiastical digni

taries. The reason for the sale of the titles of sha-men t'xmg and tu 
wei-na by the administration was that appointments to these posts 

depended exclusively on the emperor； this semisecular hierarchy was 
in fact a creation of the imperial government. Ordihation remained 
initially a religious matter over which the political authorities exer
cised only limited control. But this was no longer the case under the 
T'ang, when every ordination and every transfer of clergy from one 
monastery to another were subject to prior authorizations by the 
emperor. The state's ascendancy had increased. These new conditions 
reflect the practice of preferential ordinations obtained through the 
intermediary of highly placed persons at court and members of the 
imperial family who at the beginning of the eighth century had estab-
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lished a monopoly on the sale of titles. In a memorial presented to the 
emperor in 707,110 Hsin T ;i-p7i wrote:

Today those who can pay the price or have support in high places have 
all been ordained sramana/11 and likewise all those wishing to evade 
the corvee duties imposed by the state or to engage in dishonest deal- 
ings of various kinds. Only the poor and gentlemen have not yet been 
ordained. How is order to reign under such conditions? Where to raise 
taxes and impositions? Where to procure corvees? I thought that to 
enter religious orders was to abandon this world, to renounce parti
sanship, and to be free of all selfish attachments. But now these peo
ple are only concerned with enriching themselves and with traffick- 
ing for their own benefit. They form factions {tang) and have wives 
and children.

In this memorial, Hsin T i-p 'i specifically attacks the excessive favors 
bestowed by Emperor Chung-tsung upon the imperial princesses. The 
Tzu-chih t'ung-chien111 records that under the reign of that emperor 
(705-710), the princesses An-lo and Ch'ang-ning and the empress Wei 
procured official ranks worth three hundred thousand strings of cash, 
and monastic ordinations for thirty thousand. The same source adds 
that even worthless folk and slaves were provided with such titles.113

It might thus be considered that at that time petitions presented to 
the emperor to undertake ordinations of religious were for the most 
part the result of a bargain struck with the postulant for ordination. 
The texts are sufficiently in agreement to establish a precise date for 
the beginning of this practice and ,to permit no uncertainty as to its 
mechanism. The practice persisted, apparently, until the accession of 
Hsiian-tsung. A  memorial by Yao Ch'ung states that

since the Shen-lung era (705-707), the princesses and other members 
of the imperial family114 have all petitioned the emperor to undertake 
ordinations. They have even employed their own wealth to construct 
monasteries. Each time an imperial edict has been promulgated 
[c^ih] [to sanction such constructions]/15 it was followed by irregu
larities and abuses.116

And a passage of the Fo-tsu Vung-chi, dated first month, second year 
of K'ai-yiian (714):

Since Chung-tsung (705members of the nobility have presented 
memorials to the emperor requesting the ordination of monks. Able-



bodied male adults of wealthy commoner households {fu-hu} had 
themselves tonsured in large numbers to evade their corvee duties. 
[Therefore] the president of the Imperial Secretariat Yao Ch'ung pre
sented a memorial in which he requested the prohibition of ordina
tions. Buddhism, he said, is not [a religion of the] exterior； it may be 
apprehended only through the mind. As for its manifestations, their 
aim is to obtain prosperity and peace for all beings. The emperor fol
lowed his counsel and ordered the responsible officials to carry out a 
purge [sha-t'ai] among the monks and nuns. Twelve thousand fraudu
lent clergy [wei-lan] were ordered to return to lay life.117

The indications supplied by another memorial, however, which was 
presented to the emperor in the first years of the eighth century, are 
more specific:118

People in religious orders today are so numerous that their dark habits 
fill the roads.119 It has become the general rule to prefer those ^with
out conduct"120 to those with knowledge of the scriptures and moral
ity [yu ching-yeh). Such individuals place themselves under the pro
tection of powerful families, together with the fortunes they vainly 
bring [their future patrons].121 Fixed prices have been established for 
the number of strings of cash required of those who wish to have their 
names cited before the emperor [to obtain an ordination]. In the past, 
when offices where purchased, the money at least entered the state 
coffers. But'in today's sales of ordinations it benefits private families. 
Given such practices, entry into religion can no longer find inspira
tion in moral principles, and our customs sink into corruption. Such 
people become sham appointees [yu-shih, lit. "idle eaters"). Their 
example encourages misconduct among the [regular] clergy and fills 
the laity with disgust. They call themselves "ordained" (tu-/en): in 
reality they are but "cropped"!

In the first years of the reign of Hsuan-tsung, preferential ordinations 
came to a complete halt122 and controls became more stringent. A 
decree dated 7 3 1123 reads:

Long since having first perceived the nature of this evil, We have 
desired to stop it at the source. Now We have undertaken no ordina
tions for some twenty years. Yet inquiries have brought to Our atten
tion the fact that outside the capital territory there are young monks 
and young nuns of less than thirty years of age. We therefore order the 
officials concerned and the prefectural administrations to make a 
clean sweep and take the appropriate steps.
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No doubt the corruption of local officials in remote prefectures, 

where the central government exerted a lesser degree of control, 

accounts for the persistence of such irregular ordinations.

The difficulties engendered by the An Lu-shan rebellion~one of the 

most acute crises in Chinese history—prompted the official sale of 

ordination certificates [tu-tieh] by the imperial government. The 

implementation of the measures taken at that time was facilitated by 

the general requirement of such official diplomas decreed in 746.124

The economic chapters in the new and old histories of the T'ang 

contain the most precise information concerning the sale of certifi

cates during the An Lu-shan rebellion:125

When An Lu-shan revolted at Fen-yang (on December 16, 75 5 ),126 the 
minister of works (ssu-ic'ung), Yang Kuo-chung, considering it inap
propriate to maintain the armies out of the regular resources of the 
Treasuries [of the two capitals], dispatched the serving censor [shih yu- 
shih) Ts7ui Chung to T;ai-yuan127 to raise funds by selling ordination 
[certificates] to [prospective】 Buddhist and Taoist monks and nuns. In 
ten days, he had collected one million strings of cash.128 After the fall 
of the two capitals (Lo-yang was taken by the rebels on January 18,756, 
Ch'ang-an on July 14), goods became scarce among the people, and the
empire was stricken129--The censor Chejig Shu-ch'ing and the chief
minister P;ei Mien convened a council, as a result of which it was 
decided, because of the scarcity of public resources, to invite residents 
of all the provinces to obtain certificates of office {kao-shen) in which 
the name was left blank [k'ung^ming), honorary official titles, or nobil
iary titles [i~hao) against sums of cash.130 [On that occasion,】 innumer- 
ablp Taoist and Buddhist religious were [also] ordained； classics 
degrees {ming-chiiig) were conferred for one hundred thousand cash. 
Wealthy merchants who had supported the armies [through subsidies] 
were granted a tax exemption. At the time whep the two capitals were 
pacified； further sums of cash were raised by ordaining ten thousand 
Taoist and Buddhist clergy in the region of the two capitals.131

There were thus, according to the economic chapters in the Chiu 
Tang shu and the Hsin Tang shu, three periods of sales of titles and 

ordinations between the beginning of the An Lu-shan rebellion and 

the pe r iQ d  following the recovery of the capitals:

1. Between the beginning of the rebellion and the fall of Lo-yang,

i.e., from the end of December 755 to January 756
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2. Between the fall of the two capitals and their recovery, i.e., 

from July 756 (fall of Ch'ang-an) to November or December 757 
(Ch'ang-an was recaptured in November, Lo-yang in December
757)

3. At the time of the pacification of the capital region, after the 

beginning of December 757

Regarding the first sales of ordinations, the information furnished by 
the "Monograph on the Economy" is sufficiently precise: the date 
(between December 22, 755 and January 18), the place (the modern 

region of Shansi), and the volume (one million strings of cash) of the 
sales are known. The comparatively vague indications provided by 
the two texts concerning the sale of ordination certificates during the 
subsequent periods, however, need to be supplemented.

The annals of the reigntof Su-tsung in the Chiu Tang shulsl report 

that in the tenth month of the first year of Chih-te, "on the day kuei- 
w ei (October 30, 756), because the resources for raising troops at 

P^eng-yiian133 were insufficient, an exceptional sale of official ranks 
and ordination [certificates] for Buddhist monks and nuns was under

taken/7 It is no doubt to this measure that the Fo-tsu fung-chi is pri

marily alluding: "In the first year of Chih-te . • . when the emperor 

was at Ling-wu134, the chief minister P'ei Mien requested a sale of 
ordination certificates {tu-tieh} for Buddhist and Taoist religious, 
because of the shortage of supplies for the armies. [These contribu
tions] were called 'scented water money/ 〃135 The future Su-tsung 
arrived at Ling-wu on August 9, 756, and was proclaiiried emperor 
there on August 12 : it is likely that the sales of certificates occurred a 
month and a half later, in October of the same year.

According to the same source, a new series of sales took place in 
the twelfth month or, more probably, at the beginning of the second 
year of Chih-te；136 which corresponds to the last period of sales indi

cated by the "Monograph on the Economy77:

The emperor ordered the foundation of a monastery on each of the 
five sacred mountains.137 Their abbots were to be monks especially 
selected for their high reputation. Lay persons capable of reciting five 
hundred pages138 of sutra received the title of monk (ch'u-shen wei- 
seng) from the emperor. ■ . . Again, those who paid one hundred 
strings of cash were authorized to apply for certificates and receive 
the tonsure.139
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This passage of the Fo-tsu t’ung-chi figures in a paragraph dated 
twelfth month of the first year of Chih-te, following the mention of a 
transfer of the relic of Fa-men monastery in Feng-hsiang to the impe
rial palace.140 However, that elaborate ceremony usually took place at 
the beginning of a new year. It would therefore be more appropriate to 
date the foundation of the five monasteries at the beginning of the 
second year of Chih-te, as is also suggested by another source, the Fo- 
tsu li-tai fung-tsai:ul

In the second year of Chih-te, the emperor ordered the foundation of a 
monastery on each of the sacred mountains and the selection of sra
mana of exceptional qualities as their abbots. He authorized lay per
sons capable of reciting five hundred pages of sutra to be ordained as 
monks. Optionally, they could pay one hundred strings of cash and 
apply for a certificate in order to receive the tonsure. The emperor also 
bestowed Classics degrees [ming-ching). When the two capitals had 
been recaptured, more than ten thousand additional persons in the 
capital territory (Kuan-fu) and the prefectures were ordained for a fee.

Evidently, this last work reproduces the information given in the 
"Monograph on the'Economy/7 although relating events of different 
dates, with scant regard for chronology, to the second year of Chih-te. 
Nevertheless, it would seem that the date of the foundation of the five 
monasteries and the last sales of ordination certificates must be 
assigned to the beginning of that year.

There exists, moreover, further information concerning that last 
period: the Sung kao-seng chuan142 refers to the selection of the monk 
Shen-hui to direct the ordinations on one of the platforms erected in 
each of the superior prefectures {fu). It seems likely that following the 
installation of ordination platforms (chieh-t'an) on the five sacred 
mountains, the institution was extended to the superior prefectures. 
At the end of 756 and the beginning of 757, Shen-hui was in exile at 
the K;ai-yuan ssu of Ching-chou (also known as Chiang-ling), which 
was in fact the seat of a superior prefecture.143 The selection of Shen- 
hui as director of the ordination platforms came after the fall of Lo- 
yang and occurred most probably at the very moment of the recovery 
of the capital region by Kuo Tzu-i. The Sung kao-seng chuan alludes 
to monasteries and buildings destroyed by fire,144 referring quite pos
sibly to the town of Ching-chou, since the troops of An Lu-shan 
reached south as far as the territories of Teng and Hsu (i.e., the south- 
ern part of modern Honan).145
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Two official documents found at Tun-huang attest to the fact that 
the exceptional measures taken at the time of the An Lu-shan rebel
lion continued to be applied after the pacification. It is indeed proba
ble that the documents date to 758 or the following year. The two 
heavily mutilated texts are identical, except for the names of the reli
gious who were presumably the owners of the documents. One of 
these reads:146

The recently ordained Buddhist and Taoist monks and nuns in the ter
ritory of the Six Armies147 and of the prefectures under our jurisdic
tion, who have not yet received official ordination titles [kao-tieh) 
from the Board of Sacrifices (ssu-pu) . . . number 666. The money 
obtained for writing the kao-tieh amounts to a total of 1,465 strings 
of cash.148 There are [2)27 Buddhist monks and 169 nuns, and 137 
Taoist monks and 33 nuns.

The document is made out to:

"Chang Chia-li Name in Religion: Prefecture of Sha-chou,
fourteen years . • • Tun-huang county

Head of household: Shen-sha district
his elder brother Ling-.. . village"

The second document/49 which is more complete, also mentions 169 
Buddhist nuns and 137 Taoist monks. It is made out to the name of:

"Lo Fa-kuang, Name in religion: Prefecture of Sha-chou,
eighteen years Ming-yen Tun-huang county

Ts;ung-hua district, 

Mu-tao [village]/'

The text following this name explains the circumstances under 
which the document was issued:

In response to the memorial presented by Yang Hsiu-ming, chief 
administrator of Liang-chou prefecture and formerly serving censor 
{shih yu-shih), on the sixth day of the . . .  month, first year of Ch;ien- 
yiian (758), we have received the following order: "The officials con
cerned shall see to the collection of the sums required for the ordina
tion certificates (kao-tieh) of the Taoist and Buddhist clergy indicated 
above--It is further stipulated that the ordained persons themselves



shall inscribe those whom they will entrust with effecting the pay
ment to the officials. The administrations are authorized to set the 
deadline [for the inscriptions] themselves after due deliberation, and 
they shall inform us [of their decision】." In accordance with the 
memorial submitted on the first day of the first month of this year, we
request that the date be set for the thirtieth day of the third month--
In accordance with the imperial instructions； we have had [each reli
gious] complete the necessary information: village and district 
[hsiang li), name of the head of the family inscribed in the household 
registers [hu-kuan], personal name, religious name . . . and the Bud
dhist or Taoist monastery to which the postulant will be attached--
The senior officials [ch'ang-kuan] of the armies and prefectures have 
been ordered to carry out the collection of the fees.

Placed upon the names, written in large characters, of Chang Chia-li 
and Lo Fa-kuang, is the seal of the Bureau of Merit Titles, bearing the 
characters Shang~shu ssu-hsiin kao-shen chih yin. The same seal is 
found on a Tun-huang manuscript preserved in the British Library, 
dated 755.150 The two Paris documents, which still bear traces of nee
dle holes, were perhaps sewn onto the habits of the religious. As the 
above text indicates/51 these were not the definitive certificates—to 
be issued by the Board of Sacrifices [ssu-pu]—but merely provisional 
documents provided by the Bureau of Merit Titles [ssu-hsun)f a 
department under the Board of Civil Office.152 This may be regarded 
as evidence of the general interest taken by the Board of C ivil Office 
as w ell as the Board of Firlance153 in matters pertaining to the ordina
tion of the clergy.154

It is difficult to form an idea of the number of religious ordained or 
of the 'amount of fees collected by the imperial government in the 
course of the An Lu-shan rebellion. The exact price of the ordination 
certificates is unknown, and perhaps it varied. The only precise infor
mation provided by the economic chapters in the histories concerns 
the Classics degree {ming-ching), \yhiqh cost one hundred thousand 
cash. No doubt a simple ordination cost less, even though the Bud
dhist sources concluded； on the basis of the text in the histories, that 
this was also the price of a tu-tieh: for the figure of one hundred 
strings of cash that they indicate clearly recalls the price for the Clas- 
sics degree [ming-ching). The strings in question cannot be assumed 
to comprise less than tlie nominal one thousand cash.155 On the other 
hand, it is known that the preferential ordinations Bought from mem
bers o【the imperial fam ily at the beginning of the eightK century cost
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thirty thousand cash.156 It is only natural that at the time of the An 
Lu-shan rebellion, which witnessed across-the-board price increases, 
the price for official ordinations was also markedly higher. Thus it can 
be reasonably supposed that the ordination certificates officially sold 
during the An Lu-shan rebellion cost between fifty and one hundred 
strings of cash. On that basis, perhaps twenty thousand clergy were 
ordained when Ts'ui Chung traveled to Shansi to sell certificates 
there. Adding to this figure the ten thousand new clergy mentioned 
for the year 757, the monastic community would have grown by 
thirty thousand members as a result of these two periods of sales. But 
it was between the fall of Ch^ng-an and the recovery of Lo-yang that 
ordinations were especially numerous: "An incalculable number of 
Taoist and Buddhist religious were ordained/7 state the economic 
chapters of the Histories.

Unfortunately, there are no census figures for monks and nuns for the 
years preceding the rebellion. The official figure for the K'ai-yiian era 
(713-742), which was no doubt valid at the beginning of that period, 
is 126,000. Despite the resumption of private ordinations [ssu-tu] 
around the year 730, and of official ordinations ca. 740/57 the number 
of Buddhist monks must still have been far below the half million 
claimed at the end of the reign of Hsuan-tsung, on the eve of the An 
Lu-shan rebellion.

However, three-quarters of a century later, in 830, the number of 
Buddhist monks and nuns had risen to 700,000. Certainly, the sale of 
ordination certificates was the principal cause of this increase. As 
Yang Yen wrote in 780,158

When there are many adults in a wealthy [peasant] household, they 
are usually made into officials or monks in order to evade the various 
corvee duties. But the poor do not have this means of escape, and their 
men stay on. Thus dues are avoided by those above, while the burden 
increases on those below. This is what brings the erfipire to ruin and 
causes it to be swamped by vagabonds [fu-jen). The resident popula
tion that has remained on its lands does not amount to 4 or 5 percent. 
This has gone on now for thirty years.

Already during the years 705-714, "among wealthy commoner house
holds [fu-hu), able-bodied male adults had themselves tonsured in 
large numbers/7159 The sale of ordination certificates during the An 
Lu-shan rebellion and the centuries following it were to have the same
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effect on the recruitment of clergy~and to reinforce it: the majority of 
the monks under the T;ang came from the well-to-do peasantry. 、 

Once such ordinations had become standard procedure, they were 
not to disappear again. The practice was further encouraged by politi
cal conditions in the wake of the great crisis in the middle of the eighth 
century. The end of the T'ang was characterized by the rule of military 
governments and an irreversible weakening of central power. This was 
the period of "government by toleration." Ordinations were carried 
out by virtually independent high officials, on their own authority and 
for their own profit. The Ta Sung seng-shih liieh snys that160

from the end of the T'ang onward, the great personages of the 
empire161 became independent. When the resources needed for their 
armies became insufficient, they invited [postulants] to seek ordina
tion as Buddhist or Taoist monks. The postulants first paid a sum of 
money (this is what was known as "scented water money") and then 
they were issued certificates. On reflection, [I believe that] this 
detestable practice caused the ruin of our religion.

A famous example of these private sales were those carried out by 
Wang Chih-hsing in the region of modern Anhwei at the beginning of 
the ninth century. A  memorial by Li Te-yii/62 the administrator of the 
western part of modern Chekiang, reports,

Since the Yiian-ho period (806-821), private ordinations (ssu-tu) of 
monks and nuns in the prefectures of the empire have repeatedly been 
prohibited by imperial orders. But Wang Chih-hsing, the military gov
ernor of Hsu-chou, amassed a huge fortune [by privately selling ordi
nation certificates]. In the anniversary month of the birth of Emperor 
Ching-tsung, he proposed establishing an ordination platform at Ssu- 
chou163 to obtain blessings [for the state] and derived considerable 
profits from it.164 The peasants of the Yangtze-Huai region crossed the 
Huai in throngs [to go to Ssu-chou]. Li Te-yii thus memorialized the 
emperor: "Wang Chih-hsing has established an ordination platform 
for Buddhist monks and nuns in the prefecture of Ssu-chou, which he 
administers. Since last winter, he has had notices posted everywhere 
inviting people from south of the Yangtze and the Huai [to apply for 
ordination]. Since the second year of Yiian-ho (807), people no longer 
dared to seek private ordinations. Now I have learned that since there 
is an ordination platform in Ssu-chou, every household of three adult 
members [undel* my jurisdiction] is sure to have one who is ordained. 
Their aim is to evade taxes and shelter their property. Those who have 
been tonsured since the first month are innumerable. I have ordered



an inquiry into those who travel through the Mount Suan crossing. 
They numbered more than one hundred in a single day. When I had 
these questioned, [I learned that] fourteen were sramana165 [ordained] 
in recent days. The others were peasants from Ssu-chou and Ch7ang- 
chou. Neither group were in possession of official documents from 
their native prefectures. I therefore ordered them to return to their 
own administrations. My inquiries have yielded particulars concern
ing the ordination platform at Ssu-chou. Each [prospective] monk 
who comes to this ordination platform pays two strings of cash. Hav
ing received a certificate, they return immediately. There is no other 

'religious ceremony. Unless a special ban is enforced, six hundred 
thousand adults (!) in the prime of life south of the Yangtze and the 
Huai shall have to be counted as lost to the state by the time of the 
emperor;s next anniversary/7166

The sale of certificates by Wang Chih-hsing was not an isolated occur

rence in that period. The affair, however, caused a scandal because of 

the very advantageous price offered by the military governor of Hsii- 

chou (only two strings of cash per ordination certificate), which must 

indeed have attracted crowds of peasants. The annals of the reign of 

Ching-tsung consequently devoted several lines to this incident:167

Day i-wei [of the twelfth month, fourth year of Ch'ang-chlng] (Janu
ary 825). Wang Chih-hsing of Hsu-Ssu requested permission to estab
lish an ordination platform for Buddhist clergy. Li Te-yii, the civil gov
ernor of Che-hsi, presented a memorial to the emperor in wfiich he 
exposed the misdeeds committed by Wang. At the time, [tfie erection 
of] platforms for the purpose of private ordinations had [already] been 
prohibited since the reign of Hsien.-tsung, (805-820). Wang Chih- 
hsing, in spite of the imperial order, presented a petition in which he 
made a case of the fact that ordination platforms had not peen estab
lished for a long time. From then on, [prospective] monks rushed [to 
the ordination platform of Wang Chih-hsing] as if they feared they 
would not to reach it [in time]. Wang Chih-hsing derived an immense 
profit from the venture.

The same annals of the reign of Ching-tsung mention analogous 

examples of the private sale of certificates:

On the day hsin-wei [of the third month, second year of Pao-li] (826), 
the civil governor of Chiang-hsi, Yin Yu, presented a petition to 
install an ordination platform for Buddhist monks and nuns at the 
Pao-li monastery in Hung-chou.168 An imperial order was promul
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gated to the effect that Yin Yu had on his own account, and in viola
tion of imperial ordinances, installed an ordination platform.169 As 
punishment, his emoluments for a full season were withheld.170

On a day chi-yu [in the tenth month in the third year of T'ai-ho, under 
the reign of Wen-tsung (829)], Shen Chuan-shih [who served at the 
time as civil governor of Chiang-hsi7 having probably succeeded Yin 

Yu to that post] requested authorization to create an extended171 ordi
nation platform for monks and nuns on the anniversary month of the 
birth of the emperor. An imperial decree recalled [in response to this 
petition] that the ordination of clergy had already been prohibited by 
numer'ous imperial ed icts,72

The official sale of ordination certificates at the time of the An Lu- 
shan rebellion and the private sales attested for the years 825-828 
explain how the number of ordained clergy could have reached seven 
hundred thousand in 830. Some of these no doubt have to be consid
ered simply as holders of certificates； it is not certain that they 
resided in monasteries nor even that they were engaged in any reli
gious activities.

By the end of the Tang, the purchase of an ordination certificate 
was not only a necessary but a sufficient condition for becoming a 
monk. In regions such as Tun-huang where coinage had disappeared, 
ordinations were purchased in kind. In a deed concerning the division 
of goods between two brothers,173 one reads the following: "My elder 

brother had his daughter P'ing-niang ordained [a nun] by the governor- 
general An. To purchase the [certificate with the] seal of ordination 
[tu-yiny, he required a donkey and a co w .

It is furthermore likely that the monk in charge of ordinations/74 
the local officials, and not least the state itself each derived profits 
from these sales.

The practice of buying and selling certificates, far from falling into 
disuse, developed to such a degree under the Sung that certificates 
became bills of exchange negotiated on the market. Nothing remained 
of their original significanceTravelers used them to pay for their trav
eling expenses, and merchants for their purchases: ettiployed here was 
one of the earliest forms of paper money.

As under 4the Tang, it was in order to meet the needs of the 

moment that the government proceeded to issue ordination certifi
cates.175 Honorary titles for religious, in particular the "purple robe" 
[tzu-i],176 were also for sale:



On the day wu-hsii [of the seventh month, first year of Hsi-ning] 
(1068), the chih'chien yuan Ch7ien Fu stated: "To alleviate the dis
tress due to the famine caused by a breach in the dikes of the [Yellow]
River, the Bureau of Sacrifices has sold ordination certificates___From
now on the gratuitous distribution of ordination certificates on the 
anniversaries of our sage emperor177 is prohibited. At the same time, 
bestowals of the 'purple robe7 will be reduced by half [in order] to 
reduce the unnecessary multitude of the tonsured."178

In his study on the sale of tu-tieh in Sung tim es/79 Tsukamoto Zenryu 
was able to establish the prices of the certificates from the beginning of 
the eleventh to the beginning of the thirteenth century. The available 
figures correspond for the most part to the official prices. Once they 
were offered for sale, the certificates became objects of bargaining and 
speculation； there existed a private rate sometimes above and some
times below the official price. It w ill be noted, on the other hand, that 
the price of certificates rose steadily between the eleventh and the thir
teenth century. This was probably due to a larger extent to currency 
depreciation rather than to an increase in the real value of the tu-tieh 
with which the market seems, on the contrary, to have been saturated:
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Some information is also available concerning the volume of the 
sales:

62 PART TWO

Years Number of Tu-tieh p.a.

1068-1072 3,000-4,000

1073-1077 ca. 10,000

1078 8,360

1079 7,942

1080 ca. 5,000

1081 ca. 5,000

1082 9,897

1083 More than 8,000

and following years 10,000 (hypothetical figure)

1110 30,000

The Yen-i i-̂ mou lu reports that, in 1 1 10, it was determined to suspend 
the issues for a period of three years.180 After the announcement of 
this decision, peasants fought over the certificates, which reached a 
market value of twenty thousand cash. In the endy once speculators 
had joined the fray； the titles sold for one million cash.181
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T H E  A C C U M U L A T I O N  OF A S S E T S



T H E  I N D I A N  H E R I T A G E

C H A P T E R  T H REE  f

It is perhaps one of the principal innovations of Buddhism to have 
introduced into a world with scarcely a legal spirit—excepting the 
domain of penal law ~ a set of rules and institutions governing the 
preservation of religious patrimony and the rights of monks. These 
regulations imply the concept of a religious foundation and, conse
quently, of a legal entity. Ultimately, they presuppose the existence of 
a special status for persons having entered into religion. The interest 
and importance of the study of such a set of rules is evident. They not 
only served as guidelines for the functioning of the economy； in some 
cases they even originated new economic developmeijts. Inasmuch as 
Buddhism made its appearance in China both as an organized religion 
and a great economic power, the first question that needs to be 
addressed concerns Indian monastic law.

Because India had a particular propensity for abstract speculation, 
and perhaps also because of its parly development of maritime trade,1 
its legal conceptions and technique务 were far in advance of Chinese 

laws and customs. One might therefore expect a Chinese interpreta
tion, rather than strict imitation, of the institutions introduced from 
the cultural sphere of India.

An important fact that needs to be recalled from the outset is the 
late development of Buddhism in China. Sizeable Buddhist commu
nities began to take form only under the Eastern Chin (317-420).2 In 
the area of monastic institutions an analogous situation obtains. The
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great Indian treatises on discipline were translated into Chinese only 
during the first quarter of the fifth century. The creation of monastic 
institutions coincided with the growth of the monastic community. 
Evidence for the interest in Buddhist discipline at that period can be 
seen in the fact that the translations of the four great Vinaya, or trea
tises on discipline, which were to regulate the lives of Chinese 
monks,3 were undertaken in the period between 404, at the earliest, 
and 424. The beginning of the fifth century thus deserves to be con
sidered as a starting point. As the monk Tao-hsiian tells us in a note,4 
"In the North (Kuan-chung)5, the Vinaya of the Mahasamghika6 was 
used at first； in the South/ that of the Sarvastivada.//8 The indication 
is valuable and invites close examination of these two treatises on dis
cipline with a view to possible borrowings in China from Indian 
monastic regulations. The choice of the four Vinaya translated in the 
fifth century is probably explained by the fact that in many respects 
they were the most conciliatory and the least severe. Those of the 
Mahlsasaka9 and the Dharmaguptaka10 seem to have been compiled 
by communities whose financial activities were less developed and 
where the original rules were applied with greater rigor. Despite this 
choice, however, a considerable discrepancy between theory and prac
tice seems to have existed in China. The Vinaya corresponded to a rel
atively archaic stage in Buddhism and answered the needs of commu
nities tliat were not highly developed or remained outside the 
Mahayanist mainstream. Efforts to subject monks to the prescrip
tions of the Vinaya were made, in particular under the Northern Wei 
dynasty in the fifth century' but these efforts did* not succeed in con
trolling their lack of discipline. While this failure is no doubt con
nected to certain fundamental traits of the Chinese mentality, it is 
klso due to fthe fact that the Indian treatises on discipline reflected 
nothing of ?he great transformation of Buddhist ethics that occurred 
under the Greater Vehicle.11 Nevertheless/ the willingness of the Chi- 
nese to conform to the Vinaya, together with the direct influence of 
clergy from Serindia, were not without effect. Evidence of their 
repeated efforts to dssimilate the principles of Buddhist discipline 
rem ains/2 and it is this Indian heritage that w ill be examined first.

Consecrated Property
The le^al' concept of consecrated property proceeds from a religious 
notion. In Indian texts the term san-pao, Three Jewels (Skr. triratna),
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designates in a general manner the world of the Buddhist religion (the 
Buddha, the Law, and the Community). For the Chinese, however, it 
also referred to this world in a concrete sense: the statues, the halls 
that housed them, the reliquaries, the assets that provided for the 
expenditures of the cult and the maintenance of its sanctuaries； sec- 
oiid, the scrolls of sacred texts, the preaching rostra, everything that 
served the propagation of the doctrine； finally, the monks' quarters, 
their lands, slaves, animals, etc. These properties were inalienable, 
and their assignation to the Three Jewels was "permanent" [chfang- 
chu): present, past, and future, as the Buddha himself, and his Law and 
Community. The term ch,ang-chu, "that which remains perma
nently/7 applied to all consecrated assets, and it appears regularly in 
Chinese texts to designate Church property. It is not known which 
Indian term it translates. Perhaps it referred to the goods that 
remained behind at the time of the annual displacement of the com
munity. In fact, the "master of the monastery" or abbot [ssu-chu, Skr. 
viharasvamm) was originally a "permanently installed" monk [ch'ang- 
chu pi-chfin, Pali avasika-bhikkhu) who acted as warden of the 
monastery and its property.13 The expression ch'ang-chu is synony
mous with seng-wuf ^property of the sarngha/7 or more precisely with 
ssu-fang seng-wu, "property of the samgha of the four directions (Skr. 
caturdisasamghasya)." The term seng-wu, however, also had nar
rower denotations. The oldest excluded from the property of the 
samgha those goods that could be divided among the monies and were 
allotted to them individually. The Mahlsasakavinaya states that

there are five kinds of property of the samgha of the four directions. 
They may neither be ownefl, sold, or divided. What are they? They are 
the land upon which reside the saipgha, the buildings, utensils, fruit 
trees, and the flowers and fruit.14

Infringement of this stipulation constituted a "grave transgression" 
[thullaccaya).

This distinction of five types of inalienable properties is again 
found in the Saivdsativadavinaya, which defines them in opposition 
to goods that may be divided among the bhiksu:

Goods that can be divided are those which are properly distributed 
among the bhiksu present. What are they? They are, as opposed to all 
the "heavy goods" [chung-wu, Pali garubhanda) of a deceased bhiksu, 
all his "light goods" [chlng-wu, Pali lahubhanda).15 . . . Goods that
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cannot be divided are those that must not be distributed among the 
bhiksu present. What are they? They are, as opposed to all the articles 
of clothing (i-wu)tof a deceased bhiksu, all his heavy goods. These axe
the five things that may neither be distributed nor received-- What
are these five things? They are the land of the samghdrdma, the land 
of the dwellings, the samgharama, the dwellings, and the furniture 
(beds and partition boards).16

The property of the samgha, however, could comprise all possessions 
that were effectively at the disposal of the community and, in partic
ular, everything that was subject to being divided among the monks. 
It is thus that Tao-hsiian, in his commentary to the Vinaya of Dhar- 
maguptaka, distinguished the following four types of property held by 
the saingha (seng m i):17

1 . Estates
2. Victuals
3. Clothing, medicines, and utensils used in the cells
4. Light goods bequeathed by deceased monks

The first category of property held by the saingha, according to Tao- 
hsuan, constituted the most permanent of possessions/8 namely the 
kitchens and stores, the monasteries &id their buildings, miscella
neous objects, flowers and fruits, trees and woods, fields and gardens, 
as well as servants and 'domestic animals. Since these properties, by 
their very nature, extended to the "ten directions^ (i.e., belonged to 
the universal samgha), they could neither be divided nor employed for 
personal use. Such goods could only be acquired and utilized； they 
could rieither be divided nor sold.

The second type consisted of ch'ang-chu gopds of the ten direc
tions. These were, for example, the cooked food and drink offered to 
the monks in a monastery. By their nature, these goods belonged col
lectively to the saingha of the ten directions even though they were 
held by a particular monastery. The Samanta pasadika. says: "Failure 
to strike the bell for the meals of the monks constitutes a sin." Today, 
explains a commentary, the bell and drum are sounded in the monas
teries when the communal meal has been prepared. This is because 
the samgha of the ten directions partake of such goods.

The third category consisted of permanent, assets of the saqigha 
that were present (hsien-ch'ietl ch'ang-chu). Two categories of goods 
came under this heading: the ch'ang-chu of goods that are present and
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the ch，cmg-chu of persons that are present. Such goods could only be 
the object of donations.19

The fourth category were permanent assets of the sarpgha of the 
ten directions that were present. This term designates the gift of light 
goods [lahubhanda] left behind by deceased monks. By, nature these 
goods belonged to the saipgha of the ten directions, but they were 
located in a given monastery. It is because the samgha that are present 
are entitled to partake [in these goods that they are thus designated].20

The additional classification in Tao-hstian's commentary on the 
Ssu-fen lix of clothing left by deceased monks and victuals as property 
of the samgha of the ten directions no doubt reflects particular prac
tices: the great gatherings of monks belonging to the same religious 
territory (sima) for auctions of small possessions left by deceased 
monks,21 the great communal banquets； and the free lodging of trav
eling monks.22

It is apparent, then, that the term ch’ang-chu could only have been 
applied by extension to the whole of the Buddhist Church's property, 
irrespective of whether it was subject to division among the monks. 
The Vinaya mention only lands and buildings as the property of the 
samgha of the four directions, and they specify that such properties 
were indivisible. Permanent estates, in the strict sense of the term, 
comprised only those assets that Tao-hsuan grouped under the first 
and fourth categories of ch'ang-chu goods. The lands and the build
ings served the communal use of the samgha as a legal entity, and as 
such their ownership was inalienable. Meanwhile, as a result of the 
growth of the Buddhist cult a new development becomes discernible: 
the construction of sanctuaries and reliquaries and the making of stat
ues modified the original conception of the property of the samgha as 
primarily communal. It was no longer their status as communal 
goods but rather their sanctity that qualified these new acquisitions 
as part of the religious patrimony, designated as property of the Bud
dha (fo-wu), whereas the property of the samgha [seng-wu) was 
restricted to the communal possessions of the bhiksu.23 The property 
of the Buddhist Church, then, was of a dual nature: it comprised com
munal as well as sacred goods, with the emphasis shifting between 
these two aspects of ch'ang-chu property.

If the assets constituting the property of the Three Jewels (triratna) 
are examined, they are found to be those that the bhiksu as individu
als were not permitted to own and that under no circumstances could 
be divided among them. According to the Vinaya, the religious were
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only allowed to possess "light goods," i.ev those that formed the 
indispensable baggage of the mendicant monk: clothing, bowls, and 
simple objects of daily use. Buddhist morality considered the posses
sion by monks of valuables and of objects of a clearly profane nature 
as "impure" [pu-ching) Pali akappiya). By contrast, the Vinaya allowed 
a certain latitude concerning such possessions as part of the commu
nal property of the saingha, and increasingly so as the evolving needs 
of the cult brought about a relaxation of the early rules.24 Items that 
monks could not keep for themselves without compromising their 
moral status and prestige as religious the saipgha was authorized to 
use for the communal needs of its members or those of the cult.

The prohibition for bhiksu to own heavy goods [garubhanda] was 
not justified on purely moral grounds alone. As the Chinese transla
tion of the Pali term akappiya already suggests, heavy goods, i.ev 
valuables and objects of a profane nature, were untouchable because 
they were impure [pn-ching].25 This notion of the impurity of heavy 
goods also emerges clearly from the Vinaya of the Mahasaipghika, 
and the moral prohibition of their ownership was coupled with a spe
cific taboo forbidding any contact with such objects. Without excep
tion, the samgha managed its wealth, handled its precious metals, 
and had its lands cultivated by intermediaries. The reason why fully 
ordained monks did not work was undoubtedly that they may devote 
themselves entirely to pious activities. This also explains the role 
accorded to the lay servants of the Church by the Vinaya. For a com
munity whose discipline recognized its right to own landed property, 
livestock, and precious metals, at least in the sense of communal and 
indivisible ownership, yet barred the direct contact'with such pos
sessions, as taboo, needed to provide itself with intermediaries. Sig
nificantly, the latter were servants called "pure men" [ching-jen]}26 

they were generally active in all those areas involving contact with 
impure objects: agriculture, animal rearing, commerce, and kitchen 
work.27

The Chinese, who in this respect, it seems, merely inherited an 
Indian tradition,28 recognized eight categories of "impure things/7 and 
the list included actiong ̂ as well as objects. They were, according to 
Kuan-ting's (561-632) commentary on the Mahdpaiinirvdna:29 "Gold 
and silver/m ale and female slaves, cattle and sheep, granaries, com
merce, agriculture, and kitchens:" The Fo-tsu t7ung-chi30 gives essen
tially the same list even if it diverges in detail: "Helds and gardens, 
agriculture, grains and cloth, keeping of slaves, rearing of animals,
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money and precious substances, blankets and saucepans and," the 

text adds, "all heavy goods."

The permanent property [ch'ang-chu] of the Buddhist Church was 

thus normally constituted of impure goods: only the samgha, as a 

legal entity endowed with special religious virtue, and "the Buddha, 

at* an object of worship, could own profane goods without suffering 

the blemish of impurity as a result. Once having become the property 

of the saipgha and the Buddha, impure goods were sanctified by their 

purpose and purified by association with the Three Jewels.31 The reli

gious were therefore barred from acquiring possession of permanent 

assets on two different grounds: as impure goods, they were a priori 

untouchable； and in addition, they were consecrated. It is true that 

Chinese monks did not strictly abide by the rules prescribed by the 

Indian treatises on discipline, that considerable concessions were 

made to the greater freedom of moral standards characteristic of the 

Greater Vehicle, and that monks always did own impure goods. And 

yet the separate, timeless [ch'ang-chu)f and otherworldly nature of the 

property of the Three Jewels was actively resented both among the 

laity and the clergy in China. Some of the edifying stories recounted 

in the Fo-tsu fung-chi on this subject are worth citing:

In the first year of T;iao-lu (679), Abbot Hui-ch;eng of the Ch'i-fu 
monastery in Fen-chou was suffering from an infectious disease and 
died uttering a cry like the lowing of cattle. A monk of the same 
monastery, named Ch'ang-ning, had a vision of Hui-ch'eng during the 
night. He seemed unwell and weary. 〃I endure unspeakable suffer
ings/7 he said, "because I repeatedly used triratna goods [for myself]. 
Other sins are comparatively unimportant； none is more serious than 
using the goods of the samghardma (i.e., tSej permanent assets). 
Kindly grant me your help." Ch'ang-ning th6n read sutra on [the 
abbot's] behalf and prayed for the remission of his sins.. . .  Commen
tary: "If one is a sramana but does not understand the doctrine of the 
retribution of deeds, and if he appropriates permanent assets [ch'ang- 
chu) for his personal use, he who utilizes such goods and he who 
receives them both undergo the evil consequences [of such abuse]. 
The lightest retribution is rebirth as an ox, a farmyard animal, or a 
slave； the most severe, to undergo [ttie torments of] the boiling caul
dron or burning coals. If retribution is clearly explained, suffering can 
be avoided. As for the powerful and influential, they too fail to under
stand the meaning of retribution. That is why they will willingly 
accept the gift of a [simple] cake from an ignorant monk, unaware of 
the wrong thus committed； or encroach upon mountains [belonging
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to the samgha] to build tombs there, or sell ordination certificates and 
live in monasteries；32 in each of these cases, both the host and the 
guest enter into the gate of sin. The likes of these are truly vile and 
shameful."33

In the second year [of I-feng (677)]__ When the monk Chih-kuei was
serving as steward for the year [chih-sui] of the Kuo-ch'ing monastery, 
he gave ten pieces of cloth out of the permanent assets to Li I-chi;34 
the assistant magistrate of Shih-feng county (modern T'ien-t'ai in 
Chekiang). Time passed, but Li I-chi did not restitute [the goods]. 
When Chih-kuei died, he was reborn as a domestic slave in a 
monastery (5su chia-nu), with the characters Chih-kuei imprinted on 
his back. When Li I-chi died in his turn, he too became a slave in a 
monastery with the characters Li I-chi on his back/735

In the paragraph under the fifth year of Hsien-ch'ing (66o), the story of 

a monk of the Sheng-kuang ssu in Ch^ang-an is recorded, who on sev

eral occasions had offered fruit from the monastery to his parents as an 

act of filial devotion. He fell ill and spat blood. The commentary adds:

The Buddha instituted this precept: the money, grains, vegetables, 
fruits, implements, furniture, dwellings, fields, and mountains of a 
samgharama (monastery) constitute property held in perpetuity by 
the samgha of the ten directions. They may not be taken or employed 
by anyone for his personal use.36

A passage in the Fo-ming ching contains ̂ numerous details concerning 

the various acts constituting thefts of permanent assets—embezzle- 

ment, exaction, dishonest management, etcv drawn presumably from 

the spectacle of Chinese mores. Thieves were punished by rebirth as 

animals (ox, horse, mule, ass, camel) or rebirth in hell or among the 

hungry ghosts [o-kueif Skr. pieta):

Thus one repays the debts of his previous existences with the strength 
bf his body, with his flesh and his blood. If reborn as a human being, 
he becomes another man's slave. He does not have sufficient clothing 
to cover his body ndr sufficient food to last his normal lifespan. 
Poverty and cold cause these wretches to endure such suffering that 
their humanity (/en-li) is virtually obliterated.37

Those who appropriate the property of the communities； who fail to 

repay debts owed to the Church, then Become, in some cases, "oxen, 

farmyard animals, or slaves," and are reborn in the monasteries to
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become part of the saipgha's permanent assets. This religious concep
tion recalls the widespread legal practice of the civil imprisonment of 
insolvent debtors.38 The alienation of the culprit's person is the con
sequence of his voluntary or involuntary contact with consecrated 
property. The consumption or possession of goods derived from the 
p奴manent estate of the Three Jewels created a most effective广and 
dangerous, religious bond, especially where such appropriation took 
place outside regular ceremonies (vegetarian feasts, chai) or without 
knowledge of the community (irregular loans and gifts). This corre- 
sponds to popular conceptions that were very widespread in China 
and, although they primarily concern the history of religious thought, 
also had a direct bearing on the economy.

It w ill be observed that the sacred nature of the permanent assets 
did not stand in the way of their investment in the lay world. Com
mercial operations were permitted, provided that the resulting profits 
returned to the samgha or the Buddha. The development of financial 
activities was probably linked to the growth of the religion, for it was 
the particularly sacred nature of the beneficiary, the triratna, that jus
tified and at the same time enhanced a practice as profane as invest
ment at interest.39 The anecdotes cited in the Fo-tsu t，ung-chi date 
from the end of the seventh century. At that same time, the Inex
haustible Treasuries of the Buddhist Sect of the Three Stages were 
extending loans to lay followers, which, contrary to standard practice, 
were granted without contract.40 They are said to have七een repaid. 
Such a practice is conceivable only within a particular "moral envi
ronment and presupposes an absolute faith: this faithfi4s fundamen
tally religious but has implications for contractual law as "Well. Here 
it is the source of a legal innovation: a specific case that well illus
trates the importance of psychological factorsj

The Rights of Inheritance of Chinese Monks

The distinction between heavy goods and light goods appears in the 
Indian treatises on discipline with reference to the division of the 
property of deceased bhiksu.41 Light goods were divided among the 
bhiksu, heavy goods were assigned to the common property of the 
samgha. Here it may be objected that if the possession of heavy goods 
was improper for religious they should not have figured among the 
legacy of Buddhist monks. The contradiction is only apparent. As M. 
Lingat has clearly shown； the question of the devolution of the prop
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erty of bhiksu remained suspended after their entry into religion:42 
〃The rules of the order required a monk to be separated from, not 
divested of, his property. Monks who remained owners of worldly 
goods but had become unfit to manage them, and were even forbidden 
to touch them, entrusted their possessions for the time of their reli
gious life to a lay caretaker, who was normally a relative. After the 
owner's death, heavy goods of this kind devolved to the samgha,43 
unless he had left religious orders in the interim. Such was the prac
tice in countries where Hinayana Buddhism prevailed. This usage is 
hardly conceivable except in a legal system that distinguishes between 
the notions of property and possession, and it presupposes a highly 
evolved legal tradition. One might expect a profoundly different situ
ation in China, for two reasons: first, private law in China retained 
many archaic features, and4ts legal notions were not subject to sys
tematic analysis； and second, the Greater Vehicle was much more 
lenient in matters of religious discipline.

However, the Vinaya themselves contain differences of interpreta
tion revealing new departures in monastic law. The treatises on dis
cipline devote a section to the misappropriation of goods intended for 
the samgha by certain donors.44 In the Vinaya of the Mahisasaka,45 the 
rule is simply stated without elaboration: Gpods already dedicated to 
the eommunity in advance may not be appropriated by an individual 
monk. Cited is the case of Upanarida, who with deceptive arguments 
persuaded a donor to assign to himself the victuals and clothing that 
he hadjntended for the samgha.

In the corresponding passage of the Vinaya of the Mahasamghika,46 
the scenario i& different but the theme^is the same:芦 monk has gone 
to sravgsti to beg for^food. From the mistress of a household he learns 
of her intention to make a gift of clothing to the samgha： "Make 
h aste , he tells her, "for riches are transient and cause many a worry/7 
and he hurries off to announce the good news to his companions. Six 
evil bhiksu, having procured the address of the "good woman's 
duelling, make their way to the town by dawn and obtain the cloth
ing intended for the samgha by promising the mistress to let it be 
known that it had come from her: "This w ill give you a fine reputa
tion and you w ill be known in-the community." Thpugh skeptical, 
she gives iir, for the six evil bhiksu" have "connections to the prince" 
and could undoubtedly cause trouble for her.

*In the Vinaya of the Mulasarvastivada,47 the narrative has been 
divided into .two. The titl色 of the section is misleading, for the aim of
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these long elaborations is not to illustrate the prohibition against 
appropriating the property of the samgha but the principle that every 
donation, regardless of the beneficiary, was irrevocable. While the 
original basis of this principle (that monks were not permitted to pos
sess samgha goods) no doubt remained valid, a new development is 
added here that removes the strictly religious character of its justifi
cation (consecrated property may not be appropriated by an individ
ual) and transforms it into a general rule of law (donations are defini- 
tive)/After having made a gift of a building to Rahula for his personal 
use/8 the master of a household disposes of it a second time in favor 
of the samgha, for the venerable monk had left it unoccupied and had 
departed for sravastl. The Buddha declares the donation illegitimate 
and that a donation given to one, two, or three persons could not be 
given subsequently to others, not even to the samgha. Not only was 
the donor at fault but also those who accepted a donation that had 
already been assigned to others.

Between the period of the latest Vinaya and the translation of trea
tises on discipline into Chinese, a development of monastic law had 
taken place in India and in the other countries to which Buddhism 
had spread at an early date. This can be ascertained from the notes 
taken by I-ching (635-713) during his travels in India. "Whenever the 
property of a deceased bhiksu is divided," he reported,49 "one first 
inquires whether he had debts, whether heirs had been designated, 
and who had nursed him during his final moments (the "sick-nurse," 
k'an-ping jen-, Skr. glanopasthana).50. . .  In no case were fields, shops, 
beds, felt carpets, and copper or iron utensils to be divided,A m ong 
the objects that could be divided were bowls, dishes, locks, needles, 
knives, spoons, saucepans, stoves, and other sundry items! "A s for 
wooden and bamboo vessels, bedding made of hides； tonsure instru
ments, slaves of both sexes, food and drink, cereals, leguminous 
plants, and lands and houses' all these devolved to the samgha of the 
four directions. Movable property was to be stored in the commu
nity^ treasury so that the samgha of the four directions could use- it 
communally^ As for fields, gardens, houses, and other goods that 
could not be moved, they [too] were to be assigned to the samgha of 
the four directions." By contrast, all manner of clothing, hides, oil 
jars, and shoes were shared among the monks. Among quadrupeds, 
elephants, horses, camels, asses, and mules were offered to the 
prince's household. But oxen and sheep went to the samgha of the four 
directions and were not to be divided.
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Special arrangements existed for specific goods: pearls, jades, and 
jewelry were divided into two equal parts, one allotted to the Law (in 
particular for the copying of sacred texts), the other to the samgha. 
Beds and partition boards made of (or decorated with?) precious met- 
als were sold, and the proceeds of the sale divided among the monks 
present. Those made of wood were assigned to the samgha of the four 
directions for their use. Secular books were sold and the proceeds 
divided among the monks present. Goods made over by contract 
[ch'iian-ch'i chih wu) were divided among the bhiksu present, if they 
could be recuperated in the short term. Otherwise, the contracts were 
deposited in the treasury； subsequently, when the collection of debts 
had taken place, the corresponding amount was set aside for use by 
the samgha of the four directions.

Gold and silver and objects made of gold or silver, cowrie money, 
ivory, and copper were divided into three parts: one for the Buddha, 
one for the Law, and the third for the samgha. A  note explains that 
they were intended for (i) the repair and embellishment of chapels (/o- 
fang) and of reliquaries (stupa) where hairs and fingernails were pre
served, (2) the copying of sutra and provision of lion rostra for preach
ing, (3) division among the monks present.

This text provides rare evidence of later practices governing inher
itance among Indian Buddhist communities—I-ching's travels in 
India and the South Sea^took place in the years 671-695. It indicates 
that while the ancient rules prescribing th€ devolution of immovable 
property to the saipgha were by andjarge still observed, the rights of 
the bhiksu with respect to property and commerce had meanwhile 
been considerably extended. The prohibition of precious metals was 
disregarded, since one third of the gold and silver derived from the 
legacy of deceased monks was divided among the bhiksu. Similarly, 
when the proceeds from the sale of valuable furniture and secular 
books were distributed to them, it was surely in the form of money. 
Moreover, the religious had at times not only incurred debts51 but had 
granted loans as well. Finally, they could appoint heirs and dispose of 
their property as they wished before their death. The rules of the 
Yinaya only applied Xo monks who died without leaving a w ill and 
had no bearing on property already disposed of.* It would appear, then, 
that the treatises only represent an ancient—and, at that, a rather the
oretical—form of monastic discipline. During the period contempo
raneous with the development of Buddhism in China, the wealthy 
communities in India  ̂ Central Asia, and Southeast Asia were no
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longer faithful to the letter of the interdictions pronounced by the 
Vinaya. It is understandable that despite the efforts of the official 
clergy, and despite the importance that was always attached to 
monastic discipline by the government, Chinese monks were little 
inclined to pay heed to their prescriptions: the example of the coun- 
tiies in which for them the tradition had originated is a sufficient 
explanation for their behavior.

It may be asked how such an increase in wealth—at odds with the 
comparative austerity of early m onasticism~which was responsible 
for the evolution of monastic law as witnessed by the note of I-ching, 
could take place even in Buddhist communities outside the Chinese 
world. At the time when Buddhist communities were multiplying in 
China (toward the end of the fifth century), the religious in India and 
other early Buddhist countries lived not exclusively from food char
ity52 but essentially on the revenue from lands given by the faithful 
and interest derived from the investment of assets that had been 
donated by the laity or set aside for that purpose out of the property 
of the sarpgha.

There is a particular moment in the history of the Buddhist com- 
munities marking the point of departure for the immense economic 
development that was to follow. It was perhaps not, as A. Poucher sug
gested,53 the bestowal of the first parks on the sarpgha, but the insti
tution of a new procedure for indirect donations: food charity, offer
ings of clothing, and even the donation of a resting place satisfied 
directly the needs of the bhiksu； the donation of rent-earning prop
erty, however, and of interest-bearing assets to defray the cost of the 
monks, upkeep and the expenses of the cult constituted a crucial 
innovation in Buddhist almsgiving. It inevitably brought about a pro
found change in the relationship between the laity and the triratna, 
and its material consequences were considerable. Although the prac
tice of begging for food and clothing persisted by virtue of its venera
ble tradition and religious significance, these forms of charity could 
not have preserved the same role and importance that they had in ear
lier times. To be sure, this still concerns a parasitic and unproductive 
economy, but one that has become singularly complex. The goods 
offered as donations—fields, cloth, precious metals, etc.~w ere not 
directly usable by the religious. As impure goods [akappiya), they first 
needed to be purified, and this transformation necessitates one or sev
eral commercial transactions involving a series of sales and pur- 
chases. Not even the produce from the fields could be consumed by
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the bhiksu, but served only as a medium of exchange.54 It was the 
introduction of commerce into the circuit of giving that turned a 
community of mendicant monks into a great economic power. This 
development accelerated in step with the 名rowing needs of the cult, 
while the old communal rules, designed to protect the property of the 
saipgha from appropriation by individuals, favored the formation of a 
Buddhist patrimony.

One item in particular must be borne in mind, even if it figures 
only in the background: the role played in this story by the faithful, 
the upasaka or lay "assistants" of the religious.55 Like the lay ser
vants [ching-jen) in the monasteries, the upasaka attended to all the 
profane tasks indispensable to the well-being of the monks and to the 
provisioning of the cult. Merchants and financiers,56 converted to 
Buddhism, made the fortunes of the Indian communities by manag
ing the consecrated properties in the monks' and monasteries' best 
interest. As a result, commercial practices that belonged properly to 
the lay world, and were condemned by Buddhist morality with 
respect to the religious, nevertheless progressively introduced them
selves into the samgha.57 In the end, the principle of the direct man
agement of consecrated properties by the monks and communities 
themselves prevailed outright in China. This was undoubtedly true 
also of the Mahayanist communities of Central Asia, but not of those 
in other parts of the Buddhist world, such as Ceylon and the countries 
of Southeast Asia, where monasticr property remains entrusted to lay 
administrators to this day.

The "worldly property of the monks and the "heavy goods" of the 
communities shared a common nature and*a common fate. As impure 
goods, both needed to remain in impure hands, and together they 
eventually escaped lay management when such recourse to the faith
ful came to be viewed as an unnecessary complication, especially in 
places like China where the local tradition rendered the application of 
a highly evolved legal principle meaningless* The very notion of prop
erty waanot familiar to the Chinese. Until the concept emerged with 
the development of commercial activities under the T ;ang, an indi
vidual possessed only the iand that he occupied and cultivated and 
owned only such goods as he held in his hands.58

The yinaya did not prohibit monks and communities from owning 
worldly goods. They, forbade them the contact with and the manage
ment and direct use of such.gobds1. There was much subtlety in this
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rule, and of a kind that was lost on the Chinese. Without this defense 
against worldly temptation, the Chinese monks strove with little suc
cess for austerity.

First of al^ a fact of a general order should be underlined: landed 
property, especially agricultural land, formed a separate category of 
property in China, as opposed to all kinds of movable goods.59 In the 
event of a debtor's insolvency, the creditor was free to seize movables 
[chia-tzu) and animals [niu-chfu]} prohibited in principle, antichre

sis60 and the sale of lands occurred only as a last resort, and under no 

circumstances were immovables subject to seizure.61 Since the soil, 
even in the case of life holdings, belonged collectively to households 
[hu)f and also because of the Chinese principle of granting land only 

to those who cultivated it, the Chinese monks, with their feligious 
status of having "left the family" [ch'u-chia), theoretically had no 

right at all to own land.62 It would appear that, on the contrary, they 
were destined to own property of a commercial nature, especially fun

gible goods (foodstuffs, cloth, and money), as a kind of compensation. 

Such at least was the general trend—one fraught with consequences— 

as attested by the evidence taken globally. This affirmation is subject 

to a minor qualification: apart from cultivated lands, which as 〃per- 

sonal share lands" [kfou-fen tien) were subject to life allotments, 

there existed a recognized right for anyone to clear uncultivated areas. 

Here was an opportunity for acquests, and as such these hew lands 

could be bought and sold. Moreover, in spite of the legal prohibitiotis, 

and despite the reprobation that should have inhibited the trading of 

agricultural lands, a development at once moral and economic, accel
erating under the T'ang, led to a conception of all lands as commer
cial assets. By the end of the eighth centufy, the system of allotting 
plots for cultivation was no longer applied, the number of free peas
ants had diminished, and the trading of land had become customary. 
Thus did some religious come to own landed property； and they prob
ably gained increased access to landownership after the middle of the 
Tang. This qualification, however, scarcely modifies our general 
statement that the property of Chinese monks consisted primarily of 
acquests and essentially of goods of a commercial nature.

There is little documentation concerning the rights of inheritance of 
the clergy in China. Testamentary provisions, however, seem to have 
been common among monks. They were coupled with the transmis
sion of the doctrine. In fact, in the devolution of certain goods from
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master to disciple, their economic value was less important than their 
symbolic significance. These were the "appurtenances" of the 
deceased, i.e., objects of daily use with which he had been in contact 
over a long period of time, and they went by priority to his disciples. 
These minor objects were symbols of the master's character, imbued 
with his religious personality. According to legend, the first six patri
archs of the Chinese Dhyana school are said to have transmitted, 
along with the secrets of their teaching, a religious cloak [kdsaya] 
from master to disciple. Its possession constituted proof of orthodoxy. 
The Indian practice of attributing the "six principal objects" [liu-wuf 
Skr. parikkhara) of the deceased to his sick-nurse [k'an-ping /en)—the 

person who had nursed him  at the time of death—may have been 

inspired by analogous considerations. This was done prior to the gen
eral distribution of the legacy of light goods among the monks pre
sent. The six objects were tangible mementoes of the deceased 
bhiksu: the samghatl (great cloak), the nttamsanga (intermediate gar

ment), the antarvasa (undergarment), the iron bowl, the seat, and the 

gourd.63 As for the sick-nurse, it may be assumed that he was the chief 
disciple.64

The disposition made by the great monk Pu-k;ung before his death 
in 77465 bears out this general practice of attributing the closest per
sonal belongings of the deceased to his disciples. To his religious dis
ciples at the monasteries Pao-shou, Hua-tu, and Hsing-shan, Pu-k;ung 
left his personal seal,66 "that they may transmit i t "  To his lay disci- 

p l^ the commissioner of good works [kung-te shih} Li K7ai-fu, he 

bequeathed five copies of the Yii-ch'ieh67, his religious utensils [tao- 
chxi) in silver (five pieces), as well as three diamond pestles [chin-kang 
ch%  Skr. vajra) and a bell. To the commissioner for overseeing Bud

dhist affairs [chien-shih), Li, he passed on some pestles and a wheel, 

to Chacf Ch'ien, another layman, several scrolls of Buddhist texts.
The main part of Pu-k'ung's possessions, however, were assigned to 

the property held in perpetuity by the monasteries. It would seem 
that the purpose bf the deed was to specify the modalities of a devo
lution that, in itself, was in any event obligatory:

Two oxen from his estate [chuang], valued*at ten strings of cash or 

more each, were intended by Pu-k;ung for the permanent property [of 
the-Hsing-shan monaster^ 广 Carts, oxen, and landed estates were 

attributed to the chapel [tao-ch'ang] situated beneath the Manjusri 

pavilion； they were to be used'for the purchase of provisions for the 
officiants and of oil, incense, and firewood. Parasols, small statues,
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mats, straw mattresses, and copper objects were also assigned to the 
same chapel to provide for liturgical needs. Pu-k'ung's legacy further 
comprised 87 ounces of gold and 220.5 ounces of silver, which he 
bequeathed to two monasteries at Mount Wu-t'ai, together with 
mats, beds, and iron and earthenware objects. A  diamond pestle with 
bdls  and rosaries, one of which was in rock crystal, with a box, were 
left to the Buddhist chaplaincy of the Imperial Palace.

As a stranger without family in China, however, Pu-k'ung's case was 
exceptional. Having come to East Asia at a very young age with his 
uncle, he would have lost even that relative by the time he composed 
his will. Furthermore, it was the administration of the monastery in 
which he resided that acted as guarantor for the execution of the will. 
The deed is signed by the bursar, the treasure^ the overseer of monks 
{tu wei-na), the abbot, and the dean of the Hsing-shan ssu.

Two testamentary deeds from Tun-huang show on the contrary 
that the lay fam ily of the religious had a stake in the dispositions 
made by monks before their death, that it was eligible to inherit part 
of their possessions, and that their presence was required when the 
deed was drawn up. It also appears that it was not the nature of the 
possessions that was at issue_ light goods or heavy goods in accor
dance with the Vinaya definitions~but their provenance. The family 
of the deceased was assuredly not entitled to claim property acquired 
by the monk in the course of his religious life, but it did retain the 
right to those of his possessions that derived from fam ily patrimony.

Testament68 of the nun Ling-hui.
On the twenty-third day of the tenth month in the sixth year of 

Hsien-t'ung (November 15, 865), having suddenly contracted a dis
ease that has aggravated daily, the nun Ling-hui declares to her fam
ily Ichu-ch'in) [then present] that none of her dispositions are made 
with an impaired mind but in full consciousness. Ling-hui possesses 
only one slave, bom in her family and named Wei-niang； whom she 
bequeaths to her niece P'an-niang. She does not dispose of any oflier 
possessions in her cell.69 Ling-hui requests P'an-niang to attend to the 
funeral arrangements after her death.

Having made these dispositions, her family will not be entitled to 
intervene. She had written this deed in the presence of her family to 
serve as subsequent proof of her dispositions. It is authenticated by 
the signatures.

Her younger brother Chin-kang；
The granddaughter of the So family；
Her niece, the nun Ling-kuei；
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Her niece, the twelfth daughter (two fingerprints)；
Her nephew, K;ang Mao (signature)；
Her nephew Fu-sheng (signature)；
Her nephew Shen-hsien (signature)；
The water official So；
The governor-general of the left Ch'eng-chen;
Her nephew, So Chi-chi.70

There is no mention of the furniture, provisions, cloth, and miscella

neous possessions this nun must have owned. It is thus by virtue of 

their provenance that tKese goods could not be claimed by the lay 

family of Ling-hui.
Another document confirms the hypothesis that the destiny of the 

possessions of deceased religious depended on whether they were 

acquests or whether they derived from family property. This manu

script contains the testamentary dispositions made by a monk named 

Ch'ung-en Who apparently descended from one the great families of 

Sha-chou.71 This background presumably accounts for his consider

able heritage:72

For each one hoe, one sickle, one saucepan, one . • . one cart • . . one 
millet silo, one copy of the fen-wang po-je thing73 are bequeathed in
perpetuity to the Ching-t^ monastery----Two estates along the Wu-
ch'iung canal, two estates along the Yen-k'ang canal, draught oxen, 
saddle asses, and agricultural tools h^ve been distributed according to 
the register deposited in the said monastery.

The following goods belonging to his monastic cell {fang-tzu) are 
left to the community of the entire town: seven pieces of silk cloth and 
of felt, one kya, one shirt, two suits o£fjne silk, stockings74 • • • blan
kets, fur-lined cloaks, cloth and leather shoes, a belt set with fifteen 
ounces of gold and silver, silver dishes, three silk garments, a dragon 
beard belt； copper dishes, oil containers made of painted wood with 
lids and a spoon, etc., a she-ass of five years and an ass of four years.

With regard! tp the furniture, provisions, wagon； devotional objects 
[kung-yang chiif, and Buddha vestments held by the Ching-t'u 
monastery, there is a separate deed.. . .  The mare shall be used toward 
the purchase of the house to the south of the monastery, comprising 
a main building with outbuildings.

The goods [held by] Ch7Ung-en as a result of his two terms as 
monastic administrator, i.e., either outstanding loans or . . .  are made 
over to the treasurer of the monastery (tu-ssu).

A large bed, a partition board, and a tray in the form of a wheel 
made over to the Buddha Hall {fo-tien) for its use.
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To his nephew, the monk Hui-lang, he leaves . . . and one cup 
worth five ounces of silver.

To his cousin, the general Yen Ying-ta, red embroidered stockings 
. . .  to the nun Yen-ting. Aforementioned are five persons.. . .

After his impending death, an estate of twenty mu along the.Chih- 
kua canal. . .  a cow that he had given to his elder brother Master Fa- 
chu in his lifetime and that had four calves.. •.

A piece of fine, white silk, a square saucepan with handles/ the 
body of a lamp worth seven ounces of silver, a small ivory dish . . . a  
four-year-old ox . •. also to the novice (srdmanen) I-niang.

To the monk Wen-hsin, who for many years has been his counselor 
in family matters inside and outside [the monastery] and who has 
exerted himself unstintingly, he leaves a plough ox and three shih of 
wheat as winter provision.

little  Wa-ch'ai, whom he had raised from infancy and who had 
grown up without ever disobeying or showing herself ungrateful, he 
now marries off. The little household servant, whom Ch'ung-en had 
bought some years ago to attend to him in his old age, he bequeaths 
to Wa-ch;ai to take into her service, and in order that she may not be 
demeaned.75

Clothing left behind by Ch;ung-en: [here follows a list of eleven 
items, including shoes, tunics, kasaya, etc.].

To the board president [shang-shu]. . . one mare . . . five . . . made 
of copper and one hsi-lo (?).

At the end of this deed figures an unfortunately incomplete list of 
legatees:

His nephew, the monk Hui-lang (signature)；
His cousin, the general Yen (signed: Ying-ta)；
His nephew, the governor-general [tu-tu) So (signature)；

His nephew, the yii-hou So；

His nephew, the adjutant [ping-ma [shih]) So Ying-chih；

The husband of his niece, Ch'eng Chung-hsin；

The husband of his niece； Chang Chung-chiiri.

Two series of bequests were thus clearly distinguished: the first part 
of the deed concerns possessions bequeathed to monasteries. Some of 
these had already been the object of special dispositions of which the 
details； it is stated, had bpen recorded in the registers of the Ching-t;u 

monastery； there was alsoa separate deed [pieh-wen] concerning a set 

of goods that had been assigned to the same establishment. The sec
ond part is devoted to bequests made to individuals, both religious
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and lay. As the testament of Ling-hui already seemed to indicate, it 
may thus be assumed that lay relatives were entitled to part of the 
heritage of clergy, and that that part of the succession concerned 
goods that had originally been family property: the servant whom 
Ling-hui bequeathed to her niece had been "born in the fam ily."76 In 
the event that a religious died without leaving a w ill, lay relatives 
were perhaps legally entitled to the inheritance of possessions origi
nally derived from fam ily property.

This raises the question of the entitlement to the inheritance of 
household [hu] patrimony of those who entered religion. Normally, 
future monks were sent to the monasteries in their childhood or as 
young boys. Sometimes a small sum of money was kept in reserve for 
them. Entry into religion, however, could occasion the division of 
lands and personal estate among brothers, at least at Tun-huang. This 
practice was apparently peculiar to regions such as the Tun-huang 
area and Szechwan77 where by T ;ang times the cohesion of large 
households (hu) had weakened. The breaking up of the hu in Sha-chou 
found expression in an extreme parceling of the land into small, iso
lated plots of mostly less than half a hectare in size.78

In the Pelliot collection of manuscripts from Tun-huang is found a 
petition requesting the division of property between two brothers of 
whom the younger, named Ch;i Chou, had entered religion.79 At the 
end of a detailed account of the use to which the two brothers had put 
their common property, and of their individual acquests, is found the 
following statement:

The aforementioned Chyi Chou had the misfortune to lose his father 
and mother at an early age. For some time Ch;i Chou had been living 
with his elder brother without having made any personal claims. 
Now, however, he has entered religion {ch'n-chia], and his elder 
brother has declared his intention of living separately.80 These past 
days, Ch'i Chou and his brother have reasonably discussed the divi
sion of their [movable] property as well that of the real estate and ani
mals. Not wishing to quibble, Ch'i Chou has preferred to offer the 
best of everything tos his elder brother. The latter, however, giving 
credence to lies told by outsiders and to unfounded arguments, went 
about proclaiming that fie hkd been wronged in the division. Now all 
this talk is untrue and should not merit the attention of a gentleman.
To recapitulate: the family property required by Ch7i Chou for his 
ordination,81 the possessions still held by him as well as those 
acquired externally, the cereals, diverse foodstuffs, the oxen and the 
animals at the disposal of his elder brother, seeds and quantities of
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cereals that he had personally inherited from his uncle, have all been
shared out and are accurately listed above___Ch'i Chou requests that
the cereals； diverse foodstuffs, carts, oxen, and household servants 
that he owned not long ago l?e returned tojiim  (?). In panting to dis
cuss anew the division of xiumerous goods already settled between 
them, his brother seems to wish to infringe the law. Ch;i Chou hopes 
that you will kindly give the matter your consideration and decide 
upon the measures to be taken.

. . . day of the twelfth month of the year ch'on, the monk Lung- 
tsang.

The customs no doubt varied according to regions and periods, for the 
division of family property between brothers can only have become 
current practice once land ceased to be allotted by the imperial 
administration and trading of landed property had become wide
spread.82 The number of extant documents is not sufficient to deter
mine conclusively how the inheritance of monks was regulated. Cer
tain facts, however, can be ascertained: monks were able to own prop
erty that had come down to them from their families, and they were 
able to dispose of it at a profit.83 The bulk of their heritage, however, 
devolved to the inalienable property of the monasteries.

Finally, it may be concluded that wherever the unity of the large 
rural family was maintained, those who entered religion had no claim 
on the real estate held by the hu. By necessity, Chinese monks were 

bound to own movables, while their exclusion from the fam ily pre

disposed them toward commerce and usury.

Among all the rules regulating the inheritance of the bhiksu in the 
Vinaya, one at least was upheld: that stipulating the division of the 
clothes of the deceased among the monastic community. It w ill be 
recalled that at the end of the dispositions made by Ch/urfg-en before 
his death there was a list of "clothing left behind" [wang-hou i~fu). 
Since no legatee is designated for these items, it must be assumed that 
they were to be shaired by the monks in accordance with the prescrip
tions of the treatises on discipline. If this practice had been preserved 
in China, however, it had also evolved. It had become a large-scale 
commercial operation and an important event in the life of the Bud
dhist communities. The documents from Tun-huang show how the 
clergy of the same parish [chieh, Skr. slma)ŝ  gathered for the auction 

of clothing and pieces of cloth. The proceeds were subsequently 
divided among the monks, nuns, and novices of both sexes.
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The monk Tao-hsiian reported the custom of holding auctions as 

early as 626 in his commentary on the Vinaya of the Dharmagup- 

taka.85 It may have been current much earlier, perhaps as early as the 

fifth century. In fact, the Vinaya^ treatment of the subject was rather 

laconic, so much so that Tao-hsiian considered the practice to have 

been at variance with the rules of discipline:

In the Vinaya, there is no mention of the division of [deceased monks'] 
property by sale； the division by sale practiced today [in China] is con
trary to the law and contrary to the discipline. They are occasions for 
commotion and boisterous behavior. One does not think of the origin 
and end [of this practice] (?).86 This custom has become the rule and 
woiild [now] be impossible to remedy.87

1

The Vinaya seem, in the end, to acknowledge a wide variety of pro

cedures for the devolution of the light goods left by deceased monks, 

but distinguish above all between bequeathed possessions and pos

sessions for which no heir had been designated, which had to be 

divided among the monks present. The Vinaya of the Mahisdsaka 
recounts^

Once a novice [sramanera) died； not knowing how to dispose of his 
possessions, the bhiksu asked the Buddha. The Buddha said: "If in his 
lifetime he has made a gift [of his possessions] to someone, then they 
must be made over [to that person .̂ Otherwise, the mqnks present 
shall share them." One day, a bhiksu who had few friends died, [leav
ing] his topgarment, his undergarment, and other objects. The bhiksu, 
not knowing what [to do with them], asked the Buddha. "If he has not 
made a gift [of his possessions] to anyone during his lifetime； 〃 said the 
Buddha; ^the riionks present shall share them. But if in his lifetime he 
has made a gift [of his possessions] to someone, and if that person has 
not yet claimed them, then the monks must make them over to him 
with a double solemn declaration (jnaptidvitlyam kaTamavdca).,m A 

s bhiksu acting ass herald shall say: "Reverend monks, listen. The 
rrbhiksu so-and-so has died in this place. His possessions by way of 

clothing and(other objects are now to be passed on to so-and-so by the 
? monks present. When the samgha [has assembled], let the monks lis

ten carefullyrThis is what we declare: • . . [the same formula *again]. 
May all the elders wlio are in agreement keep their silence. If anyone 
is not in agreement, let liim speak."89

Next comes the case of a deceased nionk who had many friends and 

who had been thfe object of the milnificence of princes, chief minis-
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ters, and private individuals. In this case, a distinction must be made 
between possessions that could be divided among the monks and 
those that were improper for the religious to own. The former were 
distributed in their entirety among the bhiksu, the latter devolved to 
the collective property of the satngha.90

- Attribution by public motion [jnaptikarma) seems to have applied 
especially to bequeathed property the devolution of which might oth
erwise have become the subject of litigation. The act of jnaptikarma 
was preliminary to the distribution of the goods among the monks. 
Tao-hsuan explains that

once the ceremony is completed, one counts the number of monks 
and nuns [present] and measures out the shares accordingly. Then [the 
religious] cast tablets91 to obtain their shares. According to the Vinaya 
of the Mahlsasaka, if there is an insufficient number of garments, the 
community unanimously makes them over to one bhiksu who has 
none.92

There is no mention in the Vinaya,93 however, of the sale of the cloth
ing of deceased monks. Not that the barter and purchase of petty 
objects were unknown among the saipgha, but they occupied a minor 
role. The selling and buying of such clothing and small ojbjects as 
monks were permitted to own were not prohibited within the com
munities, provided they did not give rise to shameful haggling 
("unseemly language/7 pu-ching yxi) and were not carried out with the 
intention of making a profit.

"As of today," the Buddha declared,94 "I authorize the sale of clothing' 
within the community. The price [of the goods on salef may be 
increased* as longlas it has not been called out three times.M As the 
price increased, the bhiksu felj regret and thought: "Shan't I take this 
garment?" The Buddha said: "As long as the.three calls have not been 
completed, it is not sinful to raise the bidding."95

Sales by auction, however, did not appear in the treatises on discipline 
in connection with the division of the property of deceased monks. 
On the other hand, it is clear that the different Vinaya made certain 
allowances with regard to this practice. Only the Vinaya of the 
Mahasaipghika makes a discrete allusion to this method of sharing in 
distinguishing three procedures for the devolution of the light goods 
left by deceased monks:
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1. by unanimous attribution [by public motion, jnapti kaima] 
[chieh-mo shou)y

2. by division into equal parts [fen-fen shpn)}
3. by division through sales [mao-i fen shou).96

The text, however, dwells only very briefly on this latter procedure. 

The Chinese were to point to different passages in the Vinaya, notably 

the Sarvastivadavinaya, in support of the sale by auction of the minor 

possessions left by deceased monks:

[As for the division] of light goods within the samgha, a bhiksu pos- 
sessing the five dharma97 is assigned to carry out the distribution 
among the monks present, for [otherwise] the shares would not be 
equitable. The Buddha permits that the samgha be assembled [for that 
occasion]... • The ̂ hih-sung lii (the Vinaya of the Sarvastivada) says:98 
"During the sale of clothing, as long as one has not called out three 
times [putting the lots up for tender], the bhiksu may raise the bidding 
...〃 The Matikd (summary) [of the Miilasan^stiv泣da】 says:99 ̂ Accord
ing to the Buddha, when the dean {shang-tso, Skr. sthavira) deter-. 
mines the price of the garments for the first time [i.e., at the first call]； 
it is appropriate that the price be moderate. It should be neither too 
high nor too low. Neither ought one to wait for the price to rise to 
attribute thk articles. To take advantage of the absence of a taker to 
raise the price constitutes a sin (duskrta)\,n0°

Sales by auction [chfang-i] took place in  China according to fairly pre

cise ceremonial； as described in the Po-chang chlng-kuei:

After the funeral lch，a-p% Skr. savya), the hall master notifies the 
abbot and those in charge of the wings [of the, monastery] that the 
sale will be held after the midday meal in front of the monks' hall.
He informs, the community according to custom by putting up a 
notice. . . . Inside the hall, he installs a table on which he places a 
writing brush, an inkstone, a chimestone； scissors, cords； and the 
various objects required. . . . The overseer [karmadana] unties the 
kdsaya of the deceased monk, places it on the chimestone and 
changes the cordons. The hall ,master then takes each item in sup- 
cession. He presents them, and they are passed from hand to hand. 
The karmadana raises them up and says: "Such-and-such an article, 
number such-and-such, first call so-aiid-so hmch." If he evaluates the 
object at one string of [a thousand] cash, he initiates the bidding at 
one hundred cash. By successive calls, one thus arrives at one string 
of cash.101
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We are fortunate to possess documents from Tun-huang that illus

trate the importance of the great assemblies in the life of the Buddhist 

monasteries in China, which were held for the sale of clothing, cloth, 

and other minor articles received by the monasteries through gifts or 

bequests. The custom provides a good example of the principle 

aogording to which the possessions of the samgha were the common 

property of the religious. Moreover, not only the small possessions of 

deceased monks102 were put on sale but also all the articles of cloth

ing and pieces of cloth known by the special term of daksina (Chin. 

ch'en), offerings that were received by the monasteries in payment for 

religious services.103

The administrators of the donations [ch'en-ssu) made during the three 
past years (933-936) call a general meeting for a review of the 
accounts at the Ching-t7u monastery.

For [an examination of] the receipts and expenditure for the past 
three years concerning all that has been received by official104 and pri
vate donation, bequests made by deceased and sick monks and nuns, 
as well as ... (?)7 gifts made on the occasion of vegetarian feasts [chai], 
and including the remaining balance [from the previous accounting 
period] {hui-ts'an) of gifts received previously in silk fabrics, flower 
fabrics, quilted materials, gauze, felt, cotton cloth as well as clothing 
articles, dishes and platters, items of furniture, etc., we request the 
clerical authorities [seng-shou) of the monasteries, the masters of 
Dhyana and Vinaya, elders {su-lao}, and other religious to attend the 
assembly of accounts {suan-hui) at the Ching-t7u monastery. Follow
ing is the complete list of names for each and all of the auction sales 
held by the monks and nuns within our religious district:

Year ssu (933): articles of clothing received from officials yielded 
2,320 ch，ih  (ca. 696 m) of cotton cloth in the sale. The clothing arti
cles of the master and controller of monks (seng-t%ung) Ym yielded 
9,032 ch’ih. Those of the master of Dharma and Vinaya (fa-lii)105 Chia； 
363 ch’ih. Those that Madame Yin gave before her death106, 830 ch’ih. 
(Total for the year kuei-ssu: 12,545 ch’ih of cotton cloth).

Year chia-wu (934): articles received by official donation yielded 
2,32,0 ch，ih  of cotton cloth in auction" sales. One article of clothing, 
4,810 ch'ih, another, 5,580 ch’ih. The vestments of the rector of 
monks [seng-cheng] Chang of the Lung-hsing monastery； 4,776 ch’ih. 
Those of Ching-chin of the P'u-kuang monastery, 2,918 ch，ih. (Total 
for this year: 20,404 ch'ih).

Year i-wei (936): articles of clothing donated by the [pfu-yeh)l0? 
Ts'ao before his death yielded 3,540 ch'ih of cotton cloth. Those given 
by the grand prince [ta-wang] before his death, 8,320 ch’ih. Those of
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the [ma-pu] Liang, before his death； 510 ch,ih. Those of the nun Wu- 
jan of the [monastery An-Jkuo, 3,475. Those of the nun Hsiang-neng 
of the P'u-kuang monastery, 2,580. The silk tunic of Princess T'ien,
800 ph,ih. The clothes of the controller of monks [seng-fung] Wang, 
6,382 ch'ih. Those of the master of Dharma and Vinaya Sun, 2,266. 
(Total for this year: 27,873 ch’ih of cotton cloth).

The above articles which were sold in auction yielded a total of 
58,502 ch’ih of cotton cloth.108

During the past three years, a total (?)of 7 ch,ih of fine silk fabric,
5 ch’ih of raw silk material, 5 ch’ih of cotton, 128 ch’ih of raw silk, 
and 57 ch'ih of coarse wool material were received. Total: 1,452 ch7ih 
[of cotton cloth?]. [Also] received, 13 ch’ih of fine wool material, 
amounting to 325 ch’ih [of cotton cloth?], as well as 1,204 ch’ih of cot

ton cloth.
The articles of clothing sold previously and the woolen materials 

and cotton cloth [remaining at present] amount to a total of 61,456 
ch，ih.

Expenditures: One piece of fine silk of the weaving loom [lou-chi 
ling) as a gift to the Empress of Khotan. Ditto for the purchase of a sad
dle to present to the officials. A piece of fine silk of large dimensions 
for the grand master of works {ssu-k'ung). A piece of fine silk woven 
at the loom for the location where the great assembly takes ,place. 
Two pieces of raw gauze to recompense the retainers of the Ta-yiin 
and Yung-an monasteries.109 Ditto for the ceremony held for the 
granddaughter of th&'lang~chun when she found her parents again _ _.

The numbers of religious in our district having received shares 
from these donations are:

• 356 monks；

.163 male novices [sha-mi, Skr. srdmanera), equivalent of 81 and a 

half shares；110
• 379 fully ordained female probationers [slkskanl)}

female novices (ni sha-mi) Skr. siamanerl), equivalent of 35 and 

a hâ lf shares.
tlie  total number of [shares received by the] religious amounted to 

852. Monks?and nuns received shares of 60 ch’ih (ca. 18 m) each； 
novices, both men and women, received 30 ch’ih each.

According to the preceding articles of this report, it can be seen 
that the remaincfer was more than half [of the total]. After distribution 
of the two kinds of sliares [for the ordained religious and for novices], 
|here remained a surplus pf 4,686 ch’ih of cotton cloth.111

This piece is dated,to the sixth month of the third year pf Ch'ing-t'ai 

(i.e., first year of T'ien-fu, a .d . 936) and .bears at the end the names of 

the three administrators of donations |cli'ei2-ssiij. On the date is
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affixed the seal of the controller general of monks of Sha-chou [Sha- 
chou tu seng-t'ung).

Another Tun-huang manuscript^ preserved in the Peking National 

Library, shows that, although shares were sometimes distributed to a 

much more limited number of religious, sales by auction remained a 

collective act in which all the monasteries of the region participated:

The master of Dharma and Vinaya [fa-lii] Te-yung sold a pair of crim
son silk shoes at auction for which h,e obtained 580 ch'ih (ca. 174 m) 
of cotton cloth. The distribution was as follows: for hin^self, 150 
ch'ih； for Ting-chen, 150 ch’ih, for Teng-hui, 150； for Fu-ying of the 
[monastery Ling-] t;u; 150. Remainder, 20 ch'ih.112

The gifts113 formerly received by the master of Dharma and Vinaya 
Pao-hsiian [amounted to] 4,890 ch,ih (ca. 1,467 m) of cotton cloth.

The rector of monks [seng-cheng] Yuan-chlng sold a quilted blan
ket of fine red silk at auction and obtained 1,520 ch，ih  of cotton cloth 
for it. The gifts formerly received by him [amounted to] 1,000 ch’ih.
He distributed this cloth as follows: for Hai-ming of the [monastery 
Ling-] t;u, i$o chrihj for Yiian-hu of the same monastery, 150 chfihj for 
Chih-ch'iian, 150 ch’ih} for Chih-yung, 150 chyih) for Fu-ying of the 
[monastery Ling-] t7u, 150 ch’ih} for Ying-ch'iu of the same monastery, 
150 ch'ih} for Yiian-te of the same monastery, 150 ch，ih; for Fa-hsing 
of the same monastery, 150 ch,ihf for Ta-ying of the same monastery, 
150 ch'ihj for Ying-hsiang of the same monastery, 150 ch'ih-, for Ying- 
ch'ing of the same monastery, 150 ch,ih; for Ta-chin of the same 
monastery, 150 ch'ih-, for Ta-yuan of the same monastery, 150 ch'ih) 
for T'ang-chi of the same monastery, 150 ch'ih-, for Kuang-chiaof the 
same monastery, 150 ch’ih. Remainder: 95 ch’ih.

Chin-kang sold a fan at auction and obtained 55 ch，ih  of cotton 
cloth for it. He attributed himself 150 ch’ih. Remainder: 95 ch'ih.

Tao-ch7eng sold stockings of fine white silk at auction and 
obtained 170 ch，ih  (ca. 48 m) of cotton cloth for theiri. The distribu- 
tion was as follows: for himself, 150 ch，ih, as well as for the nun Lieh- 
fa of the [monastery P7u-] kuang. Remainder: 130 ch'ih.

The gifts received formerly by Tao-ming [amoynted to] 390 ch’ih.
Master Tao-ying so\d ^toqkings of fine .white silk at auction and 

obtained 300 ch’ih of cotton cloth for them. He also sold a blanket of 
yellow … for which he obtained 500 ch’ih. The distribution was as 
follows: for Tao-ming of the [monastery Ling-] t'u, 150 ch'ihj for him
self, 150 ch'ihj for Hsiang-ting of the [monastery Ling-] t'u, 150 ch'ih-, 
for Tan-hsiian of the same monastery, 150 chfih} for T'an-hui of the 
same monastery, 150 ch’ih-, for Chieh-yto of the same monastery, 150 
ch’ih; for Hsien-hui, 150 ch’ih., for Hsiang-t;ung of the [monastery Ta- 
]yun, 150 ch’ih . . .  [the end of the document is missing].114



Clearly, articles of clothing and pieces of cloth were the main items 
sold at auction during the great assemblies of the clergy of a parish. All 
payments and the distributions among the monks were carried out in 
cotton cloth (pu). As a result, fabrics in general, whether they origi
nated in bequests or fees paid for religious services (daksind), became 
associated with a particular economic network. They remained in the 
hands of monks. In fact, the monasteries possessed only small reserves 
of fabrics in their own right. The Ching-t'u monastery at Tun-huang, 
for exainple, held in the year 93〇 only 681 ch ih of cotton cloth, and 97 

ch,ih of fine silk fabric in store.115 These amounts are small in com
parison to the shares distributed to the individual monks and nuns (6o 
ch,ih, i.e., ca. 18 m, of cotton cloth in the first document cited above, 
and 150 ch，ih,u6 or ca. 45 m, in the second). These pieces of cotton 
cloth must have served the clergy as currency.

Behind the Chinese, and perhaps Serindian, custom—for the direct 
example of the Buddhist communities in Central Asia is surely at the 
origin of the Chinese phenomenon—the fusion of two practices,117 
which still appeared in isolation in the Vinaya, can be discerned, the 
distribution of the clothing of deceased monks, and their purchase, in 
case of need, within the saipgha.

The legal rule, according to which the minor possessions of 
deceased monks were to be divided among the community, which can 
only have had secondary importance owing to the small value of the 
goods concerned, thus appears at the origin of the individual property 
owned by Chinese monks. And the same rule was instrumental in 
determining the type of goods that were in their possession: essen
tially fabrics and, more generally, fungible goods.

One of the most striking features of the life of the Buddhist commu
nities in China is the great freedom left to the monks in the manage
ment of their property. Virtually all of them devoted themselves to 
activities of a profane nature, and principally to the practice of usury. 
The monasteries were assured of the profif from these operations for, 
whether by the regular process of devolution or through pious dona
tions, the community was ultimately the beneficiary of the acquests 
of its members. Thus, within the monasteries themselves, the com
munal rules and motivations of a religious order favored the accumu
lation of consecrated and inalienable property [chfang-chu).

The conceptions pertaining to such property； however, also per
mitted the use of "permanent assets77 for 'commercial operations.

92  PART THREE
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They even favored such use by protecting the property invested in the 
lay world against any form of appropriation. Thus can be discerned 
the general orientation of the economy of the Buddhist communities 
in China. It was an economy more concerned with returns and acqui
sitions than with production. Its principal novelty consisted of being 
founded on the notion of property, a comparatively new concept in 
China, where with respect to the property par excellence, i.e., land 
under cultivation, only a right of user had been known for a very long 
time. The monasteries^ however, enjoyed exclusive ownership of 
their lands, and Buddhism no doubt contributed very effectively to 
the extension of this right of ownership. The idea that lands could be 
donated, sold, and purchased appeared increasingly as the accepted 
norm. Hence the profound social and economic transformation that 
took place in T,ang tim es.118 Furthermore, by introducing to China 
new loan instruments inherited from India, Buddhism was certainly 
not extraneous to the accelerating development of commerce under 
the T'ang.

It may concluded, then, that the profound changes in the Chinese 
economy between the fifth and the tenth century were due in part to 
the influence of Buddhism.



L A N D S  A N D  D E P E N D E N T S

•-» C H A P T E R  F O U R

Introduction
The monastic accounts from Tun-huang in the ninth and tenth cen
turies all mention the same kind of revenues for the Buddhist estab
lishments:

[Management report of the] stewards for the year [chih-sui]1 of the 
Ching-t^u monastery, Chieh-pien and Pao-ch^an.

The said Chieh-pien and Pao-ch7uan [having been in charge] since 
the first day of the first month of the year ting-mao (907)2 until the 
first day of the first month of the year wu-chfen (908), the monks were 
convened for the assembly of accounts [suan-hui] for the preceding 

year:
Balance of the account for the preceding year [ch'ien-chang hai- 

ts'an), and new receipts from
• income from lands [t'ien-shou]}
• interest on loans (Ii-/un)；
• levies on gardens [yuan-shui]}

[other management reports here include rent from oil presses [liang- 
kfo) and mills (wei-k'o)]}

• miscellaneous gifts [san-shih] [made on the occasion of festivals]；
• fees received for the recitation of sutra {nien-sung), spring and 
autumn Buddha food [ch'un-ch'iu fo-shih), alms given on the occa
sion of vegetarian feasts [chai-ch^n).3
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The above enumeration follows approximately the order:

a. revenues from immovable property: rent from lands and indus
trial installations；

b. interest on loans；
c_ various donations.

It corresponds to the descending order of magnitude of the three types 
of revenues that were prevalent at Tun-huang at the time of these 
documents. However, since in an essentially agricultural economy 
immovable property forms the basis of all enduring power, it is appro
priate to first examine the nature and extent of the landed and 
immovable property of the great economic power that the Buddhist 
Church represented in China. !

Chinese monks, who for the most part stemmed from the peas
antry, did not cultivate the land. This change of lifestyle may even be 
considered the most tangible result of their entry into religion: in 
leaving the family, they also abandoned agricultural labor. The tradi
tion introduced from the West, according to which the clergy was to 
be maintained by the laity, and the constant efforts of dynasties to 
confer official status at least on the more deserving monks, estab
lished the Chinese monastic community as a sepkrate class that could 
expect to be maintained by the community at large and to evade the 
obligations of the ordinary laity. China did not have a monastic tradi
tion ；4 the salaried official and privileged nobility served as models for 
the status of the clergy. The analogy went so far as to include the sys
tem of examinations for' monks； which was instituted at an early 
stage by the secular powers. Chinese monks, who controlled a servile 
workforce and received part of the peasants7 harvest, dealt with the 
cultivation of the land only in the capacity of administrators and 
managers. There was an additional rationale for jthis conduct: the pro
hibition in the Indian treatises on discipline against harming plants 
and animals. It was left to others to take this sin upon themselves. 
The Vinaya forbade the bhiksu to dig into the soil,5 to fell trees, and 
to cut grass.6 They considered, moreover, the acts of sowing and 
planting to be impure and improper.7 For the most part one finds only 
novices handling the hoe in the gardens and fields, for they had not 
yet received full ordination and were not bound to every detail of the 
disciplinary prescriptions:8
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Tao-an (312-385) left family life at the age of twenty. . . . Because of 
his ugliness he was not highly regarded by his master who put him to 
work in the fields and buildings. [Tao-an] toiled for three years with
out respite and without ever showing the least sign of resentment.9

Once Fa-hsien (late fourth century) was cutting rice in the fields with 
several of his codisciples when some starving brigands appeared, 
wanting to seize their grain. The novices [sha-mi) all ran and fled, 
except Fa-hsien. "If you need grain," he told them, "take all you wish.
But if you are famished and miserable today, sirs, it is because you 
have failed to give alms in the past."10

There were also, however, monks who worked in the fields. Judging 

by the accounts of the monasteries at Tun-huang, it does seem that 

monks participated in agricultural labor. The fact is that Buddhism in 

China was not the essentially monastic religion represented by the 

Vinaya. If, moreover, animals occupied an important place in Bud

dhist preaching in China, if conversion to Buddhism was primarily 

marked by the observance of a vegetarian diet, particularly during 

feasts that previously provided occasions for the consumption of 

meats； agriculture remained outside the preoccupations of Chinese 

Buddhists.Jt was not affected by the prohibition that in Indian Bud

dhism applied to the clergy as opposed to the laity.

The Indian treatises on discipline commended a system of land 

tenure and peasant serfdom: t

It is not permitted to accept or keep gold, silver, or other precious sub
stances； nor cereals, millet, rice, or peas； nor gardens in the villages, 
nor slaves, oxen, sheep, or carts. All such goods, gold, silver, precious 
substances, etc., are received by the safngha. As for fields and gardens； 
it is again the community (the samgha) that owns them. They are to 
be let to the lay servants ("pure men/7 ching-jen) and other laymen,

- and a share is to be determined that they shall provide to the saxngha 
as rental (î o). As for the cereals, vegetables, and fruit that the ser- 
vants and laborers [yung-tso jen) employed as cultivators shall har
vest, all such produce is impure (pu-chiag) and may not be consumed 
by the bhiksu.11

This tenure system was in fact applied in the communities that we 

know from the Vinaya:

A layman had repeatedly used the monks' fields without paying rent 
(shui) to the community. When this layman was about to sow again,
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an old bhiksu went to him and said: "You have repeatedly used our 
fields without paying the rent. Therefore do not sow. Or, if you wish 
to sow, you must pay." After these words, the layman made ready to 
plow his furrows. The old bhiksu then lay down on the soil to stop the 
plow. The layman, greatly annoyed, desisted.12

Between the Indian communities and the laity, however, there 

existed not only such purely commercial relationships, both with 

regard to simple slaves and to converted peasants who considered 

their services rendered to a holy community to be meritorious. 

Among the lay servants of the saingha (the ching-jen), there was a 

large number of farmers. In the treatises on discipline, they are desig

nated as "garden folk" [yiian-min or shou-yiian m in ["keepers of the 

gardens"])13:

At that time every year, when the cereals had just come to maturity, 
the peasants of the monks' gardens offered a share to the monks to 
eat. What'is the meaning of "every year, at the time of maturation?/;
It means when the rice is mature, when the beans are ripe； when 
cheese, oil, and honey [are newly produced].14 From each of these 
commodities [the peasants] deducted a small part to be left at the 
same place as an offering to the monks.15

Devout princes occasionally made a gift of this peasant labor force to 

the Buddhist communities, when it did not seek the patronage of the 

samgha of its own accord:

Once the venerable Pilingavasta, who lived in a village； was plaster
ing his cell himself. Just then the king Bimbisara arrived on the 
scene and, seeing this, said to [the ifionk]: "What are you doing 
there, teacher [acarya)ln "I am plastering my cell, servant [sudraka]." 
"Have you no attendants, then? I shall give^you^some garden peas
ants/7 "You mustn't, sudiaka.n This went on three times, while the 
venerable steadfastly refused to acdept „the-gift. WHen the villagers 
heard what had happened, they came to the monk and insisted: 
uAcaiyat we wish to be taken on by you as garde卩 peasants. We shall 
provide for you." "If you are able to observe the [first] five precepts 
of Buddhism/7 he replied, "then I shall take you [as garden peas
ants]/716

In the early fifth century, at the time of the pilgrimage of Fa-hsien, 

there were still peasants In  the service of Buddhist communities in 

India. Fa-hsien reports, concerning Madhyadesa:
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After the Buddha attained paxiaiivana, princes, householders, and pri
vate individuals erected monasteries for the samgha. They provided 
the lands, residences, gardens, vegetable plots, families of the people； 
livestock, with charters inscribed in iron [attesting to these dona
tions],17 Subsequently, the successive princes of the kingdom remained 
faithful to this tradition and dared not abolish it. The cells and build
ings where the monks resided never lacked beds, straw mattresses, 
food and drink, or clothing. Everywhere it is like this. The monks are 
solely occupied with pious works, reciting sacred texts, and sitting in 

meditation (dhyana).18

By the time the development of Buddhism was truly under way in 

China, the living example of the communities in India, Central Asia, 

and Southeast Asia is likely to have had a greater influence on the 

establishment of the Buddhist Church in that country than the trea

tises on discipline. If the principle was well-established that, in the 

words of the Chinese literati, the religious be "fed for doing nothing," 

the status of the farmers in the service of the monasteries varied a 

great deal, and there were also different kinds of landed property. The 

same practices obtained in China as in India and in countries influ

enced by India: lands were given to religious institutions by the secu

lar powers or by private individuals, and farmers were either placed 

under the supervision of the monasteries or spontaneously sought 

their patronage. Conditions peculiar to China, however, gave a special 

character and orientation to* this relfgious phenomenon, which 

tended to create property held in perpetuity by the Church: the his

tory, geography, legal customs, and agrarian policies of China all 

played a determining role here. Such analogies as existed between

India and China were no more than occasional and of a general order.
i

Buddhist Colonization
The support Buddhism received from certain dynasties in China was 

so remarkabl士 that'fhe favors extended by the political powers could 

appear to the Chinese of the Tang and later periods to be the very 

foundation of tlie religion^ success. More likely, imperial patronage 

was only a secondary factor that is insufficient to explain the success 

of the religious movement in China. Official support nevertheless did 

have important economic consec|uences: it was,with the support of 

emperors, and in accordance with| conceptions peculiar to the ruling 

class, that the economic establishment of Buddhism took place at
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specific times in specific regions. It w ill be seen to what extent the 

experience examined here was abnormal and exceptional with respect 

to overall development of the landed property of monasteries. The dif

ferent forms that the ascendancy of the monasteries over Chinese soil 

assumed did, however, have at least one point in common, namely 

that regions and lands forsaken by peasant agriculture were first 

exploited by the Buddhist establishments.

To expand the area of land under cultivation was an abiding con

cern of Chinese dynasties. In T;ang terminology^19 the distinction 

between "broad localities" {k'uan-hsiang) and "restricted localities" 

[hsia-hsiang] was primarily fiscal; in fact, however, it has a-much 

larger significance and is not confined to that period in history.20 The 

imperial government did its utmost to encourage the resettlement of 

peasants from regions of high population density to arid lands where 

exploitation was still incipient. Under the T'ang, land allotments in 

the latter doubled those in the restricted localities. Peasants wishing 

to emigrate to arid lands were exceptionally entitled to sell not only 

the small gardens or orchards situated near their dwellings； which 

constituted lands held in  perpetuity [shih-yung yeh), but also their 

personal share lands [k'ou-fen t'ien).21 In arid areas, the granting of 

more extensive lands was the rule, for they were poorly irrigated, if at 

all, and required more frequent fallowing.22 At the same time, how

ever, the practice was intended to proviUe an incentive for prospective 

colonists to emigrate. These were in fact not restrictive shares, as in 

overpopulated countries, but basic allotments: "Since it Is vital to 

clear uncultivated land and obtain the greatest possible benefit from 

the so il, says the Tfang-lu shu-i,23 "no sanction is provided, however 

extensive the fields appropriated {chan, i.e., here, "reclaimed waste

land^).

What this legislation was unable to achieve, hQwever~because of 

the peasants, sentimental attachment to th^ir land and because farm

ers naturally tend to settle in law-lying areas—the imperial adminis

tration put into effect by means of forced deportations of farmers. The 

arid regions constituted the lands^of agricultural colonies [ying-fien] 
and military colonies (t'un-tYeu)24 par excellence. At the end of the 

fifth dentury in Northern China, under the Wei, the Buddhist 

Church25 too was to benefit from this forced colonization.

The essential features of the ecoiiomy of the Buddhist communi

ties already plainly appear in the fundamental fifth-century source, 

the "Monograph on Buddhism and Taoism, 〃 "Shih_Lao chih,' of the
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Wei shu.16 This treatise informs us most precisely about an institu

tion that was of considerable importance because it provided a solid 

basis for the establishment of Buddhism in northwestern China.

The controller of Buddhist clergy Pan-yao27 presented a memorial to 
the emperor in which he requested that the households of P'ing-ch'i28 
and those of the people able to supply sixty hu of grain each year to 
the Office of Buddhist clergy [seng-ts'ao]19 be designated ^samgha 
households" [seng-chri hu), and [the grain] ^samgha millet" [seng-ch'i 
su). This grain was to be distributed to the starving in years of famine.
He further requested that felons [fan chung-tsui)30 and state slaves be 
classed as Buddha households and charged with the maintenance 
("sprinkling and sweeping")31 of the monasteries as well as working 
the fields and bringing in the harvests.32. Emperor Kao-tsu (Wen
ching ti, r. 452—465) granted these two petitions, and the two insti
tutions as well as that of the monastery households [ssu-hu) subse
quently spread throughout the prefectures and garrisons.33

The Fo-tsu t'ung-chi assigns T'an-yao's memorial to the year 469, 

under the reign of Emperor Hsien-tsu (Hsien-wen ti, 466-471).34 This 

date is very likely correct for, as Tsukamoto Zenryu noted in his 

excellent article on the samgha households,35 the commandery of 

P'ing-ch'i was established in the fifth month of the third year of 

Huang-hsien (March/April 469).36

In the year 476, T;an-yao presented a further petition concerning 

the creation of samgha households. In a report to the throne dated to 

the Yung-p'ing reign (508-511), the president of the Department of 

State Affairs, Kao Chao, said:

I respectfully submit that, in accordance with the memorial formerly 
presented by the then controller of Buddhist clergy, T^n-yao； in the 
first year of Ch'eng-ming (476), two hundred army households (ciun- 
hu) at Liang-chou (in the eastern part of modem Kansu), including 
[the family of] Chao Kou-tzu and others,37 became samgha households 
subject to a tax in millet as a reserve for years of famine. The relief 
was to be granted to all, clergy or laity.38

In the two cases mentioned, the samgha households instituted at 

P'ing-ch'i in 469 and those, of Liang-chou in 476, populations of 

colonists deported to open up barren lands were placed at the disposal 

of the. Buddhist monasteries, to serve as their agricultural workforce. 

From the biography of Mu-jung Po-ao,39 it is known that the com-
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mandery of P'ing-ch'i had been founded in order to receive part of the 

population of the two captured cities. "Their excess population was 

reduced to slavery and distributed among the officials,40 In short, the 

samgha households were subjected to forced agricultural labor. The 

sixty hu of m illet demanded of them annually represented a particu- 

lgtly heavy contribution—probably close to half of their harvest. Dur

ing a military expedition in which the emperor took part in 473,41 an 

annual tax of fifty shih (fifty hu) was imposed on ten percent of the 

population in the prefectures and garrisons, for the needs of the>army. 

This constituted an exceptional measure. An institution analogous 

to, and approximately contemporaneous with that of the saingha 

households informs us indirectly about the nature of the colonies in 

question which as such were nothing to do with Buddhism. A decree 

of the twelfth year of T'ai-ho (488) ordered:

Let a special Office of Agriculture [nung-kuan] be instituted in order to 
recruit one tenth of the population constituting the households of the 
prefectures and commanderies to form military colonies (t'un-min).

It shall examine which soils are suitable with respect to humidity 
and determine the numbers of ch*ing and of mu [to be allotted]. Using 
[confiscated] ill-gotten goods they shall purchase various implements. 
They are to purchase oxen to provide to the peasants according to reg
ulations, and to put those families to work to the full extent. Each 
farmer is required to pay an annual tax of sixty hu. These peasants, 
however, are exempted from all regular taxes as well as the various 
civil and military corvee duties.42

It is possible to catch a glimpse here of the organization of the samgha 

households. They were farming under supervision. Possibly, the seng- 
ch ，i  hu were divided into cultivation units with,collective responsi

bility  as were the monastery households at Tun-huang under the 

T'ang.43 And when it was decided tp institute thetsamgha households, 

it was surely also envisaged that the monasteries would provide the 

implements and oxen necessary for the exploitation of the land, for 

the seng-ch'i hu clearly had to work poorly irrigated soils； the type of 

cereal cultivated is in itself revealing: millet, while more labor-inten- 

sive than wheat (283 days per annum as against 177L44 is on the other 

hand content with a dry soil and comparatively drought-resistant.45

If the organization of the saxngha households and the principle 

underlying its institution were not entirely Chinese, as w ill be seen, 

the same could not be said of its objective: the samgha m illet was to
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supply the price-regulating granaries46 and to bring relief against the 

virtually chronic famine at that time.47 For what re总son, however, 

was a public service, which should normally have come under the 

authority of secular officials, under these circumstances entrusted to 

the Church? There may have been several motives. The establish

ment of colonies and the clearing of new lands for cultivation required 

significant funds, and the Church, grown rich in this period of intense 

faith, disposed of the sums necessary for the purchase of plow ani

mals, plowing implements, and other equipment. This consideration, 

however, does not constitute a sufficient explanation. Even if the 

institution was fundamentally Chinese, the Church at least retained 

the right to use the m illet kept in reserve for its own benefit and for 

pious purposes, whether for the upkeep of the monks or for liturgical 

needs. The fact alone that the distributions of grain to the starving 

were assured by the monasteries changed their character from mater

ial relief to charitable donation. It was acknowledged that acts of char

ity belonged to the domain, and constituted a privilege, of the Bud

dhist Church. Moreover, as the secular authorities proved incapable 

of relieving famines/8 it wsls hoped that a population perhaps already 

under the sway of Buddhism49 would let itself more easily be guided 

by monks. In serving the Three Jewels, they would be conscious of 

gaining merit and show greater enthusiasm for work. Even if the 

monks proved scarcely more lenient in their administration than the 

secular officials, the religious merit of th& institution would in any 

event do credit to the ruling dynasty. The court was devout, and T;an- 

yao enjoyed the emperor's confidence.

The great monks who helU the office of controller of Buddhist 

clergy [tao-jen t'ung, renamed sha'-men trung by T^n-yao), seem to 

have been influential counselors in all religious matters. Thanks to 

them, the Wei 6lnperors were probably informed about the basic rules 

of Buddhist discipline.50 Indeed； the institutions of the samgha house

holds and the ̂ Buddha households do not appear to have been pure 

inventions on tHe part of T'an-yao. He was, on the contrary, very 

likely to have been inspired by the Indian treatises on discipline. A 

passage in the*Vinaya of the Sarvastivada says in fact:51

The Buddha permitted staff to be employed for the dwellings of the 
monks and also for the [buildings* of the] Buddha [fo-t'u]51. These ser- 
vants belonged either to the Buddha or to the community [according 
to their assignment]. They constituted what is known as human



resources {jen-wu). As for nonhuman resources [fei-jen wu)f the Bud
dha allowed that elephants, horses, camels, oxen, sheep, mules, and 
donkeys be owned by the Buddha and the samgha. These were what 
is known as nonhuman assets.

T ĵm-yao's distinction between Buddha households and saingha house

holds is already present in this brief passage. The institution thus 

appears as an original synthesis of elements borrowed from the Indian 

treatises on discipline and the political tradition of China. It was 

entirely an imperial creation, and a creation of court monks. Emper

ors appear moreover to have liberally disposed of the samgha millet 

for the celebration of the official cult. A decree of Emperor Kao-tsu 

stated in 497:

It is appropriate to order the monks in the prefectures to institute pub
lic sermons [chiang-shuo] during the monastic retreat this summer for 
every three hundred persons in large prefectures, for two hundred in 
medium-sized, and one hundred in small ones； the samglia millet (seng- 
ch，i su) shall provide for all these ceremonies. If the millet is scarce, or 
if the number of religious falls below the determined figure, the Bureau 
of Sacrifices [chao-hsuan [ts'ao])53 shall be ordered to reduce [the quan
tities of millet] and to report to us [the measures taken].54

Very likely, joint commissions of monks and secular officials laid 

down the special legislation regulating the operation of the seng-ch'i 
hu and referred to in a memorial cited in the 〃Shih-Lao c h ili,55 The 

influence of the treatises on discipline on the creation of the samgha 

households is as evident as the intervention of the secular powers； at 

the very, foundation of that institution lay the .notion of a common 

property belonging to the universal saingha that could not.be alien

ated, whether for the benefit*of4individual monks or irionasteries.56 

The Buddhist Church as a legal entity could the better substitute for 

the state and its officials as religious discipline forbade its members 

to appropriate the goods of the community. This seemed to provide an 

assurance against misappropriations, though it did not prove to be 

effective. In his report dated to the Yung-p'ing reign (508-511), Kao 

Chao said:
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According to the Vinaya, the saingha households may not belong to 
particular monasteries. Yet in a petition submitted to the emperor, 
the general overseers (tu wei-na, Skr. kaimadana) Seng-hsien, Seng-



p'in, and others, having succumbed to their passion [for gain], and in 
violation of imperial orders as well as their own discipline, have 
sought to obtain the promulgation of an [iniquitous] decree and have 
caused [the peasants】 to fill the streets with their grumblings, aban
don their children, and take their own lives. More than fifty have 
strangled or drowned themselves. Is this a way to show respect for the 
generous intentions of the emperor? [These monastic functionaries] 
have gravely undermined the faith of the emperor. They have led the 
people to roam the streets shouting and groaning, with no one before 
whom they can lay their grievances.57

The terms of the decree to which Kao Chao referred are unknown. 

One can imagine that it sanctioned a rather predictable evolution: the 

transformation of the samgha households into monastery households 

[ssu-hu), and that in stressing the autonomy of the Offices of Buddhist 

Clergy [seng-ts'ao], it confirmed the failure of the institution. As Kao 

Chao indicated in his memorial, the samgha households came under 

monastic jurisdiction and could not have recourse to secular officials. 

This particular status went hand in hand with a complete economic 

dependence revealed in an imperial decree of 511:

The samgha millet was originally intended as relief in the form of 
loans (ch'u-tai) in years of scarcity and was to be stored up in years of 
abundance. The monks and nuns in mountaipqus and wooded regions 
were to be provided with grain according to theif 口eeds, and when the 
people were destitute, they too were to receive immediate aid. Out of 
cupidity, however, the directors [of the Offices of Buddhist Clergy] 
seek to derive large interests [from the millet advanced in periods of 
scarcity], and when the debts are due they do not take humidity or 
drought into account. fAt times, the interest ex6eeds the principal； at 
times； the contracts are altered. They press the poor with
out limit. The lamentations and sufferings of the people increase from 
year to year and from month to month. . . • From now onward, [the 
management of the sarpgha millet] is withdrawn from the karmadana 
overseers [wei-na tu-wei). The prefects shall conduct inqujries and the 
Department of State Affairs will be responsible for administering the 
centers in which the grain of the samgha [is stored]. They shall prepare 
inventories of all tKat held in storage in each of their prefectures as 
well as accounts of entries and outgoings, of interests and of relief in 
millet. They shall note the dates of the loans and repayments.. . .  
Whenever the interest exceeds the principal, and in the event that the 
terms of the original cc/ntracts have been altered, the debt shall be 
annulled in accordance with thexo'de [i-lti), and it will not be permis
sible to demand repayment of the claim___The rate [of interest] (ic，o)
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required on repayment of the debt shall be determined in complete 
accordance with the ancient regulations [i-chun chiu-ko).58

The response of the state, on the eve of a long period of discord at the 

beginning of the sixth century, against the abuse of the power that it 

h嶷d voluntarily conferred upon the Church, far from marking a return 

to normal management, only highlights the decadence of the institu- 

tion. The total power of the monasteries over part of the peasantry, a 

constant feature of the history of Buddhism in China, was especially 

apparent in the former regions of colonization. The economic pres

sure of the religious establishments manifested itself above all in 

regions where it had historically the greatest freedom to exert itself. 

The saingha households were tht model for a particular type of Bud

dhist colonization of which traces were still to be found at Tun-huang 

(in modern Kansu) in the ninth and tenth centuries.

After citing the petition in which T;an-yao had first requested the cre

ation of the saxpgha households, the ^Shih-Lao chih/7 in the passage 

quoted above, added that "the two institutions, as w ell as that of 
monastery households [ssu-hu] subsequently spread throughout the 

prefectures and garrisons." The Buddhist establishments in the Tun- 

huang region three centuries later had ''monastery households. 

These serfs appear in different documents where they are designated 

either as ssu-hu or by the expression "households held in perpetuity" 

[ch'ang-chu po-hsing).
Naba Toshisada has drawn attention to the text of a Tun-hutog 

manuscript of great interest,59 in which he saw a //procl,amation for 

the preservation of the privileges df the Bud&hist monasteries.Xhis 

incomplete document follows a legepd concerning the ^avatars of the 

four animals [ssu-shou yin-yuan).,, Jhe kapila bird, the hare, the 

monkey, and the white goose, after having sworn an oath of brother

hood, accumulate meritorious acts and are destined to be reborn in 

heaven as Tathagata, Sariputra, Maudgal^ayana, and Ananda. This 

legend and the text that follows it Were apparently intended to be read 

in the popular sermons [su-chiang] so widely preached under the 

T;ang. Following is a tentative translation—owing to its many 

obscure expressions~of the fragment in question.60

Thanks to the tranquil prosperity of the territories under our adminis
tration [tzu kuan-nei), the inhabitants of faraway countries desire to 
come to our halberd gates.61 We excel at subduing these. . . . It is as
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though they came without being called. In the past they were ferocious 
enemies； now they have become ordinary [settled] folk {po-hsing) and 
diligent workers.62 Aware of the immense power of the Three Jewels 
(triratna) and of the Four Deva Kings, they show even more respect and 
obedience. Imbued with this thought from morning to evening, how 
can one be indolent? When today our great assembly comprising two 
bodies (monks and nuns?) presents petitions or has recourse to official 
tribunals； setting out the matter in every detail from the beginning/ 
how could [the secular authorities] dare not accede to its wishes?63 The 
numerous contracts and petitions are properly executed in every 
detail--The religious buildings in our district were founded by impe
rial order64 or were completed and embellished by sages (i.e., emper
ors). The dwellings, mansions, estates, and the fields within [the 
monasteries] and without, all derive from pious donations. Our peas
ant families (hu-k'ou) and domestic servants [chia-jen] were offered to 
us by great donors ltfan-yxieh} Skr. danapati, "titular benefactors") and 
intended to fill our buildings in perpetuity, as a hereditary endow
ment. Those who live in the world congratulate and glorify us. We 
must not be robbed of our property, nor must it be appropriated； on the 
contrary, our prosperity must be increased and furthered and [our 
buildings] embellished. This prosperity neither declines nor is 
exhausted. It is known as permanent [ch'ang-chu). All this accords 
with the ancient rules [of discipline]. It is as a mountain and cannot be 
displaced. With the exception of individuals formerly enfranchised by 
the deceased grand guardian {trai-pao)65 of other imperial commis
sioners who issued them with deeds [of enfranchisement 1], all*the oth
ers serve, exactly as in the past, in the estates [chuang], water mills 
[shui-wei)f and oil presses [within the territory] administered by our 
monasteries (ssu so-kuan) and apply themselves to their tasks. From 
nQw onward,,all these, gopds shall 办e property held in perpetuity,66 
above [i.e., among valuablesl to a peedle, below [i.e., among things of 
little value] to a blade of grass, including the families (7■肪-Auj, from the 
old to the youngest. No one shall be permitted*to cause the alienation 
of these goods by taking advantage of his power or influence. As for the 
administration of goods loaned ar interest, if certain [debtors] do not 
comply with*this rule [and attempt to keep the amount borrowed], it 
shall be permitted i to bring the matter before the officials by peti
tion； such people-shall be severely punished. The property held in per
petuity shall be restored to the monastery and the fine shall be deter- 

、mined by the owner [hiniself].
The kinship relations of the households held in perpetuity [ch^ng- 

chu po-hsing) [are governed by] the five ritual precepts [wu-li). They 
are permitted to contract marriages within their own class, but may 
not marry peasants subordinate to the secular administration [hsiang- 
ssu po-hsing). In the event, however, that this rule is violated, and that
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a man held in perpetuity [ch'ang-chu chang-fu) indulges himself after 
his own inclinations and has relations with a woman subordinate to 
the secular administration, the child that she will bear, whether a girl 
or a boy, shall be assigned to the property held in perpetuity and shall 
permanently remain with the families [of the monasteries]. From gen
eration to generation, our people are to devote themselves fervently to 
their work. . • . Children and adults, every one of them, shall comply 
with the taxes and labor services (ic'o-i) levied by the monastery.

The(prohibition to marry externally applied to the households held in 

perpetuity, the fact that the monasteries claimed the offspring in the 

event of "illegitimate" births, and the hereditary nature of the fami- 

lies/ dependence on the Buddhist establishments plainly indicate that 

this was a class of serfs. Despite their strict subjection, however, they 

were not slaves {nu-pi). W ith a plot of land to cultivate, a trade to exer

cise (milling, oil pressing), and impositions (ic'o) to pay in exchange for 

fields allocated to them or for the use of mills an4 presses, they enjoyed 

relative economic freedom.67 At the same time, they depended, at least 

in fact if not by right, entirely on the monasteries. For the secular 

administration maintained a right of inspection over these families. 

Always conciliatory and always prepared to favor the monks, it was 

nevertheless informed about the number of peasants of the monaster

ies. In the accounts from an establishment at Tun-huang68 figures the 

following item of expenditure: "Seven sheng of flour for the monks to 

prepare a census of the families for the use of the officials." A fragment 

from such a census also survives:

List of members, young and old, sons and grandsons, of the House
holds held in perpetuity by the Pao-en monastery, this eleventh day 
of the tenth month of the year ping-shen (876'or 936?):

Family Chang Pao-shan. Son I-ch'eng, spouse A-yang. Son Ch'ou- 
tzu, spouse A-shih. Granddaughters Ts'an-wo, Seng-wo, Mai-ch'ai, 
Hui-yu, Hui-nu [ten persons].

Family Chang Ytian-t'ung, spouse Ting-niu. Younger brother Ts7ai- 
ch'ang, spouse Sheng-tzu, sons Fu-hsing, Hui-hsing, Hui-yu, daughter 
Ts'un-tzu [eight persons].

Family Yen Hai-ch;uaii. Yonger brothers Hai-jun, Hai-ting, Hai- 
ch7ang. Mother A-chang. Sons Yiian-ch'ang, .Yuan-t î. Sons Yiian- 
ts'un, Ts'un-tzu, Ts'un-yu, Ts'un-shi, Ts'un-hsing, Ts7un-sheng. 
Spouses I-tzu, Sheng-jui, Chang-t̂ ai. Daughter Wu-niang [seventeen 
persons].

Family Yen Ts'un-sui. Mother A-fan. Daughter Chang-t7ai [three 
persons].
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Family Chao Yiian-chang. Younger brothers Yiian-shan, Chang- 
tzu, Liu-lang. Spouses Lien-ssu, Chang-niu. Sons Ting-chang, Ts7un- 
ting, Ting-hsing. Former spouse (? ch'ien-ch'i) Yuan-wo [ten persons]. 

Family Li Ting-yu. Spouse Yiian-t'ai _..
Family Shih Pao-ch^an. Younger brother .. ,69

These large families, which formed around the head of the household 

(the father or eldest brother), his wife and descendants, female ascen

dants, younger brothers, and their wives and descendants, varied con

siderably in size. The present sample includes one family of seventeen 

members and one of three. The type of kinship organization that sur

vived on the lands of the monasteries was traditional, for it is known 

that elsewhere, among the free peasants in the Tun-huang region, the 

great peasant family had for the most part split into smaller units.

Another peculiarity of the families of the monastic serfs is that 

they were organized into cultivation groups [fuan] with collective 

responsibility. For each of these, the head of one of the households 

acted as the head of the groilp [t7uan-fou)70 That is what emerges 

from numerous petitions presented by families of monasteries to 

obtain advances in cereals or seed.

Petition of the families [jen-hu] of Pao-en monastery requesting the 
steward of the granary [tu-ssu ts'ang) to supply them with twenty-five 
loads 卩1 of wheat:

Reason: the families of the said monastery are lacking grain for 
seed and for their provisions for the year. Requesting today the 
amount of grain indicated above, they determine the eighth month in 
autumn as the date for its restitution [to the granary]. They hope that 
the matter will receive due deliberation and ask kindly to be advised.

Note of the head of the group (t'uan-fou) Liu Sha-sha, this . . .  day 
of the second month of the year ch'ou.72

Petition of the families of the Chin kuang-ming monastery, presented 
by the head of the group Shih T'ai-p'ing [and] the families An Hu-hu,
An Chin-han, An Ta-tzu, and Seng-nu. The families indicated above 
are totally lacking in provisions and seed. In their state of destitution, 
it is difficult for them to act. They have sought to obtain [resources], 
but to no avail. They request to be supplied with twenty loads of 
wheat, which they shall return [to the granary] in accordance with the 
amount indicated. They hope that the master of instruction (chiao- 
shou ho-shang)7S will be so kind as to deliberate [the matter] and ask 
to be advised、

Respectful notification of the above petition.
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Note of the monastery household [ssu-hu] Shih T'ai-p'ing and the 
other families [of the same group], this .. . day of the second month of 
the year ch'ou.74

Petition of the families under the authority [fou~hsia of the head of 
the group Liu Chin-kuo of the nunnery Ling-hsiu, [comprising] the 
families Wang Chiin-tzu, Ch;iu Hai-ch'ao, and Ho Tsai-sheng … 75

According to the petitions edited by Hsii Kuo-lin in his Tan-huang 
shih-shih hsieh-ching t'i-chi yd Tan-huang tsa-lu, the average amount 

of wheat requested by each family was 5 loads (4.35 shih):

Number of families Number of loads
p. 119 8 40

p. 120 1 group (5-6 f. ?) 25

p. 121 5 20

p. 122 4 20

p. 123 4 groups 50 per group
p. 124 7 30

Apparently the cultivation groups varied in size: there were groups of 

four, five, seven, and eight families.

Loan requests76 were presented in the second month (approximately 

March) and repayments took place after the harvest in the autumn, 

toward the end of September. These documents are not actual con
tracts) there were no witnesses and the advances werer simply to be 

restored by the same amounts. The dependence of monastery 

households on the establishments to which they belonged by heredi

tary succession meant that there was no justification for loans with 

interest. Furthermore, to use the expression from Roman Law, such 

advances fell within the domain of "natural obligations."

Usually, the sanction provided for failure to restore the borrowed 

commodities is not even mentioned. It is, however, in the following 

petition where the debtors commit themselves to repay double the 

amount of the commodities borrowed if they exceed the agreed time 

lim it:

Petition to the K'ai-yuan Monastery.
The families (/en-imj request to borrow forty loads of wheat from 

the steward [of the granary]. The family [Chang] Seng-nu and the oth
ers request the supply of the amount of cereals indicated above
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because they are at present lacking in seed grains and in provisions for 
the year. They themselves determine that autumn shall be the time 
limit for the restitution, and they shall return this grain at the agreed 
date. In the event that they exceed this time limit, they ask that the 
amount of wheat be doubled (pei). They hope to be advised after due 
deliberation of their petition.

Respectful petition of the monastery household [ssu-hu] Chang 
Seng-nu and the other families [of the same cultivation group], this ... 
day of the second month of the year ch，ou.77 

Shih Nu-tzu,
Shih Sheng-nu,
Chang Sheng-nu,
Chang Ti-ti,
Shih I-fu,
Shih Ch'ii-lo.
[The family names {hsing) are written under the character hu 

("household"j so as to form a single character].78

A different case obtained when families of a monastery solicited loans 

from an establishment other than that to which they belonged. As in 

the case of loans contracted by free peasants, a simple petition (chuang) 
or notification [tieh] did not suffice in that case； but the drawing up of 

a contract (ch'i) became necessary. Sometimes the deposit of a pledge 

was required, or the presence of guarantors and witnesses. The deed 

also always indicated the sanction provided in the event of default, 

namely the seizure of movable effects and animals.79 However, no 

interest was charged in this case either.

There are other documents in which monastery households appear 

organize^ in cultivation groups. One of them shows that in addition 

to, the imposition in cereals, which must have been on the basis of 

half of the harvest, the ssu-hu had to pay a tax in fodder, which at that 

time was provided in all the establishments at Tun-huang:

The eleventh day of the tenth month of the second year Ching-fu 
(̂893), the deputy controller of monks {fu seng-t'ung), the rector gen
eral of monks (tu seng-cheng)t the rector of monks {seng-cheng}, the 
recorder of the clergy (seng-lu), the masters of the Law and of 
Vinaya/0 and the [monks or secular officials acting as?] executive 
officers ([til-ssu] pfan-kuan) gathered in the fodder compound [ts'ao- 
yuan] to verify (?) the levies in fodder. Each payment was inscribed as 
follows:

YenLi-li and Wu Ch/efn 含-riu of 
the eastern-group [tung-t'uan] 200 bales
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Ts;ao P;ing-nu of the central group 
{chnng-t'uan} of the [Ta-] yiin [monastery] 

Shih Hsing-hsing of the 
K'ai- [yiian monastery]

Tung Chin of the 
[Ta-] ch'eng [monastery] 40 bales 

70 bales 
34 bales 
50 bales

30 bales

50 bales

Shih … of the Lien- [t;ai monastery] 
Li. . .  of the [Pao-]en [monastery]
So . . .  of the western group [hsi-t'uan)
Chang . . .  -yang of the 
. Yung-[an monastery] 50 bales
Shih Hsing-yiian of the 

[Ling-]t;u [monastery] 50 bales
An Pao-pao of 

Chin [kuang-ming monastery] 50 bales
Shih Hsing-tzu of the 

P7u-[kuang monastery] 64 bales81

The contributions of six or seven Tun-huang monasteries are missing 

here, and the text is certainly incomplete.

It is highly unlikely that the monasteries all imposed a levy'in fod

der on their peasant families at the same time for their own needs； it 

seems, rather, that these bales of fodder represented a tax levied by the 

secular administration, and that they were intended for the armies in 

the district of Ho-hsi.82

The monastery households at Tun-huang represent a type of the 

servile population corresponding to'that of thb1 samgha households 

instituted by T^n-yao. Yet they differed in several respects: they 

belonged not to the universal samgha but to specific monasteries, and, 

even though the wealth of certain Buddhist establishments permitted 

them to extend numerous loans to farmers iniieed^he very principle 

of the price-regulating granary as a public service had disappeared. 

Finally, if in the early period the ssu-hu had beefi able to participate 

in the clearing of new land, that'was no longer Bthe case in ninth and 

tenth century Tun-huang, for that region, in particular the soil situ

ated within the river valley, was well irrigated and intensively culti

vated. Nevertheless, it is possible that memories of the seng-ch'i hu 
had not entirely vanished ill these border lands.

That Buddhism played the role of a large-scale colonizer during the 

period from the Northern Wei to the T'ang is by all accounts certain. 

Regions with inferior or dry soils constituted lands of choice for the
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Buddhist Church because of the investment facilities of which it dis

posed, because of its internal organization and administrative apti

tude, and perhaps also because of the sympathies that it encountered 

in the regions of the Northwest, to a greater extent than elsewhere. 

Undoubtedly, Buddhism played a part in the appreciable population 

growth that occurred in the Kansu region between the Six Dynasties 

period and the T'ang.83

In examining the formation of the monasteries' landed property, two 

entirely different types of law must be distinguished: that pertaining 

to real estate, on the one hand, which had a bearing on the lands 

themselves；84 and on the special category of lands constituted by hills, 

valleys, and mountains,85 and, on the other hand, the law pertaining 

to personal property, which was applied to cultivators and the prod

ucts of their labor. The latter was normally exercised by the political 

authorities over the peasantry, though it was on occasion delegated. 

For this ancient type of ownership in China must be reserved the term 

appanage [feng). The institution of the saipgha households86 provides 

an example of an endowment of that kind, which doubtless had a con

siderable historical import. Apart from this remarkable attempt to 

adapt the distinctive conceptions of the ruling class to the needs of 

the Church, however, it may be said that the system scarcely extended 

to the monasteries.87 References to appanages granted to monasteries 

are rare:

In the year 479, the Ch;i-hsing monastery of Mount Ch'i-hou built 

by ̂ he monk Hsiian-ch^ng, received by imperial order one hundred 

commoner families who were assigned to its service and exempted 

from taxation [chiian).ss
t At,the end of the sixth century, the Prince of Chin made an addi

tional gift of seventy families to the monastery, drawn no doubt from 

his personal appanage.89

When irrigated fields were allotted to monasteries, it was under

stood thaj it was not the actual ownership of the fields that fell to the 

monastery, but the right to collect the taxes. According to a stele of the 

Miao-hsien monastery at Mount Chi-t'ing/0 in Hsiian-chou county 

(modern Hsiian-ch'eng, Anhwei)/ that place of worship had received 

irrigated land as "lands Jield in  perpetuity77 {yung-yeh)} in 592, Yang 

Jung, who had just been promoted prefect of Hsiian-chou with special 

duties as overseer of monastic constructions [chien tsao-ssu)f proposed
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to confer the official title of Miao-hsien monastery on this sanctuary 

[chfieh~lan)f which had been founded the previous year by the monk 

Chih-yen (516-601). The emperor himself wrote the characters for this 

name for the entrance tablet (t'i-o).91 And he ordered that a gift of two 

ch'ing and fifty mu (i.e., more than 13 ha) of irrigated fields be made to 

the monastery as lands held in perpetuity [yung-yeh). The same stele； 

however, goes on to reveal that fifty households from the surroundings 

of the monastery were assigned to it as appanage [feng] to serve in per

petuity in the maintenance of the buildings ("sprinkling and sweep- 

ing〃j. A ll the evidence suggests that the lands in question were culti

vated and occupied by peasants from the neighborhood: the question 

of the ownership of the land did not arise. The important fact remains 

that the produce of these lands was assigned, on a permanent basis, to 

the needs of the sanctuary. In fact, the land belonged to whomever cul

tivated it. This customary rule, which remained valid in China in later 

periods, and the memory of which persisted even into modern times, 

was neither founded upon nor implied the notion of property.92

On balance, this form of indirect possession seems to be the excep

tion in the history of the monasteries' landed property. From the 

beginning, permanent foundations analogous to those of tombs and 

sanctuaries were the rule. These exclusive possessions formed the 

nucleus of the monasteries7 property and served as models for all sub

sequent acquisitions.93 The consecration of anything had to be defin

itive. Thus the families made over to Buddhist establishments 

remained attached to them in a hereditary maimer. In timfe, \h t con

trol and protection of the secular powers were no longer felt. The his

tory of the samgha households illustrates this development well, and 

the Tun-huang manuscripts provide direct evidence of the state of 

servitude to which the peasant monastery households found them

selves reduced in the end.94

Other spontaneous phenomena, however, were analogous and 

essentially equivalent to the political act constituted by the conferral 

of an appanage: peasants sought the patronage of Buddhist communi- 

ties of their own accord, and agreed voluntarily to supply a part of 

their harvests for the needs of the sanctuaries. These were not simple 

offerings but involved pious permanent endowm entsin other words, 

the enfeoffment of the Buddhist Church.

A Chinese work reports the following anecdote, which is signifi

cant in more than one respect:



Under the Eastern Chin, during the I-hsi reign (405-418)； a ferocious 
tiger ravaged Hsin-yang county. In [a village of] that county, the 
inhabitants had installed a sanctuary beneath the great tree of the soil 
god. The population of the environs numbered in the hundreds； and 
every night one or two of them fell victim to the tiger. One day the 
monk Fa-an passed through this village on his travels. Since the 
inhabitants had closed the gates of the village and of their houses 
early for fear of the tiger, Fa-an went and sat the whole night in med
itation (dhyana) beneath the tree. Toward dawn̂  he heard the tiger lay 
down [the body of] a man to the north of the tree. At the sight of the 
monk, the animal appeared at once joyful and fearful, prancing and 
crouching before him. Fa-an then preached the Law and transmitted 
the precepts of Buddhism to [the animal]. After a while, having 
remained prostrate and motionless on the ground, the tiger disap
peared. When day had come, the villagers who had set out to look for 
the tiger were amazed to find the monk beneath the tree. They con
sidered him Ja supernatural being [shen-jen). The news spread 
throughout the county, and people came in throngs to pay him 
homage, and they transformed the village temple into a Buddhist 
chapel. The tiger's ravages ceased from then on. The local inhabitants 
transformed the temple of the soil god into a Buddhist monastery 
where they invited Fa-an to reside, making over the surrounding 
fields and gardens as permanent assets for his community.95

The villagers continued to cultivate the fields and gardens they had 

donate* in perpetuity, but assigned the harvest from these lands to 

the upkeep of the m ont and the requirements of the cult. Donation 

here dpes not correspond to the actual conveyance of a good, even 

though the result is identical to that of a transfer of ownership.

It would appear that in the course of history many incidents anal

ogous to tliat recounted in this anecdote occurred. Around the places 

of worship new groups formed that maintained relations, both moral 

and economic, with the monks. The integration of these faithful into 

the Buddhist Church was more or less equivocal. There is evidence of 

the creation of networks of personal relationships: peasant-monks (/u- 

tao" in the sixth century, po-hsing seng at Tun-huang),96 villages of 

converted and tonsured peasants.97 This toucKes on a phenomenon 

extending beyond the strictly economic sphere. Religious motiva

tions and the desire for material protection98 encouraged the tendency 

towards the enfeoffment of the Buddhist Church. During periods 

when the secular powers willingly relinquished their ascendancy, the 

Buddhist Church grew even more powerful. Such modifications of the

114  PART THREE
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social structure were possible in times of trouble. In normal times, 

however, the imperial administration exercised an efficient control 

over the free peasantry, which provided the greater part of its tax rev

enues and labor services."

This size of this class of dependents, formed by peasants who 

scaped the control of the secular authorities because they had entered 

into the service and the patronage of the monks, thus depended on thp 

prevailing political conditions. Always ready to adapt and expand, the 

development of this class depended, however, on conceptions that 

were already on the decline: ties of a personal nature tended to be 

replaced by purely economic relationships. The introduction of farm

land into commercial circulation from the end of the sixth century 

onward100 was to completely change the appearance of the Chinese 

world. China under the Sung was so profoundly different from the 

China of the Six Dynasties/ the social transformation so perceptible 

between the sixth and the tenth century, that historians are naturally 

inclined to regard the intervening period as one of the great turning 

points in Chinese history. It is therefore not accidental that the sixth 

century is the period in which one finds the greatest number of volun

tary dependents attached to monasteries and monks.101 At that time, 

two to three million peasants were engaged in the service oL the 

monks, and counted among the clergy,102 in North China. This type of 

laity, however, was also not unknown in the South, and the following 

text provides information on this particular class df dependents:

.
Kuo Tsu-shen (early sixth century) estimated the number of Buddhist 
establishments in the capital (modern Nanking) at more than five 
hundred, and the r̂ luxury was extreme. He estimated the number of 
monks and nuns at more than one hundred thousand. Their property 
and revenues were considerable. As for the commanderiesr and coun
ties, [their numbers] exceeded all'proportion. Moreover, fhe monks 
had lay followers {po-t'u) [at their service]； and the nuns raised female 
[acolytes] [yang-nii). All these people Were not registered by the cen
sus.103 . . . May the [training of] lay* [dependents] and the raising of 
female [acolytes] be prohibited [proposed Kuo Tsu-shen]. Let [instead】 
the possession of slaves be authorized. The slaves shall wear only 
black cotton cloth.104 Let the monks and the nuns be obliged to fol
low a vegetarian diet exclusively... . If these steps are not taken, it is 
to be feared that monasteries will be founded everywhere and that lay 
families will one by one take the tonsure until in the end the empire 
will not be left with the least patch of land nor the last subject.105
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Not only was a servile labor force thus absorbed by the monasteries 

but the peasantry in the environs also spontaneously supplied part of 

the harvest to them. This is undoubtedly what the concluding phrase 

of the report referred to: "in  the end the empire w ill not be left with 

the least patch of land nor the last subject."

The Formation of the Landed Estates
The opposition between lowlands and highlands is probably the domi

nant feature of the rural history of China. The alluvial plains were the 

regions of traditional cultivation. This is where the population density 

was highest106 and where most of the farmland was found. It is no acci

dent that topography had such a tyrannical effect in China: it was due 

to agricultural techniques. Irrigation was indispensable to obtain high 

yields of wheat and millet in the dry climate of the North, and even 

more so for rice cultivation in the South, which was really profitable 

only on flooded paddies. The law accorded with this bipartite division 

of the land and with the nature itself of landed property. The large-scale 

farming lands, on alluvium soils, constituted properties that could be 

shared, divided, and exchanged at will: it sufficed, if necessary, to shift 

the dikes. These lowlands could be used but not owned, and this was 

certainly due to conceptions that were perennial and ran deep. It was 

not, as might tfe supposed, the result of an arbitrary decision on the part 

of the political authorities. The partition of the lowlands among the 

farmers corresponded to a peasant tradition to which the political pow

ers yielded, and that they adapted to their own needs, by regulating the 

modalities, but that they would have been incapable of imposing. Fur- 

thefmote, if it were necessary td adduce evidence of the persistence of 

these conceptions, it could be found in the law itself: by the eighth cen

tury； the trading of lands had already become customary, yet a century 

later the law was still loath to admit the idea of absolute land owner

ship and offered no more than feeble guaranties to buyers.107

It is significant that the law which at the beginning of the Tang 

dynasty endeavored to protect farmland and to maintain the principle 

of lifetime allotments ("personal share lands'7) was, on the contrary, 

much more lenient with regard to fallow lands: these alone were sus

ceptible to appropriation.108 A ll lands outside large-scale cultivation 

could become transmissible goods. This was the case of the small peas

ant garden situated within a zone of habitation, at a distance from the 

irrigated fields； it was also the case of tomb lands and of the estates of
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the upper classes (m ing-fien under the Han, pieh-shu and chuang-yiian 
-at the beginning of the T^ang).109 All of these private properties, the 

lands held in perpetuity {yung-yeh) by peasants and the estates of the 

great families, shared characteristic features and a particular appear

ance that distinguished them radically from irrigated lands: they were 

planted with trees, consisted of gardens and pastures, and were situated 

on hills, hillocks, or in valleys. If they included fields, then these had 

been reclaimed from the bush110 and were used to grow drought-resis

tant crops. If low-lying lands had been annexed, it was merely the result 

of later developments that permitted wealthy landowners to snatch 

fields from the peasants who had the use of them.

It was within such untilled islets, which had emerged in the mid

dle of irrigated fields, on uneven terrain, on mountains, in valleys, or 

on hillsides, that most of the monasteries were established. If a gen

eral indication can be derived from the documents that may serve as 

a common thread through the complex history of the landed estates 

of Buddhist establishments in China, it is this: in most cases, the orig

inal kernel of the monastic lands was constituted,from mountainous 

or hilly terrains.

At the beginning of his reign, Emperor Wu of the Ch'i (r. 483-493) 
dreamt that he was strolling on a mountain named Chfi [as the 
dynasty]. Not knowing in which prefecture it was situated, he dis
patched messengers in all directions to search for it. At that moment 
an old man from Hui-chou (to the east of modern Ching-yiian county, 
Kansu) sent this report to the emperor: "The Minister's Mountain, 
seven li to the north of the ramparts of the town, was once called Ch;i- 
shan." Thereupon an imperial commissioner was sent to Ch'i-slian to 
found a hermitage on its summit. Monks were ordained ajid endowed 
with fields [in perpetuity].111 *

There is no doubt that the monasteries contributed in this way to 

increase the surface area of the lands undpr cultivation. There is clear 

evidence of this necessary Buddhist predilectiop. (or highlands: con

trary to peasant properties that Were all devojed to the cultivation of 

arable crops, the monastic estates—like those of the wealthy laity— 

were distinguished by the diversity of, their farming: woods, copses, 

pastures, mountain gardens, and orchards there occupied a place of far 

greater importance than in the peasant economy.

However, even if newly founded monasteries were not given irri

gated fields of which it would have been necessary to dispossess the
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peasantry, and if the most enterprising monks indeed proceeded on 

their own initiative to open up uncultivated lands, the estates of Bud

dhist monasteries nevertheless did incorporate peasant lands as they 

expanded into the neighboring plains. This process is well illustrated 

by the history of the landed property of the monastery of Mount A-yu- 

wang.112

Founded in the first year of I-hsi (405), the A-yu-wang monastery 

established permanent lands {chfang-chu fien }113 at fifteen li to the 

east of its buildings, w ithin the "stiipa estate" [tfa~shu).lu  It was 

exempted from taxes paid in cereals [fu) and cloth [tiao) by Emperor 

Wu of the Liang.115 During the P7u-t;ung reign (520-526), a monk 

actively looked after the cultivation of the fields. Another religious, 

named Chi, pursued this effort of exploitation, marked out the 

embankments, and rectified the boundaries. But as troubles multi- 

plied under the Ch'en (557-589) and the Sui (589-618), the country 

reverted to wilderness. At the beginning of the T7ang, the monastery 

was lacking in manpower, and young shepherds took advantage of the 

times when the fields were left without surveillance to steal the har

vests. The monastery therefore decided to move the boundaries of its 

fields to the west of the lake, and to displace the embankments that 

served as boundary markers to introduce a strip of "protective land" 

[hsien-ti] between its fields and the neighboring pastures.116

It would appear that monastic land^remained confined to the high- 

lands until the seventh century. The proximity of the* herds and the 

return X)f the fields to wilderness at the end of the sixth century indi

cate that for centuries the monastery drew》ts resources from upland 

terrain-. Under the T'ang, however, the lands of the A-yii-wang 

monastery expanded towards-the plain； by Sung times (960-1279), its 

adjoining fields extended as far as the sea.

The exploitation of dry terrain by the Buddhist communities was 

not limited *to the gfeat expanses of Shansi and Kansu. The mountains 

and hills nlfegletftpd by traditional agriculture, even at the heart of 

intensively cultivated regions, in the middle of the irrigated alluvial 

p la in t were centers from which the monasteries proceeded to the 

conquest? of the neighboring fields.

This then fepresehfs the general scheme； it remains to examine the 

historical modalities.

The vocation-of Buddhism fdt upland and hillside areas was the result 

of a setof convergent caifses. By virtue of a persistent tradition, ante
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dating the introduction of Buddhism to China, places of worship were 

established on heights. Many Buddhist sanctuaries replaced native 

shrines.117 Besides, both legal and political doctrine were opposed to 

the dispossession of free peasants； the protection of the irrigated fields 

of the peasantry constituted one of the principal duties of govern- 

rrtent. But that is not all. The exploitation of poor soils required capi

tal, organized labor, oxen, and teams of laborers. Only the state, 

wealthy private individuals； and the monasteries could contemplate 

clearing new lands. This economic circumstance is evident in the his

tory of the samgha households.

Numerous texts speak to the work of clearing undertaken by the 

Buddhist establishments and the religious. The landed estates of the 

monasteries included lands that had neither been given nor pur

chased, but that had been developed thanks to the funds of which the 

communities and their monks disposed. It is reported that Dhar- 

mamitra, upon arriving at Tun-huang (before 424), had planted one 

thousand fruit trees and cleared [k'ai] a garden of one hundred mu for 

cultivation.118

Monastic accounts found in Central Asia give an authentic impres

sion of this exploitation, which necessitated irrigation works and the 

organization of an abundant labor force. The development was 

entrusted to estate bailiffs119 who were chosen among the monks and 

resided permanently on the estates:

One hundred cash paid at the request of [the garden?] Hsien in the 
new estate which also asked that wine be bought to be offered to the 
peasants for the work of building the canal in the mountain.120

One hundred eighty cash paid at the request of the old western gar
den, asking that the district chiefs buy wine to be offered tq the peas
ants for the work of building canals in.the two sites.121

Three hundred seventy-five cash paid for the purchase of one shih

In the biographies of eminent monks, it is not unusual to find refer- 

ences,to the "institution" of lands qr estates [chih-t'ien, chih-chuang), 
where the term chih clearly indicates that tjiese lands were not pur

chased, but newly placed under cultivation.

In the ninth year of Ta-yeh (613), when the monk Tao-ying (d. 636) 

served as steward for the year [chih-sui] in his monastery, he was 

involved in endless disputes with the peasants over the land:
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Later, he returned to the P'u-chi monastery in P'u-chou (Shansi). He 
established three estates comprising fields of hemp, wheat, and mil
let, which were all situated in the most sheltered part of Mount 
Tung-shan in Hsia-hsien. [Thereafter] there were no more disputes 
with the laity.123

The example is typical: the fields of the P'u-chi monastery were 

established on a mountain slope, at a distance from the lowlands； 

hence the removal of any grounds for dispute between the monks and 

the peasants.

Between the years 765 and 785, the monk Tao-piao installed six ordi

nation platforms for those who wished to take the vows. Thanks to the 

strings of cash he accumulated in the course of twelve years [by selling 

the ordination certificates124], he was able to build up a property [fien- 
mu) for his monastery that yielded ten thousand hu annually.125

In the year 825, Nan-ts^o, a monk of the Lung-hsing monastery of 

Hang-chou, raised a subscription among the religious of his commu

nity to establish one thousand chlng (!) of fields to defray the 

expenses for vegetarian feasts.126

During the T;ai-ho reign (827-836), the monk Ch'ing-yiin created 

an estate of twelve ch’ing (more than 64 ha) for his monastery.127

Whenever an imperial bestowal or a donation by private individuals 

took place, or a sale in due form was accorded to a Buddhist estab

lishment, it was a hilly or an uneven terrain that fell to the "perma- 

nent〃 assets held in perpetuity, [ch!ang-chu] by the monasteries.

Invariably, they were separate from, if sometimes adjoining, large- 

scale farmlands. One of the characteristic features of these properties 

was that they comprised a large proportion of gardens and orchards.

One of the earliest references to the purchase of lands by Buddhist 

establishments is found in the "Shih-Lao chih/' In 518-519, the 

prince Ch'eng of 无en-ch'eng proposed to reduce the number of monas

teries and to restructure their clergy and property:

Those of their lands ethat have been acquired by purchase, as evi
denced by formal contracts [ch'uan-cheng], may be transferred 
[chuan) [t6 the remainihg monasteries]. But if official lands (kuan-ti) 
have been brought under cultivation by means of theft, they shall be 
restored to the government.128

The lands in question here cannot have been farmlands: the author of 

the memorial would have made provisions for their return to their
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previous owners. Undoubtedly, they formed part of those official 

lands mentioned immediately afterward in the same memorial. In 

fact, we possess a sales deed for an official property from a later period. 

At the beginning of the Ta-chung reign (847-860), the An-kuo 

monastery, situated in the northeastern part of Ch^ng-an, purchased 

aa official estate at some distance from its buildings:129

An-kuo Monastery.
The price of the Chin-ching [estate] in Ch'en village, Ch'an-ch'uan 

district, Wan-nien county (eastern Ch'ang-an), has been estimated at 
138 strings and 5[10] cash. [It comprises] a residential building of 19 
bays [chien]} an orchard planted with 49 trees of various species; a plot 
of land of i[oo] mu in 9 parcels. This estate {chuang) is situated on the 
East Road Bordering against a vegetable garden. To the west, it is 
delimited by the land of Li Sheng-ho； to the south by Dragon Street； 
northward it extends as fax as the road.

In accordance with an imperial decision and after examination of 
the dossier, including the rector [of monks]'s [[seng-]cheng] petition 
requesting the purchase, the aforementioned estate has been sold. 
Since [the rector] has paid the price to the full amount agreed, the 
transfer of the estate has been carried out.… In the event of a retrac
tion upon any item whatsoever, the sellers130 shall be entitled to sub
mit the case to the commissioner [for estates].. .

The deed is signed by:
The executive officer, assistant to the department of carriages of 

the inner palace, P7eng；
Deputy commissioner and president of the treasury in the in^er 

palace .. _ Liu Hsing-hsuan；
Imperial commissioner and commissioner of the Hung-lu and Li

pin courts； the specially promoted . . .  Tien Shao-tsung.131

If no obstacles stood in the way of a sale, neither were there any 

objections to the bestowal of official ldnds to monasteries. For the 

estates in question comprised at best only a small proportion of tilled 

fields, and these could in any event not have been cultivated by free 

peasants, but by serfs or official slaves. Under the Northern Wei, the 

great families demanded that these estates be made over to the 

monasteries. A report by the prince Ch;eng of Jen-ch'eng in 518-519 

read:

With the recent growth in private constructions, the number of 
monasteries [at Lo-yang] has reached into the hundreds. At times, [the 
bestowal of] public land [kung t̂i] has been requested for the attain
ment of an individual's private felicity.132
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Emperors in fact gave only what actually belonged to them to the 

monasteries to hold in perpetuity, and that did not include farmlands. 

The same may be said of wealthy private individuals.

At the end of the seventh and the beginning of the eighth century, 

the transformation of private estates into monastic estates had taken 

on such proportions that on his accession Emperor Hsiian-tsung 

wanted to put an end to this practice. A decree of the fourteenth day, 

fifth month, second year of Hsien-t^ien (713) forbade princes, dukes, 

and personages of lower rank to present petitions on their own initia

tive requesting the transformation of their city mansions [chai] into 

monasteries and of their estates {chuang) into monastic lands.133 Yet 

the practice survived under his reign and resumed, at the very latest, 

around the year 730, which marked a turning point in Hsuan-tsung7s 

religious policy.134 In a petition presented that year, the Chin-hsien 

princess, a sister of the emperor, requested the authorization to make 

a gift of one of her private estates to a Buddhist establishment:

In the eighteenth year of K'ai-yixan (730), the Chin-hsien princess pre
sented a memorial to the emperor to obtain permission to donate four 
thousand scrolls of ancient and recent translations of sacred books [to 
the Yun-chii monastery]. . . .  In addition, she memorialized that [her 
property] located in the village of Shang-fa, fifty ii to the southeast of 
Fan-yang county, comprising an estate {chuang) and a wheat field in 
the marsh 6f Chad Hsiang-tzu, as well as an orcKardVnd the wooded 
slope of Mount Huan, and that borders to the east on Mount Fang-nan, 
extends southward to Mount Tyo, westward to the Po-tai gorge, and is 
delimited to the north by the branch of the river bf the great mountain, 
bd made over in perpetuity to the monastery for its use .. .

Wang Shou^-t̂ , a native of Mo prefecture and a former regular 
appointee Ich'ang-hsiian) of the Board of Civil Office, inscribed [this 
text】 behind the stone stQpa on the summit of the mountain, on the 
eighth day of the winter of the keng-ch'en year, twenty-eighth year of 
K'ai-yiian (740).135

I?  the manner of the imperial nobility, high officials also donated 

tlieij; private estates to Buddhist establishments. These pious founda

tions were intended to ep^ure the perpetuation of family cults.

At the end of the Tien-pao reign (742-756), Li Ch'eng thus made a 

gift of his patrimony [chia-yeh] to the Hui-lin monastery north of Lo- 

yang. Previously he had transformed his country house into the seat 

of this new mdnastic foundation.136 In the second year of Chlen-yuan 

(759)/ Wang W ti and his brother Wang Chin requested permission to
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establish a monastery on their estate in Wang-ch'uan, because their 

mother had died.137

In the second year of Ta-li (767), the eunuch Yu Ch'ao-en offered his 
estate [chuang) outside the T7ung-hua gate (in the northeastern wall 
of Ch'ang-an, to the north of the Ch'un-ming men gate), which he had 
received from the emperor, for the foundation of a new monastery in 
order to further the felicity beyond the grave of the empress Chang- 
ching. And he requested that this monastery be named Chang-ching 
ssu.138

A stele mentions the gift of a piece of mountain terrain [shan-ti] to a 

monastery in Szechwan. The text explains that the land, donated in 

order to insure offerings to the niche statues and the Bodhisattva with 

a Thousand Arms and Eyes, had been made over to the monk Hui- 

feng. Should the donor's elder or younger brothers or other relatives 

attempt to take back this land, they should die prematurely an^ with

out descendants. The author further explains that he had given this 

land because it was situated on a steep slopd, because it had long lain 

fallow, and because he could not muster the strength to resume its 

cultivation. The donor wishes that the family of anyone who in the 

future might "issue a ban" concerning this land [i.e., claim it] be 

"struck by incurable disease.7/139 The inscription served as proof of 

the donation. It concludes with the words "Contract of Chou Nu; 

donor of the land, this first day of the third month, first year of Yung- 

t'ai (765)〃 and bears the names of eight witnesses.140

Documents containing precise descriptions of the private estates of 

the upper classes indicate that lands used for growing cereals com

prised only a small fraction of their total acreage. To take a well- 

known example, the estate of the brothers "Wang at Wang-ch;uan com

prised essentially a pleasure park, groves, gardens, and orchards. The 

terms chuangj frequently encountered in Tang texts, meaning ^pri

vate estate/7 as well as shur pieh-shu, andpieh-yeh ("country estate"), 

werp not normally applied to lands under large-scale cultivation. The 

fact that they increasingly incorporated tilled land,,especially under 

the T;ang； reflects a later development. Originally, private estates 

were not established on farmland. The diversity of their land use (gar- 

denS/ orchards, bamboo plantations, woods) belonged to a landscape 

different from that of the lowlands. The landed properties of the 

monasteries were ofr the former type. In the biography of the monk 

Hui-chou (559-627) of the Ch'ing-ch'an monastery at the capital the
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following assets are mentioned: "bamboo plantations, woods, gar

dens, vegetable plots, estates comprising flooded paddies and dry 

fields, granaries, mills, and treasuries." A ll these riches were due to 

the indefatigable zeal of Hui-chou.141

Among the monasteries, landed property, fields and gardens undoubt- 

edly constituted the most profitable types of land use.142 Although the 

texts are less eloquent about the other sources of wealth, some of 

these were not negligible, in particular woods, bamboo plantations, 

and pastures. Herds, which were kept at a distance from the lowlands, 

were frequently encountered on monastic properties.

Shih-te (early eighth century) was grazing the oxen on the estate of 
the Kuo-ch'ing monastery. His song rose up to heaven. At the time of 
the fast (uposadha) at the monastery, Shih-te took his oxen to pasture 
in front of the hall in which the monks were assembled. Leaning 
against the door, he began pounding it with the palms of his hands and 
shouting with guffaws: ^Hey, fellows!7/ The master of Vinaya 
[vinayadhara] and the dean reproached him: "Are you mad? Why do 
you prevent us from reciting the precepts with your shouting?;/ 
"But," replied Shih-te, "these are not oxen that I take to pasture. Of 
this herd, most are people from this monastery, and they know the 
Buddhist ceremonies well." Then he began calling out the names of 
deceased monks. After each call, an ox passed in front of him. Every
one was amazed.143

References to stockbreeding are common in Chinese Buddhist litera

ture； virtually all the monasteries must have had some animals that 

they grazed on wastelands: draught oxen for plowing and transporta

tion and, in Kansu, sheep for the manufacture of felt.

1 In* the eighth century, the state endowed the monasteries of 

Sliensi and Kansu with a sizeable allotment of pasture lands. It may 

be surmised that some of these lands were used for cultivation but 

retained their former purpose. During the Pao-ying reign (762-763), 

"lands [horse pens [hsien] and stables (ciiu)]144 were distributed to 

the poor, to soldiers, and to officials. Of these lands, several thou

sands of dh'ing (1 c liTing = 5.4 h'a) were given to Buddhist and Taoist 

monasteries,145

The ndrthWestern regions and the Chinese protectorates in Central 

Asia were breeding country. Some of the monasteries in those regions 

owned horses, as a manuscript found in the region of Turfan attests:
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Liu-chung county Report
Monastery of the 
seven-storied [stupa]: 16 horses, 
i white mare, eighteen years 
[seal of Liu-chung county]

i jade-faced brown mare, two years i . . .
i black mare, two years i . . .  bay
i black mare, two years x . . .
Monastery of the western stupa: 7 horses
1 white mare, six years 1 . . .
1 black mare, nine years 1 …
i … ，… years … 146

If the monasteries at Tun-huang owned irrigated lands, they also had 

pastures and herds, at a distance further removed from their build

ings. Beside the narrow strip of tilled fields that occupied the valley, 

there were wide stretches of semidesert where the herds of the armies 

and of the Buddhist establishments grazed. The Tun-huang monas

teries kept mainly ovine flocks, which they entrusted to shepherds of 

mostly barbarian origin. Certain animals had been donated to them 

by the faithful.147 In 944, the Ching-t;u monastery owned a flock of 

121 sheep and goats:

On the twenty-fourth day of the third month of the year chia-ch’en, 
we went to the Teng family estate {chuang) on the I-ch7iu [canal] to 
see the shepherd assigned by the monastery there, named Ho Pao- 
ting. There were 37 gelded sheep； large and small, 6 gelded billy goats,
9 nanny goats, 4 young billy goats, 15 lambs, and 9 ewe lambs.

The shepherd Ho Pao-ting [signature in the form of a cross].148

In exchange for their maintenance, the shepherds brought the monas

teries wool, cheese made from curds, and small quantities of koumiss 

or similar fermented liquors.149 Following are some of the expendi

tures relative to sheep rearing from the accounts of the Ching-t;u 

monastery:

.3 shih of millet for sheep-shearing (twice within the year 930)； 

Flour given to the shepherds who had sent curd cheeses；

3 oilcakes for feeding to the sheep；150 

.8 shih of soya beans for feeding to the sheep；

3 shih of millet flour, 2 shih of coarse flour, .6 shih of white flour
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given to the shepherd Li A-chu-tzu for provisions in the 

eleventh month of the year wu-hsii (938)；

7 shih of soya beans as provisions for the shepherds；151

1 shih of m illet flour delivered to the shepherd for provisions on 

the twenty-second day of the fifth month.152

There existed a general correspondence between types of labor force 

and land use. The virgin lands and hill estates, of which the monas

teries had exclusive ownership, were frequently cultivated by slaves. 

Irrigated fields, however, which had already been occupied for a long 

period of time, were worked by dependents of a lesser degree of servi

tude to the communities. To be sure, peasants assigned to the service 

of sanctuaries and monks lost a part of their liberty, for the ties that 

united them to the religious communities were of a hereditary nature. 

They were serfs. Slaves [nu-pi) and domestic servants [chia-jen] 
formed an entirely separate class of dependents. The latter differed 

even from the class of agricultural laborers who were contractually 

protected against the arbitrariness of their masters. Slaves, on the 

other hand, constituted commercial goods that could be used for any 

purpose.

Since the monastery was sufficiently provided with domestic ser_ 
vants [ching-jen],153 the monk Hui-chou selected among them twenty 
head154 who were not to be employedfor labor services but who were 
to beat the drums and'dance. On every feast day, a musical perfor
mance was thus organized in front of tHe statue^； and people came 
from afar and from all directions to listen to the music and enjoy the 
entertainment.155

The main function of the monastic slaves seems to have been the 

"sprinkling and sweeping," i.ev any of the menial tasks inside the 

buildirigs. Occasionally, however, and on special orders, they were also 

used to work the fields and gardens. During spring plowing and 

autumns harvests, when a large labor force was required, the slaves 

were also sent to assist the peasants in the large-scale cultivation areas. 

Thus, at the request of T'an-yao, the Buddha households [fo-tfu hu) con

sisting of official slaves and convicts provided labor services for the 

maintenance of the buildings and at the same tim t "worked the fields 

[ying-tlen] and brought in the harvests [shu-su}."156 The term fo-t'u in 

the designation of the爸 e families of slaves surely refers to the buildings 

in places of wbrship:157 as a general rule, slaves were constantly at the
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service of their masters within the dwelling, or were occupied in the 

immediate vicinity. Probably they cultivated the gardens adjoining the 

buildings, inside the precincts of Buddhist establishments.

In the accounts of the Ching-t'u monastery at Tun-huang, some 

dependents are designated as yuan-tzu, a term that must no doubt be 

钛anslated as "gardener/' and others by the more enigmatic term en- 
tzu.158 Possibly, these represented two classes of slaves or doinestic 

servants, for the monastery took it upon itself to provide their food:

1 shih of wheat paid for the gardeners • • •

2.5 shih of wheat given to the gardeners as provisions for the 

spring.159

1 load of millet given to the gardeners as provisions for the 

autumn, and % shih of m illet given to the en-tzu as provisions 

for the autumn . _.

2 shih of wheat and 2 shih of millet given to the en-tzu in the 

spring.160

As the following document from Central Asia indicates, when the 

slaves were taken to work outside, they were not left without sur

veillance:161

From Ta-yen, the monk in charge of external surveillance (wai-hsiin 
seng) . . . Hu-kuo monastery . . . Upon arrival of the present billet at 
Yang-ling； the domestic servants [chia-jen)161 designated above shall 
cut the grass for three days. One person shall be left behind to water 
the fields； the others shall leave； they will not be permitted to follow 
their own whims. If they disobey, they are to be punished according 
to the rules. Notification of the twenty-seventh day of the eighth 
month.

The general overseer (tu wei-nq) Hui-ta；
The dean [shang-tso] Hui … ；

The abbot [ssu-chu] Hui-yun.

How were monastic slaves recruited?

The Buddha households were drawn from convicts who had been 

sentenced to death or forced labor, and from the official slaves. Under 

the Wei, it was a current practice to pardon criminals in order to make 

a gift of them to the Buddhist Church, and this practice lay at the ori

gin of the fo -fn  hu. The secular authorities thus lost a labor force oth

erwise useful for public works~except in the case of convicts sen
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tenced to death_ but in return gained the protection of the Buddhist 

powers. The currency of the same practice in India may have served 

as a model. One of the traditional stories preserved in the Vinaya 

relates iow  the king Bimbisara made a gift to the Buddhist commu

nity, together with fields and buildings, of five hundred brigands who 

merited capital punishment.163 It is also possible that analogous cus

toms from Central Asia inspired the Wei sovereigns, always scrupu- 

lous to conform to Buddhist tradition. Yang Hsiian-chih reports that 

the king of Khotan assigned four hundred families to the service of a 

great Buddhist monastery for "sprinkling and sweeping."164

〃In the tenth month of the winter of the first year of Ch'eng-ming 

(476), the imperial retinue made a stopover at the Chien-ming 

monastery. The emperor pardoned a large number of criminals."165 In 

the sixth month of that same year, the previous emperor, Hsien-tsu, 

had died. Tsukamoto Zenryu surmised, with some plausibility, that 

Kao-tsu went to the Chien-ming monastery in order to have a 

requiem service celebrated for Hsien-tsu, and that the criminals were 

freed on that occasion. There are good reasons to believe that the lat

ter were transformed into slaves for the monastery.166

Under the Liang, certain monasteries received gifts of personal 

retainers (pu-cL'u)167 who were employed to work the land:

[Chang Hsiao-hsiu (d. 522)] then left his duties and returned to the 
mountains. He dwelled in the Turig-lin monastery. This monastery 
bwned several dozens of chfing of tilled land and several hundreds of 
puich'u. They were employed to work the land [the income of which 
was] entirely devoted to the maintenance of the mountain commu
nity. From far and near visitors gladly came to the monastery. They 
went there as if it were a market.168

Slaves, like the land, came either from donations or were purchased: 

"The monks, 〃 wrote Tu Mu after the proscription of 8 5 4,169 "accu

mulated fortunes and purchased great residences and sturdy slaves, 

just like the ducal families and great officials/7

It was above all by rearing, however, that the monks seem to have 

procured an abundant servile labor force, especially during the sixth 

century. When young slaves had reached the required age, they were 

summarily ordained, k way of withholding them once and for all from 

claims of the imperial government or of private individuals. A decree 

of the empress Ling of the Northern Wei proclaimed in 517:170
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Frorii now on, male and female slaves shall no longer enter into reli
gion, and the princes and nobility of our kin shall no longer be autho
rized to present petitions [requesting the ordination of slaves]. Those 
who contravene this decree shall be judged. Monks and nuns who 
ordain on their own authority male or female slaves belonging to oth
ers shall be banished five hundred li as [simple] religious. There have 
been many cases in which monks and nuns have raised members of 
their families or of acquaintances and children of slaves belonging to 
others. When these reach adulthood, [the religious] ordain them pri
vately [ssu-tu] and make them their disciples. As of now, this practice 
is prohibited. Offenders shall be laicized and persons thus raised shall 
be returned to their original status.171

Encroachment on Farmlands

Under the T7ang, the great families and the monasteries expanded 

their landed properties simultaneously and by the same means: the 

progressive encroachment of private estates on the large-scale farm

lands. This economic development involved a parallel transformation 

of moral and legal conceptions. From the beginning of the seventh 

century onward, a growing number of decrees prohibiting the sale of 

farmlands was issued: a sure sign that such sales did occur. These 

decrees must undoubtedly be interpreted as an indication of a pro

found change in social relationships, rather than the affirmation of a 

general rule that was always valid.

Earlier, during the Yung-hui reign (650-656), the sale and purchase of 
lands held in perpetuity [yung-yeh] [by the peasantry] and of personal 
share lands [k'ou-fen] had been prohibited. Subsequently, powerful 
families seized the land and the poor lost what had been theirs. There
fore, a decree ordered that the buyers of such lands return" them and 
be penalized.172

A decree of the ninth month, twenty-third year of K'ai-yuan (735) 

read:173

Personal share lands and the lands held in peipetuity by private indi
viduals [po-hsing] have repeatedly been the object of measures pro
hibiting their sale and mortgage. I understand that [these operations] 
have not yet been effectively prevented.

A new social class of wage-earning agricultural laborers emerged and
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developed rapidly. According to Lu Chih, by the end of the eighth cen

tury the families of free peasants who worked personal share lands 

amounted to no more than 4-5 percent of the population.174 In a 

report dated 780, Yang Yen gave exactly the same figures.175

Cultivated land tended to develop from an asset, of which the 

holder enjoyed the use, into a possession, of which he had exclusive 

ownership. Without this legal evolution, the great economic revolu

tion of the seventh and the eighth centuries could not have taken 

place. A clear indication of this change of legal concepts may be seen 

in the fact that the reform of Yang Yen in 780 caused the land tax to 

be applied no longer on a household basis {hu} but according to the 

extent of the land under cultivation (mu).176

Since Han times, members of the upper classes had owned land 

that they were able to sell, donate, or bequeath. The transformation 

of farmland into a commodity of commerce could thus be regarded as 

an extension of that earlier mode of possession. It is in fact that exten

sion witnessed, in a concrete manner, during the T7ang. A decree of 

the eleventh year of Tlen-pao (752) reads:177

We understand that the families of princes, dukes, and great officials, 
as well as families of wealth, have for some time been building landed 
estates [chuang-t'ien). Heedless of the provisions in force, they 
indulge themselves in rapacious appropriation. Those who pretend 
that [the terrains in question are] uncultivated all possess tilled fields 
and use this pretext to appropriate [further lands]. Those who estab
lish pastures, declare {chih)m  owning only [untilled] mountain ter
rains. They will not even stop at trading the personal share lands and 
hereditary parcels [of the peasants]. Now they falsify the [cadastral] 
registers, now they pretend that the lands [in their possession] had 
been pledged [by their cultivators]. They leave [the peasants] without 
a place where they may reside in peace. Then they install them on 
their properties as retainers and have them till their fields. By depriv
ing sedentary [farmers] of their means of subsistence, they are tke true 
cause of instability among the population. This situation has pre
vailed for a long time now throughout the empire.

Monasteries purchased farmlands. The following indication is found 

in the accounts of the Ching-t;u monastery at Tun-huang: "Twenty 

shih of wheat and twenty shih of m illet for the price of the land of the 

Lo family."179

Certain fields were also received as pious donations. It is possible
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that these gifts in fact concealed commercial operations. A decree of 

Emperor Jui-tsung (r. 684-690 and 710-712) declared:

Buddhist and Taoist monasteries appropriate large tracts of fields and 
terrain, and their mills wrong the peasants.180 . . .  Officials and farm
ers who donate their estates [chuang], city mansions (chai)t fields 
jt'ien), and lodgings [she] shall have these properties confiscated by 
the Court of Agriculture (ssu-nung), if in the capital； in the outlying 
prefectures, they shall be redistributed among the poorest families 
liable to taxation.181

For peasants in debt, such gifts may have been a convenient means of 

discharge； for members of the upper classes, a way to gain tax exemp

tions for their lands by transforming them into monastic property.

The following Sung text, a report of the Court of Agriculture dated 

1075, shows that gifts and sales of land were practiced concurrently:

Many are the private individuals [po-hsing) in the prefectures who 
make definitive donations {she^shih) of their fields and habitations, or 
who mortgage [tien] or sell [mai] these to Buddhist and Taoist monas
teries by using the names of officials.182

From the Txang to the Sung, imperial policy consistently aimed to 

protect the farmlands. An official report of the year m i  stated:

In accordance with the law concerning private uncultivated terrains 
[ssu huang-t,ien fa), it is permitted to loan these with interest to Bud
dhist and Taoist monasteries. Many, however, declare [chih) rich and 
fertile fields as uncultivated terrain. The administration does not 
inspect these in situ. Or again, after a flood or drought the farmerŝ  
fields remain unattended. Once the human labor is discontinued, 
[these fields] return to wilderness. The monasteries appropriate them, 
never to return them to the peasants. The farmers bear the burden of 
this process.183

It seems, however, that the monasteries were above all able to 

increase their landed properties indirectly, thrpugh the intermediary 

of the religious themselves.184 The immovable property of the monks 

always fell in the end to the communal property, whether by donation 

or bequest.

At Tun-huang in the ninth and tenth centuries, for the documents
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of interest here generally date to that period, there was scarcely a 

monk or nun who did not possess a field, or more usually, as a result 

of the extreme parceling of the land, several isolated plots. One brief 

manuscript fragment185 mentions these individually held lands, a 

source of revenue for the monk and those who lived with him, his dis

ciples and perhaps even his wife and children, for some of them were 

married:186

The monk Kuang-yiin [traveling][two individuals]187:

• a plot of fifteen mu on the Tu-yxi-yang canal；

• four mu on the Chieh canal [also leased by himself] [in addi

tion to his personal share land [k'ou-fen] on the Chieh canal

. . . estate (chuang) with garden (yuan)188. . .  in all six mu].m  
The monk Li Su [two individuals]:

• a plot of seven mu north of the town, on the Tung-chih canal 

[at present] [leased by himself].

The monk Chin-yen [traveling] [three individuals]:

• a plot of four mu [at present leased by the nun Chen-chih] 

[fallen into the possession of Chih-ying].

The monk Wei-ming [one individual]:

• ten mu on the Ts'ai-t'ien canal [allocated to the property held 

in perpetuity by the (Ta-)yun (monastery)].

The monk Chieh-? [one individual]:

• a plot of fifteen mu on the Kuan-chin canal [leased by him 

self].

These individually held lands were worked by laymen. The monks 

hired agricultural laborers for the year:

This twelfth day of the second month if the year i-yu (presumably 865 
or 925), the monk Pao-hsing of the Ch'ien-yuan monastery, requiring 
the help of a young man, engages the commoner (po-hsing) Teng Wu- 
tzu for a period of eight months [i.e., for the period of agricultural 
labor； from March to October]. He has settled the monthly hire at one 
load of, millet and wheat.190 He has three mu of wheat fields r . . and
four mu of millet fields___For summer garments, Teng Wu-tzu shall
[be provided with] a long-sleeved robe, a suit, and a pair of leather 
shoes. From the moment the engagement takes effect； Teng Wu-tzu 
must appear at work every day of each month； he will not be allowed 
to Shirk his dtity. If he is idle during one day in a busy month, he shall 
be charged [a reduction of his hire of] five tou； if it is not a busy month,
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he shall be charged one tou [per day of idleness]. If he dallies on the 
way or if he naps in the fields .. . i f ... he shall have to make amends.
In case of illness, he shall be permitted to return to the village for five 
days； but in excess of that period, the amount [of the penalty for idle
ness] shall be calculated in accordance with the [above] rule. There 
shall be no retraction. In the event that one of the parties retracts . . .  
the two parties present, etc.191

Such property, held by the religious individually, had moreover been 

officially recognized in imperial legislation since the eighth century: 

like the peasants, regular monks were entitled to receive life allot

ments of large-scale farmlands (personal share lands). Their alloca

tion； however, was reduced. It was normal that the clergy, who had 

sources of income not available to the laity, should be less well 

appointed. It is not impossible that the document from Tun-huang 

constitutes evidence of the continuity of that official practice. In any 

event, certain fields still retained in the ninth and tenth centuries the 

designation of share lands.

The decree that granted regular monks the possession of personal 

share lands (]̂ 012-細  t'ien) limited simultaneously, and no doubt 

purely theoretically, the extent of the lands held in perpetuity [ch'ang- 
chu) by the communities:

On the twenty-third day of the first month, tenth year of K^i-yuan 
(722), the emperor issued the [following] order to the Board of Sacri
fices (ssu-pu): Land was to be granted to the Buddhist and Taoist estab
lishments in conformity with the law and according to whether [the 
recipients were] Buddhist monks or nuns or Taoist monks or nuns. 
Anything in excess of the determined amount was tp be recuperated 
by the administration and distributed among poor peasants and land
less adults.192 As for the fields belonging to the property held in per
petuity by Buddhist and Taoist monasteries, [the Board of Sacrifices] 
was equally authorized to retrieve any excess relative to the number 
of monks and nuns: for a community counting more than one hun
dred persons, the fields were not to exceed ten ch’ing (54 ha)；193 for a 
community of more than fifty persons, they were not to exceed seven 
ch’ing (38 ha)； and for less than fifty persons, they were not to exceed 
five ch'ing (27 ha).194

The Tang liu-tien specifies the size of the allotments granted to the 

religious:195

"Taoist monks Itao-shih) are provided with thirty mu and Taoist
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nuns with twenty mu； the allocation is identical for Buddhist monks 

and nuns." Other sources indicate that these allotments were only 

granted to those religious who possessed a minimum of instruction.196

Thus it emerges that the lands possessed by the communities were 

in theory less extensive than those of the clergy. For a monastery of 

medium size, with a community of forty monks, the lands belonging 

to the property held in perpetuity would have amounted to only 27 ha, 

whereas the individual monks would have held a total of 65 ha 

between them. The law presumably no more than sanctioned an 

existing state of affairs: by T7ang times； the individual property of the 

religious was at least as extensive as that which was consecrated to 

communal use and to the cult. The figures determined by the law, 

meanwhile, remained very modest. It should be recalled that when, as 

the result of purges, the clergy were returned to lay life (i.ev to the life 

of the peasantry), the extent of the fields that assured their subsis

tence largely exceeded the thirty or twenty mu allocated to them by 

the law.197

It is in any case certain that by permitting the clergy to install 

themselves in the midst of farmlands, this legislation opened the way 

for widespread abuse and eventually favored the appropriation of 

fields reserved for the peasantry, to the profit of the monasteries.

The economic pressure exerted by the monasteries upon the peas

ant population became more pronounced under the T'ang； it no doubt 

also played a greater role than previously in the growth of the monas

tic estates. The documents found at Tun-huang permit an immediate 

apprehension of a situation merely suggested by the Chinese histori

ans. The bulk of the loan contracts and hir^ engagements, and the 

presence of antichresis pledges, convey an impression of the progres

sive and irreversible indebtedness of the peasant class.

Peasants who were unable to repay their debts198 hired out mem

bers of their families as agricultural laborers or left part of their land 

in therhands of their creditor until he obtained full indemnification. 

Following is the text of a contract from Tun-huang:199

This twenty-eighth day of the tenth month of the year kuei-mao (823, 
883?)/200 Wu Ch'ing-shun and his two younger brothers have decided 
after deliberation, given the poverty and the extent of indebtedness of 
their family, to hire out (tien, lit. "engage") the person of Ch'ing-shun 
to the rector of monks [seng-cheng] So of the Lung-hsing monastery 
[as part of his domestic service, chia]. They shall receive immediately 
ten shih of wheat, ten sidh and six tou of hemp equivalent to three
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shih and two tou of wheat and, in addition, nine shih of millet. There 
shall be no additional [compensation]. Once these goods have been 
paid, there will be no [further] payment for the man's hire, nor will 
interest be claimed for the commodities. At that time, the So house
hold shall be permitted to put [Ch'ing-shun】 to work immediately. 
Once [the brothers of Ch;ing-shun] have received the commodities in 
exchange, it will not be permissible to revoke these decisions. If 
Ch'ing-shun is detained on his way to [his employer's] house by peo
ple of ill will toward him [creditors?], or if he steals oxen, sheep, veg
etables, wheat, or millet belonging to others, then Ch'ing-shun shall 
make amends. Such affairs are not his master's concern. If the broth
ers quarrel, and incite Ch;ing-shun to abscond from his work, they 
shall provide to the employer three tou of foodstuffs [wheat or millet] 
for each day [of idleness】. In the event of his master's death, Ch'ing- 
shun shall be required to return the commodities corresponding to 
the period of work he was thus unable to carry out. If Ch'ing-shun 
dies of an infectious disease, the goods -received shall be returned by 
his younger brothers. After deliberation, the two parties present have 
thus decided.

To guard against ill faith, this deed was drawn up to serve as later 
proof.

The elder brother, hired^Wu Ch/ing-shun.
[Note: "One shih of wheat and two shih of millet were added. To 

guard against ill faith, may this signature serve as proof. Signed: the 
uncle Wu Fo-pi."]

As co-recipient of the commodities, Wu Wan-sheng, the younger.
As corecipient of the commodities, Wu Ch;ing-hsin, the younger.
As guarantor, the uncle Wu Fo-pi.
As witness, the abbot An.

This eleventh day of the third month, seventh year of T'ien-fu (907), 
the commoner Kao Chia-ying of the district of Hung-611'令, having con
tracted a debt of two shih of wheat and one shih of millet towards the 
monk Yiian-chi, and finding himself without the means to repay, 
herewith makes over [to Yuan-chi] five mu (.27 ha) of land, situated 
on the lower Sung canal, to till and to sow for a period of two years, 
so that Yuan-chi may be compensated for the value of the commodi
ties [loaned].201 The land tax [ti-tzu],101 firewood, fodder, etc. due to 
the administration (kuan-fu) [as t̂ xes] for this land, it will be incum
bent upon the master of the land [Kao Chia-ying] to provide. It shall 
not be the concern of [the party entitled to] sow. If in the course of the 
two years someone comes forward #as the [true] master of the field, 
then Kao Chia-ying shall be obliged to find five mu of land of good 
quality as replacement. The two parties present … 203 [the following 
text is missing].
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The history of Japan can serve here as corroboration. The develop

ment of landed estates in Japan approximately paralleled that in 

China. Asakawa Kenji204 traces the origin of the sho (Chin, chuang) in 

Japan to the eighth century, i.e., within a century of the period when 

the word also appeared in China to designate private estates. Origi

nally, the sho comprised lands of limited extent that had been 

regained from fallow, and probably uneven, terrains. Only in the tenth 

century, however, were the sho officially sanctioned as an institution, 

when the state awarded charters to some of them exempting them 

from all impositions. In time, these privileged estates annexed neigh

boring lands of a very different nature and status. Thus the legal situ

ation of each parcel was far from uniform. It could be rented land or 

land sold definitively, and the various divisions and contracts that 

intervened in the course of time rendered the history of each estate 

extremely complex. As an example, Asakawa studied the history of 

the immovable property of the Buddhist monastery of Mount Koya 

fifty miles to the south of Kyoto. Founded in 816 by the monk Kobo, 

the Koya-ji possessed at the time only a small estate (sio), which, 

sixty years later, still consisted of little more than four hectares. To 

this initial nucleus were to be joined additional lands, either by pur

chase or through donatipns by the imperial family, the nobility, and 

wealthy families. At the end of the twelfth century, all of these lands 

were exempted from miscellaneous taxes, and some even from the 

principal tax. Apart from this fiscal immunity with respect to the 

state, however, the tenure and internal taxation system within the 

different parcels, and the control exercised over them by the 

monastery, varied to a great extent. Two main types of land can nev

ertheless be distinguished: those that were received as gifts of the 

emperor or high-ranking officials and those that derived from private 

individuals. Of the former, the monastery could dispose at will, but 

not of the latter, which were subject to certain constraints and rights 

retained by their former owners. Over the centuries, the monastery's 

efforts were directed at converting the parcels that did not benefit 

from fiscal immunity, and that remained partly dependant on private 

individuals) into the type of land that was exclusively owned by the 

monastery and free of*all impositions.

Among the procedures that permitted the monastery to lay its 

hands» definitively on those lands that partially escaped their control, 

two are particularly worth mentioning:

From the second half of the thirteenth century, individual monks
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took to leasing or purchasing land from the laity "for peace in the pre

sent and felicity in the life to com e, or, again, "for the extinction of 

sins past, present, and future."205

Second, monks who lived in the world and were known as nyu do 
(Chin. ju-tao)/106 paid a contribution on the produce of their farmwork 

to*the monastery with which they remained affiliated. In some cases, 

clergy affiliated with the Koya-ji owned the fields they occupied and 

paid part of their harvest to the monastery. These individual proper

ties were transmitted from master to disciple, or circulated from 

monk to monk, or were eventually purchased by one of these who 

donated them definitively to the monastery. The Koya-ji encouraged 

its own monks to acquire land by granting them an advantageous 

regime of impositions, for the monastery was thus better assured of 

receiving its dues than if the lands were cultivated by laymen.

By and large, these indications accord with the evidence provided 

by the Tun-huang manuscripts for the ninth and tenth centuries. 

W ith a certain interval, the Japanese historical facts are identical with 

those in China. In any event the role played by the monks themselves 

should be noted: through their agency, the monasteries succeeded in 

extending their estates. The influence of,religious considerations on 

transactions concerning land should also be noted. Sometimes dona

tions were concealed sales, and those who disposed of their fields for 

the benefit of the Three Jewels could give themselves the illusion of 

performing a work of piety, even when they were acting under neces

sity. The moral authority of the communities and the clergy no doubt 

aided them in the appropriation of land. The Buddhist Church thus 

disposed of a trump that the great lay families were lacking.

The landed properties of the monasteries in China and those of the 

great families, members of the imperial nobility and high officials, 

were of the same type: gardens, orchards, woods, and pastures occu- 

pied a much more important place in them than in the peasant econ

omy where the cultivation of cereals and leguminous plants predom

inated. This partition of the soil has its origin, as described,207 in 

social history； and was a result of techniques and topography. The fig

ures for a period later than that under consideration underline our 

conclusion: in the twelfth and early thirteenth century, the monas

teries held 17 percent of cultivated lands and 33 percent of moun- 

tainous terrains in Fu-chou； in the region of modern Chekiang； only 3 

percent of cultivated lands and 13 percent of mountainous terrains.208



A ll considered, however, it was the seizure of farmlands by the Bud

dhist establishments that had the greatest social and economic con

sequences. Is it possible to give figures? The only period where one 

might have expected to obtain comprehensive information is that of 

the great proscription in the middle of the ninth century, in the course 

of which the imperial government confiscated most of the Buddhist 

Church's property. The available indications, however, are rather 

vague: "Of fields of good quality {liang-fien)" the texts declare,209 

"there were several thousand myriads of chfing.,/ Similarly, the Tang 
hui-yao210 gives a very large and implausible figure: several tens of 

millions of ch'ing. It is known that at the end of the reign of Hsiian- 

tsung, around the middle of the eighth century, the total surface area 

of cultivated lands did not exceed fourteen m illion ch'ing.111

There are a few scattered indicaticms concerning the extent of the 

lands owned by monasteries: those provided by the texts examined 

here suggest that the extent of the fields of the Buddhist establish

ments was for the most part in the range between ten and forty 

ch'ing and only rarely reached the figure of fifty ch'ing. The regula

tion of 722, which undoubtedly went unheeded, had imposed lim i

tations of ten, seven, or five ching, depending on the size of the com

munity.212 The implied m inimum was in virtually all cases 

exceeded and can safely be doubled on the basis of the information 

found elsewhere.

For Tun-huang, only figures for farm rent are available, which prob

ably amounted to one-half of the^harvest.213 One monastic account 

features a list of revenues from "kitchen plots" (-cb'u-fien} situated in 

the vicinity of canals.214 The list is unfortunately incomplete； the 

total amounts to rents of more than 60 shih, corresponding to a pro

duction of 120 shih. Assuming a production of .5 shih per m u,115 the 

extent of the lands in question would have been at least 2.5 ch，ing. 
There must have been additional lands as well.

At the Ching-t'u monastery, the following impositions [k'o or shui) 
were paid by the peasant families (in shih):

Plot/Year_________________ 924 930_____ Between 938 and 944
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On Ts'ai-t'ien canal 10 7.3 22.4 22 22.4
South of the garden 8.4 7 8.4 8.4 8.4216
On Yen-k'ang canal 10 10 19.5 7 ?

On Wu-ch'iurig canal W 17 23 23 23217
Total:  ̂ , 44.4 34.3 73.3 53.4 53.8
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Here again, the size of the land cultivated appears to have been rather 

.modest, hardly in excess of three ch'ing.218 It follows that the manu- 

scripts from Tun-huang do not provide all the relevant information 

concerning the monasteries' land holdings.

At the time of the proscription of 845, there were said to have been 

ferty-six hundred monasteries (ssu) and more than forty thousand 

small sanctuaries. Even supposing that the large establishments pos- 

sessed thirty ch’ing on average and assuming that not even the small

est chapel had not been deprived of land to provide for its single monk 

and cult, it is not credible that the so-called lands held in perpetuity 

[ch'ang-chu fien) of the Buddhist Church in China should have 

exceeded two hundred thousand ch'ing. However, the monks them

selves owned land privately； the same regulation of 722 granted thirty 

mu of fields to all regular clergy. This again indicates a theoretieal 

minimum, and it may be thought that the law was violated in this 

case as well. But to what extent is not known.

There are； however, other means of forming an estimate. In the 

text already cited, Tu Mu provides precise indications for the number 

of dependents of the Buddhist Church: there were 150,000 male and 

female slaves [nu-pi}119 and the number of freemen who had been 

dependents220 of monasteries and were returned to the imperial 

administration "equaled the number of those that were laicized." 

Thus, on the basis of Tu Mu's text, the clergy and the Buddhist estab

lishments would have employed a labor force of some 250,000 per

sons, including slaves, serfs, and peasants attached to the monaster

ies. For 360,500 monks and nuns were returned to lay life at that time. 

But not all of the slaves worked the fields.221 Given the total number 

of these dependents, it would appear that the fields and gardens of the 

Church did not exceed several hundred thousands of chfing. After the 

confiscation the government granted each slave one hundred mu of 

these lands.222 Assuming that about half of their number were women 

who would have received a smaller part, and.that approximately the 

same surface area of one hundred mu had been cultivated by all the 

dependents of monasteries, one would arrive at a maximum of three 

hundred thousand ch'ing.
This certainly does not-amount to much. Around the year 750； the 

total area of the land under cultivation was fourteen m illion ch'ing. 
Assuming that it cannot have changed a great deal in one century, 

three hundred thousand ch'ing would represent some 2 percent of 

tilled lands. Why then did the seizure of peasant lands by religious
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establishments cause such agitation among the officials? First, it 

should be noted that the monastic community comprised only i per

cent at most of the total population of China；223 its possession of 2 

percent of the arable land would have already constituted grounds for 

indignation. Second, the distribution of the lands controlled by the 

monks was very uneven. In some regions, they are not likely to have 

been either numerous or extensive, but elsewhere, especially in the 

region of Ch'ang-an and Lo-yang, the monasteries owned a very large 

part of the soil under cultivation. At the beginning of the sixth cen

tury, when Ts;ui Hsiao-fen was commissioned by the controller of 

Buddhist clergy Hui-shen to make a record of the Buddhist sanctuar

ies at Lo-yang, he indicated that during the short period since the 

establishment of the Wei court at Lo-yang (in 494) the monasteries 

had seized one-third of the inhabited land from the people.224 In 695, 

"the greater part of the land and of public and private real estate [in 

the capital territory] was in the hands of monks."225

The same situation obtained under the reign of the T'ang emperor 

Tai-tsung (762-779,), when "all the lands of good quality and all the 

farms producing good yields w ithin the imperial domain belonged to 

Buddhist and Taoist monasteries."226 Thus from the end of the fifth 

century until the confiscation of the monastic lands in the middle of 

the ninth century, the economic installation of the Buddhist Church 

in the region of Ch'ang-an and Lo-yang remained a constant feature: 

its wealth was concentrated in certain privileged places and was con

sequently the source of a particular kind of power. The texts empha- 

size the fact that the monks' land was the best. Even if the Buddhist 

establishments owned only about 2 percent of the land, there is every 

reason^to believe that the yield  of these lands represented a consider

ably higher percentage. It may have exceeded 10 percent of all cereal 

and garden produce.

After the reign of Wu-tsung and the Draconian measures of 

841-845, the center of gravity shifted and the monasteries no longer 

held the largest expanses of fields and gardens in the region of the two 

capitals, but in Anhwei and Fukien. The transfer of wealth and eco

nomic influence to the South beginning at the end of the T'ang 

remained one of the -salient .features of the Sung period. By settling 

increasingly in the South, Buddhist communities undoubtedly con

tributed to this development.

W ith the movement of >vealth toward the Yangtze valley and the 

South, a redistribution of land simultaneously took place among very
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large sanctuaries under the Sung. The beginnings of Buddhism in 

China were characterized by a proliferation of small sanctuaries and 

an extreme dispersion of the monastic community. From the North

ern Wei to the T'ang, governments endeavored to put some order into 

this anarchy by favoring large establishments. Purges were almost 

invariably accompanied by a consolidation of monks who had not 

been returned to lay life into larger communities.227 The economic 

development was to accord with imperial policy, leading in the long 

term to the elimination of small communities in favor of large ones 

that were wealthier and better equipped to survive. Under the Sung 

and Yuan, large Buddhist communities and large landed estates 

became the rule.

In the year 1056, under the Liao dynasty, the Ch;ao-hua monastery 

owned 540 ha of land and 2,000 fruit trees.228 In 1107, the Kan-hua 

ssu, a monastery of three hundred monks, had 540 ha of land and 

1,000 walnut trees as property held in perpetuity [ch'ang-chu], and its 

monks individually possessed 162 ha of which 54 were sown with 

wheat.229 According to a work of the Sung period,230

Everywhere there are vast expanses of "permanent" fields [ch'ang- 
chu) belonging to the monasteries of the Buddhist clergy. During the 
Shao-hsing reign (1131-1162), the emperor Kao-tsung had these lands 
confiscated for the benefit of the state, to be used as appanages.… In 
the spring of the twentieth year (1150), the emperbr ordered the assis
tant of the Court of Agriculture Chung Shih-ming to proceed to Min 
province (modern Fukien) to sequester the [excess] lands of the Bud
dhist and Taoist monasteries. After having reserved an amount of 
land [deemed] sufficient for the "permanent" revenueŝ  he obtained 
the considerable sum of 340,000 strings of cash, which he remitted to 
the Treasury of the Left. The following year, the imperial commis
sioner Chang Ju-ying, who had just been promoted to the rank of gen
eral, requested at court that a further 60 to 70 percent [of the monas
tic land holdings] be recuperated. "Today," he said, "fnany of the 
lands held in perpetuity by the monasteries of Mount Yii-wang, of 
Ling-an, of Mount Ching and other localities in the region [of Ming- 
chou] extend over several ten thousand mu (i.e.; several times 540 ha). 
Thanks to special imperial charters [t'e-chih], a large number of these 
properties benefit from an exemption from land taxes.231 This is the 
cause of a great misfortune suffered by our people/7
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I N D U S T R I A L  I N S T A L L A T I O N S

Mills

A major part of the revenues of the great Buddhist monasteries at Tun- 

huang was derived from m ill rents (wei-k'o). M illing installations, 

including machines driven by water, must have constituted valuable 

assets； they are found only on the l^nds of the wealthy laity and the 

great monasteries. The growth of 'large private properties under the 

T'ang favored the development of thes,e installations. Automatic 

m illing devices had, however, been known in China since at least the 

beginning of the third century. The "Wei shu〃 of the San-kuo chih 
reports that when Emperor T'ai-tsu of the Wei (190-219) [Ts'ao Ts'ao] 

deported settlers of the three commanderies of Lung-hsi, T'ien-shui, 

and Nan-an (in modern Kansu) to populate the region north of the Yel

low River, Chang Chi assuaged the discontent of the deported by 

remitting fheir taxes, constructing lodgings for them, and installing 

water-driven pounding pestles [shui-tui].1 These were undoubtedly no 

more than small hulling devices of the kind that figure in the Keng- 
chih t’u and were called ts’ao-tui ("trough pestles").2 The small size 

of this kind of rudimentafy apparatus eicplains how Shih Ch'ung, pre

fect of Ching-chou at the'beginning of the Yiian-k'ang reign period 

(291-199), could have owned more than thirty of them on his land.3 

The governor of Ho-nan during the T'ai-shih reign period (265-274), 

Tu Yii, on the other hand, is said to have been the inventor of a new
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machine that was more complex and no doubt bulkier, which he had 

constructed on the banks of the river Lo. This was a "multiple instal

lation driven by water power" [lien-chi shui-wei).4 Another figure 

well known for his interest in mills was Ts7ui Liang, president of the 

Board of Finance at the beginning of the sixth century under the 

Northern Wei.5 It seems that the development of large-scale milling 

installations dates from his period.

The terminology of m illing in China is poorly understood~as are 

so many technical vocabularies, and the precise meaning of the terms 

nien and wei, generally used to designate all m illing equipment under 

the T'ang [nien-wei], is not clear.6 One of the devices used at Tun- 

huang was analogous to those still found in Tonkin:7 a large paddle 

wheel8 is immersed in a diversion canal. Cams mounted at the end of 

its axle cause the rise and fall of rocking arms to which the pestles are 

fixed. The apparatus used for grinding grain to flour, on the bther 

hand, must have consisted essentially of a round millstone (nien) that 

rotated horizontally.9 The accounts of An-kuo ssu mention the pur

chase of a "pounding timber" [tao-mu] in 884 and list repairs to the 

sluice gates and the m ill wheel in 886. The latter year's accounts also 

include a charge for clearing out the millrace [hsieh-kfou).
The use of these hydraulic machines depended on geographical 

conditions: the water-driven nien-wei were found uphill on the irri

gation canals above the cultivated lands. Since the installation and 

maintenance of these devices appear to have been costly, they were 

mainly encountered on the estates of wealthy land owners. In the 

region of the two T'ang capitals, Lo-yang and Ch'ang-叫  automatic 

flour mills were plentiful: it is there that great private estates had 

been established by members of the imperial family, high officials, 

and the monasteries. Moreover, the region disposed of an ancient irri

gation system. Well-known canals, such as the Cheng and the Po; dis

charged their waters into this area.10 By contrast,、in poorly irrigated 

places, it is probable that pestles^and millstones operated by hand or 

by oxen continued to be used.

In the territory of the two capitals, on the borders of Honan and 

Shensi7 monasteries and wealthy lay landowners vied with one 

another for influence, and it is in that region that their economic 

antagonism was also most in evidence. The flour mills became 

objects of disputes betweeirmonks and laymen. The Hsii shih-shuo11 
relates that when Li Yuan-hung was director of the prefectural service 

of finance hu~tsJao at Yung-chou (modern Hsi-an fu), the T^ai-plng
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princess was engaged in litigation against Buddhist monks over the 

ownership of certain mills. Li Yuan-hung;s judgment had decided the 

case in favor of the monks and ordered the return of the mills in ques

tion to the monasteries. But for fear of the princess's influence, Tou 

Huai-chen, the prefect (chang-shih) of Yung-chou, gave in to her 

demands and quashed the original verdict.

The great monasteries and the rich laity owned the same kinds of 

assets and had the same sources of revenue. It is likely that major 

hydraulic milling installations appeared simultaneously, around the 

beginning of the sixth century, on the lands of the great Buddhist 

monasteries and on those of the nobility and high officials.

References to water-driven devices in the monasteries are encoun

tered from the end of the Northern Wei dynasty onward. The 

precincts of the Ching-ming ssu at Lo-yang, founded in the Ching- 

ming reign period (500-503) at a distance of one li outside the Hsiian- 

yang gate, extended w ithin a perimeter of five hundred paces. Yang 

Hstian-chih indicates in his description of that establishment12 that 

its flour mills [nien-wei], mortars [ch'ung and winnowing baskets [po] 
were all driven by water power.13

The Hsii kao-seng chuan mentions mills and automatic "pounders" 

at the Ch'ing-ch'an monastery at the end of the sixth century:

The Princepf Chin, of the house of Sui, who held the great masters of 
Dhyana in high esteem, was pleased to be titular benefactor [danap- 
ati) to that establishment. In the course of time, he donated, all in all, 
more than seventy households as well as water-driven pestles and 
millstones [shui-wei chi nien)r comprising six installations from 
upstream to downstream. These assets were intended to constitute a 
permanent endowment for that monastery, and they have not ceased 
ta generate revenues to this day.14

At that same period, Yang Su, an aristocrat despised for his excessive 

greed for gain, is, said to have owned numerous water pestles [shui- 
wei) in addition to "hundreds of thousands" of shops (ti-tienj, fields, 

and houses.15

In Shansi' in the modern prefecture of P^-chou, the P'u-chiu 

monastery owned gardens, vegetable fields, and automatic "pounders" 

throughout the region. Having started with little, it became, thanks 

to the perseverance of the monk Tao-chi (568-636), a wealthy and 

important monastery.16

A stele in the hamlet of Po-ku, where the Shao-lin monastery
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owned an estate [chuang), also mentions, after the imperial gift of 

forty ch'ing (ca. 216 ha) of land on the fifteenth day of the second 

month, eighth year of the Wu-te period (625), the donation of a water 

m ill (shui-nien).17
In 840, during his pilgrimage in China, the Japanese monk Ennin 

Baw hydraulic m illing installations called san-chiao,shui-nien on an 

estate of the Ting-chiao monastery in Hsin county； modern Shansi.18

These installations, which constituted an important source of 

income for the great lay families and major monasteries, multiplied in 

parallel with the development of large landed properties under the 

Tang. The imperial government was obliged to counter this new 

abuse, for the paddle wheels reduced the current and entailed the loss 

of part of the irrigation water. Moreover, they increased the silting of 

the canals. A special law therefore restricted the use of m ills during cer

tain periods of the year. At Tun-huang, the diversion canals on wkich 

the machines were installed, were in principle only to be opened 

between the thirtieth day of the eighth month and the first day of the 

first month, i.e_, after the end and before the beginning of farm work. 

For the rest of the year the water officials maintained gates that were 

kept under lock. The use of water for irrigation had first priority. When 

rainfall was sufficient to make irrigation unnecessary, the exceptional 

operation of pounding and grinding machines was- authorized.19

The texts preserve traces of the imperial government's' struggle 

against millowners:

By the beginning of the K;ai-yuan reign period (713^742), the princes, 
princesses, and influential families had all established mills along the 
secondary canals Ip'ang-ch'ii). . . .  Li Yiian-hung20 had them all 
destroyed in order that the fields below could be irrigated.21

A few decades later, some of these installations must have been 

reconstituted, for in 764 the secretaries of the Boards of Finance and 

Justice together with a magistrate of the capital city submitted a joint 

memorial to the emperor requesting the destruction of more than sev

enty mills belonging to princes, princesses, and to Buddhist and 

Taoist monasteries on the banks of the Po and Cheng canals.22 "At the 

end of the Ta-li reign period (766-780). . . . The peasants belonging to 

the appanage of the princess Chao-i at Sheng-p'ing accused her of hav

ing deprived them of water for the irrigation of their fields by 

installing a m ill on a canal." A乒 a result of this incident, the emperor
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ordered the destruction of eighty mills.23 The same situation is 

reported, with further suggestive details, in the biography of Kuo Tzu- 

i：24 in the thirteenth year of Ta-li (778), an imperial edict ordered the 

destruction of the mills built along the embranchments of the Po 

canals because they hindered the irrigation of the fields belonging to 

the people. The princess of Sheng-p'ing had two flour mills there and 

Kuo Tzu-i also owned two mills. Yet the officials concerned did not 

dare to destroy these installations.25 However, after an interview with 

the emperor, the princess agreed to relinquish her mills, and her 

example was followed by others. As a result, more than eighty mills 

belonging to influential families were destroyed.26

Although the imperial government ,was at times obliged to take the 

part of the peasants, m illing operations also constituted a source of 

fiscal receipts for the state. The Tang hui-yao confirms that a tax was 

levied on milling installations:27 "In the first month of the sixth year 

of Yiian-ho (811), the monks at the capital submitted a petition 

requesting that the mills on their estates be exempted from taxes 

[shui]." Chief minister Li Chi-fu replied in a report to the throne: 

y/The moi^y-and grain due in taxes are determined by a fixed rate. It 

would certainly not be admissible to grant liberality to the monks, 

who already enjoy excessive privileges, and thereby crush as many 

poor peasants lacking all support." The emperor adopted his advice.

This indication concerning the^tate tax on milling installations is 

further borne out by the manuscripts from Tun-huang. The Ching-t'u 

monastery paid an annual tax that seems to have been proportional to 

the revenues. It was apparently levied in tke spring and the autumn:

In 930, mention is made of 4 shih of Wheat and 2 shih of m illet for 

the mill tax (wei-kfo). The term employed is the same as that used for 

the rents collected by the monastery, but here it stands for an outlay, 

not a receipt.28 In 944, the Ching-t'u ssu paid nine shih of m illet in 

taxes for its mills； in another year, 7 shih of wheat.29 Another year 

again, it paid 4 shih of wheat in the spring and 2.5 shih in the 

autumn.30 '

Thus it would seem that the Ching-t'u monastery was liable to a 

tax of between 6 arii 9 shih of cereals for the installations it owned.

On the ottier hand, the rent earned by the same monastery from its 

m illing installations yielded more than 60 shih of flour annually, of 

which, 40 were delivered, in the spring and 20 in the autumn.31 Apart 

from this flour, a good third of the milling residues also entered the 

granaries of the Ching-t'u ssu: bran, used as feed for the horses* (12
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shih at the time of the spring m illing and 6 shih at the time of the 

autumn milling), and the coarse flour [tsfu-mien] that the gauze sieves 

had not allowed to pass and that served to feed the female workforce 

at the monastery.32 The coarse flour varied in quantity from one year 

to another: from %.% to 10.8 shih in the spring and from 3.5 to 8.4 shih 
in  the autumn. In addition to wheat, the monastery also milled 

smaller quantities of millet, for the most part in the autumn (the fig

ures range from 3 to 5.5 shih of millet flour) and occasionally in the 

spring (between 2 and 2.5 shih).
The Ching-t'u monastery is known to have had a population of 

fifty to seventy religious. According to Naba Toshisada,33 half of the 

flour and its by-products received as rent would iiave amply sufficed 

for the needs of the community. The flour, however, was used as cur

rency and sold to the laity. A note dated 924s4 indicates that officials 

[kuan-chia] had given 5.6 shih of wheat in exchange for flour. At the 

same time, the diverse outlays of the monastery for the remuneration 

of its artisans, for banquets offered to officials, to the associations of 

the faithful, and to famous monks passing through Sha-chou, have to 

be taken into account. In a Chinese monastery, a great many regular 

and occasional holidays were observed throughout the year, and these 

feasts involved considerable expenses.

The maintenance of the mills was at the expense of the religious 

community. The millers to whom the installations were rented did 

not repair the machines； in the event of the failure of a part, the 

monastery called upon the services of professional millwrights [wei 
po-shih)?5 Every important event concerning the operation of the 

m illing machinery was celebrated with a banquet to which the arti

sans were invited. There were banquets to mark the end of repair 

work and the opening of the sluice gates: after th6 repair of a mill 

wheel, the nuns bf An-kuo monastery feasted with i  shih of flour, 3 

sheng of oil, and i . i tshih of"millet. For a banquet on the occasion of 

the opening of the sluice gates, the nuns of the same monastery spent 

.3 shih of millet, .1 shih of wheat jn d  .s sheng of oil.36

There were also nocturnal feasts with illuminations ("lamp festi

vals/' jan-teng) at the mills: "Expenditure of 2 ko of oil for the feast 

of lamps at the m ill."37

The monasteries not only took charge of all repairs but also supplied 

the millers with the materials they required: ".8 shih of cereals paid out 

for the millers [wei-chia] to buy gauze.〃 The gauze would be used for 

making sieves.38 The Ching-t'u monastery also rented the animals that
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transported the flour to the monastery's store houses: "Expenditure of

2.5 shih of bran for an ox to bring back the flour/7 and elsewhere, ^3 

shih for the rental of draught oxen for [the transport of] the flour,39 

A part of the cereals processed by the mills was supplied by the 

monasteries themselves. But, in view of the relatively insignificant 

amounts of self-supplied cereals in comparison to the quantities of 

flour and by-products that annually left the mills, it is likely that a 

good part of the wheat and millet was brought in by the peasants who 

worked on the lands of the monastery； and even by outsiders. That is 

surely the explanation for the large quantity of flour received by the 

Ching-t'u monastery as "m ill rent." It is even possible that all the 

cereals produced in the Sha-chou region passed through mills owned 

by the monasteries.

The available indications regarding the quantities of cereals sup

plied by the Ching-t'u ssu are as follows:

• six shih of wheat to be dried for the autumn m illing；

• forty shih to be washed for the spring milling；

• three shih to be dried；

• twenty-two shih to be washed；40

• fifty-three shih supplied to the m ills；41

• ninety-eight shih supplied in 939.42

In an account ledger are listed the quantities of cereals processed by 

eight milling households that must each have been in charge of an 

installation. It w ill be noted that the amounts vary considerably from 

one household to another:

During the spring milling of the chi-Qh'ou year, the expert artisan [tu- 
liaq) Wang [processed] thirty shih of lo wheat, one cartload of millet, 
and one cartload of wheat. Yin Kou-tzu [processed] three cartloads of
lo wheat, one cartload of millet, and one cartload of dry wheat. Chu 
Shan-chu [processed] thirty shih of lo wheat； Chang Yuan-pao, one 
cartload of lo wheat； Wang Man-ch'eng, seven shih of millet and three 
shih of wheat； Ho A-ying, three shih of millet and three shih of wheat； 
K'ang A-to, fifteen shih of lo wheat； Mu Chang-san, twenty-five shih 
of lo wheat and six shih of dry wheat.43

Among the collection of Tun-huang manuscripts in Paris is found the 

request of a shepherd named An Yu-liieh for the m illing of a certain 

quantity of wheat and m illet in his possession. This request would
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have been addressed, according to Naba Toshisada,44 to the abbot or 

another high-ranking monk in a monastery. Such a document proves 

not only that the monasteries supplied cereals to their mills [nien- 
wei) but also that the m illing households were not authorized to hull 

and m ill on their own initiative: anyone wanting to have his grain 

turned into flour needed to first obtain the agreement of the 

monastery to which the m illing installation belonged.

It may be asked who these millers and milling households [wei- 
chia, wei-hu) mentioned in the accounts of the monasteries at Tun- 

huang were and what status was assigned to them. According to the 

important text concerning the privileges of the Buddhist Church dis

cussed by Naba Toshisada,45 the wei-hu were, like the peasants on the 

estates [chuang], serfs who remained hereditarily attached to the 

monastery and were known as "households held in perpetuity" 

(ch'ang-chu po-hsing), or, more vaguely, as "monastery households77 

[ssu~hu). At Tun-huang, monastery households were likewise 

assigned to the oil presses.46 It does not appear that the rents charged 

to the milling households were of the same kind in all monasteries. 

The annual variations of the m ill rent [wei-k'o) at the Ching-t;u 

monastery suggest that that establishment reserved for itself a fixed 

percentage of the quantity of flour produced by its mills, therefore 

referring in this case to a production rent. Elsewhere, as at the An-kuo 

nunnery, the rent was no longer paid in flour, but in raw commodities. 

Moreover, it did not vary over the years. Thus in 884, 885, and 886, 

w ei-kfo receipts earned the An-kuo ssu exactly 62.6 shih of wheat, 

32.6 shih of millet, and 2.8 shih of hemp. In the accounts^of an 

unidentified monastery, the m ill rent is given as 54.5 shih of wheat 

and 43.5 shih of millet:47 the same figures are also found in another 

account fragment belonging presumably to the same monastery.48

Other establishments also collected their m ill rent in cereals. The 

following entries may be cited: "24  shih of wheat and 3 shih of millet 

collected in m ill rent (wei-k'o)"}49 elsewhere, the rent amounted to 72 

shih of wheat,50 but at the San-chieh monastery it was 52.4 shih of 

flour. It was 24 shih of flour over a period of three years at the Pao-en 

monastery, or 8 shih per year. Revenues derived from the w ei-kfo were 

thus not equally significant for all monasteries, some of which may 

not have owned any hulling and milling machinery at all. Further

more, some of the m illing households were required to pay a fixed 

annual rent, whereas others remitted to the monastery a portion of 

the flour they produced.
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In any event, the m ill rent constituted a very significant source of 

income for certain establishments in Tun-huang. In the case of the 

Ching-t'u ssu, regarding which there is the most information, it may 

be assumed that the wei-k'o accounted for the equivalent of one-third 

of its receipts in cereals: Naba Toshisada considers the total amount 

of flour and secondary m illing products each year to have reached 

close to 120 shih, whereas receipts in wheat and millet amounted to 

366.9 shih in 924 and only 136.83 shih in 930.51 Flour of course is a far 

more valuable commodity than the same volume of cereals. However, 

there are more significant cases: at the An-kuo monastery in 884, 885, 

and 886, m ill rents provided 294 shih (62.6 shih of wheat, 32.6 shih of 

millet, and 2.8 shih of hemp each year) out of 308.9 shih of wheat, 

millet, and hemp, or nearly the totality of these three commodities.52

Presses

Given the isolated location df Tun-huang and the small size of the 

town, its major monasteries must have been virtually self-sufficient. 

Indeed, it is clear that they were frequently surplus producers. Like 

flour, the oil produced by the monasteries could be sold outside. This 

degree of autonomy may have been peculiar to establishments at Tun- 

huang； in China proper, it is likely that the monasteries bought their 

oil from lay producers. In Tun-huang, there were special lands whose 

revenues were designated to defray the expenses for incense and 

lamps.53 In fact, there was a considerable deniand for oil in Buddhist 

establishments； and oil was among the most precious commodities.54 

The lamps that burned permanently in^the Buddha Hall, and above all 

the "illuminations" [jan-teng] that frequently took place inside and 

outside the monasteries, consuined a great deal. At Tun-huang, the 

safne oil was aised for the lamps and for cooking. In addition, oil 

served as currency.

Following are some figures concerning expenses for oil according to 

the monastery accounts:

> • .3 shih (18 liters) for the lamps lit permanently [ch'ang-ming 
tengh

• .025 for the lamp festival of the fifteenth day of the first 

month 尹

• .o6s for-a lamp festival on the eighth day of the second 

month；
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• .0303 for the cold food festival han-shih (105 days after the 

- winter solstice).

For the preparation of cakes for the chai banquets the expenditure was 

less onerous:

• .005 for a one-day chai and .02 for a great chai of four days 

duration.55

Occasionally, the monastery would also pay its artisans or its bills for 

purchases in oil:

• .0015 for a quilted gown and a meal.56

• .05 shih of oil for the sculptor-artisan Ling-hu and the work

ers who coated the walls.

The oilcake [cha-ping or tzu-ping) was used as food for sheep: In 924, 

the Ching-t/u ssu supplied its shepherds with 2 oilcakes to fatten their 

sheep； in 930, 11 oilcakes.57

The Ching-t;u monastery rented its oil presses out to oilery house

holds [liang-hu] in exchange for an annual rent of 3 shih (ca. ’180 1) of 

oil and 27 oilcakes. According to all the extant accounts, the rent 

from oil presses [liang'k'o) was invariable.58 There seem to have been 

sixteen or seventeen oilery households in the service of tfiat 

monastery. The rent was undoubtedly fixed by contract； evidence fot 

this is provided by a deed dated the first day of the second month of a 

ting-yu year (877 or 937?) in which an oilery and a m illing household 

[wei-hn] undertook to pay the price of their rent: "Should they fail to 

pay their rent/7 the document states, "their movables [chia-tzu] shall 

be seized； if one or the other party defaults, it shall suffer a penalty."59

Like the wei-hu^ the oilery households were not held liable for the 

maintenance of their installations. The monastery used professional 

artisans to see to their repair. The oil that was left to the families oper

ating the presses after payment of the renttould be used by them as 

currency. Whenever the monastery needed extra provisions of oil, it 

purchased them from the liang-hu. In one of the years where the 

entries of oil exceeded the three shih of the rent from the oil presses, 

the monastery purchased .04 shih of oil from the head of an oilery 

household, Kuo Huai-i, in exchange for 24 feet of wool cloth.60

At the same time, the monastery collected a tax on the quantity of
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oil purchased by laymen from its households: in 930, the Ching-t'u 

ssu collected .04 shih of oil from two laymen who had had their hemp 

pressed by oileries belonging to the monastery.61

It would seem, however, that it was the monastery that supplied 

the oileries with the necessary hemp to produce the 3 shih of oil col

lected annually. Deliveries of hemp to the oileries are in fact men

tioned frequently:

"4.3 shih of hemp supplied to the liang-hu to make oil.//62

"In the sixth month, .7 and 2.8 shih of hemp supplied [to the 

oileries],63

The expenditures in hemp amounted to 5.3 shih in 924, to 9 shih 
in 930,64 and at different times to 7.7,65 7, or 8.8 shih.66 The hemp was 

not cultivated on the lands of the Ching-t'u monastery and had to be 

entirely procured from interest payments or donations. Thus in cer

tain years the monastery received 11.85 shih of hemp,67 4.645 shih, 
3.13 shih,68 and 3.16 shih.69 In 924, the faithful gave .74 shih of hemp, 

on the occasion of a banquet, "for the Buddha and the samgha/7 in 

930, on the occasion of a sutra recitation in the town during the 

twelfth month, .65 shih, "for oil to serve the needs of the Buddha and 

the m onks,70

O il presses were also owned by other monasteries: one of them 

received 2.8 shih of oil as rent from oil presses (liang-k'o)71 and in the 

same year also collected 8.15 shih of hemp. But other establishments 

that did not own oil presses had to make do with what offerings they 

received. This was the case of the Pao-en monastery, which in a period 

of three years received a gift of 4.5 shih of hemp but no oil whatever~ 

at a time when its stocks were very low (.005 shih);72 or again of the 

Lien-t/ai ssu for which certain accounts indicate that it received .29 

shih of oil in one year and 3.7 shih of hemp.73

Nevertheless, thanks to the industrial installations on their estates, 

the great monasteries at Tun-huang played a very important economic 

role in the region. It may be surmised that they provided the entire 

supply of flour and oil to the population of Tun-huang. To be sure, the 

profits they gained from this privileged position were well above those 

derived from farming.74 Here may be witnessed the beginnings of a 

capitalist economy, the advantages of which quickly became apparent 

to the wealthy laity and the monasteries alike: it was not so much land 

itself that paid as turning one's wealth to good use in the most prof

itable enterprises. And while the latter were still related to agriculture； 

the conna^tion was already beginning to loosen.
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C H A P T E R  S IX  f

Whereas the growth of landed estates remained linked to larger struc

tural, agricultural, and social developments, commercial activity was 

less dependent on such factors. Borrowings from the outside world 

were thus more likely in this area. Hence the relevance of an inquiry 

into the Indian prescriptions regulating commercial activities, not as 

interdictions—these were scarcely respected in China~but as points 

of departure in a process of evolution. Under the influence of converts 

from the merchant milieu, certain sects of the Lesser Vehicle increas

ingly took recourse to profane practices. As a result, an originally aus

tere attitude gradually softened, and in the end commerce .became 

fully integrated into the devout activities of the sa i^ ia . T|iis evolu

tion appears to have reached its completion under the Buddhism of the 

Greater Vehicle. The Chinese communities of that movement mod

eled themselves on their Serindian counterparts, whose practices are 

little known. The considerable information supplied by Indian trea

tises on discipline, however, suggests both a continuity of concepts 

and techniques and their eventual transmission to the Chinese world.

Indian Antecedents
Three of the acts condemned by the Vinaya are related to commercial 

activities: handlinggold and silver [jatarupa-rajata-spasana), dealing in
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precious metals [rupika-vyahara), and buying and selling [kraya- 
vikraya). In theory, dealing in precious metals should be doubly repre

hensible since it combines two types of offense； one resulting from the 

contact with gold or silver, the other flowing from commercial opera

tions as such. However, the boundaries between the three types of 

offense are not very clear. These rules were set out in empirical fashion 

and not carefully put in order. Such empiricism and lack of elaboration 

are generally characteristic of the treatises on Buddhist discipline.

Some Vinaya lim it themselves to a brief statement of the three 

interdictions； allusions to commercial activities are rare in these 

texts. Others dwell at greater length on the regulations in question. 

The Sarvastivada; Mahasamghika, and Mulasarvastivada represent a 

much more conciliatory position with regard to commerce and deal

ing with precious objects. They not only accommodate such activities 

but even discuss the commercial and financial practices in which reli

gious communities engaged. Following are synopses of the relevant 

passages pertaining to the three interdictions in each of the five 

Vinaya as translated into Chinese:1

CO N TA CT W ITH PRECIOUS OBJECTS

1. Mahlsdsakavinaya
Brief enunciation of the interdiction.2

2. Dharmaguptavinaya
A great minister and friend of Upananda3 gives him a quarter of a pig. 

It is a festival day at Rajagrha. Like all the inhabitants of the town, the 

son of this minister has been out all night. He returns hungry, hoping 

to feat some of the pork that had meanwhile been offered to Upananda 

by^is'father. When his mother informs him  of the donation he gives 

her five coins to go and buy the quarter back from Upananda. Upananda 

accepts the bargain and picks up the coins laid on the ground before 

him  by the wife of the minister. The transaction causes a scandal. The 

Buddha reminds tKe community that monks may not touch precious 

metals or mdney. Goods of that kind need to be entrusted to the keep

ers of the gardens [shou-yiian jen)4 or to lay believers [upasaka].5

3. Sarvastivadavinaya
Contact with^and handling of gold and silver are forbidden. Contact 

with certain moneys； however, made of iron, lead, copper, tin, leather,
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wood, etc., only constitutes a minor sin [duskita). Small quantities of 

.precious metals are passed on to a lay servant [ching-jen)} where^there 

is no servant； such goods are used to have beds made for the samgha 

of the four directions.6

4i Mahasamghikavinaya
It is prohibited to store gold, silver, or money, for their possession 

engenders the five desires (of vision, hearing, taste, smell, and touch). 

Udayi has received some money from a donor. Knowing that he must 

not touch it, he has it sown into a corner of his habit and goes to mar

ket to buy himself some cake. This subterfuge is condemned by the 

Buddha. Precious metals and money are to be given up to the saingha； 

it is not permitted to share them out among the monks. If the amount 

is large, it is assigned to the special category of goods designated 

^inexhaustible property" [wu-chin wu)； if these produce interest, they 

shall be used for the construction of dwellings or the purchase of 

clothing for the monks. It no case may such moneys serve for feeding 

the religious, for they are impure. To handle them, certain precau

tions are necessary. Monks may receive donations in the form of 

money, but they may not take them into their own hands； they shall 

take recourse to a ching-jen. If their office requires them to handle 

large quantities of gold, silver, or money on behalf of the Buddha or 

the saipgha, they shall take care to store them hidden in the ground 

whence they shall have them extracted by a lay servant [ching-jen). In 

the event that they are obliged to do so themselves, they shall veil 

their eyes with triple blindfolds and wrap their hands in  cloth.7

Cult objects plated with gold or silVer must not be touched by the 

bhiksu (312b).8 Fallen to the ground, they are picked up by the parts 

not covered with precious metals. If *they> are*entirely covered, the 

monk wraps his hands with clothing. Money is likewise untouchable； 

regardless of the material of which it is made, including iron and bam

boo. To touch money that is wrought or marked constitutes a "mis- 

demeanor requiring rdinquisllmentli.e” the surrender of the goods 

obtained) and public repentance" {shih-to roi ch’-i-to; Skr. naihsargika 
prayascittika). But if the money is neither wrought nor marked, or if 

it is made of bronze, no sin is committed.9

5. Mnlasarvastivadavinaya
The prohibition against handling precious objects applies to gold, sil

ver, moneys [used as local currency], precious pearls, jades, mother-of-
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pearl [vaiduzya], cowrie, and ivory. But it is not sinful to handle mon

eys that are not used in the country, red copper, brass； copper, lead； 

and tin.

If the bhiksu wish to construct a house, they must ask for thatch, 

wood, and for carts and workers； they may not ask for gold, silver, or 

money. As a result of this prohibition, even bhiksu whose clothes are 

in tatters do not dare to accept money from the masters of alms to buy 

new clothing. The Buddha declares that they should have recourse to 

either monastery domestics (5su chia-jen) or lay believers {upasaka}.10 
These would ensure the storage of impure and untouchable goods for 

the monks, if necessary by burying them in hiding places in the 

ground.11

BA RT ER

i_ Mahlsasakavinaya
Upananda exchanges a garment in rags for the new garment of a 

heretic. The heretic's companions, seeing that he had been tricked, 

demand the annulment of the transaction. In violation of the rules of 

commerce that stipulate a period of seven days before an operation 

becomes irrevocable, Upananda refuses to relinquish the bargain. As 

a result of this affair, the Buddha rules that it is not permissible to 

seek^profit in barter.12

2. Dharmaguptavinaya
It is improper to pay for one's food and lodging as did Upananda when

he procured provisions in a village in exchange for ginger. The story

about the barter of the old garment for the heretic's new one is taken

up again here. Upananda is reproached on two accounts: first, failure

to commission a lay servant [ching-jen] to carry out the operation and,

second, disregard for the rule that entitles the buyer to withdraw from 

the transaction after the transfer of the goods has taken place. Barter

is accepted within the communities provided that it does not give rise 

to the kind of haggling that goes on in the marketplace. [The rite of

relinquishing the goods acquired is here described (621a): the guilty

bhiksu presents himself before the community, his right shoulder

bared and having removed his leather sandals. He approaches the dean 

and performs a salutation by kneeling with his right knee on the

ground and joining both hands in a gesture of contrition.]13
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3. Sarvastivadavinaya
Again, the story of the barter of garments won by Upananda. The 

barter of like objects (bowl against bowl, etc.) is condemned, as well 

as the barter of dissimilar goods (bowl against garment, etc.).14 As a 

result of this prohibition, the bhiksu want to take back the goods they 

have already exchanged. Disputes take place, and the Buddha declares 

that if a bargain is revoked w ithin seven days of its conclusion, the 

goods have to be returned； beyond that period, the exchange becomes 

irrevocable.

If a bhiksu has purchased for gain but does not resell for gain, this 

constitutes a simple sin [duskrta). The same holds true if he sells for 

gain but buys nothing in exchange. But if he buys and resells for gain 

(that is, the commercial cycle of buying and reselling has been com

pleted), then he has committed a naihsargika pzayascittika, i.e., a sin 

for which atonement requires both repentance and the relinquishing 

of the goods. [Here follows a section concerning the prohibition of 

contact with precious objects that assuredly is out of place in the pre

sent paragraph: the consumption of food bought with gold, silver, or 

money is a duskrta} the wearing of clothes thus obtained, constitutes 

a prayascittika}. In bartering； the usual period of seven days must be 

observed. Auction sales within the communities are accepted.15

4. Mahasamghikavinaya
The six evil bhiksu [liu-ch'un pi-ch'iu) Skr. sadvaiglka-bhiksu)16 pur

chase various victuals in the market. The Buddha condemns their bar

gaining and, even more, their acquisitions resulting from this bar

gaining. However, barter and auction sales are by and large permitted: 

all depends on intention and circumstance. Casuistry was highly 

developed among the Mahasamghika. There are allusions to sales 

within the community that are accepted.17

5. Mulasarvastivadavinaya
The paragraph concerning barter is very short here. The nineteenth 

and twentieth naihsargika prayascittika seem to have been subject to 

modifications: the nineteenth naihsargika piayascittika, entitled 

"Seeking gain through commerce" [chfu~na ch!iu li, a title that only 

remotely evokes the original lupika-vikiaya), incorporates part of the 

early tradition concerning barter and seems highly developed.

The twentieth naihsargika prdyascittika: the six evil bhiksu indulge
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in all kinds of transactions, in "a commerce that consists of taking 

and giving.77 "Taking," explains a note； means to supply goods that are 

expensive here and cheap elsewhere. "Giving" means to take away 

goods that are cheap here and expensive elsewhere. Buying in times of 

plenty and selling in times of shortage, is a naihsaigika. If one pur- 

chases for gain but does not resell for gain, it is a duskrta at the time 

of the purchase, but no sin is committed at the time of reselling. If one 

does not purchase for gain but resells for gain； it is the reverse, but the 

sin committed in reselling is a prayascittika. A profit realized with

out intention does not constitute a sin. Here follows a section con

cerning the barter featured in the nineteenth naihsargika prayascit- 
tika:18 a mendicant monk [nirgrantha] receives the gift of a fine gar

ment from merchants having come to SravastI from the North. 

Upananda persuades him  to exchange it for an old rag. The mendicant 

monk's companions, realizing that he had been taken in, go to 

Upananda to recuperate their property. Upon their approach, Upanada 

locks himself in his cell. The mendicant monks demand from the 

Buddha that the culprit be handed over to them for a heavy thrashing, 

and that he pay with his life if he refused just restitution.19

CO M M ERCE

1. Mahisasakavinaya
Nanda and Upananda used gold and silver as well as gold and silver 

currency and other moneys to purchase goods. They also sold these 

goods in order to procure precious metals aî d money. The wealth thus 

acquired must be relinquished to the samgha and may not be attrib

uted to one, two, or three person (i,e.; to individuals). If the samgha 

determined to expel [these impure goods], they should be cast into a 

pit, a fire, into flowing water, the bush； a place that may not be dis

covered. If the goods are not rejected, they must be handed over to a 

lay servant (ching-jen) who shall exchange them for food and cloth- 

ing20,for the samgha.21

2. Dharmaguptavinaya
Upananda exchanges currencies on the market. A ll transactions of 

that kind„ are condemned: exchange of raw precious metals against 

wrought metals, wrought metals against raw metals, etc., as well as 

diverse operations involving currencies. The goods acquired must be 

relinquished and entrusted to keepers of the gardens [shou-yiian jen)
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or to lay believers [upasaka] who shall exchange them against cloth

ing, bowls, furniture, needles, and cases for the saipgha. They shall be 

called to account should they appropriate any of the goods thus 

entrusted to them.22

Saivastivadavinaya 
The six evil bhiksu utilize, to all kinds of ends； precious metals that 

had been abandoned in accordance with the Buddha's injunction. 

They have buildings constructed, establish gold markets, markets for 

hired labor [kro-tso ssu)f markets for coppersmiths, and markets for 

processing pearls. They raise herds of elephants, horses, camels, cat

tle, mules, sheep, and they raise slaves of both sexes, disciples, and 

commoners. Under these conditions, lands belonging to the people 

were seized by force and sold to the bhiksu. Those who thus lost their 

possessions vent their anger complaining [to the Buddha]: "These 

sramana, son of Sakya, pretend to goodness and virtue, yet here they 

are using precious metals in every manner to install markets and 

engage in commerce. Their conduct is no different from that of the 

king or the great ministers."23 The Buddha then condemns all the uti

lizations of precious metals: exchange of wrought metals for raw met

als, etc” of similar objects made of precious metals for, and of dissim- 

ilar objects (?|, etc. Currency dealings are likewise condemned. Small 

quantities of precious metals are to be discarded. If the amount is 

large, it should be entrusted to a lay servant. Where there are no lay 

servants, the goods are used to procure beds for the samgha of the four 

directions.24

4. Mahasamghikavinaya
Nanda and Upananda, who have connections with the royal palace, 

buy gold from the king's household and have jewellery made from it 

by the king's goldsmith. Then they assign sramana to sell the jew

ellery to ladies of high standing. This business harms the trade of the 

gold merchants and goldsmiths of the town, who complain. The Bud

dha condemns all traffic in precious metals, whether as worked 

objects or as raw material.25

5. Mulasarvastivadavinaya
At that time, the group of six [evil] bhiksu indulged in all kinds of 

profit making [financial operations] consisting of taking, giving, pro

ducing, and taking against a pledge [chih). They traded finished prod
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ucts for finished products or finished products for raw materials, etc. 

To take means to receive valuable and desirable goods from foreign 

lands. When one is about to transport them to distant places, one seeks 

guarantors [fang-shou jen) and draws up contracts (cliaan-cMl. That 

is what is meant by taking. To give means to pass goods on to others, 

on the basis of contracts and certificates [chfi cheng), within eight or 

ten days [of the conclusion of the bargain?]. That is what is called giv
ing. To produce means to generate interest. One gives a small quantity 

of goods to others and receives large quantities of cereals or barley. At 

times, one's principal is increased by a fifth or one half, or it may be 

doubled. To accumulate quantities of cereals on the basis of contracts, 

that is what is meant by producing [interest]. To receive in pledge is to 

receive valuables, pearls, etcv and drawing up a contract as above. One 

seeks a trustworthy guarantee [pao-cheng] and hands over one's wealth 

and one's goods. That is what is called receiving in pledge. In this man

ner the bhiksu traded to enrich themselves. Seeing this, the heretics 

expressed repugnance and contempt: "Son of Sakya, how do these sra- 

mana who traffic for profit differ from laymen?The Buddha declares 

that all these practices constituted naihsargika prayascittika.
The same section, devoted to the nineteenth naihsaigika prayascit- 

tika, comprises a third part, which shows that the prohibition against 

allowing one's capital to bear fruit was not categorical: if the benefit 

accrued to the samgha, it was legitimate.

Observing that the monastery of the saingha was falling to ruins, 

the great patrons [danapati) asked themselves: "How w ill it be after 

our death? We must provide inexhaustible property [wu-chin wu) so 

that it may be rebuilt." And they gave alms to the bhiksu, saying: 

"Reverends, this inexhaustible property we give you for the purpose 

of rebuilding the monastery. Thus you should accept it. The bhiksu 

replied that according to the precepts of the Buddha it was improper 

for them to accept. But they put the matter to the Buddha. "If it is for 

the samgha, and there are repairs to be carried out, said he, accept 

such inexhaustible property. Thus the bhiksu's residence [vihaia] 
shdll be rebuilt in three stories, and that of the bhiksunl in two." The 

bhiksu therefore received the inexhaustible property and placed it 

into the treasury. The masters of alms then came to ask them why 

their vihaia had not yet been rebuilt. "The reason, sirs, is that we 

have no money." "But have we not given you inexhaustible prop

erty?"H ow  could we use it (literally； eat it)? We have placed it into 

the treasury of the samgha, and it is still there." "That is not the way
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to employ it/7 replied the masters of alms, "for then would it not have 

remained just as well in our safekeeping? Why not trade it and earn 

interest?" The bhiksu laid out the matter in detail before the Buddha, 

who instructed them that if it was for the benefit of the samgha, they 

ought to earn the interest. When the Brahman and simple believers 

learned of the Buddha's instruction, they began to make donations of 

inexhaustible property to the Buddha, the Law, and the saingha.26 

Thereupon, the bhiksu returned their goods to the masters of dms in 

Older to earn interest from them. However, when the time came to 

collect the interest, numerous disputes arose. "How dare you make 

property belonging to us the subject of your disputes/7 said the mas

ters of alms. Informed of this affair, the Bhagavat told the bhiksu no 

longer to invest their [inexhaustible] property with such people. 

Instead, they placed it with the poor. However, on the redemption 

date they had nothing. "When you lend goods, 〃 said the Buddha, "the 

conditions must be clearly established. Let there be pledges worth 

twice the value of the loan and contracts drawn up. In addition, a 

guarantee [pao-cheng] shall be deposited and the year and month 

recorded. The name of the dean [shang-tso, Skr. sthavira) shall be 

inscribed as well as those of the monks in charge [shou-shih jen). Even 

if you are dealing with an upasaka, one who has received the five 

instructions, he shall likewise be obliged to furnish pledges _〃27

It w ill be noted that the different treatises on discipline adopt diverg

ing solutions with regard to precious metals: fi) rejection, (2) referral 

to lay followers for the purchase of items of necessity ("pure" goods) 

for the monks, (3) deposit in reserve for utilization as loans.

In the Pali Vinaya, exclusive recourse is taken to the first solution. 

The Sarvastivada employ (1) and (2) side by side: small quantities of 

metals are discarded； large quantities are used for purchases on behalf 

of the saingha. By contrast, the Mahasamghika and Mulasarvastivada 

purchase items of necessity with part of their precious metals and use 

the remainder to build a treasury for gainful investment.

Moreover, among the reprehensible acts for which monks are crit

icized, different levels of commercial activity may be distinguished:

1. The purchase of food, clothing and even accommodation, 

whether by means of barter or the payment of money.

2. Trading no longer with a view to procure the necessities of life 

but for profit.
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3. Investments in enterprises that employ manpower: metal 

crafts, goldsmiths and jewellers, animal rearing, slave labor, 

agriculture (Sarvastivada and Mahasamghika).

4. Loans for interest on the security of pledges and by written 

contract (Mulasarvastivada).

Thus it appears that commercial and financial activities were unevenly 

developed in the circles in which the Vinaya were compiled and that 

the various Buddhist sects adopted a more or less conciliatory attitude 

with regard to commerce. This is undoubtedly due to differences of 

period and place.

Moreover, it is difficult to ascertain the precise object of the prohi

bitions concerning precious metals and money as well as barter: moral 

reprobation, taboo, or desire to preserve a certain type of monastic 

life?28 Generally speaking, it appears that the precepts aim at mercan

tile activities as a whole on account of their profane nature,29 and that 

because gold, silver, and money are the preferred media of exchange 

employed by commerce, their handling was forbidden to bhiksu by 

extension.

It was an economy based on the exchange of gifts, including the 

exchange of alms against predication, that operated between the faith

ful and the Three Jewels (triratna). That was the only proper form of 

exchange: it was seemly and had a moral rationale as well. Things 

given freely have a unique significance for, in addition to their mate

rial value； they possess a kind of religious power and, in the case of 

Buddhism, a karmic productivity. Sold objects are on the contrary 

worth no more than their commercial base value. Exchanges of gifts 

and commercial transactions constitute two domains that are, if not 

of a different kind~for they share analogous features—at least anti

thetical. And their opposition becomes more pronounced as com

merce develops and evolves its own setsof rules, while the act of giv

ing acquires, as in the case of Buddhism, a moral and religious value. 

Thus the question posed by the economic, commercial and financial 

development of the Buddhist communities becomes clear: how, by 

what detour, were mercantile activities able to introduce themselves 

into the samgha? In fact it is not a question of the degree of relaxation 

of the early austerity, but of a veritable rupture, a leap from the reli

gious domain to the utterly profane and quasi-immoral domain of 

sales and loans at interest. The question concerns above all the Bud

dhist religion, which made giving one of its cardinal virtues； it is also
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pertinent in the context of China's tradition of deep hostility toward 

mercantile activities: while the literati class were not insensitive to 

the moralizing tendencies of Buddhism, the economic activities of 

the church and the monks aroused strong reactions and severe criti

cism on their part.

fo the beginning, the need for the samgha to transform the impure 

goods it inherited or received as gifts was clearly the point of departure 

for commercial activity within the Buddhist communities.30 Impure 

possessions thus posed a problem that could only be resolved by 

recourse to bartering, and here lies the origin of one of the contradic

tions of Buddhism: commerce is at the same time repudiated and prac

ticed, prohibited to the monks but recommended to the samgha. More

over, donation and usury~two conflicting practices~became the two 

principal sources of the Buddhists communities7 wealth. Curtailed by 

monastic discipline, the stocking of goods, bartering, and selling and 

buying were still confined to the framework of a rather rudimentary 

economy. There remained a further step to be takto, namely the place

ment of interest-bearing investments. Not all of the Indian sects had 

taken this step； those who did, meanwhile, were actively encouraged 

by the laity,31 and especially, it seems, by those belonging to the milieu 

of merchants converted to Buddhism.32 In this regard, a passage from 

the Sarvastivadavinaya devoted to the permanent nature of the prop

erty attached to reliquaries (stupa) is instructive:

The merchants of Vaisall sold stupa property for profit in order to pay 
homage to the stupa. These merchants, about to depart to distant 
countries in order to enrich themselves, had good线 belonging to the 
stupa in their possession. They said to the bhiksu: "Reverends, this 
stupa property you ought to use to earn interest to pay homage to the 
stiipa." The bhiksu replied: "The Buddha has not authorized us to 
place the property of the stupa at interest in order to pay homage to 
i t .  They put the matter before the Buddha, and the Buddha declared:
"I authorize the 'pure men, [ching-jenl i.ev lay servants) of the monas
teries as well as lay believers (upasdka) to draw interest from the prop
erty of the stQpa in order to pay homage to them/733

The sudden departure of the merchants here provides the impulse to 

transfer the lending activities ,to the religious community. According 

to time-honored procedure, however, the religious community 

appeals to the services of domestics and sedentary lay followers for 

the management of these impure goods. The Sarvastivddavinaya
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seems to acknowledge the practice of earning interest from assets to 

provide offerings as routine, and there is also direct evidence of its 

implementation. An inscription pointed out by Sylvain L6vi shows 

that the earnings were not only intended for the needs of the cult but 

also for those of the monks:

Other inscriptions at Nasik, at Karle (ca. fifty km south of Nasik)34 
further commemorate the pious foundations of Usavadata, the Saka, 
and of the princess Daksamitra, his wife. One of these is worth citing 
because of the light it throws on the modalities of these foundations. 
"Success! in the year 42, in the month of Vesakka (Vaisakha), 
Usavadata, son of Durika, son-in-law of the satrap Nahapana the 
Ksaharata, gave this grotto to the universal community； he also 
donated, as a gift in perpetuity, three thousand kahapana, which shall 
serve to clothe and maintain the members of the universal commu
nity residing in that grotto. These kahapana have been deposited in 
accounts held by corporations with their seat at Govardhana, namely, 
two thousand at the corporation of weavers, at 1 pa^ika percent [per 
month]； one thousand at another association of weavers, at V4 of a 
padika percent. These kahapana are not repayable； only the interest 
is to be claimed.35 Of these amounts, two thousand placed at 1 padika 
percent are intended to defray the cost of clothing. Each of the twenty 
monks who will be lodged in my grotto during the rainy season shall 
receive twelve [kahapana] for clothing. The one thousand placed at 
of a padika percent are intended for the cost of maintenance (? 
kusassa)/136

At an early stage, this procedure, of lay provenance, which assured the 

continuity of offerings, was presumably practiced outside the com

munity. The novelty occurred when one day the monks themselves 

took recourse to it.

That was the case among the Sarvastivada, with, however, the 

restriction that the goods in question not be managed by the monks 

themselves. The Mahasamghika and Mulasarvastivada were not con

strained by that last obstacle or, rather, by that last vestige of the pro- 

hibitions governing the handling of impure goods. It may be assumed 

that by the time Buddhism was introduced to China the principle of 

direct management had already been accepted. In the course of his 

travels in India at the end of the seventh century, I-ching observed 

that the system of inexhaustible property was still in force in the 

monasteries of the West. He noted in particular that the monks' 

clothing was for the most part provided out of [earnings from] the per
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manent assets of the saxngha. Or else, he adds, their habits were 

bought with the surplus of the harvest from the fields and gardens, or； 

again, from the interest produced by the fruit of the orchards that was 

annually allocated to the purchase of clothing. Moreover, he states, 

there were even landed estates [chuang] especially established for that 

purpose, and in China places of worship had specified lands ("places") 

for the provision of clothing.37 These foundations made it possible to 

feed both monks and lay followers for, although the donors made their 

gifts to the monks, their beneficence extended without distinction to 

all and sundry.38

Three of the treatises on discipline give an account of practices per

taining to inexhaustible property or wealth {wu-chin wu or wu-chin 
tsfai),S9 This has already been noted above with respect to the 

Mulasarvastivada. The Mahasamghika likewise took recourse to pre

cious metals for interest-bearing investments, the type of goods best 

suited to such operations:

Such gold and silver, whether in the form of coins, finished or raw, in 
large or small quantities, pure or alloyed, whether in the form of uten
sils, finished or unfinished, once made over to the samgha, they may 
not be taken back [by the bhiksu]. If the quantity is large, they shall 
be assigned to the inexhaustible property. If as inexhaustible property 
they produce interest, this can be used to construct cells or lodgings 
for monks, but not to procure food [owing to its impurity].40

The produce of lands belonging to pious foundations, however, 

could be used to constitute inexhaustible property (as was the case 

among the Sarvastivada)/1 and it would seem that in that case the 

development of cult activities encouraged the developmeht of this 

practice.

The Vinaya of the Mahasamghika refers to the trees in the garden 

that surrounded the stupa of the Buddha Kasyapa. These trees, of five 

different species, were always in flower. The flowers served to pay 

homage to the Buddha and the fruit was given to the monks. When 

the flowers were plentiful, a portion was supplied to the garland mak

ers who made garlands out of them and purchased the surplus. The 

amount earned by the monks was used for the maintenance of the 

lamps and the purchase of incense. If the amount was large, however, 

it was permitted to pay it into the inexhaustible property of the Bud

dha, and the same obtained for the flowers from the pond surrounding 

the stupa on all four sides.
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Surpluses of impure goods42 were thus put to two different uses: a 

first portion was attributed to the current expenses of the cult and the 

needs of the religious； the remainder was held in reserve and placed to 

earn interest. An analogous practice is found in China.43

Introduced into the sarpgha through the example provided by the 

lay world, the custom of placing assets at interest did not fully pene

trate there. As noted, the Sarvastivada remained suspicious of prac

tices so blatantly profane: for them the management of loans had 

to be entrusted to monastery servants or to lay followers. The 

Mahas旦ipghika, by contrast, accepted that the monks deal with such 

operations themselves on the grounds that their pious intention jus

tified their administration by the religious. The Mahasamghika- 
vinaya mentions bhiksu whose task it was to handle large amounts of 

gold and silver on "Buddha business" Ifo-shihj or on "sarpgha busi- 

ness" (seng-shihj.44 The expansion of financial operations was 

undoubtedly encouraged by that of cult activities, for if the require

ments of the monks needed to remain modest, those of the cult were 

not subjected to the same constraints. This may well be the reason for 

both the development of such practices and for the solution that in 

the end prevailed: the direct management by the religious.

Inexhaustible property was fundamentally of a dual nature: it con

sisted on the one hand of impure goo却 that, by Buddhist moral stan

dards, were moreover the object of profane and reprehensible opera

tions； yet at the same time their religious character, due to their 

provenance as gifts of faith and to their use in offerings, was suffi

ciently evident to be retained as justification.

A ll things considered, the institution does not occupy an impor

tant place in the treatises on discipline； and that is not surprising: 

inexhaustible property was sustained by little else than the sale of 

flowers or the produce from stiipa lands or by precious metals relin- 

quished by monks at fault.45 This was merely the beginning of a 

future development that appears to have taken place in the countries 

where the Greater Yehicle prevailed. In China, loans at interest, with 

or without pledges, were to become one of the principal activities of 

Buddhist monasteries and monks. But the institution also engendered 

new, entirely Mahayanist notions: it no longer aimed solely to provide 

the triratna with offerings but also to relieve the suffering and mis

eries of all beings.



Commercial Activities of the Chinese Communities
There is a historical link between the spread of Buddhism in China 

and the development of commercial exchanges between East Asia and 

the Buddhist countries of Central Asia and India. The pious com

merce in relics and sacred texts followed the same routes as mercan

tile commerce, and those that introduced Buddhism to China came 

from regions with a genius for trade.46 With the monks, came the mer

chants from the West, such as the Parthian who in the sixth century 

plied his trade along the Yangtze.47

Moreover, Buddhism originated a new development of economic 

activity w ithin China itself. The needs of the faithful and their places 

of worship prompted the appearance of crafts and commerce for the 

supply of devotional objects in the vicinity of the monasteries. In vil

lages and townships； shops opened where sacred texts were copied 

and statuettes cast, and which occasionally appear to have been tav

erns as well.48 The construction and decoration of buildings, the orna

mentation of the streets at festival times, the maintenance of the 

mills and presses on the monastic estates required the services of 

craftsmen； technicians, and artists. A considerable number of trades 

are named in the manuscripts from Tun-huang: nail casters, tin

smiths, pot makers, furnace makers, cauldron repairmen, sculptors, 

locksmiths, glassworkers, roughcasters, hemp washers, felters, etc.49 

The registers of Mazar-tagh show the importance of such crafts in the 

Chinese monasteries of Central Asia as well:

"Paid 120 cash to buy 3 ton of alcohol to give to.Ssu-chin and the 

other laborers who worked hard on the Ch'ien-chung hall."50

"Paid 80 cash to the artisan Yeh-fan as remuneration for his ser- 

vices engaged to paint dragons and phoenixes on the banderoles and 

canopies of the procession in tow n ,51

"Paid 100 cash to buy two rolls of paper, at 50 cash each, for past

ing thirty-eight lanterns with streamers attached- [for the festival of 

lamps on the fifteenth day of the first month]."52

"Paid 760 cash as remuneration for the artisan Kuei-ts'ai who 

helped make a felt carpet. He had previously been hired on the occa

sion of a ceremony for praying for good fortune/753

Buddhism, in other words, was good for business, and invigorated 

a whole sector of the Chinese economy. However, the development of 

crafts and trade in the neighborhood of the great places of worship was



only a secondary phenomenon. The main element was the diversion 

of market traffic for the profit of the monasteries. Religious festivals 

and fairs are not without analogies: both were held in the same 

place;54 and monasteries were frequently established near markets 

and in the busiest commercial streets.55 When the wealthy laity, 

members of the aristocracy, high officials, and the great monasteries 

wished their assets to yield profits, they sought first of all access to 

the vantage points that were the markets. There they owned shops, 

which they rented out and on whose transactions they no doubt 

reserved themselves a percentage. And there they also operated loan 

stalls. The biography of Ts'ai Hsing-tsung (416-472) reports that 

"because princes, dukes, consorts, and princesses were establishing 

market shops [ti-she] in great numbers, and because they drew sub

stantial profits from these and their demands were unlimited, [Ts7ai 

Hsing-tsung] proposed that this be curtailed."56

The great monasteries too had shops in the marketplaces: ti-she, ti- 
tien, or p fu-tien. These served, it seems, at once as inns for travelers, 

as shops, and as pawnshops.57

The rental of buildings of this kind seems to have been less com

mon under the Six Dynasties than in following centuries, and refer

ences to ti-tien are found with increasing frequency in mid and late 

T'ang times: a further indication confirming the pronounced devel

opment of commercial activity under the T'ang. No longer do the 

wealthy laity and Buddhist ̂ establishments merely own shops, but 

also hotels [kfo-she]58, carriage parks [chu-fang],59 as well as mills 

[nien-wei].60 It appears that by T'ang times the monasteries, together 

with the nobility and high-ranking officials, had gained control at 

least over the most important transactions.

The master of the Law Ch'ang-yen (d. 816) had established commer
cial outlets [p'u-tien) on behalf of his monastery as well as shops pro
viding loans against security [shou chih-chlen she-wu). The value of 
their annual business exceeded one hundred thousand cash.61

Near the Eastern Market, in Shan-ho ward, the Ta-hsiang monastery 

owned—in addition to major landed properties amounting to 56 

ch'ing~"six and a half bays of shop space,62

Profits derived from the letting of shops [ti-tien] were also placed at 

interest. As we know from the act of grace dated fifth year of Hui- 

ch'ang(845):
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According to the investigation entrusted to the commissioners of 
good works, We understand that rich monasteries own shops in many 
places. After having deducted the amount required for the ^perma
nent assets" from the income of these houses, the remainder is used 
to carry out a busy commerce. It is not permissible for the monaster
ies to appropriate wealth in this way and to snatch away the property 
of people who are defenseless.63

The term inexhaustible wealth [wu-chin ts'ai^64 borrowed from the 

treatises on discipline, was used in China to designate that part of the 

permanent assets [chfang-chu wu) dedicated to the provision of loans 

at interest. Lands, commodities, and money were sometimes donated 

by lay followers or by the monks themselves for that purpose. The 

texts emphasize the inalienable character of such property: the notion 

of permanent assets, originally confined to the community's immov

ables/5 was in time extended in China to fungible goods as well and, 

in the end, came to denote in particular the various commodities and 

moneys that were stored in monastic treasuries.66 It was precisely 

these fungible goods that served as loans； to dedicate their assets as 

^inexhaustible wealth^ was a current means of ensuring the continu

ity of religious foundations.

The Sung kao-seng chuan reports that the monk Shen-ts'ou 

(744-817) was content with little and lived like an ascetic. Such 

remarkable comportment, for a Chinese monk, earned him  quantities 

of alms. But Shen-ts'ou at once paid these into the inexhaustible 

wealth of the permanent assets [ch'ang-chu vm-chin ts'ai).67
Another monk, named Tao-piao (740-823), of Mount Ling-yin, had 

built up a substantial capital in cash for his community through the 

sale of ordination certificates [tu-tieh].68 He was thus able to put a 

piece of land under cultivation that produced’an annual revenue of ten 

thousand hu of cereals,69 and he created—no doubt out of the revenue 

from these lands—a fund of inexhaustible wealth, which he made 

over to his community as property held in common.70

At the end of the Tien-pao period (756), Li Ch'eng,71 a high-rank- 

ing official and a Buddhist, donated his country estate [pieh-shu] to 

the Hui-lin monastery 〃as inexhaustible wealth to serve the needs of 

the community.;/72

Other references to "inexhaustible wealth" can no doubt be found 

in the biographies of famous monks and elsewhere. The above suffice 

to prove that the term and the practice were current in Tang times.



I

But does this concern financial operations of the same type in each 

instance? Where they always simple loans at interest?

It is possible that India_ especially through the intermediary of the 

Buddhist countries in Central Asia—introduced a new form of loan to 

China: the loans against pledges that were to appear first in Buddhist 

monasteries.73 Thus the religious communities were more advanced 

in financial techniques than the laity.

The Vinaya of the Mulasarvastivada, in an explanation concerning 

the necessary guarantees for the placement of "inexhaustible prop- 

erty〃 among the laity, mention pledges [chih)J4 Even though this 

ancient term was not unknown in commercial contexts, where it des

ignated a certain type of contract, it appears that in the translations of 

Buddhist texts it was employed to denote an entirely new concept. 

The word pledge can in fact refer to two completely different institu

tions: the pledge named chih in the Vinaya plainly corresponds to the 

value of the loan； according to the Vinaya of the Mulasarvastivada, it 

was even required to have twice the value of the loan.75 This kind of 

pledge is recognized for its economic function； the system would be 

scarcely conceivable in an economy where money is not the normal 

means of exchange. The situation is less certain with regard to the 

pawn called tien in certain contracts of the T'ang period: the object 

pledged, far from representing a value that would enable the creditor 

to obtain compensation in the event of the debtor's default, seems to 

play the role of an exhibit. The pledge, in this case, is not an indiffer

ent thing, but a strictly personal object that engages the debtor 

morally. At least that is what may be deduced from the contract cited 

below (p. 176), in which one of the parties deposits an iron cauldron 

as pledge: "If he exceeds the deadline without reimbursing his loan . . .  

the creditor shall be entitled to seize [the debtor's] movables and other 

effects (c扭 teng wu) to obtain compensation for the value of the 

wheat and millet [loaned]/7 If the pawn [tien) here played the same 

role as the pledge [chih)f then the definitive appropriation and sale of 

the object alone would constitute the creditor's compensation and the 

pnly necessary sanction against defaulting on the agreement. In this 

case, however, not just the pawn remains in the possession of the 

creditor, but the latter can fully compensate his loss only by confis

cating a part of (the debtor7§ property. The single purpose of the 

redemption of the pledge that normally takes place on the expiration 

date is to fully release the debtor. Redemption does not enable him  to 

avoid damages in the event that the pledge does not cover the com
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bined value of loan and interest. The terms chih and tien therefore 

denote two different types of pledges.76 To be sure, the system of 

granting loans against pledges operating in countries under Indian 

influence constituted an innovation that contrasted with the archaic 

institution of the tien pawn, which was very likely of Chinese origin.

* According to Yang Lien-sheng, "The Buddhist origin of pawn- 

broking has been noted by several Chinese and Japanese scholars. The 

celebrated Sung poet Lu Yu (1127-1210) in his Lao-hsiieh an pi-chi 
mentions pawnshops known as ch’ang-sheng k %  'long-life trea

suries/ in Buddhist monasteries of his time and traces the practice 

back to the end of the fifth century."77

The grandson of Chen Fa-ch^ng/8 named Chen Pin, was esteemed in 
his village for his moral conduct. Once he took a bundle of ramie to 
the treasury of the Ch'ang-sha monastery at the prefecture as a pledge 
for [a loan of] money. When he later redeemed the ramie, he found five 
taels of gold inside the bundle. Pin wrapped these into a handkerchief 
and returned them to the treasury of the monastery. The monks were 
startled and said: "Recently someone pledged this gold for [a loan of] 
money. Circumstances prevented him at the time from retrieving it 
and it was left abandoned."... The monks offered Chen Pin half of the 
sum but he steadfastly refused.79

A second account, the events of which date to the years 482-483, fig

ures in the biography of Ch'u Ch'eng in the Nan C h'i shu:

After the death of [his father] Yuan, Ch'eng went to the Chao-t;i 
monastery with eleven thousand cash! to redeem a seat cover in white 
marten skin, a fur coat in poor condition, and some tassels that had 
been bestowed upon Yuan by T'ai-tsu. He also redeemed Yuan;s ear 
cap and hair ornament of rhinoceros horn as well as a yellow ox that 
Ytian had ridden.80

The monastic treasuries thus functioned as pawnshops. The objects 

deposited as security were undoubtedly evaluated Uelow their market 

value and the loans granted for an undetermined period. In the first 

case the pledge is redeemed "later/' and in the second Ch'u Ch'eng 

goes to the monastery only following the death of his father. The 

agreement thus applied to the bearer of the deed, which was trans

missible from father to son. Possibly it was even transferable to a 

third party. This assuredly constituted a great progress over the clas- 

sical Chinese practice of granting agricultural loans81 at high interest
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rates and short expiration periods, an inconvenient arrangement that 

offered little scope for development. The T;ang imperial government 

had regulated the interest rates. In the case of loans against pledges 

[chih-chii), the interest was not to exceed one-fifth of the value of the 

principal:

"The interest on loans against pledges may not exceed one-fifth 

[per annum]. The government does not permit the interest to exceed 

the principal, nor to accumulate."82

In the case of an ordinary loan, by contrast, the interest rate could 

legally be a quarter； in reality； it seems almost always to have been 

one-half.83

The two accounts cited above reveal one of the characteristics of 

loans against pledges: they were loans of money. The pledges were 

likewise redeemed with money. The expression chih-chfien, "to bor

row cash against the deposit of a pledge," is common, as is the syn

onymous expression chih-chiij in fact, the term chu seems to apply 

specifically to money loans.84 Only the great monasteries and certain 

wealthy laymen had sufficient monetary reserves at their disposal to 

advance cash to those short of liquid assets. It also appears that these 

cash loans were directed to a particular clientele: not peasants who 

sought to procure the seed needed for the year or essential provisions 

to subsist until the next harvest, but the section of Chinese society 

that was already relatively well-off. In Central Asia, it was the local 

bourgeoisie that borrowed cash from the monasteries or from the 

clergy: a contract mentions the loan of fifteen hundred cash made to 

a woman, Madam A-sun, from the permanent assets of a monastery.85 

Only a woman belonging to the upper classes is likely to have pos

sessed the means to contract a liability； Madam A-sun was probably 

a member of one of the great families of the locality.

The same observation holds for another contract of the same type:

In the . .. year of the Ta-li period (766-780).. . the lady Hsii Ssu-she, 
being in urgent need of money and not knowing where to procure it 
. . . [pledges] a comb . . .  for a loan of five hundred cash. Every month 
[the interest amounts to .. . ] cash. The lady Hsu may... use the prin
cipal and interest to redeem [her pledge]. Should she exceed the period 
[determined] without redeeming it, [the pledge】 shall be entirely con
fiscated and may be sold. Lest there be a breach of faith, a private con
tract has been drawn up. The two parties present； having found its dis
positions just and clear . . .

The owner of the money
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The lady Hsii, twenty-six years of age
The co-borrower, her son Chin-chin, eight years of age
The witness.86

The monk Dharmaraksa was born of a Yueh-chih family that had set

tled at Tun-huang.87 The leading clans [chia-tsu] of the town, know

ing that he was very rich, wanted to put him to the test by borrowing 

two hundred thousand cash from him .88 Failing cash, high- and mid

dle-ranking officials borrowed cloth from the monasteries.

Li I-chi, assistant magistrate of Shih-feng county (modern T7ien- 

t/ai hsien in Chekiang), borrowed ten bolts of cloth from the perma

nent assets of a monastery and failed to restitute them.89 A more 

senior official, Feng Ssu, president of the Censorate [yii-shih ta-fu), 
died a violent death in the second year of the Ching-lung period (708) 

for having failed to honor a debt of money, oil, and flour that he owed 

the T7ai-p7ing monastery.90

The loans were evidently not always repaid. Perhaps the monas

teries placed greater trust in debtors who were important personages 

or officials either known for their devotion or whose influence might 

prove useful to the religious community. Some loans did not even 

require a contract.91 In any case, it is certain that the question of 

credit played a role in these operations, and one can imagine that large 

loans were only accorded clients known to be solvent and with whom 

close relations were maintained. The monasteries, consequently, 

extended their loans of cash, or its common substitute, cloth, to a 

rather restricted clientele consisting of officials and members of the 

aristocracy, and of donors and benefactors.

Loans against pledges continued to be granted by Buddhist com

munities long after the practice had spread to the lay world.92 In the 

twelfth century, Lu Yu mentions that there existed pawn treasuries in 

the monasteries and that they bore a special name: "Today treasuries 

are frequently instituted [in the monasteries] for the purpose of grant

ing loans of cash against pledges (c M h U en j. They are called Long 

Life Treasuries [ch'ang-sheng Jc'u)/793

Two texts concerning Long Life Treasuries under the Sung seem to 

indicate that the funds of these treasuries were constituted from indi

vidual contributions made by the religious:

Even though the halls of that establishment had hall masters [tien- 
chu) to look after everything, there was still a lack of lamps lit per
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manently [ch'dng-ming teng). Thus a subscription was organized 
among the community that raised thirty-three strings of cash. These 
were paid into the Long Life Treasury. An Office of Lamps and Oil 
[teng yu ssu was instituted with the task of supervising the conserva
tion of this capital from year to year. This office purchased oil with 
the interest earned from successive placements. The hall masters 
were even able to install permanent lamps made of enamel [liu-li 
ming teng} in their halls in addition to the ordinary lamps. It was 
determined that the treasurer (kTu-tzu) would present his accounts 
every month to the abbot [fang-chang] and managers [chih-shih) for 
their inspection and signatures.94

Hung Mai7s I-chien chih reports that

at the Lo-han cloister of the Yung-ning monastery, a pawn treasury 
[chih-k'u] was established by collecting the personal money belonging 
to the novices. The interests were accumulated in order to purchase 
their ordination certificates {tu-tieh}.95 This bank was called a Long 
Life Treasury. In all the towns of Lake P;o-yang, all the Dhyana and 
Vinaya communities practiced this system alike. The monk in charge 
of the administration [hsing-cheng] of the Lo-han yuan had appointed 
a fellow monk, named Chih-hsi, to supervise the accounts. On the 
twenty-ninth day of the fourth month in the third year of the Ch'ing- 
yuan period (1197), as they were balancing the accounts and review
ing the objects placed on the shelves, they realized that a pin with a 
golden head was missing.96

One of the most remarkable features of the Long Life Treasuries 

might well be the subscription by their members to a mutual fund, a 

practice still found in certain village associations in modern times.97 

The Long Life Treasuries thus evoke one of the most interesting insti

tutions of Chinese Buddhism: that of the associations of the laity and 

the clergy.98

It has been suggested that the great Buddhist establishments satisfied 

the needs of two different groups of clients: those belonging to the 

upper strata of society on the one hand and the peasantry on the other. 

This was done by means of two different types of loans based on 

entirely different principles. The first were, generally speaking, loans 

of money or cloth. They might involve the deposit of a pledge [chih)f 
the value of which exceeded that of the loan. The transaction does not 

necessarily form the object of a written deed but may be based on
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trust in the good faith of that special clientele. The second type of 

loan are loans in kind, usually in cereals, wheat, or millet. They are 

short-term loans, granted for the duration of one agricultural year 

(seven to eight months), and the interest rate is high (50 percent). 

These loans are directed at the peasantry. The volume of money in cir- 

eulation always remained significantly below the requirements of an 

entirely monetary economy. In areas with a sufficiency of money, 

purely commercial activities were most highly developed: the great 

cities of the North, the Yangtze basin, and the port of Canton. The 

peasants were not primarily interested in procuring cash but the seed 

and provisions needed until the next harvest.

The wealth in cereals possessed by certain Buddhist establish

ments permitted them to hold not only their own serfs but also the 

free peasantry in the monastery's surroundings in a state of perma

nent subjection. Admittedly； the texts hardly mention this important 

role played by the richest religious establishments in China as great 

agricultural banks: it was self-evident and did not hold the attention 

of contemporaries. But the manuscripts found at Tun-huang abound 

in loan contracts and requests for advances in cereals that reveal the 

powerful economic and social influence exercised in certain regions 

by the great Buddhist monasteries.

It has been seen that the monasteries in Shansi at the time of the 

samgha households toward the end of the fifth century~and after the 

institution had degenerated in the sixth century—extended advances 

of m illet to farmers at rates that were most advantageous for the Bud

dhist communities and high monastic officers who abused the system 

to their profit." The methods of grain conservation, economic con

siderations； as well as certain social habits had the effect that China 

had only large granaries: public granaries, collective granaries, and 

those belonging to wealthy landowners. At Tun-huang, the granaries 

of the Ching-t'u monastery must have contained more than seven 

hundred shih of cereals (four hundred hectoliters). One can assume 

that the seventeen Buddhist establishments of the Sha-chou region 

disposed of a reserve of close to five thousand hectoliters of cereals.100 

A peasant, after having spent his meager provisions at the time of the 

New Year festival, normally found himself completely destitute at 

the beginning of spring. This improvidence, encouraged by a perma

nently precarious existence, was part of his lifestyle. Moreover, there 

was no shortage of lenders. At Tun-huang, the peasants borrowed for 

the most part from the neighboring monastery. If they were serfs and
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worked the land of the establishment, they presented a simple request 

in which they engaged themselves to return twice the amount bor

rowed should they be unable to restitute the advance at the time of 

the harvest.101 In the case of a serf belonging to another monastery, 

however, the operation was sealed by a contract:

On the fifteenth day of the forth month of the year... Yen-chun, head 
of a monastery household [ssu-hu) at Sha-chou, requiring a certain 
quantity of grain and having sought [unsuccessfully to procure it}, 
came to borrow three shih of wheat, measured in Chinese sheng, from 
the Buddhist accounts [fo-chang so) of the Ling-t;u monastery. He 
requested that the [date for the] restitution of the wheat be fixed as the 
eighth month in the autumn. With respect to this wheat, he also 
asked that, should he exceed the agreed date without having returned 
this advance . . .  under appeal to the present contract. . .  102 his mov
ables and other effects be seized in compensation for the value of the 
wheat. In the event that he should be absent ("to the east or the west") 
or deceased； the guarantors shall be required to undertake the restitu
tion in his place. Lest there be a breach of faith, this contract was 
drawn up and this paper inscribed to serve as proof:

The borrower of the wheat, Yen-chun, thirty years of age 
The guarantor Liu Kuei-tzu, twenty years of age 
The guarantor
The witness, the monk Fa-ying
The witness, the abbot T'ang
The witness, [the monk] Chih-ytian.103

Sometimes the borrower deposited a pledge, which did not, however, 

prevent the seizure of his property in default of payment (cf. p. 170 

above):

On the sixth day of the second month of the year ssu, the head of a 
monastery household of the P7u-kuang monastery, Li Ssu-ssu, being 
in need a seed grain and a supply of cereals, requested the provision of 
four Chinese shih of wheat and eight Chinese shih of millet from the 
permanent assets of the Ling-t'u monastery. As a pledge [tien] he 
deposited an iron cauldron of the volume of two sheng. This wheat 
and millet shall be fully restituted in the course of the eighth month 
in autumn. Should he exceed that date without making the restitu
tion . . . [the creditor] will be authorized to seize his movables and 
other effects in compensation for the value of the wheat and the mil
let. Should He himself be deceased； the guarantors shall undertake the 
restitution in his place. Lest there be a breach of faith, this contract 
was drawn up to serve as proof later:
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The borrower of the wheat and the millet, Li Ssu-ssu (impression 
of a round seal, two centimeters in diameter, in red)104 

The guarantor, his son Tun-t'un (fingerprint)105

These loans did not bear interest. They were simple advances, as the 

term employed by the contracts, pien, "to place at some one's dis

posal/7 clearly indicates. A loan at interest is designated by the term 

tai or tai-pien.106 Thus it can be seen that the monastery serfs, the 

"households held in perpetuity" [ch7ang-chu po-hsing),107 enjoyed 

favored treatment, even when they addressed themselves to another 

establishment. This kind of protectionism was no doubt based upon 

a mutual understanding that linked all the monasteries at Tun-huang.

The majority of loans, however~those extended to free peasants— 

constituted usurious operations. The interest rate was always set at 

50 percent due at the time of the harvest. The quantities loaned were 

relatively small: the entries in wheat for loans [li-jun ju) at the Ching- 

t'u monastery amounted to a total of 128 shihm  for the year 924/09 

and these represent a multitude of small loans. In most cases they 

comprise a few tou (ca. 6 1 each) and it is rare that they amount to sev

eral shih. In addition to wheat and millet, hemp and soya were also 

loaned.

Curiously, there is no trace of contracts concerning loans at inter

est from the monasteries7 granaries among the Tun-huang manu

scripts. At least it appears that not every transaction necessitated the 

drawing up of a separate deed. For reasons of convenience, the loans 

were recorded in certain registers of the monasteries' expenditures, 

and presumably these records in themselves* constituted a proof.110

The managers of granaries thus took care to note the borrower^ 

place of residence or family relationship with other persons. To this 

the interested party added the signature, frequently reduced to a cross 

or a simple sign, of either the borrower or a guarantor [k'ou-ch'eng jenj 
in his place:

"Li Hsing-tuan borrowed [tai) 1 shih of soya [which yielded] 1.5 

shih in the autum n,

"Chang Ho-tzu borrowed 1 shih of soya [which yielded] 1.5 shih in 

the autumn/7

A note here adds: "He is the younger brother of the Chang Ch'u-tzu 

of the oilery household [liang-hu}."
Elsewhere it is the borrower's place of residence that is specified: 

"Resides east of the main road in front of the monastery/7
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"Resides in the ward of the Ch7u family.〃

"Resides south of the house of the tu-t'ou Yang."111 

The volume of loan operations at the Ching-t'u monastery was 

considerable. In 930, out of a total of 136 shih of wheat and millet 

entered into its granaries, more than 60 shih (ca. 36 hi) were due to 

interest on loans. Adding to that the interest earned from loans of 

hemp and soya, it may be surmised that the Ching-t'u monastery 

derived more than a third of its revenues from usury.112 It emerges 

that the Buddhist establishments, whose revenues were essentially 

assured by placements at interest, by the offerings of the faithful, and 

by the operation of real estate (shops and mills), made no contribution 

to production. Theirs was a parasitical economy that nevertheless had 

its place in this country of agricultural civilization. When they were 

not assured by the imperial government, loans to farmers were pro

vided by wealthy private individuals and, from the fifth century on, 

by the monasteries as well.

Loans Granted to Monks
Beside the privileged classes and the peasantry, the clergy constituted 

a third category of borrowers. Their situation was similar to that of 

the first group of debtors, and when they borrowed it was under iden

tical conditions: the loans were long-term, and one relied more on 

their trustworthiness and piety to obtain th© reimbursement of their 

debts than on methods of coercion. Moreover, the judicial execution 

of debts was not applied to officials or members of the nobility, and 

monks were not subject to secular jurisdiction for minor offenses.113

The Fo-tsu tung-chi reports a number of anecdotes concerning 

loans taken by religious from the permanent assets:

The monk Hsiian-hsii encountered in hell his cell companion the 

sramana Tao-ming of Hsiang-chou who was expiating his sin of hav

ing failed to return, with interest, a loan of firewood contracted from 

the permanent assets of his monastery. To put an end to his agonies, 

Tao-ming implored Hsuan-hsu to purchase a hundred faggots to repay 

in his name to the permanent assets in the place of the single faggot 

he had borrowed.114

The theme of an unpaid debt to the Three Jewels leading to rebirth 

as an animal, a slave, or an infernal being is common in Chinese Bud

dhist folklore. In all-cases, the debtors featured are either officials or 

monks. It may therefore be supposed that, for these categories of bor
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rowers, no recourse was taken to the seizure of property, that one 

relied on their trustworthiness, and, finally, that such long-term loans 

were reserved for the religious and members of the upper classes.

Among the Tun-huang manuscripts, there is a document that con

cerns loans made by monks to the permanent assets. It is entitled 

Uang fa Vuan ju-chai wen-shu115 and is dated the twenty-ninth day 

of the first month of a hsin-hai year.116

"Shan-yin paid seventy-eight ch'ih of cloth [into the permanent 

assets], the equivalent [chun) of seventy-eight tou of wheat or millet, 

to reimburse thirty-nine tou of yellow hemp,'117

"Yiian-t'ung paid seventy-five chih of woolens (io-pu), the equiva

lent of eight shih of wheat or millet, to repay . • . shih of yellow 

hemp."

〃Yiian-wei paid two elm roots, the equivalent of six shih of wheat 

or millet and forty chih of woolens to be sold in auction (? ch'ang-ho), 
worth four shih of wheat or millet. The price of the wood and the 

woolens is for reimbursing five shih of yellow hem p.

The monks Pao-jui and Pao-tuan paid diverse articles into the per

manent assets, including a copper cauldron such as people use for 

pledges (? jen shang tien-wu t’ung kuo-tzu). A ll these articles were 

paid into the treasury in the presence of the community. The signa

tures of the five monks having borrowed hemp from the permanent 

assets were taken.

Following this, the same document contains a list of reimburse

ments made by five other monks, on the ninth day of the sixth month, 

for loans of wheat and millet. These loans amounted to forty tou, 
thirty-eight tou, forty ton, fifteen tou, and twenty-four to u .118

It is not said that these loans carried interest； it is on the contrary 

likely that the monks borrowed goods from the permanent assets in 

order to be able to lend them to the laity.119

According to tht least rigorous ̂ of the treatises on discipline, the 

essential precept regarding commercial activities is to avoid defiling 

contacts. It is necessary to act through intermediaries. Likewise, it is 

not property and worldly goods as such that are prohibited to bhiksu, 

but their direct use and possession. Thus the solution adopted by 

Upananda, according to a Vinaya work, to enrich himself with 

impunity is well within the logic of the treatises on discipline.

There was a layman who had received a commission from Upananda 
for a transaction of clothing. The two were on good terms and visited
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one another frequently. Now Upananda was a shrewd man, lucky and 
very rich, and it was his custom to place his valuables with this lay
man to make them yield a profit.120

Besides, the morality of the Vinaya is a morality of intention:

If a bhiksu has purchased for profit, but does not sell for profit, he 
commits a minor sin [dnskrta) [at the moment of the purchase]. If he 
does not purchase for profit but sells for profit, he commits a sin [at 
the time of the sale].121

To make a gain without seeking it does not constitute a sin.122.

The Mulasarvastivada monks themselves placed the "inexhaustible 

property" of the samgha at interest among the laity/2*3 and it seems 

that the same practice was also current in Chinese monasteries. The 

following indication is found in a monastic account from Tun-huang:

[Commodities] currently placed at the disposal of the monks in 

order that they may earn interest [hsien-tsai fu-seng shang ch'u-li):
• Wheat: 58.5 shih
• Millet: 50 shih
• Soya: 50.4 shih
• Hemp: 50.4 shih

[Commodities] borrowed from the monks (seng shang tai-pien):
• Hemp: 17.6 shih
• Soya: 8.6 shih
• Millet: 7.7 shih.124

The role of intermediary played by monks on behalf of their commu- 

nities； as well as the ease afforded by a morality of intention, was to 

engender among them a vocation for usury. From the beginning of the 

development of Buddhist communities in China, practices that con

travened the teachings of the Vinaya were accepted. These were no 

doubt encouraged by the example of the religious of Central Asia 

whose monasteries served as staging posts for caravans and as impor

tant banking centers. At the end of the third century； at Tun-huang, 

the monk Dharmaraksa was believed to have possessed an immense 

fortune (cf. p. 173 above).

In principle, investments were made in the name of the Three Jew

els. This offered a twofold advantage to the borfower: to obtain a loan
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and accomplish a pious work at the same time. Having recalled that, 

in accordance with the Vinaya  ̂ monks were not permitted to own 

"impure goods, the controller of Buddhist clergy [sha-men t'ung) 
Hui-shen added in his report of the year 509: "For some time' monks 

and nuns have also loaned their private possessions in the name of the 

Three Jewels."125

A point that Hui-shen does not raise in his report is nevertheless 

clearly borne out by examples in the course of history: not all of the 

Buddhist clergy practiced usury, only the wealthiest among them and 

those who occupied important positions w ithin the monastic hierar

chy~it amounts to the same thing, since power gave access to riches: 

under the Northern Wei, the controllers of Buddhist clergy and the 

karmadana overseers [wei-na] of the offices of Buddhist clergy [seng- 
ts'ao) in the prefectures and garrisons； at all times, the abbots and 

other dignitaries within the monasteries； and monks whose tempo

rary functions (in particular those in charge of the accounts) placed 

them in a position to enrich themselves.

The exactions committed by the karmadana Seng-hsien and Seng- 

p'in are a case in point (see p. 103 above). The contracts were doctored, 

the interest sometimes exceeded the principal and "the peasants 

filled the streets with their grumbling of hatred." It was a tradition 

among the dignitaries of the samgha to enrich themselves through 

usury. Around the middle of the sixth century, under the Northern 

Ch'i, we find a character of this type:

The monk Tao-yen was controUer of Buddhist clergy at Chi-chou. His 
wealth was immense and yielded a great deal of interest within the 
commandery. He frequently called upon the commandery^and county 
administrations to collect his debts. Each time he came ta see [the 
prefect Su Ch'iung】 hoping to collect, Ch;iung perceived his intention 
and fell to conversing and questioning 'h.im about abstruse points of 
doctrine, [treating him with utmost deference].126 Tao-yan, who had 
come to talk about debts and figures, could not get a word in edge
wise, When his disciples asked him tt;e reason, Tao-yen replied: 
"Whenever I pay the prefect a visit, he leads me directly into the blue 
clouds~how can I discuss down-to-earth matters?"127

The importance of circulation is borne out here, since the placements 

were made throughout the large territory of a commandery. The free

dom of movement enjoyed by the Chinese monks helped them in 

these operations. But this text invites an observation of a more gen
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eral order. The execution of debts in default was the responsibility of 

the secular authorities.128 The officials concerned, however, could 

pursue these matters more or less energetically. For Tao-yen, it seems 

that on the whole~despite the trick played on him  by Su Ch'iung— 

the authorities cooperated: rich and influential monks were person

ages to be treated with consideration.129

Numerous loan contracts survive, from the region of Khotan and 

Tun-huang, constituting invaluable source materials for the eco

nomic and legal history of China. Frequently, in more than half of the 

cases, the loans are granted by the clergy.130 These religious usually 

hold posts and titles that distinguish them from ordinary monks: 

abbots lssu-chu)f deans [shang-tso)f masters of Dharma and Vinaya 

(fa-lu). I have already pointed out that the number of monks with suf

ficient means to grant loans at interest was rather small. As for the 

borrowers, they belonged to all classes of society: soldiers, peasants, 

members of the local bourgeoisie.

In the eighth century, in the region of Khotan, cash had not yet dis

appeared as was the case in Tun-huang in the ninth and tenth. In two 

contracts found at Dandan-Uiliq^131 the lender is a monk of the Hu- 

kuo monastery132 and the amounts loaned are significant: in one of 

these deeds, the monk, a certain Ch'ien-ying, advances 1,000 cash and 

in the other, 17 shih of millet. According to the monastic accounts 

found at Mazar-tagh, dating from the first half of the eighth century, 

a shih of millet was worth 150 cash. Thus the value of the second loan 

amounted to more than 2,500 cash.

On the twelfth day of the seventh month of the third year in the 
Chien-chung reign period (782), the soldier Ma Ling-chih, being in 
urgent,need of money and having no other means of procuring it, 
addressed himself to Ch'ien-ying, a monk of the Hu-kuo monastery, 
and borrowed (cizu) one thousand coins of money from him. This 
amount shall，yield a monthly interest of one hundred cash. Should 
Ch;ien-ying himself need the money urgently, he will request Ma 
Ling-chih to reimburse the full amount of the principal and the inter
est. If Ma Litig-chih is unable to do so [at that time], Ch7ien-ying will 
be authorized to seize Ling-chih's movables, oxen, and animals in 
compensation for the value of the money. He shall not claim anything 
beyond that value. This private contract was drawn lest there be a 
breach [of faith]. The two, parties, having found its dispositions just 
and clear, affix their fingerprints to serve as marks.

The owner of the money；
The borrower {chii-thlen jen), Ma Ling-chih, twenty years of age；
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The co-borrower [fung-c^ii jen), his mother, the second daughter 
of the Fan family, fifty years of age；

The co-borrower, his younger sister, the daughter of the Ma family, 
twelve years of age.133

Ia the second deed featuring the same monk, the borrower is a local 

official:

In the seventeenth year of the Ta-li period (782)134 . . . Ho Hsin-yxieh 
was in urgent need of grain and, not knowing [where to procure it], 
addressed himself to Ch'ien-ying, a monk of the Hu-kuo monastery, 
to borrow [pien] seventeen [shih] of millet from him. For [the restitu
tion of] this grain, Ho Hsin-yiieh himself determined the ninth 
month.135 If he exceeds that date without having returned the grain, 
his movables and oxen shall be seized by the monk Ch'ien-ying in 
compensation for the value of the grain. Nothing beyond that value 
shall be claimed. This contract was drawn up lest there be a breach of 
faith. The two parties present, having found it just and clear, have 
affixed their fingerprints to serve as marks.

The owner of the grain；
The borrower of the millet [pien-su jen}, Ho Hsin-yueh, thirty- 

seven years of age；
The co-borrower [fung-pien jen)f his wife, the third daughter of the 

Ma family, thirty-five years of age；
The co-borrower (t'ung-ch'ii jen),136 the eldest daughter Ho； aged 

fifteen.137

It w ill be noted that the second of these deeds only concerned a sim

ple advance that did not bear interest/The payment of interest is not 

even tacitly assumed: the term employed, pien—the use of which is 

illustrated in the requests presented b y  monastery households (pp. 

108-110 above)—is characteristic. This contract thus confirms an 

observation already made (p. 175-176): to some clients with whom 

close relations were maintained~serfs and lay followers—monks and 

monasteries granted loans at no interest.

To lend or advance cereals was unusual for monks. They were not 

great landowners； their possessions were df a more commercial nature, 

more convenient to handle and also easer to preserve: cash, that is, or 

were there was a shortage of cash, cloth. When they loaned cereals, 

these probably belonged to their monastery.138 It is unlikely that the 

monk CMen-ying personally had seventeen shih (ca. 1,0201) of millet 

in store. Loans or advances of millet, wheat7 soya, and hemp were the
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business of the monasteries, and it is remarkable that, conversely, the 

monasteries did not lend cloth. Their cloth reserves were limited, and 

apparently represented a type of possession that was reserved to the 

clergy: the auction sales at Tun-huang were occasions where a distrib

ution of cloth to each monk, nun, and novice took place.139 Thus they 

owned a small capital, which they did not neglect to turn to profit. It 

is therefore no coincidence that the contracts for loans of cloth are rel

atively numerous among the collections of Tun-huang manuscripts.

On the eighteenth day of the eighth month of the year chia-wu (874； 
934?), Teng Shan-tzu, [requiring] a quantity of cloth, went to the 
monastery dean [shang-tso] Teng140 and borrowed from him a roll of 
satin measuring 3.85 chang (ca. 11.5 m) and .19 chang (60 cm) wide.
He further borrowed a roll of 3.9 chang of satin of the same width. The 
date of reimbursement was fixed as the eleventh month. Should that 
date be exceeded without reimbursement, interest will be charged on 
the full amount [due at that time].141 Lest there be a breach of faith, 
this contract was drawn up to serve as proof later:

The borrower of the satin, Teng Shan-tzu (signature)；
The witness, Guard Administrator {ya~ya) Chang Tsung-chin；
The witness, Dean Tsung-fu.142

Occasionally the interest was paid in cloth:

On the twenty-fifth day of the tenth month of the year hsin-ch'ou 
(881, 941 ?1, Chia Yen-ch'ang, having been conscripted [ch7ung-shih] to 
go to Hsi-chou (in the region of Turf an), sought out the dean Hsin- 
shan of the Lung-hsing monastery and borrowed from him a piece of 
raw silk (sheng-chiian) 37 ch’ih 2 ts'un in length and 1 ch’ih 8 ts，un 
wide. He further borrowed a piece of fine silk (? po-shih mien-ling) 23 
ch’ih 6 tsfun long and 1 ch’ih 9 ts’un and a half wide. The loan having 
been concluded, [it was agreed that] he shall pay two pieces of 
machine-made [li-chi]143 cloth in interest, each of 2.5 chang in length, 
on the day of his return from Hsi-chou. Should anything untoward 
happen to him on the road, appeal will be made to the guarantor, his 
younger brother Yen-yu, to reimburse the principal in satin and fine 
silk according to the amounts indicated, and that shall be all [pien 
hsiu, i.ev the debt will be extinguished). If all goes well, however, the 
interest shall be paid on the very day [of his return]. As for the princi
pal, he shall have a period of one month to reimburse it. This contract 
was drawn up to serve as proof later:

The borrower of the goods (tai-wu jen), Chia Yen-ch7ang；144 
The guarantor, his younger brother Yen-yu；
The witness, Chao Fu-chii.145
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But the interest may also be paid in cereals, presumably depending on 

the requirements of the creditor and the preference of the debtor:

Contract established on the first day of the third month of the year 
chia-tzu. The elder brother Fan Huai-t7ung and his younger brothers, 
residents of our ward, being short of cloth, came before the master of 
Dharma and Vinaya [fa-lii] Li to borrow a piece of satin 3.8 chang in 
length and .205 chang wide. The loan having been concluded, [it was 
agreed that] they shall pay the interest amounting to 4 shih of wheat 
and millet in the autumn. In the second month of coming year, they 
shall reimburse the full amount of the principal. In default of pay
ment by the dates determined, a monthly interest will be charged in 
accordance with the local practice.146 The two parties present having 
decided [the terms of] this loan, it shall not be permitted to retract (?). 

The borrowers, Wen-ta (signature)；
Huai-ta；
Huai-chu；
Huai-t'ung, the elder brother.147

A contract from Tun-huang merits special mention here. It concerns 

a loan of cloth made by a merchant to a monk. This merchant 

intended to journey to Nan-shan (south of Tun-huang) to trade. The 

interest and the principal were to be reimbursed upon his return. The 

interest amounted to half the value of the principal, payable in the 

same type of cloth.148

The above suggests the spread of a new type of loan contract in the 

course of the T'ang. The deeds found in Dandan-Uiliq, dating from the 

eighth century, provide for the immediate seizure of personal estate in 

the event of insolvency. In the contracts from Tun-huang, dating from 

the ninth and tenth centuries, the same disposition is still occasion

ally found； more frequently, however, interests are allowed to cumu

late according to the local practice. No doubt that is the meaning of the 

formula yii hsiang-yuan sheng-lL The debt Is not extinguished by the 

seizure of property but, on the contrary, begins to swell after the expi

ration date, and it is likely that the debtor would eventually be forced 

to sell his land. The latter had been expressly protected by the clause 

that specified the seizure of movables and animals. Because of these 

indirect consequences for the agrarian system of China under the 

T7ang7 the history of usurious loans merits special attention.149 The 

rich monastic clergy carried part of the responsibility for the large- 

scale social transformation that took place in the T7ang period.
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It is further apparent that antichresis of farmland was practiced at 

Tun-huang. An example was mentioned above: the peasant Kao Chia- 

ying, who owed the monk Yuan-chi two shih of cereals, relinquished 

the usufruct of a field of five mou to his creditor for a period of two 

years.150

It also happens that land functions as security for a loan. The land, 

valued below its actual price, is made over to the creditor for a fixed 

period of time. A good example of this type of contract is provided by 

a draft of a deed for a "peasant-monk〃151 in 904:

Contract established on the seventeenth day of the eighth month of 
the chia-tzu year, fourth year of the T'ien-fu reign period (Septem
ber 28, 904). The monk Ling-hu Fa-hsing, a commoner in the district 
of Shen-sha, owns 8 mou (.43 ha) [in the margin: "two beds"] of per
sonal share land {k'ou-fen ti) in the lower part of the Meng-shou 
canal area. Being in need of provisions for his expenses, he took the 
land designated above and negotiated with his neighbor of the same 
district, the commoner Chia-Yiian-tzu. He borrowed {ch'ii) one piece 
of raw silk {sheng-chiian) of the first quality 8 tsung 152 in length, 
and a piece of cotton 2 chang 5 ch’ih in length. He rents (tsu) the 
aforementioned land to Chia Yuan-tzu to work and sow for twenty- 
two years.153 At the end of the period from the present i-ch’ou year 
to the following ping-hsu year (905-926), it shall revert to the origi
nal owner. All the taxes and impositions levied on this land with the 
exception of the land tax [ti-tzu]154 shall be collected from the 
owner. The ti-tzu shall be paid annually by Yiian-tzu (the occupier). 
The labor dues for work on the canals and waterways shall be halved 
between the two households. If an imperial act of grace is promul
gated it shall not be taken into account.155 Likewise, if a relative or 
other person lays claim to this land, the guarantor shall be required 
to find and provide another piece of land of good quality in the 
neighborHood as compensation.

The dispositions having been made by the two parties and found 
just and clear, there shall be no revocation. Should one of the parties 
retract； the matter will be placed before the admipistration. This con
tract was drawn up to serve as evidence and shall be binding:

The owner of the land, the monk Ling-hu Fa-hsing；
The witness Wu Hsien-hsin；
The witness Pien Yiian-chu；
The witness, the executive treasurer of the monastery [tu~ssup'an- 

kuan) Fan Heng；

The witness .. ■ Yih Tsai-yu；
The witness, guard administrator [ya-ya] Chang；
The legal representative of the provincial governor (tu-yu hou), 

Lu.156
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A N N E X

The management reports of the monasteries at Tun-huang permit 

a precise evaluation of the revenues, reserves, and outlays of the Bud

dhist establishments of that town. Following is the management 

r^)ort of the monk Pao-hu, steward for the year [chih-sui] in 924 of the 

Ching-t^ monastery:157

The community having gathered in the North Cloister for the assem
bly of accounts (snan-hui)f15& [the assets] entered by Pao-hu comprise 
the balance of the preceding account and, for the past year, the rev
enues from farmland [t'ien-shou], the levies on gardens [yuan-shni},159 
the rent from oil presses, the interest on loans, miscellaneous dona
tions, and gifts of food for the Buddha in the form of wheat, millet, oil, 
little milk (koumiss?), rice, flour, yellow hemp, bran, oilcake, soya, as 
well as cotton cloth, felt, and paper.

The total amounting to 1,388 shih, 33 sheng and half a ch，ao,
namely,

378.66 shih of wheat

390.5 shih of millet
5.06025 shih of oil
.0401 shih of koumiss

■14 shih of rice

65.03 shih of flour

11.03 shih of coarse flour

.15 shih of millet flour
86.105 shih of hemp

30 shih of bran (?)
IOI oilcakes
208.8 shih of soya

Plus:
849 ch’ih of cotton cloth 
148 ch’ih of felt roll 
200 sheets of paper.160

The goods measurable in shih amount to ca. 1,176.5 shih. The dis

crepancy of ca. 211.8 shih with the figure for the total in the report 

presumably represents the converted value in cereals (wheat or m il

let) of the 101 oilcakes, the cloth, and the paper.

Management report of the monk Fa-sung, administrator of saingha 
property at the San-chieh monastery. Accounts for the full year from 
the first day of the first month of the year i~ssu]61 to the first day of the 
first month of the year ping-wn. The members of the community have 
gathered in the North Cloister for the assembly of accounts supervised



by Fa-sung and comprising the revenues for the permanent assets； that 
is, rents from oil presses and mills and miscellaneous donations made 
by the various families. Included are the balance of the account for the 
preceding year [ch^en-chang hui-ts'an) and receipts in the course of 
the year in wheat； millet； oil, flour, hemp, bran, oilcake, soya, cotton 
cloth, and felt. The total amounts to 416.139 shih, namely,

112.2 shih of wheat
117.8 shih of millet 
4.45 shih of lamp oil 
52.4 shih of white flour 
32.53 shih of hemp 
29.25 shih of soya
10 shih of coarse flour
9.2 shih of millet flour 
18.9 shih of bran

Plus:
200 ch’ih of cotton cloth and 110 ch,ih of felt.162

The figures provided by the different management reports show that 

the receipts and expenditures vary a great deal from one monastery to 

the next. There were extremely wealthy monasteries like the Ching- 

t;u ssu that granted numerous loans in wheat, millet, soya, and hemp 

and had several sources of revenues: lands, mills, and oil presses. Other 

monasteries apparently had to make do with the donations they 

received and a little income from lands. Following are some figures 

that plainly show the inequality of the resources of the monasteries at 

Tan-huang (in units of shih as provided by the management reports):
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Receipts Year Outlays Year Reserves Year
541.94 924 168.685 924 1,050.955 end 924

253.24 930 324.71 930 1,153.58 end 930163

542.34 7 439.59 7 7
575.9夕 7 705.12 7 7
433.95 557.081

1,195.15

7
?165

?164

AN-KUO

Receipts from rent for mills, presses, and lands, spanning a period of 

two years, plus the existing reserves at the time of the steward's 

appointment: 348.93 (accounts dated January 12 , 887).166
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Annual receipts: 55.31 (?).167 Receipts for three years plus reserves at 

the time of [the steward's] appointment: 662.115.

s a n -c h ie h

Receipts for one year plus reserves at the time of [the steward's] 

appointment: 416.139.168

The proportions between the different sources of revenues, where 

they can be established, are of interest. Calculation is at least possi

ble in the case of the Ching-t'u monastery's revenues in cereals.

In 930 the Ching-t'u ssu entered into its granaries:

73.83 shih of wheat and 

63 shih of m illet/69

that is, a total of 136.83 shih of the two cereals that served as current 

substitutes for cash at Tun-huang at the end of the Tang and during 

the Five Dynasties. A shih of wheat or of m illet had the same value in 

the region. Of this total,

32.8 shih were derived from land holdings；

60.43 shih from loans at interest；

41.6 shih from alms and religious services；

2 shih from a sale of soya. ,

Thus may be attributed approximately

23 percent to revenues from landed property；

45 percent to interest on loans；

32 percent to offerings.

The proportions between these three categories of revenues were dif

ferent in 924. Of a total of 366.9 shih of wheat and millet, only 44.4 

shih consisted of revenues from monastic lands. This was a source of 

income that could scarcely vary from one year to another. But more 

than 200 shih was earned from interest-bearing investments. The 

remainder (ca. 120 shih) was constituted by offerings and gains from 

various commercial operations (exchanges of commodities).170 One
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may assume that lands procured only a small fraction of a monastery's 

revenues in cereals and that the bulk of its income was derived from 

loans. Soya and hemp were also used as loans to laymen.

Once, however, the significant revenues provided by the rent for 

the mills and presses171 of the Ching-t'u monastery and the high 

prices of oil and flour are taken into account, a major position must 

be assigned to these sources of fixed income. Generally speaking, it 

may be considered that the three heads of receipts of the Ching-t'u 

monastery were, in decreasing order:

a. revenues from industrial installations and lands；

b. interests from loans of wheat, millet, soya, and hemp；

c. donations received on the occasion of festivals and in 

remuneration for religious services.

Other management reports bear out the relatively insignificant posi

tions occupied by offerings and rent from lands among the revenues 

of monasteries at Tun-huang:

Management report of the monk Ch'ing-kuo/72 dated first month of 
the fourth year of the Ch'ien-ning era (897), for the preceding year:

New receipts plus reserves at the time of [the steward's] appoint
ment:

Wheat: 77.6 shih 
Millet: 150.35 shih 
Soya: 15.2 shih 
Hemp: 50.4 shih 
Oil: 4.5051 shih 
Koumiss: .36 shih.

Report of Shen-wei, dated first month of the fifth year of Ch'ien-ning 

(898)：
Reserves at the time of [the steward's] appointment:
Wheat: 14.3 shih 
Millet: 88.95 shih 
Hemp: 45 shih 
Soya: 9.7 shih 
Oil: 1.3051 shih 
Koumiss: .36 sAih.

Receipts:
Wheat: 64.5 shih 
Millet: 61.1 shih 
Hemp: 5.4 shih 
Soya: 5.5 shih
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Oil: 3.2 shih.
In 896, rent from mills yielded 58.4 shih of wheat, 45.6 shih of mil

let, 5.2 shih of soya, and 2.8 shih of hemp；
Rent from presses yielded 3.2 shih of oil and 10 oilcakes；
The income from lands that year amounted to 2.3 shih of wheat, 5.6 

shih of millet, and 2.6 shih of hemp；
7.5 shih of millet were received in payment for a purchase of oil 

made by officials；
2.8 shih of wheat and 1.4 shih of millet were given as an offering by 

officials to serve for vegetarian feasts；
•8 shih of wheat, 1.3 shih of millet, and .3 shih of soya received in 

the form of various gifts.173
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C H A P T E R  SEVEN

T H E  C I R C U I T  OF  G I V I N G

Introduction

The clergy and sanctuaries owed the bulk of theit revenues to a set of 

commercial practices of diverse origin. Some had originated in the 

Chinese world: loans of cereals to peasants, rents on shops and mills, 

and levies imposed on the produce of the land on the basis of either a 

right over persons or, more usually, a right to the land. The others 

were of Indian origin; loans against pledges and auction sales of cloth

ing and fabrics. A ll the revenues generated in these ̂ different ways 

were of a broadly commercial nature, and the mechanisms brought 

into play were those that operated in the lay world. Gifts and offer

ings, by contrast, stand out by the act of free consent theylmply and 

the psychological and religious motivations that underlie them. 

Between such economic activities on the one hand and purely gratu

itous acts on the other, resorting neither to constraint nor to particu

lar techniques, there seems to exist an irreducible opposition. Indian 

Buddhism, as we know it from the treatises on discipline, only grad

ually made room for commercial practices, and with much reluc

tance. In the beginnings these had been the work of lay converts who 

sought to ensure the perpetuity of their offerings either by the dona

tion of real estate, of which the earnings were to" support the cult and 

the clergy, or of an interest-bearing capital. Among the sects of the 

Lesser Vehicle, these practices remained for the most part on the
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periphery of their religious activities. The requirements of a cult that 

underwent a remarkable development and was inclined to expendi

ture, however, as well as the closer association between lay followers 

and the samgha, seem to be at the origin of a different evolution 

w ithin the communities of the Greater Vehicle: farming and usury 

were integrated into the circulation of pious gifts. By a series of muta- 

tionS/ gifts were transformed into commercial goods and worldly gain 

into offerings.

The juxtaposition of these different types of revenues—gifts and 

profane profits—can thus be explained historically. But one can also 

perceive what it was that united the economic and religious aspects 

of the Buddhist movement. It defined itself with reference to the 

activities of production~agriculture and weaving—and in opposition 

to the traditional lifestyle of the peasantry. If agriculture constituted 

in reality—and for the ruling classes as a matter of principle—the fun

damental activity, then all other activities had to appear as secondary 

and, by that token, as mutually analogous. It w ill be recalled that the 

Buddhist movement translated into an extraordinary development of 

minor trades, including painters, sculptors, architects, manufactur

ers, and merchants. Buddhism channeled their activities to its advan

tage. Buddhist art stopped at no expenditure. Whether bells, statues, 

or chimes, ritual objects needed to be not only beautiful and elaborate 

but sumptuous. The materials incorporated into this art had a mone

tary value； and a constant transformation that took place should be 

recalled here: the casting of statues from coins and the minting of 

coins from statues. Religious activity appears as a luxury: the con

struction and ornamentation of sanctuaries, the considerable expense 

lavished on ceremonies, the emergence of a new social class sup

ported at the expense of the community, all these facts fall w ithin the 

province of an entirely gratuitous activity. The monks themselves 

were為 luxury. The services they provided to the laity (ritual, medical, 

divinatory, etc.) were on the same level as those provided by the arti

sans and the merchants.

The complex of circumstances where Buddhism appears only in 

the.form of ̂ an economic movement, in which religious factors no 

longer play any role whatever, merits special attention here. Many 

among the peasantry turned themselves into monks with the object 

of enriching themselves pr, more generally； of gaining access to means 

of existence other than those imposed by the agricultural tradition of 

China. We would be at liberty to affirm that these facts are peripheral
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to the religious phenomenon, of which they merely constitute a par

ticular consequence, had we determined to make a distinction, 

according to preestablished criteria, between "regular" practices in 

Chinese Buddhism—that is, forms of communal religious life subject 

to monastic discipline and to control by the secular powers—and 

those to be considered as "irregular." But we are not free here to make 

that distinction: the facts that matter are all of an economic order, as 

regards the religious phenomenon, and it is the sum of the particular 

elements that we seek to "comprehend." The constraints imposed 

upon a lay individual by his family, his village community, and— 

either through their intermediary or directlyby the imperial gov

ernment, vanished almost entirely when he left that family life [ch7u- 
chia). Entry into religion [ch'u-chia] meant for the individual moral 

and material emancipation. To become a monk was to change one's 

way of life, to abandon the plow for other means of existence that 

were not necessarily of a religious character. It is significant that in 

times of danger or persecution, monks sought to subsist by exercising 

various trades sooner than resuming a peasant existence. When, after 

the rebellion of Ko Wu and the scandal of the monks of Ch'ang-an, 

Buddhist monks were hunted down in the kingdom of Wei, the con

troller of Buddhist clergy Shih-hsien transformed himself into a lay 

physician, a status that enabled him  to evade his pursuers.1 During 

the period 734-745, the monk Shen-hui, fearing recognition by ene- 

mies bent on his destruction, turned himself into an itinerant mer

chant.2 Chinese monks willingly pursued different callings: among 

them were found painters, sculptors； and architects.3 When, in 830, Li 

Te-yii despatched men to Nan-chao to retrieve artisans who had been 

captured, they obtained more than four thousand skilled Buddhist and 

Taoist artisans whom they brought back to Ch'eng-tu.4

A reproach commonly leveled at Chinese monks was that they gave 

themselves up to lucrative pursuits. These were not only unworthy of 

their calling and contrary to monastic discipline but also ill-regarded 

by the ruling classes as aiming at the satisfaction of private needs 

rather than contributing to primary production. On two different lev

els, secular morality and Indian discipline accorded with one another 

in condemning the economically superfluous. From the beginning of 

the fifth century, the monk Tao-heng, in his Shih po lunf5 criticized the 

moral standards of the clergy in his day: they occupied themselves 

with all sorts of trades, cleared lands for cultivation； engaged in com

merce, practiced medicine and divination, accumulated riches, and
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owned far more than was needed for their livelihood. As a decree of the 

fifth month, ninth year of the Wu-te era (626) put it；

Good-for-nothings seeking but their own interest, idlers, and 
vagabonds fraudulently have themselves tonsured as a means of evad
ing corvee services. Under the protection of their clerical status they 
abandon themselves without restraint to their passion for gain. They 
freely come and go in the villages, tour the markets' press their farm 
laborers, and amass fortunes. Tilling and weaving are their liveli
hood,6 commerce is their trade. Their occupations are those of the 
people, their actions those of commoners. They violate the rules of 
monastic discipline and disregard the teachings of secular morality to 
the point where they band together as brigands or thieve individually. 
They invent fables. They are violent and treacherous.7

The following decree was promulgated on the day chi-wei of the sixth 

month in the nineteenth year of the K'ai-yiian era (731):

The true goal of Buddhism is quietude. It is to that end that the clergy 
was instituted, with the task of serving the religion. But the monks 
bustle about secondary activities and forget the essential. . • . They 
benefit from the privileges of their class and thus shielded enrich 
themselves. It is to no avail that they are exempted from taxes and 
corvee services. They pile up deception. They are roaming laymen 
that go about the business of magicians, straining their discourse and 
thinjdng.8

An apocryphal sutra of the T;ang asks:

Why is it that all laymen shall scorn the Three Jewels [at the time of 
the Counterfeit Law [pratirupakadharma)] ? It is precisely because the 
bhiksu and the bhiksunl will not conform to the Law. They will 
clothe themselves in religious habits but their conduct will be 
unscrupulous like that of laymen. Some will engage in commerce in 
the marketplace in order to enrich themselves. Others will traffic by 
the roadside for a living. Others again will ply the trades of painters 
and artisans. Others will, devote themselves to the arts of divination 
and physiognomy and predict good and evil fortune. They will inebri
ate themselves, disturb the peace, sing and dance, and make n\usic. 
Some will play chess and th^ boardgame liu-po. There will be bhiksu 
who will preach false teachings to please the people. There will be 
those who shall pretend to* be devotees of Dhyana even though they 
be incapable of concentrating their minds. TheyVill prophesy the 
future on the basis of texts that falsely claim to be canonical. Some
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will practice acupuncture and apply moxa. They will proffer all kinds 
of potions and cures in exchange for food and clothing. Under these 
conditions, laymen will have no respect for the Law.9

The biographies of monks introduce a certain number of these wan

dering religious who lived among the people, some of whom acquired 

sufficient celebrity to figure in Buddhist hagiographies:

Pei-tu, who lived at the beginning of the fifth century, was a monk- 
magician known for crossing rivers in a wooden cup.10 He went from 
family to family and was lodged by them. The vice-president of the 
imperial Secretariat K;ung Ning-tzu, who was suffering from dysen
tery, summoned him. Pei-tu pronounced a magic formula (mantra), 
and [K;ung] was healed. He did the same for the wife of a certain Ch;i 
Hsieh and organized, in addition, a vegetarian feast to ask that she be 
healed.11

A certain Seng-hui (d. ca. 500) visited families where there were 

invalids. If he went into a rage, the patient would die； if he appeared 

good-humored, it meant that the patient would be healed.12

And then there was a whole class of wandering monks who lived 

solely on alms:13 v

A monk named Fu_shang, who lived at the time of the Chou 
(557-581L took up residence at a place on the road where he had 
buried a relic.14 He remained squatting there and chanting sutras all 
day long. People passed in front of him, yet he never asked for alms.
If someone threw him a coin, he pronounced no good wishes (cAou- 
yiian) to thank his benefactor. A believer once told him: "To the east 
of the city walls, to the north of the city walls, there are crowds and 
alms are plentiful. Why do you remain here?" "One or two cash [per 
day] are sufficient to keep me alive, replied Fu-shang. "What should 
I do with more?"15

Other monks retired to their hermitages in the mountains after hav

ing begged in the villages: Tao-hsiu, holding his bowl and staff of 

pewter, left his solitude to beg for food. Orfce his bowl was filled, he 

ate wherever he happened to be and then returned to his hut.16

The Buddhist monks met one another in the markets, at fairs, in 

taverns. They made their living in all kinds of trades. Underlying all 

this is one objective fact: a general disaffection for the peasant life that 

must certainly be connected to the phenomenon of religion.
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To understand what is analogous among the different activities to 

which Buddhist religious devoted themselves in China, it is necessary 

to consider them in their concrete context. Communities or individ

uals seek to attain sanctity by means of a particular way of life and 

practices. But they are also~and that is for us the essential fact~spe

cialists.17 It is certainly in that capacity that they were integrated into 

Chinese society. The Buddhist biographies classify the monks by dis

cipline: translation, recitation, Vinaya, magic, Dhyina, etc. They 

exercised specific crafts, and we may legitimately emphasize the pro

fessional character of their activities. The transmission that took 

place from master to disciple is analogous to that which assured the 

handing down of particular techniques from master artisan to appren

tice. In short, Chinese monks cultivated arts that tended to satisfy 

various needs in the lay world.

The matter is simple with respect to single monks who were in reg

ular contact with the laity. Even those who lived in religious com

munities, however, had fairly frequent dealings with the lay follow

ers. They were called upon by the outside world to practice their spe

cialist skills for the benefit of private individuals: sutra recitations for 

the dead, divination, healing, knowledge of magic formulae. The sei> 

vices they provided were worth a price, as were those of professional 

physicians or artisans. They received offerings for a vegetarian feast, 

or cash, or lengths of cloth. These constituted a remuneration, but at 

the same time they were also pious donations, freely given in the 

expectation of the salutary effects that were associated with faith 

offerings. The transaction was thus situated halfway between a gift 

and a commercial payment.

This type of offering was in fact more widespread than might a pri

ori be expected: it also took place within the sanctuary, on the occa

sion of official and private ceremonies of all kinds. The faithful 

offered gifts as an act of devotion—in a spirit that must be qualified as 

religious—and at the same time in exchange for specific services.

Variety of the Offerings
The monastery accounts found at Tun-huang mention among the 

diverse offerings made in the course of the year:

"Various gifts on the occasion of the aspersion of the statues [yii- 
hsiang san-shih}," i.e., all the offerings made for the great annual cer

emonies；
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"Offerings for the spring and autumn food of the Buddha [ch'un- 
chTiu fo-shih]•/,

"Gifts offered to the monks on the occasion of vegetarian feasts 

[held for the benefit of the dead] [chai-ch'en).ls
Since the majority of the offerings were made at the time of the 

g德at annual festivals, there is every interest in following the chrono

logical order of the major festivities that punctuated the life of the 

religious communities and of the faithful in the present account. Fol

lowing are the indications that may be gathered from two manage

ment reports from the Ohing-t'u monastery at Tun-huang:19

On the fifteenth day of the first month a lamp festival [jan-teng] 
takes place in the grottoes belonging to the monastery. The officials 

and the associations of the faithful [she]20 are invited. In 930, the asso

ciations offered for this festival .3 shih of wheat and the same quan

tity of millet. The monastery spent .25 shih of flour to feed the monks 

in the grottoes, .2 shih of m illet and _i shih of wheat for the banquet 

offered to the lay followers and religious, and 1.5 shih for feeding the 

camels and horses of the officials, not counting the oil used for the 

illuminations. The festival comprised, among other ceremonies, rites 

of thanksgiving to the Divine Kings [devaraja).11
On the sixth and seventh day of the second month, the procession 

of the statues [hsing-hsiang] in town took place under the sponsorship 

of the associations of the faithful. In 930, the monks received from 

these and other lay associations .7 shih of soya, 3 shih of wheat, and

6.8 shih of millet. But they spent .6 shih of millet to "provide drink 

for the bearers of the statues, 〃 who were invited, on that occasion, to 

the northern gate of the monastery. On the seventh day, the monks 

offered a banquet that cost 1.2 shih of millet. A further 2.1 shih of m il

let were spent for a larger banquet on the eighth day in which both the 

monastic community and lay associations took part, as well as those 

who had handled the statues. This major feast of the second month 

began on the sixth day and ended on the ninth. It comprised, on the 

seventh day, a lamp festival and, on the ninth day/a ceremony named 

"the reception of the Buddha's clothing [shou fo-i)."
In 924, on the seventh day, a reception was offered to the associa- 

tions that cost the monastery .4 shih of millet. That same year, on the 

seventh day, the monks brought back .4 shih of m illet from their col

lection in town, and, on the eighth day, .3 shih of wheat and .5 shih of 

m illet.22

In the spring of 924, on an unspecified date, a great vegetarian feast



[chai] was held to which the officials were invited. The latter made a 

gift, in the form of a fee for religious services [daksina],123 of i . i  shih 
of millet, .i shih of hemp, and one length of cloth. Another great ban

quet of the same type took place in the autumn. It seems to have been 

less important and is only mentioned for the year 924. On that occa

sion, the officials made a gift of one length of cloth. The official offer

ings made by local administrators in the spring and autumn are des

ignated as "food of the Buddha" [fo-shih] in the management reports.24

On the fourteenth and fifteenth days of the seventh month, the 

great festival of the dead [yii-lan p'en} Skr. avalambana) took place. 

The principal episode was the "breaking of the bowls (p'o-p'erz).̂  In 

fact, as the entries on expenditure show, these bowls were gourds 

[kua] that had been emptied and dried: In 930, the monastery pur

chased gourds for the "breaking of the bowls" worth .2 shih of soya.25 

The same year it spent 4.55 shih of flour26 to make "Buddha bowls" 

[fo-pfen) and invited the officials to a banquet in the grottoes. In addi

tion, a nocturnal celebration took place in the course of which the 

"the hillock was burned" [shao-pfei] by igniting a pile of five oilcakes.

In the twelfth month the monks went to recite the sutras in 

town.27 They begged for "food for the gods and the Buddha and for pro- 

visions for the monks (sfien fo shih chi seng-liao)." A  rostrum was 

constructed [chieh-tfan) from which the most eloquent of the monks 

would preach. Around that time, a vegetarian banquet of purification 

[chieh-chai] took place on the winter solstice. This banquet and the 

food offerings for the Buddha cost .9 shih of flour in 924. But the 

monastery collected 1.15 shih of wheat and .64 shih of hemp in dona

tions. In 930, at the time of the same festival, the monastery had 

received 1 shih of wheat and .6 shih of hemp.

In addition to these four great annual festivals in the first, second, 

seventh, and twelfth months, there were other ceremonies of less 

importance. We find a reference to a banquet organized on the occa- 

sion of "two days of prayer for [a good harvest of] hemp." At that time, 

the monastery received 1.1 shih of millet. In 930, it spent 1.4 shih of 

millet and .05 shih of oil for a ceremony initiated by the monk Yin- 

hui to "send off the locusts" (sorzg huang-chTung)18 and for a banquet 

to obtain "deliverance from fire" [chieh-huo] that may have taken 

place at the end of the Cold Food [han-shih] period, 105 days after the 

winter solstice.

For a certain number of offerings the monastery accounts do not 

specify the occasion or date:

20 2  PART FOUR
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In 924, the monks had received 13 shih plus 15.4 shih of wheat and

7.5 shih of m illet "for the price of the vegetables [tsfai-chia)/f that is, 

for food for the monks； in 930, the quantities under this heading were

7.5 and 9.7 shih of wheat and 6 shih of m illet； in another year,29 the 

monastery Ching-t'u received for the price of the vegetables 1.7 shih 
oi wheat and 11.7 shih of millet.

Thus a variety of offerings were made on a regular basis, nearly 

always at the time of the great communal or official ceremonies, by 

the associations of the faithful' by simple laymen, and by local offi

cials. These great feasts, which involved hundreds of monks and lay 

followers, cost a great deal for decorations and food, and the monas

teries spent approximately as much on them as they received.

If historical sources inform us almost exclusively about the rich 

donations offered by emperors and great personages, the Tun-huang 

manuscripts provide on the contrary an insight into contributions 

made by the common people as well as more current practices. In 

most cases, the offerings are presented to the monastery for the recita

tion of Buddhist texts. At the same time, they may serve specific 

devotional purposes: a religious feast, a Buddhist construction project, 

the casting of a bell, etc. And the donor expects an equally specific 

benefit as a result of the gift: the healing of diseases, a safe journey, 

repose of deceased relatives, etc.

A few lists of donations received by Buddhist establishments sur

vive among the collections of Tun-huang manuscripts. It will* be 

noted that the offerings were made by both clergy and laity:

One shih of millet offered for the construction—
The intention of the believer is to act on behalf of his diseased 

mother for whom no cure has as yet been found. Today he comes to 
the sanctuary (t^o-cî rzg) to request the recitation of sutra for her~ 

Note by the believer Chih Kang-kang, the thirtieth day of the first 
month, year ch'en.

One gown of white silk offered for the construction—
(same intention, same date).
One length of cloth given by a believer of the Wang family . . .
Half an ounce of glue and a piirror offered by a believer for the fes

tival of the procession of the statues, on the eighth day of the second 
month. . .

Five haircuts offered for the construction by an anonymous 
believer, for the benefit of her younger brother having departed on a 
western journey. She hopes that nothing untoward will happen to 
him and that he may soon be able to return.
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Five fans, one shih of wheat, and one shih of millet offered by 
Chang I-tzu for the construction, so that his deceased mother may be 
reborn in the Pure Land, and for the benefit of his father, suffering 
from eye disease. The eighth day of the second month.

A ll of these donors request the monks to recite sutra for them.30

Another list of offerings, dating from the period of the Tibetan 

occupation of Sha-chou (787-848j,31 mentions gifts of cloth, brocade, 

oxen/ gold, and embossed silver dishes, presented by two Tibetan gen

erals on the fifteenth day of the first month and the ninth day of the 

tenth month of the year shen (828?).32

A gift of fourteen kasaya (religious habits) and several pieces of cloth 
and clothing was made by the bhiksunl Hsiu-te, on the fifteenth day 
of the twelfth month. These gifts were intended for the community at 
large of the town.33 Hsiu-te further made a gift of a length of yellow 
cord for pulling the statues in the procession of the Buddha of Ling-t'u 
monastery, and of eight feet of fine cloth for the performance of ritu
als [fa-shih). All these donations were intended to obtain healing for 
herself, and she requested the monks to pray for her sins.

Gifts of the nun Tz'u-hsin: fabrics for the permanent assets of the 
Pao-en monastery, embossed kitchen utensils for the permanent 
assets of the Ling-hsiu monastery. She requests sutra recitations on 
her behalf, for she is ill and, as a woman, acknowledges all her sins.

One believer gave a blanket for the benefit of the community at 
large in the town: He was ill and none of the cures he had taken in the 
course of the past month had been able to heal him. He now came to 
the monastery to ask the monks to recite sutra for him.34

Another document mentions offerings, made on the first day of the 

first month, that were intended for the casting of a bell:

Seven feet of cloth and a quantity of copper for the casting of the bell；
A lump of a-li-lo (note: hsiu[}]-ju cure)；
These offerings are made in the first place on behalf of my deceased 

father and mother: I do not know what fate has befallen them since 
their death； second, on my own behalf, to save me from death (?) and 
ensure my good health. On this day, I present myself at the monastery 
to request the recitation of sutra. The believer Li Chi-tzu, on the first 
day of the first month.

Three rams for the casting of the bell.
This offering is made for the benefit of my eldest son who has jour

neyed to the south, to the kingdom of the Tibetans, may his journey
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encounter no obstacles or troubles； second, on behalf of my younger 
son and one of my daughters who have departed to the east, that no 
mishaps or annoyances may befall them. Hoping that they may have 
a favorable journey and reach their destination, and to see them again
soon, I present myself on this day___The believer T'ang Hsi-chen, on
the first day of the first month.

One ram for the casting of the bell.
This offering is made so that the entire family, young and old, may 

be in good health. I present myself .. . an anonymous believer, on the 
first day of the first month.

The list mentions further offerings: i pound of red flowers, i pound of 

iron； 2 shih of millet, and i length of cloth； i shih of m illet and x 

pound of copper； i  ream of paper. The document bears, on the joints 

between sheets, the name of the monk Hui-chao who must have been 

the administrator of donations [ch'en-ssu}.35
In the accounts of the Ching-t7u monastery^ in the first half of the 

tenth century, the recitation of sutra [nien-sung] costs about .4 shih of 

cereals, wheat or millet:36

The monk Fu-en gave .45 shih of wheat to have sutra recited；
Kuo Ku-erh, whose wife has died, gave .7 shihj
Kao K'ung-erh, whose mother has died, gave .35 shih and, another 

time, .4 shihj
The master of Dharma and Vinaya [fa-lii] Cheng of the An-kuo 

monastery gave 1.5 shih of millet, and two other persons, also to have 
sutra recited, .3 and .4 shih of millet.37

Certain great ceremonies took place simultaneously in the monaster- 

ies of Tan-huang:

Fees paid at the time of the vegetarian feast held on the one hundredth 
day after the death of the rector of monks [seng-[cheng]) K'ung: 6 shih 
of millet；

Expenditure for the monks' vegetarian feast that took place on the 
last day of the sutra recitations in all the monasteries following the 
death of the young lady Chang: 8 shih of flour and .02 shih of oil.38

Some sutra recitations were patronized by officials. One manuscript 

features a list of the overseers [wei-na] in each establishment that 

were in charge of supervising the recitation of a part of the great 

Prajndpaiamitd by their monks. These recitations, commissioned by



the Tsan-p'u of Tibet, were to place on the thirtieth day of a ninth 

month. Another service of the same kind was to be celebrated on 

behalf of a high Tibetan official on the twenty-second day of a twelfth 

month.39

There were also major rituals that were not performed in the 

monastery but in the homes of private individuals. To be able to 

invite famous monks to a private residence and offer them a vegetar

ian feast [chai] was a sign of great wealth. Several letters of invitation 

to services of that kind are found among the Tun-huang manuscripts.

To the San-chieh monastery:
I request Rector [seng-cheng ho-shang) Chang, Headmaster (shou 

ta-shih) Pan, Grand Masters [ta-shih] Li and two others, Rectors Tung,
Chou, and Ch'en, and the (?) managing instructors [p'an-kuan she-li}
Skr. acarya) Liu and Chang to be so good as to come to my residence 
in order to conduct recitations and to perform a memorial service 
(hsiao-hsiang)40 for my deceased son, the guard administrator [ya-ya).
I hope that you will do me the kindness [tz'u-pei] to come to my home 
on the date indicated.

The believer Sung Tz'u-shun, administrator of the governor's 
guard (tu ya-ya), on the twentieth day of the eighth month in the year 
chi-ssu.41

On the basis of the various letters of invitation found at Tun-huang, 

it may be concluded that it was mostly officials of low or middle rank 

who had monks celebrate mortuary services in their residences.

Among the patrons are:

an administrator of the governor's guard (tu ya-ya},42
an administrator of the military governor's guard [chieh-tu ya-ya),43
an area commander [tsung tu-t'ou),44

the magistrate of Shou-ch'ang/5

the monk Shan-hui.46

The number of monks invited varies from one letter to another: 

eleven, eight, four, three, and one, and they belong to different monas

teries: the San-chieh ssu,47 the Ching-t'u ssu/8 the Ch'ien-yiian ssu,49 

and the Lung-hsing ssu.50

Appeal to the services of monks on behalf of deceased relatives, 

however, was a widespread practice among the upper classes of T;ang 

society； as attested by historical sources. It was in fact so well estab

1
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lished that Yao Ch'ung, a high official hostile to Buddhism, who died 

in 721, felt unable to prevent his sons and nephews from conforming 

to that deplorable custom. In a letter to which Yao consigned his last 

wishes, he instructed them:

If after my death you are incapable of conforming yourselves entirely 
to the good principles and must follow the customs of our times, you 
could order a Buddhist service [chai] celebrated by seven monks every 
seven days after my death.51 But when you have to make the alms 
offering for these services, give my clothes and personal objects and 
nothing else. That would be unnecessary and unreasonable. And nei
ther must you give of your own belongings in compliance with empty 
talk about the "beatitude of the dead" [chui-fu].52

The Tun-huang manuscripts constitute the only source of precise infor

mation available； they enable us to determine that a particular 

monastery in a given region in the first half of the tenth century 

acquired about a quarter of its revenues in the form of petty objects.53 

The manuscripts also reveal which specific functions of religious estab- 

lishments and the clergy were recognized: the organization of official 

ceremonies, of the major festivals, and the celebration of religious ser

vices for private families, in particular for the benefit of the dead. In 

terms of patronage, three levels of religious services may be distin

guished: those on behalf of the empire and the dynasty, of the local 

community in its entirety, and those performed for private individuals.

Among the multitude of offerings provided by the court, local offi

cials, groups of faithful, and private families； it is difficult to extricate 

data that would be useful for economic history. It is at least clear that 

the number and size of the offerings varied greatly according to .time 

and place.

A consistent principle of successive governments was to provide 

officially ordained monks, who had been selected because of their 

scriptural knowledge and particular merit, with everything they 

needed. The regular communities, who were in charge of celebrating 

the imperial cult, were not to concern themselves with their own 

upkeep. Consequently, the mendicant monk who begged for his food 

among the people was an irregular phenomenon and a suspect figure 

in China.

Such a life of roaming and independence was not the normal con

dition of the monks belonging to large communities. When they 

begged, they did so as a group, dnd not for their own subsistence,



which was already assured. There must have been considerable truth 

in the portraits of these monks drawn by anticlerical literati that rep

resent them sitting in idleness, richly clothed, and fed on choice 

dishes. The clergy of the great cult centers, in the towns or on the 

sacred mountains, could rest assured that offerings would come flood

ing in, whether from official quarters or from private individuals. In 

Lo-yang, at the beginning of the sixth century, the residents of certain 

city wards volunteered to provide for the upkeep of the monks. In the 

Chien-yang ward alone, there were ten monasteries and "in  that ward 

more than two thousand families, nobles and commoners, faithfully 

honored the Three Jewels (triratna). They furnished the monks with 

all they needed,54 Later, under the T'ang, high officials would sacri

fice some of their considerable wealth in support of the Buddhist com

munities. In the second half of the eighth century, Wang Chin, Yiian 

Tsai, and Tu Hung-chien among others, whose Buddhist faith was 

coupled with a pronounced taste for splendor and extravagance； were 

cases in point.55

What mattered most, however； was the renown of the cult site and 

its monks, and the sanctity that was ascribed to them.

Emperors summoned the great monks to court and heaped favors 

upon them. As for the recognized establishments, they received offer

ings in the form of special privileges, buildings, and fungible goods 

together with their official monastic titles:

At the beginning of the K7ai-huang era (581-600), the emperor ordered 
that a donation be made [to the Ch'ing-ch'an monastery]56 consisting 
of fourteen thousand pieces of satin, five thousand bolts of cloth, one 
thousand bales of silk wadding, two hundred bolts of fine silk fabric, 
tWenty bolts of silk with a flower pattern, and one thousand shih of 
the five kinds of cereals of the first quality. The empress for her part 
ordered gifts of five thousand strings of cash, fifty pieces of felt, and 
fifty razors to be made over to the same establishment.57

According to the stele of the Miao-hsien monastery at Mount Chi- 

t/ing in<Hsuan-chou county, this sanctuary had been founded under 

the Sui by the monk Chih-yen (516-601), in the year 591. Various gifts 

were bestowed by the emperor on the occasion of the founding: 5,000 

strings of cash and two thousand bolts of silk for pharmacy expenses, 

two hundred hu of lo-chih rice, a collection of canonical texts, fifteen 

jade and stone statues, and forty-nine incense burners. A ll of this was 

intended to serve the cult in perpetuity.58

208  p a r t  f o u r
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In the first year of the Ta-yeh reign (605 j, the emperor visited Chiang- 
tu (in modem Anhwei).… He had a Buddhist banquet organized for 
a thousand monks and ordained forty-nine religious. He also made a 
gift to the monastery [of that community ?] of two thousand bolts of 
cloth, three thousand shih of rice, of incense, little milk (koumiss?), 
and other provisions.59

But, once their reputation had attracted the attention of the court, the 

monks themselves were as much recipients of imperial donations as 

communities and monasteries. Such officially bestowed goods 

became the monks7 sole property60 which they used, in addition to 

contributions to the common and inalienable property [ch'ang-chu) of 

their monastery, for pious works and gifts to the poor or religious 

foundations.

Already prior to his accession, the future emperor T'ai-tsung of the 

Sung held the monk Tao-meng (411-475) in great esteem. When he 

ascended the throne in 465, he made the monk a gift of 300,000 cash 

for his personal needs, and a few years later decreed monthly provi

sions of 30,000 cash.61 At the same time, the emperor bestowed on 

Tao-meng twenty-four scribes and guards, a carriage, and a sedan 

chair. But Tao-meng donated all of these for the benefit of the poor and 

for temple constructions.62

A widely attested practice was to have well-known monks, some- 

times representing different doctrines (Buddhism and Taoism in the 

period of the Northern and Southern Dynasties), hold forth and to 

richly reward the winner of the contest:

In the second month of the first year of the T'ai-ho era (477), the 
emperor [Hsiao-wen of the Northern Wei] visited the Yung-ning 
monastery to hold a vegetarian banquet [chai] there.… In the third 
month, he went there again for a great assembly with further cere
monies and sermons. He ordered his private secretary and members 
of the imperial Secretariat to engage the monks in discussions of the 
principles of Buddhism and to reward the monks with clothing and 
precious utensils according to their ability.63

Toward the end of the sixth century, the monk Fa-tsang was awarded 

210 strings of cash because he had been able to reply to Emperor Wu 

of the Chou in his own language (the hsien-pei).64
From the multitude of offerings made by emperors to sanctuaries 

and to monks may be inferred the universality of the practice to 

reward the deserving for their sanctity, their talents, or simply their
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reputation. An element to be emphasized here is the inequality of the 

treatment enjoyed by monasteries and monks. Some remained poor 

while others became very wealthy. Moreover, the success of certain 

doctrines created fortunes for particular sects.

The Inexhaustible Treasuries
The present discussion w ill be limited to typical cases. The history of 

the prodigious enrichment of the Sect of the Three Stages (San-chieh 

chiao) in the second half of the seventh century and up to the acces

sion of Emperor Hsiian-tsung in the early eighth century is one such 

typical example. It is instructive on several accounts. The enrichment 

enjoyed by that sect seems to have been due only to offerings in the 

form of movables: cloth, money, precious objects, gold and silver. 

This fact is remarkable considering that for the majority of Chinese 

communities usury and tenure constituted the classical sources of 

wealth. Through the institutions of the sect, however, a mode of asset 

accumulation becomes perceptible that is peculiar to the whole of 

Chinese Buddhism: its foundations are of a psychological nature. It 

should be noted in this context that the period in question (ca. 640 to 

713) was one of particularly intense religious fervor.65 There are a 

number of indications for this. The Liang-ching hsin-chi reports that

at the Hua-tu monastery [in Ch7ang-an]66 there was a Cloister of the 
Inexhaustible Treasury (Wu-chin tsang yiian). It had been instituted 
by the monk Hsin-hsing.67 As a result of the donations that he 
received at the capital, this treasury flourished steadily. After the 
Chen-kuan reign (627-650), it held incalculable quantities of money, 
clothe gold, and gold embroideries. Monks of repute were perma
nently assigned to oversee this treasury. Its assets were used for the 
restoration of monasteries [samgharama] throughout the empire. 
Those intending to carry out such renovations came to the Inex
haustible Treasury from Yen (Hsii-chou, Szechwan), Liang (Wu-wei, 
Kansu), Shu (Ch'eng-tu, Szechwan), and Chao (Chao-chou； Hopeh) for 
supplies [ch'ii-chi). The volume of daily loans was beyond measure. 
Those who went there seeking loans, regardless of interest, came 
away without even having drawn up a deed in writing； they simply 
repaid their debts when they were due.68

The Tai-p'ing kuang-chi, citing the Pien-i chih of Lu Ch^ng-yiian (d. 

799), confirms the information provided by the Liang-ching hsin-chi, 
while adding some.valuabl^ details:
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In the Wu-te reign period (618-627), there was a §ramana named 
Hsin-i who practiced Dhyana and was engaged in the cause of the 
Three Stages. He established an Inexhaustible Treasury (Wu-chin 
tsang) at the Hua-tu monastery. After the Chen-kuan period； the 
accumulated donations of money, silks, gold, and jades became incal
culable. Monks were permanently commissioned as supervisors [of 
the funds], which were divided into three parts: one part was to pro
vide for the restorations of samghdrama throughout the realm； one 
part was to provide alms to relieve the suffering of all those in the 
realm who went hungry and for the field of compassion [pei-fien)}69 
and the third part was assigned to religious services, which were thus 
amply provided for. Men and women of good society70 came to pre
sent their offerings to the treasury, repenting and groaning. As the 
donors vainly disputed each other's place/1 cartloads of money and 
silk were abandoned one after the other, without the [donors7] names 
being known.72

A decree dated 713 provides further details concerning these exces

sive offerings and shows that they took place especially at the begin

ning of the year:

Imperial decree of the fourth month, first year of the K;ai-yuan period 
(713) prohibiting men and women of good society {shih-nii) to make 
donations of money to Buddhist monasteries: at the Hua-tu 
monastery [in Ch'ang-an】 and the Fu-hsien monastery [in Lo-yang],73 
the monks of the Sect of the Three Stages have instituted Inex
haustible Treasuries. Each year, on the fourth day of tKe first 
month/4 members of the gentry throughout the empire present them 
with gifts of cash. The practice is known as "protecting the Law" 
lhu~fa). It is claimed that the purpose of this generosity is to relieve 
the poor and the orphans. But in fact there is nothing,to it but excels 
and frauclulence. This business is not legitimate. Therefore We have 
decided to prohibit the practice. The money held in reserve by the 
Inexhaustible Treasuries shall be made over to the Censorate75 and to

r

the superior prefectures of the capital territory and of Honan so that 
these administrations may1 take control of management and inspect 
the accounts of these treasuries. They shall prepare a report to clar
ify the facts until such time that they will be informed of the dispo
sitions to be taken.76

It is clear that the wealth of the Inexhaustible Treasuries at Ch'ang- 

an and Lo-yang derived from the offerings of the faithful. Their assets 

consisted for the most part of movables: money； cloth of various 

kinds, gold and silver, and jades. The decree ordering the confiscation
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of property held by the Inexhaustible Treasuries/7 on the other hand, 

also mentions real estate.

We have determined to distribute the entire holdings of the Inex
haustible Treasury of the Hua-tu monastery among the Buddhist and 
Taoist monasteries in the capital: valuables and commodities, lands 
and houses, and domestic animals. These goods shall be employed, 
first, for the repair of statues, halls, and bridges； the remainder shall 
be allocated to the permanent assets (ch'ang-chu) [of the monasteries】 
and may not be divided among the private cells [ssu~fang [i.e., the 
monks]. The distribution shall benefit the poorest monasteries first.

It is known that Wu Tse-t'ien had intended to endow the Inex

haustible Treasuries, perhaps especially that created by herself for the 

Fu-hsien monastery in Lo-yang, with real estate. In her preface to the 

Buddhist canon of 685, she declared:

Take the property accumulated by my father and mother, use the old 
appanages of the two capitals, all that does not serve the construction 
of monasteries (chao-t'i chih yii: dwellings of the saingha of the Four 
Directions), and let all this be paid into the Inexhaustible Treasury 
(Treasuries?).78

These lands and buildings, however, played only an accessory role 

among the possessions of the Wu-chin tsajig, a system characterized 

by the dynamic circulation of wealth. As the Liang-ching hsin-chi had 

put it, "The volume of daily loans was beyond measure."

On a fixed date, the fourth day of the first month, members of the 

upper classes throughout the empire sent offerings of cash to the Inex

haustible Treasuries. Those seeking subsidies for the construction or 

restoration of sanctuaries likewise came to the treasuries from all 

regions. This was another original feature of the institution: it 

extended throughout all China. It was particularly well represented in 

the regions of modern Szechwan, Kansu, and Hopeh. Clearly, the 

Inexhaustible Treasuries had local branches and stores in many 

regions, for the confiscation decree cited above stipulated that senior 

officials in the prefectures would liquidate the cash and commodities 

seized in their furisdiction.

The Inexhaustible Treasuries received not only rich offerings from 

members of the gentry~those cartloads of money and silk; the com

mon people were also invited to make donations. A text of the School
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of the Three Stages found at Tun-huang distinguishes between two 

kinds of donors: those who could offer 16 fen79 of cash per day, and 

those able to give 30 fen.80 Another text alludes to regular offerings of 

the same kind, but on the order of one fen per day, or 36 cash in a year, 

or of one ko of cereals (3.6 tou per annum).81 These sort of offerings 

were plainly recommended to the poorest of the faithful.

The Tan-huang texts further confirm the existence of subsidiary 

banks of the Inexhaustible Treasury of Hua-tu monastery in the 

provinces. These repositories for offerings, named "merit offices" 

(kung-te ch'u), were temporarily opened on the date of the Avalam- 

bana festival:

On the fifteenth day of the seventh month, the Avalambana festival, 
merit offices were established in the prefectures and counties every
where so that everyone could make a contribution. . . . [Thus] it was 
unnecessary to send one's offerings to the Hua-tu monastery.82

The biography of one of the disciples of Hsin-hsing, the founder of the 

Sect of the Three Stages, a certain Te-mei (585-648), refers to these 

offerings of the feast of the seventh month: "Toward the end of the 

summer the monasteries received the bowls (shou-p,en) [of the 

Avalambana festival]. Wherever the bowls were, people would send 

their offerings. These were commonly called 'universal bowl money' 

[pfu-pTen ch ,ien l"83
Thanks therefore to the treasuries in Ch'ang-an—the most impor

tant~and in Lo-yang, as well as the branches set up throughout China 

at the time of the Avalambana festival, the Sedt of the Three Stages 

was able to tap a quantity of offerings in money； cloth, and cereals 

that must have been quite considerable. Two facts stand out: the 

donors belonged to all social classes, including great personages, 

nobles, and high court officials as well as commoners； and second, the 

offerings were mostly made at specific times of the year, the New Year 

festival and the feast of the dead.

The sect stood apart from the Buddhist community as a whole~its 

monks resided in buildings that did not communicate with the main 

courts of the monasteries.84 Its independence and the level of organi

zation suggested by the existence of these great repositories of offer

ings and their provincial branches no doubt favored its prodigious 

enrichment. But it is above all doctrine, based on the virtue of liber

ality, that accounts for the phenomenon. In this context, a point of
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view must be refuted that subsequently gained currency: the Inex

haustible TTreasury/ despite its name/ evoking the practice of granting 

loans out of the inexhaustible wealth [wu-chin ts'ai)fss did not essen

tially owe its wealth to placements at interest. This erroneous 

assumption was introduced by the author of the Shih-shih yao-lan 
under the Sung, citing the passage concerning the Inexhaustible Trea- 

suries in the Liang-ching hsin-chi in his section devoted to the finan

cial activities of the monasteries.86 The Wu-chin tsang provided 

loans, to be sure, but of a quite particular kind: they were granted 

without contract and no doubt only to followers belonging to the 

upper classes.87 It is manifestly not from these secondary activities 

that the treasuries derived the main part of their profits.

"There are two inexhaustibles," says a text of the School of the Three 

Stages:88

The inexhaustible nature of the field of compassion {kar- 
unapunyaksetia) [that is due to] the ceaseless offerings [of the Inex
haustible Treasury] to the Buddha, the Law, the sarpgha, and all 
beings； and the inexhaustible nature of the seed [blja] [as a result of 
the fact that] the donors never cease giving for a single day.89

The term inexhaustible, far from signifying an endless accumulation 

of interests, refers to the psychological mechanism that motivates the 

gifts. A gift invites a gift in return, and giving is contagious. The texts 

of the sect show clearly that this is both the core of the doctrine of the 

Three Stages and the foundation of the institution of the Inex

haustible Treasury:

The Lesser Vehicle has no other aim than personal interest. The pur
suit of that personal interest is the bane of families, monasteries, 
kingdoms, and the life in religion, for it ruins enlightenpient [bodhi] 
in the practitioner. The Greater Vehicle, by contrast, aims simultane- 
ously at personal interest and the interest of all others. That is why 
the bodhisattva, in their spirit of great compassion, instituted the 
method of the inexhaustible receptacle [wu-chin tsang). Of the ten 
virtues, charity is the first； of the four means of solicitation, liberality 
is the principal.90

The author^cites two passages from the sutra that bring out the dual 

function of the Inexhaustible Treasuries whose resources were des
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tined, first, to the Three Jewels (the field of reverence, ching-t'ien} Skr. 

satkarapunyaksetia), and second, to the poor and the sick (the field of 

compassion [pei-t'ien} Skr. kaiunapunyaksetTa). According to the 

Garland Sutra:

*The bodhisattva emit a radiance named "revealer of jewels" that
enables the poor and destitute to discover treasures. It is by their gifts
to the Three Jewels and thanks to their Inexhaustible Treasury (Wu-
chin tsang) that they acquire this radiance capable of revealing jewels.91

And according to the Teaching of Vimalaklrti: "For all those who are 

poor and destitute, the bodhisattva instituted Inexhaustible Trea

suries. In this manner, they encourage them to do good and engender 

in them a spirit of bodhi."91 A work of the School of the Three 

Stages93 indicates that donations made to the Inexhaustible Treasury 

had the effect of permanently assuring the following sixteen cate

gories of expenditure and of inciting the faithful to give with these 

sixteen purposes in mind:

1. Offerings to the Buddha

2. Offerings to the Law

3. Offerings to the saipgha94

4. Offerings to all beings

5 • Works that strive to ward off evil

6. Works that strive to do good

7. Offerings of incense

8. Offerings of lamps

9. Offerings for the baths [of the monks]

10. Offerings for bells and chants

11. Offerings of clothing

12. Offerings of dwellings

13. Offerings of beds and seats

14. Offerings of receptacles for food

15. Offerings of coal and fire

16. Offerings of food and drink95

In this list, charitable donations and pious donations, those that ben

efit the laity and those intended for religious establishments, are 

treated alike. They were considered to be of the same kind and insep

arable from one another. The function of the Inexhaustible Treasury,
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where the small offerings of individual followers merged together and 

their religious efficacy seemed to multiply, was to redistribute the 

goods received by channeling them into liturgical services and chari

table works.

This institution—accommodating religious doctrine to the prac

tice of giving based on both the psychology of the gift and a formida

ble organization~was an original creation of China. The theoretical 

borrowings of the School of the Three Stages from India regarding the 

Inexhaustible Treasury in fact did not support such a concrete appli

cation. The inexhaustible treasuries, or rather receptacles [tsang)f 
constituted a rubric of the Greater Vehicle that applied to the moral 

qualities of the bodhisattva. The bodhisattva possessed ten inex

haustible receptacles: faith [sraddha], observance of the precepts 

(slla)f dignity [hil], sense of honor [apatrapya), teaching [sruta], liber

ality {dana)f96 wisdom [prajna)f steadfastness {dharanl), and elo

quence (pratibhana).97 In China, the notion of the inexhaustible 

receptacles was borrowed from the two scriptures cited above, the 

Garland Sutra [Avatasaka-sutra] and the Teaching of Vimalakirti 

(Vimalaklrtinixdesa).

The facts concerning the Inexhaustible Treasuries cannot be iso

lated from their doctrinal and historical contexts. The seventh cen

tury was a period of intense fervor, and it was that particular moral 

atmosphere that permitted the rapid enrichment of the treasuries of 

the School of the Three Stages. A doctrinal current placing a special 

emphasis on liberality and charity, however, was already forming at 

the end of the sixth century. The term wu-chin tsang appears prior to 

the foundation of the Inexhaustible Treasury of the Hua-tu 

monastery, in the biography of the monk Chi-tsang (549_623j.98 In 

Ch'ang-an, under the reign of Emperor Wen of the Sui (5 81-604), there 

was a master of Dhyana named T'an-hsien whose sermons were 

immensely popular.

Members of the great families and noble houses [hao-tsu kuei~yu)99 
exhausted all their wealth in offerings. The faithful and religious 
were pleased to be subject to their influence. Chi-tsang's work of con
version Ifa-hua) was boundless, while donations of material goods 
Its'a^shih)100 accumulated. Chi-tsang distributed all these offerings 
as soon as they arrived to institute fields of merit [fu-Viexi) Skr. 
punyaksetra},101 T h ' remainder he placed into the tenfold inex
haustible receptacle (shih wu-chin tsang)101 for T'an-hsien to use for 
the benefit of [the fields of] reverence and compassion [chingpei).103
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By various means, the Inexhaustible Treasuries ensured the collection 

of offerings from all parts of Chinese society—offerings received in 

quantity at particular times of the year and regular offerings collected 

in the form of a daily levy. At the same time, they oversaw the redis

tribution of these offerings to a variety of ends, the main beneficiaries 

of the Wu-chin tsang being religious establishments and, to a lesser 

extent, the laity.

Pious and charitable offerings together formed a coherent system 

that did not aim at an accumulation of goods but at their redistribu

tion and circulation； not at growing profits but at expenditure. The 

charitable donations were an essential element in this system: they 

constituted a form of investment that was highly advantageous 

because it incited new offerings in turn. According to a work of the 

School of the Three Stages, the method of the inexhaustible recepta

cle had two effects:

Since it consists of giving—thanks to the many offerings received—to 
beings that are prone to greed, it is conducive to thoughts of goodness, 
and that is easily done. Second, it teaches the poor to share their mea
ger resources by joining them to the gifts made to the inexhaustible 
receptacle by other bodhisattva. As a result, they may gradually attain 
a spirit of bodhi.104

To receive the gifts of the Three Jewels engendered pious thoughts as 

well as feelings of gratitude and respect: one was bound by such gratu

itous generosity. But the effect of giving to the triratna was more pro

found yet, for it led to the gradual transformation of the donor into a 

bodhisattva. The notion of communion is crucial here: it is made con

crete by the receptacle at once unique and inexhaustible—thanks to 

the multitude of the offerings—that is the Inexhaustible Treasury.105

Charitable Activities
Buddhism of the Lesser Vehicle was faithful to the Indian conception 

of the word as a source of particularly efficacious power—an exalted 

good—a conception that regarded the "gift of the Law" {dharmatyaga) 
as the noble counterpart to the "gift of material goods77 (amisatydga). 
The role of the monks was to preach the good doctrine； that of the 

laity, to procure the clergy's livelihood in exchange. If that opposition 

survived in Mahayana Buddhism it was less apparent because the 

faithful and the beings [sattva] to be converted had acquired their own
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place within the community and were more highly regarded. The 

alms no longer went exclusively to the clergy but were also addressed, 

as charitable donations, to the poor and the sick among the laity.106 

Moreover； the growing importance of acts of devotion tended to 

reduce the gulf between the monks and the faithful. What really mat

tered was pious works [kung-te)j and these works necessitated a col

laboration between clergy and laity.

Like the faithful, the Chinese monks devoted a part of their pos

sessions to pious works. The biographies of famous monks frequently 

depict them as founders of hermitages, chapels； and monasteries or 

engaged in purchasing lands and buildings on behalf of their commu

nities. They bequeathed their property to the monasteries and, like 

laymen, had sutra recited for themselves. In short, their attitude 

toward the sacred is identical to that of the faithful. In the inscrip- 

tions at Lung-men, the clergy frequently figure among the donors: "In 

the second year of Yung-p'ing (509) the nuns Fa-wen, Fa-lung and oth

ers . . .  exhausted their personal possessions (ssu-ts'aij to have a statue 

of Maitreya made.107 ■ • • The nun Seng-hsien . . .  to have a statue of 

Maitreya m ade,108

The Tun-huang manuscripts confirm this attitude of the Chinese 

clergy towards pious works: they were donors like the others, and the 

right to own property that they enjoyed permitted them to comport 

themselves in the same mannpr as lay followers. One of these docu

ments from Tun-huang contains the(stext of a contract between a 

monk and an artisan with the object of constructing a chapel in the 

open country:

On the seventh day of the eighth month of the year yinf the monk 
Tz'u-teng, in order to construct a chapel [fo-fang] on the property of 
the East Canal but not [knowing where to find] an expert artisan [po- 
shih), addressed himself to the commoner [po-hsing] Fan Ying-chen of 
the Hsi-tung-sa tribe {pu-lo). . ■ . The price of 8[o] shih of wheat was 
settled prior to the construction. The outer facade of the chapel shall 
measure 1 chang and 4 ch’ih (4.2 m). Fan Ying-chen is to build the 
walls and to apply a thin coat of plaster. Construction shall begin on 
the fifteenth day of the eighth month. The [price in] wheat having 
been judged equitable (?), one bolt of cloth worth 4 shih and 2 tou will 
[in addition] be paid for each day of work.109 . . . These arrangements 
having been made, it shall not be permissible to retract. If one of the 
parties withdraws, it shall pay a penalty of three loads of wheat to the 
other! Lest there be a breach of faith, this contract was drawn up. The 
two parties [present], having found its dispositions just and clear,
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wrote out this deed to serve as proof.110

The faithful gave to the monks and the monasteries in order that they 

might use the offerings received for further pious works. This general 

observation is well illustrated by the example of the Inexhaustible 

Treasuries. The share of the goods required for the upkeep of the com

munities, which formed the main part of all offerings under the Lesser 

Vehicle, became minute in the economy of Chinese Mahayana where 

the biggest expenditures went into the construction of sanctuaries, the 

casting of bells and statues, festivals, and, finally, charitable activities.

Charity was not a subsidiary religious activity: it was a means of pro

paganda and conversion, and hence one of the most effective proce

dures of enrichment.

Alms to the poor and care for the sick were always accompanied by 

preaching to draw the recipient's attention to Buddhism. As one Chi

nese Mahayanist work recommended:111

When you encounter the poor, ask of them first: "Are you capable of 
taking refuge in the Three Jewels and receiving the precepts?" If they 
say yes, let them first take the triple refuge and the vows, then give 
them alms. If they reply that they are incapable, continue as follows:
"If you are not capable of doing so, can you follow us at least when we 
preacK the impermanence and nonbeing of all things and the extinc
tion in nirvana?" If the answer is yes； then they are to be instructed 
in these truths, and once they are instructed they should be given 
alms.. .

Those who are poor and without resources shall recite the formu
lae for healing and the various incantations. Those who ask for 
money, broth, and medicines shall receive them. Their illnesses are to 
be diagnosed with the greatest care and the appropriate cure shall be 
seen to .… It will be explained to the sick person that his pains are 
due to an evil contracted in a previous iexistence and that since he 
now suffers painful retribution, it is time to repent. Upon these words 
the invalid may become angry and utter coarse insults. [The person 
treating him】 will keep his silence and refrain from replying, yet will 
not abandon [the invalid].112

Many monks practiced charity on their own initiative, providing care 

for the sick, making gifts of citres, distributing food to the hungry. 

And the main recipients of offerings were precisely the monks who
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were distinguished by their generosity, their detachment from 

worldly possessions, and their asceticism.

The monk Tan Tao-k'ai had a storied turret built near his cell. It 

was twenty meters high, and on top of it he installed a wicker basket 

that served him as a meditation chamber. He remained permanently 

squatting in it. The third sovereign of the Later Chao, Shih-hu (d. 349), 

made him  sumptuous gifts, but Tan Tao-k;ai distributed them all to 

the needy.113
Another monk, named Fa-hsiang, is supposed to have encountered 

a spirit that invited him  to lift a stone slab weighing several tons. 

Having removed it effortlessly, he discovered a treasure that he used 

entirely for alms to the poor.114

Some distributed gruel to the hungry in times of shortage or 

famine. In 618, at the end of the Sui, T'an-hsien attracted in  this man

ner the favors of Emperor Yang who founded the Tz'u-pei monastery 

in his honor.115 In 756, at the time of the exile of Hsiian-tsung in 

Szechwan, the eunuch Kao Li-shih presented a memorial reporting 

that in the market south of the ramparts there was a monk named 

Ying-kan who distributed gruel in the thoroughfares to save the poor 

and the hungry of Ch7eng-tu. In response, the emperor wrote in his 

own hand the characters "Ta-sheng tz;u ssu" for the name panel [of 

the monastery] and bestowed on it one thousand mu of land.116 And 

during a period of dearth, in the Ta-chung era (847-860), Ch;ing-kuan 

distributed food to the starving peasants.117

At the end of the sixth century, under the Ch'en (557-589), proba

bly more than half of the population of that kingdom died in epi

demics. The monk Hui-ta installed a large dispensary [ta yao-tsang) 
in the great market at Yang-tu; which supplied cures to all those in 

need of them.118

The general terms designating devout activities on the one hand— 

the field of reverence {ching-t'ien)—and charitable activities on the 

other_ the field of compassion [p ei-fie^ —camc into current usage 

only toward the end of the sixth century. That is not to say that before 

that date the Buddhist communities did not devote a part of their 

wealth in aid of the poor and the sick: there are many examples of 

charitable monks who cared for the sick or distributed help to the vic

tims of famines. And the institution of the samgha households, at the 

end of the fifth century, served in principle a charitable purpose. But 

it seems that the development of the doctrinal concept of charity and 

of charitable works in practice was particularly appreciable in the
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sixth century, the period in which an authentically Chinese form of 

Buddhism was constituted.

One of the earliest mentions of the terms ching-t’ien and pei-tfien 
occurs in the biography of the monk Te-mei (585-648), one of the dis

ciples of the founder of the School of the Three Stages. A few days 

before his death, the master of Dhyana Mo transmitted to Te-mei his 

"heritage of the universal field of merit [fu-fien).11 Each year, Te-mei 

used all of its revenues for the two fields of reverence and compassion, 

either in the form of gifts of clothing or of aid in cereals. The offices 

of pious works {ts’ao-fu ch'u) 119 in the region, whose coffers were 

mostly empty, came to him  to be helped out with subsidies.120 As I- 

ching wrote, "Pious foundations thus make it possible to feed the 

clergy and the laity at the same time, for even though the donors pre

sent their offerings to the monks, their kindness in fact extends to all 

without distinction [p'u-t'ung i-ch 'ieh)."111
This then was the principle of the charitable institutions: like cult 

foundations, whose aim was either the upkeep of the clergy or the pro

vision of goods necessary for worship and ceremonies, they were 

founded on real estate, the special use of which was fixed once and for 

all.

Beginnings of the different charitable activities of the Mahayana 

movement in China can be found in the texts of the Lesser Vehicle. 

But these are only concerned with offerings to the clergy; and more 

precisely to those who traveled and to those who were ill. In a series 

of seven particularly recommended donations [ch^shihj Skr. aupad- 
hika punyakriyavastu)111 are mentioned gifts to the sickr{gldna), the 

sick-nurses [gldnopasthana], and to arriving travelers [a^antuka] and 

departing travelers [gamika}. Charity； however, which was limited to 

the relatively restricted circle of the religious ilnder the Lesser Vehi

cle, was extended to the whole universe of sentient beings in 

Mahayana Buddhism: pilgrims, the faithful visiting monasteries, par

ticipants in the great Buddhist assemblies, the poor, the hungry, the 

sick  ̂and animals.

In fact； little is known about the charitable institutions of Buddhist 

monasteries in China. An imperial decree provides incidental infor

mation about the subject: In the course of the Ch'ang-an reign period 

(701-705), the empress Wu Tse-t'ien instituted lay commissioners to 

oversee all the activities of the Buddhist Church pertaining to the 

field of compassion: support for orphans, the destitute, the elderly,
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and the sick.123 Japan in the eighth century, when Chinese institu

tions were faithfully copied, also provides indirect testimony:

At Nara, there were four charitable organizations, of which the foun
dation in support of the clergy, the Keiden-in (Chin, ching-fien 
yuan)fm  and the society for the distribution of alms to the poor, 
Hiden-in (Chin. pei~tfien yiian) were the most important.. . .  In addi
tion, there was a hospital, Seryyo (Chin, shih-liao yuan)f and a dis
pensary, Seyaku-in (Chin, shih-yao yiian), where the sick received 
free cures.125

In the years around 750-753, the monk Chien-chen (Jap. Kanshin, 

688-763) instituted a field of compassion at Yang-chou, on the lower 

Yangtze, the produce of which was used to alleviate the misery of the 

poor, as well as a field of reverence to provide for offerings to the 

Three Jewels.126

In the twenty-second year of the K7ai-yuan period, Emperor Hsiian_ 

tsung forbade begging w ithin the walls of the capital and created hos

pitals [ping-fang] wh*ere the beggers where to be fed.127 The commen

tary of Hu San-hsing adds that "the establishment at that time of hos

pitals within the monasteries where the sick were supported thanks 

to the 'field of compassion7 is of Buddhist origin."

A Buddhist hospital i# already mentioned at the beginning of the 

seventh century: "The monk Chih-yen (d. 654) then went to Shih-t7ou 

(in modern Nanking) where he stayed at the leper house (li-jen fang). 
He preached Buddhism td the lepers and attended to their every need: 

sucked their abscesses, washed them, etc/7128 '

Given the period of th^'available evidence, and given also the Use 

of the terms ching-fien and pei-t'ien, which were late to appear, it 

may be assumed that these charitable foundations only began to 

develop under the Sui dynasty. The funds needed for the care of the 

sick and the poor were provided from the revenues of designated 

lands. The expression pei-fien , like ching-Vien, in effect, referred to 

fields under cultivation in  China, whereas in Indian Buddhism the 

word ksetra was a pure metaphor.129 According to a widespread prac

tice among the Buddhist communities, greater resources still wete no 

doubt derived from the placement at interest of the produce of these 

lands: when in  the years 843-845 the monastic hospitals were lai

cized, Li Te-yti memorialized the throne requesting that 10 ch'ing (ca. 

54 ha) of land belonging to the monasteries that had been closed down 

be attributed to the hbspitals in the capital, 7 ch’ing to those in supe
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rior prefectures, and 5 ch'ing to those in ordinary prefectures. At the 

same time he also recommended the placement of excess funds at 

interest, a practice that he considered both convenient and particu

larly advantageous.130 It is likely that, to defray the costs of their hos

pital services, the monasteries also took recourse to this method, 

Mdiich was, moreover, consecrated by Buddhist tradition. The 

M ahlsdsakavinaya relates the following story.131 A householder, 

before all of his possessions were depleted by the monks he supported, 

expressly set up a loan shop to provide for the care of sick bhiksu out 

of the interests earned.132 In China, however, the monks administered 

the charitable foundations themselves, whereas in the countries of 

the Lesser Vehicle the laymen retained the ownership of the goods 

consecrated to the foundation, leaving merely their usufruct to the 

clergy.133

Monasteries in China are public places. Outside the numerous festi

vals that draw clergy and laity to their precincts, they are also popu

lar places for excursions. Some sanctuaries have gardens where all the 

features of nature are united: woods, ponds, rocks, and brooks. At Lo

yang, in the first half of the sixth century, monasteries known for 

their sumptuous buildings and parks served members of good society 

as places of recreation.134 Some even used them as meeting places. 

Visits to mountain hermitages constitute a well-known theme in 

Tang poetry:

"On each excursion to the mountain monastery/7 wrote Po Chii-i, 

"I spend a good many nights there. Having left the city for a moment； 

I suddenly find that weeks have passed."135

There were laymen who resided in Buddhist' establishments. One 

of the sons of Li Ch^ng, nam^d Yuan, had made a vow of celibac^and 

abstinence from meat and alcohol. He went to live in a cell of Hui-lin 

monastery, north of Lo-yang, and abided by the,monastic rules.136 Lay 

administrators were also to be found there, such as that seemingly 

devout individual who one day made 6ff with the gold reserves of the 

Inexhaustible Treasury from Hua-tu monastery in Ch'angian.137

Buddhist establishments, especially th6se in the lonely mountain 

settings celebrated in Chinese painting and poetry, served as places of 

sojourn and refuge not only for importajLt personages with whom the 

monks had an interest to maintain good relations. Buddhist sanctuar

ies were not only frequented by individuals of such good repute； 

remote chapels and monasteries situated far from the great route' of



communication and major population centers also gave shelter to 

vagabonds. When certain officials denounced these establishments as 

brigands' lairs and hideouts for convicts and draft evaders (cf. p. 42 

above), we have no reason to deny them all credence. To welcome 

those whom society rejected was at once to perform an act of charity 

and to secure a fully devoted lay clientele. Setting aside this political 

aspect, however, the spread of small and large sanctuaries may have 

had a positive economic effect by facilitating communications for 

traveling officials, soldiers,138 and merchants, as it evidently did for 

the clergy themselves.

The monasteries of Central Asia were the obvious staging posts for 

both pilgrims and merchants. It has been maintained that the Wei 

found it in their interest to favor Buddhism and lend it official support 

in order to preserve their influence in Central Asia and to keep open 

the great trade routes to the west.139 Here is one ground for the con

nection between Buddhism and trade already pointed out. Through 

the proliferation of its sanctuaries, Buddhism furthered exchanges in 

China.

Under the heading of chdritable works, a Mahayana text mentions 

the construction of shelters for travelers.140 Similarly, all works of 

public utility were recommended to the samgha and lay followers: 

roads, tree plantations, wells, bridges, fords, ferries, etc.141 The disci

plinary code established for the Dhyana communities by the master 

Huai-hai devotes a paragraph to the reception of guests:

Whenever an official, a great patron [danapati], an honorable elder or 
an important personality ir> the region passes by the monastery, the 
visitors' attendant [chih-k'o] receives him by burning incense and 
offering him tea. He then sends tlie abbot7s attendant [hsing-che) to 
announce the visitor to the abbot, to whom he is led for the introduc
tions. The abbot sees to it that the visitor is well installed and lacks 
nothing, and then leaves him. If the visitor is not a guest of the first 
rank he simply received by the officers in charge of visitors (]c'o- 
ssu 卜 If he wishes to see the abbot； treasurer, or other [monastic] offi
cers, then the abbot's attendant leads him before these. If [the visitor] 
stays overnight, the attendant shall prepare a monk's bed for him and 
furnish him with all that is needed: curtains, lamp, oil, and firewood.
If he visits [the monastery] for the first time, he shall be treated with 
special consideration. If the karmadana overseer is on leave, he shall 
be replaced in?his functions.142

While all Buddhist establishments were required to receive lay visi
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tors and if necessary accommodate them, certain sanctuaries, situ

ated in important pilgrimage sites, operated veritable hostelries. The 

shelters that were strung out along the road from Ch'ang-an to Mount 

Wu-t7ai143 are among the best known, thanks to the account of the 

Japanese monk Ennin who traveled in China from 837 to 847. These 

baildings were named common cloisters [p7u-tfung yiian), i.e., were 

open to all who came. Installed at intervals corresponding to half a 

dayfs walking distance, they offered shelter and sometimes food to all 

passing lay and religious pilgrims to Mt. Wu-t'ai. Ennin's diary entry 

for the twenty-third day [of the fourth month, 840] records that "every 

person who came to rest there was provided with a monk's lodging. 

As for food, it was only supplied as available.144 Since no one, monk 

or layman, was denied hospitality there, these places were known as 

common cloisters.〃145 Thus Ennin himself was able to lodge in sev

eral such shelters (Liang-ling, Ching-shui, Chang-hua, Chiieh-shih) 

and was sometimes offered a free meal.146 These hermitages could 

house more than a hundred people, and were administered by an 

abbot [yiian-chu: the master of a cloister, counterpart of the ssu-chuf 
master of a monastery). The yiian-chu were not always very welcom

ing, as Ennin remarked, referring to that of the county and of Ch'iilg- 

liang (Wu-t7ai): "He did not know the rites of hospitality/7 These pub

lic shelters were not only found in mountainous and inaccessible 

areas, but also in the plains, villages, or beneath the ramparts of 

walled cities. Thus Ennin lodged in a village shelter in Fen prefecture 

at Chin-chou, 〃in the Common Cloister east of the market/7147 

Elsewhere (second day, seventh month, 840), Ennin repbrts that the 

Ta-hua yen monastery at Mt. Wu-t'ai had a dining hall that was open 

to clergy and laity, and to men, women, and children alike.148

And the hotels for pilgrims at Mt. Wu-t'ai were not the only ones 

in China: at the Yun-chii monastery of Mount Fang (in P7ing-shan 

county in modern Hopeh) there was an "equitable refectory" (i-fan 
tring).149 Some chapels were even constructed for the specific purpose 

of providing a shelter to travelers.

The road south of the county seat [of Chin-hua, modern Chekiang] 
connects (Dh'ii and Wu [prefectures]. Along this stretch of more than 
one hundred li (ca. fifty kilometers) there is not a 与ingle sanctuary 
[ch'ieh-lan], and the Buddhist clergy that come and go have nowhere 
to rest. [The monk Shen-]yung (officially ordained in 738] "extended 
a Dharma bridge" (fa-ch，iao) to provide a resting place for voyagers, 
and considered that a Brahma ground [fan-chfahg)lS0 could be con
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structed on Mount Ch'iao.151 He secured the agreement of local peo
ple [i-jen] [of Chin-hua?], of the commandant of cavalry [chi tu-wei) 
Ch'en Shaoch'in, and others to engage the faithful for the construc
tion of a hermitage [ching-ch'a].152

The monasteries7 function as hostelries was quickly perceived by the 

imperial government as a semipublic service. Under the T;ang the 

great monasteries, especially those of Ch'ang-an and Lo-yang/ 

depended so closely on the secular authorities that it is hardly sur

prising to find that they were formally designated as the officials' 

lodgings. An imperial order of the third year of the Yuan-ho period 

(808) decreed that candidates in the official examinations who had 

been retained too late into the night to return home were to be lodged 

in the Kuang-chai monastery, and their attendants in the Pao-shou 

monastery.153

If the institution could be used for the benefit of the state,, it was 

also a source of income for the monks. As a result of an evolution for 

which other examples could be cited/54 charitable activity trans

formed itself into a profitable enterprise. Under the T;ang, the monas- 

teries let rooms to laymen for a fee. A decree of Emperor Tai-tsung, 

dated eighth month of the first year of Pao-ying (762), reads: "It has 

come to Our attention that in Buddhist and Taoist monasteries in the 

prefectures and counties lodgings are frequently rented out, officially 

or privately. Lest [the sanctuariesj be sullied, We strictly prohibit [this 

practice],155

Another decree of a slightly later date remarks upon the deteriora

tion of the monasteries7 living guarters,due to lay occupants under t|ie 

reign of Te-tsung (779-805).156 Andean imperial order of the second 

year of the Ta-chung era (848) reads:

It has come to Our attention that the Buddhist and Taoist monasteries 
in the empire are frequently inhabited by civil and military officials 
and other guests: Such promiscuity sullies the holy places... and dam
ages their halls and living quarters. . _ c Kitchens have been installed 
under the covered galleries.. . .  All this is forthwith prohibited.157

Ennin mentions that all the living quarters in the K/ai-yiian ssu at 

Teng-cHou (in modern Shantung) were occupied by traveling officials. 

There was not on爸 room left where one could be in peace, and monks 

coming to the monastery could not be accommodated.158

Apart from secular officials and ̂ the military~possibly also mer-
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chantsthere was another category of laymen that frequently resided 

or lived temporarily in monasteries: students and apprentice scribes. 

They found there the lamps, paper, and ink necessary for their work. 

And, as the collections of manuscripts found at Tun-huang show, 

monastic libraries did not contain exclusively Buddhist works. Some 

of 名he books of profane or Taoist content bear the seals of the K'ai- 

yiian, San-chieh, or Ching-t'u monasteries.

When Wang Chih, a magistrate in I-chou (in modern Szechwan), 

lodged temporarily in a monastery in the prefecture on his return to 

his native place in 658, he met a student who had rented a room 

there.159 Li Ch'o of the T'ang cites the case of a certain Cheng Kuan- 

wen in his Shang-shu ku-shih160 who for the purpose of studying cal

ligraphy rented a cell in the Ta tz'u-en monastery at Ch;ang-an where 

he had the paper at his disposaLneeded for his exercises.

It has been demonstrated that the monastic Buddhism of the Lesser 

Vehicle commended a system of offering gifts tcv arriving monks 

[agantuka] and departing monks [gam ikal161 and that the communal 

organization and property of the samgha made its application possi

ble. Against this background, the magnitude of the evolution that the 

different forms of alms given to travelers underwent in the Greater 

Vehicle movement in China stands out. It concerned both the econ

omy of the religious communities and that of the lay world. As places 

of passage and centers of communication, the monasteries did not 

form islands closed to the lay world: some laymen permanently 

resided there. The separation between the worlds of the sacred and the 

profane that the imperial authorities endeavored to impose was never 

effectively observed, an indication of the conflation of the religious 

and the profane that was one of the most characteristic features of 

Mahayana Buddhism in China.

Is it now possible to consider the historical evidence as a whole? The 

interpenetration of commerce and religion has been recognized: the 

recourse to guaranties of a supernatural order for loans without con

tract, for pious donations, and to safeguard the consecrated property 

of the Buddhist communities. But there is more. On two different lev

els, one and the same concept is concerned: that of productive capital. 

Before the introduction of Buddhism, China had scarcely been aware 

of this notion, nor of the mechanism of an automatic accumulation of 

interests. The activity of merchants consisted primarily in buying and 

reselling according to the going rate of the merchandise. If they
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became rich, it was due to luck and shrewdness. As for loans, they 

retained the nature of a risky gamble.162 Loans against pledges, on the 

Indian model, offered security. Moreover, the possession of a fixed and 

inalienable capital—that of the "permanent assets"—lent a basis to 

commercial dealings that did not exist in pre-Buddhist China. Finally, 

and this seems to have been the most important innovation, Buddhist 

communities introduced a form of modern capitalism into China: 

consecrated property, constituted by an accumulation of offerings and 

commercial revenues, formed communal wealth, the communal 

management of which was more profitable than individual opera

tions. But what is most remarkable about this conception is its reli- 

gious origin. The Buddhist theory of giving already proceeded from a 

notion of productive capital； in concrete terms, we are dealing with a 

capitalization of offerings. The Inexhaustible Treasuries are a most 

revealing illustration of this system. The gift of an individual follower 

may be modest or significant, but the sum of the offerings form a fund 

whose productivity is incommensurate with that of the individual 

contributions. The donors to the Inexhaustible Treasuries are share- 

holders, not in the economic domain but in that of religion. The 

increase of the assets and that of their religious effect go hand in hand, 

and charitable gifts, again a form of investment in the lay world, 

appear as one of the essential elements in this system.

The institution of the Inexhaustible Treasuries was (the result of a 

systematization, indicating that the circles who promoted the trea

suries had taken note of these mechanisms. The particular case, 

meanwhile, may serve to raise a question of a more general order: if 

systematization took place, religious practice must have supplied the 

constituent elements. It is the deeper motivations of the economic 

movement that remain to be analyzed.
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Introduction

The faithful presented sanctuaries and monks with small offerings in 

payment for specific services. At the same time, they instituted pious 

foundations that were protected by sanctions of a religious nature: 

both inside the samgha, since the monks could not appropriate con

secrated goods without the risk of infernal punishment, and outsifle, 

because gifts of immovable property were accompanied by impreca

tions against possible despoilers.1 The dread pf the consequences of 

committing a sacrilege was sufficiently prevalent among the laity,, to 

act as an effective deterrent. It was rare that a donor simply parted 

with his property； normally, he woi^ld wish to reap the benefits of his 

pious deed [kung-te] by ensuring the perpetuity of a cult. New foun

dations were a means for arranging the provision of funds for the pay

ment of regular and, in principle, perpetual ceremonies in the future. 

Meanwhile, the pious intention that justified the offerings and dona

tions is an element that cannot be disregarded: economics and reli

gion are inseparable here. From the outset, the fiuddhist phenomenon
y 4 v

was brought about by motivations of psychological order, which 

gave it its momentum and ensured the maintenance of its religious 

patrimony through several centuries.

Is it possible to give, as a point of departure, an objective outline of 

the long-term development of the religious movement? If faith is



judged by its effects, and by the magnitude of wealth sacrificed, it can 

be determined that Buddhist fervor enjoyed periods of particular 

intensity in China and that the Buddhist phenomenon itself described 

a characteristic curve. It is not impossible to date its beginning, 

apogee, and decline. The great period of Buddhist sculpture—during 

which immense assemblies of religious personages were carved into 

the rock, when the greatest and most splendid monasteries were 

built~extended from the last years of the fifth century to the end of 

the seventh. The finest Tun-huang manuscripts date from the sixth 

and seventh centuries. The Yun-kang caves, in the vicinity of the 

Northern Wei capital at Ta-t'ung, were for the most part sculptured 

during the years 489-523, before and after the transfer of the court to 

Lo-yang in 493. As for the famous Lung-men caves, Chavannes offers 

the following valuable observation in his study of the inscriptions at 

that great Buddhist site:

Buddhist fervor at Lung-men had two periods of particular intensity, 
one during the time when the Northern Wei Dynasty had its capital 
at Lo-yang (495-534)/2 the other under the Tsng, during the second 
half of the reign of T;ai-tsung and the reigns of Kao-tsu and the 
empress Wu.3

The suspension or slowing down of the works at Lung-men between 

the sack of Lo-yang and cfrca 638 could be explained by the troubles 

that followed the end of the Northern Wei, by the Northern Chou's 

rather unfavorable policy toward Buddhism, ajid by the wars that fol

lowed the end of the Sui. But the indications already provided by the 

census figures on the number of monasteries seem to confirm Cha- 

vannes7s remark: the two periods of greatesf and most sumptuous 

construction activity fall at the beginning of the sixth century and at 

the end of the seventh. The evidence bf Yang Hsuan-chih; in his mem

oir on ttit monasteries of Lo-yang at the end of the Northern Wei, 

accords well with that of the inscriptions at Lung-men: "Princes and 

dukes, the entife nobility； made offerings of their horses4 . . .  as easily 

as they Wot l̂d remove "their shoes. Commoners and wealthy families 

gave up their possessions and their wealth as a person leaves behind 

his footsteps on the foad/'5 The period when that rich bank of offer

ings, the Inexhaustible Treasury of the Hua-tu monastery, was in 

operation at Ch'ang-an coincides closely with the second phase of 

Buddhist fervor indicated by Chavannfes. "After the Chen-kuan 

(627-650) period, the accirmulated donations [received by the trea
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sury] of money, silks' gold, and precious stones became incalcula

ble/'6 The faithful were bringing their cash and silk to the treasury by 

the cartload. The decree of 713 ordering the confiscation of the goods 

of the Inexhaustible Treasuries and referring to the irregularities and 

abuses to which these excessive offerings had given rise marks the 

emi of that period of intense faith.7

As strange as that passion for sacrifice with its outward signs of a 

collective frenzy may seem, with these two bursts it made itskappear- 

ance in Chinese history only as short-lived crises. That is not to say 

that before and after these crises China did not know movements of a 

similar fervor~a fervor that always expressed itself with the same 

violence and the same excess, features peculiar to the Buddhist faith 

in China~but it is at that time, during the sixth and seventh cen

turies, that the religious phenomenon reached its maturity in China. 

This is borne out by the magnitude of the offerings, the number of 

inscriptions, the sumptuousness of the sanctuaries, down to the cre

ation of Chinese Buddhist doctrines and the formation of the schools. 

This, then, stands out as an important fact inviting the scholar to 

renounce the view of the long history of Buddhism in China since the 

first century of our era down to modern times as a single whole com

prised of elements of a similar nature. The fifth century—the period 

in which the true development of Chinese Buddhism took place, 

where an organized monastic community made its appearance and 

the number of sanctuaries multiplied~and the eighth and ninth cen

turies—during which is witnessed a degradation of the religious phe

nomenon: these frame the era of great fervor； they are the periods of 

the rise and decline of Buddhism in China.

Original Characteristics of Buddhist Faith ms China
The forerunners of Buddhist enthusiasm in China are well-known. 

They go back, it seems, to the years around 435. In the North, the 

transfer of a population already exposed to Buddhism from Liang- 

chou to Shansi in the years 435-440 was, according to Wei Shou,8 fol

lowed by a sudden development of the new religion. Some texts, how

ever, suggest a motive behind this enthusiasm: not only did the faith

ful spend money for the construction of stupa and monasteries, but 

they ruined themselves in the process, and vied with one another in 

ruining themselves.

When in the twelfth year of the Yiian-chia period (435), under the
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Sung dynasty in Southern China, Hsiao Mo-chih was appointed gov

ernor of Tan-yang, he presented the following memorial to the 

emperor:

It is said that Buddhism has spread its influence in China for four 
dynasties. The stupa, monasteries, images, and statues are every
where and number in the thousands. If this continues, that doctrine 
will have too great an ascendancy over the people's minds. If, how
ever, it is curbed, then there will [still] be enough [witnesses to that 
religion] to attract and encourage people [to do good]. Recently the 
faithful； misled by ulterior interests, no longer consider the sincerity 
of their zeal as essential; what matters to them is to vie with one 
another in prodigality. They exceed the golden middle and violate the 
standard. It is thus appropriate to place them under surveillance. Oth
erwise it will be impossible to prevent this abuse.9

Nearly forty years later, in 472, a decree promulgated in the North 

reported the same rivalry in giving and formulated a similar criticism 

of the practice:

The inhabitants of the capital territory and those of the provinces 
devote themselves to pious works (lit. "the establishment of felicity") 
and erect towering and magnificent stupa and monasteries, worthy of 
glorifying the supreme doctrine of the Buddha. However, people 
mindlessly assert their pricie in surpassing one ahother. Poor and rich 
compete with each other in exhausting their resources, bent on 
[building ever] higher andJbigger.10

The subtle distinction made by some Chinese between the manifesta

tions of a zeal that is both sincere and moderate in expenditure and of 

a pride that leads to ruin is of some interest, as it says much about the 

attitudes of the literati class. I w ill return to this distinction, one that 

is encountered in all periods. Although individual vanity and family 

pride seem to have played an important role in Buddhist devotion, it 

was nevertheless, a universal phenomenon. If its content is examined 

objectively, nothing would justify separating these different elements.

The Buddhist faithful competed in spending, and ruined them

selves in the process. It cannot be said that this claim represents sim

ply a literary formula, for it recurs too frequently, in official memori

als, decrees, and eveiL in stele inscriptions. It must therefore be 

assumed that these competitions in wastefulness reveal a trait that is 

peculiar to the religious phenomenon itself.
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Buddhism is known as a learned religion in which abstract specula

tion occupies an important place. At least one thinks of it primarily 

as a doctrine, and it is presumably in that form that it was first intro

duced into China. Thus the manifestations of Buddhist fervor are 

perceived as an effect of the new religion's adoption by the Chinese. 

I-Will approach the problem from the opposite angle by examining 

the indications that emerge from the material facts. One area for 

study that is particularly rich in useful information about the rela

tionship between religion and economics concerns festivals. The 

Buddhist life of the Chinese is marked by a succession of feasts, fes

tivities, and ceremonies, collective acts of contrition, and scenes of 

mutilation that frequently bring together crowds of the faithful and 

the clergy. The Buddhist faith expresses itself most authentically in 

the processions of the statues through the towns, the nocturnal illu 

minations in the streets and the countryside. It is on such occasions 

that communion between the religious and the laity takes place~ 

that conjunction of the world of the profane with the world of the 

sacred without which the religion could be no more than an exercise 

of recluse monks.

A fact of far-reaching implications may be noted in this connec

tion: these great festivities joined all classes of Chinese society. The 

emperor himself, whom ordinary subjects rarely saw in other circum

stances, participated in them at the capital or, on his tours of inspep- 

tion, in the prefectures. Members of the upper classes tubbed shoul

ders with coinmoners. Buddhism, more than any other cult, brought 

the empire, the aristocracy, and the common people into contact. 

This was undoubtedly due to its teaphings, which reserved <an impor

tant place for compassion and, at the same time, aimed at obtaining 

the salvation of all beings. But it was also due to particular circum

stances. The traditional rites of the court concerned only a select cir

cle. As for peasant festivals and Taoist practices, they were too popu

lar in character to engender a ceremonial adapted to the maimers of 

the court.11 Only Buddhism, from the moment of its introduction into 

China, responded simultaneously to the diverse needs of Chinese 

society. And it is in its great festivals thatnt realized that complete 

social communion in a concrete manner.

Certain Buddhist festivals provided the occasion for an extraordi-
• ' i *

nary display of ^umptuousness. They created an atmosphere of exu

berance and of collective excitement that is palpable in the descrip

tions of the historians. At such times, fervor reached its paroxysm and
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acts of self-sacrifice and the renunciation of wealth became common

place. These great reunions, where entire fortunes were squandered 

gratuitously for entertainments and as offerings and where self-muti- 

lations and self-immolations by fire took place, therefore provide an 

opportunity for apprehending the scope and underlying aims of the 

religious phenomenon.

[During the Cheng-kuang era (520-525)], on the seventh day of the 
fourth month, all the statues in the capital were transported to the 
Ching-ming monastery. The Board of Sacrifices under the Depart
ment of State Affairs made an inventory: there were in all more than 
a thousand [statues]. At the time of the festival of the eighth day,12 
they were taken in procession under the Hsiian-yang gate in the direc
tion of the entry to the imperial palace. The emperor scattered flow
ers over them [from above the gate]. Golden flowers glittered in the 
sun and [ornate] parasols of precious materials drifted as numerous as 
the clouds. There were forests of streamers and banners. The smoke 
of the incense billowed like fog. The music and the Indian chants 
deafened Heaven and shook the Earth. The games {hsi)13 were in full 
swing. Everywhere the crowds were thick. Virtuous hosts of famous 
monks came, carrying their staves； there were crowds of the Buddhist 
faithful； holding flowers； horsemen and carriages were packed beside 
each other in an endless mass.14

This text, which underlines the richness and beauty of the Buddhist 

ceremony, indicates at the same time that the festival was not con

fined to the solemn procession of the statues to the accompaniment 

of chants and music. There were also games and festivities of all

kinds: one part ceremonial and one part popular amusement.
j

On the night of the full moon of the second year of the Hsien-t'ien 
period (713), the westerner P'o-t/o requested that hundreds and thou
sands of torches be lit and that, on this occasion, the curfew be 
lifted. . . • The emperor proceeded to the Yen-hsi gate to view the 
scene. The entertainments were allowed to continue day and night for 
a full month.15v

The Fo-tsu fung-chi mehtions another festival of the same kind in 

the first year of Hsien-t'ien (712). It had been organized, in homage of 

the Buddha, by an Indian monk named P'o-lo fno doubt the same indi

vidual mentioned in tHe text above). The account adds that there was 

an enormous wheel, some twenty chang (sixty meters) in height, on
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which five hundred golden and silver lamps had been lit. From a dis

tance it looked like a tree in flower.16

The relaxation of the habitual rules, the opening of the city gates, 

the authorization granted the people to amuse themselves and to 

revel, these elements all bear a religious significance. Every religious 

festival, including Buddhist festivals, is something of a fair. We know 

nothing about the comportment of the participants, but we can imag

ine the excitement and agitation of the crowds.

The description of the great festival that took place in the first 

month of the fourteenth year of the Yuan-ho period (819) shows to 

what degree the frenzy of the faithful could rise in the course of Bud

dhist festivities:

At the Fa-men monastery at Feng-hsiang (to the west of Ch'ang-an), 
there was the stupa named Veritable Body, Protector of the State (Hu- 
kuo chen-shen) in which was preserved a joint of a finger of the Bud
dha Sakyamuni. According to a written tradition, this stiipa was 
opened once every thirty years.17 When it was opened, the year was 
abundant and the people prospered. In the first month of the four
teenth year of Yuan-ho, the emperor ordered the imperial commis
sioner Tu Ying-ch'i to proceed to the staging post of Lin-kao with 
thirty palace guards bearing incense and flowers in order to welcome 
the bone of the Buddha, then to return by the Kuang-shun gate to 
deposit it for three days in the palace before sending it on to the 
monasteries [of the capital]. Princes, dukes, members of the nobility, 
and commoners all rushed in throngs to present their offerings, each 
fearing only to arrive late.18

As a result of witnessing such a public consecration df Buddhism by 

the emperor, says Han Yii, the common'people

burn t?he crowns of their heads and roast their fingers in groups of tens 
or hundreds. They untie their clothing and scatter coins fro^n morn
ing till evening. They do so in mutual emulation, fearing only to fall 
behind. Young or old, they ceaselessly ru^h to sacrifice their patri
mony. If an end is not called to these manifestations forthwith and 
further transfers of the relic from monastery to monastery take place, 
then there will certainly be some who shall consider severing their 
arms or pieces of their bodies a form of veneration.19

The faithful performed acts of contrition； sacrificed their possessions, 

and burned themselves in a sott of collective delirium recalling the
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scenes that took place at the Inexhaustible Treasuries at the end of the 

seventh century and in the first years of the eighth. Those men and 

women of good society who were transporting cartloads of cash to the 

Hua-tu and Fu-hsien monasteries on the fourth day of the first 

month20 wailed and disputed each other's turn to present offerings.

Like all festivals, the transfer of the relic offered an occasion for 

games and entertainments. As Han Yu memorialized Emperor Hsien- 

tsung；

Benighted though I am, I fully realize that it is not because Your 
Majesty is in the least way influenced by Buddhism that you have 
instituted this ceremony, nor with the idea that it might bring down 
blessings (fu-hsiang), but that it is only21 to conform yourself to the 
natural inclinations of your subjects, by virtue [of the tradition that 
associates] abundant harvests with human joyfulness, that you have 
wished to provide gentlemen and commoners with an extraordinary 
spectacle that is nothing more than a theatrical amusement [hsi- 
wan). For how is it possible that with your great intelligence you 
could lend credence to such things? The common people,22 however, 
are stupid, easily misled and hard to enlighten. Seeing the emperor 
acting in such a manner, they will imagine that he is a sincere Bud
dhist, and they will tell themselves: "Our sage emperor'displays sin- 
gle-minded faith and respect. Let us, then, who are so vile and con
temptible before the Buddha, make a sacrifice of our lives!23

The aim of Han Yu;s criticism is cle^r. Those elements of the festival 

that derived from popular tradition seemed scarcely reprehensible to 

him. It was customary to revel and to give free reins to one's inclina

tions on certain exceptional occasions, especially at the beginning of 

a New Year. The principle of such festivities itself was not in ques

tion, but the abuses to which they gave rise: the squandering of for

tunes, the mutilations, all that bore witness to an extravagant exalta

tion and seemed to attach itself 达o the Buddhist faith both as object 

and as pretext. This, to Han Yii the rationalist, was unacceptable.24

The essential elements that "may be culled from the festival of the 

transfer of the relic from the Fa-men monastery in the first month of 

the year—unusual spectacle, games, carelessness, abnormal behavior 

of the participants, ar̂ d even that which one would readily put down 

to Buddhist fervor alone, namely the sacrifices of fortunes—all this 

can be found^ in a mo;e popular form of plainly indigenous extraction, 

in a description of Chinese celebrations of the New Year at the end of 

the sixth century by Liu Yu. These celebrations simultaneously
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evoke the Buddhist lamp festival, which took place on precisely the 

same date:

On every night of the first month's full moon (fifteenth day), I have 
seen crowded streets and alleys, both at the capital and in the outer 
prefectures, where the rolling of the drums deafen the heavens and 
the torches illumine the earth. People wear animal masks and men 
dress as women； singers and buffoons disguise themselves in strange 
costumes. Men and women go to see the spectacle together and find 
themselves reunited without avoiding one another. They squander 
their possessions, destroy their heritage, and in these revelries 
exhaust their domestic wealth in an instant.25 Noble and lowly are 
treated the same, men and women mix in disorder, nor is there dis
tinction between clergy and laity. And with these running wild, 
opportunities arise for thieves and brigands.26

There is nothing Buddhist about these New Year celebrations except 

the presence of religious mixed with the crowd, but there is also noth

ing that Buddhism was unable to make its own.

It is to state the obvious to say that festivals temporarily break 

down the prohibitions and usages of ordinary life. They represent a 

time of relaxation where one willingly behaves, in reaction against 

everyday constraints, in an irrational manner. In particular, one 

spends heedlessly and, if necessary, borrows in order to be able to 

spend. If certain festivals spell financial ruin, especially those at New 

Year, it is becausf the very excess is perceived as a way of "expelling 

the old and inviting the new." It is a means of moral and religious 

purification. In that sense, it could be said that the destructive fury 

directed against possessions, and even that competitive spirit in 

spending and in giving, w ith which Chinese literati reproached the 

faithful, are not peculiar to Buddhism. The participants in the festival 

described by Liu Yii alsq confend with each other in ruining them

selves, and it is a game that becomes increasingly stirring and fasci

nating as it becomes more dangerous.

The collective excitementfthat one observes in  Buddhist festivals 

is not only a result of the gathering, the .crowds, and the abnormal 

mixing of social classes but is sought for its, own sake. The cere

monies, with their prosternations and acts of contrition, with tl̂ e 

music and smoking inpens^ that accompany them, are precisely 

intended to provoke those sentiments of exaltation and, in the end, 

the collective delirium in the faithful that incite them to vie with 

each other in making offerings and personal sacrifices. In this deliber
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may be seen an extension of practices that were current among the 

Taoists27 and probably even, broadly speaking； in popular religion. All 

this serves to emphasize how much, down to the competitions in 

expenditure, was traditional in the comportment of the Buddhist 

faithful. And yet the Buddhist influence is undeniable in this Chinese 

context. By lending an orientation to practices the emotional con

tents of which were so rich, and by endowing traits that lacked any 

specific significance in festivals with a new and particular meaning, 

this influence appears to have been decisive: it made its mark essen

tially in the luxuriousness of ornamentations and in the importance 

attached to the offerings and the sacrifices. These two aspects of Bud

dhism—ornamentation and giving—which define its originality in 

China with respect to the other religious movements, stand in close 

relationship to the subject under examination.

It may be said that to a large extent the aims of Buddhism are of an 

aesthetic order. Every religious festival is in some ways a spectacle. 

That this is true of Buddhist celebrations is borne out by their gor

geous trappings, the pomp of the ceremonies, the large numbers of 

participating monks and laymen who simultaneously fill the roles of 

actors and supernumeraries. This aspect, however, which is so pro

nounced in festivals, is equally present dn all the manifestations of 

Buddhism in China. The implications here are various and not only 

limited to the strictly religious. It is also possible to regard Chinese 

Buddhism at its apogee as an artistic movement. Its schools of sculp

tors and painters are numerous. There too expenditure takes pi这cc, 

but it is of a human order and has a specific quality: the patience and 

the ingenuity of the artisan and the artist are manifest in the stupa, 

the monasteries, the statues, and the  ̂decoration of the sanctuaries. 

Most revealing, however, are from our perspective the predilection of 

that art for precious metals and rare materials； the display of extrava

gant riches, a general tendency to the excessive and the colossal—for 

tte statlies and constructions frequently stand out by their gigantic 

diihensions—which* accord with the equally excessive comportment 

of the faithfufe This art came from the Indianized regions endowed 

with its own characteristics: transposed to and adopted in China； its 

tendency toward the sumptuous and the colossal provides, by con

trast with a dbminant Chinese tradition' a valuable indication of the 

moral and economic orientation of the religious movement itself. The
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marked contrast between the style of Mahayana texts, abounding in 

elaborations and rich descriptions, and the vigorous concision of the 

classical style reappears in architecture. Mahayana is avid for the 

incommensurable, whereas the classical tradition of China has all the 

characteristics of a humanism. Buddhism in China appears, not only 

to its effects but in its very nature； as an "antieconomic" movement. 

It reacts against the Chinese tradition that allowed only restricted 

space for the expression of aesthetic sentiment and whose precepts of 

daily life demanded moderation in expenditure, austerity, control of 

the emotions, and bearing. It could in fact be argued that the move

ment was not merely religious but was equally concerned with ways 

of feeling and of thinking.

It is not certain that among members of the upper classes pious 

works always corresponded to a sincere faith. But in those works, 

their taste for splendor found a pretext to express itself freely.28 It is 

possible, without denigrating the importance of religious sentiments, 

of moral and aesthetic inclinations^ and of family vanity, to regard the 

spectacular aspect of Buddhism in China as one of the reasons for its 

success. It happens that the passion for spectacles, the induction of 

emotion for its own sake, and the display and squandering of wealth 

correspond at the same time to religious objectives, to a desire to act 

upon the beyond.

The burns that the participants in the festival of the transfer of the 

Buddha relic voluntarily inflicted upon themselves can be put to the 

account of collective excitement. Hkn Yu even suggests that these 

possessed would go so far as to cut off parts of their bodies if allowed 

to go unchecked. Such acts nevertheless had to haVe a meaning； such 

comportment could not be wholly arbitrary. In these scenes of m uti

lation there is undoubtedly an element of horror, which was actively 

sought by the spectators and functioned as a catharsis. Beauty and 

horror are equally capable of inducing those exceptional emotions for 

which the faithful felt a need. Abbve all, those mutilations reveal the 

fact that the excessive offerings represented merely the economic 

aspect of an act of total self-sacrifice, in1 which the believer pledged 

not only his possessions but his person. In great festivals, one spends 

and one spends oneself.

In the collections of biographies of eminent monks, a special cate

gory is reserved for religious who owed their fame to acts of self-sac

rifice or suicide.29 It is clear that these suicides, so contrary to tradi
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tional morality, aimed to redeem the sins of all beings, to compel the 

gods and men at one and the same time. And they were staged: usu

ally, in the fifth century, a pyre was erected on a mountain. The sui

cide took place in the presence of a large crowd uttering lamentations 

and bringing forward rich offerings. People of all social ranks attended 

the spectacle together. After the fire had burned out, the ashes of the 

monk were collected and a stupa, a new place of worship, was erected 

to house them.30

When Hui-shao burned himself in 451, he instituted a great reli

gious assembly. The multitudes of carts, horses, men, and [faithful] 

bearing offerings of precious goods were incalculable.31

In 463, the monk Hui-i burned himself to death in a cauldron filled 

with oil. Princes, palace ladies and empresses were present as well as 

crowds of religious, lay followers and persons of every rank that filled 

the mountain and its valleys. The clothes and jewels that were sacri

ficed were innumerable.32

At the beginning of the sixth century, when Seng-yai committed 

suicide on his pyre, the offerings formed enormous heaps. There was 

a lamenting crowd of more than a hundred thousand clergy and 

laity.33

Cases where monks allowed themselves to be devoured by wild 

animals,34 gave of their flesh to the starving,35 or of their blood to 

insects36 are relatively numerous. In a general manner, mutilations 

were common among Chinese Buddhists, who frequently burned 

their fingers or arms. These practices, which appeared fairly early in 

the history of Buddhism in" China, and are well attested from the 

beginning of the fifth century onward, thus represent an established 

tradition. They should not, however； be separated from their wider 

context: thê  related crises of collective exaltation that religious cele

brations sought to induce, whose secrets were already known to the 

Taoists"^§ well as ecstatic techniques that, allowed individual adepts 

to attain a state of total insensitivity.37 Already the Indian theme of 

the hodhisattva who give$ his flesh and his bo^y in homage to、the 

Buddha, ,or for the salvation of the beings, can be explained by the 

same techniques~even the complete indifference that he must 

demopstrate when he:practices the virtue of giving: 〃It is when the 

bodhisattva gives everything to all, down to his eyes and the marrow 

in his bones, out of compassion and without wishing for blessings, 

that he fulfills the virtue of giving."38

The monks who vowqd to ascend the pyre claimed to follow the
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example of the bodhissattva Bhaisajyaraja, whose "tale of exploits" 

{avadana) is recounted in the Saddhatmapundarika?9 The practice 

has its extension in religious thought. The acts of contrition, which 

were not unknown in China and corresponded to indigenous tradi

tions, were taken to an extreme by the Mahayana movement, which 

made the sacrifice of an individual's person the highest gift, while at 

the same time giving it a doctrinal justification. However, these prac

tices, and the religious thought that served as their foundation in Bud

dhism, engendered an economic movement of a vast scale.

Emperor Wu of the Liang dynasty is famous for having repeatedly 

given himself and his family to the Three Jewels. Each time, his m in

isters redeemed him with immense sums of cash. In 527,

the emperor went to the T'ung-t'ai monastery to make a sacrifice of 
his person there. His ministers redeemed him with one hundred thou
sand myriads of cash. The emperor returned to the palace. . . • In the 
first year of Chung-ta-t7ung (529), because there was a great epidemic, 
the emperor held a Buddhist vegetarian feast {chai} at the Ch'ung-yun 
palace to supplicate for the end of the scourge. In his prayers, he 
offered up his own person. Again he went to the T'ung-t'ai monastery 
where he held a great assembly for monks and laymen [wu-che ta- 
hui). . . • Taking simple bedding and earthenware dishes, he mounted 
onto a small cart.. _ _ His ministers redeemed him with one huftdred 
thousand myriads of cash. He held a great Buddhist vegetarian feast 
for fifty thousand monks and laymen.40

Literati later noted ironically the illogicality of these simulated sacri
fices:

It is not clear how the deed of Emperor Wu amounted to giving up his 
person. By renouncing his treasury, his wives, and his children he 
ceded his possessions, not his person. Had he truly given himself, 
then the Buddha should have taken him, of which there is no indica
tion. To call his act a cession of his person therefore amounts to men
tal illusion and a misuse of words.41

The personal sacrifices of Emperor Wu of the Liang followed by his 

redemption are not isolated examples； they even correspond to a rather 

widespread practice among the faithful. Thus they give an insight into 

the true meaning of a whole complex of donations that st叩 d out by 

their excessive and radical nature: in order for the gift to be efficacious, 

it must take the form of a self-sacrifice. It is accompanied by mortifi
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cations and its staging recalls a funerary ritual.42 An equally famous 

example of self-sacrifice is that of the mother of P'ei Chih.

When Pei Chih was [prefect] of Ying-chou (modern Ho-chien, 
Hopeh), his mother, who was more than seventy years of age, gave 
herself as a slave to the Three Jewels. Clad in hemp cloth, she handled 
a broom and dustbin in the monastery. The younger brothers of Fei 
Chih, Yii, Ts'an, and Yen, all followed her, wearing slave garments 
and wailing until the monks and laymen were moved. These three 
brothers redeemed their mother by offering several hundreds of 
lengths of cloth and silk. Thereupon, she entered into religion and 
became a nun.43

The brothers of P'ei Chih go to the monastery to redeem their mother, 

but their attitude； the clothes they wear, their lamentations signify 

that they are prepared to sacrifice themselves to take her place: the 

offerings are equivalent to the sacrifice of their persons； hence it is to 

be understood that they must be extreme.

We could add to these texts the interesting colophon to a copy of 

the PTajndparamita that Lionel Giles translated in his study of the 

dated Tun-huang manuscripts in the British Museum:44

On the fifteenth of the fourth moon of the second year of Chien- 
ming of the Great Tai [i.e., Wei] dynasty [May i6, 531], the Buddhist 
lay disciple Yuan Jung, since he lives in Mo-chieh in danger of his 
life, has long been parted from his home and has a constant longing 
to return, therefore in his own person and that of his wife and chil
dren, his male and female servants； and his domestic animals, 
makes on behalf of the Celestial King Vaisravana a donation to the 
triratna of the sum of a thousand silver cash； and as ransom money, 
a thousand cash to ransom himself and his wife and children, a thou
sand cash to ransom his servants, and a thousand cash to ransom his 
animals. The money thus paid to th6 Church is to be used for copy
ing sutras, with the prayer that the Celestial King may become a 
Buddha, and that the disciple's family, servants, and livestock may 
be richly endowed with the blessing of long life, may attain enlight
enment, and may all be permitted to return to the capital. This is his 
prayer.45

The gift of bn%7s person could be symbolized by offering cuttings of 

hair/6 or agaiii by a gift of belongings: in the eighth year of the T'ien- 

chien period (509), Emperor Wu of the Liang made an offering of 117 

pieces of personal goods and clothing [shen tzu-fu) to the Three Jew
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els.47 Under the Southern Ch'i (479-502), the prince of Nan-chun sim

ulated the sacrifice of his person by offering 11& objects "outside the 

skin" [chi-fu chih wai).4S
It can be seen here to what extent economics proceed from the reli

gious: the sacrifice of material goods symbolizes the offering of an 

individual's person while also representing the redemption of both 

the individual's person and of his sins. There is no difference in nature 

or meaning between the mutilations and suicides, on the one hand, 

and the sacrifice of patrimonies, on the other. It is clear, meanwhile, 

that with respect to the pious donations of the faithful in China we 

are dealing with an original psychological mechanism whose study is 

pertinent to the subject in  hand.

The donation may be at one and the same time, and even while it 

takes place, an offering and the redemption of an individual's person. 

This simultaneity of two acts that should logically follow in sequence 

is a characteristic of pious gifts and reveals their ambivalence. A 

member of the literati tradition like Tu Mu was well aware of this: 

"One purchases felicity and sells one's sins just as in commercial 

operations 'right contracts7 are remitted in exchange.//49

In order for goods to be able to serve as substitute for a person or his 

sins； there must be continuity between the religious and the eco

nomic: the donation must be founded on conceptions of a more gen

eral order. The pronounced commercial character of pious giving 

invites us to consider several apparently unrelated transactions that 

are, however, in some ways analogous. Insolvent debts—those that 

cannot be paid in commercial values—are reimbursed in labor ser

vices performed for the creditor, i.e., paid in the debtor's own person. 

A person has an economic value. This observation makes a detail in 

the story of P'ei Chih;s mother appear in a new light. It is as a slave, 

clad in hemp cloth, handling broom arid dustbin in a monastery, that 

she gave herself to the Three Jewels. This expresses her desire, not 

only to humble herself but also to attach a price to her person. Con

versely, it appears that debts had a religious character, as illustrated 

by popular beliefs regarding debts left unacquitted by the deceased;

"A  debt of one cash is restituted through an entire lifetime of servi

tude, paid in [the debtor's] own. strength, according to a saying 

recorded in a work of the School of the Three Stages.50

"W ith the strength of one's body, with one's flesh and blood, one 

repays the debts incurred in former existences."51



Notions of debt and sin appear conflated in the texts of the School 

of the Three Stages； another work of that sect sets forth the retribution 

for an insolvent debtor: he is reborn as an animal or a slave. The sole 

effect of human activities is to engender new causes of miserable exis

tence. It is a spiral without hope. To acquit oneself of one's debts, it is 

necessary to acquire possessions. As an official, one extorts from the 

people their wealth through the abuse of power. As a plowman, one 

sets fire to the moors and the mountains, irrigates the dry fields, opens 

furrows, hoes, [smooths the ground] with a roller, and thereby destroys 

the nests and burrows of the animals. As keeper of oxen and mules, 

one pastures them in the neighbor's fields where they damage the 

crops. Or again, one scalds cocoons to make silk, smokes out bees to 

take their honey, or kills deer to obtain their musk. As master artisan, 

copyist of sacred texts, or caster of statues, one whittles away the Bud- 

dha's gold and steals the ink and paper used for the copy. One works 

little, but derives a great profit. On feast days, one goes to visit the Bud

dhist masters and is fed by the monks7 kitchen, pillaging the property 

of the Three Jewels. The accumulation of such debts is inevitable.52

Thus the first cause of human misery and of the succession of sins 

(theft and murder) is of an economic order. Outstanding debt is sin, and 

a further cause of sin. Sins^are debts and cause new debts. It is certain 

that the conditions of life of the poor closes in China, their permanent 

and frequently desperate state of indebtedness, had something to do 

with this conception. However, there was also； unexpected relief, in 

this world as well as in the next: imperial amnesties that acquitted 

debtors, the goodwill of creditors, and pious donations. Offerings to 

the Three Jewels permitted the donor simultaneously to acquit him 

self of his debts and his sins.53 In the work of the School of the Three 

Stages already cited, a speaker raises th^iollowing objection:
r

Ifseach day oije gave up one-tenth of one cash [fen] or one ko (ca. six 
.centiliters) of millet [to the Inexhaustible Treasuries, as recom
mended to poor lay followers], in one year's time the total would not 
exceed thirty-six cdsh or thirty-six sheng of piillet. How can one thus 
reimburse Hebts that have no beginning ana obtain deliverance from 
all suffering? It is [goes the reply] as if* a poor man owed one thousand 
strings of cash. Eath tittie his creditor is!about to proceed to the con
fiscation [of his personal estate], he is frightened and seeks out this 
great personage. "I have exceeded the redemption date," says he, "but 
I beg you tg forgive my fault." Being poor, he will not be granted his 
request (?) and before long,he will become a land laborer. Now, [sup
posing that] having earned one cash, he gives it to his creditor. His
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creditor will rejoice in this news and forgive him. He will no longer 
think of confiscation, and will pardon him from wearing the cangue.
Is that not avoiding a great misfortune by means of a small offering? 
And giving to the Inexhaustible Treasuries is no different. If one does 
not take recourse to the Inexhaustible Treasuries, debts without 
beginning accumulate, debts that are passed down from a hundred 
-existences, a thousand existences, a hundred kalpas of existences, ten 
thousand kalpas of existences.. . . But if one takes recourse to it, then 
all the old debts without beginning are extinguished at a stroke. One 
no longer has one's creditors to fear, and all obstacles to enlighten
ment (and deliverance) are suddenly obliterated.54

And the colophon of a copy of a sutra found at Tun-huang reads:

The faithful Li Heng respectfully had one copy made of this Chin 
kuang-ming tsui-sheng wang ching in ten chiian. He desires that his 
enemies and his creditors, for all the debts he has contracted since the 
year i-ch’ou and all the misdeeds for which he is liable, may profit 
from the merit of this sutra and rapidly experience enlightenment 
[bodhi). He wishes that they may cease harboring hatred for him, that 
they release him from his bonds, and that at the same time the offi
cials of the prefecture be subject to the happy and salutary influence 
of this sutra.55

This assimilation of the notion of sin and the notion of debt is cer

tainly not unique to the School of the Three Stages. It is founded upon 

archaic conceptions that fully come to life in religion.

r.
Laymen maintained two kinds of relationships, with the monasteries 

and the monks, ojie economic, the other religious. Neither monks nor 

lay followers appear to hav^ conceived these relationships as being of 

a radically different naturg. The loans given by Buddhist establish

ments, from consedrated property~the permanent assets of the 

samgha~had without any (̂ .oubt a religious significance: those who 

neglected to restitute such debts diedsa violent death, were reborn in 

hell or as slaves or oxen in the monasteries. It is one's person that was 

given up in return for the goods of the samgha, received as gift or as 

loan. It is the person that is free# from an evil destiny and infernal tor

tures through restitution of the, goods w ith usury. The act of giving 

extinguished debts as well as sins. And on that dual basis, it ensured 

a happy rebirth.
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C H A P T E R  N IN E  、 • ’

The Formation of Cult Groups

Despite the sources7 virtually complete silence concerning the most 

popular aspects of Buddhism in China, evidence is not entirely lack

ing on this subject. From at least the fifth century on, it is possible to 

form an idea of'how the new "religion" may have developed in the 

countryside. Moreover, its influence was undeniably profound. This 

is borne out by two essential facts: first, the peasant origin of the 

majority of the monastic community and, second, the large number 

of small, rustic sanctuaries, hermitages, and votive towers. At the 

beginning of the sixth century, the streets of Lo-yang Were lined with 

small shrines 〃in the vicinity of butcheries and taverns/71 Biographies 

of mdnks frequently refer to villagers constructing some Buddhist 

tower dedicated to a holy monk. A certain category of monks was pur

sued by the imperial authorities on account of their loose morals, 

ignorance of monastic discipline, illiteracy, and their tendency to mix 

with the populace of the towns and m the country. It is this category 

that deserves our main attention here, for these wandering monks 

spread a vUst popular religious movement. In reality, it was little  to do 

with Buddhism, yet it embedded itself w ithiii the Buddhist move- 

ment^ which cannot be understood as a whole without taking this par

ticular current into account.

Buddhist doctrine was known and cultivated only by a small elite
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of monks whom emperors and highly placed individuals sometimes 

attached to their retinues. The majority of monks, even those 

entrusted with celebrating official ceremonies in the great sanctuar

ies, were illiterate. Their professional functions were for the most 

part limited to the recitation, from memory, of a few ptages of sutra 

a i^  the performance of ritual acts. As the monk T'an-chi stated in a 

memorial to the emperor T'ai-tsu of the Chou (r. 557-560):

The monks were obliged to sit examinations. Now there are monks 
and nuns who have spent their lives in the monastery and who have 
proven to be modest and thrifty. They have taken vows to devote 
themselves to meditation upon their own minds and to observe the 
precepts. They burn incense, circumambulate the stupa as gestures of 
reverence, prostrate themselves, heads to the ground with great zeal 
and application, join their hands, bow their heads, and well-nigh for
get to eat and sleep over it. Only, they are endowed with imbecile and 
obtuse dispositions, unsuited for reading and recitation. Agonize as 
they may over their studies, they do not succeed in retaining a single 
character of writing.2

Moreover, Chinese monks did not regard the Buddhist rules of disci

pline as categorical prescriptions. Holiness, for them, was a matter of 

degree and faithfulness to the precepts depended on an individual's 

capacity. Superior men, declared the monk Ming-kai in his Decisive 

Replies to the Memorial of Fu I,3 are able to content themselves with 

one meal per day； those of inferior capacity, however, should be 

allowed two meals and silk clothes. How could a single rule conceiv

ably be applied to everyone? In any evept, he hastened to add, ,the 

needs of monks and nuns were modest. This inclination to easeful 

devotion is so widespread that it is mpre surprising to find the pre

cepts observed than ignored. The authqr. of the Sungjzao-seng chuan 
reports, as a noteworthy fact, that the monk Chih-hsiian was so strict 

in his observance of the rules of discipline and so modest in his desires 

that "he ate neither fruit nor vegetables after midday."4

Such moral indulgence was even more pronounced in the country

side than in the great sanctuaries where the control of the monastic 

authorities and secular powers was more easily enforced. The monk 

of the people, vagrant, indifferent to moral prescriptions, given over 

to all lucrative occupations, was far Removed from the conception of 

the Buddhist religious held by the,ruling class: the sedentary monk, 

dedicated to the empire, who did not associate with commoners
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except to instruct them in principles that accorded with traditional 

morality. Two functions in particular were expected of these monk- 

officials: to exercise a moralizing influence and to perform charitable 

deeds. The aims and conduct of the monks of the people were selfish 

and opposed,to the intentions of imperial policy.

Beyond this opposition, which found expression primarily in the 

economic and behavioral spheres, it may be asked whether the antag

onism was not more profound. The idea underlying the general atti

tude of Chinese monks toward the rules of discipline was that holi

ness could be dissimulated in the most unexpected of places, assum

ing the appearance of greatest profanity and disregard for ordinary 

religious propriety.5 Behind the most popular aspects of Buddhism in 

China an indigenous concept of sanctity may be recognized. The life 

of the saint is synonymous with liberty. It is a life of roaming, untram- 

meled by all social and physical constraints. The Taoist hermit corre

sponds to this model̂ of-the saint, and the Buddhist monk frequently 

approaches it/ Legend attributes supernatural powers and the gift of 

ubiquity to some of them.6 It was such extraordinary faculties that 

tended to reveal holiness in men, rather than scrupulous obedience to 

disciplinary rules.

T'ung-chin was a monk who did not burden himself with rites and 

rules. He was fond of alcohol and declared to anyone prepared to lis

ten that his drink was just as good as lustral water. He became famous 

by ingesting a deadly poison/without the least effect. When he died 

under the Sui, at ninety years of age, those who*made the inventory of 

his clothes and bedding were astonished to find that they exuded the 

fragrance of incense and not^a trace of the smell of alcohol.7

Thus it is tempting to see in "the peasant or; more generally； popu- 

larv forms of Buddhism in China fey and' large a complex of magical 

practices applied to private, individual, or family ends. On the whole, 

they represented a degradation of the ̂ authentic Buddhism practiced 

inttie great sanctu'aries. There was an entire class of itinerant monks, 

tricksters, wonder-workers, sobthsayers, magicians, exorcists, and 

healers who livd̂ dP on the performance of magical arts among the peo

ple. Thes与 religious benefited from the fiscal advantages granted to 

regular monks*and ^nrich^d themselves by displaying*their magical 

talents^among th^ laity/f at festivals, or in the marketplace. It would 

seerti, then, that the origin and development of this class of irregular 

religious were essentially fdstered by economic motives. In 636 

Enlperof T'ai-tsuhg decreed:
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It has come to Our attention that numerous monks live immersed in 
the world. Some serve as mediums for demons and spirits and peddle 
miracle stories. Some falsely lay claim to magical healing powers and 
seek to enrich themselves by means of sorcery. Others burn their skin 
or pierce their bodies, frightening the vulgar and dumbfounding the 
simpleminded. Others -again find their way to the offices of the 
administration where they seek to corrupt the officials. All of these 
sorts of people have a most harmful effect on the holy doctrine. Hav
ing no other aim but to uphold and protect the latter, We shall allow 
no indulgence.8

In the monasteries of Ch7ang-an there were many monk-magicians 

who had grown rich. In 842 more than three thousand of them were 

returned to lay life:

On the ninth day of the tenth month in the second year of Hui-ch'ang 
(842), the following decree was promulgated: "All monks and nuns in 
the, empire who practice alchemy, sorcery, or incantations； draft 
evaders； those who bear the marks of flagellation, tattoos {niao-wen}, 
or forced labor [as a result of previous offenses]； who indulge in 
debauchery, maintain wives, and disregard the Buddhist precepts； all 
these shall be defrocked. All money, provisions, grains, lands, estates, 
and gardens owned by these monks and nuns shall be confiscated by 
the government. Those who are loath to part with the money and 
riches they possessed and who wish to return to lay life, shall bê  
ordered to do so and to acquit themselves of the two taxes arid per
form the labor services.9 • . _ Let the commissioners of good works 
[kung-te shih) of the streets to the right andtleft in^the capital?0 post 
notices in all the monasteries prohibiting the monks and nuns to 
leave, and let them keep the gates closed/'11

if

A latej decree, dated second year of the Hsien-te reign period (955), 

shows the persistence of that class, o//eligious:

In the past, monks, nuns, and lay folk performed 泛̂If-sacrifices in 
great numbers, burned their arms/ roasted their fingers, drove nails 
into their hands and feet, or severed these, attached bells to their 
belts, hung lamps from their bodies, and subjected themselves to all 
manner of mutilations. They* toyed with their religious accouter
ments, practiced sorcery ̂ by means of charms and exorcisms, pre
tended to cause apparitions, recall souls, or undergo transformations, 
and conjured illusions with lustral water an4 hQly lamps.12

In some cases they were taking advantage of popular credulity:
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In the second year of the Pao-li period (826), it was reported that a 
miraculous spring had welled up in Po-chou (Anhwei) and that those 
who drank of its water were healed of their diseases. Li Te-yu pre
sented a memorial to the throne: "I have learned that this spring was 
from the beginning the object of fables and lies invented by magician- 
monks [yao-seng]^ to whom it represented a fine occasion to enrich 
themselves by asking money [of those who would be healed]. For 
some months now, crowds of inhabitants from Chiang-nan [i.e.； the 
region south of the Yangtze] have been rushing up to Po-chou, 
obstructing the roads. Each group of twenty or thirty families hires a 
man to fetch of that water for them. The sick who wish to partake of 
it must first abstain from eating pungent vegetables (hun) and mpat, 
and after they have drunk the water, they may only eat vegetables and 
rice gruel for two weeks: even the severely ill are healed by the end of 
that period. One bushel of this water costs three strings of cash, and 
those charged with fetching it further add in ordinary water. Along 
the roads it is passed on from tradesman to tradesman. The old and 
the sick drink of it. Those who are in critical condition pour them
selves a few drops. Between thirty and fifty inhabitants of the two 
Che [i.ev the two parts of modern Chekiang] cross the river each day 
[in search of it].44

Here we have, then, a number of factors that primarily concern the 

economy. Is it possible to <Jraw more far-reaching conclusions from 

these few texts, beyond the rather trivial observation of a commercial 

exploitation of the magical arts? We should underline here the impor

tant function of the mutilations.15 The itinerant monks encountered 

in the marketplaces and in faii*s arid festivals were familiar with phys

ical techniques that enabled them ta attain a 6tate of complete insen

sitivity. In fact, these were the same techniques as those used in reli

gious asceticism. It was thanks to their possession of such techniques 

that thfe teligioiJs, in general, were thought of, by ordinary people, as 

men endowed with extraordinary powers.

The monk Tao-ying, who was steward for the year [chih-sui] at the 

Sheng-kuang monastery in the ninth year of the Ta-yeh period (613) 

had a dispute with laymen concerning the boundaries of pertain 

fields. The quarrel was never resolved until one day he exclaimed: 

"Ah, I shall die!77 and fell over backward, just as though he were dead. 

The laymen took counsel together: "Monks are very good at deceiv

ing people. Lets prick him  with a needle!" Hotvever, though they 

pierced him  deeply, Tao-ying did not move. Furthermore, his breath

ing stopped, he grew pale, and his body appeared to begin swelling.
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Now there was one peasant who was more shrewd than the others and 

found a way to bring him back to life: he swore that they would no 

longer dispute the boundaries and wished to see him revive. These 

words were hardly pronounced when Tao-ying sat up and began laugh

ing and talking as if nothing had happened.16

.The profitable methods employed by a whole class of itinerant 

monks sometimes served other ends as well: to persuade or convert 

the people. Whatever influence the Buddhist monks enjoyed in the 

countryside was certainly not due to the doctrines they preached but 

first of all to the admiration and amazement incited by their powers. 

In fact, it is conceivable that the success of Buddhism in China, usu

ally envisaged as the triumph of a new doctrine and new moral con

ceptions, was originally due to motivations of a different order: not 

religious but technical. The methods of mfental concentration and the 

breathing techniques introduced from India may have appeared to be, 

or actually have been, superior to those previously known in China.17 

The Buddhist monk, such as he appeared in the eyes of ordinary peo

ple—a person endowed with supernatural powers that defined him  as 

a saint—corresponded undoubtedly to a traditional human type that 

had existed in China before the penetration of Buddhism. But Bud

dhism may have introduced methods of sanctity that were novel and 

more efficacious.

That the powers the biographies attribute to Buddhist monks have 

a certain basis in reality cannot be denied: they are able to approach 

ferocious animals, to mutilate themselves without suffering pain, to 

maintain absolute stillness, to die at a preappointed time, etc. Perhaps 

certain specialists of sorcery were able to do all of these things previ

ously, but they did them less well or succeeded more rarely. Mean

while, however important the role of such techniques in the intro

duction of Buddhism into China, the fact remains that it was a reli

gion as well, i.e., both a moral doctrine and a cult. It may appear that 

there exists a fundamental difference between these religious aspects 

of Buddhism and its magical practices. Yet the opposition is only 

apparent.

We have seen that the preliminary treatment prescribed to the sick 

wishing to drink of the water of Po-chou consisted in the observance 

of certain Buddhist precepts: abstinence from meat and onions. What 

seems to be the province of doctrine was not necessarily conceived of 

or felt as such by the faithful. In the present case, it would not have
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been an issue of morality but a means of purification. No doubt this 

entailed an error of interpretation regarding the very foundations of 

Buddhism. But it was by that path, through the pursuit of holiness for 

its own sake, that certain rudiments of Buddhist doctrine were able to 

spread, imperceptibly, among the people. Indeed, it is difficult to 

image how they could have done so otherwise.

If cultural borrowing took place, however, it can only have had an 

effect on techniques and, whether directly or indirectly, on doctrines, 

but not on the forms of religious life themselves. The highlights of life 

in the country are the festivals and the fairs. Now there was scarcely 

a gathering of that kind where some monk did not slip in on the look

out for alms, ready to display his supernatural talents or even to 

preach a few rudiments of Buddhist doctrine. It emerges fairly clearly 

from the sources available that if the new doctrines were propagated 

in the villages, it was on the occasion of manifestations of the collec

tive life that were purely indigenous. Hence the persistence of the 

same religious preoccupations and essential practices, despite the 

introduction of new notions and new forms of worship.

As for the evidence of the presence of Buddhist monks in Chinese 

festivals, only a few examples w ill be cited,18 They are sufficiently 

persuasive and, moreover, of special interest for the first-hand 

accounts they provide of the process of conversion.

At the beginning of the Liang dynasty (502-557), the Buddhist mas

ter Hsiang went to live at the Fei-fu monastery on Mount Ch;ing- 

ch'eng (near Ch'eng-tu, in modem Szechwan). The custom was to 

visit that mountain on the third day of the third month for feasting. 

The local population brought alcohol and victuals and inebriated and 

amused themselves together. Hsiang reprimanded them, but in vain. 

The following year he took recourse, in order to convince them, to the 

following ruse: he had himself invited and quickly ate and drank 

everything his hosts set before him. It was like trying to fill a deep 

ditch. When evening fell, Master Hsiang vomited everything he had 

devoured. The chickens and sheep left his mouth alive. The fishes 

swam in the pool of wine that he brought up. The peasants, filled with 

wonder, swore never again to kill a living being.19

Another monk, named P'u-an (530-609), devoted himself to 

redeeming the animals being prepared by peasants as sacrifices to the 

God of the Soil [she). One day, P'u-an learned that peasants in a neigh

boring village were about to sacrifice three pigs. The animals were 

already tied up. Knowing the monk's obsession, the peasants feared to
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be prevented from killing the pigs when they saw him approach. Thus 

they exacted a high price, asking for as much as ten thousand cash. 

〃Ah!〃 said P;u-an, "I have only three thousand cash on me. You have 

already raised your original price tenfold. Let me then have these pigs 

[for three thousand cash]. The villagers were unable to agree among 

themselves and fell to quarreling. In the end,20 however, P'u-an 

obtained his pigs for nothing. He took his knife and sliced off pieces 

of his thighs. "This flesh here or that of the pigs," he said, "both are 

meat. Pigs feed on refuse and yet you eat their flesh. You should all 

the more eat human flesh, for humans eat grains and grains are better 

than refuse!" Hearing these words, the villagers took to their heels, 

leaving the victims behind.21

The presence of monks at religious festivals in China may have 

modified their content, but their framework remained unchanged. It 

may even be surmised that the place where the festivals were cele

bra ted in  the vicinity of the villages or in the mountains~remained 

the same and that frequently the village sanctuary was transformed 

into a Buddhist cult site.22 An example of this can be seen in an anec

dote already cited above.

The monk Fa-an passes in his travels through a village where a tiger 

has been wreaking havoc. At nightfall, the peasants have already bar

ricaded their doors. Fa-an, unable to find shelter, installs himself 

under the tree of the temple dedicated to the local spirits. According 

to the legend, he converts the tiger to Buddhism. The peasants declare 

Fa-an, who has delivered them from the beast, a supernatural being 

[shen-jen). They pay homage to him  and transform their temple into 

a Buddhist chapel.23

But it also happened that the peasants' religious awe of the exploits 

of Buddhist monks led to the creation of new temples and, in conse

quence, new cults:

At the beginning of the Sung dynasty (420-479̂  a ferocious tigerwas 
ramping about at the foot of Mount Chia in the district of the town of 
P'eng-ch'eng (modern T'ung-shan, Kiangsu). Every day, one or two vil
lagers suffered his attacks. "If the tiger ate'me/7 said the monk T7an- 
ch;eng to the villagers, "this scourge would certainly disappear/7 _ _ .
At the third watch they heard the tiger seize the monk. The villagers 
followed the beast as far as the south mountain. There they saw that 
it had devoured the monk's entire body, except his head, which they 
buried. On that place, they erected a tower (stUpa), and from then on 
the ravages of the tiger ceased completely.24
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The monks themselves frequently became the object of a cult and 

seem to have played, after their death, the role of protective spirits of 

villages.25

Buddhist life in the country, as well as in the popular wards of the 

great cities, centered on a multitude of small shrines, votive towers, 

and hermitages that were strewn through the villages, along the edges 

of roads and markets, and in the busiest streets. Since the sixth cen- 

tury, the number of these small sanctuaries amounted to more than 

thirty thousand, and it does not seem to have diminished in later peri

ods.26 In the winter of the the first year of Shen-kuei (518-519), Prince 

Ch'eng of the Northern Wei deplored the excessive increase in the 

number of the sanctuaries in a memorial to the throne:

Today there is no place that does not have a Buddhist sanctuary.27 
Adjoining one another, they fill the cities. They encroach upon the 
meat markets and wine stores. . . . Indian chants and the shouts of 
butchers mingle under neighboring awnings. The statues and stupa 
are impregnated with the smell of meat.28

An apocryphal sutra, probably composed toward the end of the sixth 

century,29 already ascribes to the Buddha the following image of Bud

dhism in China:

At that time, the clergy and the laity shall vie with each other in con
structing the stupa and monasteries that will fill the world. Every
where towers and sanctuaries will be erected with their statues. Some 
will be in mountain forests, some in the open country, some along the 
roads, some in city streets, in filthy and reeking places.30

In the year 700, Ti Jen-chieh noted that "at the gates of the villages 

there are shops of copyists of sutra [ching-fang)r at the gates of the mar

kets, lodgings of monks [ching-she].31 According to a decree dated 731,

Buddhism and Taoism have their [great] monasteries where it is 
appropriate for them to uphold their own principles. However, certain 
monks shelter in obscure and withdrawn places or hide in the villages 
through which they pass. They abandon themselves to reprehensible 
activities. All this is harmful and deplorable. We understand that they 
disappear into the mountain forests to construct isolated hermitages, 
yet great assemblies gather there. They openly come and go. Certain 
monks, falsely adducing [the theory concerning] the conditions for



rebirth, allow themselves to keep lay families and live with these. All
this must be severely prohibited.32

The large numbers of these places of worship, stupa, chapels, and her

mitages33 already attest the existence of a widespread Buddhist cult in 

如  country and in the popular wards of large towns.

But what was the content of this collective cult life? For Chinese 

converts, the concept of kung-te, acts of piety for the purpose of con

ferring blessings, applied to all kinds of activity: the construction of 

chapels, monasteries, reliquary towers, the casting of bells and stat

ues, sutra recitations, the organization of Buddhist festivals, etc. A ll 

of these devotional activities centered upon the Buddhist sanctuar

ies the construction or ornamentation of which was their principal 

objective. If however there was one fundamental act of piety that 

served as a model for all the others, it was the vegetarian feast chai. 
The term translates the Sanskrit word uposadha in its original sense 

of "purificatory fast." The subsequent evolution of the meaning of 

the term is significant. It is well known that people never eat more 

than at fasting times, that is, before and after the actual period of 

fasting. Above all, the communal meal constituted in China the 

essential act of religious life in the country,34 and, generally speak

ing, there was no social life in the villages without a banquet； Chi

nese traditional practices contributed to the change in the meaning 

of the word, and their persistence w ithin Chinese Buddhism con

firms this interpretation. Moreover, chai were vegetarian meals. 

This was an innovation, introduced by Buddhist banquets, that jus

tified the use of the word from an early stage: the banquets involved, 

if not fasting, at any rate, abstinence from the consumption o£meat. 

The novelty of this must have been all the more striking because tra

ditional Chinese festivals were characterized by an abundant con

sumption of mutton, pork, chicken, -and fish—rich，food that was 

reserved for great occasions. It is significant that the first effort of 

the Buddhist monks in the countryside was directed toward abol

ishing the traditional slaughter of animals and consumption of meat 

at festivals.35

To fully appreciate the import这rice of banquets as special moments 

in the social life of a community, an effort of the imagination may be 

necessary: food, where it is rare and shortages occur easily, acquires 

a unique value. It represents wealth in more than the purely mater

ial sense, because moral and religious considerations are intimately
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connected with its consumption. One does not eat alone. Further

more, abundant and rich food is only consumed on specified occa- 

sions in the family or village life. The central role that the commu

nal meal played in Chinese Buddhism can be surmised. The chai rep

resented the first step of conversion to Buddhism, for essential points 

of doctrine were linked to the abstinence from meat: retribution and 

reincarnation. The chai also necessitated a collaboration between 

the clergy and the laity, an intimate participation of the monks in 

profane life and, in the end, that confusion of the categories "lay" and 

"religious" which characterized the Buddhism of the Greater Vehicle 

in China. Finally, the chai was not only a nutritional communion； 

according to a Chinese practice, which appears to be ancient, the 

banquet required the contribution of each participant toward the 

communal outlay. That contribution has closely associated religious, 

economic, and paralegal aspects and implications that deserve to be 

examined here.

The chai, then, appearing at the outset of the implantation of Bud

dhism in China, served as a model for all the different types of pious 

acts. Collaboration between monks and lay followers, contribution to 

and competition in expenditure are among the general and permanent 

features of Buddhist life in China. The groups involved are always sit

uated at the local level, in city neighborhoods or village districts. The 

communal meals tighten periodically the bonds of friendship 

between families and the communion between the clergy and lay fol

lowers. This foundation of communal and local life must be borne in 

mind even when the texts do not refer to it:

Under the Northern Wei, more than three thousand families in the 

Yu-li ward of Lo-yang founded a monastery. Because of its proximity 

to the fish market, it was popularly known as the Fish and Turtle 

monastery.36

Monks tod laymen vied with eachf other in offering contributions 

for the pious deed of casting a bell at the Yii-ch'tian monastery at 

Ching-chou (in southern Honan).37

A further element that may be present in this general scheme is 

rivalry between villages or neighboring districts. Local pride consti

tuted an important psychological factor when it came to the organi

zation of festivals and the construction or ornamentation of religious 

buildings. As Lu Yuan wrote in a memorial addressed to Emperor Kao- 

tsu (477-500) of the Northern Wei:38



The following rumor has come to my attention: For several years the 
population west of the passes have been competing in organizing Bud
dhist banquets. These people assume the names of great families in 
order to incite each other to sedition in openly held assemblies where 
they criticize the government. The sovereign could not be held in 
greater contempt. I submit that they should be punished swiftly, their 
activities brought to an end, and their leaders eliminated to set an 
example. Otherwise it is to be feared that this will lead to the horrors 
of the Yellow Turbans and the Red Eyebrows.39

This text reveals incidentally the political implications of autonomous 

cult activities that escaped the control of the secular authorities. It also 

provides evidence of their spontaneous nature as well as a new element 

of interpretation: the subversive aspects of popular Buddhism offer a 

partial explanation for the hostility of the imperial authorities toward 

religious movements that eluded their supervision.40

Organized Associations

Some forms of social life are accessible to all and sundry, while oth

ers constitute more or less closed circles. Their members are usually, 

though not necessarily, initiated, and their association thus takes on 

the character of a secret society. Buddhism in China did engender 

secret societies, but it also formed cult associations that' joined 

together variable numbers of religious and lay followers.

The religious life creates bonds between those whom it brings 

together, but the de facto associations that unite the fafthful of a given 

locality and the monks around whom they group themselves can take 

particular forms: there is a transition from a statutory state to a con

tractual state. The participants can acknowledge among themselves, 

in an explicit and precise manner, a set of mutual rights and duties 

that becomes permanent and no longer occasional.41 Associations of 

the contractual type seem to have been very widespread in Chinese 

Buddhism.

A great number of acts of piety that were based on private initiative 

(as opposed to those that were undertaken at state expense) were 

undoubtedly attributable to religious societies. The stele inscriptions 

collected in Northern China and the manuscripts found at Tun-huang 

give precise information about two types of associations that were orga

nized, or even possessed their own statutes. The type of association
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that is known from the inscriptions seems to have been current from 

the end of the fifth century to the first century of the T;ang period.42 

The Tun-huang manuscripts, on the other hand, reveal in documents 

dating by and large from the ninth and tenth centuries, associations of 

a different type and appellation. For the study of an institution of such 

great interest for the history of Buddhism in China, and even for the 

social history of Chinese generally, there remain, therefore, only two 

points of reference, separated by an interval of three centuries. Histori

cal sources, however, supplement the archaeological documents and 

provide at the same time indications of the spread of these associations 

of clergy and faithful in Chinese Buddhism.

Despite their differences in organization, the two types of associ

ations pursued the same aim: the "creation of blessings" (chien-fu) 
through the practice of pious deeds. Without denying the distinctive 

traits that contrast the two, their fundamental analogy nevertheless 

permits us to view their formation as a single phenomenon. Their 

very names are significant: the earliest were known as i, i-i, or i-hui} 
the most recent, as she, she-i, or i-she. The term 1 designates the 

inhabitants of the same locality or small town, and she evokes the 

ancient village assemblies around the altar of the God of the Soil. 

This indigenous Chinese cult of the God of the Soil was still being 

perpetuated in China, in both private and official forms, at the time 

when Buddhism reached its apogee. Thus it may be asked why the 

term she, denoting the altar of the God of the Soil and the assemblies 

of peasants before that altar, also came to designate associations of 

Buddhist monks and lay followers at Tun-huang as well as other 

regions of the Chinese world. Does this not concern two radically dif

ferent institutions?

In a passage of the Shih-shih yao-lan, written in 1019, Tao-ch'eng 

does establish a connection between ；the later Lotus and Pure Land 

associations, on the one hand, and the Chinese institution of the she 
on the other.

The she is the meeting that takes place after the days marking the 
beginning of spring [li-ch'un] and the beginning of autumn [li-ch'iu).^ 
The day \vu-wu is called the day of the she. At that time, all the peas
ants, having formed an association, make sacrifices to ask the god for 
a good harvest. The Po-hu t'ung says: 〃Why does the sovereign have a 
God of the Soil? Because all the world prays for blessings [in spring] 
and gives thanks to the Earth [in autumn]. Without the earth, men 
would be unable to feed themselves. But the earth, being vast, cannot
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be worshipped everywhere. That is why a mound is made to fix the 
God of the Soil there." Today, the Buddhists create bonds of fellow
ship in the same manner, and clergy and laity thus consolidate the 
Law [together], pray for blessings, and seek rebirth in the Pure Land. 
But the Pure Lands are numerous, and if one sought them everywhere, 
the mind would become disorientated. That is why a specific place is 

* designated for the Pure Land so that [worshippers] may pay homage to 
it in all tranquillity. That is where the god makes his dwelling. Hence 
the names she of the Lotus and she of the Pure [Land].44

The connection, based on the identity of the terms, would seem arti

ficial and, in any event, the text is of a late date. It does, however； 

show that the Buddhist associations, or at least some of them, had pri

vate altars in certain monastery chapels and remote sanctuaries 

where their particular divinity resided.45

Better sources are, moreover, available: a passage in the biography 

of the monk P'u-an (503-609) shows the process of the transformation 

of indigenous cult groups into Buddhist associations. In addition, it 

indicates clearly that for Buddhists in the sixth century the term i was 

the equivalent of the term she, which at that time still denoted vil

lage groups formed for the purpose of offering sacrifices to the God of 

the Soil:

Though he frequently lived in obscurity in the places where he hap
pened to dwell, P'u-an practiced Buddhist charity at every opportu
nity. Many were the associations of the God of the Soil [she] that reg
ularly, twice every year, performed bloody sacrifices. [P'u-an] made 
their rounds to save the animals being’prepared as victims by redeem
ing them, and exhorted people to cultivate the principles of Bud- 
dhism. As a result, associations that eschewed the killing of living 
beings multiplied.46

This short passage has not only the merit of showing that the terms 

she and i could be used to refer to the same institution； it further 

reveals how certain religious groups of purely Chinese origin had 

become Buddhist associations: not by an abrupt or radical transfor

mation, a sudden conversion, but rather by an evolution that never 

clashed head-on with local habits and concepts.47 Conversion to Bud

dhism meant, in the first instance, merely respect for one of the tenets 

of Buddhism. Conversely, the same text suggests that indigenous cus

toms and traditions were able to preserve a certain vigor w ithin Chi

nese Buddhism； perhaps the renewed religious enthusiasm inspired
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by the arrival of Buddhism even revived religious practices that had 

already been in decline.

In the long study that Naba Toshisada devoted to the Buddhist 

associations at Tun-huang, the author recalls the principal character

istics of the Chinese institution of the altars to the God of the Soil:48 

in preparation for the propitiatory ceremonies in spring and the rites 

of thanksgiving after the harvest, she (the term designates the altar, 

the god, and the assembly of the family heads at the time of the sac

rifice) were formed through the association of a fixed number of fam

ilies (theoretical figures of ten, twenty； and twenty-five are indicated, 

later also one hundred). Each paid their share of the communal outlay 

for the days of the festival, for the feasting, drinking, singing, dancing, 

and the games. After the thanksgiving ceremony, all together drank 

the alcohol of the God of the Soil. The full amount of the means 

placed at the common disposal was spent, and on the occasion of the 

banquet a convention49 of friendship and mutual aid among the vil

lagers was proclaimed.

There were remarkable parallels between the Chinese institution 

of the God of the Soil and that of the Buddhist she at Tun-huang； the 

payment of dues by the members, principal meetings in the spring and 

the autumn, communal consumption of alcohol, banquets, and con

ventions were also characteristic features of the Buddhist associations 

at Tun-huang.

What is the date of the earliest associations of the faithful? According 

to a well-established, but untrustworthy, tradition, the first Buddhist 

she were due to the initiative of the great Hui-ytian of Lu-shan 

(334-416). The Fo-tsu t'ung-chi reports that in 416 Hui-yiian created 

an association [she] comprising 123 religious and lay members for the 

recitation of the Buddha's name [nien-fo).50 It called itself White Lotus 

Association [po-lien she). There is nothing improbable about the cre

ation as such of a religious society, even though the first societies 

known with certainty date to the late fifth century. Much later, under 

the Southern Sung (1127-1279), a Pure Land association of the White 

Lotus that claimed the patronage of Hui-yiian was founded by a monk 

of Su-chou named Mao Tzu-yiian.

According to the stele inscriptions studied by Chavannes,51 and 

according to those collected in the Tao-chai ts’ang-shih chi, Buddhist 

associations of the i-hui type seem to have been particularly numer

ous in the sixth century:
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Year Source Number of Members
483 Mission, f. 1605 200
502 Ibid., f. 1606 32
502 Ibid., f. 1605 140

504 or 506 Ibid., f. 1614 7

519 Ibid., f. 1645 7
520 Ibid., f. 1648 32

525 Ibidv f. 1498 18
526-534 Tao-chai 7.24a 40 or more

533 Mission, f. 1507 20 or more
534 Tao-chai 7.21a 200
537 Ibid. 8.3a 40

538 Ibid. 8.6b 60

543 Six monuments HI 2
543 Tao-chai 9.1a 86
544 Ibid. 9.2a 300

554 Six monuments IV 7

556 Tao-chai 10.7b 80

559 Ibid. 10.14a_b 71
570 Mission, f. 1692 58

575 Ibid., f. 1509 22

The monk Pao-ch^ung (d. 634) created a multitude of Buddhist asso

ciations in I-chou (modern Ch'eng-tu, Szechwan) that bore the name 

i. In his view.

For leading on the population of the city wards and suburbs [of I- 
chou], there was nothing like the bonrf of fellowship [engendered] by 
the associations [i-hui). Thirty members were required to form an" i. 
Every association had to recite the complete text of the Ta-p’in 
ching,52 and each member recited a chapter. Every month tHey orga
nized. vegetarian feasts of purification, and each association in turn 
recited the sutra. There were as many as a thousand such associations 
( i - i ) .53

The extant information (steles of 483 and 653, mention of the i-i cre

ated by the monk Pao-ch7iung) indicates that this type of association 

was especially in vogue during the sixth century, but continued 

until about the middle of the seventh. It is precisely at that time that 

the first Buddhist associations named she made their appearance. 

The biographies of eminent monks provide enough information to 

fill in the lacuna left between the associations mentioned in the
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stele inscriptions and those found in Tun-huang in the ninth cen

tury.

According to the Hsii kao-seng chuan, the monk Chih-ts'ung 

(550-6481 founded a "rice association" [mi-she] in the area of modern 

Yang-chou (Kiangsu):

Since his mountain retreat was remote, provisions did not reach him 
easily. Thus he got three hundred lay followers from Yang-chou to 
form a rice association. Each of them was to supply one shih [of rice] 
per year. As a result, provisions were abundant in the mountain. 
Everyone, including monks and laymen, and even the animals, was 
given relief.54

About a hundred years later, the monk Shen-hao (717-791) instituted 

a "religious association of the Western [Paradise}" [hsi-fangfa-she). Its 

members recited more than nine thousand sections of the Lotus Sutra 

[every year].55

The epitaph of Shen-ts7ou (744-817), a monk from Chiang-chou (in 

modern Kiangsi), attributes to him  the creation of an association for 

the incense and lamps of enlightenment [p'u-t'i hsiang-huo she).56
Finally, the biography of Chih-hsiian mentions the foundation of a 

Lotus association [lien-she] in the first half of the ninth century under 

his inspiration. Its members included a number of high officials.57

A text in the T ai-pfing kuang-chi mentions the creation of Bud

dhist associations in Shensi at the beginning of the eighth century.

At the beginning of the K^i-yiian era (713-742), several hundreds of 
families in the territory of T'ung prefecture (modern T7ung-chou fu) 
formed Samantabhadra associations {p'u-hsien i-she), one to the east 
apd one to the west. Each month58 they held a vegetarian feast [chai}. 
The families belonging to the eastern association dressed in green. A 
son was born among them on the day of a banquet, at the time of the 
assembly. They named him Samantabhadra. When he reached the age 
of seventeen, he became a lowly servant； performing every menial 
task. Later, on the day of one of the association's ceremonieŝ  this 
domestic suddenly pushed aside the statue [of Samantabhadra] and 
seated himself in its place. At this sight, the elders of the society were 
outraged and, not content to abuse [the servant], flogged him severely. 
Whereupon this Samantabhadra merely laughed and said to them: It 
is by your wish that I was born here. Now that you see a true 
Samantabhadra before you, you are incapable of showing him your 
respect. What then do you hope to gain from praying to this statue of 
clay?" Then he suddenly transformed his appearance into that of the



bodhisattva Samantabhadra. His body was the color of gold and he 
was seated upon an elephant of the Six Precepts. He rose into the air 
amidst a great radiance of light. Bright celestial flowers of the five col
ors gathered [above him] like clouds, then disappeared. Then the 
elders understood that they were in the presence of a saint. They were 
filled with fear and shame.

‘  As for the western association, its members were giving a banquet 
in honor of Samantabhadra, and the monks had just assembled, when 
suddenly a pregnant woman appeared who was about to give birth and 
said: 〃I shall give birth.7/ Then she entered the Bodhisattva Hall. 
Those present were indignant but unable to stop her. Thus she 
brought a boy into the world in front of the bodhisattva's throne. 
Since this was the first time she gave birth, the place was greatly 
soiled, but no one was willing to clean it. They were in the midst of 
heaping abuse upon [the woman] when they suddenly lost sight of her. 
The boy transformed himself into a brightly luminous bodhisattva 
Samantabhadra/ his appearance proper and elegant. The soil changed 
into fragrant flowers. Thereupon, he mounted an elephant, rose into 
the air, and by and by disappeared. The elders reproached themselves 
for their foolish failure to realize that it was Samantabhadra [who had 
appeared to them】，and there were several tens of people who blinded 
themselves. Since that time, there has been the saying "How should 
an ordinary person recognize the supernatural transformations of the 
bodhisattva?"59

The collection of documents related to the Buddhist court master 

Amoghavajra contains an imperial order bestowing, at the request of 

the great monk, an official monastery name (ssu-o) on a Buddhist 

chapel {fo~fang) in Hsi-yiian fang, Hsi-ho county (modern Fen-yang, 

Shansi): private individuals of that locality had founded an associa

tion [she-i) and undertaken the construction of this chapel in the 

Chih-te reign period (756-758). The works, immediately interrupted 

by the An Lu-shan rebellion, were only resumed after the pacification. 

The chapel was completed in the seventh year of Ta-li (772). The 

emperor conferred upon it the official monastery name Fa-chin. The 

imperial order was signed by Yuan Tsai, Wang Chin,60 and two other 

officials.61

At Tun-huang, the majority of the documents related to associa- 

tions are only dated by means of cyclical signs. However, there are 

some that bear exact dates:
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858 (P. 3192 V0) 

888 (P. 3666 v。)
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894 (p. 3989)

896 (P. 3070 V°)

988 (P. 3145) [fifth intercalary month of the wu-tzu year]

The body of evidence that can be gathered from historical sources, 

stele inscriptions, and the collections of Tun-huang manuscripts 

shows the continuity of this institution from^the fifth century until 

Sung times.62 The activities of these associations were extremely var

ied. There was scarcely an act of piety [kung-te) that they did not per

form: sculpture or casting of statues, arrangement of caves, construc

tion of sanctuaries, organization of festivals, copying63 and recitation 

of sutra.

A monk named Chih-yen composed formulas of contrition and vows 

that he was to pronounce in the course of a great assembly for monks 

and laymen [wu-che ta-hui, i-ch,ieh hui) for the benefit of Emperor 

Wu of the Liang (r. 502-549). An incomplete copy of this text survives 

among the Tun-huang manuscripts64 and deserves mention here for 

the valuable information it provides:

The emperor, who refers to himself by his personal name Hsiao 

Yen, prays for his deceased father and mother, brothers, and other 

departed members of his family. He offers to take the place of those 

unable to endure their sufferings in hell and expresses his wish that 

wars, famines, inundations, droughts, epidemics, poisonings caused 

by plants, mishaps caused by fog, wind, fire, etc., may all cease. And 

he further invites those sufficiently courageous to follow him  in his 

vows of sacrifice: they would be bound together by fellowship and 

"make no distinction between their possessions, which would form 

one property They would together constitute one group, one associa

tion, one mind, one thought."

Thus the well-being of the deceased relatives depended upon a 

self-sacrifice, and that of mankind on the sacrifice of their lord. But 

an individual sacrifice was not enough. Hsiao Yen needed to take oth

ers w ith him  whose destiny and whose persons were tied to his. This 

text offers a very suggestive insight into the associations of the faith

ful； it implies that at the origin of these societies there was a solemn 

engagement and an oath sworn in the presence of the Three Jewels, 

for these were effectively present at the great assemblies for monks 

and laymen.

The association proposed by Hsiao Yen involved more than the
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pooling of wealth for religious ends: it aimed at an identification of its 

members. In the mentality of the period, and still more in the partic

ular circumstances in which this solemn engagement was formu- 

lated, one's possessions were a part of one's self.

It is clear that an engagement of such totality was dangerous and 

that its effects exceeded to a remarkable extent the mutual obliga

tions of fellowship in modern societies.

The members of religious associations were lay followers united by 

a bond of friendship [chieh-yu] 65 or, better still, a kind of family rela

tionship. On a stele studied by Chavannes66 is found a list of members 

{i-tzn) of a Buddhist association who had all received personal names, 

like brothers, that shared an identical first character. It was the char

acter hui, Wisdom [prajna}.67 However, these associations included 

different families. In the sixth century, members of associations fre

quently designated themselves as "brothers in the Law" [fa-i hsiung- 
ti). At Tun-huang, certain she were called "society of brothers" or 

"family society. 〃68 Whether or not they treated each others as broth

ers, the members of the she at Tun-huang acted in accordance with 

the rules of that chosen affinity: when joining an association, the new 

member engaged himself to make contributions on all the happy and 

unhappy occasions that would befall his associates.

"Whenever associations (i i-she) are created," reads a document 

from Tun-huang,69 "it is first of all necessary to expel the evil and pur

sue blessings [chui-hsiung chu-chi)." By this is meant in particular, as 

the following text explains, that if one of the members died, each 

would provide his share toward the rental of the hearse and the expen

ditures for the Buddhist vegetarian feasts [chai).
In fact, the entire family of the associktion member could benefit 

from the religious and material advantages offered by the society. In a 

manuscript cited by IsfaBa Tosfiisada/0 a she of fourteen members 

decides to append a new article to its statues. No provisions had been 

made in the event that a close relative (brother, sister, or other imme

diate kin) of an association member should undertake a long journey. 

The new article stipulated that upon the return of a close relative 

from a journey or in the event of the death of an immediate kinsman 

of an associate, each member would supply a bolt of cloth. On the day 

of a departure on a journey of more than one thousand li, a jar of alco

hol would be provided at joint expense. On the day of return, two jars 

of alcohol would be made over for the reception in honor of the voy

ager. No journey undertaken for private reasons would be considered.
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For manifestations of filial devotion [ch'u-hsiao] [after the death of a 

relative], two jars of alcohol would be provided.

An essential objective of every association was to ensure the cele

bration and the continuity of the family cults. This intention appears 

very clearly in certain cases. It seems that being orphaned or without 

a male descendant were considered favorable qualifications for being 

admitted as a new member in a she:

Petition of the candidate Ho Ts'ing-ts'ing.
The above-named Ts'ing-ts'ing, having suffered ill fortune in life, 

having lost both his father and his mother, and having no longer any 
close kin or a wife to maintain [the offerings for] his deceased father 
and mother, found himself unable to repay their goodness. Yet sud
denly he dares to behold upon their somber path, finally recompensed 
for their kindness. . . . He appeals to you, reverent Buddhist masters 
. . . .  He hopes that the three directors and the secretary will be good 
enough to grant him a name [tzlu shou-ming) (?) [and to inscribe him 
in their registers] and requests them to take a favorable decision.71

The she, furthermore, were hereditary institutions. Members not 

only engaged their own persons and their families into the ties of fel

lowship w ithin the association but also their lineage and all their 

male descendants. The heads of the family succeeded one another in 

the direct line of descent in the she:
"When an association [she) is founded/' reads a document from 

Tun-huang/2 "it should be made to last for a long period of time. 

When [a member] dies, his sons and grandsons shall take the succes

sion/7 And "if this succession comes to arr end for lack of descen

dants, it shall not be permitted to detach a member of a collateral 

branch [to assume the succession]."

We know from the cave inscriptions at Tun-huang that certain 

founding families, grouped in associations, hereditarily looked after 

the maintenance of the caves and their decoration.73

The strictly religious ties that united the members of i and of she 
associations were paralleled by conventions governing mutual aid and 

the exchange of goods and services. The members, rights and their 

duties toward one 抑 other were founded upon their fictive kinship.74

In his study of the associations at Tun-huang, Naba Toshisada 

maintained a distinction between two types of societies: one of Chi

nese origin, the other Buddhist. The she of the first kind were, in his 

view, only mutual aid associations formed for the purpose of cele
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brating the family rites at shared expense. The second pursued exclu

sively Buddhist activities. However, the quasi-familial ties that 

united association members were as important for the constitution of 

Buddhist she as for the other types of association. We are evidently 

dealing with a single institution the forms of which were more or less 

pgofoundly influenced by Buddhism.75 Every association had a dual 

objective: to ensure, on the one hand, the performance of religious 

acts that were expected to benefit the association as a whole, or even 

a village community, and, on the other, to maintain the continuity of 

family cults.

At Tun-huan^ the individual contribution of each member of a she 
permitted the celebration of communal banquets. This practice, how

ever, such as it functioned w ithin the associations, was more original 

than it might seem, and it left considerable room for the expression of 

that familial individualism the importance of which has been empha

sized. A figure who appeared periodically in the she associations, on 

the occasion of the great festivals, was the chai-chu, the "master of 

the banquet/-7 or chu-jen, "host." The following text mentions this 

figure and is also worth citing because of the intimate glimpse it offers 

of the life of the Buddhist associations at Tun-huang:

The streets and alleys are swept and watered. The banners of the 
samgha are suspended in formation. The city gates are decorated. The 
Buddhas are placed on their precious thrones. Monks of renown are 
invited. Rich incense burners of a hundred fragrances are set out. In 
the preparation of such acts of piety, one's first concern should indeed 
be the ornamentation. From the administrator and secretary of our 
association down to the remainder of our honorable members； we all 
form the intention that our sins and the innumerable obstacles [to 
enlightenment] be obliterated this very day and that incommensu
rable blessings amass at this moment. May the riches of the Law accu
mulate and the lives of the good be prolonged. May disasters and mis
fortune be prevented from crossing the thresholds of our gates and 
trouble from entering our wards and our alleys.76 Gaiety and joy in 
each family! Contentment in each dwelling! Let all partake of the 
bliss when the master of the banquet \chai~chu) cheers them on to the 
feast (?). Afterward, may there be no more wars, may wind and rain 
conform to the seasons, and may all beings of the present world 
(dharma dhatu) benefit together from these blessings.77

The circular letters of the associations [she~ssu chuan-t'ieh), large
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numbers of which were found at Tun-huang, show that the contribu

tions were mostly deposited at the house of the master of the banquet 

or host: n.ox shih of millet, one pound of flour, and .05 shih of oil are 

to be delivered to the host Ts'ao Pu-nu for the spring banquet [ch'un- 
tso chii-hsi}.,,7S

In another circular, identical quantities of the same foodstuffs were 

to be taken to the host (chu-jen). Elsewhere, the host Chang Ch7ou- 

tzu was to receive the contributions.79

If, as seems likely, the host or the master of the banquet was 

responsible for organizing the celebration and the banquet, it may be 

assumed that he paid nothing. He invited his fellow members, gave 

the feast in his name, and played the principal part, though he too 

would contribute his share when his turn came to be invited. As a 

result, the celebrations were not provided anonymously by the she, 
but by each of its members. The host would gain prestige and social 

dignity from this practice, which in turn obliged him  to his guests: 

each gave little individually, but received much—and this flowed 

directly from the religious nature of the institution.

The Buddhist associations at Tun-huang celebrated six minor ban- 

quets each month (on the first, eighth, fifteenth' eighteenth, twenty- 

fourth, and twenty-eighth days) and three great banquets annually, in 

the first, fifth, and ninth month. The two most important feasts, the 

spring banquet and the autumn banquet [chfiu-tso chii-hsi) followed 

the rhythm of the agricultural year: they marked the beginning of 

farm work, in the first month, 'and its closure after the harvest, in the 

ninth month. Buddhist cults superimposed themselves on these 

ancient,practices, \yhich continued through them. The communal 

meal, however also constituted an essential act in the context of the 

family cult and, in particular, of the mortuary rites.80

The subsequent development of the institution can be sketched 

briefly: it is at the origin of the mutual benefit societies and the finan

cial associations in China. We have seen that the Long Life Treasuries 

of the Sung period were constituted thanks to the contributions of 

associated monks.81 This practice derived plainly from the model of 

the associations of monjcs and lay followers attested by the stele 

inscriptions and the Tun-huang manuscripts. One long tradition links 

the ancient village groups constituted in view of the sacrifices to the 

God of the Soil to the associations of peasant shareholders in modern 

China.82
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By the manner in which they functioned, the religious associa

tions； whether purely Chinese or influenced by Buddhism, permitted 

everyone to occupy his appropriate place and to conduct himself in 

the most important circumstances of public and family life in accor

dance with the requirements of tradition, and morality, as well as reli- 

鎮on.83 The Buddhist banquet was accompanied by prayers and acts of 

repentance with the aim of obtaining blessings or good luck [chien-fu] 
for the participants and their families (of "merit," pnnya, as the Indi

ans would say), or again to invite such blessings on behalf of deceased 

relatives [chui-fu). The reason for contributing to a banquet was no 

doubt because the family was unable to assume the cost on its own. 

But at the same time it was also because both the act of contributing 

and the communal meal had a meaning and an effect that extended 

well beyond that purely economic consideration.

By penetrating existing cult organizations, or by creating new ones 

after their model； Buddhism spread through village and urban com

munities in China. Frequently these would use the gate of a monastery 

or chapel as their meeting place. The influence of Buddhism was more 

or less profound, but appears to have been dominant at the time of 

great religious fervor in the sixth and seventh centuries. When it 

comes to the associations [i-hui) as we know them from the stele 

inscriptions, one can even spedc of original creation.84

The size of the contributions within these groups of laymen and 

monks depended on the faith and the resources of each. A stele 

inscription mentions the twenty-odd members of a group of associ

ates who had exhausted their family means.85 The steles studied by 

Chavannes show that beside a large number of ordinary members (i- 

tzu or i-jen), whose contributions must have been modest, there also 

figured certain donors wealthy enough to have commissioned the 

sculpting of whole statues at their sole expense.

On the base of a Buddhist sculpture, the inscription of which is 

dated 5 43,86 is found a list of seventy-eight names. The first fifty are 

described as i-tzu, except for the last three of this register who bear the 

titles of "elders of the i ” [i-lao). On the upper register appear the names 

of members with more varied titles. There is an i-shih (Buddhist mas

ter of the i), the monk Fa-ch^en； thirteen donors of the main statue； 

the master of the banquet [chai-chu]} and finally, a list of individual 

donors: "the donor of the statue of Prabhutaratna/7 "the donor of the 

statue of Maitreya/7 "the donor of the incense and the lamps," etc.
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Thus the wealthiest members of the i-hui contributed to the com

mon good by taking in charge a specific portion of the whole. This 

makes the i-hui a freer form of association than the she of Tun-huang. 

A further indication supports this conclusion: the number of the 

members of i-hui in the sixth century varied widely~between 

twenty, two hundred, five hundred, and even one thousand—and were 

generally higher than those of the she of Tun-huang. Recruitment was 

thus presumably more broadly based and more liberal.

The distinguishing feature of the she at Tun-huang, on the other 

hand, was that their pooling of wealth corresponded to a more tamed 

and more regular form of giving. The contributions were regulated by 

statute. Individual members were no longer motivated to fulfill their 

duty by a sense of honor, the fear of being disregarded for giving less 

than their share, and the desire to outdo the others: giving was no 

longer entirely spontaneous^ and defaults of statutory obligations 

were punished by fines [fa). Failure to appear at the appointed times 

and to provide one's share were liable to punishment. On the basis of 

their legal aspects, the she of Tun-huang represent a more highly 

developed form of religious association than the i. One might even 

consider, given the centuries that separate the stele inscriptions from 

the Tun-huang manuscripts concerning the she, that the perceptible 

evolution between the first and the second of these groupings corre- 

sponds to a parallel evolution of the faith that had become less of a 

piece and more reasoned toward the end of the T7ang period. An asso

ciation circular from Tun-^uang states:

In accordance with our statutes, for the day of the "establishment of 
blessings" each member shall bring two hou cakes and
one sheng of millet. We request our honorable associates to assem
ble, after receipt of this circular, on the fourth day of the present 
month, at the hour mao, in front of the gate of the Ta-pei monastery. 
The second person to arrive late at the rendezvous shall be seized and 
condemned to pay a fine of one chiao of alcohol. Those who fail to 
come altogether shall be fined a demijar of alcohol. The present 
notice must circulate rapidly, and no one is permitted to stop its cir
culation. Anyone who stops it will be punished in accordance with 
our statutes. This notice, having been returned to us after comple
tion of the round of the society members, shall serve as proof for 

imposing the fines.87
The secretary [lu'-shih Tung, on the third day of the first month of 

the keng-yin year (930 or 990).88
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Here follows a list of the members of this she, which comprised 

twelve monastic dignitaries (seng-cheng and fa-lii) and eight lay men, 

all but one of whom were minor local officials [ya-ya).
Another text details the fines that were imposed by the bureau of 

the association:

Note from the bureau of the association.
The persons who failed to appear at the banquet [chai) of Li Tzu- 

tung in the fifth month are our president, Ho, and Liu Yuan-chen. 
Neither did the latter send the wheat intended for the banquet. Also 
failed to supply the wheat: Ch'eng Ch'ien-yung. Failed to appear for 
the offering of incense [hsing-hsiang): Lo Kuang-chin.

The above members who did not come, either to the banquet or to 
the offering of incense, must be penalized according to the statutes.

Note by Chao Ting-lin, fifth month of the year shen . _ _ twenty- 
first day.89

The statute of an association of women in Tun-huang, founded on 

February 13, 959, stipulated that on the feast days as well as on the 

day of the first month consecrated to the "establishment of blessings" 

[chien-fa)f90 each member would bring specific quantities of oil, alco- 

hol, and flour. The text of the statute continues:

If any member of our association disregards precedence, in matters 
large or small, arouses shouting or disputes during meetings, or 
refuses to obey the orders of the president, then all the members shall 
assemble at the gate [of the monastery] and oblige her, as punishment, 
to supply a quantity of alcohol sufficient for an entire feast and that 
shall be shared among all the other members of the association.

Any member, finally, wishing to withdraw from the association was 

liable to three blows of the bamboo as punishment.91

Another document related to the5 foundation of she is signed by 

thirteen members, including the president [she-chang}f the adminis

trator [she-kuan], and the secretary (lu-shih).91 It is dated tenth day, 

fifth month of the year chia-yin, third year of Ch;ing-fu (894, i.e., the 

first year of the Ch'ien-hsing period). The aims of the association are 

to create bonds of fellowship between its members and to ensure the 

observance of the rites； that is, mortuary ceremonies and all manifes

tations of filial piety. Each member, while paying out little, was 

assured a proper funeral for the members of his close family and could
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in addition count on the aid of his fellow members in all difficult cir

cumstances. The statutes laid down the size of each contribution, the 

rules of discipline to be observed w ithin the association (interdiction 

of drunkenness, of coming to blows), and the fines imposed on negli

gent members.93

Through the intermediary of religious groups, an intimate participa

tion of the lay world in the life of the samgha was instituted. It was a 

fundamental principle of Mahayana Buddhism that the profane and 

the religious should attain their salvation together, and this principle 

found concrete and living expression in the lay-religious associations. 

Not only were the Buddhist i and she generally founded on the 

clergy's initiative, but there was also scarcely an association that did 

not have its Buddhist master. The associations of the sixth century all 

had clerical instructors with the title of i-shih, 94 and at Tun-huang 

monks and nuns are found among the members of the she.95 The role 

of these religious was not limited to the instruction of their lay asso- 

ciates: they contributed their own sanctity' and, thanks to their pres- 

ence, the efficacy of every act of piety undertaken by the community 

accrued.

From the beginning, when the faithful associated themselves with 

personages endowed with sanctity, it was no doubt in the hope that 

they would benefit from their aid in transmigrations to come.96 Vege

tarian feasts； town processions of the statues [hsing-hsiang), recita

tions of sutra (chuan-ching)f nocturnal illuminations [jan-tengl all 

these acts of Buddhist life were the result of a collaboration between 

lay followers and monks. In most cases； the banquets were celebrated 

at the monastery, at the site of the particular cult practiced by the 

association. In the course of these celebrations, w ithin the sanctuar- 

ies, new groups were formed and their statutes.drawn up. A monastic 

account from Tun-huang mentions the following expenditure: ".65 

shih of flour, 6 ko of oil, 2、i shih of m illet for fortifying wine [wo- 
chiu). Expenditure made in the ninth month, when His Excellency 

K/ung Mu was invited and when the members of the new association 

were received and the statutes drawn up."97

At Tun-huang, several she were apparently connected to the same 

monastery, and would all meet w ithin its precincts at the time of the 

three great annual banquets.98 The recorded expenditure of the Ching- 

t7u monastery for a major chai amounted to 1.2 she of flour and 41 ko 
of oil for the preparation of pu-t'ou cakes to be offered to the monks
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and lay associations." Naba Toshisada100 remarked that, counting i 

ko (.01 shih) of flour per cake and assuming that each guest consumed 

five of these, the assembly must have numbered between 200 and 250 

persons.101 The monks of the Ching-t'u monastery numbered 

between 60 and 70. On the basis of this reckoning, several associa

tions of 20 to 40 members seem to have participated in these feasts.

The cohesion of the associations of lay followers and monks was 

periodically reaffirmed by the banquets, the acts of piety performed 

jointly, and the mutual services that the members rendered one 

another. Their continuity was ensured by the swearing of oaths, con

vention, and a system of sanctions to which all had freely consented 

to submit. I descry the preponderant influence that this institution of 

manifold forms and implications had on the history of Buddhism in 

China. The small places of worship scattered throughout the empire, 

whose number was estimated as forty thousand by some censuses, 

were the private sanctuaries of a multitude of popular associations: 

"We understand that they disappear into the mountain forests to con

struct isolated hermitages, yet great assemblies gather there. They 

openly come and go."102 It is not without reason that in the eyes of the 

rulers monks were held to be creators of "parties" of factions [p'eng- 
tang).

Thanks to the means procured by the general contributions, per

haps also to the occasionally secret character of the societies, the 

manner in which Buddhist communities were able to support them

selves in remote forest areas where access was difficult and little 

could be gained from working the land can be explained. Such contri

butions, from a lay association, enabled Che-ts'ung and his compan

ions to remain in the mountains near Yang-chou.103

The institution accounts for the spread of Buddhism in the popular 

milieus. At the same time, it appears to have been aiactor of social 

cohesion in the sixth and seventh centuries. The associations evoked 

by the stele inscriptions seem to have united commoners with mem

bers of the local great families. Associates of very different back

grounds could collaborate in the same acts of piety, even though prac

tices were related to means: the system of contributions was mainly 

a phenomenon of the poorer classes, the competition in expenditure 

of the rich.104

An echo of the conceptions peculiar to the lay associations may, 

moreover, be found in the religious thought and institutions of the 

Buddhist Church in China:
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Now let us assume that a man of great wealth practices giving, by 
himself, from his birth until his old age. His merit [fu, puny a) would 
be slight and could not compare with that of a multitude of people 
who, without distinction between rich and poor, noble or lowly, 
clergy or laity, exhort one another [to do good]. They each give small 
amounts of wealth, but then, assembled [chii-chi] 105 in one place, 
decide to make a gift of these goods to the poor, the destitute, the 
orphans, the elderly, victims of sudden disasters, the gravely ill, those 
threatened by imminent danger. Their merits would be immense.106

The originality of the theory of the Inexhaustible Treasuries107 con

sisted in extending conceptions and practices that originated in the 

lay associations to the world of the lay faithful at large. The Inex

haustible Treasuries played, like the she, a double role, both eco

nomic and religious. It was a mutual society based on the contribu

tions of each donor. The idea of a religious communion among the 

faithful served as a foundation of the institution.

The religious phenomenon found expression in a proliferation of new 

groupings which, however, essentially borrowed their forms from 

existing indigenous associations. Moreover, their formation was not 

limited to religious societies: around the cult sites sprang up rural or 

urban communities that had links to the clergy and were more or less 

integrated with the samgha.

The monks of the monasteries at Tun-huang offered banquets to 

the artisans when these had completed their work. To be sure, this 

was a way to recompense them for their labor, but were these ban

quets, in which the monks participated themselves, not also acts of 

piety intended to mark the happy completion of the works and their 

inauguration?

It could be said that in Chinese society before the T'ang, and under 

the first half of the T'ang period, purely commercial transactions were 

unknown. A dependent was not paid for his work but recompensed, 
because his relationship to the employer~one of guest and host— 

exceeded the narrow economic framework. Individuals and unrelated 

families were united by personal, sometimes quasi-familial ties. 

Those whom one nourished (yang) were members of an artificial fam

ily whose extension could be indefinite. The power of the monaster

ies and the Buddhist monks in China was not specifically religious, 

economic, or political: it had all of these characteristics simultane

ously and to varying degrees.
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The Mahayanist theories that acknowledged the possibility of 

seeking salvation in this world, that recognized the existence of bod

hisattva w ithin the world {tsai-chia), as well as those that had left the 

world (ch'u-chia), were immensely successful in China: their founda

tions were tangible, in the associations of laymen and monks, in the 

organization of the monastic dependents, in lay and religious cliente

les. The Bodhisattva Vows [p^-sa chieh) sufficed to tie the profane to 

the samgha. It was enough for laymen to establish ties with the clergy 

to become part of the Buddhist community. Thus the first fact to 

emerge from the history of the economic movement concerns these 

phenomena, of a very general order, of enfeoffment； they appear in the 

background, but possess by themselves, all considered, explanatory 

value.
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C H A P T E R  TEN  —•

Traditional Comportments

In the China of the period under consideration, the fundamental 

social distinctions, in the final analysis, were made on the basis of 

wealth. The difference in economic standing between the impover

ished masses, on the one hand, and the highly restricted group of rich 

families, on the other, was so marked that it is justified to contrast 

them in terms of classes. This is not to deny that some peasants who 

owned a few slaves and farm animals were more well-to-do than oth

ers, nor that the group that may be designated, for convenience, as the 

upper classes was far from homogeneous: it was constituted of the 

great families in the capitals and the prefectures, members of the 

imperial family, high officials, the retainers of the great and powerful, 

and finally rich merchants. It was an urban milieu that revolved 

round the central government. It comprised those who had direct 

access to or exercised an indirect influence on the conduct of govern

ment, as well as those who lived in contact with or under the patron

age of the powerful. To wealth, then, must be added the factor of polit

ical influence. It was essentially, then, the milieu of the imperial 

court. In such a heterogeneous world divergent tendencies would nat

urally manifest themselves. W ith all due caution against systemati

zation, however, one is obliged to recognize certain contrasts of a gen

eral order, in both the moral and the political spheres.
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There existed a class of guardians of the orthodoxy, the literati. The 

classical tradition shows that they were bent on maintaining a world 

of thought, which, though not original, had the merit of forming a 

coherent whole. It had been proven, and remained, in terms of the 

practical management of everyday affairs, the only efficient instru

ment of government. The cohesion of families and village groups 

derived from respect for moral principles and the hierarchy, while 

social peace depended on economic prosperity: the literati's preoccu

pations were all oriented toward these concrete goals. Hence the fun

damental materialism of the classical tradition, its reprobation of 

unnecessary expenditure, and its constant praise of the austere moral 

standards attributed to the rulers of antiquity. The moral doctrine of 

the literati stood in direct relationship with their economic and 

administrative program.

Against this literati class can be positioned all those who were not 

trained to such discipline or who felt no particular compulsion to con

form to its worthy principles: members of the imperial aristocracy, 

women especially, and those who stood in the aristocrats7 favor. Their 

comportment, too, had been molded by traditions extending back to 

antiquity: traditions of splendor and prestige, and policies o! patron

age, in which women played a special role because they were instru

mental in forming alliances and; at the same time, interested in the 

acquisition of commercial power.1

If literati doctrines were entirely aimed at the maintenance and 

consolidation of legitimate power, subversive intentions can, on the 

contrary, be detected in the aristocratic current: the passion for lux

ury and gain, the attachment to kinship relations, and even the reli

gious preoccupations of certain highly placed milieus always had 

implicitly and to varying degrees a political significance.

These are, to be sure, no more than general oppositions and ten- 

dencies. Individual psychology, adapting itself to contradictions, is 

always more complex. Yet it is relevant to our subject to have recog

nized these antithetical traditions, for the problem under investiga

tion cannot be defined in terms of religious convictions alone, wRich 

never furnish more than a rather slim basis for analysis. The eco

nomic and political extensions of Buddhism suffice to indicate that 

its foundations were broader and perhaps also deeper. Certainly the 

Buddhist faith affected those who had been raised in the traditions of 

the literati now and then, but suffice it to say, this was merely the 

effect of contagion. lt is not among these that Buddhism found a favor



able soil for its development, but among the imperial family and their 

following. Thus a sketch emerges that w ill be filled in by further 

examination: that of a clan of pro-Buddhists united by shared tastes 

and interests. It is constituted of women of high social standing, rich 

and influential families, as well as self-made men, upstarts, mer

chants, slaves, eunuchs, monks who lived in the shadow of the great 

and entertained close relations with them.

Among the aristocratic m ilieu can be found traditional forms of 

comportment and collective traits of psychology that make the role of 

individual temperament appear secondary. The taste for extravagant 

expenditure and prodigality and the passion for grandeur are among 

these general features. And they are allied to others: remarkably, Bud

dhist fervor in this milieu accommodated itself to cruelty. The zeal 

they displayed in their pious works was contrary to the Buddhist prin

ciple of compassion. The most fervent adepts of Buddhism could be 

veritable monsters:

Feng Hsi [the brother of Empress Wen-ch7eng wen-ming [d. 495]) was 
scarcely humane in his administration, but he was a Buddhist. He 
used his personal wealth to erect votive towers and sanctuaries in 
every region. There were seventy-two of them in all. He had sixteen 
copies of the Buddhist canon made. He invited sramana of renown to 
reside with him whom he engaged with indefatigable zeal in daily dis
cussions. His expenditures [for their upkeep】 were enormous. Since 
the stupa and the monasteries he had constructed were situated on 
high mountains or in steep places, numerous men and oxen perished 
in the undertaking. Certain monks implored him to discontinue the 
constructions, but Feng Hsi replied: "Once the work is completed, 
only the sanctuaries shall be seen, and none will suspect the loss in 
lives of men and animals it entailed.7,2

There was a type of Buddhist emperor that accorded with the tradi

tional image projected by the literati of the evil ruler who was heed

less of the well-being of his subjects, ostentatious, prone to supersti

tions/ cruel: a stereotype that some nevertheless contrived to resem

ble. Emperor Kao Wei (r. 565-576) of the Northern Ch'i is a typical 

example. His court was filled with upstarts whom he showered with 

favors: slaves, eunuchs, merchants, musicians, fortune-tellers. He is 

reported to have
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hollowed out the West Mountain at Chin-yang to have a giant statue 
of the Buddha sculptured there. One night, ten thousand bowls of oil
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were lit to illuminate the interior of the [grotto-] palace. He also com
missioned the construction of the Monastery of Great Compassion 
(Ta-tz;u ssu) for [his concubine of the second rank]3 Hu Chao-i. • _ _ 
Great ingenuity and the most subtle artistry were expended； stones 
were transported there and sources filled in. The cost in human labor 
amounted to millions. Countless men and oxen perished.4

The usurper Wu Tse-t'ien is remembered in history for her cruelty, 

her lack of scruples, her megalomaniac tastes, and the favors she 

heaped on Buddhism. It is known that she planned the erection of an 

enormous statue, three hundred meters high (?), in the suburb of Lo- 

yang.5 The Heavenly Palace [Vien-fang], which she commissioned 

Hsueh Huai-i to construct—her lover, a former merchant whom she 

ordained a Buddhist monk and granted a title of nobility~had five 

stories and contained a huge dry lacquer statue. The figure of Empress 

Wu represents an excessiveness that is fully in the tradition of the 

tyrants, that is also closely akin to the aesthetic tendencies of Bud

dhism, and that manifests itself on all occasions. The seat of the offi

cial cult, the Hall of Light [ming-Vang], the construction of which she 

also entrusted to Hsueh Huai-i, was likewise a gigantic and sumptu

ous building: it was crowned by a canopy topped with a phoenix in 

gold and precious stones.6

It should be noted that the same passion for spending applied to 

secular constructions and to Buddhist buildings. "Extensive con

structions of monasteries are undertaken and large mansions are 

built," stated a memorial of 707/ The building projects involved the 

destruction of entire forests and gigantic terracing works. Taoism 

benefited from a comparable fervor: at the end of the seventh and the 

beginning of the eighth centuries, the same irtiperial' princesses had 

both luxurious Buddhist and Taoist monasteries built.

Behind the name of Buddhism frequently hides a revival of old indige

nous practices. While literati moral doctrine generally disapproved of 

these, they were at least Chinese. Mortuary cults often took extreme 

forms: funerals provided occasions for displays of wealth that served 

to express the faith of the survivors and the munificence of the fam

ily at tjie same time. The quantity and value of condolence gifts were 

a measure of the renown of the deceased. This profusion and display 

of wealth were not in themselves specifically Buddhist, but they were 

practiced in those social milieus that were also most receptive to the 

new religion. There were close connections between the Buddhist
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movement and the ancient practice of sumptuous burials. The 

renewal of that ruinous fashion coincided, under the T'ang, with the 

period of the greatest flourishing of Buddhism (the second half of the 

sixth and the beginning of the seventh centuries).

In the second year of Lung-shuo (662), Li I-fu, later chief minister 

under the Empress Wu, requested permission to transfer the remains 

of his forbears to a new tomb built into the mound Yung-k^ng: "At 

the time of the burial, the procession of chariots, horses, offerings to 

the ancestors, and funeral banners stretched uninterrupted over a dis

tance of seventy li (ca. thirty-five kilometers) from the bridge over the 

Pa river to San-yiian,8

Under the reign of Hsiian-tsung (712-756), the eunuch Kao Li-shih 

celebrated an equally sumptuous funeral for his deceased wife. 

Crowds lined the streets and a steady convoy of horses and chariots 

reached from his residence to the tomb.9 It is no coincidence that Kao 

Li-shih also spent a good part of his vast fortune on the constructions 

of monasteries.

At the beginning of his reign, Hsiian-tsung endeavored to suppress 

these practices, which were so contrary to the literatim principle of 

frugality. In a decree promulgated on a chia-yin day of the ninth 

month/ second year of K'ai-yiian (714), he declared:

Sovereigns since high antiquity have always warned against practic
ing extravagant funerals [hou-tsang] for these are useless to the dead 
and disastrous for the patrimony of the living. Yet recent genera
tions10 have widely adopted such habits bf prodigality. They have imi
tated and vied with each other [in ostentation] until gradually this 
became the established norm. The people not only squander their pat
rimony； many even reach total destitution. . . . Today lands and gar- 
dens are set aside [for the maintenance of the tombs and
for mortuary rites] and such foundations are called hsia-chang. 11 As 
for the funerary objects [for burial in the tombs?], they engender rival
ries in sumptuousness and excess.12

In the same period, Yao Ch;ung criticized such waste as follows:

Those who indulge in extravagant funerals are generally lacking in 
good sense! Some are influenced by reigning fashions and are scarcely 
preoccupied by^the beyond, and all confound prodigality with filial 
piety, frugality with miserliness. . . . Even the most intelligent and 
perspicacious have been drawn into the current fashion.
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Yao Ch'ung then abruptly turns on the Buddhists and requests for his 

own funeral a chai (meal and Buddhist ceremony) of the simplest 
kind.13

Buddhists were called upon to perform mortuary services from a 

very early date.14 There were intimate links between Buddhism and 

the cult of the dead. Virtually all monasteries and chapels founded by 

members of the upper classes were erected for the benefit of a 

deceased personage of high standing: emperors, members of the impe

rial clan or of the great private families. Buddhist places of worship 

always functioned to some extent as funerary edifices15 or as family 

sanctuaries.16 For members of the upper classes, acts of piety [kung- 
te) were frequently motivated by family pride.

Future generations w ill accumulate merit in vain, says the Hsiang- 
fa chueh-i ching, for their reward shall be slight This is because their 

good deeds w ill only stem from a desire for glory or for material 

advantages, and from vanity. They w ill strive to surpass one another. 

They w ill neglect restoring old monasteries, preferring to build new 

ones. They w ill say: "Tliis monastery was not erected by my ances

tors, so why should I restore it?" And then there w ill be those who, 

seeing others join in acts of piety, shall think of nothing but their per

sonal glory and exhaust all their wealth and patrimony in offerings. 

Yet that w ill not prevent them from driving away the poor and the 

orphaned with curses, without even granting them a mouthful for 

their subsistence.17

The criticism leveled by the literati against the lavishness of pious 

works and foundations leaves no doubt as to the essential functidil of 

these sumptuous practices. They conferred a prestige of an altogether 

this-worldly kind. But this prestige also had to accrue to the deceased, 

for the ancestors continued as part of the family and remained associ

ated with its fortunes.

A particular problem raised by these resplendent practices is that 

of the relationship between the monks and the families of wealthy 

followers and of the orientation itself of these family cults. To the 

extent that such cults were strictly private/ they ^eem to have been 

oriented toward magic. "On the jen-tzu day of the ninth month, ninth 

year of Wu-te (626), the emperor T;ai-tsung decreed that private fam

ilies were prohibited to 'establish demonic spirits' [li yao-shen)/f Per

formances of ceremonies of a magical nature and heterodox sacrifices 

were strictly forbidden. A ll forms of divination, with the exception of
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the classical methods by tortoiseshell and milfoil, were prohibited.18 

The great families retained their own alchemists and magicians. And 

from the fifth century at the latest, Buddhist monks began to appear 

side by side with these traditional figures.

On a wu-shen day in the fifth year of the T'ai-p'ing chen-chun era 

(444), the emperor Shih-tsu of the Wei ordered that all, from princes and 

dukes down to commoners who privately maintained sramana or magi

cians, were to make these over to the imperial authorities. It was pro

hibited to conceal them ,9 These sramana, who practiced divination 

according to "methods adopted from the western barbarians/7 were to 

be put to death； any family concealing them was to be exterminated.

A decree of the second year of K^ai-yuan (714) forbade officials to 

retain Buddhist or Taoist monks and nuns in their residences for the 

purpose of practicing divination. The decree added that if a family 

was under an obligation to hold a vegetarian feast [chai), the clergy 

[invited for the occasion] had to produce their certificates and 

declare their monasteries of residence to the government authori

ties. Only under these conditions were they allowed to proceed to 

the family concerned, and in numbers determined by prior autho

rization. The Censorate's police were under orders to seek out and 

punish violators.20

The higher the social status, the more pervasive the practice of pri

vate worship. It was accepted that empresses and princesses and the 

highest ranking members of the imperial family should have depen

dent monks and nuns and their own monasteries and chapels. 

Emperor Wu of the Liang had his "family monks"21 and the T'ang had 

their palace chapel [nei tao~ch7ang). It seems that certain monasteries 

played a particular and important role. When Liang Wu-ti, decided to 

"make a sacrifice of his person" to the Three Jewels in order to save 

the empire from various calamities, he always gave himself up to the 

T'ung-t'ai monastery. The empresses of the Northern Wei went to the 

Yao-kuang monastery to take the vows at the end of their lives. In 

496, Empress Feng left the court for this retreat； in 515, Empress Kao 

did likewise, and so did Empress Hu in 528, shortly before her tragic 

death.22

There was a close intimacy between the members of the imperial 

family and certain Buddhist communities； nuns, in particular, played 

a remarkable role as educators. At times they supplied the women's 

apartment with concubines； those who were educated by the nuns 

were often destined to brilliant careers.23 There are two well-known
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examples: that of the concubine of Emperor Hsuan-wu of the Wei (r. 

500-516), the future Empress Hu, who exerted much—pro-Bud- 

dhist—political influence in the first years of the sixth century, and 

that of the empress Wu Tse-t'ien. Like Hu, with whom she shared a 

number of character traits； the usurper Wu, the first empress in title 

in - Chinese history, had been raised by nuns. She had left the 

monastery only to enter the women's apartment of Emperor T7ai- 

tsung. Yang Chien himself, the future Emperor Wen of the Sui, was 

born and had spent his childhood (from 541 to 552) in a nunnery. In 

opposition to the classical learning of the literati, there existed a par

allel system of Buddhist education that catered especially to the 

women in the imperial harem and undoubtedly exercised an indirect 

influence on imperial policies.

In the second year of the Ta-ming era (458)； following a conspiracy 

led by the monk Tan-piao, Emperor Hsiao-wu of the Sung ordered a 

purge of the monastic community: "Those who do not abide by the 

precepts of Buddhism and do not led an ascetic life shall return to lay 

life." But certain nuns in the monasteries "who had access to the 

women's apartment77 entered into contact with the empress and the 

emperor's favorites, as a result of which the order was not carried 

out.24

In one of his memorials against the Buddhist clergy, Fu I reports (ca. 

624) that under the Ch;i dynasty Chang-ch'iu Tzu-t7o had presented a 

report to the throne in which he put forward the view that the exces

sive number of monasteries and stupa entailed an unnecessary expen

diture of cloth and precious metals. But the integrity of this official 

was slandered after interviews had taken place between the monks 

and the chief ministers. The nuns, for their part, who enjoyed the sup

port of princesses and the emperor's favorites； spread treacherous 

insinuations about him. As a result, Chang-ch'iu Tzu-t'o was thrown 

into prison and eventually executed in the marketplace.25

The sad fate of Han Yu in the unhealthy lands of southern China is 

well-known. The reason for Han;s misfortunes was his memorial 

against the transfer of the relic of the Fa-men monastery.26 Interces

sions on Han Yii;s behalf ̂ by two literati, Prei Tu and Ts;ui Ch^n, 

failed to appease Emperor Hsien-tsung's anger. Opinion at court 

turned against the author of the memorial, and nobles and kinsmen of 

the emperor found further damning grievances against him. Han Yu 

was demoted to the post of prefect of Ch7ao-chou in Kwangtung 

province.27
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The complicity of the women at court and the emperor's kin in 

general with the Buddhist clergy explains why so many measures that 

would have been necessary to deal with the plethora of monks and 

nuns, with exorbitant expenditures under the pretext of Buddhist 

piety, were revoked and why so many reform decrees that are pre

served in the official histories were never implemented. It should be 

noted； moreover, that it was the most reprehensible aspects of Bud

dhism that the women and high personalities at court defended with 

the greatest passion. For their interests were best served by the reli

gious retainers with whom they were closely involved: monk-magi- 

cians, fortune-tellers, and traffickers.

Political Effects
The esteem in which high-ranking court personalities held the clergy 

corresponds to tastes and a religious faith the sincerity of which 

there is no reason to doubt. But their attitudes in this respect could 

have political implications. Those with subversive designs had to 

rely on the monks: their situation on the margin of society and the 

connections some of them enjoyed at court predestined them for the 

role of the spies and interlopers that were indispensable to any well- 

mounted plot. The nuns were privy to the secrets of the imperial 

family and knew the underside of politics. The Buddhist communi

ties represented a considerable economic power, but the monks also 

possessed powers of another kind：1 their knowledge of the magical 

arts and their gifts of prophecy. It was they who spread dangerous pre

dictions for the stability of the dynasty among the people. For the 

high nobility these people of lowly extraction could serve as perfect 

allies. ^

In the beginning of the eighth century, the T'ai-p'ing Princess had 

taken a barbarian monk named Hui-fan as lover. This monk was very- 

wealthy and served the interests of the powerful and noble with great 

skill. The princefes presented a petition to the emperor in which she 

requested that Hui-fan be appointed abbot of the Sheng-shan 

monastery, promoted to the third official grade and a title of nobility, 

Conferring him the rank of duke. They hatched a plot together. In 713, 

Emperor Hsiian-tsung considered the affair to have become danger

ous—five ministers、vere involved—and decided to destroy the mem- 

bers ofc the faction among whom figured Tou Huai-chen,28 Hsiao 

Chih-chung,29 and Ts'en Hsi. The T'ai-p'ing Princess fled to a moun
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tain monastery. When she left it again a few days later, she was 

accorded the imperial authorization to take her own life.30

When in the middle of the seventh century, the Kao-yang Princess 

instigated a plot against her brother. Emperor Kao-tsung, she called 

upon the Buddhist monks Chih-hsii, a fortune-teller； and Hui-hung, 

who was "able to see demons/' as well as the Taoist monk Li Huang, 

an eminent physician. Also among her retainers and accomplices was 

the eunuch Ch'en Hsuan-yiin. In 652, the plot was discovered and the 

conspirators executed.31

Some remained attached to Buddhism by family tradition. This 

was the case of the Hsiao, descendants of a branch that ruled south

ern China in the Liang period and produced the most Buddhist of all 

rulers of Chinese origin, Emperor Wu. It was likewise the case of the 

descendants of the Yang family, the founders of the Sui dynasty. These 

deposed dynastic branches maintained hopes of returning to power 

and entertained relations with monks that were not without subver- 

sive ends.32

In the course of the T^en-pao reign period (742-756), Yang Shen- 

ch'in teamed up with a defrocked monk named Shih Ching-chung. 

This Yang was reputed to be interested in works on divination, and 

Shih Ching-chung presumably advised him  in his choices. The serv_ 

ing censor [shih yii-shih) Wang Hung one day said to chief minister Li 

Lin-fu: "Yang Shen-ch'in is a descendant of the house of Sui and is 

[surely] contemplating the restoration of that dynasty. Witness the 

fact that he is collecting books on magic, associates with unsavory 

characters, and holds forth about oilmens auspicious or inauspicious 

for the empire." A search of Yang's residence produced a hiding place 

full of books 这bout divination.33

The fears of the central government were well justified: many a 

conspiracy and rebellion, led by members of the aristocracy, separatist 

officials, and monk-magicians had been founded upon the diffusion of 

omens and messianic theories.

In 481, Chang Ch'iu, director of the imperial* library, together with 

some one hundred prominent individuals, recruited a troop of slaves. 

A monk named Fa-hsiu, who agitated the people by means of his 

prophecies, was their accomplice.34

In Chi-chou (in the southern part of modern Hopeh), a monk of rep
rehensible condutt named Fa-ch'ing was expelled by his companions.
As he went his way/ he took to making prophecies and discussing
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Hopeh

Shansi
Shansi

Shantung
Kansu

401 Chang Ch'iao

473 Hui-yin

481 Fa-hsiu

490 Ssu-ma Hui-yu

509 Liu Hui-wang

510 Kuang-hsiu

514 Seng-shao

515-516 Fa-ch'ing and Li Kui-po

516-517 Liu Ching-hui

The presence of economic factors in this semireligious and semipo

litical context is not surprising. The great families borrowed readily 

from the monks and the monasteries.38 At times Buddhist establish

ments also provided the local aristocracy with propitious places for 

sheltering their possessions. During rebellions they served as ware

houses.

At the time of the rebellion of Ko Wu39 at Hsing-ch'eng, the emperor 

of the Wei set out at the head of his troops and camped at Ch7ang-an.

Since the monks had sowed wheat within their monastery, the impe
rial grooms put their horses to pasture there. The emperor went inside 
to admire the animals, and the monks dispensed alcohol to his ret
inue. Upon entering into a storeroom, the latter discovered a quantity 
of bows, arrows, spears,,and shields. When this \yas reported to the 
emperor, he was enraged: "These objects are scarcely suitable for the 
religious. They must have conspired with Ko Wu； their intentions are

magic. Now Li Kui-po of Pu-hai had led the peasants of his region into 
rebellion. His band chose Fa-ch7ing as their chief. Fa-ch'ing assumed 
the title "Buddha of the Greater Vehicle" and bestowed on Li Kui-po 
that of "Bodhisattva of the Tenth Stage, Vanquisher of the Demon 
Mara and King of the Han.〃 They destroyed monasteries, slit the 
throats of monks and nuns, burned the holy scriptures, and pro
claimed that a new Buddha had come into the world and was about to 

expel all demons.35

The role of prophecies in the accession of Wu Tse-t/ien is amply 

known. This form of propaganda； practiced by Buddhist monks, was 

plainly very effective.36

Tsukamoto Zenryu drew up the following list of rebellions of Bud

dhist inspiration during the fifth and sixth centuries:

Date Leader Province

su
eh
eh
eh 

al
l

op
op
op 

K 

H 

H 

H
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assuredly criminal!" Thus he ordered his officials to judge and con
demn all the residents of the monastery. Searches produced quantities 
of instruments for fermenting spirits and myriads of articles the 
administrators of the prefectures and commanderies as well as the 
rich had stored and hidden in this monastery. There were also rooms 
below ground where [the monks] gave themselves up to debauchery 

—with women of high society.40

Beyond such occasional complicities, there existed a community of 

interest between rich families and the clergy. They owned the same 

kinds of property, estates with gardens and orchards, mills, shops, 

agencies for loans against pledges, etc. Hence their broadly shared 

attitudes, notwithstanding occasional clashes.41 Economic rivalry 

does not exclude mutual support and tacit understanding.

The taste for grandeur was traditional among members of the Chi

nese aristocracy. Among their clients~upstarts who had come by 

riches and owed their social elevation to the support of the great—it 

corresponded to a mentality of nouveaux riches. Both went together 

with a pronounced penchant for hoarding. A passion for commercial 

traffic, corruption, venality are characteristic features of the pro-Bud

dhist milieus.

Throughout the history of Buddhism in China, there existed a 

small class of corrupt and influential monks, often very wealthy, who 

had close relations with members of the imperial family, the great 

families, and officials. Some of them exercised wide influence in the 

prefectures, and local governments were obliged to come to terms 

with them. The Buddhist clerical digilitaries under the Wei7 the con

trollers of Buddhist clergy [shd~men t7ung) and overseers (wei-na) of 

the Office of Buddhist Clergy {seng-tsfao} at the turn of the fifth and 

sixth centuries, enriched by usury and the fraudulent management of 

the m illet of the saingha households {seng-ch'i hu)^2 are a case in 

point. Tao-yen; controller of Buddhist clergy in Chi-chou around the 

middle of the sixth century, is a typical example of that class of rich 

and powerful clergy.43 The Hsii shih-shuo reports the story of a monk 

named Chien-hsii who in the Chen-yiian reign period (785-805) began 

to seek influence and favors by means corruption. Since the officials 

of the garrison were handsomely paid by his gifts and totally devoted 

to the monk, no one dared to bring him  to justice. Under the reign of 

Hsien-tsung (r. 805-920), however, the vice-president of the Censo- 

rate, Hsiieh Ts'un-ch'eng, succeeded in having him condemned to 

death and his property confiscated.44
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Kung-tsung, prince regent from 428 to 451, is known in the history 

of the Northern Wei for having interceded with Emperor Shih-tsu to 

obtain a softening of the anti-Buddhist measures taken in 466 after 

the rebellion of Ko Wu (see above). Toward the middle of the fifth cen- 

tury, close kinsmen of the emperor and followers of Kung-tsung with 

known sympathies for Buddhism had taken to commercial dealings. 

Kao Yxin thus criticized the bad example given by the imperial fam

ily: "They establish private properties, raise chickens and dogs and 

even traffic in the marketplace, disputing the common people their 

livelihood/745

In 713, after the conspiracy and suicide of the T'ai-p'ing Princess, 

daughter of Wu Tse-t;ien and likewise a fervent Buddhist, an inven

tory of her estate was drawn up:

Her wealth was immense. The rare items were as numerous as those 
in the imperiaf treasury. To inventory all her possessions in livestock, 
horses and sheep, in fields, in gardens, and in pawn treasuries {chih- 
ic'u)46 was the work of several years. As for the wealth of her lover 
Hui-fan, it too amounted to hundreds of thousands of strings of 
cash.47

The eunuch Kao Li-shih, famous for his grandeur, was also 

immensely wealthy. In the northwest of the capital, he had the course 

of the River Feng adjusted to accommodate a great m ill with five 

wheels that all functioned simultaneously. The m ill had a capacity of 

three hundred hu of cereals per day/8 The、construction of a large 

monastery named Pao-shou in the Lai-t'ing ward ■(east of the imperial 

city) and that of a Taoist temple, the Hua-feng kuan in the Hsing-ning 

ward (north of the Hsing-ch^ng.Palace), were due to the munificence 

of the same Kao Li-shih. When the great bell of the Pao-shou monastery 

was cast, Kao organized a Buddhist ceremony in the sanctuary to 

which all the high officers of the court were invited. He conceived of 

the idea of charging each person who would strike the bell the sum of 

one hundred strings of cash for every blow. Some struck the bell as 

many as twenty times [and paid two thousand strings to Kao Li-shih] 

and no one struck less than ten blows.49

The passion for trafficking was especially pronounced among the 

women of the imperial aristocracy, the empresses, princesses, and 

high-ranking concubines. Their power was above all founded on 

commercial wealth. Once-again, a tradition can be discerned here.50 

In the luxurious and avaricious milieus of Chinese high society, it was
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they who set the tone. In addition, they possessed a hidden but deci

sive influence on imperial policy, an influence they also peddled.

Empress Wei was able to obtain anything she wanted from the 
emperor Chung-tsung (r. 705-710). It was through her that all promo
tions and demotions of officials were decided. The dimensions of the 
mansions she had constructed and the Buddhist monastery An-lo that 
she erected rivaled those of the wings of the imperial palace. As for 
the art that was displayed there, it was even superior.51

The sway that court ladies held over emperors permitted them to 

gratify their personal sympathies and animosities but also to enrich 

themselves by selling imperial favors. Promotions and titles of nobil

ity were purchased from them； their profitable trade in imperial 

authorizations for ordinations has been examined. Tlie reign of 

Empress Wu and the period between the restoration and the accession 

of Hsuan-tsung (705-712), during which the princesses were all-pow- 

erful, were marked by a corruption of political ethics. At the same 

time, it was one of the periods of Buddhism's greatest flourishing, as 

evidenced by the splendor and number o t constructions and the 

growth of the monastic community.

The economic and political interests of the distaff branches, and 

those of the women, who incarnate these particular interests, were 

served by the Buddhist movement. It is significant that the prophecies 

spread by the Buddhist monks at the time of Wu Tse-t'ien/s accessions 

tended to justify this usurpation of supreme power by^a Wbman.52

In the second half of the eighth century, under the reigns of Su- 

tsung and Tai-tsung, the1 great pro-Buddhist officials were placed 

where they could be of greatest use to the monastic community. 

Three of them are well-known: Wang Chin, who belonged to a family 

that was Buddhist by tradition,53 the eunuch Tu Hung-chien, and 

Yuan Tsai. The official decrees promulgated，in response to the peti

tions of the great master of Tantra (esoteric'and magical school) at 

that time, Amoghavajra, were always countersigiled by these three 

personalities.54 The career of Yiian Tsai is o f some interest iiere. He 

was a self-made man. The former steward of the estates of Lady Yuan, 

the wife of the Prince of Ts'ao, he adopted her family name and, no 

doubt propelled by his connections with the aristocracy, entered into 

an administrative career under Su-tsung. He was on terms of friend- 

ship with the eunuch Li Fu-kuo, another fervent Buddhist who con

sumed neither garlic nor onion." In 777 Yuan Tsai was arrested
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together with Wang Chin on charges, quite likely well-founded, of 

favoritism and misappropriation. The latter's biography reports that

the brothers of Wang Chin venerated the Buddha and abstained from 
eating garlic, onion, and meat. Wang Chin, late in life, was even more 
[sanctimonious]. With Tu Hung-chien he made donations for the con
struction of numerous monasteries. After the death of his wife, Lady 
Li, he made a gift of his mansion in the Tao-cheng ward (in the north 
of Lo-yang, near the Hui-an gate) to be made into a monastery in order 
to bring blessings upon her. At the entrance he had the name [of the 
reign period] Pao-ying (762-763) inscribed. Thirty monks were 
ordained to ensure permanent services at this monastery. Whenever 
civil or m ilitary governors of a region came to court, Wang Chin 
would retain them to take them to the Pao-ying ssu and give them to 
understand that they should offer some money for its embellishment.

At the beginning [of his reign], Emperor Tai-tsung (762,-779) was 
attached to the sacrifices according to the Chinese rites and paid 
scarce attention to Buddhism. However, Yuan Tsai, Tu Hing-chien, 
and Wang Chin were fond of maintaining communities of monks. 
One day, Tai-tsung questioned them on the subject of retribution for 
pious works. Yuan Tsai and his acolytes seized the opportunity to 
instruct him. From that time on, Tai-tsung paid the highest homage 
to the Buddha. Once he ordered more than a hundred monks into the 
palace to display statues and sacred texts and to psalmody their recita
tion. This institution was called the "palace chapel." The food and 
drink of these monks was abundant and refined. They came and went 
using the horses of the imperial stables. All their expenses were paid 
out of the public granaries. Whenever the western tribes of the 
Tibetans made an incursion, the emperor had eminent monks recite 
the fen-wang ching55 in order to repel and capture the pirates. If 
through good fortune they turned'back, then the gifts and favors were 
multiplied. The barbarian monk Pu-k;ung rose in officialdom to the 
rank of chief minister and director [ch'ing-chien], was enfeoffed as 
duke of a principality, and enjoyed free access to the palace. By his 
influence at court he could move dukes and ministers. He disputed 
their power and claimed their authority, becoming daily more inso
lent and ̂ rapacious. . . .  The officials were unable to remedy this situ
ation.. Even though the monks indulged in fraudulent and immoral 
operations and fomented trouble, and despite the murders that suc
ceeded one another, Tai-tsung did not withdraw his confidence in 
them. He even decreed that no official in the empire was permitted to 
strike a monk or a hun. And if someone ventured a reproach, having 
seen Wang Chin and the others make donations and found monaster
ies of a splendor and sumptuousness beyond all measure, then they 
always found justification in [the doctrine of the] retribution [for
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pious works], claiming that their meritorious deeds would ensure 
lasting blessings for the empire.56

By juxtaposing successive strokes, a moral portrait of the social 

milieus that were most favorable to Buddhism can be drawn. For it is 

dear that these psychological traits, attitudes, and traditional incli

nations form a complementary whole. The ladies of the imperial fam

ily and their allies, representing a tradition that was opposed to that 

of the literati, and political interests that were in conflict with those 

of the legitimate authorities, appear in the final analysis as the pro

moters of the religious movement. Around them revolved the pro- 

Buddhist circles at court.

One is dealing with a world whose great influence can hardly be 

explained by its equally powerful motives alone. Buddhist faith 

enjoyed its greatest vitality in the upper strata of Chinese society. Its 

content and orientation in these milieus can be clearly defined: it was 

not a question of simple adhesion to a religious doctrine. Acts of piety 

had a context, and this context informs about their functions.

Many ruined themselves on pious works； but—and the texts them

selves underline this—their extravagant expenditures were motivated 

by rivalry and vainglory. Above all, pious works generated prestige. 

The primary aim was to increase the family's private "fortune" while 

simultaneously ensuring the present well-being of the living and of 

the dead. They corresponded to customary practices that were pecu

liar to certain milieus and whose origins can be traced to remote 

antiquity. The sumptuousness of the religious art introduced from the 

west would have appealed to these milieus who perpetuated their 

own traditions of splendor. The fate of emperors, the imperial clan, 

and the empire itself were assuredly linked to their family cult and 

were thought to benefit from its propitious affects: Buddhism was an 

imperial cult as well as a universal religion. But in what sense? It was 

the religion of the imperial nobility rather than the legitimate gov

ernment. It found special support among women and members of the 

distaff branches of the imperial family as well as their allies. Conse

quently, its influence was weak on those, emperors who understood 

that it was in their interest to rely on the literati in order to resist the 

influence of their collaterals and their wives. The instruments and 

retainers of legitimate power, the literati themselves, accorded Bud

dhism no more interest than was due a reigning fashion. For the most 

part, their involvement was pure conformism.
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Thus there was a rather clear cleavage among the milieus sur

rounding the emperor. To schematize； one could say that Buddhism 

was the religion of the women and the cognate branches and that the 

traditional rites of Confucianism represented the cult of the agnates. 

A variety of not strictly religious factors support this distinction. A 

political tradition emphasizing parsimony and the distribution of 

wealth clashes here with an aristocratic current whose grandeur, 

hording, commercial power, and patronage appear as signs of subver

sive tendencies or as means to further private political interests.

Leaving the narrow circle of the imperial court, let us consider the 

involvement of this Buddhism of the upper levels of society with pop

ular Buddhism. While the court was in principle the locus from which 

all political power emanated, the center where rivalries of influence 

are best discernible, it is also true that those who resided there 

retained attachments to their native regions. They had their own fief- 

doms, and certain families, owing to wealth, name, or prestige, did 

not relinquish their more or less extensive local powers. It happens 

that hardly any influential family did not have a territorial power 

base, -whether in the environs of the capital or even in remote prefec

tures. These great families founded sanctuaries. They ruined them

selves on pious works. What is the link between the religious activi

ties of these families and the^actual power they exercised? One sus

pects that their influence and the cults are not unrelated.

"This is the place to return to the^semiprivate and familial nature of 

the cult foundations. Certain small* places of worshipvillage sanc

tuaries and isolated chapels—dwed*theit existence to the generosity 

of wealthy Jocal families. At Tun-huang, hermitages (2an-/o) bore the 

names of private families: hermitage of the Chou family, that of the 

Lo family； hermitage of An Chin-tzu. Some great families also main

tained private places of worship or altars inside other sanctuaries. A 

decree t)f 7I7 ordering the destruction of the small monasteries and 

chapels in the prefectures mentions kung-te (lit. "riierit" or "acts of 

piety")57 that some of them contained: they were to be "transferred to 

neighboring large monasteries." The term kung-te remains enigmatic 

here unless it designated, in af concrete manner, the devotional 

objects  ̂the statues, that were contained in the niches belonging to 

private families.58 This might explain the violent resistance of the 

magistrate of Hsin-hsi, a certain Li Hsii, to the execution of the impe

rial order.59
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After the massive laicizations and destructions of monasteries 

decreed by the T'ang emperor Wu-tsung, nobles and commoners were 

permitted in 851 to reconstruct the Buddhist sanctuaries.60 A memo

rialist to the throne remarked: "This must not serve as a pretext for the 

faithful to conceal riff-raff among the clergy. I submit that officials be 

instmcted to exercise a vigilant control over these village chapels."61

This scattered evidence suggests two, distinct modes for the cre

ation of cult centers in the countryside and small towns: one, already 

outlined above, was popular and entirely autonomous； the other pro

ceeded, among the great, from a desire to ensure the perpetuity of a 

family cult. Now it might be thought that these cult foundations also 

fulfilled two different functions. For the founding families, they were 

private places of worship； for the peasantry, centers of a communal 

religious life. Hence a liturgical structure that united social classes at 

the opposite ends of the scale and that appears as the principle under

lying the formation of new ties. And this is not a late phenomenon: 

from the beginnings of Buddhism in China, the introduction of the 

new religion into rural areas was partly due to the intervention of the 

great families. At the end of the second century, Tse Jung (d. 195 L who 

governed the ancient land of Ch'u (in modem Shantung and Kiangsu) 

in virtual independence from the central government, erected a vast 

Buddhist temple where on feast days he offered free banquets to the 

peasants of the region:

Tse Jung erected an immense Buddha temple and had a figure cast in 
copper and covered in gilt. He clothed it in embroidered silks. [From 
the summit of the building] he had nine series of copper plates sus
pended. Below, he built a pavilion with twd stories and covered paths. 
This building could contain more thair three thousand people who 
recited Buddhist texts in unison. He issued an edict granting permis
sion to those who v̂ere followers of Buddhism, whether from the 
region or from neighboring commanderies, to come and receive the 
doctrine [shou-tao). These he exempted from all corvee duties in order 
to attract them. As a result of this measure； the households of com
moners who gradually arrived at the temple from far and near num
bered more than five thousand. At each festival of the Bathing of the 
Buddha, Tse Jung organized banquets of wine and food. The roads 
were covered with mats over a distance of several tens of li. Some ten 
thousand people would partake in the spectacle and the food. The 
expenditure amounted to fabulous sums.62

There is no doubt that the great families associated the local peas
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antry with their private cults. The historical record suggests that this 

constituted a form of political action, which was quite different from 

its modern, laicized counterparts. Moreover, peasant rebellions have 

even in modern times provided conclusive evidence of this connec

tion between religion and politics. That the great founding families of 

monasteries, chapels, and hermitages availed themselves of such 

forces of social cohesion and political agitation is an important fact 

that needs to be taken into account in a general interpretation of the 

Buddhist movement in China.

The demagogic nature, furthermore, of the great religious assem

blies is manifest: the Buddhist principle of charity served there as a 

pretext for an interested liberality. The feasts instituted by Tse Jung 

are an early example of this.

Hsiieh Huai-i, the drug merchant of Lo-yang who became the lover 

of the empress Wu Tse-t/ien and was ordained a monk to facilitate his 

comings and goings in the palace, was equally aware of the use of 

largess:

Whenever he organized a great assembly for monks and laymen [wu- 
che ta-hui), he spent tens of thousands of strings of cash. As he emp
tied ten chariots full of cash onto the ground, crowds of men and 
women converged and fought over it. Some were trampled underfoot, 
and there were casualties.63

In addition, there is the direct evidence for such associations of com

moners and great families in cult activities in the context of the Bud

dhist groups that7 in the sixth century, were known as i-i or i-hui. 64 
There, social class distinctions seem to have fallen away: beside a 

small number of donors rich enough to have large statues sculpted 

and to provide the major offerings； there were multitudes of ordinary 

members, with no other title than "member of the i〃 {i-tzu), who 

appear to have been commoners. The wealthy families played the 

leading role within the associations and derived prestige from com

petitive spending, the display of wealth, and practicing largesse. The 

poorest, meanwhile, provided petty contributions or perhaps, like 

members of the popular associations at Tun-huang, fixed dues on a 

modest scale.

The tastes of the lower classes in fact accorded well with the policies 

of the great squanderers, princesses greedy for power, nobles and sep
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aratist officials, usurpers like the Empress Wu. These policies were of 

a demagogic order. They relied on riff-raff, slaves, eunuchs, disrep

utable monks, and merchants. Elevated to the highest ranks, heaped 

w ith wealth and honors, these individuals knew how to prove their 

attachment to their benefactors and served their interests as best they 

could. Buddhism found its place in this context: from the splendor of 

the sanctuaries and festivals, the high nobility and their creatures 

derived part of their prestige among the humble. The peasantry, 

finally, in its state of misery, had a predilection for the magical arts, 

for prophecies and messianic theories: tastes that were shared by the 

great and that some pandered to for their own ends.

It is not easy to determine the importance of such interests and 

inclinations within the overall attitudes of members of the upper 

reaches of Chinese society converted to Buddhism. At the outset, 

they manifested an unquestionable fervor, but also a certain objectiv

ity with respect to the religious phenomenon, a detachment that 

became more marked in the course of the centuries. It is certain that 

Buddhism gained nothing from this collusion with the great. The 

most faithful supporters of Buddhism were at the same time its prin

cipal corrupters. It was they who first saw in the religious movement 

a source of influence and profit.
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C H A P T E R  ELEV EN

The Position of the Rationalists
The concurrence of the popular and aristocratic strands of Chinese Bud- 

dhism explains the success of its development as a whole. The religious 

movement appeared as the expression of diverse aspirations that were 

not all of a religious order but that jointly found satisfaction in Bud

dhism. A third current remains to be taken into account, that of the 

literati. We may call them the ruling class, for the needs of a consti

tuted state whose power was already consolidated were fairly con

stant~flowing from a general desire for political stability~and the 

literati were best able to answer these needs. They understood the 

proven procedures whose prestige derived from the antiquity attributed 

to them. It w ill be useful to enquire into the specific motives of these 

pillars of legitimate power for either opposing or furthering the Bud

dhist movement, since their action curbed its development and even 

appears to have compromised it definitively from the middle of the 

ninth century on. On the other hand, when their reaction was favor- 

able, it had the effect of orienting Buddhism in a particular direction.

Let me begin by briefly recalling the main repressions of Buddhism: 

those following the discovery of weapons in the possession of the 

monks of Ch'ang-an in 4461 and again in 574 and the following years,2 

both of which were limited to northern China； finally, the most 

famous and effective, under the Hui-ch'ang reign period (841-8斗7),3
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and the latest in date, in 955.4 Although the immediate causes of the 

repressions varied, they were nevertheless all represented as measures 

of economic and political rehabilitation. They appear as brutal efforts 

on the part of the established government to regain control of a situ

ation that was out of hand. It is true that they involved persecutions. 

The vigor with which the monks were pursued and the sacrilegious 

gusto with which their sanctuaries were destroyed would seem to jus

tify de Groot;s thesis that the literati persecuted Buddhism for sectar

ian and doctrinal reasons.5 However, the brutality was a function of 

Chinese political traditions and governmental practice. Rebels were 

treated no differently； and it appears that religious and doctrinal con

siderations, far from running counter to Buddhism, played in its favor.

It is self-evident that those raised in the classical tradition could 

not be fervent Buddhists. Their rationalism restrained them from 

adopting common beliefs and superstitions. Noblewomen, by con

trast, female members of the great families, self-made men, and com

moners had no such protection against religious faith. These were 

more receptive to Buddhism. The literati, moreover, had an austerity 

of principle, an inclination to temperance and thrift, that disapproved 

of extravagant expenditures.

"The yii-shih wei Li Piao and Ch'ang Ching, prefect of Yu-chou,' 

says Yang Huan-chih in his description of Lo-yang in the sixth cen

tury, "issued from Confucian families, and their residences were sim

ple and modest. Chang Lun, the director of agriculture； by contrast, 

was extremely lavish and prodigal. 〃 His garden and park were famous 

for the artistry of their imitations of the contours of nature, of rocks, 

mountains, and streams.6

The classical tradition maintained in certain families of high rank 

thus necessarily ran counter to a religious movement whose most 

manifest tendencies inclined it toward splendorand expenditure. As 

Fu I wrote on 624, "Let the monks and nuns clothe themselves in cot

ton cloth [rather than silk] and cut back the^xpenditure for their ban

quets [chai). Then the cultivation of silkworms名hallxease to be rav

aged and the poor shall no longer suffer hunger.,'7 Eu I, whom certain 

Buddhist monks have wanted to makefout as a Taoist bent on their 

destruction, did not refer to his religious convictions in his memori

als against Buddhism. His position was that v i  any good member of 

the literati class； devoted to the  ̂dynasty and solely concerned with 

tax returns and the public welfare. This attitude, in which economic 

preoccupations came first, explains the literati's hostility toward the
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religious practices of the faithful and toward the extravagant expen

ditures and sumptuousness of the Buddhist Church. At the same 

time, the literati were concerned about the subversive tendencies of 

the religious movement. It is significant that the great proscription of 

the Hui-ch^ng era, in the middle of the ninth century, was preceded 

by a reaction of the upholders of the legitimate government against 

the factions of the eunuchs and the great pro-Buddhist officials: in the 

eleventh month of the fourteenth year of Ta-li (779), shortly after the 

accession of Te-tsung, Yiian Tsai received the order to commit sui

cide； and Wang Chin was banished the same year. In 780； the offices 

of the "commissioners of good works w ithin and without" {nei wai 
knng-te shih), posts that had been occupied by eunuchs and military 

officers since their creation,8 were abolished in accordance with the 

proposal of Liu Ch'ung-hsiin. At court, the spectacle provided by the 

monks of the imperial palace, the arrogance of the eunuchs, the unbri

dled prodigality of the great devotees, all provoked the literati's hos

tility toward Buddhism. But behind the scenes one also detects a 

struggle for political influence.

There was no doubt a tactical element in the literati's constant refer

ence to the moral principles of Buddhism, for it was not advisable to 

clash head-on with such passionately held convictions. They also 

knew the potential consequences of any attack directed against court 

monks and harem ladies,9 and reversals of imperial policy were 

always to be feared. A further aspect was their desire to conform 

themselves with the reigning mores. However, even the most coura

geous opponents of Buddhism seem to have adhered in principle to 

the moral doctrines of the new religion in which they may have rec

ognized echoes of the moral precepts with which they themselves had 

been inculcated. From these premises proceeded a Confucian inter

pretation of Buddhism, which in the spheres of the economy, moral

ity, and religion found itself in agreement with the official tradition.

Buddhist charity was but another form of the sovereign's politi

cally inspired humanitarianism [hui). In a text said to have been 

recited before a great Buddhist assembly by the emperor Wu-ti of the 

Ch'en (r. 557-560) figures the following revealing phrase with regard 

to the synthesis of Chinese and Buddhist notions: "To conquer one

self in the, interest of others is the constant [distinctive] virtue of the 

superior man [chiin-tzu), yet it is also the primordial precept of the 
bodhisattva/710
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Empress Wu Tse-tlen's project to construct a colossal statue in the 

suburb of Lo-yang aroused sharp reactions in literati circles. Chang 
T'ing-kuei recalled,

The bodhisattva;s rule of conduct is to ensure the happiness of all 
beings. . . .  In contingent and political terms, this means first of all 
that the public treasuries in the empire and the border regions be well- 
stocked, so that human strength can be maintained； in terms of Bud- 
dhist doctrine, one must relieve the sufferings of the beings, save 
them from danger, annihilate the phenomenal [hsiang, Skr. nimitta), 
and exalt the unconditioned [wu-wei, Skr. asamskrta).11

According to Yao Ch'ung,

To fully put the principles of Buddhism into practice, it suffices to be 
just, tolerant, and charitable； to do good and avoid evil. Why indulge 
in fictions [hsiao-shuo) and be misled by monks? Why take pure alle
gories at their face value and have sutra copied, statues cast, ruin one
self, squander one's patrimony, even go so far as to sacrifice one's life 
without regrets? This is the height of folly!12

To judge by the writings of the literati, if Buddhism in China effec

tively engendered unnecessary and ruinous expenditures that were 

contrary to the ideal of charity and harmful to the public welfare, then 

this was the result of widespread misconceptions as to its true princi

ples. As Hsin Ti-p'i wrote in a memorial dated 707,13

I submit that Buddhism considers purity as fundamental and charity
as essential. Its teachings should therefore find, expression in 铁cts 
designed to save others and must not sacrifice men for the sake of 
profit. It should aim at self-denial in order to maintain ̂ what is natural 
in mankind and not attach itself to external ornamentations that are 
the ruin of its principles. Yet during the three seasons [of farmwork], 
mountains are tunneled and the earth excavated—■this is harmful to 
life14. . . . Treasuries are exhausted and storehouses emptied—this is 
harmful to mankind. . . .  I consider that if expenditures on jewellery 
were curtailed to help the poor and the destitute, that would be to act 
in accordance with the very spirit of Buddhism. If one put an end to 
exhausting terracing works in order to preserve the insects, that 
would conform with the principle of Buddhist generosity. If one 
stopped the outlay on constructions to supply, the [soldiers on the] 
frontiers, that would conform with the efficacious policies of T'ang 
and Wu-wang (the founders of the Shang and Chou dynasties).15
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The occasional free distributions of aid in times of scarcity by monks 

met with the authorities' approval: they helped to restrain the insta

bility of the peasant population that represented one of the greatest 

threats to dynasties. •

The moralizing influence of the monks in the countryside was also 

considered with approbation. Traditional peasant festivals were occa

sions for drinking bouts, excessive feasting, and a licentiousness that 

shocked those who had been raised in the observance of the rites. The 

Buddhist monks, at least those among them who had any notion of 

their religion/ made an effort to introduce some moderation into these 

extravagant manifestations. Their first concern was to bring the peas

ants to renounce blood sacrifices and heavy drinking at these village 

fairs.16 The Buddhist interdiction of the slaughter of animals was in 

agreement with the traditional moral doctrine of the literati. Indeed, 

as a result of the diffusion of Buddhist teachings, the imperial author

ities condemned the sacrifice of animals during the peasant gather

ings on the altar of the God of the Soil. And they instituted months 

during which slaughtering was prohibited.

On the ten days of chai [Buddhist fasts and vegetarian feasts] of each 
month, the slaughter of animals is forbidden. In the villages, however, 
private soil god associations frequently kill animals for their ban
quets. This is intolerable to well-thinking people. The practice must 
be permanently discontinued.!7

Emperor T7ai-tsung of the Northern Wei (409-424) decreed that the 

sramana guide and instruct the laity and the common people.18 In 452, 

the emperor Wen-ch7eng fixed by decite the number of monks to be 

ordained each year and added: "These reli马iousihall be sufficient in 

number to exercise a good moral influence and to spreid the Buddhist 

doctrine.19 A decree of 472 granted passes to monks permitting them 

to go among fhe people "to convert them , that is, to inculcate them 

with the basic -principles of Buddhist moral teaching.20 In 731 

Emperor Hsiian-tsung declared:

We are concerned about practices that, having spread throughout 
China, undermine the supreme order. Everything is sacrificed for the 
sake of obtaining a favoftble rebirth； all possessions are spent in order 
to procure blessings. Before the future effects of these pious works 
become discernible, present patrimonies are squandered: a deplorable 
fashion, and yet [its adherents] show no regret for their deeds. Fools
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and the simpleminded thereby become liable to imperial punish- 
ments. Thanks to our monks today, this folly has only increased. 
With their public sermons about karmic causality [yin-yuan chiang- 
shuo) they confuse the minds of the villagers. Their cupidity is bound- 
less; their only preoccupation is to am^ss riches. While fords and 

•  bridges are deteriorating, their religion； which is of no use to human
ity； prospers undisturbed. They [the monks] agonize the laity. Some 
are influential enough to wander from prefecture to county [unhin
dered], others tour villages and districts engaging in unrestrained 
indoctrination. They gather crowds [of listeners]. At times they are 
even accommodated [by lay followers]. As of now, all this, excepting 
the predicants on discipline, shall be prohibited.21

That last exception is significant. The ruling class was not opposed to 

Buddhism as doctrine or opposed to the precepts that underlay its 

moral teaching: not to kill, not to steal, not to commit adultery, not 

to lie, not to inebriate oneself. Indeed, none of thd positive aspects of 

that moral doctrine—charity and compassion—contradicted the tra

ditional precepts. The literati's condemnation was directed against 

the improper application of the theory of the return on pious deeds, 

the personal and material sacrifices, and the heterodox practices and 

doctrines that spread among the people as a result of the Buddhist 

movement. For these were harmful to the morale and the tranquillity 
of rural populations.

Religious Pragmatism

The literati thus manifested a clear tendency to use Buddhism for 

their own ends. Charitable works, moral propaganda, the reformist 

sects' effort to encourage austerity, all this accorded with the tradi

tional views of the literati. To the extent that it was orthodox and reg

ulated, Buddhism provided a support for the official authorities. At 

the same time, members of the ruling class expected assistance of a 

religious nature from the monks and the supernatural powers that the 

Buddhist cult brought into play. Buddhism had itstplace in the reli

gious ceremonies of the court,22 which explains why it was never rad

ically and entirely proscribed. The Buddhist cult served the protection 

of the dynasty in the same way as Chinese indigenous rites. The offi

cial communities were responsible for celebrating the imperial birth- 

days and ceremonies on behalf of the empire. The aim of the literati 

was not to proscribe Buddhism entirely but to reduce the number of
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its monasteries and monks to the strict minimum that was indis

pensable for ensuring the celebrations of the official cult.

After having decided "to abolish Buddhism and Taoism every

where/7 Emperor Wu of the Chou declared in the sixth month of the 

third year of Chien-te (574) that 120 eminent monks, who appear to 

have been spared the measures of repression, would be transformed 

into literati-officials. Wu-ti's ambition was plainly to fully integrate 

Buddhism and Taoism into the political organization of the state. A 

monk named Tao-an died as a result of a hunger strike protesting his 

"bureaucratization,23 He is the only case where an official sacrilege 

was allowed to go to such extremes.

At the end of the Ta-li era (766-780), P'eng Yen was appointed under- 
secretary of the Criminal Administration Bureau. At that time, the 
civil governor of Tung-ch/uan/ in the region of Chien-nan (government 
seat in modern Ch'eng-tu, Szechwan), Li Shu-ming, memorialized the 
emperor about the uselessness of Buddhism under the present cir
cumstances and requested permission to purge [ch'eng-fai] the Bud
dhist and Taoist monasteries in Tung-ch'uan. He asked at the same 
time that two categories [of monasteries] be established. The Buddhist 
establishments of the first category would house twenty religious； 
their Taoist counterparts, fourteen. Establishment of the second cate
gory would have their clergy reduced to seven. Care would be taken to 
select those of exemplary conduct； the others would be returned to lay 
life. The hermitages [lan-jo] and small sanctuaries [tao-ch'ang) that 
lacked official names would all be destroyed. Te-tsung declared that 
this project merited being implemented as a^general rule throughout 
the empire, and not only in Chien-nan. He ordered the Department of 
State Affairs to convene a council [to discuss the matter].24

At the time of the great proscription of 845, the emperor decided to 

preserve four Buddhist monasteries at Ch'ang-an, with ten clergy per 

establishment, and two monasteries at Lo-yang. In each of the 34 

regions under the administration of military or civil governors (chieh- 
tu shih and kuan-ch，a shih}, and in the prefectures of T'ung-chou 

(Shansi), Hua-chou (Shansi), and Ju-chou (Honan), one monastery was 

to be preserved. As for the other prefectures under the administration 

of prefects [tz'u-shih], they are not permitted to have temples.25

The government always shied away from drastic steps that had the 

appearance of sacrilege. The following text, even though it comes 

from a Buddhist source, is indicative of the attitude of the emperors 

and their counselors:
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In the fourth month of the ninth year of T'ai-ho (835), the acade

mician Li Hsiin presented a petition to abolish the palace chapel [nei 
tao-chrang) of the Ch;ang-sheng palace and to carry out a purge of 

irregular monks and nuns. Inauspicious omens prevented the imple

mentation of these measures. In the seventh month, the，same Li 

Ife&i again requested that all the clergy be subjected to examinations 

in the sutra. However, accused to having plotted the demise of the 

eunuchs, [Li] was decapitated and the emperor ordered the clergy's 

exemption from all examinations. Meanwhile, the following year, the 

same emperor Wen-tsung declared to his ministers: "There are Bud- 

dhist monks who are of no benefit to the religion and who live as par- 

asites on our country. Oh ministers, you may speak about them 

fully." One of them replied: "Since the time of your ancestors, Bud

dhism has flourished. Those in the dark habit [the clergy] have only 

increased in numbers. They are nothing but gnawing insects/7 The 

order was given to prohibit public recitations of the sutra. Thereupon, 

while boiling eggs for the imperial table, the cook heard small cries 

coming from the cauldron. Listening, he realized that the eggs were 

imploring the bodhisattva Avalokitesvara. The emperor, having veri

fied the matter, forbade the use of chicken eggs.26

The same reasons that justify the institution of an official Buddhist 

cult prevented its abolition. In the course of history, clear attempts 

were even made to deify emperors as buddha or bodhisattva. The 

monk Fa-kuo (d_ 419), who under Emperor T'ai-tsu of the Wei was the 

first to hold the office of controller of Buddhist clergy,27 was pleased 

to pronounce this point of view: "Our Emperor, who is intelligent and 

full of wisdom, holds Buddhism dear. Thus he is Tathagata [the Bud

dha] manifest. The sramana should honor him in the highest." He 

constantly saluted the emperor with his hands pressed together, say

ing to anyone prepared to listen: "The person best able to spread the 

holy doctrine is the master of mankind. It is not the Son of Heaven I 

salute: I am paying homage to the Buddha/728 The practice of casting 

statues of the emperor in the image of the bodhisattva constitutes fur

ther evidence to the same effect, as does the idea, suggested by the 

monks to Wu Tse-t/ien, that the empress was a reincarnation of 
Maitreya.29

The government appears to have reacted to the religious move- 

ment only after the event, by imposing choices among sanctuaries 

that already existed. Similarly, they proceeded to carry out screenings 

among the monks. Religious powers with reputations of efficacy were
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annexed by the political authorities. Sanctuaries and monks exerted 

an attraction upon the lay world: for the rulers, it was a question, at 

the same time, of heightening a prestige that by rights exceeded any 

other and winning religious and moral powers over to their side by 

means of officials promotions and donations. These powers—this 

mana, one might say~could not be permitted to be used for private 

ends.

Thus in the memorials of the literati and the decrees of emperors a 

general attitude can be made out which is not fundamentally hostile 

to Buddhism, whether as cult or as doctrine. The idea that the new 

religion could serve the same ends as China's own classical moral doc

trine and rites； and that it could be a useful ally of the imperial gov

ernment, is in evidence here. The opposition of the literati was more 

qualified than it might appear at first sight. A priori, they were devoid 

of religious passion. However, whenever the Buddhist movement 

appeared as a spontaneous reaction against the traditional way of life 

and moral doctrine, the reaction was violent.

The hostility of the literati toward the religious movement was 

accentuated by the power struggles of rival factions at court. An 

ambivalence in the attitude of the emperors themselves should be 

underlined in this context: they cbmbined within themselves the 

divergent aspirations of the nobility and the literati. Susceptible to 

the influence of their kin, and especially of the women of their harem, 

they were at the same time bound by the necessities of government 

to assimilate the views of a class that, by virtue-of its traditional edu

cation, supplied the state with its adpiinistrators. They were obliged 

to prevent the distaff brandies from exercising too much influence, 

for the latters' ambitions presented a constant threat to the stability 

of the empire. The fluctuations of Buddhist influence in China were 

thus to a lesser extent a consequence of sovereign and autonomous 

imperial policies than a function of corresponding fluctuations in 

political power between the great legitimist officials on the one hand 

and the emperor's kinsmen on the other. The political conflict was 

thus a reflection of a social conflict whose close connection with the 

history of Buddhism is beyond doubt.
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I N T E R N A L  C O N T R A D I C T I O N S  I N  T H E  

B U D D H I S T  M O V E M E N T  I N  C H I N A

Despite the repressive measures and the large-scale laicizations and 

destructions of sanctuaries, the Buddhist movement vigorously devel

oped over a period of more than three centuries. Persecutions ftend to 

have an energizing effect on religions. The Buddhist clergy did not fail 

to represent the attacks that were directed against the excesses of the 

church and the degradation of the monastic community as acts 

inspired by religious passion. The number of monks and sanctuaries 

scarcely varied in any event, and Buddhism usually recovered quickly 

after reform measures were imposed by emperors and their literati 
advisors.

The effects of one of the later repressions, however, in the years 

843-845, seem to have been disastrous. Even though the orders fo pro

ceed with the destruction of the riionasteries and the laicization of the 

clergy were not uniformly carried out in all parts of the empire, this 

virtually complete proscription was more efficient than its predeces

sors. Yet it seems to have merely contributed to a decline whose signs 

were already apparent for more than a century. An impending reac

tion on the part of the imperial authorities annqunced itself as early 

as the reign of Te-tsung (779-805 J.1* Thus the repression of 845 can be 

said to have taken place within a larger historical context. Since the 

reign of Hsiian-tsung, religious fervor had become less absolute: the 

total self-sacrifices, excessive offerings, and building passion that



characterized the late Northern Wei period in the first half of the sixth 

century, as well as the period of Empress Wu at the turn of the sev

enth and eighth centuries, had ceased. Doctrinal and artistic activities 

were in decline. There was in short less gratuitousness~with the reli

gious and aesthetic implications that gratuitousness entails—and per

haps also more calculation. An important factor was that the growing 

unbelief among the upper classes, the milieus that actively promoted 

the religious movementimperial kinsmen, eunuchs, and harem 

ladies_ was related to their desire for enrichment. Since the begin

ning of the seventh century, imperial princesses had been selling pref

erential ordinations at high prices. The sale of ordination certificates, 

introduced in a moment of panic in 756 during the An Lu-shan rebel

lion, had been perpetuated during subsequent periods to the almost 

exclusive benefit of high provincial officials. From then on, entry into 

religion had for well-to-do peasants become nothing more than a 

means of evading their fiscal obligations. The management of Bud

dhist affairs was entrusted to the eunuchs and provided these, too, 

with opportunities for enrichment.

The importance of economic factors； linked to the decline of col

lective fervor, became more marked following the reconstruction of 

the monasteries and chapels and the renewal of ordinations after the 

repression of 845. The institution of private chapels, a privilege that 

emperors in time extended to all members of the upper classes, stood 

at the origin of an increasing appropriation of church property by the 

great families. It provided wealthy laymen with a pretext to interfere 

with the affairs of the samgha. Certain imperial decrees illustrate the 

practice, probably current under the Sung, of declaring official monas- 

teries as family chapels:

In the third year of Ta-kuan (1109), the emperor ordered that his mer
itorious subjects and kinsmen of the imperial family by marriage 
were to construct their private chapels |]cung-te fen-ssu) and establish 
the fields set aside for the needs of their cult themselves. The emperor 
would restrict himself to granting them official names and tax exemp
tions. The monks who would perform the services were to be chosen 
by the families themselves, and it would not be permitted to improp
erly declare [already existing] monasteries in possession of a name 
bestowed by the emperor as private chapels.2
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And a decree of 1137 states that "only small Buddhist buildings w ith

out official names may be transformed into private chapels."3
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It would seem that the following note by Chih-p;an in the Fo-tsu 
t'ung-chi alludes to the improper spread of these "tomb-monasteries〃 

(/en-ssu) and "sites of bodhi” [pru-tfi so) in the middle of the thir

teenth century:

Today influential families, under the pretext of generosity, frequently 
seize monasteries [and their wealth]. Their sons, younger brothers, 
and stewards all take advantage of this to appropriate our property. 
They establish tombs ["sites of bodhi" presumably] attached to 
monasteries in the mountain, [even though] this means letting their 
[deceased] fathers and mothers suffer iniquity.4 Throughout the yesn, 
they attempt to seize money, grain； bamboos, and trees [from the 
monasteries] as if these constituted their regular entitlement. They 
don't consider for a single day the sufferings they shall endure in hell 
to atone for this transgression. Literati and officials all assume that 
attitude, the unfortunates! They instruct their children accordingly 
and give moral lessons to their stewards. It is a slight profit for a great 
loss. Should they not be warned? Li I-chi [for having failed to restitute 
a loan made from the permanent assets of a monastery] became a 
monastery slave,5 and that was an unusually light punishment. May 
it serve, now that worse faults are committed； to caution those who 
indulge in sins of this kind!6

However, the monks themselves misappropriated consecrated prop

erty, despite the religious interdictions against profanations. In his 

Pei-shan In,7 the monk Shen-ch7ing (d. betw. 806-821) noted that the 

clergy in his time thought only of their advantage； forever eyeing the 

value of the permanent assets. Rich monks sought to obtain the man

agement [of these assets] by corrupt means. Granaries emptied, fields 

fell fallow. Once installed, [the monks] maintained their positions, 

again by means of corruption. Should it befall them to be cited before 

the secular administration by their community, then the officials, 

whose complicity had been bought, returned the charges against the 

accusers. They lived in luxury, had fine harnesses, splendid carriages, 

and valets.8

In the course of the history of Buddhism, there undoubtedly always 

existed avaricious monks who busied themselves with trafficking. 

Commercial activities had been a vocation of Buddhism since its intro

duction into China. The sacred character of the common possessions of 

the samgha, however, seems to have normally protected them against 

appropriation by individuals. The facts reported by the Pei-shan lu 
speak to the development of new attitudes that were only to increase.
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The underlying causes for the decadence of the disciplinary insti

tutions, the corruption of the monastic community, and the ruin of 

the Buddhist patrimony must be sought in the internal contradictions 

within Buddhism itself and within the social milieus that were most 

supportive of Buddhism. Commercial activities were juxtaposed to 

religious activities in Chinese Buddhism. Loans and rents had to serve 

the same purpose as offerings. The functioning of these heteroge

neous arrangements relied entirely on religious fervor. Furthermore, 

the secular promoters of the Buddhist movement, great families that 

were hostile to the Confucian tradition, imperial princesses and 

eunuchs, constituted a social group that had an interest in the acqui

sition of riches and commercial power. From the moment these 

milieus became aware of the private ends, political and economic, 

that their adherence to Buddhism enabled them to pursue—as soon as 

their detachment from the religion became more apparent~Bud

dhism began its decline in China. The degree of decay it reached 

rather quickly is known.

The power, of the religious movement at its height was due to its 

expansion across the breadth of Chinese society and the multiplicity 

of the patronage system and religious groupings: disciples of eminent 

monks, peasants attached to monasteries and incorporated into the 

saingha, retainer-monks- under the patronage of great families, com

munities sponsored by important personalities. This was the com

munion between disparate sQcial classes that the great communal fes- 

tivak and rejigious associations engendered, .joining monks, influen

tial families, and commoners.‘Economics, as we have seen, played a 

role in this complex webpf relations, although the autonomous func

tioning and specific character associated with it in our modern soci

eties was absent. However, a deep alteration of^these structures took 

place under the Tang, in the course of that eighth century which, in 

our view, marked the precise turning point in the history of Buddhism 

in China.9 Aj:,that time, we also witness the formation of a social class 

of farmers and agricultural laborers. This historic process can be 

regarded as at* onfe and the same time the signal and the cause of a new 

conception o£ social xelations. ̂ Henceforth one was negotiating as 

between employers and employe邙 . In the fiscal jiomain, a more 

exclusively monetary economy was in the making. The individual 

search- for profit can legitimately be associated with an ever more 

accentuated isolation of the social classes. Buddhism developed its 

patronage system by adapting itself to ancient structures. The col
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lapse of these structures had a dissolving effect on a religious phe

nomenon that derived its strength from its universality. Other factors 

must no doubt be taken into account, such as the closure of the routes 

of communication with Central Asia, the nationalistic reaction that 

followed the An Lu-shan rebellion, and the rise of the Neo-Confucian 

movement. Yet as far as religion is concerned, the social realities are 

always decisive.
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C H R O N O L O G I C A L  T A B L E  

Eastern Chin 317-420

N O RT H ERN  A N D  SOU T H ERN  DYNASTIES

S u i581-618

T'ang 618-907 

FIVE DYNASTIES

Later Liang 907-923 

Later T'ang 923—936 

Later Chin 936-946 

Later Han 947-950 

Later Chou 951-960 

Northern Sung 960-1127

SOUTH N ORT H

SOUTH

Sung 420-479 

Ch'i 479-502 

Liang 502-557 Eastern Wei 535-550 

Western Wei 535-557 

Northern Ch'i 550-577 

Northern Chou 557-581

N O RT H

Northern Wei 386-534

Ch'en 557-589

Southern Sung 1127—1279 Liao 907-1125 

Chin 1115-1234



W E I G H T S  A N D  M E A S U R E S

*-> A P P E N D IX  B f

Length Chin Equivalent T'ang Equivalent

i ts'un (inch) ca. 24 cm ca. 3 cm

i ch'ih (foot) ca. 24 cm ca. 30 cm

i chang (10 ch‘ih) ca. 2.4 m ca. 3 m

i li (1,800 ch'ih) ca. 432 m ca. 450 m

Area Chin Equivalent T'ang Equivalent

i  mu 2 ca. 0.14 acre

i  ch ‘ing (100 mu) 2 ca. 14 acres

Capacity Chin Equivalent T'ang Equivalent

i  ko ca. 0.02 1 ca. 60 m l

i  sheng ca. 0.2 1 ca. 600 m l

i  tou (bushel) ca. % 1 ca. 6 1

i  shih/hu (10 tou) ca. 20 1 ca. 60 1

Weight Chin Equivalent T'ang Equivalent

i hang (tael) ca. 14 grams ca. 40 grams

i chin (pound) ca. 224 grams ca. 640 grams

Standard Length 

of Cloth

Chin Equivalent T'ang Equivalent

i p ‘i (bolt) 2 ca. 1.8 x 40 ch dih  
(silk) 

ca. 1.8 x 50 ch 'ih  
(hemp)

Copper Currency Units 

iooo ch ‘ien  (cash) = i  standard kuan (string of cash)
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P R I C E S

Commodity Mazar-tagh 

(ca. 720)1 

A  tou of wheat 30 cash 

[hsiao-mai)
Green wheat [oats] 

[ch'ing-m ai)
M illet (su) 15

Another kind 

of m illet (mi)

Peas {wan-tou)
A roll4 of raw silk 

(sheng-chiian)
Of Honan silk 

{Honan fu  shih)
Of unembellished 

red silk (man-fei)
Of unembellished 

green silk [man-lu]
A t'un  (ca. 250  grams) 

of silk wadding [ta-m ien]
A  roll of scoured silk 

[ta-lien]
O f boiled silk from 

Shan-chiin 

[Shan-chiin shu-shih)

Tun-huang Tun-huang 

(745)2 (before 756?)
32 or 37 49

30 or 35 33

27 or 32 34
27 or ^2 33

29 or 34 35
465

620

550

460

150

460

600



3 1 6  p r ic e s

Some Prices in Ninth and Tenth Century Tun-huang 
According to Sales and Loan Contracts5

Wheat [or sometimes barley] [mai] and m illet (su) had 

the same value；

Hemp [huang-ma) was worth twice the price of these cereals；

A ch'ih  of cotton cloth [pu] was worth i tou (6 1) of these cereals； 

A cow or an ox sold for ca. 15 shih (9 hectoliters) of cereals；6 

A house cost between 30 and 70 shih.7

NOTES TO APPEN D IX  C

1. Chavannes, Les documents chinois, pp. 205-16.
2. P. 3348. Purchases made by the supply corps of the Tou-lu Army (see des 

Rotours, Traite des fonctionnaires, pp. 798-803). In the edition of this manu
script in the Tun-huang to-so, no. 66, pp. 261 ff.; the reading sheng (the hundredth 
part of a shih) is certainly an error for tou (ca. 6 1).

3. P. 2826 v°.
4. A t Tun-huang, the silk rolls were 60 cm wide on average. Their length var

ied between 23 and 26 ch‘ih (ca. 7.5 m) or, more frequently, between 37 and 40 
ch’ih (ca. xi m). The prices indicated here must refer to the smaller rolls.

5. For further indications concerning measures and prices at Tun-liuang, see 
Erik Trombert, Le credit en Chine Naples les contrats de Dunhuang, Paris: 
College de France' forthcoming.

6. S. 5820 and 5826.
7. P. 3331. Tan-huangshih'shih hsieh'ching Vi-chiyii Tan-huang tsa-lu 2.132.



N O T E S

Introduction
1. Hsii kao-seng chuan 25.651a.
2. I was fortunate to have direct access to the Chinese manuscripts from Ibn- 

huang in the Pelliot Collection of the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. During the 
years 19 5 1-19 5 5 ,1 completed the first volume of the catalogue of that collection (nos. 
2001-2500), in collaboration with my friend Wu Chi-yii. The manuscript of that vol
ume was awarded the Prix du Budget de l'Acaddmie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres 
in 1957, and the Biblioth^que Nationale accepted its publicatidn by the Singer-Poli- 
gnac Foundation in 1970. *

3- Maspero, La religion chinoise, p. 83: "Buddhism and Taoism spent 'their 
strength fighting one another； each was sufficiently powerful to prevent the triumph 
of the other but not to ensure its own."

4. Moreover, in the seventh and*eighth centuries the same wealthy families con
structed both Buddhist and Taoist temples, while the official cult called simultane
ously on the services of the two commuhities.

5- See de Groot, Sectatianism.

1. The Immediate Facts
1. City situated, to the west of modern Lin-chang hsien in Honan.
a. Pien-cheng luti 3.507b. See^also Fa-ydan chu-lin 100.1025a. As the total num

ber of establishments indicates, these figures must apply to the period around 534. 
See the table below.

3. Pien-chenglun 3.503c.
4. On this question, see pp. 298-^06.
5. Cf. the request made by Amoghavajra that the chapel {fo-Vang) built by an 

association of the faithful in Hsi-ho be transformed into a monastery and bestowed 
an official name by the emperor. See p. 265 above. The bestowal of an official name 
(ssu-o) often occurred some time after the foundation. The monastery Pu-kuang in



Ch'ang-an, for example, was founded in the fifth year of Chen-kuan (631) by the heir 
apparent of the T ;ang, and received the name of Ch;ung-hsing ssu in the first year of 
Shen-lung (705), after the creation of a Ch;ung-hsing monastery in each of the two 
capitals and in every prefecture had been decreed by the emperor.

6. On the subsequent regularization of the status of certain monks, see p. 10 
above.

7. Lo-yang ch'ieh-lan chi 999a.
8. Shih-chia fang-chih B.973C.
9. Nan shih 70.1 ia-b, report by Kuo Tsu-chen.
10. Pien-cheng lun 3.5033-0, for the four southern dynasties, Sung, Ch'i, Liang, 

and Ch'en.
11. For the southern dynasties see Shih-chia fang-chih B.974a~c, in addition to 

Pien-cheng lun 3.
12. 〃Shih-Lao c h ih , Wei shu 114 .3039 .
13. Ibid.
14. "Shih-Lao chih, Wei shu 114.3042. De Groot, Sectarianism 1:33, under

stands 13,727 monks and nuns, but Ware's translation in "Wei Shou on Buddhism/7 
p. 163, is more plausible. See also Ts'e-fu yiian-kuei 51.12a.

15. Shih-Lao chih, Wei shu 114.3048: "After the Cheng-kuang era.(520-525), 
there were altogether two million monks and nuns and the monasteries numbered 
more than thirty thousand/7 The Fo-tsu tung-chi 38.356b gives these figures for the 
year 542.

16. Li-tai san-pao chi 9.94b. Cf. Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 38.358c, year 574: two million 
returned to lay status in the territory of Chou, and ibid., year 576, where this figure 
rises to three millions after the conquest of the kingdom of Ch7i by the Chou. At that 
time, many mpnks sought refuge under the Ch'en in the South. We have to assume, 
then, that the figure of thirty-two thousand religious indicated for the Ch'en dynasty 
antedates the years 574-576.

17. Pien-cheng lux\ 3.50915-0.
18. Fo-tsu t*iing-chi 39.360a. Cf. Hsu j<.ao-seng chuan 10.501c.
19. The Shih-chia fang-chih gives the figiure 0(236,200.
20. This should include the total number of monasteries founded, and the total 

number of religious ordained, under the Sui,
21. Kuang-hnng xning-chi 7.134c: seventy thousand Buddhist‘與id Taoist monks 

and nuns. At least fifty thousand of these can b兮 assumed to have been Buddhists.
22. Estimate of Fu I. Cf. ibid. 134b. A cco rd in gth q  same passage, there were at 

that time "8 4 ,0 0 0  monasteries and s t u p a . ^
23. Ta tz'n-en ssu San-tsang fa-shih chuan 7.259a.
24. Fa-yiian chu-lin 100.1027c.
25. Tang hui-yao 49.863； Tang liu-tien 4.16a； Chiu Vang shu 43.1831 (com

mentary): "The total number of ssu (monasteries) was 5,358 of which 3,235 were for 
monks and 2,122 were nunneries [sic]."

2.6. Fo-tsu t'nng-chi 42.385a: "In the fourth year of T'ai-ho, the Bureau of Sacri
fices requested that all monks and nuns who were not regularly ordained should be 
permitted to regisfer in order to receive, upon due examination, their official ordina
tion certificates. Those who registered numbered seven hundred thousand." The Ta 
Sung seng-shih liieh B.247G dates this measure 830.

27. Vang hui-yao 49.8^4； Fan-ch'uan wen-chi 10.9a； Chiu Vang shu 18A.604； 
Tzu-chih t*ung-chien *248.8015. The Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 42.386b gives the figure of 
260,500 resident ponks and nuns in the monasteries. The "Ho fei-Hui zhu-ssu te-yin 
piao" f(m Li ^ei-kuhg Hui-ch'ang i-p’ia chi' "pieh-chi" 20.166) states: ^We have 
today received the imperial order to destroy 46,000 monasteries and aiaya and to

318  I. IM M ED IATE FACTS
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return more than 410,000 monks, nuns, and slaves to the status of peasants liable to 
the Two Taxes [in grain and in cloth]. Several thousand ch’ing of high quality arable 
land have been confiscated." The figures given for the years 843-845 refer to laicized 
clergy； the size of the entire m onastic community m ust have been larger.

2-8. Wu-tai hui-yao 16.5b. The sum of the numbers of monasteries destroyed 
(3/336) and surviving (2,694) equals 6,030.

29. Fo-tsu t*ung-chi 53.465c. Cf. ibid. 44.406c: "That year (1021)/ the number of 
Biaddhist monks amounted to 397,615 and that of the nuns to 61,240 (i.e., a total of 
458,855!."

30. Ibid. 48.435a.
3 1. 〃Shih-Lao chih/1 Wei shu 114 .3045. Rules established by the sha-men t'ung 

Hui-shen and other ecclesiastical dignitaries.
32. According to Kuang hung-ming chi 7.134b, there were eighty-four thousand 

m onasteries and stupa around the year 624. It m ay be assumed that half of these sanc
tuaries (reliquaries in particular) were uninhabited. Nevertheless, some stupa, 
storeyed towers containing relics, had a staff of monks attached for their m ainte
nance, or "sweeping and watering/7 Cf. the petition of Amoghavajra in which he 
requests the official ordination of four unregistered monks [wu-ming], to be assigned 
to the maintenance of a stupa in Lung-men; Tai-tsung ch’ao tseng ssu-k7ung ta pien- 
cheng kuang-chih san-tsang ho-shangpiao chih chi 2.836a-b.

33* Probably at the beginning of the reign of Hsiian-tsung.
34- The figure of 6,030 religious houses'in 955 corresponds to the 2,694-eurviving 

monasteries that had received the im perial conferral of an official name (the most 
important, no doubt) and to the 3,336 private places of worship {wu-ch’ih ssu yuan) 
that had been destroyed. The consequences of the measures taken in 842-845 were 
still apparent a century later: the restitution of the Buddhist patrimony in buildings 
of the period before the destructions ordered by the T'ang emperor Wu-tsung had nei
ther been possible nor considered desirable.

35. Here we have two concordant indicators, for the North and for the South, 
which are useful for delim iting the period of great fervor under the Nan-pei ch7ao': the 
first half of the sixth century marks one of the moments in which religious enthusi
asm reached a peak in China, and perhaps also that in which China was most pas
sionately Buddhist. See pp. 232-33.

36. By all indications it was particularly at the end of the seventh ifid  during 
the very first years of the eighth centim es that building recommenced. Hsuan- 
tsung, at his accession, slowed, rather, ttie development of Buddhisfti； the available 
figures refer undoifbtedly to the beginning1 of his reign. It should also be pointed out 
that, since the censuses'have a bearing'on official establishnfents diily, variations 
in  the number of the latter do not necessarily reflect sign ificant variations in  con
struction.

37. That is, the dean (silflng-tso), the' abbot [ssu-chu], and the overseer (wei-na). 
The sources show that the emperor did indeed appoint monks to these thfee posts for 
each official establishment.

38. It appears that, above all, the destruction affected the stupa: "East and w est of 
the passes and the mountains/ 7 reads Li-tai fa-pao chi 11.9413, "everything that had 
been constructed over the centuries in the way o f Buddhist stupa, whether officially 
or privately, was destroyed. The land was swept clear of them. The pious images were 
m elted down. The sacred texts were buxhed. A ll the monasteries of the eight chou, 
numbering more than forty thousand, were given by the emperor to the princes and 
dukes to serve as m ansions."

39- In 624, the stupa and monasteries numbered to 84,000. See n. 32 above.
40. Kuan-chung chruang-li chieh-t'an t ’u ching 813c.



4 1. Hsu kao-seng chuan 29.695a, biography of Chu-li.
42. Nitto guho jumei gyoki ch. 1, K/ai-cli'eng 4 (839), nineteenth day of the inter

calary first month； Reischauer, Record of a Pilgrimage, p. 79. Other indications: 
thirty religious at the K'ai-yiian ssu in Yang-chou (modern Chiang-tu in Kiangsu), 
first day; eighth month, of the third year of K'ai-ch'eng (838)； five religious at the Lu- 
shan ssu in Mou-p'ing hsien (in modem Shantung)； nam ely the san-kang (dean, 
abbot, and overseer), the tien-tso, and the chih-sui (steward for the year), twenty-sev_ 
enth day, second month, fifth year K'ai-ch'eng (840).

43* P. 2250, v°.
44- Another manuscript, P. 3947, gives the figure of 4 1.
45* A  London manuscript, which dates from the Tibetan occupation of Sha-chou 

in 8oo/ S. 2729, for reasons unknown gives considerably lower figures: Lung-hsing, 
twenty-eight monks； K^i-yuan, thirteen； Chlen-yuan, nineteen； Yung-an, eleven； 
Chin-kuang ming, sixteen.

46. P. 5579.
47- P. 3167 v。, dated 895.
48. P. 3600.
49- Ibid. The number of nuns in one of the two monasteries which are not men

tioned, the Sheng-kuang ssu and the Lung-hsiu ssu, is unknown.
50. P. 2368.
5 1. The figures indicate that the concentration of religious per m onastery or 

chapel was higher in large towns than in the provinces (it appears also that they were 
higher in the South: nineteen, sixteen, twenty-nine, and twenty-six monks and nuns 
per establishment). A t the end of the Northern Wei dynasty (389-534), Yang Hsuan- 
cliih counted at Lo-yang 1,367 major and minor "m onasteries" [Lo-yang ch’ieh-lan 
chi J022aj. Moip than a thousand of these were undoubtedly no more than sm all 
sanctuaries. Lo-yang was at that time a city of thirty-five wards {li) with more thar, 
109,000 fam ilies and a population of probably close to half a m illion. Assuming that 
the average number of clergy per est^lishm ent remained around twenty, there 
would thus have been more tkan。7,000 Buddhist monks 4m} nuns at Lo-yang, or 5-6 
percent of the population of that great city.

52,. Hsii kao-seng chuan 25.666c.
53- Ts'e-fu yiian-kuei 159 .15b , decree of the second month, tenth year of K/ai- 

yiian (722}.
54- The following constitutes evidence of‘the^act that the censuses at the begin

ning of the T'ang represented only regular monies in residence at official m onaster
ies: In the twenty-second year of Chen-Kuan, (648) 17,000 xeligious were officially 
ordained at the request of Hsiian-tsang, who had returned from India three years ear
lier. Five were ordained in each monastery. There would thus have been 3,400 
m onasteries, a figure that accords approximately w ith that provided for the period 
(3,716 in  648卜See Ta tz'u-en ssu San-tsang fa-shih chuan 7.259a.

55- A  t^gm ent of a census survives which was found at Tun-huang. This docu
ment (P. 2897), which must date from the ninth or tenth century, bears a seal that 
reads: "Seal of the director-general of Buddhist monks of H o-hsi" (district founded 
in 7 1 1 , ,w itt its government seat in Liang-chou, Kansu. See des Rotours, Traite des 
fonctionnaires, p. 803, n. 1). It is entitled: "Census of the monks and nuns of the sev
enteen m onasteries [pf Sha-chou] belonging to the territory under our administra- 
tion." The yst begins with the m onastery Lung-hsing, but unfortunately only the 
names^of^-theiirst two monks remain, together w ith their titles and functions 扭  the 
community.

56. These m ay have been, the ordinations requested by Hsuan-tsang in 648. See 
note above.
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57- He was wu-kuan, i.e., unregistered. One also encounters the expression wu- 
chi, especially under the Wei.

58. Hsii kao-seng chuan 27.680c. Another example dates from the Chou period: 
in  567, the monk Fa-tsang enrolled in the official register on the occasion of the ordi
nations decreed by Emperor Ming. See ibid. 19.580c.

59- Lev religious who were not enrolled in the official registers. See pp. 37-42 
above.

60. Biography of Su Kuei, Hsin Tang shu 125.4397-99.
61. Kuang hung-ming chi 7.134b.
62. For the global population figures, see Bielenstein, The Census of China.
63 _ On the increase of cultivated land under the Nan-pei ch'ao, see the indications 

provided by Wang Yi-t^ong, "Slaves/' pp. 332-33 and note. On the improvement of 
agricultural tools, See Hsu Chung-shu, "On Some Agricultural Im plem ents," p. 1159 .

64. See p. 142.
65. In his "Yiian-tao," Ch'iian Tang wen 558.7170； biography in Chiu Tang shu 

160.4195-204.
66. The myth of antiquity haunted the spirits of all thbse educated in the classi

cal tradition. Their perception of antiquity was purely conventional, for social and 
economic conditions scarcely resembled those of the Han, much less of earlier tim es.

67. Wen-hsien t'ung-k'ao 23.17a.
68. Fan-ch'uan wen-chi io.8b-9a. Yuan Chen (779-831) estimated that nine out 

of ten persons were unproductive [yu-shih). See Yiian-shih Ch’ang-ch’ing chi 28.4a.
69. We are dealing here with one of those form s of calculation that are entirely 

unm athem atical btit that the Chinese nevertheless se^m to find persuasive, or to 
which they attribute at least some practical value. In the accounts of the monaster- 
ies at Tun-huang, produce of very different value are added together (oil and bran, for 
example). Here, the reference is to the number of nonagricultural classes, not to the 
relative size of each social group.

70- In practice, owing to the nature of the available sources, it is difficult to sep
arate the general economic from the fiscal aspects.

71- Kuang hung-ming chi 6.127c.
72.. See p. 104.
73- One did not not visit monasteries only to admire the beauty of certain struc

tures and statues； in  T'ang times, there w ere'also amateurs of Buddhist statuettes. 
See p. 24.

74- Many of these undoubtedly devoted them selves to usury, commerce, or the 
exploitation of the m agical arts (see pp. 197-200 above), but this does not affect the 
essential point, concerning the relationship between those engaged in working the 
land and the nonagricultural population.

75- Kuang hung-ming chi 6.127b.
76. "Shih-Lao chih/7 Wei shu 114 .3043. Ware, "W ei Shou/7 translates as "days of 

labor/7 but it seems more probable that the figure refers to a sum of cash.
77- "Shih-Lao chih," Wfei shu 114 .3039 .
78. Ibid. 3045. The rank of sha-men fung was the highest in the m onastic hier

archy at the time.
79. Lo-yang ch’ieh-lan chi 1022a. It should be remembered, however, that after 

the massacre of the aristocracy of Lo-yang in 528, the survivors transformed their res
idences into monasteries in order to protect their properties.

80. Ibid. 1.1000a. Cf. Jenner, Memories of Lo-yang, pp. 148-49； Wang Yi-t'im g, 
Buddhist Monasteries of Lo-yang, pp. 15 -16 .

8 1. See p. 4 above.
82. Lo-yang ch’ieh-lan chi 2.1007a； fenner, op. cit., p. 189.
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83. "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .3038 .
84. See Ware, "W ei Shou," pp. 150, 167-69, 174-78.
85. "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .3038 .
86. See p. 234 below.
87. "Shih-Lao chih/7 Wei shu 114 .3038 . See also Ware, "W ei Shou," p. 149.
88. See pp. i9ff.
89. Fa'yiian chu-lin 100.1027c.
90. Annual tax revenues in money amounted to two m illion strings of cash in 

748-755 (see Balazs, /,Beitrage// 34:58). This constitutes a point of reference, even 
though taxes in cash still formed only a sm all fraction of public revenues at that time.

9 1. Chiu Tang shu 88.2870, biography of Wei Ssu-li.
92. Ibid. 113 .3 4 18 , biography of Wang Chin.
93. Pieces of m etal that were fixed to projecting w alls and resonated in the >vind.
94* Tai-tsung ch*ao tseng ssu-k'ung ta pien-cheng kuang-chih san-tsang ho-shang

piao chih chi 5.851b.
95* Chiu Tang shu 10 1.3 14 5 , biography of Wei Ts7ou.
96. A s Taoism organized itself into a great religion on the Buddhist model, it ben

efited in due course from the spending passion that was originally characteristic of 
the Buddhist movement.

97. San-fu: these prefectures corresponded roughly to the capital territory, see des 
Rotours, TraitS des fonctionnaiies, p. 553, note.

98. Chiu Tang shu 183.4741-42, biography of Hsiieh Huai-i. On the gigantic con
struction works directed by Hsueh, see also Forte, Mingtang.

99. Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 39.367a: "In  the second year of Hsien-ch'ing, the emperor 
ordered the establishment of the Hsi-ming monastery. It had thirty large halls and 
four thousand storeyed pavilions and covered galleries."

100. "Chien Chung-tsung chih kung-chu furkuan shu," Wen-yuan ying-hua 
698.4345-46.

101. See p. 172.
102. Chavannes, "Docum ents chinois," in Stein, Ancient Khotan, appendix A, 

pp. 205-16 , no. 969-72. On the date of these manuscripts, see Maspero, Documents 
chinois, p .,187, note to no. 460.

103. See pp. 188-89.
104. See p. 168.
105. Chiu Vang shu 48A .2103.
106. See p. 2 1 1 .
107. See Balazs, "丁rait6 ^conomique," p. 232, n. 2 16； Yang Lien-sheng, Money 

and Credit, p. 2.
108. This was suggested by E. Balazs who considered that certain monasteries in 

the Yangtze valley, remote from the great arteries of rcommmiication, were ideal 
haunts.for the illegal m inting of cash ("BeitrSge," yol. 35). That region was at any rate 
a traditional counterfeiting center.

109. Chiu Tang shu 17A .517 . In 829, copper casting o f Buddhist statues was pro
hibited by decree, see Vang hui-yao 49.861； Hsin Tang shu 54.1390.

n o . Balazs； ^Beitrage/7 p. 237, n. 228.
i n .  JSee Hsii kao-seng chuan 19 .581a； cf.-Pei shih 53.19 14 .
112 /  Tang-hui-yao 49.861-62； Chiu Tang shu 18A .605； Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 42.386a: 

"G old and silver statues were to be made over to-the Board of Finance, iron statues 
to be transformed into agricultural implements, and copper statues, bells, and 
chimes founded for coining m oney,

1 13 . Tang hui-yao 49.862.
114 . Fo-tsu t’ung-chi 42.392b. To leave no doubt in the minds of his m inisters,



the emperor explained that this did not in any way constitute a measure against Bud- 
dhism, "for how could these statues be the Buddha?/; Rulers frequently affected the 
view  that Buddhism was no more than a set of moral injunctions, an encouragement 
to charity. From that point of view, icons were useless and even harmful, for they dis
tracted the mind from the essential.

1 15 . Wei shu 19B.480, biography of Prince Ch'eng of Jen-ch;eng (467-519)； a par
tial citation is included in "Shih-Lao ch ih / Wei shu 114.3044.

Under the Wei, a pound [chin] was only about a third of J:he unit's weight of 
680 grams in  the year 672 (on the latter, see Balazs, //Beitrage// 36:44).

1 17 . "Shih-Lao chih/' Wei shu 114 .30 37-38； K îang hung-ming chi 2.104a.
118 . "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .30 36； Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 38.355a. The same 

im perial edict is mentioned in Kuang hung-ming chi 2 .103c for the year 454. The 
Chung-hua ed. of the "Shih-Lao chih" cites the textual Variant "25,000 pounds" for 
"250,000〃 (n. 18). The practice of casting Buddhist statues in the likeness of deceased 
emperors [teng-shen fo) had a tradition in, Chinese history. Cf. Fo-tsu tking-chi 
39.362a: In 618 three statues in the likeness of emperors were carved in sandalwood; 
Chiu T’ang shu 118 .34 18 : Emperor TaiTtsung placed the thrones [and statues?] of the 
seven emperors after Kao-tsu [in the inner chapel].

119 . Kao-seng chuan 13 .4 12c.
120. Fa-hua chuan-chi 5.71a, biography of Seng-hung.̂ Gf. KaO'Seng chuan 13.4 10c.
12 1 . Possibly the shortage of m etals was felt earlier in the South than in the 

North, i.ev from the end of the Chin as the im perial edict of 416  suggests. In 435, 
under the Sung, Hsiao Mu-chih had sim ilarly proposed that all projects for casting 
statues should first be reported to the im perial government. See p .^5.

12,2. Some statuettes were used for m agical purposes, to which Fu I alludes inci
dentally in one of his memorials (ca. 624]: "The monks and nuns made m ulticolored 
silk  clothing w ith which they decked out clay statuettes to expel demons" {Chiu 
Tang shu 79.2716, biography of Fu I). "Som e," said Yao Ch'ung (ibid. 96.3028), "have 
statues made in the likeness of deceased persons and call this ,to secure blessings [for 
the dead]7 [chui-fu]." The same practice is also found in the imperial- cult. Further- 
more, a rich folklore was associated w ith the statues in sanctuaries: statues that 
exuded, walked, nodded, emitted light, displaced themselves, could not be displaced, 
etc.

123 . Literally' they do not worry about "the causes and fruits." «
124 . According*to Buddhist theory, which affirm s that in every act good and evil 

either cancel each other out or prevail*one over the other.
i^ 5- Kuang hung-ming chi 28.329b.
126. Hsiang-fa chueh-i ching i337c.-This work probably originated in the Sect of 

the Three Stages.
127 . The character lin is no doubt a graphic erroj^for ts'un. t
128. Ts*e-fn yuan-kuei 159 .12a. This decree, also mentioned in  Fo-tsu t̂ ung-chi 

40.373b, is reproduced w ith variants of detail in Tang hui-yao 49.86^1: 〃If one must 
contemplate the venerable aspect of the Buddha," adds the Tanghui-yao text, "noth- 
ing prevents him from going to do him homage in a monastery； and if one is in need 
of sacred texts for recitation, let him go and borrow them in a monastery. If the copies 
are rare, the monks w ill transcribe them for laym en."

129. Hsu tzn-chih fung-chien y, "Sung chi〃 4a.

2. The Secondary Facts
1 . San-kuo chih 49 .1185, biography of Liu Yao. See also p. 295.

Po-chang ch'mg-kuei The rules instituted by M aster Huai-hai of
Mount Po-chang for the benefit of Dhyana communities were much reworked. We
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possess the Yuan version as revised and corrected by the monk Te-hui, entitled 
Ch’ih-hsiu Po-chang ch'ing-kuei.

3. Huai-hai lived from 720 to 814； the first official printing of the Buddhist canon 
dates only from the end of the tenth century. See Dem i6ville, Milindapanha, pp. 
18 1-84 .

4. These were undoubtedly official deeds granting privileges to certain establish
ments or monks.

5. On minor offenses, the religious were to be judged by their peers. See the decree 
promulgated in 508 by Shih-tsung of the Northern Wei, in "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 
114 .3040; Ware, "W ei Shou," p. 158. "

6. Po-chang chfing-kuei i~chi, ibid.
7. Chia-shih ts'ui-pien 1 18 .ia . •
8. One of the taxes to which monks were liable under the Sung bore precisely that 

name. See p. 34.
9. Kuang htmg-ming chi 7.132b . For a reply by the "one-tim e m onk" Wang Ming- 

kuang to the plan of Wei Yuan-sung, see ibid. 10 .157 a  ff. It is dated the seventeenth 
day of the second month, first year of Ta-hsiang (579).

10 . No doubt these corv6es were m ilitary in nature. During the anti-Buddhist 
repression of 574-577, monks were rounded up to be enlisted as soldiers: "A t that 
tim e," notes the biography of P'u-an, "severe [measures were carried out] for drafting 
recruits [for the army]. For every monk captured there was a reward of ten bales [tuan] 
of linen." See Hsii kao-seng chuan 27.681a.

1 1 .  Fo-tsu fung-chi 38.353a.
12 . This had already ceased to be the case in the second half of the seventh cen

tury. See des Rotours, Trait6 des fonctionnaires, p. 773: "Since the reigns of Kao- 
tsung and the empress Wu, the empire had for a long tim e experienced no shortage of 
troops. 〃

13 . These figures are exaggerated, see above, p. 13 .
14 . The terms hi (battalion) here stands perhaps for fuan, a unit of two hundred 

men. See des Rotours, Traits des fonctionnaiies, p. 764, note.
15 . Kuang hung-ming chi 7.134c.
16 . Fo-tsu trung-chi 39.362c, eighth year of Wu-te.
17 . Kuang hung-ming chi 7.134b. See also ibidv p. 134a: /7The I-ching says, /When 

male and fem ale unite their seed, the ten thousand beings are born.' This is the great 
symbol of [the cooperation of] yin arfd yang, of [the succession of] father and son  ̂and 
of [the union of] heaven and earth. It m ust not be thwarted. Now there are vigorous 
monks and pretty nuns who, lacking in propriety, do not marry. They practice vol
untary abortion and thus reduce the number of fam ilies. Is this not wrong?" Know
ing that his proposals would not be adopted, Fu I often had no other ambition than to 
infuriate the clergy and the faithful.

18. Balazs, "Beitr互ge,〃 36 :16； nn. 27 and 29.
19 . This constitutes an indirect admission of the dim inishing fiscal revenues 

from the end of the eighth century onward. There had been more than five m illion 
taxable fam ilies on the eve of the An Lu-shan rebellion in 754 and 755. In the Ta-li 
reign period； there were no more than 1,800,000. See Balazs, "BeitrSge," 34 :15 , 16. 
However, even counting only regular tax revenues from registered sedentary house
holds [pien-hu], P'eng Yen's estim ate seems exaggerated.

20. Chiu Tang shu 127.3580-81, biography of P'eng Yen. See also Tang hui-yao 

47.837.
2 1. This tax was also paid by some of the laity.
22. See Sung shih, "Shih-huo chih," ch. 177 , "I-fa〃; "Seng-tao mien-ting ch 'ien," 

Chien-yen i-lai ch,ao-yeh tsa-chi, "ch ia" 15 .13a . Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 47.425c states that
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the tax amounted to between one thousand and thirteen hundred cash. In the event 
of floods and other disasters, monks were required to pay a supplement which dou
bled the amount of the mien-ting ch'ien and was known as k'uan-sheng ch’ien. The 
case of an exemption of Buddhist and Taoist monasteries in Fukien mentioned in 
Wen-hsien ^ung-k^o 26.260c.

23. Cloisters formed groups of buildings w ithin a monastery. Monks belonging to 
these cloisters were often specialized in different disciplines.

24* Pao-ch'ing Ssu~ming chih. See Tsukamoto Zenryu, "Sd no zaiseinan to 
bukky6," p. 584.

25. For details concerning this question, see Tsukamoto Zenryu/ ibid., p. 583.
26. It m ay be noted that according to this table Dhyana monks were considered 

the poorest among the Buddhist, and that the Taoist were at the bottom of the ladder.
27. Figures in strings of one thousand cash.
28. The stewards for the year [chih-sui) were selected among the monks who 

were best educated and who were good scribes. On the terminology of monastic 
offices in India, see Levy and Chavannes, "Quelques termes 6nigm atiques," pp. 
209—10. The Indian equivalent of the term chih-sui is not known.

29. On these great monasteries, see A . Forte, "D aiji," pp. 682-704.
30. See p. 10  above.
3 1. Kuang hung-ming chi 12 .172a  (refutation of the fifth point in Fu I's memorial).
32. Tun-huang manuscripts P. 3620 and 3608: A  rebuttal of the report presented 

by Hsien-yu Shu-ming (i.e., Li Shu-ming, biography in  Chiu Vang shu 122.3506-7) 
and Ling-hu Huan (biography ibid. 14 9 .4 0 11-14 ) in  which they requested that 
exam inations for the clergy be made mandatory, and that monks should be barred 
from  engaging in  commerce. The text m ust date from the second half of the eighth 
century. L i Shu-ming's report is cited in Tang hui-yao 47.837-88, where it is dated 
778.

33- Chiu Tang shu 127.3580, biography of P'eng Yen, council convened by 
emperor Te-tsung (r. 779-805). According to Twitchett, "The M onasteries and 
China's Econom y," p. 542, P'eng Yen's m em orial dates from "a  period of high prices 
and inflation which began w ith the An Lu-shan rebellion, and which came to an 
end in  785-87." Besides, as Twitchett adds, P'eng's argument about five or six tax
payers supporting each monk, frequently encountered in this kind of writing, does 
seem to be a rhetorical figure. However, even if we assume P'eng Yen's claim s to be 
greatly exaggerated； the essential fact rem ains that the existence of an overgrown 
m onastic com m unity meant a serious loss in  tax revenues and labor services to the 
state.

34. In fact, 360,000 monks and nuns were laicized in 84$, but more than 260,000 
were clergy residing in monasteries, of whom the great m ajority were presumably 
m aintained at state expense. It is to these, no doubt, that Sun Ch'iao is alluding.

35. Fo-tsu tfung-chi 42.387b.
36. See p. 36 above.
37. Tang Lu Hsiian-kung tsou i  4.34b ff., cited by Maspero, Etudes historiques, 

p. 177.
38. Report cited on p. 57 below. According to Yang Yen, the beginning of this 

widespread flight of the taxable peasantry went back to the year 750. The proportion 
of free peasants indicated allows us to calculate approximately their number: 
between 2,000,000 and 2,500,000, assuming a total population in China below fifty 
m illion at that time； and that the percentage figure is correct. Those numbers； how- 
ever, are lower than the figures indicated in Hsin Tang shu for the year 780 (see note 
above). In any case, there was a significant drop in the number of taxpayers during the 
second half of the eighth century. They numbered ca. eight m illion in 75 5； thus some



three to five m illion taxable persons seem to have eluded state control during the 
years that followed th Lu-shan rebellion.
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39. On the sale of lation certificates, see pp. 48-57.
40. Seep. 318 , n. 26 above. At that time, 700,000 "clergy" presented them selves 

to have their diplomas examined.
4 1. "Shih-Lao c h ih , Wei shu 114 .3039 . Cf. Ware, "W ei Shou," p. 153 : the expres

sion "enforced registrations" is not in the text； this evidently concerns the beginning 
of the institution of the seng-chi.

42. "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114.3040.
43-. See pp. 114 ^ 277 . It may be noted that from the fifth century onward there 

existed a lower level of lay ordination that consisted of taking the so-called Bod- 
hisattva Vows.

44- This term refers specifically to fiscal fraud. Cf. p. 328, n. 67 below.
45* "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114.3048. It is quite possible that the Chinese 

them selves perceived little difference between peasant-monks and religious: neither 
the Buddhists nor the secular authorities found it necessary to make a distinction 
between these two classes of monks. The- demarcation between them was in  fact 
rather vague, since many monks led a lay life.

46. See p. 137 .
47- See p. 186. Naba Toshisada, "G irans6," considers that the term chi-chu seng, 

"landlord m onks/, which figures in the list of the contracting parties at the end of 
certain deeds at T\m-huang, designated the po-hsing seng. They could, however, have 
been real monks since it was common at that tim e for monks to own land. The "lay 
m onk" still existed in Ch7ing times. De Groot, Sectarianism, 1:12 2 —27, points out 
that they were designated ying-fu seng at that period.

48. That period was characterized by a significant increase in fictitious ordina
tions. See p. 50 -51.

49* Hsin Vang shu 124.4384, biography of Yao Ch;ung. Chiu Tang shu 96.3023 
does not specify that they were peasant-monk&r 

> 50. Sanctuary dedicated to Liu Pei of the Shu Han.
5 1. Hsin Tang shu 180.5332. Li Te-yu was in Szechwan during S30 and 831.
52. Sung shih 177.4296 ("Monograph On the Economy"). The integrity of the 

body, and especially hair, was extrem ely important fot the Chinese. On their atti
tudes concerning hairstyle and dress, see Dem i^ville, La Concile de Lhasa, pp. 
20 7-12 , and especially p. 2 11 , on ih e tonsure. s

53! Fo-tsu fung-chi 38.358c: "In the fifth  month of the third year [of Chen-te] 
(574)/ the emperor of Chou decided to abolish Buddhism everyw here.. . .  The sacred 
texts and the statues shall be entirely destroyed/' read the proscription decree, "and 
the ^ramana and the Taoist bonzes shall be returned to lay life. At that tim e there 
were more than two m illion religious^who resumed their lay habit.;/ On the history 
of that great repression see Tsukamoto Zenryu, "H okusha no haibutsu ni tsuite."

54- Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .3036 : ^Those who have the vocation of^the sia- 
m巧 fl," read ^  decree of 453, "w ill be permitted to leave their fam ilies [ch'u-chia] 
regardless of age, provided that they are of good fam ily (Hang, as opposed to chien, 
used for the low ly classes, i.e., serfs, slaves, convicts, etc.), of good conduct, serious, 
of unblemished reputation, and well-regarded in their villages. As a general rule, fifty 
w ill be accepted [each year] in large prefectures, fortydn sm all prefectures, and ten in 
command^ries and rem ote,districts.〃 Toward the end of the fifth century, these figr 
urestwere Uoubled>"On the eighth day of the fourth month and the fifteenth day of 
the seventh month (major Buddhist festivals), it permitted to ordain one hundred 
monks arid nuns in large； fifty  in medium-sized, and twenty in sm all prefectures" 
(ibid. 114 .3039). Twenty-five years later, this regulation was still in force, as is indi
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cated by a decree of Empress Ling of 5 17 : "For many years it has been the custom to 
carry out ordinations subject to certain restrictions. In the case of a large prefecture 
it is permitted to ordain one hundred religious" (ibid. 114.3042). On the principles 
applied to ordinations under the Northern Wei7 see Abe Kuniharu, "Hokugi ni okeru 
do no kenkyu/7 p. 2,

55. See pp. 50, 56.
56. The wei~na, in particular, played an important role in the internal adminis

tration of the communities. According to the Ch’ih-hsiu Po-chang ch^ng-kuei 4, 
//W ei-na// "the kaimadana administers the monks and watches over discipline. If a 
monk [passing through] comes to hang his bowl and habit on the nail {kua~ta}, [the 
kaimadana] examines the validity of his ordination certificate. When a dispute arises 
or negligence occurs, he reconciles the contending parties through arbitration. 
Whether it is the seniority of ordinations, the order of the disciples, or the calendars 
and accounts, there is nothing concerning the clergy inside and outside [the monas
tery] that does not fall under *his responsibility. It is he who leads the alternating
psalmodies. He is also obliged to take care of sick and deceased m onks___ The Chi-
kuei chuan [of I-ching] says: 'The first syllable of the word wei-n  ̂means to regulate, 
and na is the last syllable of karmaddna. It means "le t the community rejoice.;/, The 
Shih-sung lii says: 'Because in the monasteries no one knew when to strike the 
wooden board [to announce the hour], no one removed mud and dust, no one sprin
kled the preaching hall and the refectory, no one established the arrangement of <he 
beds, and because no one settled disputes among the monks, the Buddha instituted 
the karmaddna/ 〃

57. "Shih-Lao chih/' Wei shu 114 .3 0 4 1. Cf. the same form ula ibid. 3046-47: "If 
the number of monks is below fifty, they shall be resettled. The monks belonging to 
sm all m onasteries (the term ssu refers here to any inhabited sanctuary, ,cf. p. 7 
above) shall be moved to the larger ones in order that the contingent [of fifty] be 
filled ."

58. Chiu Tang shu 1 .16 -17 , decree of the fifth  month, ninth year of Wu-te. See 
also Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 39.363a, which mentions this decree and States that it was 
annulled in the sixth month as a result of an amnesty. It appears that sim ilar provi
sions had been introduced in the fifth month of the fourth year of Wu-te (62.1), but 
without having been implemented either. See Hsu kao-seng chuan 24.633c (biogra
phy of Hui-ch'engj. i

59. The derelict condition of a great number of Buddhist sanctuaries in China 
under the T'ang is confirmed by a passage in the Hsiang-fa chiieh-i ching cited above, 
p. 283. By the same token, the importance may be noted that the School of the Three 
Stages {san-chieh chiao) attached, to the restoration of sanctuaries.

60. Act of grace promulgated by Wu-tsung on thepccasion of the sacrifice in the 
southern suburb on the third day, first month oftthe fifth year of Hui-ch7ang. See 
Wen-yiian ying-hua 429.2174.

6 1. "Shih-Lao chih/7 Wei shu 114 .3038 . See also ibid. 3040-41, report of the con
troller of Buddhist clergy Hui-shen, w inter of the second year of Yung-p7ing (509): 
"There are those who do not live in m onasteries but travel and reside among the peo
ple. If the religion is disturbed and there is abuse, it is,due to these people. Anyone 
found guilty of the offense [qf vagrancy] shall be defrocked and returned to lay life ."

62. Passes for monks were to remain in use. A  specimen is extant in a Tun-huang 
document dating probably from the tenth century (P. 3975): "The present monk; 
named Pao-ying, is not to be hindered, wherever he iriay go, by the adm inistrative 
authorities of prefectures； garrisojis/ or counties. These are ordered to let him  pass. 
The twenty-eighth day, eighth month of the year i-wei" A  seal is impressed upon the 
date, which reads, in seal characters: "N ew  seal of the civil governor [kuan-cfa shih)



of the prefectures of Kua-chou and Sha-chou." The same seal figures on the manu
script P. 3576, which is dated 989. The year i-wei here corresponds presumably to 
959- The passes were known as kuo-so, hsing-tieh, or ch'ang-tieh. See des Rotours, 
"Les insignes en deux parties," p. 108, n. i, and the passport issued to two Japanese 
monks on April 9, 855  ̂ a document published by Niida Noboru, To So horitsu, pp. 
844-45. The term kuo-so is also encountered in  the biography of Wei Yuan-sung, the 
famous defrocked monk of Ch'eng-tu and advisor to Wu-ti of the Chou: "Since he did 
not have a pass, he dressed as a laym an." See Hsu kao-seng chuan 25.657c. T'ang leg
islation provided special regulations concerning the movements of monks； see des 
Rotonrs, TiaiU des fonctioimaires, p. 383: "When [Taoist and Buddhist monks and 
nuns] were visiting fam ilies of the people, they were not allowed to stay for more 
than three nights. Those who stayed out for one night had to register. They could not 
register for more than seven consecutive days. If they had to travel a long distance, 
the prefectures and counties issued them passes [ch'eng).̂  The biography of Wang 
Chin in  Chiu T’ang shu reports that this pro-Buddhist high official provided several 
dozens of monks from Mount Wu-t;ai w ith certificates Ifu-tieh) issued by the imper
ial Secretariat so that they could be sent into the prefectures and counties to hold 
public sermons and make collections. The sums received were to be used for em bell
ishments of the Chin-ko monastery at Mount W u-t'ai, of which Wang Chin was a 
major benefactor.

63. Wei shu 4B.97.
64. Ta Tang nei-tien lu 5.271b, "Chou chung-ching yao."
65. Hsii kao-seng chuan 24.633b, biography of Hui-ch7eng (555-630). Concerning 

the term chia-seng, see the following note. The fact that Hui-ch'eng was described as 
a chia-seng indicates that the monastery founded by the prince of Chin m ust have 
functioned as a fam ily chapel. Sanctuaries founded by important personalities often 
served to ensure the perpetuation of the fam ily cult. See above； p. 282.

66. T̂ ’e-fu yiian-kuei 159 .11b . See also Tang hui-yao 49.860. Emperors had pri
vate mcftiks. Under Wu-ti of the Liang, these religious were called chia-seng ("fam ily 
m onks"). Several famous monks were chia-seng under Emper6r Wu: Seng-ch'ieh-p'o-
lo, Hsii kao-seng chuan 1.427a； Fa-ch'ung, ibid. 5.461b: "In  the seventh year of T ien- 
chien (508), Emperor Wu bade Fa-ch^ung ( 4 5 1 - 5 serve as a monk in his household 
and ordered that he be supplied w ith a chariot, bxen, servants, clothing, and food and 
drink/ that he m ight lack none of these in any season"; Hui-ch'ao, ibid. 6.468b； and 
Seng-ch'ien (435-513)/ ibid. 6.476a. Under the'T'ang； there was an "inner chapel" in 
the palace [nei tao-ch'ang) where the officiating monks wefe as numerous as tlxose of 
a large monastery. On the nei tao-ch，ang under the reign of Tai-tsung (762-779), see 
Chiu Tang shu 118 .34 17 , biography of Wang Chin, and p. 292 above. Since the begin
ning of the eighth century, the privilege of m aintaining a private chapel had been 
extended to im perial princesses: from 7 11  onward the latter were authorized to have 
"m erit cloisters" {kung-te yuan) where they no doubt maintained religious of their 
choosing. See Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 40.373a； second year of Ching-yiin. On the develop
ment of this institution and its extension under the Sung, see pp. 308—9.

67. The term wei-lan referred to various kinds of evasion of taxes and im perial 
requisitioning. See-C iiu  T’ang shu 10 5 .32 17 , biography of Yii-wen Jung: "A t the 
beginning of K/ai-yiian era (713-742). . .  people throughout the empire fled without 
leaving a trace in order to evade taxes and there was much 'fraud and abuse7 [wei- 
lan)." The same text further on alludes to "fam ilies of retainers/7 having recently 
obtained patronage [hsin-fu'k'o-hu). Private ordinations are only one aspect of this 
attempt to evade taxes and obtain private patronage.

68. The same phenomenon occurred in India: "Am ong the Sramanat some 
became monks because they were in debt [the recovery of debts from a person who
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had entered into religion was not permitted], others for dread of their ruler, others 
again because they were poor, and some because they truly desired to free them selves 
from the sufferings of present and future existences. See D em ieville, Milindapanha, 
p. 103.

69. Kuang hung-ming chi 12.85a, report by Huan Hsiian with a reply by the monk 
Hui-yiian.

70. See above, p. 115 . "None of these,〃 wrote Kuo Tsu-shen in his report, "are reg
istered by the census."

7 1. Above, p. 10.
72. Above, p. 5 1. The official ordinations,»which had been discontinued at the 

beginning of the reign of Hsuan-tsung, were only resumed around the year 741 at the 
instigation of the Ceylonese monk Amoghavajra. See Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 40.375b, 
twenty-ninth year of K^i-yuan. The T an g penal code provided a punishment of one 
hundred blows w ith a staff for anyone who entered into religion surreptitiously； the 
punishment could rise to penal servitude if the offender had his name crossed off the 
register of the taxable population (which seems to im ply that entry into religion was 
not always accompanied by removal from the tax register). O fficials and heads of 
monasteries were subject to the same punishment if they had connived in the offence 
by acquiescence. O fficials who issued ordination certificates on their own authority 
were liable to one hundred blows w ith the staff for each monk privately ordained 
(ssu-£u), reaching the highest punishment, exile to a distance of three thousand li, for 
seventeen false ordination certificates. See Tang-lii shu-i 12 .223 (article 7).

73- See pp. 7 iff above. The principle was not always respected by the monks 
themselves.

74. Above, pp. 245-47.
75. See above, pp_ ii2 f fv i26ff.
76. According to a usage attested in later times, the official names were prece4ed 

by the characters ch’ih-ssu: "conferred by im perial order."
77- Liang-ching hsin-chi, "Shih-tzu chieh tung chih pei Chien-fa ni-ssu," p. 3 . 

Another example: in $92, a private sanctuary received the name of M iao-shen^ssu. 
The emperor him self wrote this name on the panel which was to be placed at,the 
entrance. Above, pp. 1 12 - 13 . •

78. Chiu Tang shu 6 .12 1； Hsin Tang shu 4.90-91.
79* It was in  the Lung-hsing ssu and Lung-hsing kuan that official ceremonies 

took place under the T7ang. See des Rotours, Traits des fonctionn^ires, p. 88. Tun- 
huang had its Lung-hsing ssu.

80. Such acts of benevolence were often taken advantage of, w ith the result that 
there were sometimes several official monasteries of the same name in the same 
prefecture.

8 1. At the beginning of his r^gn, ^su^i-tsung promulgated a series of measures 
to curb the excessive increase in the number of constructions and monks that had 
been characteristic of the end of the seventh century and the first years of the eighth.

82. Fo-tsu fung-chi 40.373a. That same year the monk Hui-yiin founded* a 
m onastery in the prefecture of Pien, which he nailed  Chigi-kuo ssu. As a result of 
an omen, the emperor conferred the name (ssu-^ing) Ta-hsiang kuo ssu on this tem
ple. This is a good example of the apparent inconsistency of im perial religious policy； 
in fact, the aim was always to protect the official cult and to curb the growth of pri
vate religion.

83. The term employed here is kung-te, "acts of piety.w See above, p. 294.
84. Fo-tsu fung-chi 40.374a-!).
85. Chiu Tang shu 127.3579, biography of P'eng Yen. See also p. 304.
86. Fan-ch’uan wen-chi 10.8b.
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87. Fo-tsu t，ung-chi 42.392b.
88. See below, p. 294, concerning the probable meaning of the term kung-te.
89. Decree cited by de Groot, Sectarianism, 1:73 .
90. Fo-tsu t’ung-chi 39.360c, sixteenth year of K'ai-huang (595).
91. Thfe monastery where Pu-k'ung resided.
92. Tai-tsung ch’ao tseng ssu-krung ta pien-cheng kuang-chih san-tsang hoshang 

piao chih chi i.83o b -3ia.
93. On this term and its meaning, see pp. 66ff.
94. Above, p. 118 .
95. We know from a passage in the economic monograph in Sui shu (cf. trans. in 

Balazs, "Traite 会conomique," p. 165) that owners of personal retainers lpu-chrii) and 
slaves paid a tax for these to the government. According to a regulation of the year 
769, private owners had to pay seven hundred strings of cash for one household serf 
and five hundred strings for a temporary agricultural laborer. See Tang hui~yao 

83-I534- 5-
96. On the left bank of the river of Khotan.
97. It seems, says Chavannes, that the hua~pran was an official responsible for 

collecting certain taxes w ithin a specific ward. See Les documents chinois, pp. 
2 10 - 11 , document no. 969.

98. Chavannes, Les documents chinois, no. 969 ,11. 9 and 12； no. 9 7 1 ,1. 13 . The 
known dates of payment are the twenty-ninth day of the eleventh month and the 
twenty-second day of the first.

99. The act of grace promulgated by Shun-tsung on his accession in 805 gives a 
list of the properties in question: for the period from the first year of Hsing-yiian (784) 
to the thirteenth day of the tenth month, twelfth year of Chen-yiian (796), the com
m issioners for estates [chuang-chai sM i丨 were ordered not to claim  taxes due for 
shops (tien-pfu), chariot sheds [ch'ii-fang), m ills on private properties [yiian-wei), and 
fallow lands {liag-ti)f taxes to which ordinary persons [pô hsing] and people of all 
[other] categories [chu-se jen) would have been liable, and which amounted to the 
equivalent of more than 520,000 [strings of cash?] in grain, currency, silk, fodder, and 
other commodities. See TYe-fu yiian-kuei 49^.5871b. The fiscal statutes governing 
real estate owned by the Buddhist Church in Yiian tim es showed the same diversity 
as those in the sixth century and under the T'ang. See Ratchnevsky, Un code des 
Yuan, introduction.

100. Above, p. 146.
10 1. On this principle of m onastic discipline, see pp. 85ff.
102. Fo-tsu tfung-chi 41.379b. See also ibid. 54.472b.
103. Hsiang-fa chiieh-i ching 1337b.
104. The text here uses the expression [kua-ta)f literally "to hang [one's bowl and 

habit] on the nail广 alluding to the right of visiting monks to be fed and lodged free of 
charge by the m onasteries.

105. No doubt a reference to property exeftipted from taxation by special imper
ial favor.

106. On the m entality and conduct of these great monks, see p. 18 1.
107. The word san indicates that these were nominaTtitles without an appanage.
108. This °seems to mean "w ith  an inferior rank/7 for it would be illogical to 

receive a higher rant? for the same payment!
109. Wei shu 110 .28 6 1.
110 . This m em orial by Hsin T i-p 'i, who served as com issioner of the Left (tso 

shih-i), is dated first year of Ching-lung (707) in Wen-yiian ying-hua 698.3603-4, 
"C hien Chung-tsung chih kung-chu fu-kuan shu," and second year of Ching-ytin 
(7 ii) in  Tang hui-yao 48.850-51. C learly the first date is correct, since Chung-tsung
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no longer reigned in 7 1 1 . See also Chiu T’ang shu 10 1.3 15 7 -5 8 , biography of Hsin 
T 'i-p 'i.

1 1 1 .  The sha'mi in Tang hui-yao stands no doubt for sha-men, the reading in 
Wen-yiian ying-hua.

112. Tzu-chih t'ung-chien 209.6623.
1 13 . In the same vein, Hsin T l-p 'i complains in his remonstrance w ith the 

©mperor that thanks to the sale of titles, wealthy merchants had entered into "the 
elass of persons wearing the sash and cap" (i.e., secular dignitaries of high rahk), and 
that professional dancers and magicians had procured good positions for them selves.

114 . According to the memorials of Hsin T 'i-p 'i and Yao Ch'ung, the three 
princesses T'ai-p^ng, An-lo, and Ch'ang-ning, the empress Wei, Wu San-ssu, and a 
certain Lady Chang were particularly notorious for peddling their influence w ith the 
emperor. See also Chiu Vang shu 96.3026-29, biography of Yao Ch/ung/ and ibid. 
183.4734-36, biography of Wu San-ssu.

115 - On monasteries having received an official title [yu-ch'ih ssu or ssu-0 ssn), 
see pp. 43-48 above. The term ch’ih here might w ell apply to both the construction 
of m onasteries and to ordinations.

116 . Tang hui-yao 47.836-7.
H 7- Fo-tsu t'ung'chi 40.373b.
118 . Ch’iian T’ang wen 176 .12a, "Kuei Wei Yuan-chung shu." See also Hsin 

Tang shu 122.4346, biography of Wei Yuan-chung.
119 . "They account for half [the travelers] on the highways/' as another version 

has it. Monks constituted, along w ith merchants and officials, one of the most trav
eled groups in China, hence the evocative and oft-repeated image.

120 . Those whose conduct made sport of their precepts [wu-chieh hsing).
12 1. K,ung chi chung-pao chuan-fu chfuan-men. The word fu evokes an act of 

allegiance. Candidates for ordination attached them selves to a patron and became his 
clients Imen-t'u). See above, p. 42. The meaning of the word k^ng, "In  vain/' 
becomes clear in the text that follows: in  the case of nobles； officials, and persons of 
great m erit (groups to which the religious norm ally belong), the rewards and exemp
tions from corvee duties and taxes have their justification； likew ise, when the price 
for such favors is paid into the im perial treasury. Here, however, the expense is in 
vain because it does not benefit the empire. i ^

122 . They resumed probably at the end of his reign, which saw a revival of Bud
dhism. Ordinations m ultiplied from 74 1 onward, under the influence of the Cey
lonese master Amoghavajra. See Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 40.375b (twenty-ninth yekr of K'ai- 
yuan).

12 3 . Ts'e-fu yiian-kuei 159 .17b , decree of the sixth month, nineteenth year of 
K'ai-yiian. 今

124. The institution of individual certificates for religious seems to fall w ell 
before that year. See p. 3 1 above: under the Chou (550-581), the monks of Wan-shou 
monastery in Ch'ang-an had received individual diplomas that Exempted them their 
im positions. A  decree of the year 7 14  (above, p： 284:) alludes fo certificates that a 
m onbinvited to celebrate a chai for a private individual was obliged to present to the 
secular administration. The innovation of 746 consisted no doubt of the requirement 
to carry these individual certificates, which w erefto be issued^ to newly ordained 
monks by the Bureau of Sacrifices. No specimens of tu-tieh have been preserved. 
There are, however, at least two provisional certificates extant among the T\in-huang 
manuscripts in Paris (see above, pp. 55-56). The tu-tieh indicated the secular place of 
residence, fam ily name, religious name, and the names of the monastery and of the 
Buddhist m aster having conferred the ordination. They further bore the signatures 
and seals of the concerned authorities from the Board of Sacrifices (ssu-pu). A ll the



inform ation necessary for making out a tu-tieh is provided in the petitions request
ing the ordination of certain religious presented by Amoghavajra. See Tai-tsung ch'ao 
tseng ssu-k，ung ta pien~chen$ kuang-chih san-tsang ho-shang piao chih chi, passim. 
A note in Ta Sung seng-shih liieh B.246b mentions that the certificates of the Bureau 
of Sacrifices were made of fine silk  or plain silk, w ith a roller and a m etal case. See 
also Fo-tsu tfung~chi 40.375c, sixth year of T 7ien-pao (747].

125 . Hsin Tang shu 5 1.134 7； Chiu Tang shu 48.2087. The following translation 
is based on both versions. See also the complete text in TsTe-fu yuan-kuei 509.15b.

126. In fact, the news reached Ch'ang-an only on December 22.
127. In modem Shansi. Chiu Tang shu has "in  Ho-tung/7 corresponding approx

im ately to modem Shansi.
128. The Chiu Tang shu does, not specify the unit "strings of cash"; one m illion 

cash, however, would not be a sufficiently large sum to be mentioned as exceptional.
129. The succession of Su-tsung took place at this moment in the sequence of 

events. The Hsin T'ang shu states that when Su-tsung acceded to the throne, an 
appeal was launched to wealthy merchants to contribute a tax amounting to one fifth 
of their revenues.

130 . The Chiu Tang shu here refers also to the sale of official titles [kuan-chieh] 
to opulent fam ilies and rich merchants in the region between the Yangtze and the 
Huai river.

13 1 . Kuan-fu: see des Rotours, Traite des fonctionnaires, p. 898, n. 5, according 
to which the name designated the superior prefecture comprising the capital terri
tory, and by extension no doubt also the surrounding region.

132 . Chiu Tang shu 10.244.
13 3 . P^ng-yiian was to the south of modern Ch'ing-yang fu in Kansu. The future 

Emperor Su-tsung arrived in that town toward the end of July 756. See des Rotours, 
Traite des fonctionnaires, p. 897, n. 3.

134 . Ling-wu, in modern Kansu, was the seat of the chieh-tu shih of Shuo-fang (or 
Kuan-nei), near modem Ling-chou.

135- Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 40.375c. The term hsiang-shui ch，ien occurs in several 
sources. The scented water (Skr. gandhavari) is no doubt that which served for the 
aspersions (Skr. abhiseka) of the occiput, according to a ritual made fashionable in 
Lo-yang by Amoghavajra around 740, and which had probably spread throughout 
China by the tim e of the An Lu-shan rebellion.

136 . The first day of that year corresponded to January 25, 757.
137 . These five mountains (in modem Honan, Shantung, Shensi, Hunan； and 

Hopeh) were both official sacred sites and Buddhist pilgrimage centers.
138 . Another reading gives the figure of one hundred pages, but most sources read 

five hundred (viz. ca. two hundred thousand characters, accounting for versified pas
sages and blanks).

139 . Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 40.376a.
140. On the periodic transfer of the joint of the finger of Buddha Sakyamuni pre

served in the Ea-men ssu, see p. 237 above.
14 1. Fo-tsu li-tai t’ung-tsai 13.598b. A  passage in the biography of Tao-piao 

(740-823) in Sung kao-seng chuan 15.903c seems to confirm this date: "In the second 
year of Chih-te, as Su-tsung had authorized the ordination of lay persons able to recite 
seven hundred pages of sutra, Tao-piao was among the first in that exam ination/7

142. Sung kao-seng chuan 8.756c-757a.
143* Des Rotours, Traitd des fonctionnaiies, p% 682.
144. Simg kao-seng chuan 7$7汉.
145. See Chiu Tang shu 106.3247, biography of Yang Kuo-chung.
146. P. 4072.
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147. See des Rotours, Traiti des fonctionnaires, references in the index.
148. This amounts to two strings and two hundred cash per religious for the cost 

of making out the certificates. The price of the certificates them selves is not 
included.

149. P. 3952.
150. N iida Noboru, To 56 hoiitsu, p. 8 1.
15 1. The translation of this text, which teems w ith phrases peculiar to the admin

istrative style and is moreover heavily mutilated, is presented with all reserves.
152 . On this bureau, see des Rotours, Traite des fonctionnaires, pp. 50-59.
153- According to the ^Monograph on O fficials" in the Hsin Tang shu, local 

recipients of honorary titles were periodically graded according to rank and reported 
to the Board of Finance in order that claim s for tax exemption could be verified (see 
the translation in des Rotours, Tiait6 des fonctionnaires, p. 59).

154- Given the competence of the body that issued the two documents examined 
above, it seems that the religious were assim ilated w ith sinecure officials {san-kuan) 
and honorary title holders {hsiin-kuan}.

155 . Cf. Twitchett, Financial Administration, pp. 81-82.
156 . Above, p. 50.
157 . See above, pp. 5 1-5 2 , and p. 3 3 1, n. 122.
158. Chiu Tang shu 118 .34 2 1, biography of Yang Yen. See also Hsin Tang shu 

I 45-47M-
159. See above, pp. 50 -51.
160. Ta Sung seng-shih liieh B.2S2b.
16 1. The author deliberately uses the old term chu-hou, evoking the feudal ages 

of the past.
162. See Li Wei-kang Hui-chfang i-plin chi, "Pieh-chi" 5, p. 2 1 1 . See also Chiu 

Tang shu 174 .4514  and Hsin Tang shu 180.5329. Cf. Twitchett, "The M onasteries 
and China's Economy/7 pp. 546-47.

16 3. Modem Ssu-hsien, in Anhwei.
164. In fact, high officials addressed perfunctory petitions, of this kind to the 

court but dispensed with any subsequent authorization^ by the emperor: This 
explains how Wang Chih-hsing could proceed with the installation of an ordination 
platform  despite the fact that private ordinations were prohibited.

165. Chiu-jih sha-mi: recently ordained monks [sha-mi no doubt stands for sha- 
men.

166. The paragraph devoted to private ordinations in Ta Sun忠 seng-shih liieh
B.252I3, cited above, also refers to Wang Chih-hsing's ventures. The author；explains 
that the sale of tu-tieh served no other purpose than to supply considerable revenues 
to the state in tim es of budget deficit. P 'ei Mien is said to have been to first to con
ceive the idea [of an official sale of certificates] (this view  is mistaken； as mentioned, 
Yang Kuo-chung had already envisaged the procedure in y$6), which was im ple
mented whenever wars demanded large sum弓 of money. Thus Wang Chih-hsing of 
Hsu-chou memorialized the emperor (to request the authorization to establish ordi
nation platforms in the Buddhist monasteries of Lin-huai (the Chiu Tang shu, which 
is surely more accurate, does not mention that there were several platforms). Upon 
payment of the required amount, one receiyed the ordination. This went so far, that 
some, having made the payment, did not receive their ordination [certificates].

167. Chiu Tang shu "Ching-tsungpen-chi."
168. On the site of modern Nan-ch'ang fu, Kiangsi.
169. See n. 164 above: at that time, the presentation of a petition to the court did 

not im ply that the official awaited an authorization by the emperor.
170 . Chiu Tang shu 17A .519 .
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17 1 . Fang-teng chieh-fan. The origin of this institution is Mahayanist [fang-teng 
is a translation of Skr. vaipulya): "A ll that is required [on these ordination platforms] 
is that [the postulant] has produced the spirit of bodhi. The meaning of fang-teng is 
chou-pien ('general/, 'universari." See Ta Sung seng-shih liieh C, section 47. The 
extended ordination platforms seem to have originated in the middle of the eighth 
century. The Ta Sung seng-shih liieh, ibid., states that on the twenty-eighth day of 
the third month, first year of Yung-t'ai (765), Tai-tsung decreed that the state would 
provide all that was necessary for the extended ordination platforms. In the fourth 
month, he ordered that ten reverends [ta-te] be appointed who would be chosen 
among the monks and nuns of the capital to be in charge of these platform s. The 
institution was to be perpetual. Probably recourse was taken to riddles in order to 
determine the postulants' capacities. A  predilection for meditation themes [kung-an) 
was already very widespread in  China at this time. Possibly institutions like the 
wextended ordination platform s" further developed a taste for subtleties that became 
extrem ely harmful to Chinese Buddhism from the end of the T'ang.

172 . Chiu Tang shu 17A .533.
173. P. 3774/ 1. 46.
174. See Sung kao-seng chuan 15.803c: The monk Tao-piao {740-823) had been 

able to accumulate a considerable capital in coin from the sale of ordination certifi
cates w ith which he acquired a large tract of land for his community. See p. 120 
below. *

175 . Private sales were no less known in Sung tim es than under the T'ang. 
According to Hsii tzu-chih t'ung-chien ch'ang-pien 18 , second year of Tai-p^ing 
hsing-kuo (977), "The vice-president of the Board of Public Works Hou She said: 
^Ordination certificates for Buddhist monks and nuns are issued by the Bureau of Sac
rifices. However, in the provinces [tao] one gives 100 cash to the responsible official 
[for a certificate】." Perhaps this should read "10 0  strings of cash" (a century later, the 
official price was 130  strings of cash)/ unless the figure refers to the fee for making 
out a tu-tieh or a downpayment on the total sum.

176. This insignia of honor had been especially created by Empress Wu of the 
T 7ang to reward the translators of the Mahdmeghasutia. See Dem idville, Milinda- 
pahha, p m 3 .

177 . Reference to the ordinations by special grace {en-tu}, which under the T'ang 
were conferred at the same tim e as^the ordinations by examination {shih-ching tu- 
seng).

178. See Fo-tsu t，ung-chi 45.414a.
179. Tsukamoto Zenryu, 〃S6 no zaiseinan to bukky6." 

wi8o. Yen-i i-mon lu, p. 42.
18 1. Ibid.

3. The Indian Heritage
1 . The commercial and financial practices mentioned in Indian treatises on dis

cipline had been introduced into the samgha by great merchants converted to Bud
dhism. See pp. 74, 159, and 163 above on the role of the laity in the com m iinities of 
the Lesser Vehicle and on the influence of merchants.

2. The Pien-cheng lun 3.503a gives the figures of 24,000 monks and nuns and
1,768 m onasteries for the Eastern Chin. These probably apply to the end of the 
dynasty. See above, p. 6.

3. The Vinaya of the M ulasarvastivada, translated at the beginning of the eighth 
century by I-ching, arrived too late to have had as much influence as its predecessors 
on the form ation of monastic institutions.
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4_ Liang-ch’u ch'ing-chung i, "Pen ," 840a.
5. The expression "w ithin the passes" here designates the Northern Wei kingdom.
6. Mo-ho seng-ch'ilu, translated in extenso by Fa-hsien and Buddhabhadra in  416. 

pi "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .3 0 3 1, Wei Shou states that "Fa-hsien, deploring the 
incompleteness of the Vinaya, left Ch'ang-an to journey to India. He traveled through 
thirty countries, and wherever there were sutra and Vinaya he studied the writing 
— d the language and translated them as he went along. He reached [China] in the sec- 
ond year of Shen-jui (4 15 ) .... When he arrived in Chfang-nan, he iscu ssed  and cor- 
rected his translation with the Indian Dhyana m aster Buddhabhadra. He entitled it 
Seng-ch’i lu because it was much more complete than its predecessors. This is what 
the ^ramana receive today."

7* Le., under the Sung, C h i, Liang, and Ch'en.
8. Shih-sung lu, translated by Punyatrata and Kumarajlva between 404 and 4 15 .
9. The Mi-sha~sai-pu ho~hsi wu-fen lii translated by Buddhajiva in 424.
10 . Ssu~fen lu, translated by Buddhayasas in 408. This Vinaya was to be the sub

ject extended commentaries by Tao-hsudn in the seventh century (T. 1804, 1806, 
1808).

1 1  ■ One would think in particular of the development of the theory of updya, i.e., 
that "the end justifies the m eans." It is probable that this development was also felt 
in  the domain of the mohastic economy. The importance attached in the Greater 
Vehicle to the cult of Buddhist icons and to charitable activities also changed the 
character of the monastic economy. See pp. 69, 169 above.

I2 - The secular authorities, especially under the Wei, also played an important 
role in the establishment of the m onastic code and institutions.

13. See Levy and Chavannes, "Quelijues termes Enigmatiques/,l pp. 194-95. At 
TUn-huang, some abbots [ssu-chu), probably those of sm aller monasteries, were 
responsible for the accounts pertaining to the permanent assets. See P. 4012, admin
istrative report of the abbot Shan-chu for a year keng-tzu (880?).

14 . Mi-sha-sai-pu ho-hsi wu-fen lu 25.168c. H ie assets of the samgha are proper- 
ties that caniiot be divided (Pali dvissajjiyci). The first four categories of avissajjiya 
were: ammo aidma-vatthu vihaxa vihara-vatthu. See CuIIavagga 4, 15 , 2.

15 . On the meaning of these two term s, see below.
16 . Shih-sung lii 5^.4130. It w ill be noted that the list is slightly different*from 

that in the Wu-fen lu. Elsewhere, in the Dhaimaguptavinafa, the gdods of the 
samgha are divided into four lots: "These four parts [illicitly created by the six  evil 
bhiksu, viz. 1. saipghamma and goods of ̂ amghdrama, cells and goods of cell^； 2. var- 
ious receptacles and "h eavf goods" of all kinds； 3. movable property； 4. plantations 
are the property of the of the four directions. They must be neither divided 
nor appropriated nor traded. . . • Their appropriation, division, or trade are null and 
void and constitute a grave transgression IthuUaccaya}.^^ Ssu-fen lii 50.943c.

17 . Ssu-fen lii shan-fanpu-ch’iieh hsing-shih ch,ao B i.55056a. Despite the title, 
Tao-hstian's invaluable work on the m onastic rules and their Chinese interpretation 
is in fact a compilation concerning the four Vinflya translated into Chinese in the 
fifth  century, rather than a commentary on the Ssu-fen lii.

18 . Ch’ang-chu ch'ang chu, "the permanent among {jermanent a sse ts , i.e., the 
estate. Thtse are in fact the type of goods to which the term dhrang-chu was origi- 
nally applied. In modern China, the expression is a literary synonym for "Buddhifet 
m dnastery."

19 . This distinction is not explained. We know, 'however, that the goods in  ques
tion comprised clothing, utensils, and m edicines.

20* Ssu-fen lu shan-fan pu-ch'iieh hsing-shih ch’ao, ibid., and Shih-shih yao-lan



C.302c-303a. The latter source, which takes its inspiration from the commentary of 
Tao-hsuan, is much more explicit.

2 1. See below, pp. 8sff.
22. See below, pp. 224H.
23. This distinction between fo-wu and seng-wu appears in the Vinaya of the 

Mahasamghika and in that of the Sarvastivada； it is absent from the other two trea
tises on discipline translated in the fifth century. The relatively archaic character of 
the latter has already been referred to.

24. See below on the question of precious m etals. The Pali Vinaya does not per
m it the samgha to own gold or silver. According to the Mahdsaznghika, however, 
which also mention gold statues, such possessions were permissible.

25. The Sanskrit term kalpa can have the meaning of "[conform ity with] ritual/7 
hence presumably its connotation of purity in  a Buddhist m onastic context. In fact, 
not all heavy goods were considered equally impure, nor their possession equally 
improper. In many cases, whether a gixen object was to be classified among heavy 
goods pr light goods was a matter of interpretation. Tao-hsuan devoted the main part 
of his Liang-ch’u ch îng-chung i  (ca. 630) to the resolution of disputes arising from 
this issue.

26. This term, which occurs frequently in the Vinaya, corresponds to Pali kap- 
pydkaxaka (Skr. kalpikaia). Other expressions denoting these lay servants include 
"keeper of the gardens" [shou-yiian jen, shou-yiian min or yiian-min in the Mo-ho 
seng-ch'i lii) or "keeper of the flower gardens" [shou hua-yiian), terms that translate 
Sanskrit udyanapala (cf. Mahavyutpatti no. 3842). Again, they were known as "man- 
agers" (Chin. chUi-shih jen, Skr. vaiydvrtyaka, Pali veyyavaccaka[ra]). Cf. Demieville^ 
"Concile de VaisMi/7 p. 272, n. 4. According to Shih-shih yao-lan C .303^ "Pure men 
[ching-jen) are keepers of the residential quarters of the samgha. Today, in the monas
teries of the capital, they are called domestic servants {chia-jen [an expression also 
found in m onastic accounts from Central A si^  see above, p. 47]). Bimbisara made a 
gift of ching-jen to the gardens of the samgha to save the monks from committing sins. 
That is why they are called 'pure m eji/ 〃 Tao-ch'eng added that the transcription of 
the Indian word was ch'ih-li-to. The Sanskrit term is kzita, "purchased [man]."

27. It was equally possible to have recpurse tQ the faithful {upasaka}, as attested 
by one of the accpunt fragments from the monastery Mazar-tagh translated by 
Chavannes (see above/ p. 20)； documents that appear to date from the beginning of 
the eighth century. The following remark is found ip np(rf 972: "Sam e day, paid 1,250 
cash to buy 5 shih of m illet； this m illet was at once (^livered to the house master 
[chang-che] Hui Tsao as provisions for the temple. 〃 It is thus possible that in Central 
Asian com m unities, which had remained more faithful to the disciplinary prescrip
tions than those in China, the activities of the steward for the year [chiĥ sui] were 
confined to scribal tasks and the supervision of receipts and expanses, and that he did 
not him self handle grain or money.

28. This tradition is undoubtedly of Mahasamghika origin. The importance and 
diffusion of the Mg-ho seng-ch’i lii under the Wei in northern China is known (cf. 
above, p. 66). A  report of the controller of Buddhist clergy [sha-men t'ung) Hui-shen 
("Shih-Lao chih/7 Wei shu 114 .30 4 0 -1, cf. Ware, "W ei S h o u , p. 158) recalls that those 
who have entered into religion must not accumulate the eight impur^ things. 
According to the Vinaya, states this report, carts, livestock, and servants [ching-jen) 
were impure goods which could not be kept by individual monks. An exception was 
made for the sick and for those above sixty years of age who were permitted to use a 
cart.

29. Ta po-nieh-p'an ching shu 10.98b.
30. Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 4.164a.
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3 1. This is a consequence of the virtue of individuals. Analogously, objects of 
great value and talism ans could not be held w ith im punity by commoners or risked 
turning into something worthless. They were therefore surrendered to the sovereign. 
This folkloric theme is w ell attested in East Asia.

32. Concerning the appropriation of m onastic properties by great lay fam ilies 
under the Sung, see pp. 307H. above； on the renting of cells in monasteries, see above 
麥9 2 2 t6.

33. Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 39.369a-b.
34_ On the loan of permanent assets, see below pp. i69ff.
35- Fo-tsu fung-chi 39.369a.
36. Fo-tsu tfung-chi 39.367b.
37- Fo-ming ching 2i.2y2b-2j^a. This undoubtedly apocryphal passage mentions 

the theft of sacred texts, of statues, the property of stupa, the permanent assets of the 
samgha, the recourse to violence and the abuse of authority, the investm ent of per
manent assets for interest after their appropriation, mismanagement of possessions 
of the triratna, the personal use of various foodstuffs belonging to the community, 
encroachment on neighboring fields and buildings by displacement of boundary 
stones or markers； the seizure of lands and gardens by force, seizure of shops (ti-tifznj 
for one、 personal use under the pretext of serving the common good, the theft of free 
men and their sale as slaves, the falsification of measures used in commerce, resort
ing to the divinatory arts in order to extort the wealth of the people, etc.

38. The notions of religious sin and of debt overlap, or rather conflate into a sin
gle conception, an absurd idea for a modem. We shall return to this question on pp. 
245ff. above.

39. See above, p. 166.
40. See above, pp. 2 1 off.
4 1. See Shih-sung lu 28.203a—b [clvara]: property not to be divided among the 

bhiksu comprised lands, buildings, furniture, all types of carts, large objects and valu- 
ables made of iron, copper； stone, crystal, earthenware, cowrie, ivory, tooth, horn, 
leather, wood and bamboo, knives, tongs, cases, incense burners, etc. See Mi-sha-sai- 
Pu ho-hsi wu-fen lii 2o.i39a-b and Ssu-fen hi 4i.859b-c. The latter served as basis for 
Tao-ch^ng's commentaries in the first part of his Liang-ch’u ch'ing-chung i.

42. Lingat, "Vinaya et droit la ic ,' pp. 4 15-78 .
43. A t least in theory, for this rule was to some extent subject to secular law. See 

Lingat, "Vinaya et droit laic."
44- This constitutes a sin requiring restitution and public repentance {shih-to or 

cM -to; Skr. naihsaTgika prdya^cittika).
45- Mi-sha-sai-pu ho-hsi wu-fen M 5.3oa-b (ho. 14).
46. Mo-ho seng-cM lii i2 .323c-3H b (no. 30). See also Ssu-fen lu 10.6333-^ (no. 30).
47- Ken-pen shuo i-ch,ieh yu-pu p'i-nai-yeh M-757^-759b (no. 29J. The Vinaya of 

the Sarvastivada corresponds t6 this version, see Shih-sung M 8.59a-6oc (no. 29).
48. R^hula is described by the text as an "old man； elderly and sick monks were 

entitled to a greater degree of comfort than the others.
49- Nan-hai chi-kuei nei-fa chuan 4.23oa-c. Lingat, "Vinaya et droit laic/7 drew 

attention to this important text.
50. Cf. Liang-ch’u chfing-chttngi, "P e n , a3oa-c: When the property of a monk is 

divided, one inquires first whether any of these possessions had been held in  joint 
ownership [kung-ts'ai), then whether any heirs had been designated by the deceased, 
and finallyvwhether there were any debts. See also Ssu-fen lii shan-fan pu-ch'iieh 
hsing-shih ch’aof "H sia," i.n 6 b ; where debts and credits contracted by the Three 
Jewels and by individuals are mentioned. A  distinction is made between the concepts 
of "com m unal estate" [t'ung-huo) and "joint ownership."



5 1. See the Sa-p’o to-pu p^-ni mo-te lo-chfieh 4.588a, translated by Sainghavar- 
man (ca. 433-442): a certain bhiksu had taken up numerous loans on the market. 
When his creditors wanted to recover their funds, he refused to repay.

52. "In  theory, the monk was to live only on the proceeds of his begging, to clothe 
him self only in rags gathered from refuse and patched together, to have no other shel
ter than a tree in the forest, and to make do w ith ,fetid cow's urine7 for m edicine." 
See Foucher, La vie du Bouddha, p. 262.

53. Foucher, La vie du Bouddha, pp. 239-40.
54. See above, p. 96. Ken-pen sa-p’o to-pu lii she 6.558b.
55. The upasaka were not sim ple believers. They ^xe usually thought of in  their 

religious role rather than the legal function im plied by the etymology of the word: in 
Siam, the upatthaka was the administrator of the secular property of a bhiksu； his 
particular task was to procure whatever the monk needed by using the goods or 
income from the property in his trust. See Lingat, "Vinaya et droit la ic."

56. But also, according to the Vinaya, the ruling class: in the Indian and Indi- 
anized world, princes and chief m inisters w illin gly dedicated them selves to com
m ercial and financial operations. See above, p. 164, inscription pointed out by S. 
L6vy.

57. See above^p. 162.
58. See Maspero, Etudes historiques, pp. 195-208.
59. This distinction was maintained for a very long tim e. In the fifteenth century, 

Vietnamese law distinguished between "floating goods" (/u-wu)—articles in gold, sil
ver silks, grains, beds, mats, crockery, trays, etc.—and, on the other hand, dwellings 
{chia-chai) and lands. On this subject, see Deloustal, 〃La justice dans Pancien 
Annam ," pp. 38-39.

60. Antichresis is the pledge assigning the revenue of an immovable to a creditor 
until fu ll payment of the debt.

6 1. This is what emerges from the loan contracts found at Tun-huang. See above, 
p. 185.

6\. Under the Tang, however, tJiere existed a regulation that assigned an allot
ment of 30 mu (ca. 1.6  ha) to regular monks with m inim al religious instruction, and 
20 mu to nuns. See T'ang liu-tipn 3, VShang-shu hi^pu." These sm all plots of land, 
however, would not have been sufficient to provide for all the needs of the religious. 
See above, p. 133 .

63. See Lingat, "Vinaya et droit la ic"; Shih-sung liX 28.202c.
64. The disciples were enjoined to nurse their master when he was ill. See Ssu- 

fen lii shan-fan pu'chlueh hsing^shih ch’ao, ^Shang/C 3.31a .
65. Tai-tsung ch’ao tseng ssu^k'ung ta pien-cheng kuang-chih san-tsang ho-shang 

piao chih" chi 3.844a-845a. The collection of official documents pertaining to Pu- 
k'ung (Amoghavajra), and of memorials presented by him, was compiled ca. 778, 
some four years after his death, by the monk Yiian-chao.

66. The terms used,is ch^yin, "contract seal." The use of a personal seal in pri
vate deeds was rare in T'ang timesj and peculiar to Buddhist monks.

67. Prpbably one of Pu-k'ung's translations from the-Yogacarabhumi.
68. The term used is i-shu, "deed of bequest." The testament as a secret docu

ment to be made k兑own only after the death of the de cujus (i.e., the person "from  
whony' another derived his claim) was unknown in China.

69. "She has no other fang-tzu (personal property kept in a cell)/7 an expression 
corresponding to the chia-tzu of the laity. Ling-hui^s assertion is assuredly untrue. 
See below.

70. This text, the manuscript S. 2199, fwas translated by L. G iles in "Dated Chi
nese M anuscripts/7 BSOS 9 (1939): y029-30.
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7 1. Ch7ung-en was probably a member of the So fam ily, a prominent fam ily 
related by marriage to the Yen.

72. This is the manuscript P. 3410. Part of the beginning of the text is m issing； 
the remainder is in very poor condition and the paper has considerably darkened so 
that the text is difficult and in places even im possible to read. The translation given 
here is therefore in many places conjectural. The text has been edited in Tan-huang 
tCNSo fasc. 3, no. 59, pp. 239-43.

73. I.e., the Prajnaparanutasutxa of Benevolent Kings Jen-wang po-je po-lo-mi 
ciiing, T. 8, no. 245, erroneously attributed to Kumarajlva (344-413).

74- According to Shih-shih yao-lan A.iyoc, the wa ("stockings”  were originally 
"garm ents. 〃 The Ssu-fen lii is cited as saying: "In cold weather it is permitted to wear 
w a" A  note adds that from the Three Dynasties to the Chin, wa in [the form  of] 
horns were worn. They were attached to the belt and hung down to the ankles. Under 
the Wei, the meaning of the word changed to "sto ck in gs,

75. Chien (//meanw)/ as opposed to liang, a term applied to free men.

76. The following provision in Burmese law  is analogous to the Chinese custom- 
ary practice: Upon the death of a religious, his parents and relatives are excluded 
from, the succession to that part of his patrim ony that derived from strangers.. . .  As 
for possessions given to the deceased by his relatives, the latter alone are entitled to 
their inheritance, at the exclusion of the disciples of the deceased." Apart from pos
sessions received from outsiders, then； a ll of a religious' acquests went to his or her 
lay fam ilies. A rt. 18 of the Manu Vaan} see Lingat, "Vinaya et droit laic."

77. With regard to Szechwan, see the "Monograph on Geography" of the Sui shu 
summarized in Balazs, "Traits economique/7 p. 3 12 .

78. Cf. the deed of partition between brothers in  P. 2685, edited in Tan-huang to- 
so* fasc. 3/ no. 57, pp. 233-35. The acreages indicated are, in mu (1 mu = 5.4 acres): 
1 1 ,  i i ,  14 , 16； 5, 5, 6, 6, 9, 8； 5, I, 4, 2, 1, i, 1 . The total acreage owned by the two 
brothers amounted to 106 mu, i.e., 5.7 ha.

79- P. 3774* This document appears to date from the period of the occupation of 
Tun-huang by the Tibetans (787-848).

80. This im plies that the two brothers could have maintained a communal estate, 
regardless of C h 'i Chours ordination. ；

81- On the purchase of ordinations see above/ pp. 48-62.
82. It should be noted that the wealth- of C h 'i Chou and his elder brother con- 

sisted m ainly of herds. They had been among the rich stockbreeders of the region 
who had form erly owned 300 sheep, more than 30 calves and asses, and 10  plough- 
oxen. After a raid by pillagers, they recovered no morerthan 130  sheep, one ox, and 1 1  
calves and asses.

83. On this point, actual practice stood in complete contradiction w ith the 
Vinaya. Cf. Ssu-fen lii shan-fan pu-ch'iieh hsing-shih ch’ao, "H sia/ 1 .1 13 a  citing the 
Shih-sung lii: "When Upananda died, he left item s of clothing Behind worth four hun- 
dred thousand pounds of gold. The king, the nobles and his relatives all wanted their 
share of this heritage, but the Buddha declared that all these goods belonged to the 
samgha and that lay persons had no right to claim  them.

84* "Parishes" were rather extensive and included several monasteries. That of 
Sha-chou had seventeen large and medium-sized establishments.

85. Ssu-fenM shan-fan pu-cb’iieh hsing-shih ch,ao, "H sia," 1.117 a .
86. Shih-shih 'yao-lan C.309b-c explains that the division of the possessions of 

deceased monks was justified on religious grounds: "，The Vinayavibhasa [of the 
Sarvastivada] says: 'How, it w ill be asked, may the cldthing and the bowls of deceased 
^ ik s u  be shared out? This deceased monk, me answer, has in the past received the 
possessions of other monks in the same manner, and the possessions which he now



leaves after his death are in turn shared by others/ 〃 The Tseng-hui chi—a work now 
lost but quoted several times in the Shih-shih yao-lan, cf. Yang Lien-sheng, "Bud- 
dhist M onasteries,, p. 183, n. 33—states: "According to the rules established by the 
Buddha, the guiding thought behind the division of the clothes is to enable the living 
to witness and reflect upon the sharing out of the possessions of the deceased to the 
community: ^Such is what this person has come to, and such is what I shall come to 
m yself!' In this way cupidity is thwarted among the religious."

87. Ssu~fen lii shan-fan pu-ch'iieh hsing-shih ch^o, ibid.
88. It seems that this custom can be interpreted as follows: gifts made in  the 

donor's lifetim e enjoyed fu ll legal validity. In order that this may also hold true after 
his death, they had to be validated by a deed of the community (a solemn declaration 
of acknowledgment proclaimed by herald, according to rules fixed by custom, and 
which had fu ll legal force if the assem bly had remained silentl. It is not clear, mean
while, why in the case of a bequest made by a novice this validation was not neces
sary. Perhaps because the possessions involved were of lesser value or, rather, because 
the property of a novice, whose status was not yet defined, was subject to secular law.

89. Mi-sha-sai-pu ho-hsi wu-fen lii 2o.i39a-b. Parallel text in Ssu-fen lii 4i.859l>-c.
90. See above, pp. 66ff.
9 1. It may be noted that the distribution of the property of deceased monks by draw

ing lots (by means of tablets, Skr. alaka, Chin. ch，ouj is also mentioned in the Vinaya 
of the Sarvastivada, Shih-sung lu 28.202a, where the expression 〃to drop tablets" (to- 
ch'ou) is used. The procedure reappeared later in China. See also n. 10 1 below.

92. Ssu-fen lii shan-fan pu-ch'ueh hsing-shih ch’ao, "H sia," i.ii6 c . It also 
occurred, in the case of an insufficient number of garments, that they were made over 
in priority to the elderly. See Shih-sung lii 28.202a. The same practice is also indi
cated for Southeast Asia in Lingat, "Vinaya et droit la ic." If the goods could be 
divided in equal parts among all the religious, then the novices were entitled to only 
one-third of the share received by the monks and the nuns. See above, p. 90.

93. With the exception of the Vinaya of the Mahasamghika.
94. Shih-sunglii 7.53a.
95. See also Mo-ho seng-ch'i lii 10 .313a : "W hen selling goods w ithin the com

munity, it is permitted to raise the price [in the course of the sale]； thefe is no sin in 
obtaining such goods. If a preceptor [upadhyaya] or an instructor [dearya) [i.e., a mas
ter, rather than a sim ple disciple] wishes t&have them, he m ay not reduce the price 
[chIao).,f Ordinary monks, by contrast, could show greater determination in their bar
gaining. The Vinaya of the Dharma-guptaka {Ssu-fen lu 8.651a) remains more aus
tere: trading pure goods w ithin the community is only permitted providing that it 
does not give rise to the kind of haggling that takes place in the m arkets. On com
m ercial regulations pertaining to the clergy and the extent of their prominence in the 
Vinaya, see pp. 153-66 .

96. Mo-ho seng-ch，i hi 31.479c.
97. The five qualities define an upright individual: absence of attachment, anger, 

fear̂ gand fatuity, and knowledge of the appropriate.
98. Shih-sung lii 7.53a.
99. See Sa-plo to p’i-nip’i-p’o sha 5.536b.
100. Shih-shih yao-lan C.̂ o^h-c, art. ^ch'ang-i" (auction sales of clothing).
10 1. Ch,ih-hsiu Po-chang ch’ing-kuei 6 .1148c. Cf. ibid. 3.1129 a . This work sur

vives only in late recensions. One of these, by the monk Te-hui, published between 
1336  and 13^8, is included in the Taisho canon (no, 2025). The "Rules of Purity of the 
M aster of Mount Po-chang [i.e.VHuai-hai (749-814)]w were intended for the monks of 
the Dhyana school. "Today," Te-hui adds, "the practice is to draw lots for articles, 
which prevents excessive shouting and disputes. In such cases, sm all pieces of paper
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are used on which the Thousand Characters [of the Ch’ien-tzu wen] are inscribed. 
The writing is usually in seal script of the kuan-fang type. The size of the assem bly 
is ascertained, and the person who presided over the funeral m ay gather a number of 
people to fold the tickets. In due course, he passes these on to the superiors of the two 
wings of the monastery who open the folds. The visitors' attendant distributes the 
tickets among the religious.. . .  Each deposits one half of the ticket he has received 
ilj a circulating tray. A novice takes a half-ticket at random from the tray. The char
acter on it is identified and announced. Each opens his half-ticket and if the half-char- 
acter on it is the same, he responds. If he does not w ish to buy the object in question, 
he does not respond. If after three calls there is no response, the superior casts the 
ticket into a basin filled w ith water. Another half-ticket is taken and the same pro
cedure is resumed. Once all the tickets have been examined, purchases at fixed price 
[determined at the time of the calls] take place. Remaining articles, which after three 
days have not been purchased, are sold to the laity outside at the price previously 
determined" [3.1129b). On drawing lots for clothing in the Vinaya, see p. 340, n. 91 
above.

102. Provisions were made for the sale of at least a part of these item s. See the tes
tament of Ch'ung-en above.

103. See below； p. 365, n. 23.
104. I.e., gifts received from officials.
105. On this title, which occurs frequently in Tun-huang manuscripts, see 

Dem ieyille, Le Concile de Lhasa, pp. 238-39, note.
106. Lin-kruang: "approaching the tom b."
107. After the end of the T'ang, the titles of high court officials were commonly 

used to address local officials. Such titles m ust therefore not be taken to have pre
cisely the same meaning as at Ch'ang-an.

108. There is an unexplained discrepancy: the total amounts in fact to 60,822 
ch’ih.

109. M onastery serfs, designated here as ssu-jen ("people of the ssu"). On this par
ticular class of dependents, see pp. 105—1 1  above.

110 . N ovices of both sexes here received one half of a share from donations. The 
Vinaya of the Sarvastivada only accords them one-third of the share of a bhiksu. See 
Shih-sung lu 29.285c, on the distribution of gifts made by lay donors at the tim e of 
the fast {uposadha). 4

h i .  P. 2638. This manuscript was edited almost in  extenso by Naba Toshisada, 
Shina bukkyo shi gaku 2.4, in one of the end notes^The monks and nuns received a 
total of ca. 15,492 m of cotton cloth, the novices ca. 2,106 m, together ca. 17,598 m. 
The proceeds of the sales were not distributed to the religious in entirety. A  sizeable 
part was kept in reserve in the treasury of one the monasteries. This latter part is des
ignated in the Po-chang ch’ing-kuei by the techi^ical term ch'ou-fen.

1 12 . Rather, there is a deficit of 20 ch'ih. Likew ise below.
113 . The character chfen ip restored on the basis of other passages in this text.
114* Fifth of no. 96 in the series ch'eng. This document has been edited in the Bul

letin  of the Peking National Library, Kuo~li Pei-pfing tru-shu kuan kuan-k'an 5.6, 
November-December 19 3 1, p. 79.

,115 . P. 2049, management report of the steward for the year Yiian-ta, at Ching-t'u 
monastery, dated second year Ch'ang-hsing (931).

116 . A  foot [ch'ih) of cotton cloth had |he same value as a bushel (tou) of wheat 
or m illet. Thus the equivalent of six or fifteen liters [shih] of cereals, respectively^was 
allotted to each monk. Fifteen shih represented approximately the price of an ox. See 
Appendix C, pp. 3 15 -16 .

117 - This synthesis had already taken place under the Mahasamghika. However,



that sect still resorted to the sim ple division of the clothing of deceased monks. See 
above, p. 88.

118 . See above； pp. 129-35.

4. Lands and Dependents
1. The accounts of the Ching-t'u monastery contain several names of chih-sui 

(cf. above, p. 35) who seem to have succeeded one another w ith an interval of a few 
years.

2. Probable date.
3. P. 4081. '
4. China did, however, have a tradition of Taoist herm its； and on this type of itin

erant m agicians was to be modeled an entire class of independent monks. See above, 
PP. 250, 252.

5. C f. Sacred Books of the East, vol. 13 , "P逐timokkha,〃 p. 33； Ssu-fen lii 
19.384c—385b; Mo-ho seng-ch’i lu 4i.854a-b； Shih-sung lii i6 .ii7 a -b . This corre
sponded to a widespread taboo that was also not unknown in China but owed the 
benefit of a rational interpretation to Buddhism: one did not break the ground in order 
to avoid harming the insects that lived there.

6. Mi-sha-sai-pu ho-hsi wu-fen lii 6.410-420； Ssu-fen lii 11.6 4 1b； Ken-pen shuo i- 
ch'ieh yu-pu p^-nai-yeh 27.7750-7763.

7. See above, p. 70.
8. This was especially the case in the Dhyana school where labor served总s a test 

of the firm ness of a young recruit's vocation and where such trials formed part of the 
physical and moral discipline leading to illum ination.

9. Kao-seng chuan 5 .351c.
10. Ibid. 3.337b.
1 1 .  Ken-pen sa-p’o to-pu lu  she 6.558b. Concerning the im purity of goods not 

acquired by begging or through pious donations, see p. 357, n. 28 below.
12 . Shih-sunglii 53.430a.
13 . Cf. above, p. 336, n. 26.
I4(. This conveys the idea of a semipastoral and sem iagricultural production that 

did not have an equivalent in China. -
15 . Mo-ho seng-ch'i lu f6.353k. The offering of first-fruits to the saipgha seems to 

have been a widespread custom； another example is found in Shih-sung lii 58.437b.
16 . Mo-ho seng-ch’i lii 29.467b. For another narrative featuring Bimbisara, in 

which he gives five hundred keepers of the gardens [shou-yiian jen) to the monks, see 
Shih-sung lu 58.433a.

17 . Collections of Indian inscriptions confirin the reality of these practices.
18. Kao-seng Fa-hsien chuan 859b.
19. C f. Balazs, ^Beitrage/7 34:45 ff.
20. Cf. Maspero, Etudes historiques, p. 163.
2 1. }Hsin Tang shu 5 1.134 2 . Such a provision, at any rate that concerning per- 

sohal skare lands, is only conceivable once the trading of large-scale farm  lands had 
become customary. On this question, see pp. 129-30.

22. Cf. Chou-li cheng-i, "Ti-kuan ta ssu-t'u", 19 .14a : "Each faihily receives one 
hundred mu of lailds'that are continuously cultivated (pu-i, i.e., without fallowing), 
two hundred mu of lands requiring one fallowing [i-i, i.e., one year out of two), and 
three hundred mu of lands Requiring repeated fallowing [tsai-i, i.ev two years out of 
three)/7 "In  restricted lo ^ litie s/7 says the f f  sift Tang shu, § 1.1342 , 〃the size of allot- 
ments is doubled in  the case of l^nds requiring, fallowing one year out of two (i-i)； in 
broad localities, by contrast, in the case of lands requiring fallowing one year but of
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three (s^n-i), the area is not doubled/7 It is certain that the term san-i designates tri
ennial rotation w ith a one-year fallowing, for it would not make sense for the area of 
the allotm ents to be reduced when more frequent fallowings were necessary. Balazs, 
"BeitrSge," 34:45, n. 123, interprets the term san-i to designate fallowing in three 
consecutive years, but also remarks that such a practice would have been scarcely 
conceivable in  T'ang times.

<23. Vang-lii shu-i 30.228, art. i, commentary.
么4. Concerning the colonies of deported soldiers and peasants, see Balazs, 

^Beitrage/7 34:73^
2.5. The use of the term Church is justified with respect to the Northern Wei. The 

"universal samgha/; was then a reality, undoubtedly imposed by im perial policy in 
Northern China, and due to a marked desire at that tim e to conform to the m onastic 
rules of India.

26. Wei shu 114 , trans. Ware, "W ei Shou"; Hurvitz, "W ei Shou."
27. T'an-yao was appointed controller of Buddhist clergy {sha-men fung) at the 

beginning of the Ho-p'ing reign (460-465). The famous caves at Ta-t'ung in Shansi 
were due to his initiative. The office of sha-men t'ung held by T'an-yao constituted 
the highest rank of the monastic administration. It was a sem isecular and sem i-eccle
siastical appointment conferred by the emperor on eminent monks as counsellors to 
the sovereign in all Buddhist matters. The first tao-jen t'ung (controller of the reli
gious, according to the old appellation) was Fa-kuo (cf. "Shih-Lao c h ih , Wei shu 
114 .3030), under T'ai-tsung. He died in 416-423. His successor was Shih-hsien (ibid. 
3036), a member of the royal fam ily of Cashmere. T'an-yao, who succeeded the lat
ter, changed the title from tao-jen fung to sha-men fung. A  biography of T'an-yao is 
found in Hsii kao-seng chuan 1.427c—428a.

28. The commandery of P'ing-ch'i was situated to the northwest of P'eng-ch'eng, 
at that tim e the capital city of the Wei near Ta-t'ung in Shansi.

29. Under the Wei, the administration of the sai^igha comprised a central office 
at the capital, which was originally named chien-fu ts'ao, Office for the Supervision 
of M eritorious Works, and renamed Office for the Illum ination of M ysteries [chao- 
hsiian ts'ao) in 479. At the head of this office was the controller [general] of Buddhist 
clergy [sha-men [tu-]fung)f later designated chao-hsiian t'ung. Under him  served an 
overseer [of monks] {[tu-]wei-na, Skr. karmadana). Subordinate to this centrd admin
istration were the Offices of Buddhist clergy {seng-tsfao) in the provinces and gar
risons, which were sim ilarly organized and in turn had provincial sha-men ̂ ung and 
wei-na. »

30. Those^uilty of a grave crime {chung-tsui) dt of one of the Ten Abominations 
[shih-o), which ranged from conspiracy to incest.

3 1. The traditional form ula designating the corvee duties that were levied by 
monasteries on their dejfendents.

32. For reasons explained below, I do not adopt Ware's interpretation, according 
to which the slaves were made to furnish a contribution of grain (Ware, "W ei Shou," 
P- I 47l.

33. "Shih-Lao chih," Weî shu 114 .30 37 .
34. Fo-tsu t'ung-chi^.^ss^- >
35. Tsukamoto Zenryu； "Hokugi no sogiko butsotoko."
36. See also Tzu-chih t'ung-chien 132 .4148-9 , which reproduces T'an-yao's peti

tion under the entry mentioning the establishm ent of P'ing-ch'i commandery. The 
creation of the seng-ch，i hu thus took place im m ediately after the foundation of the 
commandery that comprised the two counties of Huai-ning and Kuei-an. See Wei shu 
24.630, biography of Ts'ui Tao-ku.



37. There were apparently groups of fam ilies of m ilitary colonists with collective 
responsibilities, at the head of one of which was a certain Chao Kou-tzu.

38. "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .3042.
39. In the year 468, the Wei invaded part of the Sung territory north of the Huai. 

See Wei shu 5o.*i 119 , biography of Mu-jung Po-ao. Cf. Wang 沿-t'ong, "Slaves,〃 n. 18.
40. For the T'ang period, cf. Tang hui-yao 86.1569 (〃Nu-pi〃l, which was inspired 

by the Wei code: "According to an ancient provision, those who are collectively 
im plicated in  the crime of rebellion have their patrimony confiscated and become 
official slaves [kuan nu-pi). With one degree of m itigation, they become "duty house- 
holds" fan-hu (attached to officials: this was the case of those who were not installed 
at P'ing-ch'ib w ith two degrees' they become tsa-hu (households liable to m iscella
neous [corv^es])； and with three degrees, they revert to [the status] of freemen [liang- 
jen).

4 1. Wei shu 7A .139 , third year of Yen-hsing.
42. "Shih-huo ch ili/7 W eishu 110 .2857.
43. Seep. 108.
44. Vang liu-tien 7.8a.
45. M illet was still the grain most commonly cultivated in the regions of colo

nization under the T'ang. See Balazs, "BeitrSge," 34:74: "allgem ein wurde Hirse 
angebaut."

46. The institution of the price-regulating granaries had a long history in China. 
Under the Han, granaries designated as ch^ng-p'ing ts'ang were instituted by Keng 
Shou-ch'ang under Hsuan-ti, during the Wu-feng reign period (57-54 B.C.). Cf. Han 
shu 2 4 A .114 1. The name was changed to ch’ang-man ts，ang under M ing-ti (r. A.D. 
5 8-7 5). Under the Tang, these granaries were subordinate to price-controlling offices 
{ch'ang-p'ing shu). Cf. des Rotours, Traite des fonctionnaiies, pp. 441-42.

47. Famines occurred frequently during the He-p'ing (460-465), T'ien-an (466), 
Huang-hsing (467-470), and Yen-huang (471-475) reigns. See Wei shu 6, yA, yB, pas
sim, and the decrees of the first year of T ;ai-ho (477): "Let the hum idity of the soil be 
examined and let every effort be made to extract the best benefit from the land"— 
"M ay no one be left w ith strength to spare and no l^nds incom pletely exploited" [Wei 
shu 7A .143 and 144).

48. The biography of Ts'ui Tao-ku, the administrator of the P'ing-ch'i comman
dery from  the tim e of its foundation, relates that he was unable to relieve the famine 
that prevailed in his district and that he died in the m idst of a peasant uprising dur
ing the Yen-hsing era (471-475J. See Wei shu 24.630.

49. It should be noted that only fam ilies able to provide sixty hu of m illet annu
ally were made seng-ch’i hu. Thus it appears that in  principle they were given the 
freedom of choice.

50. There are several indications to that effect in the "Shih-Lao chih."
5 1. Shih-sunglii 56.413c.
52. The same term was used in the designation of the Buddha households (/o-t’u 

hu].
53. The chien~fu ts’ao was renamed chao-hsiian ts’ao in 479.
54. Kuang hung-ming chi 24.272c. Cf. Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 38.355b. Nor is it incon- 

ceivable, as was suggested by Omura Seigai {Shina bijutsu chosohen, p. 176) that the 
samgha m illet served to defray the cost for the famous Yun-kang Caves.

55. Decfee of the year 5 11 , seep. 104.
56. On the property held in perpetuity [ch^ng-chu] see above, pp. 66ff. Undoubt

edly, the greatest effort to 'copy the Indian institutions and to conform to the pre
scriptions of the Vinaya was made under the Wei. Evidence of this can be seen in the 
term inology: certain terms which were current at the tim e {sha-men, seng-ch’i, fo-
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t%  ching-jen), but occur more rarely under the T'ang, were borrowed from the trea
tises on discipline translated at the beginning of the fifth  century. In 424 an im perial 
decree ordered the monasteries to adopt the name chao-t’i [catuidî a: ssn-fang 
[ch'ang-chu]}. See Fo~tsu t'ung-chi 39.354a.

57- "Shih-Lao c h ih , Wei shu 114 .3042.
58. "Shih.Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .30 4 1-2 , decree of the fourth year of the Yung- 

p^ing reign. Cf. Hurvitz, Wei Shou, pp. 86-87.
59- I11 ^Ryoko ko/; Shina bukkyo shigaku 2.4 (1938): 35-36.
60. P. 2187, text no. 3.
6 1 • Insignia to which officials above the third rank were entitled. See des Rotours, 

Traite des fonctio皿 aires, pp. 366-67. Thus there m ust have been halberds at the 
gates of certain official monasteries as w ell.

62. On the soothing effect of Buddhism on the Tibetans, see D em ieville, Le Con- 
cile de Lhasa, historical commentary, passim. The text im plies that there were many 
barbarians among the dependents of the monasteries at Sha-chou.

63. The compliance of the secular administration w ith regard to the monks was an 
important element in the economic history of Chinese Buddhism. See above, p. 182.

64. See above, p. 4*3.
65. After the middle of the Tang, it became customary in the prefectures to des

ignate important officials w ith titles originally used only at court. Here the term t’ai- 
Vao probably refers to the general Chang I-ch'ao, who reconquered Tun-huang and 
the northwestern marches in the middle of the ninth century and died in 872. See 
Dem ieville, Le Concile de Lhasa, p. 37, note. The present text can therefore be dated 
to the end of the ninth or the beginning of the tenth century.

66. They always had been, but the author wishes to reaffirm their character as 
inalienable possessions.

67. A  contract for the sale of a slave to a monastery peasant (? ch'ang-chu po- 
hsing} is extant. See the document edited in Niida Noboru, To So horitsu, pp. 184-8 5.

68. P. 3490 v 。.
69. P. 3859 r°.
70. Such an organization suggests a controlled and collective form of cultivation. 

It contrasts w ith the individualism  prevalent among free peasants in the Tan-huang 
area and w ith the parceling of the land that was generally current in that region. It 
seems to have been the rule in the "colonies": ift 113 6 , under the Southern.Sung, "the 
government of Chiang and of Huai (the region of Anhwei) presented a m em orial to 
the emperor requesting the transformation of the agricultural colonies into m ilitary 
colonies [t'un-t'ien). • . . Each area of 5 ch'ing (ca. 27 ha) would form an estate 
(chuang). The fam ilies of these estates [k^-hu] were to be organized into groups of 
five fam ilies w ith collective responsibility and would be engaged in the cultivation 
of the lands [of that estate]. [Each group] would be supervised by a head of cultivation 
l^uan-t'ou)； the farmers of each estate would be supplied with five oxen, seed, and 
agricultural implements. Each fam ily (chia) would receive individually a vegetable 
plot of 10  mu (0.54 ha). They would also be loaned a capital of seventy thousand cash； 
to be reimbursed, free of interest, w ithin two years,w See Chien-yen i-lai ch，ao-yeh 
tsa-chi 98, second month of the sixth year of Shao-hsing.

7 1. The hire for a unit of labor at Tun-huang was 1 t'o of wheat or m illet or, 
according to some contracts, 8 tou and 7 sheng. Thus it  would seems that a "load" 
represents .78 shih of cereals, or ca. 50 liters. According to the "Shih-huo chih" of the 
Sui shu, a good horse could carry 8 loajis or ca. 4 hectoliters of cereals, an ordi
nary horse 6 loads (ca. 3 hectoliters). See Balazs, "Trait6 6conomique,〃 p. 172.

72. Tun-huang shih-shih hsieh-ching fi-chi yii Tan-huang tsa-lu ch. "h sia ," fasc.
2, p. 120.



73. The master of instruction was perhaps an overseer of farm work. Although 
the title appears elsewhere in Tun-huang manuscripts, however, it is im possible to 
confirm this hypothesis.

74. Tan-huang shih-shih hsieh-ching tli-chi yii Tan-huang tsa-lu, ibid., p. 12 1.
75. Ibidv p. 122.
76. They were in fact sim ple advances. The term used is pien ("to place at the dis- 

position//) whereas loans with interest were designated as tai or tai-pien.
77. According to Naba Toshisada, Shina bukky shi gaku 2.4, all the petitions 

edited by Hsu Kuo-lin in Tan-huang shih-shih hsieh-ching t’i-chi yu Tan-huang tsa- 
lu and dated hsin-c^ou or ch’ou date to the year 881.

78. Tan-huang shih-shih hsieh-ching t’i-chi yix Tan-huang tsa-lu, p. 119 .
79. On agricultural loans, see pp. I74ff.
80. See p. 341 above, n. 105.
8 1. P. 2856, fol. 6 and 7 v°.
82. See also P. 3418 v。, which contains a list of payments in fodder made by pri

vate individuals [po-hsing] and in which also figure a number of monks who were 
apparently owners of fields.

83. See the tables at the end of Bielenstein, The Census of China.
84. These regulations cannot have extended to lands under cultivation so long as 

the conceptions opposed to the trading of peasant fields offered some resistance.
85. Shansi itself, with the loess deposits on its plateaux, was no exception to this 

rule: In the valleys, where large-scale cultivation ceased, one could expect to find pri
vate estates [chuang), gardens, thickets, and sm all enclaves of laid-out fields.

86. See above, p. 100.
87. The granting of appanages to eminent-monks did occur, but such benefices 

were of a strictly personal character, and surely not transm issible. Among other 
famous examples, we may quote that of Chih-i: "It is appropriate to grant the master 
of Dhyana*Chih-i, the Buddhist hero whom today's Buddhist artisans follow as their 
patron, and who instructs both the clergy and laity, a part of Shih-feng county (mod
ern T 'ien-t'ai county, Chekiang) and to levy taxes for the needs of his community. Let 
two fam ilies be exempted from im positions so that he m ay employ them for firewood 
and water duty. M ay the authorities see to the^implementation of this order" (impe
rial order of the Ch;en Emperor Hsiian-ti of 577^ cifed in Kuo-ch'ingpo-lu 1 . In 774, 
the m aster Pu-k'ung received the title duke of Hsiao principality, w ith tax revenue 
from three thousand fam ilies (Fo-tsu t’ung-chi 41.379a).

88. Kao-seng chnan 8.377b.
89. Hsii kao-seng chuan 17.568b.
90. Shih wen-chi 40.34a—38a.
9 1. On this mode of official recognition of privately founded places of worship, 

see ppf,43-i44 above.
92. See Maspero, Etudes historiques, pp. 195—208, "Les termes d6signant la pro- 

pri6t6 fonci^re en Chine."
93. See p. 129.
94. They were serfs who remained attached to their masters and their land. Once 

the concept of ownership had spread w ith the development of commerce, the 
monastery1 households could be reduced to slavery. That is what we find in  the case 
of the "fam ilies under double im position [erh-shui huY' under the Liao (947-1122): 
"A t the beginning of their reign, the Liao fawned even more on Buddhism. The 
emjieror frequently tnade gifts of free peasants to the monasteries. Their im position 
were divided into tWo 'parts, one o£ which went to the state, and the other to the 
monastery. Thus these fam ilies were called 'fam ilies subject to double im position, 〃 
[Chin-shih 46.1033). In principle, these fam ilies should have remained under the con
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trol of the secular administration, but during the unrest that accompanied the suc
cession of the Liao by the Chin they were all made slaves [nu-pi). See also the biog
raphy of Li Yen in Chin-shih 96.2127: "The emperor of the Liao had previously made 
a gift of people to the Lung-kung m onastery in Chin-chou who were to pay taxes to 
the monastery. In time, however, they had all become slaves. Those who attempted 
to denounce the matter were killed in the island (?). Li Yen then submitted a detailed 
report to the court: 'Buddhist discipline prohibits the killing of anim als, yet human 
brings are killed. The Liao transformed free peasants into fam ilies subject to double 
im position: a profoundly iniquitous act!' Following this report, Shih-tsung (r. 
116 1-118 9 )  ordered the emancipation of more thanf six hundred persons." Cf. the 
biography of Hsiang An, ibid., 94.2088: "A s soon ds he came to power, Chang-tsung 
(1190-1208) considered means to bring slavery in Buddhist aixd Taoist m onasteries to 
an end. Grand Marshal K'o Ning stated in his report: 'This practice is now w ell 
entrenched. To attempt to put an end to it abruptly would create'discontent. Since 
Your M ajesty deplores the excessive number of these slaves, severe measures should 
be instituted to prevent a further increase. Thereby their numbers w ill be reduced by 
natural m eans? Hsiang [a member of the im perial fam ily] said: 'How can the clergy 
employ slaves? I request that irrespective of die manner in which they had originally 
been acquired, all be released and returned tb*the state of freemen. Even if it can be 
proven that these slaves have long been part of the monasteries, patrimony, they 
should be enfranchised/ The emperor acceded to Hsiang's recommendation in his 
edict, and most of the fam ilies under double im position were subsequently returned 
to the state of freem en."

95- Shen-seng chuan 2.958b, biography of Fa-an.
96. See above, p. 37.
97. See above, p. 39.
98- Above all, for moral and economic tutelage: the monasteries had granaries (on 

agricultural loans, see pp. i74ff. above). Possibly, the monasteries also grafnted asy
lum  to laym en in  times of pillage or war. References to fortified monasteries, how
ever, are rare. Following are two of them: at the beginning of the sixth century' 
Empetor Wu of the Liang supplied thirty soldiers to the A-yu-wang monastery (see 
below] to construct fortifications for it (stele edited in Chin-shih ts'ui-pien 108.8b). 
In 605, Emperor Yang of the Sui had a fourfold enclosure of earthwork constructed 
for a m onastery of Yang-chou [Hsii kao-seng chuan 19.586a, biography of Chih-tsko).

99- Sim ilar enfeoffments of the Church occurred in  Europe to an even greater 
extent. See Bloch, La soci^td feodale, p. 103: "The hedds of the clergy thus had 
numerous lay dependents at their command, froni m ilitary vassals, indispensable to 
the defense of such large possessions, down to the villains and the dependents of 
low er station. These latter, in particular^ tHxdnged to the"churches. Was it really that 
to live 'under thfi cros古' rather than tinder the sword seemed a fate worth coveting?
. . Two things are certain. The durability that was peculiar to the ecclesiastic estab
lishm ents, and the respect that surrounded them, made them particularly sought 
after by the humble as patrons. Second, he who gave him self to a saint not only con
tracted an insurance against the perils of the tim es； hfe also procured the no less valu
able benefits of a"pious w ork."

100. Cf. the indications concerning the sale of farmland in Balazs, ^Traite 
econom ique,' appendix 3, pp/279-80.

10 1. China at that tim e still remained profoundly "fe u d a l, and political condi
tions lent them selves to the formation of these new ties of dependence.

102. See above, p. 39.
103. The im plication is that these laym en no longer provided taxes and labor 

services.
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104. The color of garments worn by official slaves in antiquity.
105. Biography of Kuo Tsu-shen in Nan shih 70 .172 1-2 .
106. The maps at the end of Bielenstein, The Census of China, illustrate w ell this 

general fact and its persistence through the course of history.
107. Cf. Gem et, "La vente en Chine."
108. The notion of property applied where it is least expected. The reverse 

obtained in  the West, where uncultivated lands often became communal property.
109. Tomb lands were purchased from the gods in the first instance, or occasion

ally from private individuals (see the con tracts collected by Lo Chen-yii in Ti-ch'uan 
cheng-ts'un). For although fallow  lands belonged to all, they belonged in the first 
place to the gods who had to guarantee their perpetual possession. In Han times, 
ming-t'ien were the only transm issible kind of landed property, whether by succes
sion or purchase. Moreover, their price was relatively low (cf. Maspero, Etudes his- 
toriques, p. 154, to which I refer for this introduction, w hile also emphasizing aspects 
concerning techniques and topography which Maspero had left aside): two indica
tions that these were uneven terrains with poor soils. The analogy between the ming- 
t'ien and tomb lands, sometimes even their identity, is beyond doubt (cf. Lo Chen- 
yu, op. citw which features the purchase contract for a burial mound which is none 
other than a ming-tfien). The Han m inister L i Ts'ai was accused of having sold a lot 
of three hundred mu which was part of the tomb of Emperor Ching (cf. Maspero, ibid., 
P. 155).

110 . See p. 119 .
1 1 1 .  Biography of Fa-ning in Hsii kao-seng chuan 27.678a.
1 12 . Mount A-yxi-wang was situated near Ssu-ming (modem Ning-po^ south of 

the bay of Hang-chou). For the information given here, see the steles of the A-yii- 
wang m onastery reproduced in Chin-shih ts'ui-pien 108.8b and the stele of the 
Kuang-li ch;an-ssu of Ssu-ming in Chih-yiian chi, "C h'ien-chi," 3.

1 13 . Lit. "fields belonging to the property held in perpetuity."
114 . The private properties shu a îd, especially under the T'ang, chuang, were 

constituted of high-lying terrain； like the m onastic properties, they eventually incor
porated low-lying lands. Cf. p. 129- The stupa in question had been erected by 
Emperor An in 405.

1 15 . These fiscal privileges were no doubt granted in the year 522, at the same 
time when Emperor Wu conferred its official name (o) on the monastery. On this 
practice, see p. 43 above.

116 . Another anecdote which sim ilarly illustrates the contiguity of m onastic 
fields w ith pastures is found in Hsii shih-shuo 3.19b: Under the Later Chin (936-947), 
at the tim e when the im perial commissioner of Ho-tung, Liu Yiian-chih, was still 
only a commoner he was grazing the horses of his adoptive father-in-law Li of Chi- 
yang when he intruded on-some fields belonging to monks. The religious seized him 
and gave him  a thrashing.

117 . See p. 255.
n 8 . Kao-seng chuan 3.342c.
119 . The three; payments mentioned here were from the principal buisar to the 

stewards for the year [chih-sui) of the estates [chuang). These managed all aspects of 
the development, frequently taking advantage of their distance from the monastery 
to enrich them selves by fraudulent means. On the estates of wealthy laymen, these 
bailiffs were known as chuang-li.

120. Chavannes/ Les documents chinois, no. 969, 1. 16 . According to Maspero, 
Les documents chinois, p. 188, note to no. 460, the accounts of the monastery in 
question (in the Mazar-tagh region) date to ca. 720-723.

12 1. See preceding note.
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122 . Chavannes, Les documents chinois, no. 970； 11. 3-4.
12 3 . Hsii kao-seng chuan 25.654b.
124. On the sale of ordination certificates {tu-tieh), see p. 48ff. above.
125 . Biography of Tao-piao (740-823) of the m onastery of Mount Ling-yin in 

Hang-chou prefecture, Sung kao-seng chuan 15.803c.
126. Fo-tsu ^ung-chi 42.384c.
127 . Biography of Wen-chti, Sung kao-seng chuan 16.808b.
228. "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114.3046.
129. A ll of the official lands within the im perial territory were at that tim e 

administered by commissioners for estates {[nei] chuang-chai shih), an office nor
m ally held by eunuchs (see Kato Shigeshi, ^Naishotakushi kd"j. It is known that the 
eunuchs m aintained rather close relations with the monks, and the fact that the 
commissioners for estates were chosen among the eunuchs may have been partly 
responsible for the size of the monastic estates in the capital. On the political sup
port extended to the monks by the court, see p. 283ff.

130 . I.e., in this case, the officials authorized to carry out the sale on behalf of the 
state.

13 1 . Chin-shih ts’ui-pien 114 .1a .
132 . "Shih-Lao chih/; Wei shu 114 .3044-5.
133- The decree is reproduced in Tang hui-yao 50.878.
134- See also p. 3 3 1, n. 122 above.
135 . Chin-shih ts’ui-pien 83.27a-b. This text was translated by Maspero in his 

Etudes historiques, p. 170.
136 . Biography of the monk Yuan-kuan, Sung kao-seng chuan 20.839c.
137- Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 40.376c.
138 . Biography of Yu Ch'ao-en, Chiu Tang shu 184.4764.
139 . Imprecations against despoilers seem to have been in general use in deeds of 

pious donation. Cf. the documents edited in N iida Noboru, Toso'hdritsu, pp. 2 14  (col. 
3 and 6), 2 17  (col. 5-6).

140. Inscription in Chin-shih yuan 2, edited in N iida Noboru, Toso horitsuf pp. 
2 15 -16 .

14 1. Hsii kao-seng chuan 29.697c.
142. At the time of the confiscation of the m onastic properties in 845, the texts 

m erely indicated the extent of their "good lands/' whereas the total surface area of 
the land owned by *Buddhist establishments was much larger. See p. 137 : In the sev
enth century, tilled fields represented-in some regions only a quarter to one half of 
the mountainous terrains in their possession.

143. Sung kao-seng chuan 19.832a.
144. The breeding centers were spread through Shensi and Kansu.
145- Hsin Tang shu 50.1339, trans. in des Rotours, Traits des fonctionnaiies, p. 

901.
146. Maspero, Les documents chinois, no. 3 1 1 , p. 148. This document shows that 

horses owned by Buddhist monasteries in Central Asia were registered by the secu
lar administration. The monasteries at TUn-huang, by contrast, owned few horses. 
References such as "three tou of wheat delivered to the keeper of horses" (P. 3165 v°) 
are rare among the monastic accounts found at Tun-huang.

147. See p. 204.
148. P. 3234, fol. 21 v°.
149- See e.g. P. 2049； fol. 14  v°: 0.02 shih of koumiss (su) delivered by the shepherd.
150 . P. 2049.
15 1 . P. 2032.
152 . P. 2040.



15 3 . The term used in the Buddhist treatises on discipline； see p. 70 above.
154. The use of the numerary classifier for anim als' t，ou, clearly indicates that 

they were not freemen.
155 . Biography of Hui-chou (cf. above, pp. 123-24 , Hsii kao-seng chuan 29.697c).
156 . See above, p. 100. From its context, the expression ying-t’ien appears to refer 

specifically to the spring plowing. It is unlikely that slaves were made to pay taxes； 
contrary to Ware's transiation ("Wei S h o u , p. 147), the words shu-su probably mean 
sim ply "to bring in the harvest."

157 . Ware's translation of fo-fu hu as "'stupas' households" is unconvincing. Of 
the three dictionary meanings of the term fo-fu—1. variant transcription of the 
name Buddha； 2. transcription of the word stupa} 3. by extension, the monastery as a 
whole—the second is the least appropriate. The Three Jewels (/o fa seng) had in prac
tice a concrete meaning, the Buddha being represented by sanctuaries w ith their stat
ues. In principle, the fo-t’u hu were used precisely for the maintenance of the build
ings. "Buddha households/7 as against "sarpgha households," is an entirely consis
tent expression. If further evidence were necessary, cf. the passage in the Vinaya of 
the Sarvastivada cited above, p. 102.

158 . M ochizuki Shinko, Bukkyo daijiten, vol. 5, pp. 4396b-4397C; devotes an 
article to the term fu-Vien (punyaksetra), "fields of m erit." Several Buddhist texts are 
cited there which give diffefent lists of these fields. The Hua-yiian ching t，an-hsiian 
chi 8 (cited on p. 4397b) enumerates the following terms: en-t'ien, ching-fien, te- 
t'ien, pei-t'ien, and k'u-fien. Norm ally three fields of m erit are distinguished: the 
field of reverence [ching'trien), represented by the Buddha, the saints, and the 
samgha； the field of benevolence (en-t'ien), represented by the two kinds of Buddhist 
m asters (preceptor, upadhyaya, and instructor, dcazya) and the father and mother； 
and finally, the field of compassion [pei-t'ien], constituted by the sick. Since in China 
the terms ching-t'ien and pei-trien were sometimes applied to fields the revenues of 
which were reserved for a special purpose (cf. above, p. 222), it could be surmised that 
the same was true of the term en-trien. In that case, the en-tzu would have been 
dependents assigned to work the fields reserved for the expenditures of the most emi
nent masters and monks of a monastery. But this is no more than an hypothesis, and 
it m ust be admitted that en-tzu is not a current term.

159 . P. 2049, year 930.
160. P. 2032.
16 1. Stein； Ancient Khotan, appendix A, no. 16 (fragment frdm Dandan-Uiliq).
162. The current term used to designate slaves.
16 3. Shih-sunglii 34.2500-2513.
164. Lo-yang cfieh-lan chi 5 .10 18c.
165. Wei shu 7A .143.
166. Tsukamoto Zenryu, "Hokugi no sogiko butsotoko." Another example of 

this practice under the Wei: "In  the second month of the first year of T'ai-ho (477), 
the emperor visited the Yung-ning monastery where he celebrated a vegetarian feast 
[chai] and pardoned prisoners sentenced to the death penalty:' See "Shih-Lao c h ih , 
Weishu 114 .3039 .

167. This class of dependents appeared under the Three Kingdoms. The pu-thru, 
who served as domestics and as private m ilitiam en, were bestowed on high officials 
by the emperor. As private bondsmen, they enjoyed relative freedom, but they could 
not leave their masters and remained hereditarily attached to the same fam ily. In 
Liang-cAfU' ch'ing-chung i, "Pen," 845b, Tao-hsuan distinguishes three kihds of 
m onastic dependents: 1. domestics [shih-li kung'Chi)} 2.pu-ch,u and housekeepers； 3. 
slaves. ^Although the [first] two categories are distinct," says Tao-hsuan, "since the 
former are free [liang] and the latter servile [chien], they are distinguished according
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to whether they are with or without ties [to their m aster]/7 Thus there were two 
kinds of domestic servants, and the devolution of their wages depended on whether 
they were w ith or without ties to their master. The pn-ch'u occupied an interm edi
ate status between free servants and slaves.

168. Biography of Chang Hsiao-hsiu in Liang shu 51.752.
169. Fan-ch'uan wen-chi 10.8a.
170. "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .3043.
17 1 . Surprisingly, Empress Ling did not adduce the fact that the ordination of 

slaves was prohibited by the Vinaya (cf. Mahavagga I, 47, p. 199). The obstacle to a 
slaved entry into religion lay not in his low ly state as such； but since a slave was his 
m aster's property, his prior emancipation would have been prerequisite to an ordina
tion. For analogous reasons, debtors could also not be ordained. See Mo-ho seng-ch'i 
lii 2442oa-b.

172 . "Monograph on the Economy," Hsin Tang^hu 5 1.134 5 .
173 . Ts'e-/u yiifln-icuei 495.5927a. ”
174 . Maspero, Etudes historiques, p. 177 .
175 . Biography of Yang Yen, Chiu Tang shu 118 .34 2 1.
176 . Maspero, Etudes historiques, pp. 177-78. Maspero emphasized that this 

reform  tended to "recognize the new state of affairs." One can see much more in  this, 
for the passage of a form of personal property law to a form of law  pertaining to real 
estate is in itself a significant event.

177- Ts'e-fu yiian-kuei 495.5928b.
178. An adm inistrative term. See also p. 13 1  above for another passage in which 

the term occurs unequivocally in thissmeaning. Maspero, Etudes historiques, p. 175 
took the word in  its literal sense of "point a finger."

179. P. 2032.
180. See below, pp. 145.
18 1. Ch'iian T'ang wen 19 .3a-b.
182. Hsu tzu-chih t’xmg-chien ch’ang-pien 262, eighth year of Hsi-ning. By im pli

cation, officials were, unlike peasants, at that tim e authorized to donate or sell their 
private properties to monasteries.

183. Sung hui-yao kao 12 1 .31b , report of the twentieth dayj seventh month of the 
first year Cheng-ho (m i) . For th 己 Yuan, cf. the report of Li Chieh, the prefect of Ch'u- 
chou (in modern Anhwei), cited in the introduction to Ratchnevsky, Un code des 
Yuan: "I have noted that the population in the Chiang and Huai region (Anhwei) emi- 
grate^ during the war； abandoning their fields and dwellings. These either fell into the 
hands of strangers or were divided, according to convenience, among the neighbors, 
relatives, or friends of the safne village. While the emigrant^ had not yet returned to 
their lands after the pacification, certain ill-intentioned and dishonest individuals 
claimed to be in possession of old sales contracts drawn up under the Sung, or of deeds 
of antichresis, or yet other documents." These illegitim ate owners safeguarded them
selves by donating the lands allegedly in their possession to monasteries.

184. This was already the case for the acquisition, by purchase or clearing, of ele
vated or uneven terrains. See p. 119  above.

185. P. 3947 v。； the part in question of this document is written in pale red ink 
and very difficult to read.

186. Cf. p. 50 above.
187. The square brackets here indicate characters that were added subsequently 

or in  the form of notes.
188. The distinction is maintained between lands that were used to grow wheat 

or m illet and all others (gardens', orchards, etc.].
189. I.ev a total of 13  1/2 ares. The fact that Kuang-yiin had received a personal



share of land on the Chieh canal shows that this form of allotment persisted at Tun- 
huang at that time, but it should be noted that the size of the k'ou-fen was extrem ely 
reduced.

190. Other hire contracts for works in the Chinese Pelliot Collection from Tun- 
huang are: P. 2249 v°; P. 3964, P. 5008, and 5522, fol. 4 v°. The usual hire seems to 
have amounted to 8 tou and 7 sheng (ca. 50 liters) of cereals per month. Sometimes, 
as here, the amount is indicated as a "load" (t'o), which was probably the equivalent 
to about 87 sheng.

19 1. P. 3094 v。，document edited in Naba Toshisada, Shina bukkyo shi gaku 2 .1.
192. The preceding no doubt concerned the personal lands held by the religious, 

since the dispositions that follow relates to the com m unities' lands. The phrase "in  
conform ity with the law " refers to earlier provisions which are found in Ta Tang liu- 
tien 3.10b . See also below.

19 3. In fact, the lands of large monasteries were always more extensive, amount
ing to between twenty and fifty ch’ing. Cf. above, p. 138.

194. Tang hui-yao 59.1028, HSsu-pu yiian-wai lang.;/
195. Tangliu~tien 3, 〃Shang-shu hu-pu.〃
196. See Po K'ung liu-t'ieh 89.9a: "Tao-shih who had at least mastered the Book 

of Lao-tzu were provided with thirty mu-, the same applied to Buddhist monks who 
had received fu ll ordination." Ta Sung seng-shih liieh B, "Seng-chu chih feng:" "Tao- 
shih who can understand the two chapters of the Lao-tzu are provided w ith thirty 
mu, and the same rule applies to monks who can understand the canonical texts."

197. By adding the chrang-chu lands to the lands that were held individually, an 
average of ca. fifty mu per religious is obtained.

198. The interest due at the end of the agricultural season always equalled half 
the amount of the loan.

199. P. 3150 . Edited in Naba Toshisada, Shina bukkyo shi gaku 2.4.
200. Ikeda On, Tan-huang and Turfan Documents 3, no. 426, dates this contract 

to 943.
201. On the basis of the indications provided ĥ y this contract, it is possible to 

ascertain the productivity of land at Tun-huang at the tim e: The 3 shih borrowed 
should produce 1.5  shih of interest in one year, and 3 shih in two years. Yiian-chi 
could only be reimbursed by harvesting^ shih from the 5 mu of land (not counting 
the value of seed and labor), i.ev a slightly more than .5 shih per mu per year. Cf. Bal- 
azs, "B eitrSge, 34:52.

202. Levied on the produce of the land.
203. P. 3214  v。，edited in Naba Toshisada, 〃Girans.〃
204. Asakawa, "M onastic sho in medieval fapan/7 pp. 3 11-4 2 .
205. An example of the justification of commercial operations on religious 

grounds.
*206. This particular meaning of the term was known in China under the North

ern Wei. See "Shih-Lao chih,〃 Wei shu 114 .3039 . Concerning monk-peasants, see pp. 
38 and 114  above.

207. See pp. iis f f . above.
208. Aoyama Sadao, "Sogen shakai-keizai shiry6/' pp. 119 -3 3 . It should be 

recalled that in modern tim es only 27 percent of the total surface area of China have 
been under cultivation.

209. Chiu Tang shu i8A.6o6, fifth year of Hui-ch'ang; Pan-ch’uan wen-chi 10.9b； 
Fo-tsu tfung-chi 42.387a, 1. 17 .

210 . Vang hui-yao 47.841.
2 11 . Wen~hsien t'ung-k'ao 3.2b. 14  m illion ch'ing are the approximate equivalent 

of 75,600,000 ha. Befqre the middle of this century, China is said to have had 85 m il
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lion ha under cultivation. The surface area thus did not vary greatly. Yields, on the 
other hand, have much increased since T'ang tim es. An adult today cxiltivates only 
4.S ares, i.e.； 8.5. T'ang mu, whereas for the eighth century one can assume an aver- 
狂ge of 30 mu per individual (for the total population of China ca. 750, see Bielenstein, 
The Census of China). According to Balazs, "BeitrSge," 34 :52 ,15  12212 were necessary 
to feed one person. Taking the fallow  periods into account, however, and the fields 
p laited  with hemp, one might expect tw ice that amount of land per person.

2 12 . See above, p. 133.
2 13- Maspero, Etudes historiques, p. 177 .
2 14 . P. 4021.
2 15 . See above, p. 100 and, for a confirm ation of this figure at Tun-huang/ p. 352, 

n. 20 1. '

216 . The fact that the tax for this plot did not vary suggests that it was subject to 
a different form  of taxation than the others.

2 17 . P. 2049, 2032, 2040, and 3234.
2 18 . See also the accounts of an unidentified monastery, in P. 4542: Revenues 

from the kitchen plot at Nan-sha/ 17 .S5 shih of soya beans and 2.6 shih of wheat； rev
enues from the kitchen plot situated below the monastery, 13.05 shih of wheat. 
Total, 33.2 shih. •

The Chiu T ang shu and the Fo-tsu t’ung-chi give the same figure.
220- Liang-jen chih-fu: on the meaning of the expression chih-fu, see Pei-wen 

(Commercial Press ed.j, 4:2640b, where the examples cited are unequivocal. 
The present context also suggests this interpretation.

2 2 1. See above, p. 126.
222. This reading given by Tu Mu is more plausible than the ten mu indicated by 

other texts.
223. See above, pp. i i - ia .
224. "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .3045.
225- Tzu-chih t，ung-chien 205.6498, first year T'ien-tse wan-sui.
226. Biography of Wang Chin, Chiu Vang shu 118 .34 17 .
227. See above, p. 40.
228. Liao wen-ts'un 4.21b, inscription of 1056.
229. Ibidv 5.21b . Cf. W ittfogel and Feng, Liao (907—1125), pp. 295ff.
230. Ch’ao-yeh tsa-chi, section i, 16.7b.
2 3 1. ICo-p’ei: a seasonal tax based on the extent of the land cultivated.

5. Industrial Installations
i. San-kuo chih 15.472.

The "Trog-St6ssel" of the edition in  Franke, keng Tschi Tu.
3. Chin shu *33.1008, bitfgraphy of Shih Ch'hng.
4- See Needham, ^Mechanical Engineering/7 p. 195.
5- See his biography in Pei shih 44.1629-35； d. Wei shu 66.1476-81.
6. Hulling or grinding, depehding on the cereals, required different techniques 

and devices. On methods employed in M ing times, see Tien-kungk'ai-vm, Yabuuchi 
edv pp. 258—67. Cf. Twitchett, "M onasteries and China^s'Economy," pp. 534—35.

7* seems to be im plied by'd ie terms used in a T\m-huang manuscript (P. 
32° 7； note of the prioress T'i-yuan of An-kuo monastery, dated 884): "heaven-strik- 
ing wood [ch ung~t ien mu), a term that presumably designates the rocking arms, 
and mortars (ts ao). See the illustration in Yabuuchi ed.; Tenkokaibutsu no kenkyu 
p. 262, "shui-fui" '

8. The large size is due to the absence of any kind of gear reduction.
9. See Tenko kaibutsu no kenkyu, p. 264, for a sketch of an hydraulic shui-mo.



The various explanations concerning the terms nien and wei are contradictory. 
According to Tang-lu shu-i shih-wen 4, nien designates the rotating stone and wei 
the fixed part of the same apparatus. The ordinary meaning of the word nien at least 
is clear: it designates a roller made of smooth stone. Cf. Twitchett, "The M onaster
ies and China's Economy/7 pp. 534- 35*

10 . The Cheng-ch'ii, which had been excavated during the Warring States period, 
passed through the modern counties of San-yuan, Fu-p'ing, and P'u-ch'eng before 
flowing into the Lo. See Chavannes, M爸moires historiques, 3:524. The three Po 
canals had been constructed by the Duke of Po under the reign of Emperor Han Wu- 
ti (140-87). See des Rotours, Trait6 des fonctionnaiies, p. 496, no. x

1 1 .  Hsii shih-shuo 3-3a-b.
12 . Lo-yang ch’ieh-lan chi 3.1010b .
13 . Cf. Jenner, Memories of Loyang, appendix 3.
14 . Hsii kao-seng chuan 17.568b, biography of T'an-ch'ung (515-594). According 

to ibid., 29.697c, additional m ills had been acquired for the Ch'ing-ch'an ssu by the 
indefatigable efforts of the monk Hui-chou (559-627).

15 . Sui shu 48.1292.
16. Hsii kao-seng chuan 29.696b.
17 . Chin-shih ts’ui-pien 74 .1a- 2b. The Shao-lin m onastery was situated on the 

northern slope of the Sung-shan in Teng-feng county, Honan.
18 . Nitto guho junrei gyoki i,  fifth  year of K/ai-ch'eng (840), twelfth day of the 

seventh month. San-chiao was the name of a nearby post relay. Cf. Reischauer, 
Record of a Pilgrimage, p. 267.

19 . See P. 2507 which contains a fragment of the Ordinances of the Department 
of W aterways. The Tang liu-tien y, 〃Shui-pu lang-chung/' gives a different period of 
utilization: the gates were to be closed from the sixth to the second month. The reg
ulation presumably varied according to the water management of different regions.

2,0. Cf. the reference to Li in Hsii shih-shuo cited above.
2 1. Hsin Vang shu 126.4419 (biography of Li Yuan-hung). See also Tang hui-yao 

89.1622.
22. Tang hui-yao 89.1622.
23. Hsin Tang shu 83.3662-63, biography of the Chao-i princess.
24. Chiu Tang shu 120.3449-67.
25. This reluctance on tie  part of officials to carry out orders curbing the privi

leges of important personalities offers a valuable element of interpretation for the 
historian. Their fear was well-founded for, in addition to the victim 's reprisal, a rever
sal of the emperor's decision was always possible. The protection and im m unity 
enjoyed by Buddhism in China can frequently be explained by that relative lack of 
authority on the part of the administration.

26. Kuo Tzu-i was not the only important official to have owned m ills in the 
eight century. The Chiu Tang shu 106.3238 reports that Li Lin-fu, at the height of 
his favor w ith Hsiian-tsung (between 734 and 752), owned trading houses, fields, gar
dens and water m ills [shui-wei] that produced considerable revenues for him.

27. Tang hui-yao 89.1622. The text is reproduced in the biography of Li Chi-fu 
in Chiu Tang shu 148.3994.

28. P. 2049, management report of the "stew ard for the year" Yiian-ta. The rents 
received by the Ching-t'u monastery for its m ills were moreover not paid in cereals 
but in flour.

29. P. 2032, account fragments of Ching-t'u monastery.
30. P. 2040, ditto.
3 1. Averages established from the accounts for some ten years that appear to be 

comprised between 924 and 945； manuscripts P. 2Q32, 2040, 2049； and 3234.
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32. P. 2049, year 930, for example contains the indication of an expenditure in 
tsru-mien for women who had been employed to sew canopies and to make a bonnet 
for the head of the bodhisattva.

33. Article in Toa keizai ronso 1.3  and 4 (1941) and 2.2 (1942). I have borrowed 
here from that study as w ell as the evidence from the Tan-huang manuscripts.

34- P- 2049, management report of Pao-hu.
35- P- 2032: the Ching-t'u monastery paid, at an unspecified tim e, 1.5 shih, 2 shih, 

th,m 1 shih of bran to m illwrights (wei po-shih).
36. P. 3107, accounts of the abbess Sheng-ching for the year 886.
37- P. 2032.
38. P. 3005. These sieves were named wei-san. On the methods used for purify

ing flour, see T’ien-kung k’ai-wu, chap. i, paragraph 4； Yabuuchi ed., p. 68.
39. P. 2032, accounts of the Ching-t'u monastery.
40. P. 2040.
4 1. P. 2049.
42. P. 2032.
43- P. 34M-
44. P. 3928 v。，edited by Naba Toshisada, in Toa keizai ronso 2.2 (1942): 175 . Naba 

considers that in this document An Yu-lueh was seeking to be employed as a m iller. 
That, however, seems doubtful. The text in  general is not clear; the only point that 
is certain is An Yu-lueh7s request to have his grain m illed.

45- In "Rydko k6,〃 Shina bukkyo shi gaku 2.4 (1938): pp. 30-82.
46. See p. 15 1 .
47. P. 2613.
48. P. 4542 v°.
49- P. 3787- See also P. 2974 and 3395 v。： 58.4 shih of w)ieat; 45.6 shih of m illet,
shih of soya, and 2.8 shih of hemp collected in m ill-rent for the year Iping-jch ên 

(896). Accounts of Ch'ing-kuo, first month of the fourth year of Chlen-ning (897).
50. P. 5529, fragment 30.
5 1. P. 2049, management reports of Pao-hu and Yiian-ta.
52. P. 3167, accounts of the abbess Sheng-ching, ja ted  second year of Kuang-ch^ 

(886). This text is preceded by the management report of the nun Ch'ang-pi, admin
istrator of m onastic property {chao-t'i ssu), dated third month of ̂ the'second year 
Chlen-ning (8951, and of the same provenance from the An-kuo ssu.

53. See p .，3 1 above. 々

54* According to the documents from Tun-huang, one liter of oil was worth 30 
feet {ch'ih), or 9 m, of cloth. A  ch’ih of cloth being worth 6 liters of cereals, the value 
of a liter of oil was equivalent to that of 180 liters of m illet or^wheat'

55. P. 3234 v°.
56. Ibid.
57- P. 2049.
58. P- 2032, 2040, 2049, 3M4.
59- P. 3391 v°.
60. P. 2049.
6 1. Ibid.
62. P. 2032.
63. P. 2040. *
64* P. 2049.
65. P. 2032.
66. P. 2040.
67- P. 2032.
68. P. 2040.
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69. P. 3234.
70. P. 2049.
7 1. P. 2821.
72. P. 4542, accounts of an unidentified monastery.
73- P• 之S67.
74. See pp. 189-90 below.

6. Commerce and Usury
1 . We shall leave aside the Pali Vinaya, for here we are only concerned w ith 

texts that were known in China. I have arranged the Vinaya in the order of their 
apparent complexity: Mahisasaka, Dharmagupta； Sarvastivada, Mahasamghika, and 
Mulasarvastivada.

2. Mi-sha-sai-pu ho-hsi wu-fen lii 5-37a-b (thirtieth naihsdrgika pidyascittika).
3. A  close intim ate of members of the high society.
4. The expression designates "pure m en" {ching-jen). See p. 336, n. 26 above.
5. Ssu-fen lii 8 .618-190 (eighteenth naihsargika praya^cittika).
6. Shih-sung lu 7-5ia-b (eighteenth naihsargika praya&cittika).
7. Saint Francis forbade his friars to carry money on their person [Rule 2, chap. 4: 

See Fiangois d’Assise, in Sources ChrStiennes, Paris: Cerf, 19 8 1, p. 188). According 
to Erasmus and Margaret of Navarre, the rule was evaded by wearing gloves or wrap
ping the money. The taboo concerning precious m etals is most explicitly stated by 
the Mahasamghika. In that sect, the general prohibition governing commerce and the 
objects of commerce (precious m etals and money) seems to have evolved towards a 
precise taboo that was more prone to evasion, by application of certain precautions, 
than was the original rule. Cf. Dem i6ville, "Concile de Vai^ali/7 pp. 271-75.

8. An interesting remark w ith respect to the developments of icons among the 
Mahasamghika.

9. Mo-ho seng-ch’i lii 10.310C -12C . Concerning the contact w ith gold and silver, 
especially w ith reference to the Mahasamgjiika； see Dem ieville, "Concile de 
Vaisali./; Dem i^ville remarked that in the Pali Vinaya the prohibition to touch gold, 
silver, or money extended to the samgKa, who were not permitted to store precious 
m etals. Cf. Horner, Book of the Discipline, 2 :102: precious metals are made over to 
lay followers who exchange them on behalf of the monks, or a particularly pure 
monk deposits them in a place unknown to anyone else.

10 . Upasaka: lay believers having pronounced the vow of the triple refuge and 
received the first five precepts (panca silani): 1. not to k ill living beings； 2. not to 
steal； 3. not to commit adultery； 4. not to lie； 5. not to inebriate oneself. Cf. 
M ochizuki Shinko, Buk'kyo daijiten, 2 :1118 -2 0 .

1 1 .  Ken-pen shuo i-chleh yu-pu p'i-nai-yeh 22.740c—41c (eighteenth naihsaigika 
piayascittika). The pit dug by the M ahlsasaka (see p. 158 above) to receive impure 
goods, the location of which was to remain concealed, has here become a regular 
depository for the valuables of the samgha.

12 . Mi-sha-sai-pu ho-hsi wu-fen lu 5.36)3-0 (twenty-eighth naihsargikapraya^cit- 
tika).

13 . Ssu-fen lii 8.62ob-2ib (twentieth naihsargika prayaicittika).
14 . The censure is extended to all possible objects of barter: bowls, garments, 

gold, silver, basins, m edicinal cures, money, and grain among others.
15 . Shih-sung lu 7 .52a- 53b (twentieth naihsargika prdyascittika). Thus, for the 

Sarvastivada, the latter practice was not restricted to the disposal of the belongings 
of deceased monks. The same obtained for the Mahasamghika (see below).

16 . The six evil bhiksu, whose violations of m onastic discipline give rise to the
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Buddha's enunciation of the prohibitions, are Nanda, Upananda, Punarvasu, Chanda, 
A^vaka, and Udayi. SeeM ochizuki Shinko, Bukkyd daijiten, 5:5054-55.

17 . Mo-ho seng-chl lii 10.312C -13C .
18 . Ken-pen shuo i-ch’ieh yu-pu p'i-nai-yeh 22.74 10 4 3a .
19 . Ken-pen shuo i-ch’ieh yu-pu p’i-nai-yeh 22.7430-440.
20. It appears that the M ahiSasaka did not have the same notion of the im purity 

ol precious m etals as the Mahasarnghika or the Sarvastivada, since the form er pro
hibited their use for the purchase of food (see p. 000 above) and the latter considered 
the consumption of food and the wearing of clothes purchased w ith precious m etals 
as sinful acts of various degrees (p. 000 above).

2 1. Mi-sha-sai-pu ho-hsi wu-fen lii (twenty-eighth naihsargika prayaicittika)
22. Ssu-fen lii 8.6i9C-2ob (nineteenth naihsazgika piaya^cittika).
23. This remark should be of interest to historians of India.
24. Shih-sung lii 7.5 ic-52a  (nineteenth naihsaigika praya^cittika).
25. Mo-ho seng-chl lii 10 .3 13 0 - 1^ .
26. Here are two phrases that presumably constitute a note: "These possessions 

of the Three Jewels must also be used to produce interest, and the goods obtained 
from interest earnings return to the Three Jewels in order to do them homage."

27- Ken-pen shuo i-ch’ieh yu-pu p'i-nai-yeh 22.743a-c (nineteenth naUisargika ■ 
prayaicittika). The first part of this section, reproducing the story of the exchange of 
garments by Upananda, figures in all the other Vinaya under the naihsargika 
pmya§cittika concerning buying and selling [kraya-vikiaya). See p. 156 above. The 
last precaution corresponds to a clear distinction that was made between two 
domains of transactions between monks and laity: on the one hand, the exchange of 
gifts (worldly donations are repaid by the gift of the Law), and profane commercial 
operations on the other (business is business).

28. If a monk bought what he was supposed to beg it meant the end of the reli
gion and the m onastic way of life. To be sure, a bhiksu who bought his own m eal 
deprived the laity of a particularly favorable opportunity of acquiring a good karma. 
What is more, he created a dangerous precedent for the samgha as a whole. This 
thought is m anifest in the story concerning the barter carried out by Upananda in  the 
Dharmaguptavinaya {Ssu-fen lii 8.6aob-c): wA t that time the Bhagavat was in  the 
garden of Anathapindada, in the kingdom of Sravasti. Upananda, son of* Sakya, was 
traveling on the paths of the kingdom of Kosala. He arrived in a village where there 
were no lodgings for [monks]. Having gone there, he exchanged some green ginger 
that he possessed for food and, having eaten, left again. Now Sariputra was also trav
eling in that same kingdom of Ko§ala. When he came to the village where there Were 
no lodgings, he had only his habit and his fcowl to beg for food. One after the other, 
he stopped in front of each house where food had been sold [to Upananda]: "W hat do 
you want, reverend?" they asked him. "Som ething to eat/' replied Sariputra. "Then 
pay the price." "You must not speak thus； it would be improper for us [to buy our 
food]." "But Upananda/' said the people, "traded his ginger for our food and, having 
eaten, departed.7/

29. We have encountered this remarkable restriction above: barter is permitted 
w ithin the community provided that it does not give rise to "the kind of haggling that 
goes on in the m arketplace" [Ssu-fen lii 8.621a).

30. See pp. 158-59  above. It m ay justifiably be assumed that at the beginning gifts 
consisted only of the necessities of life, i.e., food, clothing, and shelter.

3 1. See the account above concerning the provision of inexhaustible property 
[wu-chin vm) by the danapati for the restoration of monasteries [samghaidmaY, in 
Ken-pen shuo i-ch!ieh yu-pu p'i-nai-yeh 22.743b. See also the reference to a loan shop



established by a lay follower for the benefit of sick monks, in Mi-sha-sai-pu ho-hsi 
wu-fen lii 10.73a.

32. Especially those engaged in India^ highly developed m aritime commerce. In 
the fields of trade and banking, India was far in advance of China.

33. Shih-sung lii 56.415c (〃pi-ch’hi sun客〃j. Stupa property here consists of the 
produce from the cereal-growing fields and the gardens on which the edifice stands 
that form  part of the religious foundation.

34. In the region of modern Bombay.
35. It w ill be noted how low the interest rate was: i  percent or less. Moreover, the 

nonrepayable assets constituted a foundation in perpetuity. It m ay be asked whether 
this is not at the origin of the expression "inexhaustible property" [aksaya). On the 
differences w ith Chinese lending practices, see p. 175.

36. L^vi, Ulnde civilisatrice, p. 145.
37. Of these arrangements, tJie existence of which would seem highly likely even 

without the testim ony of I-ching/1 have found no mention either at T\m-huang or in 
China： It is known, however, that, in an analogous way, lands were specially desig
nated for the expenses of incense and lamps [hsiang-ti). As for agricultural loans, they 
are amply attested for China.

38. Nan-hai chi~kuei nei-fa chuan 4.230c—31a. The final M ahayanist note is 
indicative of the synthesis that had taken place between the tradition of the Vinaya 
and the notions associated w ith the Greater Vehicle.

39. They are the three Vinaya that we have already had occasion to characterize as 
"m odernist": those of the Sarvastivada, the Mahasamghika, and the M ulasarvastivada.

40. Mo-ho seng-ch’i lii 10 .3 11c .
4 1. ,See p. 163-64 above.
42. A  bhiksu was not permitted to adorn him self w ith flowers. For the bhiksu, 

the garlands were therefore impure.
43. The samgha m illet (see p. 104 above), for example, served both to defray the 

current expenses of the cult and for agricultural loans.
44. Mo-ho seng-ch'ilii 10 .3 11c .' <
45. The rule governing the reliiquishm ent-of valuables remains*obscure, for the 

monks either conformed to the prohibition against handling them, and thus had 
nothing to relinquish to the samgha, or deliberately violated the prohibition, in 
which case it is difficult to see why they should voluntarily givaup their gains.

46. "The Sogdians excel in  trade and love to mak^ a profit. As soon as a man 
reaches twenty years of age he sets out to the neighboring kingdoms. Wherever there 
is a profit to be made, they have been." See Chavannes, Documents sur les Tou-kiue, 
p. 134 . In-the fifth  and sixth centuries, there were many monks from Samarkand (sur- 
named K7ang, i.ev Sogdians) and from Persia (sumamed An, i.e., Parthians) among the 
foreign religious.com m unity in China.

47. See above, p. xi. .
48. See p. 25'above.
49. Accounts of the Ching-t'u monastery； P. 2032.
50. ChavanneS/ Les documents chinois, no. 969,1. 7.
5 1. Ibid., no. 970 ,1. 17 .
52. Ibid., no. 9 7 1,1. 9.
53. Ibid., no.'969,1. 1 1 .
54. In modem tim es, monks from village sanctuaries have been organizers of 

fairs. C f. Smith, Village Life in^China, p. 149: "It appears to be a general truth that by 
far the, larger part of these large fairs owe their existence to the managers of some 
temple. The end in view  is the accumulation of a revenue for the use of the temple, 
which is accomplished by levying certain taxes upon the traffic and by collection of
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a ground -rent.T h e system  of economic control of the transactions by sponsors 
(monasteries or wealthy laymen) had been established by T'ang times.

55. Cf. p. 256.
56. Nan shih 29.772. Ts'ai Hsing-tsung was promoted prefect of Kuei-chi in mod

em Chekiang in  467, and the events reported here seem to have taken place shortly 
after that date.

S7- To the term ti-tien may be joined that of ti-ssu. M ichihata Ryoshu^ study 
"S&ina bukkyo ji-in nb kin-yu jigyo,; is devoted to these market-shops. See also Bal- 
azs, "Traitd 6conomique// p. 240, n. 245, referring to the works of Kato Shigeru. The 
meaning of the word ti appears to have evolved since Han times, when it designated 
the inns where officials on their way to the capital were lodged, but where conceiv
ably merchants m et as w ell. The ti-she and ti-tien m ay thus at some tim e have begun 
functioning as warehouses and trading places. Goods, in particular cloth, were .sold 
there on credit} see the biography of Prince Lun of Shao-ling in Nan 5221^*53.1323 
where the managers of ti-tien are seen selling silk  and cotton cloth on credit.

58. Also k'o-yiian, k’o-fang, k’o-tien, k ’o-ti. On the innkeeping business operated 
by Buddhist communities； see pp.

59- On the chii-fang, see Kato Shigeshi, "Shabo ni tsuite/7
60. See above, p. 143.
6 1. Shan-yu shih-k,o tsrung-pien 9.1b； Shih-k’o shih-liao hsin-pien, 15 10 9  supra, 

an inscription commemorating the installation of a hall by the master of the Law 
Ch'ang-yen of the Fu-t'ien monastery.

62. Chin-shih ts’ui-pien 130.48b, inscription on the occasion of the renovation of 
the Ta-hsiang monastery, "Ch'ung-hsiu Ta-hsiang嚿su ch i," Shih-k’o shih-liao hsin- 
pien, 2042 infra, dated fifth month, first year of the Hui-ch'ang reign period (841).

63. Wen-yiian ying-hua 429.2174. The produce from  the lands of Buddhist hospi
tals m ust also have been placed at interest； see p. 222.

64. Or "inexhaustible property" [wu-chin wu).
65. See pp. 66ff. above.
66. A  common theme of cautionary tales dealing w ith the alienation of perma

nent assets is the failure to restitute debts contracted out of ch,ang-chu property. Cf. 
ibid.

67. Sung kao-seng chuan 16.807c.
68. On the sale of ordination certificates fafter the An Lu-shan rebellion, see 

above, pp. 48ff.
69. Given the region, that of Hang-chou, this is likely to have been 10,000 shih of 

rice. According to* the monograph on the economy in Hsin Tang shu 54.1388, the 
average rice production was above 50 shih per ch'ijig (i.e., 3,000 liters for an area of 
5.4 ha). Thus the land provided in the present-case would have amounted to some 200 
ch'ing.

70. Sung kao-seng chuan 15.803c. The events in  question apparently date to the 
Ta-li reign period (766-780).

7 1. See his biography in Chiu Tang shu 187 B.4887-89. Li Ch'eng was an active 
participant in the campaign against An Lu-shan but fell into the hands of the rebels； 
it was then that he made a gift of his property to the Hui-lin monastery. A ll of his 
fam ily were Buddhists and two of his sons became monks.

71. Sung kao-seng chuan 20.839c, biography of Yiian-kuang.
73. See Yang Lien-sheng, Money and Credit, p. 6:, "The earliest known credit 

institution was the pawnshop, which first appeared in  Buddhist monasteries in about 
the fifth  century." This assertion is surely too categorical' for money lodns had 
already long been known in China. On the other hand, it is true that there iwere no 
lending banks and that Buddhist communities m ust be credited w ith their creation.
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The innovation was twofold: the appearance of credit shops and a new loan proce
dure.

74- Ken-pen shuo i-ch'ieh yu-pu pl-nai-yeh 22.743a, providing a definition of the 
term pledge. See p. 159-60 above.

75. See ibid.
76. In time, the meaning of the two terms converged. Under the Sung, tien seems 

to be a virtual synonym for chih.
77- Yang Lien-sheng/ "Buddhist M onasteries/7 p. 175 . See Lao-hsiieh an pi-chi 

6.52.
78. M agistrate of Chiang-ling county (Ching-chou prefecture, Hupeh) during the 

Yung-ch'u reign period (420-422).
79- Nan shih 70.1705. Assum ing an average of thirty years per generation, this 

incident would have taken place in the last quarter of the fifth  century.
80. Nan Ch’i shu 23.432. These objects had been deposited by Ch'u Yuan as 

pledges, presumably in the years before 482.
8 1. See pp. 175.
82. T'ang liu-tien as cited in M ichihata Ryoshu, "Shina bukkyo ji-in no kin-yu 

jigyo/7 p. 128.
83. See above, p. 375. "For some tim e , reads a decree of the sixteenth day; sec

ond month, sixteenth year of K'ai-yuan (728), reproduced in Tang hui-yao 88.1618, 
"The interest claimed on public and private loans has been excessive, to the great 
detriment of the poor. Henceforth an interest rate of no more than one quarter shall 
be applied to all [private] loans, and in the case of public loans [granted by the gov
ernment], of one fifth ." This decree also figures in Ts’e-fu yuan-kueiTis9.i6b.

84. Balazs, "Traite economique/' p. 224, n. 172 , is inclined toward that interpre
tation, supported by the vocabulary of loan contracts from Central Asia.

85. Chavannes trans” "Docum ents chinois/' appendix 3 in Stein, Ancient 
Khotan, no. 9.

86. Ibid., no. 6.
87. Cf. Ziircher, Buddhist Conquest, p. 23.
88. Kao-seng chuan 4.347b, biography of Fa-ch;eng.
89. Fo-tsu t’ung-chi 39.369a, second year of the I-feng era (677). See the transla

tion on p. 72 above.
90. Sung kao-seng chuan 5.736a, biography of Li-tsung.
9 1. Loans extended to members of the upper classes by the Inexhaustible Trea

sury of the Hua-tu monastery did not require a deed. See p. 210 .
92. In T'ang tim es, pawn treasuries {chih-k'u) frequently figure among the pos

sessions of wealthy private individuals. The T'ai-p'ing princess； known for her 
immense wealth, owned some. See Chiu Tang shu 183.4740.

93. Lao-hsueh an pi-chi 6.52.
夺4. T'ai-chou chin-shih lu 7.ya.-b, stele entitled "Sung Pao-tsang yen ch'ang-ming 

pei"; Shih-k'o shih-liao hsin-pien, 11064 infra.
95- The purchase of these official diplomas became obligatory for religious in the 

middle of the eighth century. See p. 52 above.
96. I-chien chih, '(Chih-kuei/' 8.1280.
97- See above, p. 2 10 .
98. See above, pp. 259ff. According to Yang Lien-sheng, "Buddhist m onasteries," 

p. 175, the term ch'ang-sheng kfu (the complete expression seems to have been 
ch'ang-sheng ch’ien kru, "treasury of long life m oney"; cf. the expression ch’ang- 
shehg ch'ieh in Shih-shih yao-lan C.304I)) is nothing but a current designation for the 
m onastic treasuries. It does not appear before the Sung period, however, and the 
terms ch’ang-sheng k'u and chih-k'u (pawn treasuries) probably became synonymous
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only at that time. The latter were not normally constituted on the basis of a sub
scription.

99. See above, p. 104.
100. On the reserves of the monasteries at T\m-huang, see pp. 18 7 -9 1.
10 1. See pp. 10 9 -10  above.
102. Before the secular administration? The form ula employed here is chiang 

tz^-ch'i wei ling-liu, probably meaning that the contract had executory power； liu is 
a Eomophonic substitute for an unknown character.

r° 3- S. 1475/ v° (9). Document edited in Naba Toshisada, "Rydko ko," Shina 
bukkyo shigaku 2.4 (1938), p. 4 1.

I04 - The use of personal seals in contracts is exceptional； the circular form seems 
to be of Tibetan origin.

105. P. 2686 v°. Edited by Naba Toshisada, ibid. See also N iida Noboru, Toso 
horitsuf pp. 366-67. The provision that the amount owed will be doubled in default 
of repayment on the expiration date seems to be tacitly assumed in the two above 
contracts. The clause appears in the following deed, S. 1475 v。，fol. 1 1 , edited by 
Naba, ibid.: "On the twelfth day of the fourth month of the year . . . the household 
So Man-nu; being out of cereals, addressed itself to the Ling-t'u monastery to supply 
it with two shih of wheat, measured in Chinese tou, from the provisions of its Bud- 
dh ist account [fo-chang). [The household] requested th at the [date for the] fu ll resti
tu tio n  be fixed  in  th e [eighth m onth] and that, should  it  exceed th at date, [the am ount 
owed] be doubled. [The creditor] shall be authorized to seize the [debtor's] movables 
and other effects in compensation for the price of the wheat."

106. At least in the case of commodities. Money loans are called dm  or ch'ii.
107. See pp. 105 above.
108. These were probably constituted of net interest, for*no loans are indicated 

among the section on expenditures in the accounts of the Ching-t'u monastery.
109. P. 2049 v。/ management report of the monk Pao-hu.
110 . If the same practice obtained for loans granted to the samgha households, 

this would explain the falsifications ,to which these operations gave rise. See p. 104 
above. Contracts were normally written in duplicate, and each pa;ty retained a copy. 
Tl̂ e custom of recording loans on the registers of private individuals is analogous to 
the inscriptions on the tabulae accepti et expensi in ancient Rome.

1 1 1 .  P. 3234 v。, fol. 25 ff., accounts of the Ching-t'u monastery, cQnceming loans 
in hemp and soya made in 944 under the management of Kuang-c]^n at the East Gra- 
nary. A  list of the same kind figures P. 2953 v°. The rural districts (hsiang) where 
the borrowers lived are indicated: Y u - ^ n ,  Shen-sha, Lung-lo, Tz^-hui, Hsiao-ku, 
etc. In that incom pletejist some fifty persons are mentioned, Among these are two 
religious and three households held in perpetuity [ch'ang-chp  ̂po-h îpg), evidence 

that serfs did not always benefit from simple, interest-free advances, of cereals.
112. It is difficult tq give an exact figure because the respective values of the dif

ferent commodities are not known. Moreover, it is likely that the^proportion of the 
different types of revenue varied from one establishment to another.

1 13 . "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .3040； Fo-tsu t’ung-chi 4o.375a-b; 29th year of 
K^i-yuan (741J； Ch'ih-hsiu Po-chang ch’ing-kuei i-chi 4.298a.

114 . Fo-tsu t’ung-chi 39.361c, year 606.
1 15 . Naba Toshisada considers tJiat this year corresponds to 885 pr 945.
116 . The calligraphy and paper of the document suggest a date in the n in fb  or 

tenth centuries.
1 1 7 .  A  tou o f hem p w as th us w o rth  tw o  tou o f w h eat or m ille t, and one ch'ih 

(thirty centimeters) of cloth one tou (six liters) of,cereals.
118 . P. 3631 v°.
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119 . See below.
120. Sa-p’o to p，i-nip’i-p’o sha 5.532c.
12 1 . Shih-sung lii 7.53a.
122 . Ken-pen shuo i-ch’ieh yu-pu p'i-nai-yeh 22.744a.
12.3. See above, p. 16 1.
124 . P. 4542.
125 . "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .30 4 1.T h e  Wei courtand the high clergyform - 

ing part of the close entourage of the emperor were upholders of an austere tradition 
that had long been overtaken by reality.

126. Pei Ch，i shu version.
12 7 . Pei shih 86.2877. Parallel text in Pei Ch’i shu 46.643. Su Chriung died in 

581.
128. See Tang-lii shu-i 26.385, paragraph 10.
129. Another point worth raising, and one that is relevant to the psychology of 

the Chinese monks, is that those who understood best their role as monks did not 
disdain to devote themselves, on the edge of their religious activities, to operations 
of a purely worldly order. They had a sense of the border that separated the religious 
and the profane. Tao-yen was unable to deal with his material interests after having 
discussed the great mysteries of Buddhism. However； the incompatible could be 
reconciled provided that each type of activity took place at the proper time.

130 . At Tun-huang, this circumstance may be due to the fact that the collections 
discovered in the Caves of the Thousand Buddhas derived from monastic libraries. 
But it is probable that the monks disposed of greater funds than laymen, and that 
there were more scribes among them.

131. Situated in northeastern Khotan, in the Taklamaka desert. The dates of the 
documents found at this site are spread between 768 and 790. At that time, eastern 
TYirkestan was still under Chinese influence but no longer had any direct contacts 
with the central government.

132 . See p. 127  above for another document from the same monastery.
133. For this manuscript, see Niida Noboru, Toso horitsu, p. 253. See also Cha

vannes, "Documents chinois" (appfendix A in Stein, Ancient Khotan), no. 5 
[1.5 26 -2 7 ) . C h avan n es m issed  the sign ifican ce of the tern i chu w ith  respect to  m oney 
loans (cf. pp. 176-77 above). The manuscript is preserved in the Stein collection of 
Tun-huang manuscripts as S. 5867. See also the following note.

134. This contract antedates the preceding one. It must be assigned to the begin
ning of the year 782 (loans of cereals were made in the spring). At that time, the 
region continued to count the years according to a reign period that had already been 
superseded two years earlier. By contrasty in the preceding contract that dates from 
the second half of 78^, the dating is correct.

135* Chavahnes translated chiu-yiieh nei "within a period of nine months." But 

the expression means here "in the course of the ninth month." Tfee formula is com
mon, and the: date corresponds to the general custom according to which loans of 
cereals were returned in the autumn.

136. This fbrmlila, referring to a money loan, appears to be a scribal error for 
fung-pien jen.

137- Chavannes, "Docum ents chinois" (appendix A  in Stein, Ancient Khotan), 
no. 10, also in the Stein collection (S. 5871). Both documents are cited by Giles, Six 
Centuries at Tan-huang.

138 . Cf. p. 180 above.
139 . Cf. pp. 88ff. above.
140. M onastic dignitaries [she-li ["teacher"; Skr. acdrya], shang-tso, ssu-chu, etc.) 

were often identified by their lay family names. Dean Teng's personal name was
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Shen-shan and he belonged to the Lung-hsing monastery. Two contracts survive con
cerning a loan of cloth he had made to an officer: One of them, P. 3004, records *the 
advance of seven bolts of raw silk [sheng-chiian) made to the adjutant [ping-mayshih] 
Hsu Liu-t'ung. On the fifth  day of the sixth month of the year i~ssu Hsu returns two 
and a half bolts. A date for the reimbursement of the remaining four and a half bolts 
is fixed in the fifth year. According to the second document, P. 3472, Adjutant Hsu 
Uii-t/ung left on a tour of duty to Hsi-chou (Kharakhja, 42 km east of Turfan) on the 
^xteenth day of the fourth month of the year wu-shen, and new dispositions were 
agreed upon between himself and the dean of the Lung-hsing monastery concerning 
the reimbursement of the outstanding bolts of raw silk.

141. Yii hsiang-yiian sheng-li. The formula occurs frequently in the contracts 
from Tun-huang. See note below.

142. P. 3124  r°. Edited in Naba Toshisada； "G irans6."
143. A  vertical weaving loom.
1 4 4 * The borrower signed with his personal name, Yen-ch'ang.
145* P- 3453- Edited in Naba Toshisada, 〃Girans6."
146. Chu hsiang-yuan chu-yiieh sheng-li. In other deeds, the short form ula chu 

hsiang-yiian sheng-li is  found (P. 3 12 4 , P. 4083). M ore  rarely, a varian t graph for 
hsiang-yiian is employed.

147. P. 3565. In some cases, monks made loans to fellow monks. See P. 3051, con
cerning the loan of a piece of raw silk measuring forty ch’ih . . .  [two or three charac
ters seem to be missing in the manuscript] nine ts'un made by the monk Fa-pao of 
the San-chieh monastery to another monk of the same monastery. Fa-pao departs to 
Hsi-chou where he w ill be in need of cloth (it is clear that Chinese cloth served as 
currency in Central Asia). The interest is one bolt of machine-made [li-chi) cloth \li- 
chi: vertical weaving loom]. The document dates probably from the year 956 (cf. the 
text dated 953 on the r°).

148. N iida Noboru, Toso horitsu, pp. 259-60.
149. Cf. pp. 134 -35 above.
150. The practice of antichresis can be traced to the end of the sixth century. It is 

mentioned in a text dated around 577； see Balazs, 〃Trait6 ^conomique/7 p. 280.
1 5 1 .  O n th is  category o f relig ious, see  p. 38 above. It m ay be noted th at th e b o r

row er refers to h im se lf b y  h is secu lar fa m ily  nam e, Ling-hu, fo llow ed  b y h is  n am e in  
religion, Fa-hsing.

152 . Length of a warp of cloth at the loom.
153 . The length of the lease is due to the sm all surface area of the land engaged. 

Its annual production should have amounted to some four shih of cereals
154 . The ti-tzu is the tax levied on the produce of the land, as opposed to the tax 

on the value of landed property that was incorporated in the hu-shui.
155. An amnesty freeing the debtor (Ling-hu Fa-shing) would render this agree

ment null and void. Hence this clause. It is also frequently encountered in sales con- 
tracts as a guarantee against eviction. In the event of an eviction by a t̂hird party, the 
seller is obliged to furnish the equivalent of the property sold. See Gernet, 〃La vente 
en Chine广 p. 316 .

156 . P. 3 155  v° 2. Edited in Niida Noboru； Toso hoiitsu, pp. 35 1-53  and, with 
some inaccuracies； in Naba Toshisada, "CMbanto jidai ni okeru giranso/7 pp. 
16 1-63, and HTo shohon/7 76-78. See also Twitchett, "The Monasteries and China;s 
Economy/7 pp. 548-49.

157 . P. 2049.
158. The custom of holding assem blies to exam ine the annual accounts at the 

beginning of the year is attested by the Japanese monk Ennin in Nitto guho jurnei 
gyoki: "Twenty-ninth day [twelfth month； 838-839]: In the evening, religious and



laym en  together burned [sacrificialj paper m o n ey-----A fter m idn ight th ey stru ck  the
bell of the monastery, and the congregation of monks gathered in the dining h a ll.. • • 
At that tim e the treasurer (A'u-ssu) and the bursar \tien-tso) were present in the 
assembly. They read out the management report for the year shen under its various 

headings for the information of the entire com m unity" [Gyoki, chap. 1, Jowa 5； Reis- 
chauer. Record of a Pilgrimage, pp. 65-66). T h e  m on astery  in  question w a s th e K 'ai- 
yiian ssu at Yang-chou (modern Chiang-tu, in Kiangsu). See also ibid., chap. 3, K'ai- 
ch7eng 5； Reischauer, p. 296 [Ennin was now at the Tzu-sheng monastery in the 
Ch'ung-jen ward at Ch;ang-an]: "Twenty-fifth day [twelfth month, 840-841]: As we 
were about to enter the New Year, the monks gathered in the great hall. . . • While 
the monks were eating their morning gruel, the management report prepared by the 
karmadana overseer [wei-na], the bursar [tien-tso], and the steward for the year [chih- 
suij was read to them in extenso. This report comprised all the expenditures in 
money and in commodities made in the course of the past year by the monastery and 
its estates [chuang], as well as its commercial transactions [chiao-i) and provisions 
for the reception of guests." In the monasteries at Tlin-huang, the assemblies for the 
examination of the accounts usually took place in the North Cloister {pei-yiian).

159. It w ill be noted that revenues from agricultural land and gardens have differ
ent designations. Their management must have been separate and it does not appear 
that the two types of land were cultivated by the same work force. Cf. p. 126 above.

160. The most common sheet of paper measured about 28 x 45 cm.
16 1. Naba Toshisada considers that this year corresponds to 885 or 945.
162. P. 3352 v°. The total of the goods measurable in shih amounts to 385.73 shih. 

The remainder of 30.49 shih presumably represents the value of the cloth. Since 1 
ch’ih of cotton cloth was worth 1 tou of cereals, the remaining 10.49 shih must rep
resent the value of the 1 10  ch，ih  of felt.

163. P. 2049.
164. P. 2032 and'2040.
165. P. 3763. On the basis of their names； the monks mentioned in this account 

appear to belong to the Ching-t'u monastery.
166. P. 3207. Accounts of the prioress-Sheng-ching, darted fifteenth day of the 

tw elfth month of the ping-wu year, second, year of the Kuang-ch;i era, and covering 
the period from the first month of the year ch'en to the first month of the year wu.

167. P. 2821, Average over three years.
168. P. 3352 V。.
169. P. 2049, report of Yiian-ta, steward for the year 929.
170. Ibi4v management report of Pao-hu, dated first month of the year 925.
17 1 . See pp. i46ff. above.
172 . The name,of the monastery is unknown.
17 3 . P. 2974 v° and P. 3395 v°.

7 .  The Circuit of Giving
1 . "Shih-Lao chih/; Wei shu 114 .3036； Ware, "W ei Shou/7 p. 145.
2. Gernet； "Biographie du maitre de dhydna Chen-houei," p. 47.
3. See Tai-tsung dk’ad tseng ssu-^ung ta pien-cheng kuang-chih san-tsang ho- 

shang piao chih chi i.835a-b, request by Pu-k'ung that the artisan-monks occupied 
with ornamental work on the [Sheng] Chin-ko and [Sheng] Yu-hua monasteries at 
Mount Wu-t'ai be permitted to complete their task before being recalled to their 
monasteries. An example of a sculptor-monk was mentioned on p. 23 above.

4. Chiu Tang shu 174.4519 .
5. Hung-ming chi 6.35b. Criticism  of the morals of the Buddhist clergy is already 

encounteted at an earlier period, in the Mou-tzu li huo lun, the first treatise in the
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Hung-ming chi (dated by some to the third century but according to Zurcher, Bud
dhist Conquest, p. 14 , probably later).

6. Meaning that certain monks had farmers, slaves, or serfs under their orders.
7. Chiu Tang shu 1.16.
8. Ts'e-fu yiian-kuei 159 .17a.
9* Hsiang-fa chueh-i ching i337b-c.
10 . Pei-tu means "cup crossing."
1 1 .  Kao-seng chuan 10.392a.
12 . Ibid., 393c.
13 . Certain popular sects recommended that their adepts beg for food, among 

them the early Sect of the Three Stages and the Pure Land sects. The monk Shao- 
k'ang (d. 805) begged for money in Hsin-ting commandery for one year in 795. Those 
who encountered him/ old and young, persons of rank and commoners, all recited the 
name of Amitabha. See Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 41.380b.

14 . Emending li, "grain" (and a classifier for relics), for li, "straw  hat."
15 . Hsii kao-seng chuan 25.659b.
16 . Hsu kao-seng chuan 27.684b. P^-yuan, at the end of the sixth century, is 

another example of a mendicant monk: "A t tim es he begged for food and went his 
way among the villages.;/ Ibid., 68ob-c.

17 . It may be noted in this regard that the biographies of the great monks included 
in Chiu Tang shu 19 1 are classified among the "technicians" {fang-chi), together 
w ith physicians, astronomers, and alchem ists.

18 . P. 4081, accounts of the Ching-t'u monastery. On the word ch'en, see n. 23 
below.

19 . P. 2049, management reports of Pao-hu, steward for the year 924, and of Yiian- 
ta, steward for the year 930.

20. On these associations, see pp. 259ff.
2.1. Referring to the year 924. The term  used, sai (an offering of thanksgiving), 

evokes Chinese peasant festivals marking the beginning and the end of the agricul
tural year.

22. The culminating moment of that festival of the second month was on the 
eighth day, the anniversary of the leap of Siddhartha, the future Buddha Sakyamuni, 
from the city walls.

23. Ch'en is an abbreviation for ta-ch’en, the transcription for Skr. daksind, i.e., 
fees paid to the monks for rituals performed after the banquet [chai). They consisted 
of offerings of clothing, fabrics, or money. The term seems to refer specifically to 
offerings for mortuary services, and these were norm ally in the form of cloth.

24. These gifts were made in payment of official ceremonies performed in the 
major monasteries recognized by the court. These "state" establishments were pri
m arily responsible for celebrating rites for the deceased emperors and their close rel
atives. On the official cult in these monasteries, see des Rotours； Traite des fonc
tionnaiies, pp. 87-89, note.

25. The development of this festival of the dead and of filia l piety in China is 
known. As P. Pelliot [Bulletin de 1’Ecole Frangaise d'Extreme-Orient (1901), 
1:277-78； Voung Pao 28(1031 j:4_28ff.j has shown, the wordp'en is not a transcription 
of the last syllable of ullambana. The bowls Ip'en), in fact, played an essential role in 
this festival. Maspero's remarks in La religion chinoise, p. 73, are suggestive of what 
the rite m ay have been as it was already practiced in tenth century Tun-huang: "A t 
the ceremony for the salvation of deceased ancestors, a monk wearing a cap in  the 
form of a lotus and holding the kakkhara in his hand, the "pewter staffs as the Chi
nese call it, w ith its sounding rings, represented Ti-tsang in a sort of dance as he jour
neyed through the hells, forcing demons to open the gates of the prisons where the



damned were held. To mark the opening of each gate, by a blow of his staff, he broke 
an earthenware bowl. The dead delivered by him crossed the infernal river in a boat, 
while some shavelings mimicked the movement of the oarsmen, seasoning their 
song w ith more or less licentious jokes."

26. A  particularly heavy expenditure (amounting to more than %yo 1. of flour). It 
would appear that hundreds of guests took part in this banquet.

27. There were other sutra recitations in town [ch'eng-shang chuan-ching) as 
well, e.gv in  the sixth month (mentioned in the accounts of P. 2032) and on the eigh
teenth day of the third month (P. 2040), but the m ost important of these ceremonies 
was no doubt that in the twelfth month.

28. Recourse to these rites for warding off locusts was taken routinely. C f. the 
biography of Yao Ch'ung in Chiu Tang shu 96.3023-24: In the fourth year of T a i
yuan (716), Shantung was invaded by locusts. The peasants burned incense, pros
trated them selves, made offerings to the gods； and prayed for their benevolence. They 
watched the locusts devour their harvest before their eyes, but dared not interfere 
with them. Buddhism was in harmony with Chinese thinking on this subject, which 
opposed any rational attempt to resist the scourge: "To k ill many in se c ts , declared 
Lu Huai-shen； "damages the harmony of vital forces" (ibid., 3014-25).

29. P. 2032.
30. P. 2837.
3 1. For these dates, see D em ieville, Le Concile de Lhasa, pp. i76ff.
32. P. 2583 v°.
33. These goods were to be sold at auction during one of the great assem blies of 

all the clergy at Sha-chou. Afterward, the proceeds of the sale were distributed in 
equal parts among the monks and nuns on the one hand and the novices on the other. 
See pp. 88ff. above.

34. Ibid.
35. P. 2863/ manuscript edited in Tan-huang to-so fasc. 4, no. 82.
36. See P. 2032； P. 2049； and P. 3234.
37. P. 2049, management report for the year 930.
38. P. 2032, accounts of the Ching-1/u monastery.
39* P. 3336 r° aild v°.
40. Held in the thirteenth month after the burial. Other letters of invitation refer 

to tiie ta-hsiang, a service held in the twenty-fifth 6r twenty-seventh month.
4 1. P. 3367. The year chi-ssu corresponds no doubt to 969, for another letter of 

invitation dated 968 is addressed to the same monks. See Tan-huang shih-shih hsieh- 
ching t’i-chi yii Tan-huang tsa-lu B .iosa.

42. P. 3367, dated most likely 968.
43. P. 2836 v0, dated 939.
44. P. 3152 , dated 992.
45. Document cited in Tan-huang shih-shih hsieh-ching t’i-chi yii Tan-huang 

tsa-lu B.ic»3a, dated 960. Peking manuscript jun-tzu 58.
46. Ibid.； p. 104, dated 887. There are also two letters by unknown senders, ibid. 

p. 105, dated 968,诠nd P. 3107, dated 858 or 918.
47. P. 3367； Tsa-lu, p. 105； P. 2836.
48. P. 3 10 /； Tsa-lu, p. 104.
49. Tsa-lu, p. 103.
SO- P. 3152.
5 1. The iei-ch'i [chai] or chai-ch’i. See Shih-shih yao~lan 0.305b. This practice 

was based on the belief that the reincarnation of the soul took place w ithin a period 
of 49 (7 x  7) days.

52. dhiu Vang shu 96.3028-29.
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53. See pp. 18 7-9 1 above.
54- Lo-yang ch’ieh-lan chi 2.ioo5a-b.
55. See the biography of Wang Chin in Chiu Tang shu 118 .2 4 16 -18  and ibid. 

190C.5052 (biography of Wang Wei): "In  the capital, [the brothers Wang] every day 
provided for more than ten eminent monks ■〃

56. This sanctuary, founded by the monk T'an-ch'ung, received its official desig
nation (o) as Ch^ng-ch'an monastery in response to a petition presented to the 
emperor by T'an-ch'ung.

57- Hsii kao-seng chuan 17.568b, biography of T'an-ch'ung. According to the fig
ures given there, the monastery must have comprised fifty monks.

58. Shih wen-chi 40.35a.
59- Hsii kao-seng chuan 19.586a. The same passage mentions other gifts: one 

thousand bolts of cloth, five hundred bolts of silk, one piece of satin for each monk 
who took part in the vegetarian banquet: these were in payment for a religious service.

60. In contradiction to the disciplinary precepts set out by the Indian Vinaya 
treatises.

6 1. That is 360,000 cash per year, an enormous sum for the period.
62. Kao-seng chuan 7.374a.
63. "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .3039 .
64. Hsii kao-seng chuan 19.580c.
65- See p. 233.
66. At the tim e this monastery was called Chen-chi ssu. It was situated east of 

the south gate of the I-ning ward in northwestern Ch'ang-an.
67- The T’ai-p’ing kuang-chi (cited below) attributes the foundation of the Inex

haustible Treasury to a disciple of Hsin-hsing, a certain Hsin-i whereas the earliest 
source, the Liang-ching hsin-chi, attributes it to the founder of the sect him self, 
Hsin-hsing. Yabuki Keiki, who devoted extensive studies to the history of the Sect of 
the Three Stages, was unwilling to pronounce him self on this issue, which, in  any 
event, is secondary to the purposes of this study.

68. Liang-ching hsin-chi 3.27a-b. Cf. Ch'en, Chinese Transformation of Bud
dhism, p. 162.

69. I.e., those afflicted with disease. On the hospital ̂ services provided by Bud
dhism in China, see p. 222.

70. The expression shih-nii indicates—沾 do the offerings themselves—that the 
patrons were members of the upper classes, noble豸 and high officials.

71- The donor's haste is no doubt explained by the belief that the first to'present 
his offerings was assured of having his wishes granted.

72. T'ai-p'ing kuang-chi 493.4047.
73- This second Inexhaustible Treasury had been created by the empress Wu Tse- 

t'ien. See Liang-ching hsin-chi 3.28: "The empress Wu had this treasury transferred 
to the Fu-hsien monastery (the -former manor of the Lady Yang, the mother of the 
empress, transformed into a monastery in 675) in Lo-yang [Wu Tse-t;ien intended to 
make that city the principal capital]. Since however the riches of the empire ceased 
to flow  into this new treasury, she decided to relocate it to its form er place." Yet the 
indications are that from this time onward, there existed two treasuries, the older at 
Ch'ang-an and another at Lo-yang. See the stele of the master of Dhyana Fa-tsang of 
the Ching-yii monastery in Chin-shih ts’ui-pien 7i.i2ib6a-b [Shih-k'o shih-liao hsin- 
piea ed., vol. 2): In the first year of the Ju-i reign (692), the sage empress having 
learned of the great purity of conduct of the master of Dhyana [Fa-tsangJ, summoned 
him  to oversee the Inexhaustible Treasury of the Fu-hsien monastery at Lo-yang. In 
the Ch'ang-an reign period (701-705), she issued k new order requesting [Fa-tsang] to 
oversee* the Inexhaustible Treasury of the Hua-tu m onastery.^



74. The anniversary of the death of Hsin-hsing, the founder of the school.
75. C f. des Rotours, TraitS des fonctionnaires, pp. 2 8 1-3 14 .
76. Ch’iian Vang wen 2 8 .n b -i2 a .
77. Decree of the sixth month, ninth year of K;ai-yuan (721), reproduced in Tsre- 

fu yiian-kuei 159 .15a .
78. Shih-shih yao-lan C.304b.
79. Fen: one tenth of a tael [liang).
80. S. 190, a manuscript held in the British Library and edited in Yabuki Keiki, 

Sangaikyo, annex, p. 155 . The text is entitled "Sum m ary explanation of the method 
of the Inexhaustible Treasury" [Wu-chin tsang fa lueh-shuo).

8 1. S. 7 2 1； Yabuki Keiki, Sangaikyo, annex, p. 163.
82. Ibid.； Yabuki Keiki, Sangaikyo, p. 173.
83. Hsu kao-seng chuan 29.697a. This text uses the term tsao-fu ch% perhaps an 

equivalent of kung-te ch'u.
84. In 725, on the third day of the sixth month, the Sect of the Three Stages was 

prohibited by im perial decree: "The emperor ordered that the walls of separation of 
the cloisters of the Sect of the Three Stages be demolished so that these cloisters 
would communicate with the main courts [of the monasteries]. The monks of that 
sect were to live together [with the others]." See ^ai-yiian shih-chiao lu 18.679a.

85. See p. 169 above.
86. Shih-shih yao-lan 0.304b.
87. See above, p. 210 .
88. Wu-chin tsang fa liieh-shuo (S. 190)； Yabuki Keiki, Sangaikyo, Annex, pp. 

157-58 .
89. Cf. the texts of the sect recommending daily offerings, however sm all.
90. The four means of solicitation [samgraha vastu) at the disposal of the bod

hisattva are: 1. liberality [ddna)} 2. persuasiveness [priyavadita)} 3. altruism  
{arthacarya)； and 4. receptivity toward all beings {samdnarthata). See Mahdvyutpatti

35, pp. 7 1 - 72.
9 1. Ta fang-kuang fo hua-yen ching 7.437c.
92. Wei-mo-chi so-shno ching B.5 50b.
93. S. 190； Yabuki Keiki； Sangaikyd,办nnex, p. 155.
94. The three terms must be taken in a concrete sense； cf. p. 67 above.
95. A  note specifies nonglutinous m illet, glutinous m illet, flour, oil, fat； unhulled 

m illet, beans, soya, firewood, cooking stoves, salt, vinegar, honey, ginger, pepper, 
hemp, little  m ilk (koumiss?), vegetables^ and fruit.

96. Each receptacle is explicated according to ten subdivisions. The bodhisattva's 
ten kinds of liberality^ the only receptacle of interest here, are according to Hui- 
ytian's (523-592) great work of exegesis, Ta-ch'eng i-chang 742c, 743a: 1 . He gives his 
accumulated possessions to all beings； 2. He joyfully gives them all that is of personal 
use to him , in particular his body； 3. He gives them his transcendent body； 4. He gives 
them l̂ is royal power and riches exterior [to his person]； 5. He gives them at the same 
time of his body and of exterior riches； 6. He makes them a complete gift of all pos
sible possessions, corporeal or m aterial Idngdom, town, jvife, children, head, eyes, 
limbs, joints, etc.； 7. He preaches to all beings the Law as form erly received, without 
attachment to it； 8. He preaches the future Law to all beings, without attachment to 
it； 9. He preaches the present Law to all beings, without attachment to it； 10 . He 
annihilates him self entirely for the benefit of all beings without harboring the least 
thought of desire or regret^ *

97. See the commentaries to the Garland Sutra by Fa-tsang (643-712), T. 35, no. 
1733, 6 .232a-235c； and by Ch'eng-kuan (737-838), T. 35, no. 1735 , 24.6743-6833.

98. This renowned commentator of major Mahayana scriptures and treatises was
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born of a Parthian fam ily at Nanking. He was invited by the future Emperor Yang-ti 
to reside at the Hui-jih monastery in Yang-chou (modern Kiangsu) where later a com
m unity of the Three Stages installed itself.

99* The same who ruined themselves through offerings to the Inexhaustible Trea- 
sury in  the seventh and early eighth centuries. The aristocracy of Ch^ang-an seems 
to have played a considerable role in the history of Buddhism in China. These great 
fcm ilies were also im plicated in the scandal of the monks of Ch'ang-an in 446.

100. An allusion to the reciprocity of the gifts of the Law [fa, Skr. dharma) and of 
m aterial goods {ts，ai, Skr. amisa}.

10 1. This was probably done by celebrating vegetarian feasts [chai] to ask for 
blessings.

102. The phrase might be punctuated after the word chin, as in the Taisho edition 
(reading tsang as the monk、name). But the expression shih wu-chin tsang is not 
unexpected, and the following phrase does not require a stated subject.

103. Hsii kao-seng chuan 11.5 14 a .
104. S. 7 2 1； Yabuki Keiki, Sangaikyo, Annex, p. 163.
105. There exist certain analogies between the Wu-chin tsang and the associa

tions of the faithful； see p. 276.
106. On Buddhist attitudes towards disease, see Demi^ville, //By6// pp. 

on works of m edical assistance, in particular, pp. 245a—249b.
107. Chavannes, Mission azcMologique 1.2, no. 1623.
108. Ibid., no. 1655.
109. Here follow  some rather obscure details concerning the mode of payment.
110 . Tan-huang shih-shih hsieh-ching t'i-chi yii Tan-huang tsa-ln 6 .125a. Peking 

manuscript； hsien-tzu 59.
h i .  Yu-p*o-$ai chieh ching 1060c.
1 12 . As m aterial subsidies, alms made no difference to the condition of the 

deprived, the sick, and the poor: "If it is said/' wrote Ming-kai in his refutation of Fu 
I's anti-Buddhist memorial, "that an end should be put to hoarding by monks and 
nuns so that the army and the people m ay be rich and at their ease, [I would reply 
that] one is rich or poor according to one's occupation, and of low ly or noble birth 
according to chance. The fool and the sage cannot swap their thoughts any more than 
the handsome and the ugly can exchange their bodies. 'Good and bad retribution/ 
says the sutra, yare determined by karmany And when the Shu[-ching] sdys that 
'Good and evil fortune depend on Heaven7 it means the same. Since the arm y and the 
people are poor, giving w ill do them no good； if they were intended to be rich, that is 
what they would be in any event" [Kuang hung-ming',clii 12 .172c).

1 13 . Kao-seng chuan 9.387b.
114 . Ibid. 12.406c.
1 15 . Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 39.362a. The m onastery was situated in the Kuang-te ward, 

adjacent to the West M arket in Ch'ang-an.
116 . Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 40.376a.
117 . Sung kao-seng chuan 20.842b.
118 . Hsii kao-seng chuan 29.694a.
119 . Or "m erit offices'7? Cf. p. 368, n. 83 above.
120 . Hsii kao-seng chuan 29.697a.
12 1 . Nan-hai chi-kuei nei-fa chuan 4 .230c-23ia.
i22_ See D enlieville, "Byd," pp. 2̂ 6a~b, referring to Mo-ho seng-c^i lii 24.420c 

and Ssu-fen lu 4 i.86 ib -c.
123 . Tang hui-yao 49.863.
124. This was not, properly speaking, a charitable foundation but a cult founda

tion.



125. Takakusu Junjiro, "Le voyage de Kanshin," p. 3. See also Dem i^ville, "By5,〃 

p. 248b.
126. Takakusu Junjiro, 〃Le voyage de Kanshin/' pp. 4 71-72 . See also Dem i^ville, 

〃By6.〃
127. Tzu-chih fung-chien 214.6809.
128. ffs ii icflo-seng ciiuini 20.602c.
129. Another example of the Chinese tendency to concretize Indian sym bolic 

notions were, as we have seen, the Inexhaustible Treasuries: A  rubric of Mahayana 
scholasticism  in the Indian texts, under the Sect of the Three Stages the expression 
came to refer to veritable treasuries.

130 . Tang hui-yao 49.863. See also Dem i^ville, 〃By5,"  p. 248a.
13 1 . Mi-sha-sai-pu ho~hsi wu-fen lii 10.73a.
132 . This layman also owned a dispensary [yao-tien). Such pharmacies are men

tioned in  the Mahavagga IV, 33, 1:239-40, under the name of kappiyabhumi, and in 
Nan-hai chi-hiei nei-fa chuan 4.230c where I-ching translates the term as ching-k'u 
(pure store) [ching = kappiya]. See D em ieville, p. 245a.

133 . The emperor Asoka is believed to have instituted stores of medicines for the 
monks whose stocks were ensured each day by a provision of ten thousand coins of 
money taken from the daily earnings of twenty m illion coins from four thousand 
inns in the vicin ity of the four gates of Pataliputra. Takakusu JunjirO/ Record, p. 192. 
See Shan-chien lii p’i-p’o-sha 2.682a.

134 . See Lo-yang ch,ieh-lan chi, passim.
135 . Po Hsiflng-shan chi 69.8^ "Yu Feng-lo C hao-tl Fo-kuang san ssu."
136 . Chiu Tang shu 187B.4889. This m onastery had been installed in the former 

country estate of Li Ch'eng.
137 . Liang-ching hsin-chi 3.28.
138 . Wei Yiian-sung claimed that towards the end of the sixth century the monas

teries were populated by soldiers. See Kuang hung-ming chi 7.132b.
139 . This opinion was expressed in Eberhard, Das Toba-Reich, p. 238. But since 

the enthusiasm for Buddhism had spread throughout China, it may be unnecessary 
to assume such a calculated response. The m ilitary, oji the other hand, were certainly 
aware of the diplomatic and commercial opportunities offered by Buddhism. See 
Wang Ming-kuang;s refutation of Wei Yuan-sijiig^ projects under the Chou: "In for
mer tim es/ we saw people leave their mountains and cross the seas, and the barbar
ian peoples of the East (?) and the North came to China w ith goodwill. But now that 
Buddhism is ruined, they have all been dispersed.. 、. And yet it would hardly seem 
that the treasures and merchandise of foreign lands are of no use to us." See Kuang 

hung-ming chi 10 .158b.
140. Yu-p'o-sai chieh ching 1061a.
14 1. Ibid.
142. Ch’ih-hsiu Po~chang c^ing-kuei 4 .113 1b , 〃chih-k'o."
143. A  major Buddhist center in northern Shansi, revered as the residence of the 

bodhisattva M anjusri.
144. Certain w ell-visitedp’u -f uug yuan, like that at Chin-chou, provided no food.
145. Nitto guho junrei gyoki chapr 2, K/ai-ch'eng 5； Reischauer, Record of a Pil

grimage, p. 2 11 .
146. Monks were in principle entitled to food and lodging in all the monasteries 

they passed. See pp. 68-6c)^bove. But this rule could not always be observed.
147. Cf. Gyoki, chap. 2, passim； Reischauer, pp. 2 1 1  ff.
148. Gyoki chap. 2t K'ai-ch'eng 5； Reischauer, pp. 258-59.
149. See Tsukamoto Zenxyu, "Sekkeisan U nkyo-ji// p. 138 . The word i was fre
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quently used to designate communal institutions and gratuitous services； cf. p. 378, 
n. 74 below.

150 . A  sm all sanctuary; cf. the term ching-ch'a used below.
15 1 . Not identified.
152. Sung kao-seng chuan 17 .8 15c.
15 3 . Tang hui-yao 76.1393/ 'W o-chii." The Kuang-chai m onastery was situated 

in  the ward of the same name adjoining the im perial city to the east； the Pao-shou 
m onastery in the neighboring I-shan ward, further east again. T he latter had origi
nally been a private mansion, transformed into a m onastery in T'ien-pao 9 (750). The 
Kuei-hsin tsa-chih, paragraph 19； reports that at the time of the Jurchen invasion 
(shortly before 112 7) the Sung emperor Kao-tsung, who was then in  the Hang-chou 
area, issued an exceptional authorization to the officials and members of the nobility 
who had fled to the South to lodge in the monasteries.

154* The m ost striking is the case of the samgha m illet, which degenerated into 
a business exploiting the m isery of the peasantry.

155- Ch'iian Vang wen 4 6 .i2b -i3a/ "Chin-tuan kung-ssu chieh ssu kuan chii- 
chih chao."

156 . Ibid. 52.3a, "H siu-ch'i ssu kuan chao."
157- Ibid., 4io.5b~6a, "Chin tlen-hsia ssu kuan t'ing k'o chih." Cf. Fo-tsu t'ung- 

chi 42.387a, second year of Ta-chung； other texts include ibid. 51.452b and Tang ta 
chao-ling chi H 3 .i4 a -i5a .

158 . Nitto guho junrei gyoki chap. i,  K'ai-ch'eng 5 (second day of the third 
month, 840)； Reischauer, Record of a Pilgrimage, p. 177 .

159 . Fa-yiian chu-Jin 75.852b.
160. Shang-shu ku-shih, p. 14.
16 1. See p. 22 1 above.
162. Cf. the biographies of merchants of the Han period translated in Swann, 

Food and Money in Ancient China, pp. 413-64.

8. Economics and Religion
1. See above, p. 123.
2. According to Yang Hsuan-chih, "The Wei had been partial to Buddhism since 

Hsien-tsu (r. 466-471). But at the time of the empress Hu (516-528), their enthusiasm 
overflowed." See Lo-yang chrieh-lan chi, preface, 999b.

3- Chavannes, Mission archSologique 1.2 :538.
4* The text reads "of their horses and their elephants/' but the Lo-yang ch’ieh-lan 

chi has come down in a rather corrupt condition.
5. Lo-yang ch’ieh-lan chi, preface, 999a.
6. Tai-p*ing kuang-chi 493.4047.
7- As mentioned above (p. 49), at the beginning of the eighth century certain 

members of that nobility to which the principal patrons of the Inexhaustible Trea
suries belonged took to selling preferential ordinations. After a period of great fervor, 
corruption set in. ^

8. "Shih-Lao c h ih , Wei shu 114 .3032 .
9. Kuang hung-ming chi 6.127b.
10 . ^Shih-Lao c h ih , Wei shu 114 .3038 .
1 1 .  The official Taoist cult was only created at the beginning of the T'ang 

Dynasty, as a pure fabrication and in im itation of the Buddhist cult.
12 . "Eighth m onth" should no doubt read "eighth day": the festival of the pro

cession of the statues and their immersion in water took place on the eighth day of 
the fourth month.



13 . Another description of a Chinese festival (see above, p. 239) shows what is to 
be understood by this term: masquerades, juggling tricks, magic, and games of all 
kinds.

14. Lo-yang ch’ieh-lan chi 3 .10 10b； cf. Jenner, Memories of Loyang, p. 208. The 
Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 38.354a mentions another festival of that kind under the Northern 
Wei in 424: "In  the first year of Shih-kuang. . .  on the eighth day of the fourth month, 
the statues of the monasteries were taken round the great streets of the town in carts. 
The emperor proceeded to a pavilion that topped one of the gates to view  the specta
cle closely and to scatter flowers as a sign of homage.7/ A  detail of style worth noting 
in Yang Hsuan-chih;s description is the recourse to natural and cosm ological com
parisons: clouds, fog, forests, chants that deafen Heaven and shake the Earth, swamps 
covered w ith plants. This is a theme, of Chinese origin, that appears frequently in the 
context of festivals. Cf. above, p. 239, the description by Liu Y ii: "The rolling of the 
drums shook the heavens and the torches illum ined the earth." The religious festi
val was a means to act upon and regulate nature. To be sure, this intention remains 
in the background, but it is undeniably present.

15 . Hsin Tang shu 129.4482, biography of Yen T'ing-chih. There is no mention 
of this festival in the biography of Yen in Chiu T’ang shu 99, norm ally the more 
expansive source on matters concerning Buddhism.

16 . Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 40.373a.
17 . Kuang hung-ming chi 15 .20 1c  reports the same: The stupa of the Fa-men 

m onastery in the prefecture of C h 'i (Feng-hsiang) was opened once every thirty years, 
and on these occasions auspicious omens occurred. It was opened, in particular, in 
the fifth  year of the Hsien-ch,ing period (660), and the relic was then taken to the 
im perial palace. See also Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 41.379c: "In the first month of the sixth 
year of Chen-yuan (790), the emperor ordered [the population] to go forth and w el
come the bone of the Buddha Sakyamuni that was preserved at the Fa-men 
m onastery at Feng-hsiang. The relic was taken into the palace and ceremonies were 
performed in its honor. Afterwards it was placed in each monastery [in turn] to 
receive homage. In the second month the bone was restored to its [original] 
monastery in great pomp."

18 . Chiu Tang shu 160.4198, biography of Han Yii.
19 . Ibid. 4200.
20. It w ill be noted that here too the offerings were made at the beginning of the 

year.
a i. The characters chih and erh that frame the last portion of the phrase leave no 

doubt as to the general meaning of this passage. De Groot, Sectarianism 1:5 3—54, 
gives it the opposite sense, which accords better with the theory he defends.

22. It is m ainly these who are concerned, for the educated classes had more crit
ical sense.

23. Chiu Tang shu 160.4199-200.
24. Out of conformism, for fear of going against the current of the tim es, literati 

gave a greater place to Buddhism than is usually believed. Cf. the attitude of Yao 
d u n g  w ith regard to Buddhist m ortuary rituals, p. 207 above. But there was a lim it 
that they would not cross.

25. Translation based on Granet, Danses et Mgendes, p. 32 1.
26. Pei shih 77.2624, biography of Liu Yii. Cf. Sui shu 62.1483-84.
27. See the suggestive indications given in Maspero, Le taoisme, especially pp.

156-69.
28. See pp. 28off.
29. Entitled "Wang-shen〃 in Kao-seng chuan 12, and "I-shen" in Hsii kao-seng 

chuan 27 and Sung kao-seng chuan 23.
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30. On the autocremations, see Gernet, "Les suicides par le fe u ,
3 1. Kao-seng chuan 12.404c.
32. Ibid. 405b. These offerings were assuredly not destroyed, but consecrated to 

pious ends.
33- Hsii kao-seng chuan %j.6ŷ 3L-b. There are seven examples of suicide by fire in 

the Kao-seng chuan. They all date from the fifth century.
34* The case of T'an-ch'eng in the early Sung, see Kao-seng chuan 12404a.
35. Fa-chin, in 436, ibid. 404b.
36. The case of Seng-tsang, under the T 7ang. See Hsii kao-seng chuan 23.855b.
37. On the commercial exploitation of such activities, see p. 250 above； on the 

influence that they seem to have had upon the spread of Buddhism in China, p. 252.
38. Ko总a 4:228.
39* Miao-fa lien-hua ching 6.533-5 5a, "Yao-wang p;u-sa pen-shih p 'in ." This was 

the text recited by Hui-shao (loc. cit.L H ui-i (loc. cit.j, and others, at the moment of 
their suicides.

40. Fo-tsu fung-chi 37.350b. See also ibid. 351b  for his personal sacrifices of 545 
and 547.

4 1. Wieger, Textes historiques 2 :14 19 .
42. On the relationship between Buddhism and funerary practices, see pp. 28 iff. 

above.
43. Wei shu 7 1.15 7 1, biography of P 'ei Chih. Cf. Fo-tsu fnng-chi 38.355c, 4th 

year of Yen-ch'ang (515).
44- Giles, "Dated Chinese M anuscripts," BSOS ~j, 19 33-19 35 , p. 820 (S. 4528).
45- The custom of the gift and redemption of the faithful's person is also attested 

in the seventh century in the region of Bamiyan, west of Kabul. "Every king of Fan- 
yen-na (Bamiyan) holds an assembly of deliverance at this place. Beginning w ith the 
crown jewels and down to his wife and children, he gives everything to this 
monastery; next, having ■ exhausted all the riches of his treasury, he gives him self. 
Then the m inisters and m agistrates flock to the monks and offer them rich gifts to 
redeem all the persons of the royal fam ily." Julien, Histoire, p. 374.

46. There are frequent mentions of this practice, cjearly Chinese in origin, in  the 
lists of offerings received by the monasteries of Tun-huang. Cf. P. 3047 v°; f. 5.

47. Kuang hung-ming chi 28.323c.
48. Ibid. 324a.
49- Fan-ch'uan wen-chi 10.8b. The term "right contract" refers to the use of 

halved contracts as tallies (cf. des Rotours, "Les insignes en deux parties," pp. 10 -15). 
The benefits of pious acts were accountable. Cf. Chiu T'ang shu 79 .7515,^report of Fu 
I dated seventh year of Wu-te: "By the spread of their ominous writings a^d the pro
m ulgation of their heresies, they opened, on false grounds, three roais (of transm i
gration into demons, pretas and animals), and laid out six other roads (of transition 
into asuras, men, and devas)； thus they inspired the ignorant with dread and fear, and 
deceived the class of government officers, w ith the result that amongst the people； 
they who became acquainted with them believed such falsehoods thoughtlessly, 
without due inquiry after their toots and sources. And then they raked up the crimes 
committed by these people in times past, in order to gauge thereby their future hap
piness； they a々ught that the gift of one single coin would give tl̂ em a chance of a 
thousandfold reward, and that one day's fasting might make them expect food for a 
hundred days. Thus they caused their ignorant victim s of deception to try recjdessly 
to do such good works [kung-te], so that, instead of fearing the laws and prohibitions, 
these people inconsiderately indulged in transgression of the precepts of the govem- 
m ent" (trans. de Groot, Sectarianism, p. 37).

50. Ta-ch'eng fa-chieh wu-chin tsang fa-shih (S. 731), Yabuki Keiki edv in San-
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gaikyo no kenkyu, Annex, p. 163. The saying is cited from "T i-yii chuan" (A Tradi
tion concerning the hells).

5 1. Fo-ming ching 21.272b. Cf. p. 72 above.
52. Yabuki Keiki, Sangaikyo no kenkyu, ibid.
53. Conversely, pious deeds had the effect of creating a monetary capital in the 

beyond. In a tale in the fourteenth century novel Hsi-yu chi, the T'ang emperor T 'ai- 
tsung raises a cash loan in hell from a certain Hsiang-liang of K'ai-feng. The latter and 
his w ife live in poverty, spending everything they earn on alms to monks and on sac
rificial money. By burning this, they have accumulated a sizeable capital in hell. 
Trans, in Wieger； Folklore chinois moderne, pp. 407, 4 17. Cf. also Hou Ching-lang, 
Monnaies d’offiandes,

54. Yabuki Keiki, Sangaikyo no kenkyu, ibid.
55. Tan-huang shih-shih hsieh-ching t’i-chi yu Tun-huang tsa-lu 1, f. 8b.

9. The Popular Social Environment
1. Fo-tsu t’ung-chi 39.363a.
2. Kuang hung-ming chi 24.279a.
3. Kuang hung-ming chi 12 .172a  (refutation of the fourth point in Fu I,s memorial).
4. Sung kao-seng chuan 6.744b.
5. Certain M ahayanist doctrines lent justification to this amoralism. A  text from 

Tun-huang reveals clearly such conceptions of popular origin. Monks had an interest 
in investing these w ith doctrinal authority:

There are those who for all the world break their vows and who dissim ulate 
immeasurable virtues.

They should be followed faithfully and respected in the highest degree. 
Wisdom'and folly, sanctity and profanity are unfathomable.
There are those who give themselves in everything an air of propriety, 
others who demonstrate that they have not yet been able to renounce all their 

desires.
Those who judge by appearances consider these to be profane: 
they fail to exam ine the interior which is h6ly. E
It is like the four kinds of mango [amra]
of which it is so difficult to determine whether or not they are ripe.
Such also are the disciples of the Tathagata:
i t  is difficult indeed to determine whether or hot they are faithful to the pre

cepts.
Thus one should counsel others with zeal
and prevent them from committing the sin of blasphemy towards the Jewel of the 

samgha.
If one wishes to avoid being plunged into the sea of sufferings 
he should constantly venerate this excellent field [of merit].
If6ne wishes to attain to happiness among the gods； 
he stfould further 亡ay homage to the samgha.
(Seng kung-te tsan, Peking Tan-huang manuscript "chou," no. 86； ed. in Tan- 

huang shih-sBih hsieh-ching fi-chi yii Tan-hdang tsa-lu, vol. i, "h sk ," 70.
6. See, for exaihple, the biography of Pei-tu; a monk who lived at the end of the 

fifth and beginnmg of the sixth centuries, in Kao-seng chuan 10 .391b . Many ele
ments of Taoist folklore found their way into the biographies of Buddhist monks.

7. Hsii kao-seng chtlan 25•没59b.
8. Fo-tsu li-tai Vung-tsai 11.569.b-c.
9. The meaning is not clear. The decree appears to offer a choice to the clergy con



cerned: they could either divest themselves of their possessions and lead a life  in 
compliance w ith the precepts of their religion, or they could return to lay life.

10 . The monasteries situated within the eastern and western halves of Ch'ang-an 
stood under the supervision of two commissioners of good works, positions norm ally 
held by eunuchs.

1 1 .  Nitto guho juniei gyoki 3, same date. Cf. Reischauer, Record of a Pilgrimage, 
ppfe 32 1-2 2 . The text adds that 3,491 monks and nuns were defrocked in Ch'ang-an 
00 that occasion.

12 . Cited in de Groot, Sectarianism, p. 75.
13 . The Buddhist equivalent of the expression yao-tao, "Taoist magician.
14- Chiu Tang shu 174 .4516 , biography of Li Te-yu. A ll this recalls the holy 

water of the Yellow Turbans that was ingested after fasting and confession. A t the 
level of popular religion, Buddhism and Taoism  differ only in form, not in substance.

15 . Cf. p. 237 above: the m utilations on the occasion of the festival of the trans
fer of the relic were the resist of collective excitem ent and contagion.

16 . Hsii kao-seng chuan 25.654b.
17. This concerned not only physical techniques: the "Shih-Lao c h ih , Wei shu 

114 .30 32 , reports about a Kashmiri monk named T'an-m o-ch'en who was skilled at 
fortune-telling and casting spells.

18. As mentioned in the previous section, Liu Yu7s description of the New Year's 
festival also referred to the presence of monks among the crowd.

19 . Hsii kao-seng chuan 25.6573—15.
20. There is an interlude in the narrative here: a young child clad in a sheepskin 

arrives on the scene to drink the alcohol dispensed at the festival, then begins to 
dance and turn so frenetically that the onlookers are dazed by the spectacle.

2 1. Hsu kaO'Seng chnan 27.682a.
22. It is unlikely that Buddhism m ultiplied the cult sites in China in an haphaz

ard manner, for nothing is more persistent than sacred emplacements. Cf. Mus, La 
lumiere sui les six voies, p. vii, who indicates that already in India Buddhist cults 
were superimposed upon local cults: "It suffices to recall that the map of the sacred 
sites of Buddhism, marked by a m ultitude of stupa or architectural reliquaries, can 
be superimposed upon the map of local spirits； each stupa passed under the prptec- 
tion of the local yaksa"

23. See p. 1 14  above.
24. Kao-seng chuan 12.404a.
25. In particular those who died a violent death. In places where monks had sac

rificed them selves, stupa were erected.
26. On the numbers of these sm all sanctuaries under different periods, and the 

numbers of monks residing in them, see pp. 4ff. above.
27. The term used here is ssu, monastery, but as we have seen above (p. 7), the 

term was applied, until Sui tim es, to all inhabited places of worship regardless of size. 
Certain ssu housed no more than one or two monks.

28. "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .3045. See also,the decree of 626 cited in Chiu 
Tang shu 1 .16 - 17  (cf. Fo-tsu ^ung-chi 39.363a, fifth  month of the ninth year of Wu- 
tej: "Since the preceding dynasties, monasteries were frequently founded without
consideration of the tranquillity of the place___Some adjoined market stalls and had
butcheries and taverns as neighbors. Their halls were filled with dust, and a fetid odor 
of meat permeated the streets in which they stood/

29. Cf. M ochizuki Shinko； Bukkyo daijiten, 4 :3 112 -13 .
30. Hsiang-fa chiieh-i ching 1337b.
3 1. Report of Tr Jen-chieh； in Tang hui-yao 49.857.
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32. Ts’e-fu yuan-kuei 159 .17b . See also Tang hui-yao 49.861； decree of the sixth 
month, nineteenth year of K'ai-yuan.

33. The terms most frequently employed to designate these sm all sanctuaries are 
lan-jo [aianya), and fo-t’ang (Buddhist chapel). Ta M u's Fan-ch'uan wen-chi 10.9a 
also uses shan-t'ai, "m ountain towers/7 and yeh-i, "country establishm ents" (?). 
Ching-she were sim ple huts inhabited by single monks. The term chaot’i, after 424 
the official designation for monasteries under the Wei (cf. Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 39-345al  
became a name for sm all places of worship under the Tang. The terms ch’ieh-lan, fo- 
ch’a, and tao-ch’ang could also refer to sm all sanctuaries.

34. Especially on the occasion of sacrifices to the soil god. See p. 261.
35. Cf. the biographies of master Hsiang and of P;u-an above. It w ill be noted, 

however, that the essential interdiction, that requiring abstinence from meat, was 
not always observed. The Tun-huang tsa-lu 23.2b reports that in  the T'ai-ho era 
(827-836) there were monks in the South who enjoyed having wives and eating meat: 
"They permanently led a fam ily life  and were com pletely ignorant of theix religion. 
The local peasants gave them their daughters and called them Master [shih-lang). 
When these peasants were ill, they made them round coins of paper and placed Bud
dhist statuettes beside them. Occasionally, they requested these monks to prepare 
some religious banquet {chai) for them. The following day they would slaughter 
sheep and pigs to feast, and this ceremony was called a 'fast of expulsion7 [ch,u-chai).,/

36. Lo-yang ch'ieh-lan chi 2.1009a.
37. Hsii kao-seng chuan i9.586a-b.
38. Wei shu 47.1048.
39. Taoist revolutionary movements: the first at the end of the Later Han (cf. 

Maspero, Le tao'isme, pp. i49ff.|; the second, at the end of the Former Han. Another 
decree, dated 517 , also referred to the potentially subversive nature of this kind of 
devotion and ordered the "com plete prohibition of assem blies for [Buddhist] vegetar
ian feasts in the prefectures, garrisons, and the capital, and the suppression of their 
injurious conspiracies^ [Wei shu 9.225, second year of Hsi-plng).

40. We shall return to this political aspect of Chinese Buddhism, see p. 286.
4 1. The groups of followers can be more or less engaged upon a path of contrac

tual association. Cf. below, the contrast between the Buddhist associations of the 
sixth century in which the size of the contributions was left to the discretion of each 
member and those at Tun-huang, in the ninth and tenth centuries, where fixed dues 
were imposed by statute.

42. Omura Seigai, Shina bijutsu chosohen, texts, p. 192-93； edits the text of an 
inscription dated seventh year of Tai-ho (483) in which the names of two hundred 
members of an i-hui are listed. Another stele mentions the making of a Buddhist 
statue by an i  comprising 78 lay and religious members； see ibid., pp. 187-88. 
Yam asaki Hiroshi, "Zui-T6 jidai ni okeru giyu oyobi hosha ni tsuite" indicates a stele 
dated fourth year of Yung-hui (653) that is related to the erection of a statue by an 
association of that type. It is the latest extant example.

43. That is, in the beginning of February and the beginning of August.
44. Shih-shih yao-lan A.263a.
45. A t the beginning of the eighth century, the associations of Samantabhadra in 

Tung-chou (modern Shensi) each had their statue of this divinity before which their 
assem bly [chai] took place. See p. 264.

46. Hsii kao-seng chuan 27.682a.
47. The question of the relationship between Chinese and Buddhist places of wor

ship m ay be raised here. According to the monk M ing-kai, writing ca. 625, the altars 
to the God of the Soil, indigenous cult places, and Buddhist sanctuaries in China all 
served identical functions: "I have witnessed the plantation of trees to mark the
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emplacement of altars to the God of the Soil, the erection of stone slabs in honor of 
the emperor, the stamping of soil for the construction of terraces, the weaving of 
reeds for ornamentations, and when danger threatens one prays to the gods. One also 
prays to them to obtain rain or dry weather and gives them thanks when hum idity 
and dryness arrive [in tim ely fashion][Kuang hung-ming chi 12 .17 1a , refutation of 
the second point in Fu Vs memorial). How much more, Ming-kai goes on to argue, do 
the great deities of Buddhism deserve not to be abolished.

48. See Naba Toshisada, ^Todai no shayu ni tsuite" (a), p. 238. The earliest she 
comprised ten, twenty, twenty-five, and eventually up to one hundred fam ilies.

49- Cf. Maspero, Le taoisme, p. 158: "According to the rules of the Three Chang, 
explains an author of the sixth century {Erh-chiao lun, written in  570, Kuang hung- 
ming chi 8.140c), at the tim e of the spring and autumn equinoxes, offerings were 
made to the stove god and sacrifices to the soil god. On the summer and winter sol- 
stices they made sacrifices to the dead, like the laity. Before [the sacrifice], healing 
charms and m artial amulets were dispensed, as w ell as contracts w ith the soil god 
Ishe-ch’i}.” Maspero thought that these were sales contracts for the purchase of the 
tombs (cf. the examples in Lo Chen-yii ed., Ti-ch'iian cheng-ts'un). However^the 
dates do not accord with those of the solstices. Perhaps the she represented a type of 
collective convention guaranteed by an oath in which the parties appealed to the soil 
god as witness?

50. Fo-tsu t’ung-chi 36.343a. See also Shih-shih yao-lan A.26^. The earliest texts 
say nothing about this po-lien she whereas later sources supply an increasing num
ber of details on the subject.

5 1. In Mission archdologique and Six monuments de la sculpture chinoise.
52. A  summary of the MahapTajndpzamitd in 27 ch. by Kumarajlva (T.凡 no. 223).
53. Hsii kao-seng chuan 28.688a.
54. Ibid. 20.595b.
55. Sung kao-seng chuan 15.803a.
56. Ibid. 16.807b.
57. Ibid. 6.743c.
58. Emended for "every day" in the text.
59. T'ai-p’ing kuang-chi 115.800. Ennin reports another version of the same leg

end, translated in Reischauer, Record of a Pilgrimage, pp. 258-59.
60. For these two statesmen of the mid-eighth century, see p. 292 and passim. Cf. 

des Rotours, Trait6 des fonctionnaires, pp. 7 15 —16, note.
6 1 • Tai-tsung ch ’ao tseng ssu-krung ta pien-cheng kuang-chih san-tsang ho-shang 

piao chih chi 3.8400-8413.
62. On the associations of the Liao period (907-1125), named ch，ien-jen i ("asso

ciations of a thousand"), see Tamura Jitsuzo, "K ittan bukkyo no shakaishiteki 
k6satsu."

63. Among the Fonds Pelliot of Tun-huang manuscripts there is a fragment (P. 
2086) of a copy of the Shih-ti ]un,(T. 26, no. 1522) that was produced by an association. 
The colophon, dated 594 and reproduced in  Kanda Kiichiro, Tonko-hisekiiyushinhen 
fasc. 2, p. 50, mentions 27 association members [i-jen), among them a Buddhist monk.

64. P. 2189. The copy bears a cplophon dated fir^t day, fifth month of the third 
year of the Ta-t'ung period (537) under the Western Wei. Numerous texts of this genre 
[fa-yiian wen) are found among the collections of manuscripts from Tun-huang. 
Kuang hung-ming chi 28 also contains several examples of yiian-wen.

65. Cf. P. 4536 v°: "The sole aim of the members of our association is to take 
refuge in the Three Jewels. A ll their thoughts are attached to the other shore. Thus
they are able to honor the principle of all associations (i-i)___They have tied together
the bonds of pious affinity [t'ung-chieh liang-yiian). n
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66. Dated by Chavannes to the seventh century； see Mission archdologique, no. 
473/ fig. 1683.

67. The members of certain i were thus designated by names that were used only 
within the society. Analogous ties of fraternity existed between the monks: those 
who were ordained on the same day received names w ith identical first characters. In 
a petition presented by Pu-k;ung concerning the ordination of seven monks [Tai- 
tsung ch’ao tseng ssu-krung ta pien-cheng kuang-chih san-tsang ho-shang piao chih 
chi 2.8350-8360)/ each of these was to receive a name in religion that would share the 
same first character. Slie-associations of monks are also khown to have existed. The 
disciples of the monk Hsin-hsing, founder of the Sect of the Three Stages, had thus 
formed a fellowship of bodhi {p'u-t'i chih yu). Cf. Yabuki Keiki, Sangaikyo no 
kenkyu, p. 9.

68. Cf. P. 3707, which gives the name of ch'in-ch'ing she； P. 4987 [the former P. 
5529 (11)] is entitled "Hsiung-ti chuan-t'ie." See also G iles, Six Centuries at Tan- 
huang, p. 37； which mentions a "Society of Brethren,

69. P. 3730 v '  Mou-chia teng chin li she-t'iao, edited in Naba Toshisada, "T6dai 
no shayu ni tsuite" 4 .125-26.

70. S. 1475 v0, f. 4； Naba Toshisada, 〃T6dai no shayu ni tsuite" 3.82-83.
7 1. P. 3216  r°； Naba Toshisada, ibid. 3.76-77. See also P. 3266 v°； Naba Toshisada, 

ibid. 3.77-78: "Letter of candidature of Tung Yen-chin. The above-named Yen-chin, 
having lost his father and his mother, has uselessly spent all his life without belong
ing to any association [she-i). Presenting him self today before your honorable society, 
he wishes to join it in order to devote him self to the ritual activities of mutual help 
[chui-hsiung chu-chi or chiu-chi). He hopes that the three directors {san~kuan) w ill 
be good enough to enter his name in their registers. He undertakes to conform to the 
statutes . . .  and w ill not presume to be negligent. He requests them to take a favor
able decision. ■. . Petition of the [prospective] member Tung Yen-chin who respect
fu lly solicits his adm ission" (Naba, ibid.).

72. P. 3730 v°; Naba Toshisada, ibid.
73. Pelliot, 〃Unebibliothfequem edi6vale,〃p. 503.
74. It should be noted that the term i, "sensef of duty/7 recurs frequently in the 

vocabulary designating the associations and their members from the fifth to the 
tenth centuries. It evokes free, though sometimes regulated, services that individu
als bound by personal, fam ily; or lineage ties owed ont another. There is no doubt 
that the notion originally had a religious signification and that it was concretely 
related to the sacrifices to the gods of the soil: the sacrifice created an indissoluble 
bond between those vowing friendship.

7 5 ■ The aim of certain she at Tun-huang was to ensure "loyalty in the empire and 
filia l devotion in the fam ilies" (P. 3128). But those concerned did not seerii to make 
a distinction between Chinese and Buddhist traditions: she that included Buddhist 
monks among their membership also aimed at fostering the classical manifestations 
of filia l piety. It m ay be noted that the Taoist societies belonged to the same type of 
association as the she at Tun-huang. Cf. Maspero, Le taoisme, p. 45: "The act of 
founding a com m unity by converting the infidels created an indissoluble bond 
bfetween the founder and his converts that extended down to the remotest of their 
respective descendants and that could be supplanted by no other relationship. Some 
of these fam ilies hdve traversed without hindrance two thousand years of Chinese 
history." The organization of the Taoist associations of the first centuries of the 
Christiail era didnot differ significantly from that of the she of the ninth and tenth 
centuries at Tun-huang. Their parish councils, consisting of officers wearing caps or 
crowns * [kuan-kuan], libationers [chi-chiu], and m asters of the registers [lu-shih], 
evoke the three directors [san-kuan] of the she at Tun-huang.
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76. The gates of wards and houses were sacred boundaries, and the ceremonies 
performed by the she aimed at protecting both of these precincts against calam ity.

77- Tan-huang shih-shih hsieh-ching t’i-chi yii Tun-huang tsa-lu 2 .117 .
78. P. 3145-
79. P. 2975 and 3286.
80. On the chai and the importance of the banquet in Chinese cults, see p. 257 

Sfeove.
8 1. Above, p. 174 . On financial m utual societies in Chinese Buddhism, see Yang 

Lien-sheng, "Buddhist M onasteries."
82. C f. Smith, Village Life in China, pp. I53ff.
83. The remarks by R. Maunier, in Coutumes alg^iiennes (Paris 1935), pp. 66-68, 

concerning the Kabyle festivals (taoussfl and maouna) merit comparison w ith the 
Chinese case, not least because the peasant communities of Kabylia bear certain 
analogies w ith those of China: "The taoussa in Kabylia, especially, where it remains 
in vigor today, can be defined as follows: a subscription of money, in which a ll the 
guests participate, for the benefit of the host. Take for example the father of a fam ily 
who finds him self under the obligation to offer a feast: for in the countries of Islam, 
Berber, or M uslim , feasts are obligatory, and they are also ostentatious； to give them 
is both an honor and a duty； he has to have;his son circum cised or m arry a daughter； 
yet he has no douros hidden away under a flagstone of in a jar； a feast has to be given； 

above all, sheep have to be killed. The only way for him  to fu lfil his duty is to appeal 
to the taoussa. The taoussa, then, has Us rites and its effects. Its rites consist, in  the 
first place, in the invitation or convening to the planned feast. Extending that invi
tation suffices to place each guest under an obligatioti of honor to contribute his
share. Second, there is the contribution ■Which takes place at the tim e of the feast___
The taoussa, therefore has not only a true legal effect, nam ely the obligation to con
tribute and the obligation to restitute； it also has thlb virtue of*a benediction.'VoT it is 
an act authorized by God. When a taoussa takes place, all those who have partici
pated in the donation are invested w ith baraka, obtain the blessing. A t the moment 
when the offerings are placed on the cloth, the herald pronounces these words: El- 
kher, "the good fortune or the blessing of God.〃 Thus the taoussa is like the maouna 
(an institution of the same type but where the contribution consist of foodstuffs) a 
religious act w ith a m ystical and symbolic value as w ell as an econotoiic and juridi
cal value/7 See further； for another civilization~the Greek eranos—L. Gernet, 
"D roit et predroit en Grfece ancienne," Annie sociologique (1951), pp. 40 ff. It may 
be noted that the culminating point in the cererribriy is at the moment when the 
offerings are presentedr this Is when the divine blessing is expected to descend upon 
the participants. In the Buddhist banquets there also seems to have been a moment 
of that kind. See the text cited above, p. 269.

84. The Buddhist character of the i~hui of the sixth century left its traces in  the 
vocabulary itself. Certain members bear titles that belong t6 thelnonastic hierarchy: 
karmadana overseer [wei-na or tu-wei na)t bursar [tien-tso], reciter [pai-ni, bhaka), 
attendant for incense and lamps [hsiang-huo).

85. Chavannes, Mission archeologique, 1, no. 1507. This inscription is dated 533.
86. Chavannes, Six monuments de la scUlptuie chinoisS, no. 3.̂
87. Each member, in effect, had to place a mark o r write the character chih 

("perused") beside his name when the circular passed through his hands.
88. P. 3037, ed. by Naba Toshisada, "T6dai no shayu ni tsuite" 2.45-46 and 

3.68-69. The Ta-pei monastery makes its appearance only late in the chronology of 
the Tun-huang manuscripts. Thus the present piece might date from the period 
930-990.

89. S. 1475' edited by Naba Toshisada, "T6dai no shayu ni tsuite" 3.82-83.
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90. The great spring assem bly {ch'un-tso chu-hsi).
91. G iles, Six Centuries at Tun-huang, p. 38 (statutes of an association of 

women). It can be seen from this example that the traditional principles of the she, 
that required the members to be heads of fam ilies, were modified by Buddhism. Asso
ciations of women were not unknown. P. 3489 is another text that originated in such 
an association, founded by the housekeepers of a ward in T\m-huang: Statutes of the 
fourteenth day, first month of the year wu-ch'en. In the event of the decease of a rel
ative of one of the members, each was to bring .1 shih of floui. Members arriving late 
to the rendezvous were fined one chiao of alcohol. The names of some of the mem- 
bers suggest that they were nuns.

92. These are the three directors [san-kuan] that figure in all the associations of 
Tun-huang. In addition to these three officers, there are occasional references to asso
ciation elders \she-lao).

93- P. 3989.
94. Cf. the stele of 554 (Chavaxmes, Six monuments de la sculpture chinoise, no. 

3)； an association of ca. two hundred members that comprised two i-shih, the bhiksu 
Fa-kuo and Hai-ho.

95. P. 2708: eight clergy and ten laymen； P. 3707: sixteen laymen and three clergy； 
P. 5530 (18): thirty-eight laymen and two clergy； P. 3889: thirty-five laymen and one 
monk； P. 5529 (6): thirteen laymen and one monk； P. 5529 (1): fifteen laymen and one 
monk.

96. The following anecdote confirms this supposition. The principal w ife of the 
king of Kao-ch;ang (in the region of Turfan) wished to establish a tie of fictive kinship 
with the m aster Hsiian-tsang during his enforced stay in that town so that he would 
aid her to obtain deliverance in her future existences. See Ta tz'u-en ssu San-tsang fa- 
shih chuan 1.225b.

97. P. 2032, accounts of the steward for the year [chih-sui] Hui-an.
98. These were the chai of the first, fifth, and ninth months. During these 

months, slaughtering and fishing were prohibited. Cf. Vang-lii shu-i 30.10b. The 
Tang hui-yao 4 1.732 , decree of the fifteenth day, tenth month； twenty-second year 
of K'ai-yiian (734I, however, gives the dates as the first, seventh, and tenth months.

99. P. 2049, f. 34, end of the scroll (expenditure in o il)； f. 37 (flour). The assembly 
took place on the eighth day of the second month in the first year of Ch'ang-hsing 
(930).

100. Toshisada, "T6dai no shayu ni tsuite" 3.
10 1. According to P. 3231, the fabrication of a hu-ping cake required five tim es as 

much flour as making a pu-fou, nam ely some five ko, corresponding to the ration for 
the midday m eal of an adult.

102. Decree of the year 7 3 1, see p. 256 above.
103. See p. 264 above.
104. As mentioned above (pp. 2 1 off.), the Inexhaustible Treasuries were sustained 

by the lavish offerings of the great fam ilies of Ch^ng-an and by the fixed and modest 
levies paid in  by commoners.

iQ5. The same term  is used in the circular letters of the associations at Tun- 
huang to designate the meetings of thqir members.

106. Hsiang-fa cMeh-i ching 1337b.
107. See pp. 2 i3 ff. above.

10. The Wealthy Laity
1 . See p. 290.
2. Wei shu 8 3A .i8 i9； biography of Feng Hsi. It is possible that these deaths were
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considered necessary sacrifices, a theme that recurs frequently. The founding of 
places of worship was often connected w ith human sacrifice. Cf. the stupa erected 
following the suicides of monks, p. 242 above.

3. Cf. Pei Ch’i shu 9 .127.
4* Pei Ch'i shu 8 .113 ; Pd shih 8 .301; trans. in Balazs, "Traits 6conomique," pp. 

209-10.
5. Cf. Forte, The Mingtang, pp. 75-84.
6. Ibidv pp. 156-59.
7. See above, p. 20.
8. Chiu Tang shu 82.2768, biography of Li I-fu.
9. Chiu Vang shu 184.4758, biography of Kao Li-shih.
10 . This presumably alludes to the preceding reign of Empress Wu, Chung-tsung, 

and Jui-tsung.
1 1 .  The word chang designated perhaps the tent that was erected for the funerary 

ceremonies. The pious foundations w ithin the Buddhist communities probably 
served as models for this institution which recalls the Vietnamese hurong-hoa (Chin. 
hsiang-huo). Cf. Deloustal； "La justice dans l/ancien Annam ," p. 48. On the develop
ment of these private chapels under the Sung, see p. 308.

12 . Chiu Tang shu 8.174.
13 . Chiu Tang shu 96.3028-29.
14 . After the death of Emperor Hsien-tsu (r. 466-471) of the Northern Wei, a cer

tain Wang Hsiian-wei, submitting to the great mourning of twenty-seven months 
[chan-ts'ni], constructed him self a hut of rash. Clad in unhemmed sackcloth and liv 
ing on coarse gruel, he wailed and leapt unceasingly. On the hundredth day [after the 
emperor's death], he spent his fam ily possessions to organize a Buddhist banquet for 
four hundred persons. On the day of the anniversary of the death of Hsien-tsu, he held 
another ceremony in which one hundred monks participated. On the last day of the 
year, Emperor Hsiao-wen ordered a white suit of silk  trousers and a lined coat to be 
given to Hsiian-wei as Buddhist garments (?). See Wei shu 87.189 1. The text reveals 
a curious synthesis between Chinese mourning rites and Buddhist practices：

15 . It may be recalled here that the sites of tombs had much in common w ith the 
emplacements of monasteries. Both were situated in h illy  terrain w ell removed from 
the domain of cultivated lands. See p. 118  above.

16. Li Yuan, of a fervent Buddhist fam ily, retired to a cell in the Hui-lin 
m onastery that stood on the former country estate of his father (see Chiu Tang shu 
1876.4889, biography of Li Ch'engj: one went to oile's fam ily monastery and not else
where.

17 . Hsiang-fa chiieh-i ching 1336a.
18. See Chiu Vang shu 2 .3 1.
19. Wei shu 4B.97. The decree also mentions "gold and silversm iths," no doubt 

in reference to alchem ists.
20. Ts'e-fu yiiazi'kuei 159 .11b .
2 1. Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 38.355b.
22. Ibid. 355b-356a.
23. This cannot be attributed to coincidence. The political influence of certain 

monks and nuns, though occult and based on a network of com plicities, was never
theless considerable and at tim es decisive.

24. Sung shu 97.2386-87.
25. Chiu Tang shu 79.2716, biography of Fu I.
26. See p. 238 above.
27. Chiu Tang shu 160.4.200, biography of Han Yu.



28. A  nephew of Tou Te-ming, related to a distaff branch of the im perial fam ily. 
Biography in Chiu Tang shu 183.4724-25.

29. A  protege of Wu San-ssu, a kinsman of the empress Wu Tse-t/ien. Biography 
in Chiu Tang shu 92.2968-71.

30. Chiu T’ang shu 183.4739-40, appendix to the biography of Wu Ch'eng-ssu.
3 1. Hsin Tang shu 83.3648, biography of the Ho-p'u Princess.
32. Ch'en Yin_k'o, "Wu Chao yii fo-chiao.//
33. Chiu Tang shu 105.3226-27, biography of Yang Shen-ch'in.
34. Wei shu 7A .150 .
35. Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 38.356a, year 528. Cf. Wei shu 9.222, where this rebellion is 

dated $i$. The text of the Fo-tsu t'ung-chi is inspired by a passage in the biography 
of Prince Yao in Wei shu 19.445-46.

36. See Ch'en Yin-k'o, op. cit.
37. Tsukamoto Zenryu, Shina bukkydshi kenkyu, pp. 247-85.
38. See pp. 17 1-7 2  above.
39. Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 38.354b.
40. "Shih-Lao ch it," Wei shu 114 .30 33-34 . Cf. Fo-tsu fung-chi 38.354b.
4 1. Cf. pp. 118  and 143 above.
42. See p. 104 above.
43. See p. 18 1 above.
44. Hsii shih-shuo 3.ioa-b.
45. Wei shu 48.1072, biography of Kao Yun.
46. On the Buddhist origin of this institution, see p. 170 above.
47. Chiu Tang shu 183.4734.
48. I.ev ^8,000 kg.
49. Chiu Tang shu 184.4758, biography of Kao Li-shih.
50. Cf. Granet, La fiodalite chinoise, p. 149: "The Chinese custom (especially 

but not exclusively in  antiquity). .  ■ can by characterized as follows: Men were tied 
to the hereditary landed assets of their agnatic kin and the retainers enfeoffed to 
them. Women, by contrast, predestined by the rule of exogamy, to be exported, rep
resented essentially exchange values and y e r糾 he principlaes of all circulation of 
assets that were not strictly hereditary and intransm issible from one feudal domain 
to another/7 Cf. ibid. on the relations of women w ith the great merchants.

5 1. Chiu Tang shu 183.4734. These excessively luxurious constructions had 
political im plications. The literati regularly compared them with the im perial 
palace, for they represented 叩  incipient form of usurpation.

52. See Forte, Political Propaganda.
53. Chiu Tang shu 118 .34 17 , biography of Wang Chin. The mother of the broth

ers Wang was a devout Buddhist and no doubt she transmitted this religious faith to 
them. Certain fam ilies remained attached to Buddhism byt tradition. Cf. the Hsiao 
and the Yang above, p. 287.

54. See Tai-tstmg ch’ao tseng ssu-k’ung ta pien-cheng kuang-chih san-tsang ho- 
shang piao chih chi.

5 5. The Jen-wang hu-kuo po~je po-lo-mi-to ching, translated by Amoghavajra.
56. Chiu Tang shu 118 .3 4 17 -18 , biography of Wang Chin. Cf. Hsin Tang shu

14 5 .4 7 1 6 - 1 7 .
57. The term kung-te translates Skr. puny a: in China it was applied to all m eri

torious works including the casting of statues, constructions, copying pf sacred texts, 
etc.

58. The existence at that time of private chapels called "m erit cloisters" [kung- 
te yiian) supports this interpretation. Cf. p. 45 above.

59. See ibid.
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60. Tang hui-yao 48.854, decree of the first month, fifth  year of Ta-chung.
6 1. Tang hui-yao ibid.
62. "Wu shu" 4, San-kuo chih 4 9 .1185. See also Hou Han shu 73.2368, biography 

of T ;ao Ch'ien, and Fo-tsu tpung-chi 35.331b . Cf. Ziircher, Conquest, p. 28.
63. Tzu-chih fung-chien 205.6498, first year of T 'ien-ts'e wan-sui (695).
64. See pp. 263 and 271 above.

II. The Ruling Class
1. See p. 288 above.
2. Above, p. 326, n. 53.
3. Above, pp. 22 and 45.
4. Above, p. 22.
5. D eG root, Sectarianism.
6. Lo-yang ch’ieh-lan chi 2.1007a.
7- Kuang hung-ming chi 7.134c.
8. Cf. W einstein, Buddhism under the Tang, pp. 86-90.
9. See p. 285 above.
10 . Kuang hung-ming chi 28.335a.
1 1 .  That is, one must not be attached to vain displays of splendor: a rationalist 

interpretation of an idealistic doctrine. See Tang hui-yao 49.858. Empress Wu7s pro
ject also gave rise to the celebrated criticism s by T i Jen-chieh (ibid. 857) and Li Ch'iao 
(ibid. 857-58).

12 . M emorial of 714 . See Chiu Tang shu 96.3028, biography of Yao Ch,ung.
13 . Cf. above, p. 330, n. n o .
14 . Reference to the contradiction between religious practice (constructions) and 

the principle of avoiding harm to all beings, a theme frequently taken up by the 
literati. Cf. the Song memorial cited in Kuang hung-ming chi 6 .127c and pp. 14 , 17  
above.

15 . Tang hui-yao 48.850-51.
16 . C f. p. 254 above.
17 . Ch,Han Tang wen 39.17a.
18 . "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .3030 . Cf. Kuang hung-ming chi 2.102a.
19 . "Shih-Lao chih/' Wei shu 114 .3036 .
20. See p. 4 1 above.
21. Ts'e-fu yiian-kuei 159 .17a.
22. Under the T'ang, the court sim ultaneously called upon Taoists and Buddhists. 

See des Rotours, TraM des fonctionnaires, p. 88, note: "For the days of state mourn- 
ing, two of the great Buddhist and Taoist temples were designated in each of the two 
capitals for celebrations of the rites of sim ple abstinence." Analogous ceremonies 
took place in the prefectures. See Tang liu-tien ^.i4b-iya.

23. Fo-tsu Vung-chi 37.358c.
24- Chiu Tang shu 127-3579/ biography of P'eng Yen.
25. Fan-ch'uan wen-chi io.9a-b.
26. Fo-tsu fung-chi 42.385b.
27. See above, p. 100.
28. "Shih-Lao chih," Wei shu 114 .3 0 3 1. The emperor was the true Buddha. 

Therefore it was vain to pay homage to his sim ulacra. This idea was put forward by 
Wei Yuan-sung, one of the instigators of the repression of 574 under Emperor Wu of 
the Chou. See Kuang hung^ming chi 7 .132a.

29. Cf. P. Dem i^ville, Milindapanha, pp. 2 18  ff (on the Mahameghasutra). On the 
casting of statues in the image of the bodhisattva, see p. 23 above.



12. Internal Contradictions in the Buddhist Movement 
in China

1. The preceding Ta-li reign period (766-780), under Tai-tsung, had been marked 
by the greatest ascendancy of the Buddhist faction at court.

2. Fo-tsu t’ung-chi 46.419c, third year of Ta-kuan.
3. Ibid. 47.425b, seventh year of Shao-hsing.
4. The aim of these foundations was to obtain blessings for deceased parents, but 

the consequences of such sacrilege would affect the perpetrators themselves.
5. See p. 72 above.
6. Fo-tsu t'ung-chi 39.369a, commentary. On the history of the private chapels, 

see M ichim a Hajime, "Kizoku tai jiin  keizaiteki kosho.^ The stele of the Kuang-li 
ch'an-ssu (see p. 348, n. 1 12  above) informs us that in Sung tim es great fam ilies had 
appropriated the lands of the A-yu wang monastery. The phenomenon was wide
spread at that time.

7. Pei-shan lu 8.6230-6243.
8. See also, for a later period, Yiian-den chang 33, 〃Shih ta o , second year Huang- 

d i'ing (13 13 I: "The rules of purity have fallen into abeyance. The incense and the 
lam ps are extin gu ished . . • . E veryw h ere, th e abbots and o ld  m onks h ave  m ade off 
with the treasures of the permanent assets. They have left the monasteries to live in 
private dwellings. They have opened shops for loans against pledges. They drink 
alcohol and eat pungent vegetables {hun). They have wives and concubines. There is 
no difference between them and the laity. The harm they have done to the religion is 
im m ense." Modern popular sayings illustrate the amused scorn in which the clergy 
were held: "A s a last resource, one becomes a monk"; "A  glimpse of money makes 
the blind man see;/； "When a monk sees money, he w ill sell his sutraw； "M ine out of 
ten nuns are prostitutes, the tenth is crazy." Cf. Plopper； Chinese Religion, pp. 199, 
206
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indication revealing the appearance of a new state of mind among the
wealthy laity in T ang tim es is provided by a passage in the Hsiang-fa chiieh-i ching 
1336a: "A t that time, there shall be donors who shall institute Buddhist assemblies 
and invite the monks. But [at the same time] they w ill send keepers to guard the gates 
of the courts and the halls to prevent the bhiksu from entering these assemblies.



GLOSSARY

a -li-lo荷藥勒 

A-yu wang阿育王 

An-kuo ssu安國寺 

An-lo fo ssu安樂佛寺

cha~ping 查餅 

chfa-p：i 茶昆 

chai (mansion)宅 ' 
chai (vegetarian feast)齋 

chai-ch’en 齋櫬 

chai-ch,i 齋七 

chai-chu 齋主 

chan (appropriate)占 

chan-ts*ui 斬衰 

chang (length)丈 

chang-che 長者 

Chang Chi 張既 

Chang-ching ssu 章敬寺 

Chang Ch'iu 張求 

Chang-ch'iu Tzu-t'o 章仇子他 

Chang Hsiao-hsiu 張孝秀

Chang-hua 張花 

Chang Ju-ying 張如瑩 

chang-shih 長史 

Chang Tlng-kuei 張廷珪 

Chang Yueh 張説 

Ch'ang Ching 常景 

ch'ang-chu 常住 

ch'ang-chu chang-fu 常住丈夫 

ch'ang-chu po-hsing 常住百姓 

chfang-chu t'ien 常住田 

ch'ang-ho 昌褐 

ch'ang-hsiian 常選 

ch'ang-i 唱衣 

ch'ang-ming teng 長明燈 

Ch'ang-ning 長寧 

ch,ang-p，ing shu 常平署 

ch'ang-sheng ch’ien k'u 長生錢庫 

Ch;ang-sheng tien 長生殿 

chfang-tieh 長牒 

Ch'ang-yen 常儼 

Chao Ch'ien 趙遷
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chao-hsiian ts'ao 昭玄曹 

chao-hsiian t’ung 昭玄統 

Chao-i昭懿 

Chao Kou-tzu 趙苟子 

chao-fi 招提

chao-fi chih yii 招提之宇 

chao-t’i  ssu 招提司 

Chao-t/i ssu 招提寺 

ch,ao (seize/measure) 抄 

Ch'ao-hua ssu 超化寺 

Chen Fa-ch'ung 敷法崇 

Chen Pin 甄彬 

Chen-chi ssu 真寂寺 

ch'en (offering丨襯/櫬/襯 

Ch'en Hsiian-yun 陳玄運 

Ch'en Shao-ch în 陳紹欽 

ch'en-ssu 曬司 

Cheng Kuang-wen 鄭廣文 

Cheng Shu-ch'ing 鄭叔清 

ch'eng (pass/stage) 程 

Ch'eng-kuan 澄觀 

ch'eng-shang chuan-ching 
城上轉經 

chfeng~t'ai 澄汰 

chi-chiu 祭酒 

Chi-chou 濟州 

chi-fu chih wai 肌庸之外 

Chi-t,ing shan 稽亭山 

Chi-tsang 吉藏 

chi tu -w ei騎都尉 

ch'i (contract) 契 

Ch'i-chou 齊州 

Ch'i-fu ssu 啟福寺 

ch'i-shih 七施 

ch，i-to 棄墮 

chia (family) 家 

chia-chai 家宅

chia-jen 家人 

chia-seng 家僧 

chia-tsu 甲族 

chia-tza 家資 

chia-tzu teng wu 家資等物 

chia-yeh 家業 

Chiang-ling 江陵 

chiang-shuo 講説 

Chiang-tu 江都

chiang tz’u H  wei ling-liu 將此 

契為令六 

chiao-i 交易

chiao-shou ho-shaug 教授和尚 

Ch'iao shan 焦山 

chieh (parish) 界 

chieh-chai 解齋 

chieh-huo 解火 

chieh-mo shou 羯磨受 

chieh-fan 結壇 

chieh-tu shih 節度使 

chieh-tu ya-ya 節度押衙 

chieh-yu 結友 

chTieh-lan 伽藍 

chien (bay) 間 

chien (mean) 賤 

Chien-chen 鑑真 

chien-fu 建福 

chien-fu ts'ao 監福曹 

Chien-ming ssu 建明寺 

chien-shih 監使 

chien tsao-ssu 監造寺 

chfien (cash) 錢

ch'ien-chang hui-ts'an 前帳迴殘 

ch,ien-ch,i 前妻 

ch'ien-jen i 千人邑 

Ch'ien Fu 錢輔 

Ctiien-tzu wen 千字文
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Ch^en-yuan ssu 乾元寺 

chih (declare) 指 

chih (administer) 知 

chih (pledge) 質 

chih-ch’ien 質錢 

cUh-chii 質舉 

chih-chuang 置莊 

chih .. . erh 直 ...耳 

Chih-hsi 智禧 

Chih-hsii 智勗 

Chih-hsuan 知玄 

chih-k'o 知客 

chih-k’u 質庫 

Chih-kuei 知壞 

chih-ming 知命 

chih-shih 知事 

chih-shih jen 執事人 

chih-sui 直歲 

cluh-t'ien 置田 

Chih-tsao 智操 

Chih-ts'ung 智聰 

Chih-wen 智文 

Chih-yen 智淡 (ji6-6oi) 

Chih-yen 智巖 

ch，h (measure) 尺 

ch'ih-li-to 吃栗多 

ch’ih-pan 叱半 

ch'ih-ssu 勒賜 

Chin-chou 錦州 

Chin-hsien kuan 金仙觀 

Chin-hua 金華 

chin-kang ch,u 金剛杵 

Chin-ko ssu 金闍寺 

Chin kuang-ming ssu 金光明寺 

Chin kuang-ming tsui-sheng 
wang-ching金光明_ 勝王經 

chin-shih 進仕

ch，in-ch’ing she 親情社 

Ching-ai ssu 敬愛寺 

ching-chfa 淨剎 

Ching-chou 莉州 

ching-fang 經坊 

ching-jen 淨人 

ching-k'u 淨庫 

Ching-ming ssu 景明寺 

ching-she 精舍 

Ching-shui 淨水 

chiag-fien 敬田 

ching-Vien yiian 敬田院 

Ching-t'u ssu 淨土寺 

Ching-yii ssu 淨域寺 

ch'ing (measure) 頃 

Ch'ing-ch'an ssu 清襌寺 

Ch'ing-ch'eng shan 青城山 

ch'ing-chien 卿監 

ch'ing-hsien ch'ien 清閑錢 

Ch'ing-kuan 清觀 

Ch'ing-liang 清涼 

ch'ing-mai 青麥 

ch'ing-shui 輕税 

ch'ing-wu 輕物 

Ch'ing-yiin 清蘊 

chiu (stable) 廄 

chiu-yiieh nei 九月內 

chlu-tso chii-hsi 秋座局席 

chou-yiian 咒願 

ch!ou (tablets) 籌 

ch'ou-fen 抽分 

chu-chia nien-sung 諸家念誦 

chu-ch'in 諸親 

chu hsiang-yiian chu-yiieh 
sheng-li著鄉元逐月生利 

chu-i ch'ien 助役錢 

chu-jen 主人
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Ch'u Ch'eng 褚澄 

chfu-chai 除齋 

ch'u-chia 出家 

ch,u-hsiao 出孝 

ch’u-na ch'iu li 出納求利 

ch'u-shen wei-seng 出身為僧 

ch'u-fien 廚田 

ch’u-tai 出貸 

C h i Yuan 褚淵 

dm  (loan) 舉 

chii-chi 聚集 

chii-fang 車坊 

ch’a (loan) 取 

ch'u-chi 取給 

Ch'ii-chou 衢州 

chuan (transfer) 轉 

chuan-ching 轉經 

chiian (tax exemption) 蠲 

ch'uan-cheog 券證 

ch'iian-ch'i 券契 

ch’Uan-ch’i chih wu 券契之物 

chuang (estate) 莊 

chuang (petition) 狀 

chuang-chai shih 莊宅使 

chuang-li 莊吏 

chuang-fien 莊田 

Chuang-yen ssu 莊嚴寺 

chuang-yiian 莊園 

Chueh-shih 角詩 

chui-fu 追福

chui-hsiung chu-chi/chiu-chi 
追凶逐吉/ 就吉 

chun (equivalent) 准 

ch'un-ch'iu fo-shih 春秋佛食 

Ch'un-ming men 春明門 

ch’un-tso chu-hsi 舂座局席 

chiin-hu 軍戶

chiin-tzu 君子 

Chung Shih-ming 鍾世明 

chung-tsui 重罪 

chung-wu 重物 

ch'nng (to pound) 舂 

Ch^ung-en 崇恩 

Ch'ung-jen fang 崇仁坊 

ch，ung-shih 充使 

ch'ung-t'ien mu 衝天木 

Ch/ung-yun tien 重雲殿

en-t’ien 恩田 

en -tu恩度 

en-tzu恩子

fa Idharmaj 法 

fa (fine) 罰 

Fa-an法安 

Fa-ch'eng 法乘 

fa-ch’iao 法橋 

Fa-chin 法進 

Fa-ch'ing 法慶 

Fa-hsiang 法向 

Fa-hsien 法顯 

Fa-hsiu 法秀 

fa-hua法化 

fa-i hsiim g-ti 法義兄弟 

Fa-kuo法果 

fa-M 法律 

Fa-men ssu法門寺 

fa-shih 法事 

Fa-tsang 法藏 

fa-yiian wen 發願文 

fan-ch'ang 梵場 

fan chung-tsui 犯重罪 

fan-hu番戶
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Fan-yang 范陽 

fang-chang 方丈 

fang-chi 方伎

fang chu-tsa ch,ai-k，o 放諸雜差科

fang-shou jen 防守人

fang-tza 房資

fei-jen w u 非人物

fen (measure) 分

Fen-chou 汾州

fen-fen shou 分分受

fen-ssu 墳寺

feng (appanage) 封

Feng Hsi 馮熙

Feng Ssu 瑪思

fo-ch’a 佛剎

fo-chang so 佛帳所

fo fa sen g佛法僧

fo-pren 佛盆

fo-shih 佛事

fo-t，ang 佛堂

fo-tien 佛殿

fo -t'u 佛圖

fo-t'u h u 佛圖戶

fo -w u佛物

fu (tax) 賦

fu seng-rung 副僧統

F u l傅奕

fu-hsiang 福祥

Fu-hsien ssu 福先寺

fn -h u富戶

fvt-jen 浮人

fu-ping 府兵

Fu-shang 富上

fa-t’ian 福田

Fu-t'ien ssu 福田寺

fu-tieh 符牒

fu -w a浮物

han-shih 寒食 

Han Y u 韓愈 

hao-tsu kuei-yu 豪族貴遊 

ho-pu褐布

Ho-nan fu sh ih 河南府施

Ho-yang ch'ien 河陽錢

hou-tsang 厚葬

hsi (game) 戲

Hsi-chou 西州

hsi-fang fa-she 西方法社

h si-lo悉羅

Hsi-ming ssu 西明寺

Hsi-tung-sa 悉東薩

hsi-wan 戲頑

Hsi-yu c h i西遊記

hsia-chang 下帳

hsia-hsiang
hsiang (district)鄉
hsiang (Skr. nim itta) 相

Hsiang (monk) 香

Hsiang An 襄晻

Hsiang-chou 相州

hsiang-huo 香火

hsiang-pao 相保

hsiang-ssu po-hsing 鄉司百姓

hsiang-ti 香地 

Hsiao Chih-chung 蕭至忠

hsiao-hsiang /j 辟

hsiao-mai 漆

hsiao-shuo 小説

hsieh-kTou 瀉口

hsien (horse pen) 閑

hsien-ch'ien chrang-chu 現前常住

hsien-pei 鮮卑

hsien-ti 閑地

hsien-tsai fu-seng shang ch'u-li 
見在付僧上出利
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Hsien-yii Shu-ming 鮮于叔明 

hsin-fu k'o-hu 新附客戶 

Hsin-hsing 信行 

Hsin-i信義 

HsinT,i-p,i 辛替否 

Hsin-ting 新定 

Hsin-yang 新陽 

hsing (family name) 姓 

hsing-che 行者 

hsing-cheng 行政 

Hsing-ch^ng 杏城 

Hsing-chlng kung 興慶宮 

hsiag-hsiang 行像 

Hsing-ning fang 興寧坊 

hsing-tieh 行牒 

hsiung-ti chuan-Vie 兄弟轉帖 

hsiu[l]~ju 秀(?)乳 

Hsiian-ch/ang 玄暢 

Hsiian-hsii 玄緒 

Hsuan-yang men 宣陽門 

Hsueh Huai-i 薛懷義 

Hsiieh Ts'un-ch'eng 薛存誠 

hu (household) 戶 

hu (measure) 斛 

Hu Chao-i胡昭儀 

hu~fa護法 

hvL-k'no 戶口 

Hu-kuo chen-shen 護國真身 * 

Hu-kuo ssu護國寺 

hu-ping 胡餅 

Hu San-hsing 胡三省 

hu-shui 戶税 

hu-tsfao 戶曹 

Hua-feng kuan 華封觀 

Hua-tu ssu化度寺 

Huai-hai 懷海 

huang-ma 黃麻

hui (humanitarianism) 惠

hui (wisdom) 慧

Hui-an m en徽安門 

Hui-ch'eng 惠澄

Hui-chou 慧冑

Hui-fan 慧範

Hui-hung 惠弘

Hui-i慧益 

Hui-jih ssu 慧日寺 

Hui-lin ssu 慧林寺

Hui-shao 慧紹

Hui-shen 惠深

Hui-ta慧達

hui-ts'an 會殘

Hui-yiian 慧遠

hun (pungent vegetables) 葷

i (association) 邑 

i (sense of duty) 義 

i-ch’ieh chai-hui 一切齋會 

i-ch'ieh hui 一切會 

I-ching 義淨 

I-ching 易經 

I-chou益州

i-chun chiu~ko 一準舊格 

i-fan t’ing 義飯廳 

i-h a o邑號

i-h u i邑會

i-i 一易 (one fallowing) 

i-i 義邑（association)

i i-sh e邑義社 

i- je n 邑人 

i-la o 邑老 

m 依律

I-ning fang 義寧坊 

I-shan fang 翔善坊 

i-sh e邑社
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i-sh en遺身 

i-sh ih 邑師 

i-sh u遺書 

i-tz u 邑子

jan-teng 然燈 

Jen-ch#eng 任城 

jen-hu人戶 

je n -li人理

jen shang tien-wu t'ung kao-tzu 
人上典物銅鍋子 

jen-w u人物 

ju~tao入道

k 'a i (clear land) 開 

K'ai-yiian ssu 開元寺 

Kan-hua ssu 感化寺 

k'an-ping jen 看病人 

Kao Chao 高肇 

Kao Li-shih 髙力士 

kao-shen 吿身 

kao-tieh 吿牒 

Kao Yiin 高允 

Keng-chih t’u 耕織圖 

Keng Shou-ch;ang 耿壽昌 

ko (measure) 合 r

Ko W u 蓋吳

k fo (imposition/rental) 課

k ’o (interest rate) 科

k ’o-fcmg 客坊

k'o-hu 客 戶 ■

k，o -i課役

k,o-she 客舍

k ’o-ssu 客司

k fo -t i客邸

k ’o-tien 客店

k ’o-tso ssu 客作肆

k'o-yiian 客院 

k'ou-ch'eng jen 口承人 

k ’ou-fen t,ien 口分田 

k ’u (treasury) 庫 

k ’u-ssu 庫司 

k ’u-t’ien 苦田 

k'u-tzu 庫子 

kua (gourd) 瓜 

kuan (string of cash] 貫 

kuan-ch'a shih 觀察使 

kuan-chia 官家 

kuan-fang 關防 

kuan-fu 官府 

kuan-kuan (register) 官貫 

kuan-kuan (officers) 冠官 

kuan n u -p i官奴婢 

kuan-ti 官地 

Kuan-ting f f l l  

k'uan-hsiang 寬鄉 

k'uan-sheng chrien 寬剩錢 

Kuang-chai fang 光宅坊 

Kuang-chai ssu 光宅寺 

Kuang-li ch'an-ssu 廣利襌寺 

Kuang-te fang 光德坊 

kung-te ch，u 功德處 

kung-te fen-ssu 功德墳寺 

kung-te shih 功德使 

kung-te t’ung 功德銅 

kung-te yuan 功德院 

kung-ti 公地 

kung-ts’ai 公財 

kung-yang chii 供養具 

k'ung chi chung-pao chuan-fu 
ch'iian-m en空齎重寶專附權門 

K/ung Ning-tzu 孔寧子 

k'ung-ming 空名 

Kuo-ch'ing ssu 國清寺
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Kuo-li Pei-p'ing t;u-shu kuan 

kuan-k'an國立北平圖書館館刊 

kuo-so過所 

Kuo Tsu-shen 郭袓深 

Kuo Tzu-i郭子儀 

Kuo-yiian 果毙

Lai-t'ing fang 來庭坊 

la n -jo蘭若 

lang-chun 郎君 

lei-chfi chai 累七齋 

li (measure) 里 

Li Ch'eng 李 f登 

li c h i立機 

Li Chi-fu李吉甫 

li-ch'iu 立秋 

li-ch'un 立春 

Li Fu-kuo李輔國 

Li H su李虛 

Li Hsun李訓 

Li Huang 李晃 

Li I-chi李意及 

Li I-fu李義府 

li-jen fang 癘人坊 

li-ju n 利潤 

li-jun ju 利潤入 

Li K'ai-fu李開府 

Li Kui-po李歸伯 

Li Lin-fu李林甫 

Li P iao李彪 

Li Shu-ming 李叔明 

Li Te-yii李德裕 

Li Ts'ai 李蔡 

Li-tsung 禮宗 

li yao-shen 立妖神 

Li Yuan李源 

Li Yuan-hung 李元紘

liang (freeman) 良

liang (ounce/tael) 兩

Liang fa t7uan ju-chai wen-shu

梁法團入債文書 

liang-hu 梁戶 

liang-jen
liang-jen chih-fa 良人枝附 

liang-k,o 梁課 

Liang-ling 兩嶺 

liang-t'ien 良田 

lien-chi shui-wei 連機水禮 

lien-she 蓮社 

lin  (forest) 林 

lin-kfuang 臨壙 

Ling-hsiu ssu 靈修寺 

Ling-hu Huan 令狐嶝 

Ling-hui 靈惠 

ling-ti 零地 

Ling-tru ssu 靈圖寺 

Ling-yen ssu 靈巖寺 

Ling-yin shan 靈隱山 

Liu-chung 柳中 

liu -li ming teng 琉璃明燈 

liu -p o六博 

liu -w u六物 

Liu Yao劉縣 

Liu Y u 柳或 

lo (wheat) 羅 

lo-chih 落脂 

lou-chi ling 樓機緩 

Lu Ch^g-yuan 陸長源 

Lu C h ih陸贄 

Lu Hsuan 陸玄 

Lu Huai-shen 盧懷慎 

Lu Y u 陸游 

lu-shih 錄事 

Lung-hsing ssu 龍興寺
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Lung-kung ssu 龍宫寺 

Lung-men 龍門

m a-pu馬步 

mai (sell) 賣 

mai (wheat) 麥 

man-fei 緩緋 

man-lii 繞綠 

mao-i fen sh ou貿易分受 

Mao Tzu-yuan 毛子元 

m en -fu門徒 

m i-she米社 

Mao-hsien ssu 妙顯寺 

mien chfai~jen 免差人 

mien-ting 免丁 

mmg-ching 明經 

Ming-kai 明概 

m ing-fang 明堂 

m ing-fien 名田 

m o-pao墨寶

mou-chia teng chin li she-fiao 
某甲等謹立社條 

mu (measure) 敏

Nan-shan 南山 

Nao-ts'un 揉村 

nei tao-ch'ang 內道場 

ni sha-m i尼沙彌 

niao-wen 鳥文 

nien (m ill)碾 

nien-fo 念佛 

nien-sung 念誦 

nien-wei 碾 (碟)疆 

niu-ch'n 牛畜 

n u -p i奴婢 

nxmg-kuan 農官

o (temple name tablet) 額

o-ku ei餓鬼

p a i-n i唄匿

p'an-kuan she-li 判官闍梨 

p ’ang-ch’ii 旁渠 

Pao-ch'iung 寶瓊 

pao-cheng 保證 

Pao-en ssu報恩寺 

Pao-li ssu寶曆寺 

Pao-shou ssu 寶壽寺 

Pao-ying ssu 寶應寺 

pei-fien  悲田 

pei-fien  yuan 悲田院 

Pei-tu杯度 

pei-yiian 北院 

P'ei Chih 裴植 

P'ei Mien 裴曼 

Fei Ts'an 裴粲 

P'ei T u 裴度 

P'ei Yen 裴衍 

P'ei Y u 裴瑜 

P'eng Yen 彭偃 

p^ng-tang 朋黨 

p ’i (measure) 疋 

pieh-shu 別墅 

pieh-wen 別文 

pieh-yeh 別業 

pien (loan) 便 

Pien-i chih 辨疑志 

pien hsiu 便休 

pien~hu 編戶 

pien-min 編民 

pien-su jen 便粟人 

ping-fang 病坊 

ping-ma shih 兵馬使 

Ping-ch'i 平齊
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po (to winnow) 駿 

Po Chii-i白居易 

po-hsing 百姓 

po-hsing seng 百姓僧 

Po-hu t^ung 白虎通 

Po-lien she 白蓮社 

po-shJh 博士

po-shih m ien-ling 帛鉋綿緩 

po-t'u白徒

p fo-pren 破盆

P'o-t'o 婆陀 

pu (cloth) 布

pu-ching 不淨

pu-ching yii 不淨語

pu-ch'ii 部曲

pu-hsiao 不肖

p u -i不易

Pu-k'ung 不空 

pn -lo部落

pu-trou 倍愉

P7u-an普安

P'u-chi ssu 普濟寺

P'u-chiu ssu 普救寺

P'u-chou 蒲州

Pru-hsien i-she 普賢邑社

P'u-kuang ssu 普光寺 

^u-p^n ch'ien 普盆錢

p'n-sa chieh 菩薩戒

p’u-t’i  chih yu 菩提之友

p ’u-t’i hsiang-huo she 菩提香火社

p ’u-t，i s o 菩提所

p'u-tien 鋪店

p*u-Vimg i-chfieh 普通一切 

p'u-fung yuan 普通院 

p'u-yeh 僕射 

P;u-yuan 普圓

sai (offering) 賽

san (nominal title) 散

San-chiao shui-nien 三交水碾

San-chieh chiao 三界教

San-chieh ssu 三界寺

san-fu三輔

sa n -i三易

san-kang 三綱

san-kuan 三官

san-shih 散施

sang-tzu 桑梓

seng-chfi hu 僧祇戶

seng-ch,i su 僧祇粟

seng-cheng 僧正

seng-cheng ho-shang 僧政和尚

Seng-hsien 僧暹

Seng-hm 僧慧

Seng-kung-te tsan 僧功德讃

seng-lu 僧錄

Seng-p'in 僧頻

seng shang tai-pien 僧上貸便 

seng-shih 僧事 

seng-shou 僧首 

seng-tsTao 僧曹 

Seng-tsang 僧藏 

seng-t;ung 僧統 

seng-wu 僧物 

Seng-yai 僧崖 

Sha-chou 沙州 

Sha-chou tu seng-t'ung 
沙州都僧統 

sha-men tfung 沙門統 

sha-m i沙彌 

sha-fai 沙汰

Shan-chxin shu-shih 陝郡熟鉋 

Shan-ho fang 善和坊
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shan-fai 山臺 

shan-ti 山地 

shang-shu 尚書 

Shang-shu ssu-hsiin kao-shen 
chih y in 尚書司勳吿身之印 

sMang-tso 上座 

Shao-k7ang 少康 

Shao-lin ssu 少林寺 

Shao-ling 邵陵 

shao-p*ei 燒培 

she (association) 社 

she (lodging) 舍 

she (soil god) 社 

she-chang 社長 

she-ch，i 社契 

sh e-i社邑 

she-kuan 社官 

she-lao 社老 

sh e -li闍梨 

she-shih 捨施

she-ssu chuan-tfieh 社司轉帖 

Shen Chuan-shih 沈傳師 

shen fo shih chi seng-liao 
神佛食及僧料 

Shen-hao 神暗 

Shen-hui 神會 

shen-jen 神人 

Shen-ts7ou 神湊 

shen tzu-fu 身資服 

Shen-yung 神邕 

sheng (measure)升 

sheng-chiian 生絹 

Sheng-kuang ssu 勝光寺 

Sheng-p'ing 升平 

Sheng-shan ssu 聖善寺 

shih (measure)石

Shih Ching-chung 史敬忠 

Shih Ch;ung 石崇 

Shih-feng hsien 始豐縣 

Shih-hsien 師賢 

shih-lang 師郎 

shih-li kung-chi 施力供給 

shih-liao yuan 施療院 

shih-nii 士女 

sh ih-o十惡 

shih-to 拾墮 

Shih-te 拾得 

Shih-ti lun 十地論 

Shih wu-chin tsang 十無盡藏 

shih-yao yuan 施藥院 

shih yii-shih 侍御史 

shih-yung yeh 世永業 

Shou-ch'ang 守昌 

shou chih-ch’ien she-wu 
收質錢舍屋 

shou fo - i受佛衣 

shou hua-yiian 守華園 

shou-p'en 受盆 

shou-shih jen 授事人 

shou ta-shih 首大師 

shou-tao 受道

shon-yiian jen/min 守園人/民

shu (estate) 墅

shu-k'o 輸課

shu-su輸粟

shui (rent丨税

shm -m o水磨

shui-nien 水碾

shui-tui 水碓

shui-wei 水睛

shui-wei chi nien 水禮及碾

ssu chia-jen 寺家人
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ssu chia-nu 寺家奴 

ssu-chi 寺籍 

ssu-chu 寺主 

ssu-fang 私房 

ssu-hu寺戶

ssu huang-tlen fa 私荒田法 

ssa-k'ung 司空 

ssu-shou yin-yiian 四獸因緣 

ssu so-kuan 
ssu-jen 寺人 

Ssu-ming 司命 

ssu-nung 司農 

ssu-o賜額 

ssu-ts，ai 私財 

ssu-tu私度 

su (koumiss) 蘇 

su (millet) 粟 

su-chiang 俗講 

Su Ch'iung 蘇瓊 

Su Kuei蘇壤 

su-lao宿老 

suan-hui 算會 

Suan-shan 蒜山 

Sun Ch'iao 孫樵 

sung huang-chfung 送煌蟲 

Sung Pao-tsang yen chfang-ming 
ten g p ei宋寶藏巖常明燈碑

ta-ch'en 達覷

Ta-ch,eng fa-chieh wu-chin tsang 
fa-sh ih大乘法界無盡藏法釋 

ta-hsiang 大祥 

Ta-hsiang ssu 大像寺 

ta-lien 大練 

ta-mien 大綿 

Ta-pfin ching 大品經 

Ta-pei ssu大悲寺

Ta-sheng tz7u ssu 大聖慈寺 

ta-shih 大師 

Ta-t/ung 大同 

Ta tz'u-en ssu大慈恩寺 

Ta-tz'u ssu 大慈寺 

ta-wang 大王 

ta yao-tsang 大藥藏 

Ta-yiin ssu 大雲寺 

t'a-shu 塔蜜 

tai (borrow) 貸 

tai-pien 貸便 

tai-wu je n 貸物人 

Tai-chi tien 太極殿 

T'ai-shang kung 太上公 

T'ai-p'ing ssu 太平寺 

TanTao-k'ai 單道開 

Tan-yang 丹陽 

TTan-dfeng 曇乘 

Tan-chi 曇積 

T'an-ch'ung 曇崇 

T'an-hsien 曇獻 

T'an-mo-ch'en 暴摩讖 

T'an-piao 曇標 

T;an-yao 曇曜 

tTan~yiieh 檀越 

tang (faction) 黨 

Tao-an道安 

tao-ch'ang 道場 

Tao-chengli 道政里 

tao-chii 道具 

Tao-hsiu 道休 

tao-jen fung 道人統 

Tao-meng 道猛 

Tao-ming 道明 

tao-m u搗木 

Tao-piao 道標 

tao-shih 道士
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Tao-yen 道研 

Tao-ying 道英 

Te-mei德美 

te-t'ien 德田 

fe-chih 特旨 

Teng-chou 登州 

teng-shen fo 等身佛 

teng yu ssu 燈油司 

ti-chu seng 地主僧 

Tijen-chieh 狄仁傑 

ti-sh e邸舍 

ti-ssu部肆 

ti-tien 邸店 

Ti-tsang 地藏 

ti-tzu地子 

Ti-yu chuan 地獄傳 

f i- o 題額 

tiao (tax) 調 

tieh (notification) 牒 

tien (let, mortgage) 典 

tien-chu 殿主 

tien-p'u 店鋪 

tien-tso 典座 

t,ien (field) 田 

fien-m u 田敏 

t’ien-shou 田收 

T'ien-tai 天台 

fien-t'ang 天堂 

fien -t’ou 田頭 

t'ien-yiian 田園 

Ting-chiao 定覺 

to-ch’ou 墮籌 

t，o (load) 馱 

tou (bushel) 斗 

Tou Huai-chen 竇懷貞 

Tou-lu豆盧 

t'on-hsia 頭下

tsa-hu雜戶 

tsai-chia 在家 

tsa i-i再易

ts,ai (material goods) 財

ts'ai-chia 菜賈

Ts;ai Hsing-tsung 蔡興宗

tsfai-shih 財施

Tsan-p^ 贊普

tsflng (treasury) 藏

tsao-fu ch'u 造福處

ts,ao (mortar) 槽

ts'ao-tui 槽碓

ts'ao-yiian 草院

Tse Jung 榨融

Ts'en Hsi 岑羲

tso sh ih -i左拾遺

tsu (rent) 租

ts’u-mien 粗麵 （？j

Ts旭 C h 'iin崔群

Ts7ui Chung 崔眾

Ts'ui Hsiao-fen 崔孝芬

Ts'ui Liang 崔亮

Ts'ui Tao-ku 崔道固

ts'un (measure) 寸

tsrun (village) 村

ts'un fang fo-t’ang 村坊佛堂

tsung (measure) 綜

tsung tu-t’ou 從都頭

tu seng-cheng 都僧正

Tu Hung-chien 杜鴻漸

tu-liao 都料

Tu M u 杜牧

tu-ssu都司

tu-ssu p'an-kuan 都司判官 * 

tu-ssu ts'ang 都司倉 

tu-tieh 度牒 

TuYing-ch'i 杜英奇



tU-t'OU 都頭 

tu w ei-na都維那 

tu ya -ya都押衙 

tu -yin度印 

Tu Y u 杜預 

tu-yii h o u 都虞侯 

t’uan (cultivation group) 團 

t'uan-fou 圑頭 

t'uan-min 屯民 

fu an -fien  屯田 

Tung-lin ssu 東林寺 

Tung-shan 東山 

t'ung-chieh liang-yiian 同結良緣 

Tung-chin 童進 

t’ung-ch’ii jen 同取人 

T'ung-hua men 通化門 

trung-huo 同活 

Vung-pien jen 同便人 

Tung-Cai ssu 同泰寺

tzu kuan-nei 茲管內

tzu-i 紫 衣 （p. 59)

tzu-ping 淳餅

Tzu-sheng ssu 資聖寺

tz'u-pei 慈悲

Tz'u-pei ssu 慈悲寺

tz’u-shih 刺史 

tz'u shou-ming 賜收名

wa (stockings) 襪 

wan-tou 碗豆 

Wang Ch'i 王起 

Wang Chih 王志 

Wang Chih-hsing 王智興 

Wang Chin 王籍 

Wang-ch^an 輞川 

wang-hou i- fu 亡後衣服 

Wang Hsuan-wei 王玄威
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Wang Hung 王缺

Wang Ming-kuang 王明廣

wang-shen 亡身

Wang Shou-t'ai 王守泰

Wang Tse 王則

Wang Wei 王維 •
wei (mill) 禮

wei-chia 禮家

w ei-hu睛戶

wei-k'o 晴課

w ei-lan猥/偽濫

wei-lan seng 偽濫僧

w ei-na維那

wei po-shih 磑博士

wei-san 禮傘

Wei Ssu-li韋嗣立

Wei Ts;ou 韋湊

Wei Yiian-chung 魏元忠

Wei Yuan-sung 衛元嵩

w en -i文移

wo-chiu 臥酒

wu-che ta-h u i無遮大會 

w u -ch i無籍

wu-chi chih seng 無籍之僧 

Wu Chl-yu吳其昱 

wu ch’i h - o 無敕額 

wu-ch'ih ssu yuan 無敕寺院 

wu-chin ts'ai 無盡財 

wu-chin w u 無盡物 

Wu-chin tsang 無盡藏 

Wu-chin tsang fa lueh-shuo 
無盡藏法略説 

Wu-chin tsang yuan 無盡藏院 

Wu-chou 婺州 

wu-kuan 無貫 

Wu San-ssu武三思 

Wu-t;ai shan 五臺山
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w a-w ei無為

ya-ya押衙 

yang (nourish) 養 

Yang-chou 楊州 

Yang Hsiu-ming 楊休明 

Yang Jung 楊榮 

Yang Kuo-chung 楊國忠 

yang-nii 養女 

Yang Shen-ch'in 楊慎矜 

Yang-tu 楊都 

Yang Yen 楊炎 

Yao Ch'ung 姚崇 

Yao-kuang ssu 姚光寺 

yao-seng 妖僧 

yao-tien 藥店

Yao-wang p,u-sa pen-shi p,in 
藥王菩薩本事品 

yeh.業 （means of subsistance) 

y eh -i野邑

yen t’ieh shih 鹽鐵使 

YenTing-chih 嚴挺之 

yin-tieh 印牒 

Yin Y u 殷侑

yin-yiian chiang-shuo 因緣講説 

ying-fu seng 應赴僧 

Ying-fu ssu 影福寺 

Ying-kan 英幹 

ying-fien 營田 

yu ch ,ih -o有敕額 

Yu-chou 幽州

〃Yu Feng-lo Chao-t'i Fo-kuang 

san ssu" 遊豐樂招提佛光三寺 

yu-shih 遊食

yu-ts'ai 有才 

Yu Ch'ao-en 魚朝恩 

Yii-ch'ieh 瑜珈 

Yu-ch^an ssu 玉泉寺 

Yii-chen (kuan) 玉真觀 

yii-hsiang san-shih 浴像散施 

yu hsiang-yiian sheng-li 
於鄉元生利 

Yu-hua ssu玉花寺 

yii-lan p ’en 孟蘭盆 

yu-m in愚民 

yii-shih ta-fu 御史大夫 

yu-shih wei 御史尉 

Yu-wang 育王 

Yu-wen Jung 宇文融 

Yu-wen T;ai 宇文泰 

yuan (cloister) 院 

yuan (garden) 園 

yiian-chu 院主 

Yiian-kuan 圓觀 

yuan-min 園民 

yuan-shui 園税 

Yiian-tao 原道 

Yuan Tsai 元載 

yuan-tzu 園子 

yuan-wei 園磑 

Yxin-chu ssu 雲居寺 

Yiin-kang 雲崗 

Yung-an ssu 永安寺 

Yung-k'ang 永康 

Yung-ning ssu 永寧寺 

yung-tso jen 庸作人 

yung-yeh 永業
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Abbot [ssu-chu), 67,182, 3191237, 335^213 
Agricultural colonies lying-t'ien), 99 
Akappiya, see Pu-ching 
Amoghavajra, 265, 29 1, 292, 317225, 

3291272, 33 in  122; disposition of per
sonal property, 80-81； official docu
ments pertaining to, 18 , 3381365； 
request for m onastic tax exemption, 
46、

An-kuo monastery, 12 1, 188 
An-kuo nunnery, 149 
An-lo Princess, 50, 33 17 1114  
An Lu-shan rebellion (755-763), 35, 52,

265
Antichresis, 79, i86; 3382260, 36312150 
Appanage [feng], 1 12 , 1 13 , 3461287 
Asakawa Kenji, 136 
Avalambana festival, 2 13  
Avatars of the four anim als [ssu-shou 

ym-yiian), 105 
A-yu-wang monastery, 47, 118 , 34811112

Barter, prescriptions against in Vinaya, 
156-58, 357̂ 29 

Bhaisajyaraja (bodhissattva), 243 
Bhiksu, six evil, 157 , 159, 3561316 
Bodhisattva, 216 , 2 17 , 368^390, 96； in 

this world [tsai-chia], 277； Vows 
[p'u-sa chieh}, 277, 3267343

Buddha, the (as object of worship), own
ership of profane goods, 7 1 

Buddha business {fo-shih), 166 
Buddha households (/o-t'u hu), 100, 

10 2-3, 126, 127-28 , 35071157 
Buddhism, in China: as an antieco- 

nomic movement, 2 4 1； as an artistic 
movement, 240； burden upon peas
ants, 14； concurrence of popular and 
artistocratic forms, 294-97； conse
crated property, 66-73； construction, 
15 - 19 ； and cult of the dead, 283, 
3811214； decline of fervor, 307-8, 
38412118, 9； devotional objects, a 1-2 5； 
economic impact, x ii-x iii, 12-25, 
29-32, 35-37, 167-68； extravagant 
spending on, 233-34； formation of 
cults, 255-59； forms of, 5； hospital 
services provided by, 3671269； as 
im perial cult, 293-94； importance of 
communal meal, 257—58; impor
tance of giving, xiii, 240； importance 
of ornamentation, 240； influence on 
trade, 224； influence on land transac
tions, 137； internal contradictions, 
3 10 - 1 1； as large-scale colonizer,
1 1 1 - 1 2 ； late development, 65； link 
between religious and commercial, 
x iii, xiv, xv, 196-200, 227-28,
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Buddhism, in China [continued]
245-47, 310 ; long-term develop
ment, 2 3 1-3 3； natural resource 
depletion, 17 , 19-20, 23, 32321121; 
notions of debt and sin, 245-47, 
3732249； official vs. irregular, 44； 
original characteristics of, 233-47； 
private chapels, 308-9； private cults, 
294-96； rebellions inspired by, 
287-89； as religious movement, x iii； 
repressions of, 1 1 - 12 , 2 1-2 5 , 298-99, 
304, 307； role of festivals, 2.35-40； 
sculpture, 232； self-sacrifice, 241-45, 
373^2233, 45; subversive aspects of, 
259, 3761239； system  of religious pat
rimony, 65； theme of unpaid debt； 
178-79； among upper-class laity, 
xiv-xv； see also Buddhist associa
tions； Buddhist communities； Bud
dhist religious

Buddhism, in India: commercial devel
opment, 77- 78, 163-66, 195/ 334^1; 
development of m onastic law,
73—78; distinction between heavy 
and light goods, 73； inheritance prac
tices/ 80； ksetra, 222； prescriptions 
on commercial activities, 153-62； 
system  of inexhaustible property,
164

Buddhist associations, 266-68, 273-77； 
chai-chu (master of the banquet), 
269-70； chien-fu (creation of bless
ings), 260； chu-jen (host)/ 269-70； 
communal banquets, 269-70,
274—75/ 3801298; contributions to, 
271-72 , 3762241； development from 
cult groups, 26 1, 268； economic and 
religious role of, 276； i/i-iji-hui,
2-60-63, 2 7 1-72 , 296, 3761242, 
378222267, 74； 3792284； long-term 
development, 270； Lotus association 
[lien-she], 264； pious works [kung- 
te), %66-, p’u-t’i hsiang~ho she (associ
ation for the incense and lamps of 
enlightenment), 264； rice association 
[mi-she), 264； Samantabhadra associ
ations [p'u-hsien i-she)t 264-65； 
she/she-i/i-she, 260-65, 268-69, 272t 
3771248, ^ySnys, 3801191; and spread 
of Buddhism, 275； at Tun-huang,
262, 269-70, 273, 274-75； Western 
Paradise religious association [hsi-

fang fa-she), 264； White Lotus Asso
ciation [po-lien she), 262 

Buddhist communities: assem bly of 
accounts [suan-hui], iSj, 363^58； 
cereal holdings, 175； ch'ang- 
chu/ch’ang chu wu/seng wa (perma
nent assets of the samgha), 43, 
46-48, 67-73, 92-93, 106, 335^14； 
3442156； charitable institutions, 
2 2 1-2 3； chih-sui (stewards for the 
year), 94, 342m ； cloisters, 225, 
3252223； community support of, 208； 
convents, 9； corvee duties levied on 
dependents, ioo; 3431231； demand 
for oil, 15 0 -5 1； encroachment upon 
farmlands, 129-35, 138 -4 1； fiscal 
status of, 43-48, 99, 3301299； forma
tion of landed property, 112 - 16 ； gov
ernment destruction of, 44-45,
319皿 34, 38； im perial donations to, 
208-10； Inexhausible Treasuries, 
2 10 -17； introduction of capitalism , 
227-28； kinds of, 3-4； land held in 
perpetuity, 133-34； lay residents of, 
223； Long Life Treasuries, 173-74； at 
Lo-yang, 15 - 16 ； major festivals, 
2 0 1-2； m illing installations； 142-50； 

monastery households (ssu-liu), 10 1, 
104, 10 5 - 11; m onastery serfs (ssu- 
jenl 34122109; m onastic land,
117 -2 6 , 129-35, 13 7 -4 1； monetary 
holdings, 2 0 -2 1； name panel (oj, 
43-44/ 46/ 317^ 5； nominal registers 
[ssu-chi), 10； number of, 4—8, 
318222215, 22, 25； oil presses, 15 1-5 2； 

parishes, 3391284； pawnbroking 
activities, 21, 170-74, 3592273; as 
places of recreation, 223； population 
of, 8 - 1 1； private monasteries, 16 -17； 
as refuges, 223-24, 37122153； reli
gious services and rituals, 206-7； 
revenue types, 94-95； ritual objects 
and ornaments, 2 1-2 5； as shelters 
for travelers, 224-27, 330m 04； in 
sixth century, 1 1 5 ； (ssu), 3752227； ti- 
tien (shops), 168-69 

Buddhist communities, loan operations: 
of cereals, 183-84； of cloth, 184-85； 
contracts, 176 , 36 112110 ; at interest 
[tai/tai-pien], 17 7； in kind, 175-78； 

land as security for, 186-87； money 
{chii/ch'u), 36 1m 06； to monks,
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178-86； pien (noninterest-bearing 
loans), 177； against pledges [chih- 
chii), 172—74, 228； yii hsiang-yiian 
sheng-li, 185

Buddhist religious, abbot [ssu-chu], 6y, 
182, 319^37, 335^ 13; attitude 
toward rules of discipline, yi, 250； in 
Chinese festivals, 254-56； ch’u-chia 
(to leave the fam ily), 39, 197； com
mon interests w ith wealthy laity, 
289-90； and cultivation of land, 
95-96； dean [chang-tso], 1S2,
3192237; disposition of personal 
goods, 85-92, 339^86, 340211291, io i； 
fam ily monks [chia-seng], 4 1-42, 
3281166； fraudulent monks {wei-lan 
seng), i i ,  37-40, 42； freedom to 
manage property, 92-93； gifts and 
offerings to, 200-10； government 
confiscation of property, 47-48； 
im perial donations to, 209-10； indi
vidually held lands, 13 2； inheritance 
rights, 78-85； irregular monks, 39,
4 1-42 , 207, 250-53, 3182227； 327^61； 
itinerant monks, 41, 42, 199； kinds 
of, 4； kuo-so (passes), 327122； laiciza- 
tion of, 35, 3% 40-41； lay monasti- 
cism, 37-38； m agical powers, 253； 
and m ilitary service, 32-33, 3242110； 
monks of the people, 249-50； moral 
standards criticized, 197-200； num
ber of, 4-12, 35—36, 3182215, 3 19 ^ 9 ； 

number of in monasteries, 8 -11 , 
320121342； 45, 5 1, 54； overseer {wei- 
na}, 3192237, 3271256； peasant-monks 
[po-hsing seng), 39； pious works,
2 18； political influence, 284—85, 
3812123； private ordinations (ssu-tu),
42-44, 3291272； specialization, 200； 
steward [chih-sui], 35, 3251128； 
supervisory monks (san-kang), 8, 43； 
tax exemptions, 30-35； tax obliga
tions, 32, 3241222； tonsure, 39； usury, 
178-86

Caves of the Thousand Buddhas, 
36222130

Central Asian monastery, 47
Chai-chu (master of the banquet), 

269-70
Chai (vegetarian feast), 257- 58, 274-75, 

36972101

Ch'ang-an (city), 3; aristocracy of, 
3691399； m illing installations, 14 3； 
m onasteries of, 3752210 

Ch'ang-an reign (701-705), 221 
Chang-chi, 142 
Chang-ch'iu Tzu-t'o, 285 
Ch，ang-chu/ch’ang chu wu/seng wu 

(permanent assets of the samgha), 
67- 73/ 92- 93/ 106, 335^ 14/ 344^ 56； 
fiscal status of, 43, 46-748 

Ch'ang-chu po-hsing (households held 
in perpetuity), 10 5 - 11 ,14 9 ,17 7  

Ch'ang-chu t'ien (permanent lands), 118  
Ch,ang-i (sale by 'auction), 88-92 
Ch'ang-ning Princess, 50, 33122114 
Chang-p'ing shu (prite regulating gra

naries), 10 1, 344J246 
Ch'ang-sheng kfu (Long Life Treasuries), 

173-74, 3607398 
Ch'ang-sheng (pawnshops), 17 1 
Chang-tsung; Emperor (1190-1208), 

3462294 
Ch'ang-yen (monk), 2 1 
Chang,Yueh, 33 
Chang Y'ing-kuei, 301 
Ch'ao-hua monastery, 14 1 
Charity: in Buddhist communities； 

2 2 1-2 3； in Japan, 222； in-Mahayana 
Buddhism, 2 17 -2 1, 227, 3 35 m l； as 
means of propaganda and conver
sion, 219

Chavannes, Edouard, 232, 262, 267, 271, 
36222133

Cn^ng, Prince of Northern Wei, 256 
Cheng-ch^u (canal), 143, 3542110 
Cheng-shih monastery, 16 
Ch'en Hsuan-yiin (eunuch)/ 287 
Chen-kuan (627-649), 232； official ordi

nations during, 1 1  
Chen-yuan reign (785-805)； 289 
Chia-seng (fam ily monks), 4 1-42, 

3282266 
Chia-tzu (movables), 15 1  
Chien-fu (creation of blessings), 260 
Chien-k'ang (Nanking), 3； monastery at,

14
Chien-ming monastery, 128 
Chien-yen i-lai ch’ao-yeh tsa-chi, 34 
Chih-chii (loans against pledges),

172-74
Chih-hsuan； 264 
Chih-hsii (monk), 287
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Chih-k*u (pawn treasuries), 360121192,
98

Chih (pledge), 170-74 
Ch^-hsing monastery, 1 12  
Chih-sui (stewards for the year), 94, 

342m
Chih-te reign (756-758), 265 
Chih-ts'ung (monk, 550-648), 2,64 
Chih-wen (Vinaya master), 32 
Chih-yen (monk), 266 
China: agricultural colonies lying-t'ien), 

99； agricultural techniques, 116 ； 

alluvial plains, 1 16 ； broad localities 
[k'uan'hsiang], 99； class system, 278； 
concept of landed property, 79； 
decrease in taxable households, 
3241219, 3252238; form ation of landed 
estates, 116 -2 9； im perial aristocracy, 
279-86； land law, 1 16 - 17 ,13 0 ； land 
tax {ti-tzu), iS6, 36322154; m illing 
installations, 142-50； mountain ter
rain [shan-ti)f 12 3； private estates 
{chuang}, 123, 136； social transfor
mation of sixth century, 115 - 16 ； 

weights and measures, 314  
Chinese im perial aristocracy: extrava

gance, 28 1-83； fam ily cults, 283-84; 
intim acy w ith Buddhist religious, 
284-86； political effects of Buddhist 
involvem ent, 286-91； political influ
ence of women, 290-91； promotion 
of Buddhism, 291-94 

Chinese im perial government: attempt 
to protect farmlands, 13 1； land allot
ments, 99； regulation of Buddhism,
37-40, 44-48, 3262254, 329221281, 82/ 
3301199； regulation of mills/ 145-46； 

repressionsvof Buddhism, 1 1 - 1 2 ； 

2 1-2 5 , 298-99, 304, 307； support for 
Buddhism, 31^ 98 

Chinese literati (ruling class), 279, 281, 
283； classical traditional 299； Confu
cian interpretation of Buddhism； 300； 
criticism  of Buddhist practice； 
299-303, 3722224; criticism  of extrav
agance, 2,83； rationalism , 299； reac
tion to Empress Wu Tse-t'ien, 30 1； 
religious pragmatism, 303-6, 3831211 

Ching-ai monastery, 17  
Ch'ing-ch'an monastery' 144 
Ching-jen (pure men), yo, 78, 3361226, 

356̂24

Ching-ming ssu (Lo-yang), 144 
Ching-fien (field of reverence), 2 15 , 

221, 35011158 
Ching-t'u monastery, 125, 126； amount 

of cereals produced, 148, 149, 175； 
communal banquets, 274-75； extent 
of land holdings, 138-39； loan opera
tions, 178, 3 6 112 111； loans of wheat 
(li'jun ju), 17 7； management reports, 
187-88, 2 0 1-3 , 34 112 115； offerings, 
205； oil tax, 15 1-5  2； purchase of 
farmland, 130； rent from m illing 
installations； 146-47, 149, 150； 

resources, 189-90； revenues from 
usury, 178 

Chin-ko monastery, 18 
Chin-yen (monk, 516-601), 208 
Chi-tsang (monk, 549-623), 216  
Chiu Vang shu, 52, 53； "Monograph on 

O fficials," 8, 33312153 
Chuan-ching (recitation of sutra),

205-6, 274, 366J227 
Chuang, Emperor (r. 528-529), 49 
Chuang (private estate), 123 , 136 
C li'u  Ch/eng, 17 1
Ch’u-chia (to leave the fam ily), 39, 79, 

197
Chii/ch'u (money loan), 36122106 
Chu-i ch’ien (mien-ting ch’ien, ch，ing- 

hsien ch’ien), see Corvee duty, 
exemption tax 

Chu-jen (host), 269-70 
Ch'ung-hsing monastery, 317225 
Chung-tsung, Emperor (r. 705-710), 39, 

50, 291
Classics degrees [ming-ching], 54, 56 
Cloister of the Inexhaustible Treasury 

(Wu-chin tsang yuan), 2 10 - 11 , 2 13 
Cloisters, 3252123； Common {^u-t'ung 

yiian}, 225 
Commodity prices, 316 
Confucianism, x iii, 294 
Corvee duty [mien ch'ai-jen): exemp

tions granted to monks, 3 1-3 2； 
exemption tax ( chu-i chfien/mien~ 
ting ch'ien/chfing-hsien ch’ien), 32, 
34-35

Cultivation groups [t'uan], 10 8 -n  
Cults, 255-59； fam ily' 268, 283-84； 

mortuary, 28 1-8 3； private, 294-96

Daksina (Chin, ch'en), 89, 92
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Dandan-Uiliq, loan contracts, 182, 185 
Dem ieville, Paul, xv7 356229 
Devotional objects, and use of metals, 

2 1-25
Dharmaguptavinaya, 66, 3572228; pre‘ 

scriptions on barter, 15 6-5 7; pre
scriptions on commerce, 158-59, 
3577128； prescriptions on contact 
with precious objects, 154 

Dharm a m asters, 182 
Dharmamitra, 119  
Dharmaraksa (monk), 180 
Dhyana school, 8o； 224, 3251226, 342128

Eastern Chin (317-420), rise of Bud
dhism under, 65 

Enxiia (Japanese monk), 9, 145, 225, 226, 
363x2158 

Erh-chu Jung, 49 
Eunuchs, 34911129

Fa-ch'ing (monk); 287-88
Fa-chin monastery, 265
Fa-ch'ung (monk), 10
Fa-hsiang (monk), 46
Fa-hsien, Seng-di'i lii, 97, 335226
Fa-hsiu (monk), 287
Fa-hua chuan-chi, 23, 32311120
Fa-kuo (monk, d. 419^ 305, 3432227
Fa-lin (572-640), Pien-cheng lun, 4, 16
Fam ily cults, 283-84
Fam ily monks [chia-seng], 41-42, 3281166
Fa-sung (monk), 187
Fa-tsang (monk), 209, 3211158
Fei-fu monastery, 254
Feng, Empress of the Northern Wei, 284
Feng Hsi, 280
Festivals, 235-40, 372221213/ 14； Bud

dhist lamp festival； 239； of the dead, 
202, 3651225; transfer of the relic, 
237-38, 3722217, 375̂ 15 

Field of benevolence [en-fien], 35022158 
Field of compassion {pei-tfien}, 214, 21$, 

220-21
Field of reverence [ching-tlen], 21$, 

220-21

Fish and Turtle monastery, 258 
Fo-ming ching, on thefts of permanent 

assets, 72 
Fo-shih (Buddha business)/ 166 
Fo-Vang (chapels), 3 
Fo-tsu li-tai t’ung-tsai’ 54, 70

Fo-tsu t'ung-chi, 22, 46, 50, 54, i0 0/
262； on festivals, 236； on loans to 
monks, 178； on private chapels, 309； 
stories of permanent assets, 7 1-73  

Fo-t’u hu [Buddha households), ioo,
1 0 2 - 3 ,  12 6 , 12 7-28, 35 0 2 115 7  

Foucher, A ., 77
Fo-wu (property of the Buddha), 69, 

336J323
Fu-hsien monastery: Inexhaustible 

Treasury, 2it 3672173 
Fu I, 285, 299, 32313122, 3241117； anti- 

Buddhist proposals, 1 1 ,  33, 36 
Fu-t’ien (field of merit), 2 2 1, 35012158 
Fu-t'ien monastery, 2 1

Garland Sutra [Avatasaka-sutra], 216 
Garabhanda (heavy goods), 67, 70 
G iles, Lionel, 244
God of the Soil, cult of, 260, 262, 3761247 
Greater Vehicle； see Mahayana Bud

dhism 
Groot^ J. J. M. de, 299

H all of Light [ming-Vang], 281 
Han YiX, 237^ 238, 241 
Han Yu [poet/philosopher^ 13 , 285 
Heavenly Palace1 (t'ien-t'jng), 281 
Hermitages [lan-jo], 3, 294, 3762133 
Ho-yin, battle of, 49 
Hsiang (Buddhist master), 254 
Hsiang-fa chueh-i ching, 283, 3271259 
Hsiao M u-chili, Governor of Tan-yang,

15, 234
Hsiao-wu, Emperor of the Sung, 285 
Hsien-ch^en ch’ang'chu, 68-69 
Hsien-tsiing, Emperor (r. 805-920), 285,

289
Hsien-wen ti, Emperor (r. 466-471), 23, 

100
Hsien-yii Shu-ming, 3251232 
Hsi'fang fa-she (Western Paradise reli

gious association), 264 
Hsi-ming monastery, 17 , 19, 3222299 
Hsing-hsiang (processions of statues),

274
Hsin-hsing (monk), 2 10 - 11 , 3672267 
Hsin Tang shu, 52, 3251238； "Mono- 

graph on O ffic ia ls, 33311153 
H sin T 'i-p 'i, 19-20, 30 1； on preferential 

ordinations, $o, 33021110, 33 113 113  
Hsuan-ch,ang (monk); 1 12  *
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Hsuan-tsung, Emperor (712-756), 122, 
282, 286, 302, 3192336； control of 
preferential ordinations^ 5 1-5 ^  
3291281; creation of hospitals, 222 

Hsuan-tsung, Emperor (1425-1435), 10, 
42, 44

Hsuan-wu, Emperor of the Wei (r.
500-516), 285 

Hsiieh Huai-i, 19 , 28 1, 296 
Hsii kao-seng chuan, 144, 264 
Hsii Kuo-lin, Ttm-huang shih-shih 

hsieh-ching t’i-chi yii Tan-huang 
tsa-lu, 109 

Hsii shih-shuo, 143, 289 
Hu, Empress of the Northern Wei (r.

516-528), 284, 285 
Huai-hai (Dhyana master), 224, 324113 
Huan Hsuan, 42 
Hua-p’an (tax collector), 3302197 
Hua-tu monastery, 3672166； Cloister of 

the Inexhaustible Treasury (Wu-chin 
tsang yiian), 2 1, 2 10 - 11 , 2 13 , 223, 
叫-33

Hu-fa (protecting the law), 2 11  
Hui-ch'ang reign (841-847), repression 

of Buddhism under； 298-99 
Hui-ch'eng (monk), 42 
Hui-chou (monk)/ 123-24 , 3542214 
Hui-fan (monk), 286 
Hui-hung (monk), 287 
Hui-i (monk), 242 
Hui-jih sanctuary, 42 
Hui-lin monastery； 122 , 223 
Hui-shao, 242
Hui-shen (controller of Buddhist clergy)/ 

38, 18 1
Hui-yuan of Lu-shan (334-416), 262 
Hung Mai, I-chien chih, 174

I-ching (6 35-713)； 75-76, 164-65, 
3241217； Chi-kuei chuan, 3271256 

I-hsi reign (405-418), 114  
l/i-Ui-hm, 260-63； 2 7 1-72 , 3761142, 

378121167, 74, 3791184； lack of social 
class distinctions, 296 

I-jun, 3 1
Impure goods [pu-ching], 70-71, 77-78 
Inexhaustible property,.164-66, 3581235 
Inexhaustible property [wu-chin

wu/wu~chin ts'ai), 164.-66, 3582135； 
in China, 169, 170 

Inexhaustible treasuries, 2 10 -17 , 228,

3602191, 3671373； dual function, 
2 14 -16 ； effects of, 2 17； merit offices 
[kung-te ch’uj, 2 13； psychological 
m otivation for gifts, 2 14 -17； univer
sal bowl money (p'u-p'en ch'ien),

213

Jan-teng (nocturnal illum inationsL 274 
Japan: charitable institutions, 222； 

development of landed estates, 
136 -37； sho (Chin, chuang), 136 

Jnaptikarma, 87
Jui-tsung, Emperor (r. 684-690 and 

7 10 -712), 13 1  
}u-tao/po-hsing seng (peasant monks), 

38-39, 114

Kan-hua ssu (monastery), 14 1 
Kao, Empress of the Northern Wei, 284 
Kao Chao (President, Department of 

State Affairs, Yung-plng reign), 100,
1 0 3 - 4

Kao Li-shih (eunuch), 220, 282, 290
Kao-seng chuan, 23
Kao-tsu, Emperor, 17 , 103, 128
Kao-tsung, Emperor, 14 1, 287
Kao Wei, Emperor (r. 565-576), 280-81
Kao-yang Princess, 287
Kao Yun, 290
K’ou-fen (personal share lands j, 116, 

129, 3422221; possessed by monks, 
133

Ko Wu rebellion, 197, 288-89, 29° 
Kruan-hsiang (broad localities), 99 
Kuan nu-pi (slaves), 3442340 
Kuan-ting (561-632), 70 
Kung-te chfu (merit offices), 2 13  
Kung-te (pious works), 294； among 

wealthy class, 283； importance to 
Mahayana Buddhism, 2 17—18, 257； 
performed by Buddhist associations,
266

Kung-te t’ung (copper for good works)；

Kung-te yiin (merit cloisters), 3822358 
Kung-tsung, Prince regent (428-451), 

290
Kuo-ch'ing monastery, 9
Kuo Tsu-shen； 115
Kuo Tzu-i, General, 54, 146

Lahubhanda (gift of light goods), 67, 69
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Lan-jo (hermitages), 3, 294, 3762233 
Lay-religious associations, see Buddhist 

associations 

Lesser Vehicle, 2 14； charity under, 2 2 1, 
223, 227； commercial activities 
under, 195-96； evolution of commer-

*  cial activities, 15 3； importance of 
gift of the Law [amisatyaga], 2 17  

L6vi, Sylvain, 164 
Liang-ching hsin-chi, 210, 212, 2 14  
Liao (907-1125), 3 13  
Li Ch^ng, 169, 3591271 
Li Chi-fu, 13 , 146 
L i Ch'o, Shang-shu ku-shih, 227 
Lien-she (Lotus association), 264 
Li Fu-kuo, 291
Li Hsu (magistrate of Hsin-hsi), 45, 294 
Li H sto (academician), 305 
Li Huang (Taoist monk), 287 
Li I-fu (chief m inister to Empress Wu), 

282
Li Kui-po (of Pu-hai|, 288 
Ling, Empress, 23, 128, 3262254 
Ung&t, M., 73 
Ling-hu Huan, 3251232 
Li Shu-ming, 45
Literati/ see Chinese literati (ruling 

class)
Li Te-yii (administrator of Chekiang),

39/ 58； 197/ 222-23, 3 ^ 5 1  
Liu Ch'ung-hsiin, 300 
Liu Yii, 238 
Li Yiian-hung, 143-44 
Long Life Treasuries [ch'ang-sheng k'u), 

173-74 , 3602298 
Lotus association [lien-she], 260, 264 
Lo-yang (city), 3； Buddhist establish

ments, 15 - 16 ； m illing installations, 
143; sack of (c. 638), 232； support of 
Buddhist monks, 208 

Lu Ch'ang-yuan, Pien-i chih, 2 10 - 11  
Lu Chih, 37, 130  
Lung-men caves, 15 , 232 
Lu Yuan, 258
Lu Yu (Sung poet, 112 7 -12 10 ), Lao- 

hsueh an pi-chi, 17 1 , 173

Mahasamghikavinaya, 66, 70, 74,
87-88； on inexhaustible property 
[wa-chin wu/wa~chin ts'ai), 165； on 
interest-bearing investm ents, 164, 
166； prescriptions on barter, 157；

prescriptions on commerce, 159, 
16 1,-16 2； prescriptions on precious 
objects, 155 , 3361124, 356i2ii7/ 9 

M aM yina Buddhism, 38, 66, yi, 166, 
214； Bodhisattva in this world (fsfli- 
chial xj-f) charity under, 2 17 -2 1, 
227, 3 3 s n u ； commercial activities 
under, 196； confusion of lay and reli
gious, 258； doctrine of self-sacrifice, 
243； economy of, 2 19； importance of 
pious works [kung-te], 2 17 -18 , 257； 
leniency of religious discipline, 74； 
linking of profane and religious, 274 

MahiMsakavinaya, 66, 67, 74, 86, 223, 
3572220； prescriptions on barter, 156； 

prescriptions on commerce, 158； pre
scriptions on precious objects； 154  

Mao Tzu-yuan (monk), 262 
Mazar-tagh monastery, 20, 47； loan con

tracts, 182-83 
M iao-hsien monastery, 1 12 - 13 ； im perial 

donations to, 208-9 
M ien ch^i-jen, see Corvee duty 
M illing installations, 142-50; house

holds (wei-hu), 149； maintenance, 
147-48； rents (wei-k'oj, 142, 146-50； 
state regulation of, 145-46 

Ming, Emperor of the Chou (r. 557-560), 
22

Ming, Emperor of the Sung (r. 465-472), 
14

Ming-ching (Classics degrees), 54, 56 
M ing-kai (monk): D ecisive Replies to 

the M emorial of Fu I, i i ,  36, 249, 
36912112, 377^47 

Ming-t'ang (Hall of Light), 281 
Mi-she (rice association), 264 
M onasteries, see Buddhist communi

ties
Monks, see Buddhist religious 
"Monograph on Buddhism and Taoism " 

(Wei Shou), 99-100 
"Monograph on Buddhism" (Wei Shou), 

38
"Monograph on O fficials," 8, 33322153 
"Monograph on the Economy" (Wei 

Shou), 48-49, 53 
M ortuary cults, 281-83 
Mu-jung Po-ao, 100
Mulasaivastivadavinaya, 74-75, 334123； 

on interest-bearing investments,
164； on pledges {chih)f 170； prescrip-
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Mulasarvastivddavinaya [continued] 
tions on barter, 157-58； prescrip
tions on commerce, 159 -6 1, 162； 
prescriptions on precious objects, 
155-56

Naba Toshisada, 105, 147, 150,
34 112 m , 355J344； study of Buddhist 
associations, 262,, 2,67, 268 

Nan Ch’i shu, 17 1
Northern Chou (550-581): exemptions 

granted to monks, 3 1-3 2； unfavor
able policy toward Buddhism, 232 

Northern Sung (960-1127), 3 13  
Northern Wei (386-534), 335126； num

ber of monasteries, 4 
Nuns, see Buddhist religious 
Nu-pi (slaves), 107, 3461294; on monas

tic lands, 126-29

Office of Buddhist Clergy [seng-ts'ao], 
104

Oil, use by monasteries, 150-52 
Oilcake {cha-ping/tza-ping)r 15 1 
O ilery households [liang-hu], 15 1 
Ordination certificates {tu~tieh)f $z, 53, 

56, 33112124； private sale of, 58-60,
3 3 4 ^ 2 2 1 7 4 ,  1 7 5

Pali Vinaya, 16 1 
Pao-ch'iung (monk, d. 634), 263 
Pao-en monastery, 188 
Pao-hu (monk), 187 
Pao-shou monastery, 290 
Pao-ying reign (762-763), 124 
Pawnshops [ch^ng-sheng], 17 1 
Pawn {tien), 170 -7 1
Pawn treasuries {chih'k'u), 360222292, 98 
Peasant monks [ju-tao/po-hsing seng),

38- 39； 114  
P 'ei Chih, 244
Pei-t’ien (field of compassion), 214 , 2 15 , 

220-21 
P'ei-tu (literati), 285 
P'ei-tu (monk), 374226 
Pelliot Collection, 84, 317722, 35212190 
P'eng Yen (Criminal Adm inistration 

Bureau； Ta-li era): on burden of 
m onastic community, 33, 36, 
3241219, 3^5^33 

Permanent assets, see Ch，ang- 
chu/ch’ang chu wa/seng wu

Personal share lands (k'ou-fenj, 116,
1 2 9 ,  3 4 2 Z 1 2 1  

Pien (noninterest-bearing loans), 177, 
183, 3462376 

P'ing-ch'i commandery, ioo, io i, 

343̂ 28, 344̂ 48 
Pious works {kung-te}: importance to 

Mahayana Buddhism, 2 17 -18 ; link
ing of economics and religion, 231, 
374^53 

Pledge [chih), 170-74 
Po canals, 143, 3542210 
Po-chang ch'ing-kuei, 88 
Po Chu-^ 223
Po-hsing seng (peasant-monks), 38-39,

114
Po-lien she (White Lotus Association), 

262, 377^50 
Piajhapaiaimtd, 244 
Preferential ordinations, 49-52, 3292281, 

330m  io 7 3 3 112 113； effect on number 
of religious, 56-58 

P'u-an (monk, 503-609j, 261 
P'u-chi (monk), 1 1
Pu-ching (impure goods), 70 -71, 77-78 
P'u-chiu monastery [Shansi^ 144 
Pu-c^ii (personal retainers), 128, 

330^95, 35011167 
P’u-hsien i-she (Samantabhadra associa

tions), 264-65, 3761245 
Pu-k'ung, see Amoghavajra 
P’u-p’en ch'ien (universal bowl money),

2x3
Pure Land associations, 260, 262,

377^50
Pure men [ching-jen)f jo, 78, 336/226, 

35如4
Purple robe (tzu-i), 60-61 
P'u-fi hsiang-huo she (association for 

the incense and lamps of enlighten
ment), 264 

P'u-fung yuan (common cloisters), 225

Rice association [mi-she)t 264

Saddhazmapundaiika, 243 
Samantabhadra associations {p'u-hsien 

i-she}, 264-65, 3762245 
Samanta pasadika, 68 
Samgha: ch'ang chu/ch’ang-chu 

wu/seng wu (permanent assets), 
67-69, 9^-93/ io6; 335^14/ 344^56；
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fiscal status of assets, 43, 46-48； 
ownership of impure goods (pu-
chingl, 71

Samgha business (seng-shihl 166 
Samgha households [seng-ch'i hu}f 

ioo~5, i ia , 1 13 , 3431236, 3441149 
^amgha m illet [seng-ch'i su), ioo, 

ioi~2,104, 3581243, 37113154 
San-chieh monastery: managment 

report, 187-88； resources, 189 
San-kang (supervisory monks), 8 
San-kuo chih, 142 
San-pao, see Three Jewels 
Sarvdstivddavinaya, 66, 6j, 88； on 

interest-bearing investments, 
163—64, 166； prescriptions on barter, 
157； prescriptions on commerce, 

159, 161, 162； prescriptions on con
tact w ith precious objects, 154 -55； 
on samgha households； 102-3 

Sect of the Three Stages (San-chieh 
chiaoj, 210 , 2 12 - 13 , 3652213； doc
trine, 2 13 -16 , 3272259; indepen
dence, 2 13 -14 ； notions of debt and 
sin, 246-47； prohibition of, 6̂81184 

Seng-ch'i hu (samgha households)；
10 0 -5/ 1 13 , 3431236, 34料 9 

Seng-chri su (samgha m illet)； 100,
101—2, 104, 3582143, 37113154 

Seng-shih (samgha business), 166 
Seng-tsrao (Office of Buddhist Clergy),

104, 343瓜 9 

Seng-wu (permanent assets of the 
samgha), see Ch'ang chu/chrang chu

• wu/seng wu 
Seng-yai； 242
Sha-men t'ung (Tao-jen t'ung), 102, 

32in78, 343̂ 27 
Shang-tso (dean of monastery), 88, 127, 

16 1； 182, 184, 3 1^ 3 7  
Shao-hsing reign ( 113 1- 116 2 ) , 14 1 
Shao-lin monastery, 144, 3542217 
Shen-ch'ing (monk), Pei-shan lu, 309 
Shen-hao (monk, 7 17-79 1), 264 
Shen-hui (monk), 54, 197 .
Shen-ts'ou (monk, 744-817^ 169, 264 
She/she-i/i-she, 260-65, 268-69, 272, 

3771148, 3782275, 3801391； annual 
banquets, 274-75, 3801298 

Shih Ch'ung (prefect of Ching-chou), 142 
Shih-hsien (controller of Buddhist 

clergy), 197, 343瓜 7

^Shih-Lao chih," 23, io 3； 105, 120 
Shih-shih yao-lan, 2 14 , 260, 33921074, 

86

Shih-tsu, Emperor of the Wei, 4.1, 284,
290

Shih-tsung, Emperor (r. 116 1-118 9 ), 
3462294

Shun-tsung, Emperor, 3301199 
Southern Sung (1127-1279 ), 262, 3 13  
Ssu，see Buddhist communities 
Ssu-chu (abbot), 67, 182, 319^ 37/ 335叫  

Ssu-fang seng-wu (property of the 
samghd of the four directions), 67 

Ssu^hu (m onastery households), i o i ,  
104, 10 5 -n  

Ssu-jeit (monastery serfs], 34112109 
Ssu-tu (private ordinations^ 42-44^ 

3291172
Stele inscriptions, xii, 3 1, 262-64, 

271-72, 384126； of Northern China, 
259-60

StOpa, 17, 23, 33, 118 , 163, 319221332, 38 
Stupa estate [fa-shu], 118 , 348m  14  
Su Kuei, i i ,  12
Sun Ch'iao, anti-Buddhist proposals^ 36,

3吵 34
Sung hui-yao, 34
Sung kao-seng chuan, 5 4 ,169, 249 
Sung reign (960-1279): large Buddhist 

communities under, 14 1； sale of 
ordination certificates under, 6o, 6 i； 
transfer of wealth to South under, 
140

Sutra recitations {chuan-ching), 274, 
366^227； costs, 205-6 

Su-tsung, Emperor, 53, 33222129

Ta-chfen (fee for religious services), 
3651223

Ta hsing-shen monastery, 46 
Ta-hua monastery, 225 
T a ilin g  kuang-chi, u o r 264, 3671267 
T'ai-p'ing Princess, 286, 290, 3 3 10 114  
Tai/tai-pien (loan at interest}, 177 
T'ai-tsu, Emperor of the Chou (r.

557-560), 249 
T'ai-tsu, Emperor of the Wei (190^219), 

14 ^  305
Tai-tsung, Emperor (r. 762-779), 18, 47, 

140, 226, 292 
T'ai-tsung, Emperor of the Northern 

Wei (409-424), 302
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T^i-tsung, Emperor of the Sung, 209 
T'ai-tsung, Emperor (r. 626-649), 24,

250, 283, 285 
T'ang: development of commercial 

activities under, 78, 168； fiscal bur
den of m onastic community, 37； 
increased control over Buddhism, 44； 
increase in  religious houses under, 8； 
sale of honorary titles under, 60-61； 
sale of ordination certificates, 39-40； 
sale of ordination certificates under,
57- 6o

Vang hui-yao, 138, 146, 3801198 
T'an-hsien (master of Dhyana), 216  
T'an-piao (monk), 285 
T'an-yao (monk), 100, 10 2 ,12 6 , 3431227 
Tao~chai tsrang-shih chi, 262 
Tao-ch^eng, 260； Liang-ch'u ch'ing- 

chung, 3361225, 337^41 
Tao-chi (monk), 144 
Tao-heng, Shih po lun, 197-98 
Tao-hsiian (monkj, 66； on disposition of 

light goods, 86-87； on seng wu, 68-69 
Taoism, 240, 3222296, 37 12 111, 375^ 14； 

associations, 3781275； conflicts with 
Buddhism； x iii-x iv , 317223 

Tao-jen trung (sha-men t'ung), 102,
343̂ V

Tao-meng (monk, 4 11-4 75), 209 
Tao-piao (monk, 740-823), 120, 169 
Tao-yen (monk), 18 1-8 2 , 289, 36213129 
Tao-ying (monk), 252 
Ta-shu (stupa estate), 118 , 34812114 
Ta Sung seng-shih liieh, 58 
Ta-t\mg, caves of, 3432227 
Teaching of Vim alakirti 

(Vim alakirinirdesa), 2 15  
Te-mei (monk, 585-648), 2 13 , 221 
Te-tsung, Emperor (r. 779-805), 33, 226, 

300
Three Jewels, 2 15 , 35022157； in Chinese 

Buddhism, 67； In Indian texts,
66-67； property of, 69-70, 7 1 

T'ien-pao reign (742-756), 122, 169, 287 
Tien (pawn), 170 -7 1 
Tien-trang (Heavenly Palace), 281 
T i Jen-chieh, 256
Ting-chiao m onastery (Shansi), 145
Ti-tien (shqps), 168-69, 359^57 

Ti-tzu (land tax), 186, 36312154 
Tou Huai-chen (prefect of Yimg-chou); 

144

Triratna, see Three Jewels 
Ts'ai Hsing-tsung (416-472^ 168,

3591256
Tse Jung, Emperor (d. 195), 30 -3 1, 295 
Ts'ui C h 'to , 285 
T s^ i Hsiao-fen, 16 -17 , 140 
Ts'ui Liang, 143
Tsukamoto Zenryu, 34, 100, 128, 288 
Tuan (cultivation groups), 10 8 -11, 

3W 。
Ta Hung-chien, 208, 291-92 
TaM u, 13 , 128, 139 , 245, 37沖 33 
T^xing-chiii (monk), 250 
Tun-huang (city): Buddhist associations, 

262, 269-70/ 273； commodity prices, 
316； economic role of monasteries, 
152； regulation of m ills, 145； reli
gious population, 9 

Tun-huang manuscripts, x ii, 232； 
accounts of loans to monks, 180； 
accounts of offerings, 200-10； con
cerning indebtedness of peasant 
class, 134-36； Liang fa t'uan ju-chai 
wen-shu (on loans to monks), 179； 

loan records, 177-78； on loans of 
cloth, 184-85； on organized associa
tions, 260, 265-66； on pious works, 
2 18 -19； testam entary deeds from, 
81-84

Tun-huang monasteries, 175, 17 7； 
accounts of offerings； 200-10； 
inequality of resources^ 18 8 -9 1； 
management reports, 18 7-9 1 

Ta-tieh, see Ordination certificates 
Tu Yu (governor of Ho-nan), 142-43 
Tzu-chih t’ung-chien, 50 
Tzu-i (purple robej, 60-61 
Tz;u-pei monastery, 220

Universal bowl money [p'u-p'en chlen), 
2 13

Updsaka, 78, 154, 3361227, 33处 55, 
3562210

Vinaya, 128； Chinese borrowing oi, 66； 
on cultivation of land, 95； on divi
sion of clothing, 85-86； on inheri
tance of the bhiksu, 85； on land 
tenure system , 96-98； m orality of 
intention, 180； prescriptions on 
commercial activities, 15 3； prescrip
tions on precious objects, 154-56； on
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property of the samgha/ 67-70； on 
role of lay servants, 70； translations 
of, 66} see also titles of Vinaya 

Vinaya masters {fa-lii), 182

Wang Chih-hsing, 58-59, 3331212164,
166

Wang Chin, 208； 291-92, 300, 3271262, 
367̂ 55/ 3822153 

Wang Ming-kuang/ 324239 
Wang Tse (Governor of Lo-yang), 1% 
Wan-shou monastery, 3 1 
Wei, Empress, 50, 29 1, 331J2 114  
Wei-hu (m illing households), 149 
V/ei-k'o (m ill rents), 142, 146-50 
Wei-lan seng (fraudulent monks), 1 1 ,  

37-40, 42 
Wei-na (overseer), 3192337, 3271256 
Wei Shou, 38, 233, 335^6 
Wei shu, 142； "Monograph on Bud

dhism /7 17； "Monograph on the 
Econom y, 48-49 

Wei Ssu-li, 17  
Wei Ts'ou, 19
Wei Yuan-sung/ 3832128； memorial to 

Emperor Wu, 32 
Wen, Emperor of the Sui (581-604), 216, 

285
Wen-ch'eng, Emperor, 302
Wen-tsung, Emperor (r. 827-840), 13 ,

305
Western Paradise religious association 

[hsi-fang fa-she), 264 
White Lotus Association [po-lien she), 

^ 2, 377^50 
Wu； Emperor of the C h 'i (r. 483-493),

117
Wu, Emperor of the Liang (r. 502-549): 

exemptions for monasteries, 47, 284； 
increase in religious houses under, 8； 
self-sacrifice, 243, 244 

Wu-chin tsang yiian (Cloister of the 
Inexhaustible Treasury), 2 10 - 11 , 2 13

Wu-chin wu/wu-chin ts’ai (inex
haustible property), 164-66, 3581235 

Wu-chi t'a i monastery, 23 
Wu-ti, Emperor of the Chen (r.

557-560), 300 
Wu-ti, Emperor of the Chou: repres

sions of Buddhism, 1 1 - 12 , 21, 32, 44, 
304, 3̂ 6n53 

Wu Tse-t/ien, Empress (625-705), 19,
44； 2 12 , 285, 288, 29 1； extravagance, 
24, 281, 2.91 

Wu-tsung, Emperor (814-846), it ,  140, 
^95/ 319̂ 34

Yabuki Keiki, 3672267 
Yang Hsiian-chih, 128, 320B51； on Lo- 

yang monasteries, 16 , 144, 232； on 
Lo-yang society, 299 

Yang Jung (prefect of Hsuan-chou),
1 12 - 13  

Yang Lien-sheng, 17 1 
Yang Shen-ch/in/ 287 
Yang-ti, Emperor (569-618), 42 
Yangtze valley, 21 
Yang Yen, 37/ 57, 13O/ 3251138 
Yao Ch;ung, 50, 282-83, 30 1； 32312122, 

33i^ i i4 
Yen-i-i-mou lu, 62 
Ying-t'ien (agricultural colonies), 99 
Yin Yu, Governor (of Chiang-hsi), 59-60 
Yuan Chen (779-831), 3211168 
Yiian Tsai, 208, 291-92, 300 
Yuan-tzu (gardener), 127 
ifu-ch^an monastery, 258 
Yti hsiang-yiian sheng-li, 185 
Yun-chii monastery, 225 
Yung-chou, 143 
Yung-hui reign (650-656), 129 
Yung-p'ing reign (508-511), 100, 103 
Yung-yeh (lands held in perpetuity),

1 13 , 1 1 7 ； 129 
Yiin-kang caves, 15 , 232, 3442154 
Yii-wen T 'ai, 42
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